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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
By participating in this auction, you (hereafter referred to as the “Bidder”) are entering into a binding contract with Daniel
Frank Sedwick, LLC (“Auctioneer”) and agree to the following Terms and Conditions:
1)

2)
3)

4)

5)
6)

7)

8)

Each lot will be sold to the highest Bidder unless the reserve or starting price is not met. Bids may be submitted in
person or by mail, telephone, fax, email, or live on the Internet until each lot is closed during the live session. All nonlive bids must be received before the auction session begins. The Auctioneer or any of its employees individually cannot
be responsible for errors in bidding or the loss or delay of any bids that do not reach us by the closing date and time, or
for any technical glitches that prevent internet bids from being executed. All bidders must be registered before their bids
will be entered. All bids are in U.S. dollars.
Winning bids will be reduced automatically by the iCollector platform to the next increment above the second-highest
bid. In the case of tie bids, the earliest bidder will win the lot. Bidders are advised to provide allowable percentage increases
to avoid losing lots due to a tie.
A winning bid is contract between the winning Bidder (hereafter referred to as the “Buyer”) and the Consignor. The Buyer,
even if acting as an agent for someone else, agrees to purchase the lot(s) he has won and to pay the Buyer’s Premium and
any shipping costs, sales tax, bank-wire fees, customs duties, or other surcharges involved in delivering the lot(s) to the
Buyer. Certain lots (particularly artifacts) may require special packaging and handling, for which a surcharge will be levied
(also note shipping calculations will delay invoicing). In some special cases delivery may be arranged directly between the
Consignor and the Buyer, at the buyer’s cost. At no time shall the Buyer have any legal recourse against the Consignor
for any reason. Buyers will be notified as soon as possible after the sale with an invoice reflecting the total amount
due and shall remit payment within two weeks of notification or within one month of the date of the first session
of the auction, whichever is sooner. Buyers who do not receive notification for whatever reason are NOT released from
their obligation to pay on time. If payment has not been received within these terms, the Auctioneer reserves the right
to sell the lot(s) to any under-bidders for their lower bid amounts. Title to each lot does not pass until the item has been
paid in full. Any late payments (one month past invoice date) will be assessed an accrued interest charge of 2% per
month.
Lot pickup will be available after the auction (not during). Any lots not picked up in person (unless other arrangements
are made) will be sent to Buyer via U.S. Mail when the invoice has been paid in full. All domestic shipments will carry full
insurance, but foreign shipments are made at the Buyer’s risk (insurance available in some cases). Daniel Frank Sedwick,
LLC is responsible for loss or damage to lots only up until they are received at the address to which they are sent; any
transshipment from there is the buyer’s responsibility alone. Any special instructions for shipping, delivery or payment
must be in writing (letter, fax, email or text) and will be effective only upon confirmation by us (verbal requests may not
be honored). Generally, lots will be shipped in the order in which they are paid.
A Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% will be added to the winning bid for the total purchase price before any applicable taxes,
fees or surcharges. Any payments by credit card or PayPal will incur a 3% surcharge on the total.
Acceptable forms of payment are cash, check, money order, wire transfer, direct deposit, PayPal, Visa/MC, American
Express and Discover. All payments by check or money order should be made payable to Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC.
Payments by PayPal (to auction@sedwickcoins.com) are limited to $2,500 per auction per buyer. All payments shall
be in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank. Please contact us for instructions for wire-transfer payments, for which bank
charges may be necessarily added to the amount to be paid, generally depending on the country from which the wire
originates.
New bidders who do not have established credit with us must supply commercial references in the numismatic field
and/or a 25% deposit. Credit cards are acceptable in lieu of a deposit. If your bids are unsuccessful, your deposit will
be refunded, but if you are a winning bidder, your deposit will be applied to your purchase unless other arrangements
are made. Any bidders with an overdue balance with Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC must complete payment of their
previous balance before their bids will be accepted.
Bidders have several options for bidding method: Bids prior to the auction may be submitted by mail, fax, email, or in
person, or by bidding online directly on iCollector or via SixBid or NumisBids. During the live auction, bids may be
executed only in person or by phone, by prior appointment. Phone bidding is offered only as a courtesy and we do not
guarantee any line condition or accessibility during or before the auction. You must remain available to receive our call
when the lots you wish to bid on come up.
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9)
10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

Most lots are unreserved, but some lots do have a reserve or minimum bid assigned by the consignor. Any reserve will
generally be at or below the stated low estimate and starting price. All estimates are given in U.S. dollars.
As an active dealer, Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC is able to estimate a reasonably low wholesale level for each lot and reserves
the right to reject any bids below this level (generally at least 70% of low estimate). Furthermore we reserve the right to
reject any bids that we have reason to believe are not submitted in good faith. Starting bids are provided on iCollector
when the auction is published, and bids below those starting bids cannot be entered. Prices realized do not necessarily
reflect accurate market values so much as what the high bidder is willing to pay based on his own needs.
All items are guaranteed genuine and as described. Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC does NOT guarantee that any lots can be
successfully encapsulated. Auctions are NOT approval sales, and therefore returns will NOT be accepted UNLESS there
was an error in the listing. Note that grading and estimation of corrosion are subjective and differences of opinion cannot
be considered errors. Lots encapsulated by PCGS, NGC or any other third-party company may not be returned for
any reason. Disputes as to authenticity shall be resolved by submission to PCGS or NGC, and if their determination is
inconclusive, then the opinion of Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC shall stand. Any disputes, including proposed returns, must
be brought to our attention no later than 2 days after receipt of the lot(s) by the Buyer and BEFORE return shipment to
us, with any applicable refunds to be made immediately upon receipt of the returned item(s) by us. All returns must be
received by us in unaltered condition and in their original, unopened, sealed flips no later than one month after the date
of the first auction session (note that late remittance, therefore, can negate return privileges). Any refunds for returns paid
for by credit card will be subject to a 3% return fee. In the event of loss or damage, Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC’s liability
shall be limited to the hammer price plus buyer’s fee only. NGC or PCGS census data (“finest known,” etc.) are given
based on the date of cataloging and are not presumed to be accurate forever. Note that any group-lots returned due to
error in listing must be returned in entirety. Where not already included in the lot description, we will provide our
own certificate of authenticity upon request by the buyer for a fee.
In case of loss or theft the guaranty is limited to either the reserve price (if unsold) or the hammer price plus buyer’s fee
(if sold). Any extra expenses incurred by the winning bidder or consignor in order to bid, inspect, consign or pick up the
lots are not covered and are the sole responsibility of the winning bidder/consignor. Any potential or speculative value is
not guaranteed.
Lots may be inspected before the auction at our private office in Winter Park by appointment only during our office
hours of Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. High-quality photos of all items are viewable on our website and
on iCollector 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. All photographs in the catalog and online are of the actual lots being sold
but may not be actual size or to scale. Color and brightness of online photos may vary according to your monitor and
video-card specifications.
If buyer does not supply a Florida resale certificate, then Florida sales tax will apply as follows: If picked up in person,
6.5% will be added to the total (hammer plus buyer’s fee) for all items that are NOT coins or bullion, and to all non-U.S.
coins whose total is less than $500. Same applies to lots shipped to Florida addresses, but the rate (6% to 7.5%) will be
according to county of delivery. There is no Florida sales tax on U.S coins or on any lots shipped out of state.
All bidders and consignors acknowledge and agree that the Auctioneer (Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC) does NOT guarantee
that auctions will be unimpaired, uninterrupted or error-free and accordingly shall not be liable for such eventualities.
Any errors in the printed catalog will be rectified on the website and iCollector as they come to our attention, and those
corrected listings shall be deemed the binding descriptions at the time of the auction. The Auctioneer in its sole and
absolute discretion may accept or decline any bid, remove bids and reopen bidding, withdraw lots, or change lot sequence
or bidding increments at any time, even after the winning bid and winning bidder have been announced. Any bidding
disputes shall be adjudicated by the Auctioneer, whose decision shall be deemed binding and final.
This auction is conducted in accordance with the auction laws of the State of Florida. The licensed auctioneer is Daniel
Frank Sedwick, AU#3635, AB#2592. The Auctioneer and Bidder agree that the venue for all claims and disputes shall
be the applicable court having jurisdiction in Orange County in the State of Florida, and that the prevailing party shall
be entitled to all attorneys’ fees and costs. THE BIDDER AGREES TO WAIVE THE RIGHT TO A JURY TRIAL.
All Bidders must meet Auctioneer’s qualifications to bid. Any Bidder who is not a client in good standing of the Auctioneer
may be disqualified at Auctioneer’s sole option and will not be awarded lots. Such determination may be made by Auctioneer
in its sole and unlimited discretion, at any time prior to, during, or even after the close of the Auction. Auctioneer reserves
the right to exclude any person or company from the Auction. Daniel Frank Sedwick, LLC reserves the right to reject any
bids suspected not to be submitted in good faith. If an entity places a bid, then the person executing the bid on behalf
of the entity agrees to personally guarantee payment for any successful bid.
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A NOTE ABOUT THE ORDER
As the world’s leading purveyors of New World cobs and shipwreck coins, we have always separated and highlighted our cob and
shipwreck offerings from the rest of what we sell. We have preserved that arrangement in our auctions as well, with cobs presented in
order of establishment of each mint (the rare and unusual mints at the end) and the shipwreck coins, ingots and artifacts presented in
chronological order by wreck.

REFERENCES CITED
Where possible, in the description for each lot we supply one or more numbers in reference to acknowledged publications in the field.
References used in this catalog include the following:
CT = Calicó’s Numismática española (2008), formerly by Calicó and Trigo (nine previous editions).
Fonrobert = Fonrobert’s Sammlung uberseeischer Munzen: III. Abtheilung Sud-Amerika (1878).
Janson = Janson’s La Moneda Circulante en el Territorio Argentino 1574-2015 (2016).
KM = Krause-Mishler’s Standard Catalog of World Coins, various editions, including Spain, Portugal and the New World.
Restrepo = Restrepo’s Monedas de Colombia, 1619-2006, fourth edition (2012).
S = Sedwick’s The Practical Book of Cobs, fourth edition (2007).
Sp = Spink’s (formerly Seaby’s) Coins of England and the United Kingdom, fiftieth edition (2015).
A list of other, more specialized references used in our catalogs is available at www.sedwickcoins.com/references.htm.

COIN GRADING and DESCRIPTIVE TERMS
From best to worst, UNC is Uncirculated, AU is Almost Uncirculated, XF is Extra Fine, VF is Very Fine, F is Fine, VG is Very Good, and
G is Good, with Fair and Poor below that. (“About” or “A” means the coin is just shy of the indicated grade. Mint State refers to lustrous,
choice UNC coins.) We do not always assign numismatic grades to sea-salvage and land-burial coins, which were usually Uncirculated
(or close to it) before the effects of corrosion and/or cleaning. Corrosion is usually assessed, from least to most, as follows: none, minimal,
light, moderate, and heavy. Also note that we sometimes use the abbreviations E for escudos and R for reales in the listings for Spanish
and Spanish colonial items.

A NOTE ABOUT PHOTOS
Coin photos in this catalog are generally shown at actual size, with the exception of large lots, which are often reduced, as are
most medals, paper money, artifacts, documents, artwork and media. Photos of coins in the most recent NGC capsules have
four white intrusions into the rims of the coins due to a special design meant to enable viewing of the edges of those coins.

We encourage bidders to examine lots in advance in person, either at the coin shows we attend or
at our premises in Winter Park, Florida (by appointment only), or at the auction site (when applicable).

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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IN MEMORIAM
Friend and colleague Ben Bell was the one of the most unfailingly honest, hardest working and most easygoing dealers in the
business, his life so full of promise and hope but cut short at
age 41. After a strong university education in historical studies,
Ben started numismatic work at Classical Numismatic Group
and was later the co-founder, co-owner and president of Civitas
Galleries before becoming a partner at the firm World Numismatics shortly before his death. Ben’s unique sense of humor and
incisive diligence will never be duplicated. We miss you, Ben!

Benjamin Bell
March 8, 1976 – April 10, 2017

The world of Potosí cobs and Argentine numismatics lost one of
its greats this year in the sudden passing of collector and author
Emilio Paoletti. His landmark work, 8 Reales Cobs of Potosí (the
2016 third edition of his original 1999 work in Spanish, Monedas macuquinas de 8 reales de Potosí) remains the most accurate
treatise on the subject, in addition to other works he authored
on smaller topics, with his excitement for coins apparent in every
paragraph. Since our first conversations in the 1990s, Emilio
epitomized the “gentleman collector” with as great a zeal for cobs
as we have seen from anyone over the years. His legacy will live
on through his work forever.

Emilio Paoletti
May 31, 1931 – July 3, 2017

REQUIESCAT IN PACE
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SHIPWRECK (AND HOARD) HISTORIES
Throughout this catalog we offer coins, ingots and artifacts from many dozens of different shipwrecks and hoards—”treasure” in the truest
sense. So as not to break up the flow of the catalog in the listings, we offer the history behind each wreck here in chronological order. Some
lots in the catalog do not have histories here either because we have no further information or what we do know is brief enough to include
with the lots. Please feel free to contact us for more information about any of these wrecks or about shipwrecks or treasure in general. Also
be sure to check out our Virtual Shipwreck and Hoard Map on the web at www.sedwickcoins.com/map/map.html.

show a fineness marking, but no tax stamps or other markings, in
parts per 24, with a dot being a quarter karat. Many of the silver
and gold ingots from this wreck were cut into two or more parts,
presumably to divide into separate accounts.

“Tumbaga wreck,” sunk ca. 1528 off Grand Bahama Island

Before there were coins and Spanish Treasure Fleets,
Hernán Cortés and his men acquired treasure in the form of NativeAmerican gold and silver artifacts that were melted down in Mexico
for easier transportation. The variable-fineness ingots thus created
were known to archeologists but were not thought to exist until the
discovery of a wreck full of them off Grand Bahama Island in 1992.
After the salvage of what ultimately was determined to be a ca.-1528
wreck, the ingots came to be known as “tumbaga” bars and were
subsequently distributed to the collecting community by Frank and
Daniel Sedwick. Like most official Spanish colonial bullion, each bar
was marked with the fineness (the gold in parts per 24, the silver in
parts per 2400) and assayer, and especially with tax stamps to show
that the king got his cut. On these particular bars the tax stamps
show a legend that reads CAROLVS QVINTVS IMPERATOR for
Charles V of the Holy Roman Empire (who was also Charles I of
Spain, son of Queen Joanna).
The “Tumbaga” Saga: Treasure of the Conquistadors, by Agustín
García-Barneche (2010), gives the story behind these bars, particularly their history and manufacture, with complete data and analysis
and photos of many of the ingots. Each bar is also described in detail
in Tumbaga Silver for Emperor Charles V of the Holy Roman Empire, by
Douglas Armstrong (1993), a professional conservator hired by the
salvage company to clean and preserve all the silver “tumbaga” bars.

Spanish 1554 Fleet sunk off Padre Island, Texas

The 1554 Fleet consisted of four caravels, the San Andrés,
the Santa María de Yciar, the San Esteban, and the Espíritu Santo, all
but the first of which foundered off what is now Padre Island in a
violent storm. There were many survivors, but natives killed nearly
all of them. Much of the treasure was salvaged soon afterward by the
Spanish. In the 1960s two of the ships were rediscovered and salvaged
by an out-of-state company, causing controversy by removing what
Texans thought should belong to their state. (The third wreck-site
was apparently obliterated by a dredging operation in the late 1940s
on what is known as the Mansfield Cut, a manmade inlet.) Texas
conducted its own excavations on the two sites in the 1970s. The
1554 Fleet wrecks have yielded almost exclusively Mexican coinage
of Charles-Joanna (up to and including assayer S), some of which
still washes up on the beaches of Padre Island. Even when found
on the beach, these coins are illegal to own in Texas, which has
declared them all to be the property of the State, but they do trade
freely elsewhere. Uncleaned specimens (mostly beach finds) are
distinctively rusty in color and therefore are usually distinguishable
from coins from the “Golden Fleece wreck” above.

“Golden Fleece wreck,” sunk ca. 1550 in the northern
Caribbean

Santiago, sunk in 1585 on the Bassas da India atoll between
Mozambique and Madagascar

This wreck was nicknamed for a royal stamping (“Golden
Fleece”) on several of the gold “finger” bars (ingots) it yielded.
Practically all the coins from this wreck were Mexican CharlesJoanna silver coins (all assayers prior to S), including several rarities,
the most important being three specimens of the Rincón “Early
Series” 8 reales of 1538, the very first 8 reales ever struck in the New
World. To date the finders of the wreck have not identified the wreck
or disclosed its exact location, but they affirm it was in international
waters in the northern Caribbean. Though it was a relatively small
find of a few thousand coins at most, it has been the primary source
for Mexican Carlos-Juana coins on the market since the mid-1990s.
Perhaps more impressive than the coins from this wreck are
the few dozen gold and silver ingots it has yielded, all of which have
entered the market exclusively through Daniel Frank Sedwick. The
varying purities of these bars are reminiscent of the “tumbaga” bars
(see above), although the later gold ingots were cast in somewhat
standard shapes (“fingers”) and sizes. The silver ingots from this
wreck, popularly known as “splashes,” were simply poured onto the
ground, leaving a round, flat mound of silver that was subsequently
stamped with a tax stamp in the form of a crowned C for King Charles
I and/or a fineness in the usual block Roman numerals in parts per
2400, much like the karat system we use today. The gold ingots also

This relatively obscure wreck sank on a reef at night due to
pilot error, following which the captain and crew absconded with the
one useable lifeboat, leaving some 400 or more passengers to perish
on the wreck. The Santiago was found again and salvaged in the late
1970s by Ernest Erich Klaar and eventually yielded thousands of silver cobs (marketed in the 1980s) of both Spain and Spanish America
(particularly the mints of Seville and Mexico). This shipwreck is
also numismatically notable as one of only two wrecks (along with
the Atocha of 1622) to have produced the extremely rare cobs of the
Panama mint.

Unidentified (presumably Spanish) wreck sunk ca. 1590 off
the Yucatán peninsula of Mexico
Salvaged surreptitiously by Florida divers, this wreck yielded
Philip II cobs of Mexico, Lima and Potosí, some in remarkably good
condition. Many of this wreck’s coins are recognizable by their jagged,
truncated edges (from corrosion) with pristine interior details.
Without consideration of that characteristic pattern of corrosion,
the coins from this wreck can pass for Atocha (1622) coins, which
is how many of them were successfully sold with fraudulent Atocha
certificates in the 1990s.
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a database system at the Fisher operation in Key West. With some
exceptions each certificate also specifies the coin’s Grade, from 1
(highest) to 4 (lowest), a highly subjective evaluation of corrosive
damage and overall quality. Most Atocha silver coins are also
recognizable by their shiny brightness, the result of a somewhat
controversial cleaning and polishing process catering more to noncollectors than to serious numismatists.

“Rill Cove wreck,” sunk ca. 1618 off Cornwall, England

The name and nationality of the ship are unknown and
even the date of sinking is not certain. All we know is that records
of its local salvage began in 1618. After rediscovery of the wreck by
Ken Simpson and Mike Hall in 1975, eventually some 3,000 coins
were recovered and sold, all silver cobs, mostly Mexican, but also
from Potosí and Spain. Most of the coins are thin from corrosion
but with dark toning on fields to enhance details. Because it is rather
early, this wreck has yielded several important rarities like the F-oD
dual-assayer issue from Mexico.

Santa Margarita, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida

From the same hurricane-stricken 1622 Fleet as the Atocha
(above), the Santa Margarita sank on a reef within sight of the Atocha
and was found in 1626 by Spanish salvagers, who recovered only
roughly half its treasure. The other half was found by Mel Fisher and
company in 1980. Margarita’s treasures were similar to those found
on the Atocha, with fewer coins in comparatively worse condition
overall (yet not as harshly cleaned afterward). As with Atocha coins,
original Fisher certificates are critical to the premium value for
these coins, which is on par with Atocha coins. In 2008 divers with
the subcontractor company Blue Water Recovery found more gold
on the Santa Margarita and also a lead box stuffed full of pearls.

“Dry Tortugas wreck,” sunk ca. 1622 off the Dry Tortugas,
west of Key West, Florida

Presumably a sister-ship to the Atocha and Santa Margarita
of the 1622 Fleet (above), the “Dry Tortugas wreck” was discovered
in 1989 and reworked in 1991 by Seahawk Deep Ocean Technology.
Among the finds were numerous gold bars (but no silver bars) and
about 1,200 heavily eroded silver cobs similar in composition to the
Atocha finds, all picked from the ocean floor by a robot. Cannons
and other artifacts expected on a typical galleon were notably absent.
The bulk of the treasure was eventually sold to a store/museum in
Key West that later went bankrupt. Years later it all turned up at a
bankruptcy auction, where the bulk of the treasure was repurchased
by some of the former principals of Seahawk for a new museum.

Atocha, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida

Arguably the most famous of all Spanish galleons salvaged
in our time, the Atocha was the almiranta of the 1622 Fleet, which
left Havana several weeks late and ran afoul of a hurricane. Eight of
the 28-ship fleet were lost, wrecked on the reefs between the Dry
Tortugas and the Florida Keys or sunk in deeper water. Five people
survived the sinking of the Atocha and were rescued by another vessel,
but the wreck itself was scattered after another hurricane hit the site
exactly one month later. The Spanish were never able to salvage what
was one of the richest galleons ever to sail.
The cargo of the Atocha did not see light again until 1971,
when the first coins were found by the now-famous salvager Mel
Fisher and his divers, who recovered the bulk of the treasure in 1985
and thereby unleashed the largest supply of silver cobs and ingots
the market has ever seen. Well over 100,000 shield-type cobs were
found in all denominations above the half real, the great majority of
them from Potosí, as were also the approximately 1,000 silver ingots
(most the size of bread loaves). A handful of gold 1- and 2-escudos
cobs were also recovered, mostly from mainland Spanish mints, but
also a few from Colombia, officially the first gold coins ever struck in
the New World. The Atocha was also the source for most or all of the
first silver cobs struck in Colombia, as well as a few early coins from
Mexico, Lima, Spain and even Panama. Even more significant were
the many gold ingots, jewelry items, emeralds and other artifacts.
Because of Mel Fisher’s huge publicity and because much
of the treasure was distributed to investors at high ratios compared
to their investment amounts, the coins from the Atocha have always
sold for much more—anywhere from 2 times to 10 times—than
their non-salvage counterparts, even in the numismatic market. (The
“glamour market” in tourist areas elevates these coins to as much as
twenty times their base numismatic value!) Individually numbered
certificates with photos of each coin are critical to the retention of
an Atocha coin’s enhanced value. Accompanying barcode tags with
the coins also make it possible to replace lost certificates through

São José, sunk in 1622 off Mozambique

The São José was the almiranta of a fleet carrying Francisco
da Gama (grandson of the famous Vasco da Gama) from Lisbon,
Portugal, to his new post as Viceroy in Goa, India, when the ships
were attacked at night on July 22 by an Anglo-Dutch fleet off Mozambique. Suffering from disease, the captain and crew of the São
José at first tried to ground her but ended up sinking in deeper water,
taking many chests of Spanish silver with her. The English and Dutch
made off with some of the cargo and 100 prisoners from the São José,
with hundreds more people and the bulk of the treasure lost to the
sea. In 2003 the salvage company Arqueonautas located the wreck
and eventually recovered just over 20,000 silver cobs (all 8 and 4
reales) from Spain, Mexico, and South America.

“Lucayan Beach wreck,” sunk ca. 1628 off Grand Bahama
Island

Since the accidental discovery in 1964 of around 10,000
silver cobs dating up to and including 1628 in 10 feet of water just
1,300 yards from the Lucayan Beach Hotel, the mystery of identifying
the lost vessel has never been solved. Because of the date, popular
opinion associates the wreck with the taking of the Spanish 1628
Fleet in Matanzas Bay, Cuba, by the Dutch pirate and national hero
Piet Heyn, who reported losing two of the vessels on the way back to
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Europe. Three names proposed for the ship(s) by various sellers over
the years were the Van Lynden, the Santa Gertrude (or Gertrudis) and
the Romario, with scant evidence to support any of the attributions.
Spanish archival research suggested a new name, Nuestra Señora de
los Remedios, which sank in that general area in 1624. Since dates
on the recovered coins extend past 1624, this attribution must be
incorrect. A more recent recovery in the 1990s off Lucayan Beach
turned up similar material, but no further clues as to the ship’s (or
ships’) identity. Practically all of the coins have been Mexican 8
and 4 reales of the assayer-D period, some in quite nice condition
and a few with clear dates, which are rare. Expect to pay a modest
premium for specimens in white clamshell boxes produced by
Spink & Son (London) in the 1960s for a promotion that capped
off years of disagreements between the salvagers, their backers and
the Bahamian government.

Capitana (Jesús María de la Limpia Concepción), sunk in
1654 off Chanduy, Ecuador

This wreck was the largest loss ever experienced by the
Spanish South Seas (Pacific) Fleet, of which the Jesus María de la
Limpia Concepción was the capitana (“captain’s ship” or lead vessel)
in 1654. Official records reported the loss of 3 million pesos of
silver (2,212 ingots, 216 chests of coins, and 22 boxes of wrought
silver), augmented to a total of as much as 10 million pesos when
contraband and private consignments were taken into account. By
comparison, the entire annual silver production in Peru at that time
was only about 6-7 million pesos!
Obviously overloaded, the Capitana sank technically due to
pilot error, which drove the ship onto the reefs south of the peninsula
known as Punta Santa Elena, a geographic feature the pilot thought
he had cleared. Twenty people died in the disaster. For eight years
afterward, Spanish salvagers officially recovered over 3 million pesos
of coins and bullion (with probably much more recovered off the
record), leaving only an unreachable lower section for divers to find
in our time. Ironically, the main salvager of the Capitana in the 1650s
and early 1660s was none other than the ship’s silvermaster, Bernardo
de Campos, who was responsible for the ship’s being overloaded with
contraband in the first place.
The wreck was rediscovered in the mid-1990s and salvaged
(completely, according to some) in 1997. After a 50-50 split with the
Ecuadorian government in 1998, investors sold most of their half
of the more than 5,000 coins recovered at auction in 1999. Almost
exclusively Potosí 8 and 4 reales, the coins were a healthy mix of
countermarked issues of 1649-1652, transitional issues of 1652,
and post-transitional pillars-and-waves cobs of 1653-1654, many
in excellent condition and expertly conserved.
As an interesting footnote, the very coins salvaged from the
Capitana by the Spanish in 1654 were lost again on the Maravillas
wreck of 1656 (see next), and some of those coins salvaged from the
Maravillas were lost again in the wreck of the salvage vessel Madama
do Brasil off Gorda Cay (Bahamas) in 1657. Furthering Spain’s woes
was the destruction of another treasure fleet in 1657 by English
marauders fresh from a victory in the Bay of Cádiz off Santa Cruz
on the island of Tenerife in the Canary Islands.

Concepción, sunk in 1641 off the northeast coast of
Hispaniola

The Concepción was one of the most significant Spanish
wrecks of all time, serving the Spanish with a loss of over 100 tons
of silver and gold treasure. The almiranta of a 21-ship fleet, the
Concepción was already in poor repair when the Europe-bound fleet
encountered a storm in September of 1641, leaving her disabled and
navigating under makeshift sails amid disagreement among its pilots
about their location. Weeks later, she grounded on a reef in an area
now named the Silver Shoals, just east of another shoal known as the
Abrojos, which the pilots were trying to avoid. After another storm
hit the wrecked ship and the admiral and officers left in the ship’s
only longboat, the remaining crew resorted to building rafts from the
ship’s timbers. Survivors’ accounts pointed to drowning, starvation
and even sharks for the approximately 300 casualties. In the fallout
that ensued, none of the survivors could report the wreck’s location
with accuracy, so it sat undisturbed until New England’s William
Phipps found it in 1687 and brought home tons of silver and some
gold, to the delight of his English backers.
The Concepción was found again in 1978 by Burt Webber,
Jr., whose divers recovered some 60,000 silver cobs, mostly Mexican
8 and 4 reales, and also some Potosí and rare Colombian cobs,
including more from the Cartagena mint than had been found on any
other shipwreck. Unlike the Maravillas 15 years later, the Concepción
did not yield any gold cobs in our time, and any significant artifacts
found were retained by the government of the Dominican Republic
who oversaw the salvage. The bulk of the silver cobs found on the
Concepción were heavily promoted, even in department stores. The
site is still worked from time to time with limited success.

Maravillas, sunk in 1656 off Grand Bahama Island
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As the almiranta of the homebound Spanish fleet in January
of 1656, the Nuestra Señora de las Maravillas was officially filled with
over five million pesos of treasure (and probably much more in
contraband, as was usually the case). That treasure included much
of the silver salvaged from the South Seas Fleet’s Capitana of 1654
that wrecked on Chanduy Reef off Ecuador (see above). The ill-fated
treasure sank once again when the Maravillas unexpectedly ran into
shallow water and was subsequently rammed by one of the other
ships of its fleet, forcing the captain to try to ground the Maravillas
on a nearby reef on Little Bahama Bank off Grand Bahama Island.
In the ensuing chaos, exacerbated by strong winds, most of the
650 people on board died in the night, and the wreckage scattered.
Spanish salvagers soon recovered almost half a million pesos of
treasure, followed by more recoveries over the next several decades,
yet with over half of the official cargo still unfound.
The first rediscovery of the Maravillas in the twentieth
century was by Robert Marx and his company, Seafinders, in 1972,
whose finds were featured in an auction by Schulman in New York
in 1974. Included among the coins in this sale were some previously
unknown Cartagena silver cobs of 1655 and countermarked Potosí

coinage of 1649-1651 and 1652 transitionals, in addition to many
Mexican silver cobs and a few Bogotá cob 2 escudos. The second big
salvage effort on the Maravillas was achieved by Herbert Humphreys
and his company, Marex, in the late 1980s and early 1990s, resulting
in two big sales by Christie’s (London) in 1992 and 1993, which
featured many Bogotá cob 2 escudos, more Mexico and Potosí silver
cobs, and several important artifacts. The most recent big sale of
Maravillas finds, presumably from one of the many salvage efforts
from the 1970s and 1980s, took place in California in 2005, again
with a good quantity of Bogotá cob 2 escudos. The wreck area is still
being searched today, but officially the Bahamian government has
not granted any leases on the site since the early 1990s. It is possible
the bulk of the treasure is still to be found.

Consolación (“Isla de Muerto shipwreck”), sunk in 1681 off
Santa Clara Island, Ecuador

When salvage first
began on this wreck
in 1997, it was initially
believed to be the Santa
Cruz and later called
El Salvador y San José,
sunk in August of 1680;
however, research by
Robert Marx after the
main find in subsequent
years confirmed its proper name and illuminated its fascinating
history.
Intended to be part of the Spanish “South Seas Fleet”
of 1681, which left Lima’s port of Callao in April, the Consolación
apparently was delayed and ended up traveling alone. At the Gulf
of Guayaquil, off modern-day Ecuador, the Consolación encountered
English pirates, led by Bartholomew Sharpe, who forced the Spanish
galleon to sink on a reef off Santa Clara Island (later nicknamed “Isla
de Muerto,” or Dead Man’s Island). Before the pirates could get to
the ship, the crew set fire to her and tried to escape to the nearby
island without success. Angered by their inability to seize the valuable
cargo of the Consolación, Sharpe’s men killed the Spaniards and tried
in vain to recover the treasure through the efforts of local fishermen.
Spanish attempts after that were also fruitless, so the treasure of the
Consolación sat undisturbed until our time.
When vast amounts of silver coins were found in the area
starting in the 1990s, by local entrepreneurs Roberto Aguirre and
Carlos Saavedra (“ROBCAR”) and the government of Ecuador in
1997 under mutual agreement, the exact name and history of the
wreck were unknown, and about 8,000 of the coins (all Potosí silver
cobs) were subsequently sold at auction by Spink New York in
December 2001 as simply “Treasures from the ‘Isla de Muerto.’” Most
of the coins offered were of low quality and poorly preserved but
came with individually numbered photo-certificates. Later, after the
provenance had been properly researched and better conservation
methods were used, a Florida syndicate arranged to have ongoing
finds from this wreck permanently encapsulated in hard-plastic
holders by the authentication and grading firm ANACS, with the
wreck provenance clearly stated inside the “slab”; more recent
offerings have bypassed this encapsulation. Ongoing salvage efforts
have good reason to be hopeful, as the manifest of the Consolación
stated the value of her registered cargo as 146,000 pesos in silver
coins in addition to silver and gold ingots, plus an even higher sum
in contraband, according to custom.

San Miguel el Arcángel (“Jupiter wreck”), sunk in 1659 off
Jupiter Inlet, east coast of Florida

As well known as this wreck has become among the Florida
treasure community and shipwreck collectors around the world,
surprisingly little has been written about it, and not one major
auction has been dedicated to its finds.
The San Miguel was not a big treasure galleon in a huge
convoy; rather, she was a lone aviso, a smaller ship for carrying letters
and other communications quickly back to Spain. But unlike most
avisos, the San Miguel was carrying some important treasure, as it was
in the right time and place to take on samples of the unauthorized
“Star of Lima” coinage of 1659 for the King to see. In October the San
Miguel encountered a hurricane off the southeast coast of Florida,
grounded on a sandbar, and broke apart rapidly, leaving only 34
survivors among the 121 people on board. Those survivors were all
quickly captured by natives (Ais) and therefore had no opportunity
to salvage the scattered wreck.
Today only parts of the wreck of the San Miguel have been
found, discovered by lifeguard Peter Leo in 1987, in about 10 to 20
feet of water and under as much as 20 feet of sand. Salvage is ongoing.
Besides a couple of gold ingots and one large silver ingot, the yield
to date has been modest, mostly low-end silver cobs of Mexico and
Potosí, a good amount of the rare 1659 “Star of Lima” silver coinage,
a couple Bogotá gold cobs, and some rare Cartagena silver cobs. All
were sold through various dealers and private transactions. If the
hull of the ship is ever found, as the salvagers think it will be, the
market may finally see some of the gold cobs of the “Star of Lima”
issue of 1659.

Unidentified wreck sunk ca. 1671 in Seville Harbor, Spain

The city of Seville is situated on the Guadalquivir River,
about 50 miles inland from the ocean port of Cádiz, where treasure
from the New World arrived on sea-going galleons. From there
the treasure sailed upriver by boat to Seville. Sometime in 1671
it is believed one of these boats sank outside Seville, or at least its
treasure was lost there somehow in the river, for in the mid-1990s a
large hoard of obviously salvaged silver cob 8 and 4 reales of Potosí,
none dated later than 1671, and mostly in decent condition, began
to emerge from markets in Spain without provenance but reportedly
found in Seville Harbor during the installation of a fiber-optic cable
across the river.
It should be noted that the same type of coins (with
characteristics identical to those from the Seville wreck) have been
sold in recent years as having come from the so-called “Señorita de
Santa Cristina” of 1672 off Cádiz, but we can find no record of this
ship or its salvage.
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1681 Fleet (“Portobelo wreck”), sunk in 1681 off Portobelo,
Panama

The 1681 “Tierra Firme” Fleet, commanded by Juan Antonio Vicentelo de Leca y Herrara, better known as the Marqués de
Brenes, left Cádiz, Spain, on January 28, 1681, and reached Cartagena, Colombia, on April 2. From there a small armada of 12 ships
was sent out to assess the danger of pirates in the area, as this was
the age of Henry Morgan and other privateers on the Spanish Main.
Bad weather also intervened, and it was not till November that the
1681 Fleet finally left Cartagena bound for Portobelo, Panama.
As the Fleet approached Portobelo, strong winds and hard
rain prevented the pilots from recognizing the land until nighttime,
by which time they had passed their destination and found themselves near dangerous reefs off the Islas Naranjos. The Capitana
(lead vessel), Santo Cristo de San Agustín y Nuestra Señora del Rosario,
immediately anchored and signaled the rest of the fleet to anchor
as well. It was too late for the merchant nao Boticaria, which struck
a reef there at midnight on November 29, but gently enough that
almost everyone on board was saved.
Rescue boats soon arrived. As the Boticaria stayed on the
reef for three days before sinking, salvagers were able save almost
everything. Meanwhile, news came in that another ship in the fleet,
the galleon Nuestra Señora de la Soledad, had wrecked on another reef
near even farther along, off a point near a western entrance to the
Chagres River known as Punta de Brujas (not to be confused with
Brujas on the Pacific coast). Unlike the Boticaria, however, the 22-gun
Soledad hit the reef with such force that 50 people died, including its
owner, Captain Antonio de Lima.
The rest of the 1681 Fleet finally reached Portobelo on
December 3, still under adverse weather conditions. More casualties
arose when the ship Chaperón found herself stranded at the mouth of
the Chagres River and in danger of sinking due to lack of anchoring
equipment and personnel. In the process of delivering assistance,
a small ship known as a tartana was lost, and by the time the other
rescue ships made it to the Chaperón they found that its crew had
all escaped and only three boatloads of goods could be saved before
the ship sank.
After taking care of business in Portobelo, the ill-fated fleet
returned to Cartagena on March 27, 1682, and on May 8 set sail
for Havana, Cuba. That night yet another merchant ship, the Santa
Teresa, captained by Don Manuel de Galarza, was lost, and several
other vessels had to return to Cartagena. Then, while en route to
Havana, the galleon Nuestra Señora de la Concepción y San Ignacio de
Loyola hit a reef just past Cape San Antonio, Cuba, and was set afire
after its cargo was salvaged. Reaching Havana on June 1, the ragtag
1681 Fleet finally made it back to Spain on September 2.
The various lost ships of the 1681 Fleet have been salvaged
off and on in modern times. While it would seem that the location of
each wreck would indicate its identity, the fact is that most sources
have not been well documented, and the wrecks of pirate ships with
loot from the same fleet are possible as well.

Joanna, sunk in 1682 off South Africa

An English East Indiaman on her way to Surat on the
west coast of India, the Joanna separated from her convoy and sank
in rough seas on a reef off the southernmost tip of South Africa
on June 8, 1682, sending 10 people to their death. Eventually 104
survivors reached the Dutch colony of Cape Town, from which a
salvage party was soon dispatched. The Joanna’s cargo consisted of
70 chests of silver coins, of which the salvage party reported having
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recovered only about 28,000 guilders’ worth. In 1982 the wreck
was rediscovered by a group of South African divers led by Gavin
Clackworthy, who brought up silver ingots (discs) and more than
23,000 silver cobs, most of them Mexican 4 and 8 reales of Charles
II in generally low grade, but a few showing bold, formerly very rare
dates 1679-1681. Over the past two decades, these cobs have entered
the market from both private dealers and auctions, but always in
relatively small quantities at a time. Almost all the coins are in very
worn condition, usually thin and nearly featureless, but without the
heavy encrustation and pitting that characterize Caribbean finds.

“Taj Mahal treasure,” sunk ca. 1702 off Sri Lanka

The story of the so-called “Taj Mahal treasure” is more about
modern romance than historical events, for it was famously salvaged
by the author Arthur C. Clarke in 1961-3, while he was living in Sri
Lanka and scouting for film sites. Childhood polio had left Clarke
wheelchair-bound, but he could dive, and that is just what he did
when some boys told him and his associate Mike Wilson about the
find on the Great Basses Reef. The adventure that ensued is well
documented in Clarke’s 1964-5 books The Treasure of the Great Reef
and Indian Ocean Treasure.
Ten coin-clumps were recovered from this unidentified
wreck, each coin a silver rupee dated AH1113 (1702 AD) from the
time of Shah Aurangzeb Alamgir, the sixth and last great mogul
emperor of India, and the son of Shah Jahan, who had built the
Taj Mahal in mid-1600s. Two of the coin-clumps are permanently
ensconced in museums—one in the Smithsonian and one in the
Arthur C. Clarke archives (“Clarkives”) in Taunton, England. A
third clump was recently featured on the TV show Pawn Stars.
All the rest of the clumps were broken up and the coins have been
marketed since 1992, when they were acquired by famous treasure
hunter Carl Fismer, who then teamed up with video producer Robert
Lewis Knecht to travel to Sri Lanka and record the story again from
Clarke himself. Arthur C. Clarke died in 2008, but not before diving
one more time with Fismer and Knecht.

Merestein, sunk in 1702 off South Africa

This Dutch East Indiaman was outbound when she tried
to put into Saldanha Bay to alleviate rampant scurvy on board the
ship. On April 3, 1702, she hit reefs on the southwest point of Jutten
Island and within hours was smashed to pieces. Only 99 of the 200
people aboard the Merestein survived.
On board the Merestein were several chests of silver coins
for trade in the East Indies and for which immediate salvage plans
were undertaken. But Jutten Island is no easy dive, and all attempts
were abandoned until modern times.
The wreck was rediscovered and salvaged in the early
1970s, yielding almost exclusively Dutch silver ducatoons from the
1600s. The number of coins found in the 1970s was around 15,000
and is believed to be nowhere near all of the treasure that was lost.
Thousands more coins and artifacts were recovered by the salvage
company Sealit in the 1990s.

Association, sunk in 1707 off the Scilly Isles, southwest of
England

The sinking of this ship and four others in a fleet of 21
returning from the Mediterranean was one of the worst British naval
disasters of all time. The Association sank on October 22 under stormy
conditions after what can only be described as guesswork navigation
that led the ships straight onto the rocks of the Scilly Isles, where as

many as 2,000 sailors lost their lives as a result. The admiral of the
fleet, Sir Cloudisley Shovell, whose ten chests of personal wealth (in
addition to several others) were rumored to be aboard the Association,
was one of the casualties of the sinking, although legend has it he
reached shore alive, only to be murdered there by a local woman for
a ring on his finger.
The wrecksite was located in 1967 by British Navy divers,
touching off a frenzy of activity on the site for years to come. Cannons
and a few coins were raised in the 1960s, but it was not till 1973 that
a significant amount of coins were found (8,000 in that year alone).
These coins, mostly British silver and gold but also many Spanish
and Spanish-American silver cobs, were sold at auction beginning
in 1969 and into the early 1970s. The cobs presented an eclectic mix,
mostly 8 reales from the 1650s forward (even a “Royal” presentation
issue from 1676), but from nearly all mints (especially Lima and
Potosí), some even left in as-found conglomerate form combined
with British coins. It is interesting to note that parts of this wreck,
like others in the area, were flattened hard to the muddy sea floor
by huge boulders that still roll around with the currents, making for
dangerous and difficult salvage.

Salvage commenced soon afterward and lasted for several
years. Nearly half of the vast treasure (at least the registered part)
was recovered and kept in a nearby storehouse. In 1716, a flotilla
of British freebooters under Henry Jennings raided the storehouse
and carried off some 350,000 pesos of the treasure to Jamaica. The
Spaniards, however, resumed operations until they could salvage
no more and quit in 1719. The rest of the treasure remained on the
ocean floor until our time.
Modern salvage on the 1715 Fleet began in the late 1950s,
when local resident Kip Wagner found a piece of eight on the beach
after a hurricane and decided to pursue the source. With the help
of a 1774 chart and an army-surplus metal detector, he located the
original Spanish salvage camp and unearthed coins and artifacts.
Then, using a rented airplane to spot the underwater wrecksite from
the air and check the location again by boat, Kip found the source
of the coins and soon formed a team of divers and associates backed
by a salvage permit from the State of Florida. All of this took place
over a period of years before it evolved into the Real Eight Company,
whose ranks later included such luminaries as Robert Marx and the
flamboyant Mel Fisher. The Fisher family still sub-leases the sites to
hopeful salvagers today.
The vast treasures yielded by the 1715 Fleet in our time fall
into nearly every category, from coins to jewelry, precious stones to
cannons, religious artifacts to Chinese porcelains. The 1715 Fleet
remains the world’s largest source for New World gold cobs, while
the silver cobs recovered number in the hundreds of thousands.
Promotions of the coins by Real Eight and others have spanned the
decades, in addition to significant auctions by Henry Christensen
(1964); Parke-Bernet Galleries (1967) and Sotheby Parke Bernet
(1973); the Schulman Coin and Mint (1972 and 1974); Bowers and
Ruddy Galleries (1977); and even the U.S. Customs Service (2003).
Despite a wealth of publications pertaining to the 1715
Fleet with names of the ships and the known locations of some of
the wrecks, there is no universal agreement as to the identity of the
vessel at each wrecksite. In many cases, in fact, it is possible that
separate wrecksites represent different parts of the same ship. As
a result, salvagers over the decades have resorted to nicknames for
the sites based on landmarks, local individuals, and even features
from the wrecks themselves, such as (from north to south): “Pines”
(Sebastian), “Cabin” (Wabasso), “Cannon” (Wabasso), “Corrigans”
(Vero Beach), “Rio Mar” (Vero Beach), “Sandy Point” (Vero Beach),
“Wedge” (Fort Pierce), and “Colored Beach” (Fort Pierce). Regardless
of the exact site of origin, a great majority of the coins and artifacts
are sold simply as “1715 Fleet.”

Feversham, sunk in 1711 off Nova Scotia, Canada

The Feversham was on its way north with three other ships
from New York to Quebec with provisions and cash to assist a British campaign against the French when all four ships sank on and
around Scatarie Island off Cape Breton in a storm on October 7,
1711. About 100 people died in the disaster, while the remaining
49 survivors were able to bribe a passing French fisherman to take
them to New York for 200 pounds. Apparently no one—British or
French—was able to salvage anything from the wreck in its time.
In 1968 the wrecksite of the Feversham was rediscovered
by a group of divers led by famous Canadian salvager, Alex Storm,
whose recoveries were sold privately to a “highly-reputable Canadian
institution” in 1972. In the mid-1980s the Feversham was salvaged
again by a new group of divers. The Feversham’s numismatic yield
was small in comparison with Spanish galleon treasures, but quite
important as a cross-section of coinage in circulation in New York
at the time. Mostly it was Spanish American silver cobs and Massachusetts Bay Colony shillings, many of the former with rare, weightadjustment plugs to bring them up to standard. A small group of gold
cobs—almost entirely Bogotá 2 escudos, virtually identical to those
from the Spanish 1715 Fleet—was found in later salvage efforts. An
abundance of auctions offered these coins from 1989 through 1999.

1715 Fleet, east coast of Florida

The Spanish 1715-Fleet disaster was probably the greatest
to befall any of the Spanish treasure fleets in terms of casualties and
money, with reports of a loss of 14 million pesos (plus an equal or
greater amount in contraband) and as many as 1,000 or more lives.
It was a typical case of overloaded Spanish galleons foundering in
a hurricane after delayed departure. In effect the 1715 Fleet was a
combination of two fleets: the Nueva España (New Spain, i.e., Mexico)
Fleet from Mexico and the Tierra Firme (Mainland) Fleet from South
America, some 12 or 13 ships in all. Encountering a hurricane on
July 30, all the ships were driven shoreward and destroyed except for
a lone vessel, the tag-along French ship Grifón, which sailed onward
without incident. Hundreds of the crew and passengers lost their
lives while other hundreds of survivors improvised a camp on shore
to await aid from the Spanish fort at St. Augustine, to which a party
was sent.

Whydah, sunk in 1717 off Cape Cod, Massachusetts

Flagship of the notorious pirate Sam Bellamy, the Whydah
sank in a storm on April 26 with the loss of all hands (including
Bellamy himself) except for two. Found in 1984 and subsequently
salvaged by Barry Clifford, the Whydah is widely recognized as the
first identifiable pirate ship ever to be salvaged. There is now a museum dedicated to the ship on Cape Cod that houses all the salvaged
finds from the Whydah, but before that opened, various cobs (silver
and gold) and other coins from the Whydah would enter the market
via local dealers, who presumably got them from lucky beachcombers and from the families of people who obtained the coins long ago.
Today it is nearly impossible to acquire a coin from the Whydah.
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The first and arguably most famous of the wrecks of the
1733 Fleet to be located in modern times was the capitana El Rubí,
which was discovered in 1948 and salvaged principally in the 1950s
by Art McKee, whose Sunken Treasure Museum on Plantation Key
housed his finds for all to see. Unfortunately throughout the next
several decades the wrecksites in the Keys became a virtual free-forall, with many disputes and confrontations, until the government
created the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary in 1990. The
removal of artifacts from any of the sites is prohibited today.
In contrast to the 1715 Fleet, and because of the extensive
Spanish salvage in the 1730s, the finds by modern divers have been
modest, especially in gold coins, of which there are far more fakes
on the market than genuine specimens. Nevertheless, the 1733 Fleet
has been a significant source for some of the rare Mexican milled
“pillar dollars” of 1732-1733 as well as the transitional “klippe”-type
coins of 1733.

“Ca Mau wreck,” sunk ca. 1723-35 off Ca Mau Island,
Vietnam

This unidentified Chinese wreck in the South China Sea
yielded thousands of Ch’ing Dynasty export porcelain manufactured
under the Emperor K’ang Hsi. The finds were first offered at auction
by Christie’s in 1998, but anonymously; more recently the government of Vietnam has auctioned off a major portion of the porcelains.
These porcelains are quite popular among collectors of Spanish Fleet
items because they are identical to the K’ang Hsi material from the
Florida wrecks of 1715 and 1733.

Slot ter Hooge, sunk in 1724 off Porto Santo, Madeira Islands

This East Indiaman, whose Dutch name means “Castle of
Hooge” (a place in modern-day Belgium), was outbound to Batavia
(Jakarta) with a load of three tons of silver ingots (15 chests) plus
four chests of silver coins, three of which contained nothing but
Mexican cobs. Blown off course by a storm, the Slot ter Hooge wrecked
on November 19 off Porto Santo Island in the Madeira Islands
(northwest of Africa), to the demise of some 221 people on board
(only 33 survived). More than half the treasure was salvaged over
the next ten years by the famous English inventor John Lethbridge,
but the rest was forgotten until our time. In 1974 the wreck was
rediscovered by the well-known salvager Robert Sténuit, who
recovered many silver ingots and coins, mostly Dutch ducatoons
but also some Mexican 8-reales cobs.

Vliegenthart, sunk in 1735 off Zeeland, the Netherlands

The East Indiaman Vliegenthart (“Flying Hart” in Dutch)
had just departed Rammekens for the East Indies when the deadly
combination of a northeast gale, a spring tide and pilot error sent
her into a sand bank behind her sister-ship Anna Catharina. The
latter ship broke apart in the storm while the Vliegenthart, damaged
and firing her cannons in distress, slipped off the bank and sank in
10 fathoms of water. All hands on both ships were lost.
Contemporaneous salvage under contract with the Dutch
East India Company was unsuccessful, but it provided a piece
of evidence, a secret map, that emerged from obscurity in 1977.
Stemming from that, divers employed by the former London attorney
Rex Cowan discovered the wreck in 1981, and in 1983 they found
their first coins, one of three chests of Mexican silver and Dutch
gold coins (totaling 67,000 guilders or dollar-sized units) for the
East India trade aboard the Vliegenthart. The second chest was
smashed on the seabed and its contents partially salvaged, while
the third chest, intact like the first, came up in 1992. The divers also
recovered several smaller boxes of large Dutch silver coins known as
“ducatoons,” illegally exported and therefore contraband. Among the
silver coins found were thousands of Mexican cobs, predominantly
8 reales, many with clear dates in the early 1730s and in excellent
condition.

Le Chameau, sunk in 1725 off Nova Scotia, Canada

This French man-of-war was attempting to reach Louisburg
harbor with a consignment of troops and coins for the French colony
when a storm sent her onto the rocks of Cape Breton instead, killing
all on board. The main wrecksite was never found until 1961, when
Alex Storm spotted cannons on the seabed and led a successful
salvage expedition on the site in 1965, yielding many French silver
ecus and gold Louis d’ors. The Chameau has been salvaged more
recently as well.

1733 Fleet, Florida Keys

Much like the 1715-Fleet disaster, the 1733 Fleet was an
entire Spanish convoy lost in a hurricane off Florida. However, due
to the lesser severity of the 1733 hurricane, which struck the fleet on
July 15, and the shallowness of the wrecksites in the Keys, there were
many survivors, and four ships remained in good enough condition
to be refloated and sent back to Havana. A highly successful salvage
effort by the Spanish yielded even more than the 12 million pesos
of precious cargo listed on the Fleet’s manifest (thanks to the usual
contraband).
The wrecks themselves are spread across 80 miles, from
north of Key Largo down to south of Duck Key, and include the
following galleons (note there is not universal agreement as to
which wrecksite pertains to each galleon, and each name is a
contemporaneous abbreviation or nickname): El Pópulo, El Infante,
San José, El Rubí (the capitana), Chávez, Herrera, Tres Puentes, San Pedro,
El Terri (also spelled Lerri or Herri), San Francisco, El Gallo Indiano
(the almiranta), Las Angustias, El Sueco de Arizón, San Fernando, and
San Ignacio. This last ship, San Ignacio, is believed to be the source of
many silver coins (and even some gold coins) found in a reef area
off Deer Key known as “Coffins Patch,” the south-westernmost of
all the 1733-Fleet wrecksites. In addition, many other related sites
are known, mostly the wrecks of tag-along ships that accompanied
the fleet proper.

Rooswijk, sunk in 1739 off southeast England
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Off the
southeastern
tip of England,
just north of the
Straits of Dover,
the sea hides a
m o s t u nu s u a l
feature known
as the Goodwin
Sands, where
sandbanks
appear and disappear unpredictably and move with the tides.
Many ships over the centuries have sunk here and silted over, and
occasionally one of the wrecks will surface and be discovered. Such
is the case with the Rooswijk, a Dutch East Indiaman that foundered
on the Goodwin Sands in a storm on December 19, 1739 (by the
calendar in use by the British at the time), with all hands and 30
chests of treasure, virtually gone without a trace.

By chance in December 2004, the sands that had swallowed
the wreck of the Rooswijk parted and allowed diver Ken Welling to
retrieve two complete chests and hundreds of silver bars. Operating
in secrecy, salvage continued in 2005 under the direction of Rex
Cowan (in agreement with the Dutch and British governments) and
is ongoing today. So far, several hundred Mexican silver cobs of the
1720s and early 1730s and transitional “klippes” of 1733-1734, as
well as many more hundreds of “pillar dollars” and a smattering of
cobs from other mints, have hit the market from this wreck, mostly
through auction.

various auctions and private offerings ever since. A great majority
of the coins from this wreck are Mexican pillar dollars in excellent
condition, but there were also a few hundred New World silver cobs,
including Guatemala cobs, which are rarely seen from shipwrecks.

Nuestra Señora de la Luz, sunk in 1752 off Montevideo,
Uruguay

Actually a Portuguese vessel leased by the Spanish, the Luz
left Buenos Aires in the summer of 1752 with a load of money bound
for Spain and had just stopped in Montevideo for provisioning when
a strong storm swept her into the coastline, spreading wreckage over
a wide area and killing all on board. While over 90% of the treasure
was recovered soon afterward, the powder-hold was never found,
and as it turns out, that is where some 200,000 pesos (according to
later reports) of contraband had been stored.
In April 1992, divers working under Rubén Collado began
to recover gold coins on a wrecksite in the Río de la Plata, and soon
it became clear the wreck in question had to be from 1751 or 1752,
as none of the coins was dated later than 1751. The finds, which were
split with the Uruguayan government and then sold at auction in
New York and Montevideo, consisted of mostly milled (bust-type) 8
escudos from the new mint at Santiago, Chile. Also in these auctions
were 95 gold cobs and 353 silver cobs, the former mostly Lima 8 and
4 escudos (but also some Bogotá 2 escudos), and the latter mostly
8 and 4 reales from Potosí (with several more gold and silver cob
sold privately). The gold is pristine, but the silver coins all show at
least moderate corrosion.

Hollandia, sunk in 1743 off the Scilly Isles, southwest of
England

Blown off course on her way to the East Indies, the Hollandia
struck Gunner Rock and sank in about 110 feet of water about 1½
miles east of it on July 13, 1743. There were no survivors.
The first sign of the wreck came in 1971, when divers
under Rex Cowan located the wrecksite and within a couple years
salvaged more than 35,000 silver coins among the nearly 130,000
guilders (dollar-sized units) recorded to be on board the Hollandia.
A great majority of the coins were Mexican “pillar dollars,” but
there were also some silver cobs, including the scarce Mexican
transitional “klippes” of 1733-1734 and a few Guatemala cobs, in
mixed condition.

Princess Louisa, sunk in 1743 off the Cape Verde Islands,
west of Africa

Laden with 20 chests (69,760 ounces) of Spanish silver, the
East Indiaman Princess Louisa fell victim to surprise currents and
inaccurate charts and struck a reef and sank off Isla de Maio in the
early morning hours of April 18. Forty-two of the 116 people aboard
floated to safety on the nearby island, but nothing on the ship could
be saved. Contemporaneous salvage never came to fruition.
In 1998 and 1999 the wrecksite was located and salvaged
by the Arqueonautas firm, whose finds from this wreck have been
largely marketed by a Houston coin and jewelry dealer ever since,
although some coins were also sold at auction in 2000-2001. Most
of the coins were New World silver cobs from all the mints that
were operating in the early 1700s (including rare Bogotá cobs),
predominantly minors (smaller than 8 reales), in average condition,
with quite a few preserved in as-found multiple-coin clusters.

Geldermalsen (“Nanking Cargo”), sunk in 1752 in the South
China Sea
The Geldermalsen was a Dutch East India Company ship
returning to Amsterdam with a cargo of over 160,000 porcelains
and 145 gold ingots (in addition to tea and textiles) when she hit a
reef and sank on January 3, 1752. In 1985 the wreck was found by
Michael Hatcher, and the salvaged material was sold at auction by
Christie’s Amsterdam in 1986 as the famous “Nanking Cargo.”

Bredenhof, sunk in 1753 off Mozambique

The Bredenhof was a Dutch East Indiaman headed to India
with 14 barrels of copper “duits” (penny-like coins), 29 chests of
silver bars, and one chest of gold ducats. On June 6, 1753, about 13
miles from the eastern coast of Africa and 120 miles south of the
Portuguese settlement of Mozambique, the Bredenhof found herself
in difficult currents and struck a reef. Amazingly, among the first
items jettisoned to try to raise the ship off the reef were some of the
chests of silver bars! The gold was taken by the ship’s officers, some
of whom survived the trip to Mozambique, but the silver bars and
copper coins were lost until modern times, despite salvage attempts
in the 1750s.
In 1986 divers with the salvage company Sealit found the
wreck and recovered hundreds of silver ingots and hundreds of thousands of copper coins, all sold at auction by Christie’s Amsterdam
that same year.

Reijgersdaal, sunk in 1747 off South Africa

More popularly known in the U.S. as Reygersdahl, this
typical East Indiaman was carrying eight chests of silver coins
(nearly 30,000 coins) when she sank on October 25, 1747, between
Robben and Dassen Islands. After four-and-a-half months at sea,
the crew had anchored there to fetch rock rabbits (“dassies,” for which
Dassen Island was named) and other fresh food to relieve massive
illness on board the ship, on which some 125 had died and 83 were
incapacitated out of 297 people; but in the face of a gale, the anchorline snapped and the ship foundered on the rocks. Only 20 survived
the sinking, and only one incomplete chest of coins was recovered.
The area was deemed too dangerous to attempt further salvage.
Beginning in 1979, modern salvage on the wreck by the
salvage company Sealit yielded thousands of coins (as many as 15,000
by the early 1980s, when protective legislation was enacted in South
Africa), mostly in near pristine condition, which have been sold in

Tilbury, sunk in 1757 off Nova Scotia, Canada

In an expedition against the French fortress at Louisbourg,
the Tilbury was one of four ships (in a fleet of twenty) that were carrying a total of 34 chests of silver coins when the fleet encountered
a hurricane off the southeast coast of Cape Breton. The Tilbury and
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one of the non-coin-bearing ships, the smaller sloop Ferret, sank in
the middle of the night on September 25, 1757. Two hundred eighty
of the 400 men on board the Tilbury survived to become French
prisoners; the other ship and its crew were lost without a trace.
Famous diver and author Alex Storm (with Adrian Richards) located the bow section of the Tilbury in 1969 on a stretch of
coastline known, appropriately enough, as “Tilbury Rocks,” where
until the 1980s there was even a cannon from the wreck lying on
shore for all to see. In 1986 divers Pierre LeClerc and Gilles Brisebois found what is believed to be the midsection of the ship farther
offshore, and these divers recovered several hundred coins, many of
which were auctioned in 1989. Most of the coins were silver pillar
dollars, but there were also several silver cobs and even at least one
gold cob among the finds. The missing stern section of the ship,
where the bulk of the treasure was stored, is still to be found.

Halsewell, sunk in 1786 off Dorset, England

A British East Indiaman outbound to India, the Halsewell
hit bad weather in the English Channel and was blown onto the cliffs
on the Dorset coast. She was battered to pieces as minority survivors
scrambled into caves and up the cliffs.
Local dive teams have salvaged coins and small artifacts
from the Halsewell in recent years, but not in any significant quantities.

Hartwell, sunk in 1787 off the Cape Verde Islands, west of
Africa

On her maiden voyage to China, the British East Indiaman
Hartwell was heavily laden with silver when the crew mutinied. After
quelling the fight, the captain headed to the Cape Verde Islands to
offload the mutineers. Exhausted from the mutiny, the weary sailors
ran the ship into a reef off the Island of Boavista, losing the ship
entirely. Fortunately all hands were saved.
Salvage by the British East India Company 1788-1791
yielded nearly half of the approximately 200,000 ounces of silver
cargo on board the Hartwell. Pirates at the time recovered another
40,000 coins.
The wrecksite was found again and salvaged by Afrimar in
1994-1996 and by Arqueonautas in 1996-1999, providing the market
with Spanish colonial bust-type 8 reales in generally poor condition.

Auguste, sunk in 1761 off Nova Scotia, Canada

After the end of the Seven Years’ War between England and
France in 1759, French officers and aristocrats in Canada were sent
from Quebec back to France in ships such as the Auguste. In stormy
conditions and damaged by fire, the Auguste struck a sand bar on
November 15 and subsequently sank in Aspy Bay off Cape Breton
Island, Nova Scotia. Only seven of the 121 on board survived, and
the wealth of the passengers was lost until our time. To date, well
over a thousand coins of various nationalities have been found, along
with many important artifacts.

Piedmont (“Lyme Bay wreck”), sunk in 1795 in Lyme Bay,
south of England

Nicobar, sunk in 1783 off South Africa

One of a huge fleet of 300 ships on their way to the West
Indies to suppress a French uprising, the Piedmont was forced
into Lyme Bay during a hurricane on November 18, 1795, that
scattered and sank the ships of the fleet all along the Dorset coast.
The Piedmont and five other ships (Aeolus, Catherine, Golden Grove,
Thomas and Venus) broke apart on Chesil Beach and came to be
known collectively as the “Lyme Bay wrecks.” An estimated 1,000
men lost their lives in the disaster, including well over a hundred
from the Piedmont alone.
In the early 1980s, the wrecks were salvaged by divers
Selwyn Williams and Les and Julia C. Kent, who discovered many
silver cobs of the late 1600s on the wrecksite of the Piedmont. It is
presumed that the coins had been captured or recovered from a
seventeenth-century wreck and stored in the vaults of the Bank
of England for about a century before being transported and
subsequently lost again. These coins are usually recognizable by their
uniformly dark-gray color, a bit sea-worn but not overly corroded.
A significant group of extremely rare Colombian silver cobs from
the Piedmont (but not identified as such) was offered at auction in
1995.

One of very few famous shipwrecks of the Danish East
India Company, the Nicobar was outbound to India with a load of
copper plates from Sweden that were actually a form of coins, inasmuch as each one bore a date, denomination and mintmark, along
with the monogram of the king or queen. Demonetized in 1771,
the copper “plate money” became more like ingots, with trade value
at the current rate for pure copper. But the Nicobar never reached
its destination: After stopping at False Bay to replenish supplies
and offload sick crew, the ship left again on July 10, 1783, and ran
aground in a storm that night. The wreck was rediscovered in 1987
by local fishermen, who salvaged some 3,000 copper plates, the bulk
of which were sold by Ponterio & Associates in California.

Cazador, sunk in 1784 off New Orleans, Louisiana

The Cazador was a Spanish brig of war headed from Vera
Cruz, Mexico, to New Orleans under the direction of Captain Gabriel
de Campos y Piñeda. Her cargo of some 450,000 pesos of newly
minted silver coins was meant to stabilize the fragile economy in
the Spanish possession of Louisiana, which had suffered from the
use of French paper currency. The fact that the coins never arrived
probably hastened the decision to cede the colony to Napoleon in
1800, soon after which Louisiana was sold to the fledgling United
States of America for $15 million.
Nobody knows how the Cazador was lost, and no evidence
of the ship was found until 1993, when a fishing crew led by Captain
Jerry Murphy snagged their net on something about 50 miles south
of New Orleans in the Gulf of Mexico. When the net was brought up,
it spilled out hundreds of silver coins onto the deck of Jerry’s boat,
aptly named Mistake. Shortly thereafter, the fishermen obtained the
rights to the find and began recoveries under the name of Grumpy
Inc.

Lady Burgess, sunk in 1806 off the Cape Verde Islands, west
of Africa

An outbound British East Indiaman with a cargo of general
merchandise, the Lady Burgess found herself separated from her
fleet and hit a reef in the Cape Verde Islands on April 20, 1806. In
the ensuing chaos, 52 of the 180 people on board the ship perished.
Inasmuch as she was not a treasure ship, the Lady Burgess was not
salvaged in her own time and was therefore untouched when the
salvage company Arqueonautas located her remains in 1999 and
recovered a modicum of Spanish silver bust-type 8 reales and British
gold guineas that had been among private specie on board the ship.
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HMS Athenienne, sunk in 1806 off Sicily

“Fort Capron treasure” (Gordy-Ashley gold), sunk in 1857
off Ft. Pierce, Florida

The British Naval ship Athenienne was traveling from Gibraltar to Malta when she suddenly struck the fabled “Esquerques” reef
some 80 miles from Sicily (Italy) and sank on October 20, 1806. Over
a hundred survivors made it to Sicily in longboats, but many more
hundreds perished in the wreck. Modern salvage of the Athenienne
in the 1970s produced about 4,000 Spanish colonial silver bust-type
8 reales (about 10 per cent of the total believed to be on board), of
which only about 500 were more than just featureless slivers.

See article by John Kleeberg in our Auction #9.

S.S. Republic, sunk in 1865 in deep water off Savannah,
Georgia

Originally christened the Tennessee (which is how she was
identified in our time), the sidewheel steamer Republic was carrying
some $400,000 in specie from New York to New Orleans when she
sank in a hurricane about 100 miles offshore on October 25, 1865.
One of many deep targets located by the salvage company Odyssey,
the site of the Republic was salvaged by submersible craft beginning
in 2003. In addition to gold and silver coins of the Civil War-era
United States, Odyssey found the ship’s bell with part of the name
Tennessee, confirming the ship’s identity and launching a massive,
ongoing promotional campaign for coins and artifacts from the
wreck.

Admiral Gardner, sunk in 1809 off the southeast coast of
England

Along with her sister-ship Britannia, the English East
Indiaman Admiral Gardner was outbound with an immense cargo (48
tons!) of copper coins for circulation in India when both ships sank
in a storm on the Goodwin Sands on January 24, 1809. Ten lives were
lost, as was all the cargo. The coins were recovered in modern times,
literally a million of them packed in wax inside wooden barrels.

Douro, sunk in 1882 off Cape Finisterre, Spain

“1810 wreck,” sunk off Ft. Pierce, Florida

The British Royal Mail Steamer Douro was en route to
England from Portugal when she collided with the Spanish steamship
Yrurac Bat and sank in the early morning hours of April 2, 1882, in
deep water off the northwest coast of Spain. All but six people on
board survived, but the ship and its cargo of tens of thousands of gold
coins were a total loss. The wreck was found and salvaged in 1995
by Sverker Hallstrom and Nigel Pickford using a remote-operated
vehicle (ROV) at a depth of 1,500 feet. The cargo of gold coins, mostly
British sovereigns was sold at auction by Spink (London) in 1996.

A hurricane in 1810 sank several ships along the east coast
of Florida, particularly in the vicinity of Ft. Pierce. Several ship names
have been proposed for the site in question here including a Roberts,
not to be confused with a ship of similar name (without the s) sunk
off Vero Beach 11 years later.

S.S. New York, sunk in 1846 off New Orleans

The S.S. New York was a side-wheel steamer on a weekly
shuttle from Galveston, Texas, to New Orleans, Louisiana, when on
September 7, 1846, she found herself in the midst of a hurricane and
was unable to stay afloat and sank with 17 souls, the remaining 36 on
board being rescued by the S.S. Galveston. According to reports, some
$30,000-$40,000 worth of US gold and silver coins and banknotes
were lost in the wreck, many of the US coins being early products of
the southern branch mints of Charlotte (NC), Dahlonega (GA) and
New Orleans (LA). At the time, however, reports of the war against
Mexico over Texas statehood took precedence, and the wreck of the
New York was all but forgotten.
In the 1990s, however, an astute oil field worker was able to
find the shipwreck based on fishermen’s reports of a known “snag” in
a certain area of the Gulf of Mexico. In 2007 the wreck was salvaged
in a full-scale operation that yielded thousands of gold and silver
coins in excellent condition. Many of the finds were first offered at
auction by Stack’s in 2008.

S.S. Camberwell, sunk in 1917 off the Isle of Wight, England
The Camberwell was one of many cargo ships to ply the
England-to-India route during World War I and end up on the
bottom of the ocean. The vessel sank on May 18, 1917 off the Isle of
Wight after striking a German mine, with a loss of seven sailors. The
ship’s India-bound cargo consisted of wine, champagne, perfume,
pre-paid postcards and unsigned 10-rupees banknotes. Surprisingly,
the paper postcards and banknotes survived water immersion and
were recovered by salvage diver Martin Woodward.
Andrea Doria, sunk in 1956 off Massachusetts
On the night of July 25, 1956, the New York-bound Italian
luxury liner Andrea Doria collided with the Stockholm, a Swedish
American Line passenger liner, while travelling through heavy fog.
The Stockholm’s bow penetrated the Andrea Doria’s starboard side,
leaving a gaping hole in the Andrea Doria yet allowing the Stockholm to remain afloat. Safety measures kept the Andrea Doria from
sinking for eleven hours, long enough for the survivors to evacuate.
Altogether 46 people aboard the Andrea Doria and six crewmembers
aboard the Stockholm were killed.
The wreck was well documented with divers visiting it only
a day after sinking. In 1981, a salvage group led by department store
heir Peter Gimbel recovered the first-class bank safe and opened it in
1984. American silver certificates and Italian lira were found inside,
then conserved and encapsulated by PCGS Currency. Numerous
artifacts including china and silverware have also been recovered
and appear on the market frequently.

S.S. Central America, sunk in 1857 in deep water off North
Carolina

Sunk in a hurricane on September 12, 1857, the mail
steamer Central America took with her more than 400 lives and over
three tons of gold. The wreck lay undisturbed until 1986, when
Tommy Thompson and his Columbus-America Discovery Group
located the ship in 8500 feet of water. After 10 years of legal struggles,
the salvagers were awarded about 92 percent of the treasure, with
most of the rest going to insurance companies who had paid the
claim when the ship sank. Widely touted as the greatest treasure
ever found, the gold from the Central America has been very heavily
promoted and cleverly marketed.
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Gold Cobs
Mexico City, Mexico

1. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 escudos, 1711(J), “ears” style cross (1711-2), from the 1715 Fleet. S-M30; KM-57.1; CT-103. 26.78
grams. Bold XF with small, old pockmarks in the flat margins, clear date, full shield and cross. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $6,000-$9,000.

2. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 escudos, 1713J, encapsulated NGC MS 62 with WINGS gold sticker, from the 1715 Fleet

(designated on label). S-M30; KM-57.1; CT-106. 26.9 grams. Bold full date and mintmark-assayer, lustrous and crisp details but with typical
weak areas in half of peripheries, trivial doubling. NGC #4216438-002. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $9,000-$13,500.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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3. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 escudos, Philip V, assayer J (style of 1711-13), encapsulated NGC MS 63, from the 1715
Fleet. S-M30; KM-55.1. 13.5 grams. Bold full oXMJ, full but slightly off-center shield and cross, typically flat peripheries, areas of toning. From
the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

4. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 escudo, 1710J, rare, encapsulated
NGC UNC details / mount removed, from the 1715 Fleet (designated on label). S-M30; KM-51.1; CT-505. 3.30 grams. Bold full oXMJ,

clear 171 of date (final digit partially covered by slab prong), full shield
and cross, lightly polished surfaces. From the 1715 Fleet, with Sedwick 6. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 escudo, (1712)J, mintmark
oM (one-year type), from the 1715 Fleet. S-M30; KM-51.2. 3.36
photo-certificate from 2008. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
grams. Full shield, full oMJ (the assayer very bold), full but slightly
off-center cross, nice AU with black spots on part of edge. From
the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $600-$900.

5. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 escudo, (1711-3)(J), from the

1715 Fleet. S-M30; KM-51.1. 3.24 grams. Nearly full shield with bold full
denomination I (horizontal) to right, past which is an unusually full
PHILIPPVS V in the legend (rare to see that), off-center cross, problemfree AU-. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $600-$900.

7. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 escudo, (1714)J, encapsulated NGC MS 62, from the 1715 Fleet. S-M30; KM-51.2. 3.35

grams. Very sharp details, nearly full shield and cross (the latter

off-center), bold assayer, lightly toned, erroneously attributed to
(1705-13) on label. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

8. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 escudo, Philip V, assayer not
visible (style of 1715-33), rare.

KM-51.2. 3.40 grams. Good full
cross, off-center shield above full king’s ordinal V, XF+ with dark
sediment around details. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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Lima, Peru

9. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1697H, “PVA” variety, very rare, encapsulated NGC MS 62, finest and only specimen in NGC

census, from the 1715 Fleet (designated on label). S-L25; KM-26.2; CT-8. 26.85 grams. Broad flan with good full cross, clear king’s ordinal

II, bold full crown above full pillars-and-waves, minor peripheral flatness, frosty surfaces. This is one of only six dates (1696-1701) struck
under Charles II, whose name on these coins appears simply as “C.II.,” which are naturally highly sought for the type. One of two varieties
for this date--with and without dots in the motto--but this is the only specimen of either variety in the NGC census. NGC #4485215-002.
From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $20,000-up.

10. Lima, Peru, cob 4 escudos, 1697/6H, very rare, encapsulated NGC AU 53. S-L25; KM-unl (25 for type); CT-92. 13.32 grams. Good
full cross and full but off-center pillars, much visible legend, slight toning around details, light yellow color overall. Estimate: $10,000-up.

11. Lima, Peru, cob 2 escudos, 1697/6H, very rare, from the 1715 Fleet. S-L25; KM-unl (29 for type). 6.69 grams. Mint State but with

very minor nicks in part of edge, bold full crown and pillars, nearly full cross-lions-castles, only a trace of the overdate visible. From the 1715
Fleet. Estimate: $6,000-$9,000.
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12. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1699R, variety with “P.V.A.”, short pillars and full HISPANIARVM, rare, encapsulated NGC
MS 63, from the 1715 Fleet (designated on label). S-L26; KM-26.2; CT-10; Tauler-112b. Crisply detailed, with superb full cross-lions-castles,

full pillars-and-waves (tiny bit of doubling), nearly full legends, almost perfectly round flan but with two tiny edge-splits, lovely luster all over.
Second highest grade in NGC census for this date behind two MS 64’s. NGC #2731287-001. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $15,000-up.

13. Lima, Peru, cob 4 escudos, 1701H, posthumous Charles II, very rare, encapsulated NGC MS 64, finest and only specimen in NGC census, from the 1715 Fleet (designated on label).

S-L25; KM-25; CT-96. 13.51 grams. Superb full (and well-centered)
pillars-and-waves and cross, light yellow color, totally devoid of wear and choice in strike, king’s name and ordinal not visible but certain by
virtue of placement of legend lettering, listed in Tauler (#75) without photo and with zero examples in database. NGC #4485215-001. From
the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $20,000-up.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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14. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1702H, rare, encapsulated NGC AU 55, from the 1715 Fleet (designated on label). S-L25a;

KM-38.1; CT-12. 26.93 grams. Very bold full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles (the latter slightly doubled) enhanced by dark toning around

details, much legend showing HISPAN variety (Tauler #217). From the 1715 Fleet, with Sedwick photo-certificate, and pedigreed to our Auction
#12, with original lot-tag #16. Estimate: $15,000-up.

16. Lima, Peru, cob 1 escudo, 1704H, encapsulated NGC AU
55, finest and only specimen in NGC census, from the 1715
Fleet (designated on label). S-L25a; KM-35; CT-437. 3.4 grams. Bold
full cross, castle and date and mintmark (the assayer visible but weaker),
all enhanced by dark toning around details. NGC #4219352-009.
From the 1715 Fleet, with photo-certificate. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

15. Lima, Peru, cob 2 escudos, 1703H, rare, encapsulated

NGC MS 65, finest known in NGC census, from the 1715
Fleet (designated on label). S-L25a; KM-36; CT-298. 6.67 grams. Broad

flan with choice full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles, much
legend, highly lustrous and choice. NGC #4485213-001. From the
1715 Fleet. Estimate: $7,000-$10,000.

17. Lima, Peru, cob 1 escudo, 1707/5H, rare, from the 1715
Fleet, Tauler Plate Coin.

S-L25a; KM-unl (35 for type). 3.37 grams.

Choice full castle with bold mintmark, assayer and date with clear 7/5
(the “smoking gun” that all but proves the date 1706 does not exist,
despite its unsupported listing in CT, KM and Tauler), slightly offcenter full cross, lustrous UNC with minor nicks here and there from
former mounting. From the 1715 Fleet, with Fisher photo-certificate
#PC6-31029, and Plate Coin #120a in Oro Macuquino (2011), by
Tauler, also pedigreed to the Cayón auction of December 2005 (lot #4103).
Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.
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18. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1707H, encapsulated NGC AU 58, finest known in NGC census, from the 1715 Fleet (des-

ignated on label). S-L25a; KM-38.1; CT-17. 26.87 grams. Bold full cross-lions-castles and pillars-and-waves, dusty orange surfaces, much legend
(variety with ISPANIAR, Tauler #226), oversized denomination “8”, very scarce date. NGC #2728835-001. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate:
$12,500-$20,000.

19. Lima, Peru, cob 4 escudos, 1709M, very rare, encapsulated NGC MS 63, finest and only specimen in NGC census, from

the 1715 Fleet (designated on label). S-L28; KM-unl (37 for type); CT-212. 13.43 grams. Very lustrous and crisp and clearly never circulated,
full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles (some areas bolder than others), listed in Tauler (#97) without photo and with zero examples in
database. NGC #4485214-002. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.

20. Lima, Peru, cob 2 escudos, 1709M, encapsulated NGC MS 65, finest known in NGC census, from the 1715 Fleet (designated on label). S-L28; KM-36; CT-303. 6.75 grams. Crisp full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles with minor bulge in flan (noticeable
on cross side only), variety with HISPAN in legend (Tauler #247). NGC #4485213-003. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $6,000-$9,000.
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21. Lima, Peru, cob 4 escudos, 1710H, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 65, finest known in NGC census, from the 1715 Fleet
(designated on label).

S-L25a; KM-37; CT-213. 13.53 grams. Lustrous and very sharp all over, nice yellow color, full cross-lions-castles and
pillars-and-waves, weird engraving errors with A of motto over very offset A and 0 of date over slightly offset 0. NGC #4485214-003. From
the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $15,000-up.

22. Lima, Peru, cob 2 escudos, 1710H, encapsulated PCGS MS63, finest known in PCGS census, from the 1715 Fleet
(designated on label). S-L25a; KM-36; CT-304. Crisp details in the full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles, light orange color over luster

all over, variety with date in legend as “71” (Tauler 248), one of only two graded by PCGS (this the finer of the two), with only a few higher
specimens (MS 64) in the NGC census for comparison. PCGS #84000766. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

23. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1711M, from the 1715 Fleet. S-L28; KM-38.2; CT-22. 26.95 grams. Choice strike, well centered, with

bold full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles on a 100% round flan, clearly UNC but with minor marks on edge as from being previously
mounted. From the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.
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24. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1712M, encapsulated NGC MS 64, from the 1715 Fleet (designated on label). S-L28; KM-38.2;
Very broad flan with nearly full legends (full second date), full but weaker pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles, very
lustrous, in fact tied for finest known in NGC census despite the fact that this is the commonest date. NGC #4485214-001. From the 1715
Fleet. Estimate: $12,500-$20,000.
CT-23. 26.98 grams.

25. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1712M, encapsulated NGC AU 55, from the 1715 Fleet (designated on label). S-L28; KM-38.2;
Broad flan with full legends including second date and king’s name and ordinal, light orange color. From the 1715 Fleet,
with photo-certificate. Estimate: $7,000-$10,000.
CT-23. 26.68 grams.

26. Lima, Peru, cob 4 escudos, 1712M, encapsulated NGC AU 55, from the 1715 Fleet (designated on label). S-L28; KM-37; CT-215. 13.4 grams.

Choice full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles (very
bold) with much legend, some luster and toning around
details, deserving of a higher grade in our opinion. From
the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $7,000-$1,000.
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27. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1713/2M, encapsulated NGC MS 64, finest known in NGC census, from the 1715 Fleet

(designated on label). S-L28; KM-unl (38.2 for type); CT-24. 26.94 grams. Broad, round flan with much legend in addition to the full pillars-and-

waves and cross-lions-castles, crisp detail and much luster all over, in fact finest known by three grades for the variety (and finest for the date
as well). NGC #4489158-002. From the 1715 Fleet, with Sedwick photo-certificate from 1998. Estimate: $15,000-up.

28. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1715/4M, unique overdate, from the Loosdrecht (1719). S-L28; KM-unl (38.2 for type). 26.83 grams.
Full and bold pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles on a smallish flan, slightly sandwashed XF+, with weak but full and certain 5/4 in date,
the first we have ever seen or heard of (missing in Tauler), the horizontal crossbar of the 4 particularly clear in the center of the Spanish-style
5. From the Loosdrecht (1719), with certificate from the salvager. Estimate: $8,000-$12,000.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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29. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1718M. S-L28; KM-38.2; CT-30. 26.92 grams Bold full pillars and cross with a modicum of doubling, XF+
with toning around details, variety with decoration above but no dots flanking denomination (Tauler 260). Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

30. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1722M, encapsulated NGC AU 58, finest and only specimen in NGC census. S-L28; KM-38.2;
Very broad flan for the period, with choice full cross-lions-castles and bold full pillars-and-waves, light yellow color with
matte fields, partial second date in legend. NGC #4485216-001. Estimate: $7,000-$10,000.
CT-35. 26.76 grams.

31. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1723M, mounted in 18K gold

pendant-bezel. S-L28; KM-38.2; CT-37. 30.84 grams total. Broad flan with

two dates, full cross and pillars (the latter slightly off-center), AXF for
wear, simple and understated mounting. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.
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32. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1725M, Louis I, rare. S-L28a; KM-40; CT-1. 26.99 grams. Oblong flan with full but doubled cross and
pillars, date a bit weak but with the all-important LVDO(VICV)S I clearly visible, XF+ with toning around details. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

33. Lima, Peru, cob 2 escudos, 1726M, extremely rare (unlisted). S-L28b; KM-unl (36 for type).
6.69 grams. Bold full pillars and cross, smallish flan with

partially flat peripheries, AXF with deep red toning
on fields, last digit of date weak on the right side but
decidedly not a 0, the 1726 date being unlisted for
this denomination in the otherwise exhaustive Tauler
reference. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

34. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1734N. S-L29; KM-38.2; CT-49. 27.06 grams. Very bold full pillars-and-waves and cross-lions-castles enhanced
by deep red toning around details, part of king’s name bold, XF+. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.
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35. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1735/4N, encapsulated NGC VF details / mount removed, ex-Newman (designated on label).

Well-centered strike with most of king’s name in legend, strong striking-stress lines in cross-side fields, last
digit of date weak but with evidence of overdate, very light red toning, desirable pedigree. Pedigreed to the Eric P. Newman collection. Estimate:
$4,000-$6,000.
S-L29; KM-38.2; CT-51. 26.8 grams.

36. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1735N. S-L29; KM-38.2; CT-51. 27.01 grams. Small, thick flan with bold full cross and pillars, dark toning
around details, minor scratches, VF, probably ex-jewelry. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

37. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1747V. S-L30a; KM-47; CT-9. 27.04 grams. Full and well-detailed but slightly doubled cross-lions-castles, full
pillars with minor doubling on last digit of date, AXF with toning around details. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.
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38. Lima, Peru, cob 8 escudos, 1749R, encapsulated NGC XF 40. S-L31; KM-47; CT-13. 26.9 grams. Bold full pillars-and-waves, offcenter cross, deeply red-toned all over. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

Cartagena, Colombia

39. Cartagena, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, 1627, assayer E

40. Cartagena, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Philip IV, assayer

below mintmark RN to right, rare, ex-Caballero, Restrepo
Plate Coin. Restrepo-M52.3; S-C7; KM-4.4; CT-129. 6.65 grams. AU with

E below mintmark C to right, style of 1632-3. Restrepo-M52.21

XF with full cross, full but off-center
shield with bold C-E to right, “+” ornaments, bright red stains here
and there. Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.
for type; S-C7; KM-4.6. 6.73 grams.

traces of luster, choice full shield and cross, clear date, full RN-E, old
scratches above denomination. Pedigreed to the Caballero de las Yndias
collection (Aureo auction of April 2009, lot #113) and Plate Coin on page
86 Restrepo’s Coins of Colombia (2012). Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

41. Cartagena, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, 1633, assayer E

below mintmark C to right, unlisted variety. Restrepo-M52.24 for
type; S-C7; KM-4.6; CT-136. 6.72 grams. AU with choice full shield and cross

(very well detailed), the latter with dots inside and ringlets outside the
tressure, which Restrepo attributes to 1634 only, but this specimen
with clear date including tail of final 3, toned in crevices, part of edge
crude (as made). Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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Bogotá, Colombia

44. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Charles II, no assayer

42. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Philip IV, assayer R (Arce). Restrepo-M66 for type; S-B24; KM-14.2. 6.56 grams. Full but partially
below denomination II to right (mintmark NR to left not
visible), from the Maravillas (1656). Restrepo-M50.25; S-C7; KM-4.6;

crude and slightly off-center cross and shield, partial 169(?) date, XF
with toning on fields. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

CT-136. 6.68 grams. Mint

State with luster but some minor marks and
flat areas, otherwise full cross and shield (the latter off-center). From
the Maravillas (1656). Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

45. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, posthumous Charles

II, no assayer (Arce), from the 1715 Fleet, mounted in 18K
gold pendant-bezel with fourteen small diamonds. Restrepo-

Bold full cross (slightly
off-center), typically oversized shield, UNC details attractive and
substantial mounting. From the 1715 Fleet, with certificate from the
jeweler (Smith’s of Cayman). Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
M66.40; S-B24; KM-14.2. 13.20 grams total.

43. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, Charles II, assayer (A)
RC(E) to left of shield. Restrepo-M66.28; S-B24; KM-14.2. 6.63 grams.

Very bold full cross and nice full shield with upper half transposed,
deeply red-toned XF with some grainy fields (rusty dies). Pedigreed to
our Auction #13, with original lot-tag #48, and to our Auction #21, with
original lot-tag #39. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

46. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, (1)730(S), encapsulated NGC

AU 55. Restrepo-M80.8; S-B25b; KM-17.2; CT-385. 6.7 grams. Choice full cross-and-

tressure with date as “730” (no first digit), full shield with bold mintmark F to
left, probably finest known at NGC but census only shows a single specimen at
XF 45. NGC #3587973-004. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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47. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, (17)40M. Restrepo-M80.12; 48. Bogotá, Colombia, cob 2 escudos, 1748S. Restrepo-M94.2;

S-B27a; KM-25; CT-174. 6.68 grams. Lustrous AU+ with choice full shield

S-B26; KM-17.2; CT-396. 6.77 grams. Bold but crude full cross with bottom

and cross-and-tressure, clear bottom half of date and bold S to left
and F-S to right, minor edge damage as removed from mounting.
Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

half of 40 of date visible, full shield, XF with red toning in crevices.
Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

Seville, Spain

Charles-Joanna

49. Seville, Spain, 1 escudo, Charles- 50. Seville, Spain, 1 escudo, Charles- 51. Seville, Spain, 1 escudo, Charles-JoJoanna, assayer Gothic D to left, mintmark S to right, encapsulated NGC MS
63. CT-55. 3.35 grams. Rare grade, lustrous

and sharp all over, with nearly full legends,
the shield full and bold but the full cross
slightly doubled. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Joanna, assayer Gothic D to left, mint- anna, assayer Gothic D to left, mintmark
mark S to right, encapsulated NGC S to right, encapsulated NGC AU 58, exMS 62. CT-55. 3.4 grams. Choice full shield Huntington. CT-55. Bold full inner details and
and cross, nearly full legends, much red ton- nearly full legends, enhanced by toning around
ing, especially near part of edge. Estimate: details. Pedigreed to the A.M. Huntington collec$1,250-$2,000.
tion (H.S.A.). Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

52. Seville, Spain, 1 escudo, Charles-Joanna, assayer Gothic

D to left, mintmark S to right. CT-55. 3.37 grams. AU with weak

spot in otherwise full shield, full cross, some legend, nice orange color.
Estimate: $800-$1,200.

Philip II

53. Seville, Spain, cob 4 escudos, Philip II, assayer not visible (Gothic D), encapsulated NGC AU 55. CT-11. 13.39 grams

Choice full shield and cross-and-tressure, full denomination o-IIII
but mintmark and assayer flat. NGC #4489844-001. Estimate:
$2,500-$3,750.
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54. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer Gothic D below mintmark S to left, encapsulated NGC MS 61. CT-

Broad flan with excellent full shield and cross, full mintmark and assayer, nearly full crown. NGC #4489844-002. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.
60. 6.73 grams

55. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer Gothic D below mintmark S to left. CT-60. 6.74 grams. Lustrous Mint State
with full inner details (the shield slightly doubled) and much legend, nice golden color all over. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

56. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer Gothic D below mintmark S to left. CT-60. 6.67 grams. Choice full shield and
cross-and-tressure, nearly full crown, AU+ with tiny black spots near parts of edge. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

57. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer Gothic
D below mintmark S to left.

CT-60. 6.75 grams. Lustrous UNC
details and perfectly round but with very minor edge damage from
mounting, good full shield and cross, mintmark and assayer. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.
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58. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer Gothic D below mint-

mark S to left. CT-60. 6.72 grams. VF with full but partially flat cross and shield, some
dark sediment in crevices. Estimate: $900-$1,350.

59. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer Gothic D with open right side below mintmark S to left. CT-unl (46 for type).
6.75 grams. Lustrous Mint State with choice full shield and cross-and-tressure, bold full denomination and mintmark-assayer, king’s name in

legend, some peripheral crudeness (as made). Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

60. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer Gothic D above and below mintmark S to left. CT-62. 6.57 grams. Choice full
shield and cross, nearly full crown, AU- with hint of luster, small spot of edge damage from mounting. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

61. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, (158)8 date to right, assayer Gothic D below mintmark S and denomination II to left.

CT-64. 6.68 grams. Broad flan with parts of edge crude (as made), full final digit 8 of date, full S-II-D, nice full shield and cross, AU with orange

color all over. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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62. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, 1590 date to right, assayer Gothic D below mintmark S and denomination II to left. CTBold full date and S-II-D flanking full but partially flat shield, the cross also full but partially flat, VF+ with toning on fields
and dark sediment in spots. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
67. 6.67 grams.

63. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, 1597 date to right, assayer not visible. CT-type 50. 6.73 grams. Broad round flan but with some
crude strike, the date 100% full and bold, nearly full and well-detailed shield and cross, XF+. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

64. Seville, Spain, cob 1 escudo, Philip II, assayer Gothic D

to right, mintmark S to left. CT-110. 3.32 grams. Very broad and

thin flan with choice full shield and crown, full but slightly doubled
cross-and-tressure, much legend, clear S-D, minor edge damage from
mounting. Estimate: $500-$750.

Philip III

66. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip III, assayer B be65. Seville, Spain, cob 4 escudos, Philip III, assayer not vis- low mintmark S to left, encapsulated NGC AU 58. CT-type
ible, encapsulated NGC AU 58. 13.2 grams. Very bold full shield

Nearly full shield with bold mintmark and
denomination, full but off-center and slightly doubled cross, crude
strike. NGC #3813156-001 (attributed to Philip II on label). Estimate: $700-$1,000.
19; KM-48.3. 6.75 grams.

and cross but no peripheral details, areas of attractive red toning.
Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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72. Seville, Spain, cob 1 escudo, Philip III, assayer not vis67. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip III, assayer B. KM- ible. KM-42.2. 3.28 grams. Nice but slightly off-center full cross-and48.3. 6.76 grams. Good full shield and cross on a smallish flan, XF with

tressure with partial date above, good full shield with denomination I
and king’s name to right, XF+ with contrasting sediment in crevices.
Estimate: $600-$900.

edge filing from mounting. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

68. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip III, assayer not vis- 73. Seville, Spain, cob 1 escudo, Philip III, assayer not visible.
ible. KM-48.3. 6.74 grams. Broad flan with good full shield and cross

KM-42.2. 3.35 grams. Full but partially flat shield and cross-and-tressure,

XF+ with spots of dark encrustation. Estimate: $500-$750.

(grainy texture) but peripheries flat, AU- with contrasting sediment
on fields. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Philip IV

69. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip III, assayer not vis-

ible. KM-48.3. 6.77 grams. Mint State with full crown, nearly full shield

and cross-and-tressure, light toning, out-of-round shape (as made).
Estimate: $800-$1,200.

74. Seville, Spain, cob 4 escudos, Philip IV, assayer not vis-

ible, encapsulated NGC AU 55. KM-56.2. 13.5 grams. Choice full
shield and cross (the latter slightly off-center), slightly crude peripheries
(as made). Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

70. Seville, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip III, assayer not visible.

CT-type 20; KM-48.3. 6.67 grams. Bold full shield and nearly full
cross, very bold full denomination •II•, XF with parts of edge slightly
crude. Estimate: $500-$750.

75. Seville, Spain, cob 4 escudos, Philip IV, assayer R. CT-

Bold S-R, nearly full shield and cross,
lightly toned XF with light gray encrustation in crevices. Estimate:
$1,750-$2,500.
type 26; KM-56.2. 13.50 grams.

71. Seville, Spain, cob 1 escudo, Philip III, assayer B. KM-42.2.

3.37 grams. Full S-B, full but crude shield and cross, AXF with dark

sediment around details. Estimate: $500-$750.
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Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Charles II

76. Seville, Spain, cob 4 escudos, 1689M, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 61, finest and only specimen in NGC census. CT-114;
KM-58.2. 13.45 grams. Practically

full shield and cross despite typically slightly crude strike, full 689 of date (possibly 9/8), nicely toned. NGC
#4337097-009. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

Toledo, Spain

77. Toledo, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer M-in-circle below mintmark oT to left. CT-90. 6.71 grams. Excellent full inner

details (shield and cross, mintmark-assayer and denomination) and nearly full crown and legends, choice AU with hint of luster. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.

78. Toledo, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer M-in-circle below
mintmark oT to left.

CT-90. 6.24 grams. Full and well-detailed shield and cross,
nearly full crown, AU details with toning on obverse and luster on reverse but parts
of edge shaved from mounting. Estimate: $600-$900.

Valladolid, Spain

79. Valladolid, Spain, cob 2 escudos, Philip II, assayer oA, encapsulated NGC AU 58. CT-97. 6.51 grams. Rare mint and choice
grade, with excellent full shield and cross-and-tressure, mintmark to left and assayer above denomination to right, broad flan with nearly full
legends. NGC #4465006-013. Estimate: $750-$1,100.
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Gold “Royal” Painting

80. Original oil-on-canvas painting by J.R. Bissell (2017) of a Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 escudos Royal, 1711J, from the
1715 Fleet. 30” x 15” x 1-1/2”. A one-of-a-kind piece of art (like the coin it portrays) showing the beauty of a Mexican Royal 8 escudos in

much enlarged form, painted by someone who clearly knows and understands the coins given the maximum accuracy in color and details,
even to the point of capturing luster (with light yellows) and toning (with reds), the black background for contrast signed with the artist’s
skull-and-crossbones symbol at bottom right. From the artist: “From diving into the pool as a kid looking for shipwreck coins my dad would
toss in, to 25 years later working with shipwreck gold every day, there is no greater passion in my life than shipwreck treasure. My paintings
back in high school used to raise thousands for charity auctions, but now I have picked up the brush again and am solely painting the #1 thing
on my mind every day: treasure! This piece required over 100 hours and will almost make you forget about the treasure in your safe. Enjoying
this piece of art that truly encapsulates the beauty of these coins finally gives collectors a stress-free way to intoxicate themselves in the allure
of shipwreck gold we are born with as kids. I believe you’ll find yourself equally mesmerized by this piece of art as the coin itself (which is
worth hundreds of thousands of dollars) that you most likely only take out of the safe and see a couple times a year. Follow me on Instagram
@itsbissell to view many other beautiful original pieces of numismatic artwork.” Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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World Gold Coins
Argentina

81. Argentina (River Plate Provinces), La Rioja mint, 2 escudos, 1826P, coin alignment. KM-19.2. 6.10 grams Problem-free AUwith full details but slight central weakness and some crude letters in legends as usual. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

Bolivia

82. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 escudos, Charles IV, 1803PJ,
encapsulated NGC AU 55.

CT-110; KM-81; Fr-14. Lustrous and
well-struck, the obverse with light surface hairlines but the reverse
fully Mint State, tied for second highest grade in NGC census. NGC
#3641382-034. Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.

83. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VII, 1823PJ.
VF/XF with minor natural flaw on bust
and light scratches below hair tie, lustrous reverse. Estimate: $2,000$3,000.
CT-89; KM-91. 27.00 grams.

84. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VII, 1824PJ,
encapsulated NGC AU 50. CT-90; KM-91. Lustrous and well struck

(actually Mint State in our opinion, but with faint surface hairlines
on obverse) and rare (only 6,470 struck, the second lowest production figure in 8E after the initial issue of 1778), also important and
desirable as the final date of colonial gold struck at this mint. NGC
#3313407-002. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Consign to our Auction #23
Spring 2018
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85. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 scudos, 1835LM, dot after BOLIVAR (unique variety), encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-99. Nice luster

and deep golden toning, faint surface hairlines on Bolívar side only, the dot after BOLÍVAR probably indicative of an 1834 obverse die (also
re-used in 1836), this coin tied with one other for finest known in NGC census (which is top grade at PCGS also). NGC #2713829-010.
Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

Brazil

86. Brazil (Minas mint), 20,000 reis, João V, 1724-M, encapsulated NGC AU 55.

Russo-249; KM-117. First year and key date of
this popular type as the largest legal-tender gold coin struck in colonial
Americas, and struck for only four years (1724-1727) at just one mint
(Minas), this specimen with deep red toning on very clean fields, minor
adjustment marks near parts of rims. Estimate: $7,000-$10,000.
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87. Brazil (Minas mint), 10,000 reis, João V, 1727-M, encapsulated NGC MS 61. Russo-247; KM-116. Nice strike, deep red toning,
muted luster, a very attractive specimen all over. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

Chile

88. Santiago, Chile, bust 8 escudos, Charles III, 1786DA, 90. Santiago, Chile, bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VII transi-

tional (“admiral” bust), 1810FJ, encapsulated NGC AU 58.

encapsulated NGC AU 58. CT-246; KM-27. Lustrous and well struck,

CT-114; KM-72. Partially red-toned over muted luster, trivial laminations

a few minor marks only, tied for second highest grade in NGC census.
NGC #3641363-005. Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.

on reverse only. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

89. Santiago, Chile, bust 8 escudos, Charles IV transitional 91. Santiago, Chile, gold planchet trial for 100 pesos (1932(bust of Charles III, ordinal IV), 1789DA, encapsulated
NGC AU 55. CT-146; KM-42. Very lustrous and well struck but with

80), very rare, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-175 (flan, not design).
Interesting blank planchet with specifications on one side only, nice
luster and no problems. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

faint surface hairlines on obverse. NGC #3641384-006. Estimate:
$1,750-$2,500.
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Colombia (colonial)

92. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 8 escudos, Charles IV, 1797JJ, encapsulated NGC MS 62. Restrepo-97; KM-62.1; CT-127. Bright yellow color, with

good luster and lacking any wear or damage but with slightly grainy surfaces
(as made). NGC #3833340-009. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

93. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 8 escudos, Charles IV, 1806JJ,

94. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VII (bust of

CT-142; KM-62.1. Muted

CT-104; KM-66.1. Deeply toned over muted luster, old scratches on bust,

encapsulated NGC AU details / surface hairlines. Restrepo-97.36;

Charles IV), 1815JF, encapsulated NGC AU 58. Restrepo-127.19;

luster, minor marks all over (but not what we
would call hairlines). Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

weakly struck crown above shield. NGC #4489844-003. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.

95. Popayán, Colombia, bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VII,
1819FM, encapsulated NGC AU details / tooled. Restrepo-128.33;
CT-82; KM-66.2. Bright yellow color, lustrous and well struck, very faint

X scratch on bust but hardly what we would call “tooling.” Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.
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98. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 2 escudos, Charles III, 1780JJ.

CT-558; KM-49.1. 6.71 grams. Bold XF with light toning,
96. Popayán, Colombia, bust 4 escudos, Charles III, 1773JS. Restrepo-61.19;
muted luster, minor edge damage. Estimate: $300-$450.
Restrepo-68.1; CT-352; KM-44. 13.46 grams. Mint State with luster, choice

strike, very faint surface graininess here and there as probably from a
shipwreck. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

99. Popayán, Colombia,
97. Popayán, Colombia, bust 4 escudos, Charles III, 1773JS,

bust 1 escudo, Charles III,
1772JS. Restrepo-54.2; CT-671; KM-

XF with slightly weak bust (hence the lower slab grade), no problems.
Estimate: $600-$900.

48.2. 3.38 grams.

encapsulated NGC VF 30. Restrepo-68.1; CT-352; KM-44. Lightly toned

Mint State with
slightly matte surfaces as probably from a shipwreck, slightly
off-center strike with parts of
edge crude (as made). Estimate:
$600-$900.

Colombia (Granadine Confederation)

100. Bogotá, Colombia, 20 pesos, 1859, encapsulated PCGS XF 45, very rare. Sedwick-27; Restrepo-236; KM-130. Popular one-year

type, the largest coin of this government, of which only six specimens are known from a mintage of just 2,002 pieces, this specimen lustrous
and barely circulated but with bagmarks all over. Of this important issue Frank Sedwick wrote the following (Gold Coinage of Gran Colombia,
1991): “Although some other Colombian gold coins are rarer, the 1859 Bogotá 20 pesos remains the most sought of all large Colombian gold
coins, because it is a known rarity, a one-year type, a beautiful design with a youthful liberty head, and the only big gold coin of the Confederacion Granadina.” Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.
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Colombia (Republic)

101. Bogotá, Colombia, 4 escudos, 1826JF, very rare. Sedwick-5; Restrepo-164; KM-86. Problem-free VF with contrasting toning around
details, minor lamination flaw on reverse. Frank Sedwick says (Gold Coinage of Gran Colombia, 1991): “Not only a one-year type but also the
only 4 escudos of Colombia as a nation, and was probably of low mintage. Almost never is the piece seen in any but low grade.” While hardly
comparable in quality, it is interesting to note that the finest-known Eliasberg specimen in MS 64 sold for $42,550. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

102. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 peso,

103. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 peso, 104. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 peso,

Light yellow
color, nice clean fields, traces of wear on high
points only. Estimate: $200-$300.

Sedwick-1; Restrepo-160.9; KM-84.

1827RR, encapsulated NGC AU 55.
Sedwick-1; Restrepo-160.7i; KM-84.

1829RS, encapsulated NGC AU 58. 1829RS, encapsulated NGC AU 55.
Nice strike
with minimal wear, faint toning. Estimate:
$200-$300.

Colombia (United States of Colombia)
105. Medellín, Colombia, 2 pesos, 1863-M,
encapsulated NGC MS 63, ex-Lissner (designated on label). Sedwick-33; Restrepo-325; KM-147.

Highly lustrous and well struck, no problems, in fact
tied with two others for second finest in NGC census.
NGC #3831526-008. Pedigreed to the R.L. Lissner collection. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

106. Medellín, Colombia, 1 peso, 1872 with 8/8 and 2/2,

condor type, encapsulated NGC MS 65. Sedwick-31; Restrepo-unl
(cf. 324.1); KM-157.1. Light orange toning over muted luster, no wear or

marks at all, in fact tied with two others for second finest in NGC
census. NGC #3888651-062 (the slab cracked to right of label).
Estimate: $500-$750.
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Deep scarlet
toning, nice clean fields, no problems at all.
Estimate: $200-$300.
Sedwick-1; Restrepo-160.9; KM-84.

Costa Rica (Central American Republic)

107. Costa Rica (Central American Republic), 8 escudos, 1828F, rare, encapsulated NGC AU details / rev drill damage,
ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-17. Lustrous and choice (exceptional quality for this beautiful and popular type), with full
struck all over except for just the base of the tree, minor marks in the ample open fields but otherwise fully UNC, the noted drill mark above
the tree (small pit with squiggly line to right, barely noticeable with the naked eye) possibly from an old assay test. NGC #4427836-001.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.

108. Costa Rica (Central American Republic), 4 escudos, 1837E, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-16. Popular and beautiful

type, this specimen lightly toned over muted luster, very slightly grainy in texture (as made) but devoid of marks or wear, in fact second finest
known in NGC census. NGC #3724671-001. Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Costa Rica (Republic)

109. Costa Rica, 2 escudos, 1855, encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-99. Lustrous with clean matte fields, the standing figure typically
featureless but otherwise relatively well struck. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

110. Costa Rica, 1/2 escudo, 1851, encapsulated NGC AU 55. KM-97. Muted luster, toning around
details, good strike for the issue. Estimate: $300-$450.

111. Costa Rica, 20 colones, 1899, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-141. Light red toning over muted luster, minor bagmarks only.
Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

112. Costa Rica, 5 colones, 1899, encapsulated NGC MS

114. Costa Rica, 2 colones, 1900, encapsulated NGC MS

$250-$375.

KM-139. Orange toning on matte surfaces, muted luster, slight
weakness on high point of bust only, tied for second highest grade in
NGC census. NGC #2814354-001. Estimate: $200-$300.

62. KM-142. Lustrous but typically matte, no marks or wear. Estimate:

64.

113. Costa Rica, 5 colones, 1900, encapsulated NGC MS

115. Costa Rica, 2 colones, 1916, encapsulated NGC MS 62.

Lustrous but typically matte, slight weakness on high
point of bust and only a few minor bagmarks. Estimate: $250-$375.

on high point of bust only. Estimate: $200-$300.

62.

KM-139. Orange toning on matte surfaces, muted luster, slight weakness

KM-142.
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118. Costa Rica, 2 colones, 1922, encapsulated NGC MS 63.
KM-139. Highly

lustrous for the type, with minimal marks and slight
weakness on high point of bust only. Estimate: $200-$300.

116. Costa Rica, 2 colones, 1921, encapsulated NGC MS 63,
ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label).

KM-139. Nice yellow
color, no wear or marks, typically matte with muted luster. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

119. Costa Rica, 2 colones, 1926, encapsulated NGC MS
63, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label).

KM-139. Lightly
toned over muted luster, no wear but slight weakness on high point of
bust. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

117. Costa Rica, 2 colones, 1922, encapsulated NGC MS

66, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-139. Lustrous

with light toning, no wear or marks, in fact tied for second highest
grade in NGC census. NGC #4425835-007. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

120. Costa Rica, 2 colones, 1928, encapsulated NGC MS
66.

KM-139. Choice strike, no wear or marks at all, in fact tied for
second highest grade in NGC census. NGC #2810343-002. Estimate:
$300-$450.

Cuba
121. Cuba, 10 pesos, 1916, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-20.

Lustrous, nice color, very minor bagmarks only. Estimate: $600-$900.

France

122. France, mouton d’or, John II (1350-64). Fr-280. 4.56 grams. Broad-flan and problem-free AU with full legends and inner details,
very attractive. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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123. France, ecu d’or au soleil, Louis XII (1498-1515).

Ciani-900;

XF+ with full legends and inner details, no problems. Estimate: $500-$750.
Fr-323. 3.41 grams.

124. France (Lyon mint), Louis d’or, Louis XVI, 1786-D. 127. France (Paris mint), 20 francs, Napoleon III, 1853-A,
KM-591.5; Fr-475. 7.59 grams. Highly lustrous XF with scratches in front

encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-781.1. Excellent strike and luster, no

of face. Estimate: $600-$900.

marks or wear at all. NGC #4348169-012. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

125. France (Paris mint), 20 francs, Napoleon, 1814-A,

encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-695. Lustrous and attractive. NGC

128. France (Paris mint), 20 francs, Napoleon III, 1854-A,

#4465006-001. Estimate: $600-$900.

encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-781.1. Highly lustrous with light
golden toning. NGC #4348169-014. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

126. France (Lille mint), 40 francs, Louis XVIII, 1818-W.

Mint State with eye-catching luster,
faint adjustment marks. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
KM-713.6; Gad-1092. 12.89 grams.

129. France (Strasbourg mint), 20 francs, Napoleon III,
1863-BB, encapsulated NGC MS 63, tied for second finest
known in NGC census. KM-801.2. Bold strike, good luster, very
minor bagmarks. NGC #4465006-003. Estimate: $500-$750.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Guatemala (colonial)

130. Guatemala, bust-type cob 1 escudo, Ferdinand VI, 1750/48J, unique, ex-Richard Stuart, Jara Plate Coin. S-G2a; CT-type

55 (date unl); KM-A6 for type (date unl); Fr-3 for type (date unl). 3.30 grams. The gold “cobs” of Guatemala (really hybrids that employed old, collarless
manufacturing by hand with new designs intended for milled round coins), struck from 1733 to 1753, as a type are probably the rarest of all
Spanish colonial gold coins, with only around twenty-five specimens known in the 8E denomination and ONLY FOUR known in the 1E
denomination, the other three confirmed pieces being one of Philip V (hence a different type and dated 174[?] with last digit mostly off the
flan) and two others both dated 1751/0. The last two appeared in the collections of Eric P. Newman (Heritage, January 2014) and Caballero
de Yndias (Aureo & Calicó, April 2009). The description for the Newman specimen put forward some evidence that the coin was actually
machine-struck and therefore a different type entirely. In any case, the present specimen represents the only unique date for the extremely rare
type. It should also be noted that the Jara reference work calls this coin 1750/49 whereas close inspection reveals the under-digit to be a clear
8 (or possibly 9/8). The coin itself is very hard to grade, as it is so crudely made (grainy fields and somewhat indistinct features), and while
our best estimate is VF, we should point out that the piece probably saw limited actual circulation. It is also noteworthy that while the flan
is typically undersized (and thus the legends are typically truncated), the all-important date and king’s ordinal are both clear. Overall it is an
exciting piece for both Guatemala collectors and Spanish colonial type-coin collectors, and we are thrilled to offer it as the first Guatemala gold
“cob” to ever come through our office! Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection and Plate Coin on page 183 of Historia de la Casa de Moneda
de Guatemala (2010), by Carlos Jara. Estimate: $25,000-up.

131. Guatemala, bust 2 escudos, Ferdinand VII, 1817M. CT-

VF/XF with decent luster for the grade,
parts of obverse rim crude due to slightly off-center strike, rare type. To
quote Friedberg: “Almost every coin issued under the Spanish Kings is
a rarity.” Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.
190; KM-70; Fr-24. 6.71 grams.
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132. Guatemala, bust 1 escudo, Ferdinand VII, 1817M,
ex-Richard Stuart. CT-278; KM-74; Fr-25. 3.39 grams UNC with
very light surface hairlines on obverse only, muted luster, choice
strike, just a few minor flaws in rims and edge (as made), rare
one-year type. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

Guatemala (Central American Republic)

133. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 2 escudos, 1847A, encapsulated NGC MS 63, ex-Richard Stuart (designated
on label). KM-12. Beautiful luster and light yellow color, also exceptional strike and condition (only a few leaves a little flat due to slight central bulge), in fact tied with one other for finest known in the NGC census. NGC #4427844-012. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.

Guatemala (Republic)

134. Guatemala, 4 pesos, 1861R, Carrera,

encapsulated NGC AU 55, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-181. First date of

scarce two-year type with large bust, this specimen
with nice luster and golden toning at rims, light
surface hairlines on obverse only, in fact second
finest known in NGC census, behind a single AU
58. NGC #4446211-005. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

135. Guatemala, 4 pesos, 1862R, Carrera,

encapsulated NGC AU 55, ex-Richard
Stuart (designated on label). KM-181. Muted

luster under faint golden toning, minor bagmarks
and hairlines on obverse only, scarce two-year
type. NGC #4446211-006. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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137. Guatemala, 20 pesos, 1869R, Carrera, ex-Richard
Stuart. KM-194. 32.25 grams Lustrous AU with typical hairlines, bold
strike, popular one-year type. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

136. Guatemala, 4 pesos, 1866R, Carrera (small bust), rare,

encapsulated NGC AU 55, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on
label). KM-187. Choice luster but bagmarked, rarest date for the type

138. Guatemala, 5 pesos, 1878D, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-198.

(no values listed in KM), tied for second highest grade in NGC census
behind two AU 58’s. NGC #4446211-008. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

8.03 grams Bright yellow color, lustrous UNC with light surface hair-

lines on obverse. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$300-$450.

Honduras
139. Honduras, 1 peso, 1888, horizontal-8 variety, encapsulated
NGC MS 62, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-56. Lustrous

and choice for the type but typically weakly struck and with crude numbers
and letters (the final digit of date particularly messy), tied with one other for
finest known for this (rare) variety in the NGC census. NGC #4427704-006.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

140. Honduras, 1 peso, 1896, encapsulated NGC MS 64, finest
known in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label).

Nice luster and choice details for the type, particularly well struck
except for evidence of die-clashing in fields. NGC #4427704-009. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.
KM-56.

India

141. Jodhpur, India, mohur, no date (1918-35), encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-130. Bold strike and good luster, high

relief without any marks or wear, in fact second finest known in
NGC census. NGC #4465088-005. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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Italian States
Vatican City

142. Vatican City (Italian States), 100 lire, Pius XII, 1957 (AN.XIX), encapsulated NGC

MS 66. KM-48. No marks or wear, nice golden toning over muted luster, low mintage of just 2,000
pieces, this specimen tied (with many others) for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 68.
NGC #4489238-005. Estimate: $500-$750.

Venice

143. Venice (Italian States), zecchino, Francesco Morosini (1688-94), encapsulated NGC
MS 63. Fr-1347, KM-402. Lustrous and lightly golden-toned, no marks or wear but fields slightly grainy
(as made). NGC #3735651-004. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Mexico (colonial)
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144. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 4 escudos, Philip V, 1732F, very rare, encapsulated NGC MS 60, finest known in NGC

census, from the 1733 Fleet (designated on label). CT-237; KM-135. This gorgeous coin, with full luster and 100% fully struck-up details

on a broad flan (just some parts of rims crude and a few stray marks in the fields), is one of only about ten specimens known, the first date of
the first machine-struck gold coins of the Americas, in a very attractive design that marries the crowned-shield motif of the contemporaneous
silver “pillar dollars” with an ornately wigged bust of the king, this specimen actually the finer of just two listed in the NGC census (the other,
ex-Rudman, being AU 58) and visibly more attractive than the Plate Coins in both CT and KM (both of which are purported to be UNC).
Like the gold cobs of the 1715 Fleet, this coin clearly shows the importance of shipwreck gold coins that are virtual time capsules, missing
out on centuries of handling with minimal evidence of immersion. An exciting coin for both collectors of Mexico and Spanish colonial types
alike, and along with the next two lots (2E and 1E 1732) a unique opportunity to acquire the finest known set. NGC #3735673-002. From
the 1733 Fleet. Estimate: $20,000-up.

145. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 2 escudos, Philip V, 1732F, extremely rare, encapsulated NGC AU 58, finest known in NGC

census. CT-356; KM-124. Lustrous and beautifully struck on a planchet broad enough to receive full-rim details, with just a trifle weakness in

the locks of the wig and a few faint marks in the fields, one of only four confirmed examples of the highly desirable first date of machine-struck
gold coins of the Americas (notably missing in the Banco de Mexico collection), and especially significant as the finest known (by two grades)
of just three in the NGC census. NGC #3735673-001. Estimate: $15,000-up.

146. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 1 escudo, Philip V, 1732F, extremely rare, encapsulated NGC MS 61, finest and only speci-

men in NGC census, from the 1733 Fleet, ex-Rudman. CT-unl; KM-113. Quite choice in strike on a broad flan, in fact struck so strongly
as to impart a minor flaw at rim 1 o’clock, the fields positively resplendent with high luster despite annular friction marks on obverse that
appear to be the only reason this coin is not graded higher, nonetheless decidedly the finest known of only four in existence (one permanently
impounded in the Banco de Mexico collection), and the only one listed in the NGC census. A gem of a coin whose extreme rarity can be
summed up by this statement in CT: “some catalogs list the escudo of the date 1732… [but] we omit [it] for doubt of its existence.” NGC
#2784567-001. From the 1733 Fleet, and pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman collection. Estimate: $15,000-up.

147. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 escudos, Philip V, 1733F, very rare, encapsulated NGC AU 55. CT-123; KM-148. Lustrous and

bold, with minimal wear and marks to keep it from Mint State, struck slightly off-center on a broad flan, impressively large and popular as the
second date of the first machine-struck gold coin of the Americas. NGC #3735672-002. Estimate: $8,000-$12,000.
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148. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 escudos, Philip V, 1734MF/F, unlisted over-assayer, encapsulated NGC AU 58+, finest

and only specimen in NGC census, ex-Rudman. CT-unl (type 28); KM-148. Very choice strike with full luster graced with light toning,
very rare quality for this date and in fact at the top of the NGC population even without the very rare over-assayer (for which this is the only
specimen in the census), from a muling of a new 1734 obverse with a re-used 1733 reverse, showing just a few field marks and high-point wear
but as close to Mint State as you can get, also nicely pedigreed as having sold in Rudman (Heritage, August 2015, lot #31065) for $12,925.
NGC #2771803-005. Pedigreed to the Rudman Collection of Mexican Coins. Estimate: $8,000-$10,000.

149. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 escudos, Philip V, 1744MF, encapsulated NGC MS 62. CT-140; KM-148. Beautifully lustrous

and lightly toned (with red spot near top), the rims and all details choice but with light adjustment marks in centers and bagmarks in fields,
tied for second finest known in NGC census. NGC #3833300-001. Estimate: $12,500-$20,000.
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150. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 escudos, Philip V, 1746/5MF, encapsulated NGC AU 58. CT-142; KM-148. Lustrous and choice,

more like UNC in our opinion but netted lower due to faint hairlines, minuscule high-point wear, scarce overdate, for which this is the second
finest known in NGC census behind a single MS 61. NGC #3735672-011. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

151. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 escudos, Charles III,
1772FM. CT-87; KM-156.1. 27.01 grams. Choice XF+, well struck, with
tiny rim-nick at 7 o’clock. Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.

152. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 escudos, Charles III, 1774FM, encapsulated NGC MS 60, finest known in NGC census.
CT-91; KM-156.2. Choice

luster and delicate toning, faint hairlines on obverse only, rare grade (in fact the only Mint State example in NGC
census). NGC #3735675-011. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.
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153. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 escudos, Charles III, 1778FF, encapsulated NGC MS 61, finest known in NGC census.
CT-96; KM-156.2. Choice

strike and luster, faint hairlines on obverse only, rare grade (in fact the only Mint State example in the NGC census
and finest by two grades). NGC #3735675-014. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

154. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 escudos, Charles IV, 1793FM,
encapsulated NGC XF details / surface hairlines. CT-42; KM-159. De-

cent strike, with some sediment in crevices to enhance details, but no more
than trivial marks that merit a straight XF grade in our opinion. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

155. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 escudos, Charles IV, 1807/6TH, encapsulated NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC census.

CT-62; KM-159. Superb full luster and choice strike, with light red toning here and there, just a few hairlines keeping it from a higher grade but

nevertheless the only Mint State specimen in the NGC census (and finest by four grades) for this overdate. NGC #3735678-007. Estimate:
$3,500-$5,000.
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156. Guadalajara, Mexico, bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VII, bare bust, 1821FS, rare, encapsulated NGC AU 53. CT-7; KM-161.1;
Fr-58. Gold

coins from the Mexican War of Independence are generally rare, and this popular type is especially so, this coin having the added
attraction of being the final year of colonial issue. Attractively red-toned, with no luster but minimal wear, this specimen is the finest we can
trace in recent times (no NGC census data available). NGC #3833300-002. Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.

157. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 4 escudos, Ferdinand VII, 1818JJ. CT-161; KM146. 13.47 grams. Lightly

cleaned XF+ with small (old) gouge in neck, reverse AU or better,
very lightly orange-toned all over, scarce type. Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.

158. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 2 escudos, Philip V, 1742MF, rare, encapsulated VF 35, finest and only specimen in NGC

census. CT-368; KM-124. Nice luster around details, light wear only (more like AU 50 in our opinion, but “top pop” in the NGC census in any
case), scarce and attractive type. NGC #3501418-002. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

159. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 1/2 escudo, Ferdinand VII,
1814JJ.

CT-361; KM-112. 1.67 grams. Very lightly polished XF+, no
big problems, popular type as the only 1/2 escudo struck in colonial
Mexico. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Mexico (Empire / Iturbide)

160. Mexico City, Mexico, 8 escudos, 1822JM, Iturbide, normal legend variety, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-313.2. Nice

luster and choice strike except for parts of rims, minor marks only, tied with four others for second finest in NGC census, rare and popular
single-year type (with emperor’s name spelled properly) and in fact the only gold denomination struck that year, important as the first postcolonial gold coinage struck in Mexico, particularly rare in this lofty grade. NGC #3735676-005. Estimate: $20,000-$30,000.

Mexico (Empire / Maximilian)

161. Mexico City, Mexico, 20 pesos, 1866, Maximilian,
encapsulated NGC details / surface hairlines.

KM-389. Scarce
one-year type with mintage of only 8,274 pieces, faint gold toning over
muted luster, light surface hairlines all over. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Mexico (Republic)

162. Guadalupe y Calvo, Mexico, 8 escudos, 1847MP, en- 163. Mexico City, Mexico, 8 escudos, 1862CH, encapsulated

NGC AU 58. KM-383.9. Choice strike and luster, fully UNC in our

capsulated NGC AU 53. KM-383.6. Lustrous and fairly well struck

opinion but with light surface hairlines in fields, still second highest
grade in NGC census (behind a pair of MS 61’s). NGC #4234336003. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

but with minor marks in fields and light wear on highest points. NGC
#4234335-005. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
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164. Guanajuato, Mexico, 4 escudos, 1862YE, encapsulated NGC AU 53, finest and only specimen in NGC census. KM381.4. Light

toning, decent luster, some hairlines and high-point wear but also slightly weak in strike here and there (particularly the rims).
NGC #4234319-005. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

165. Guadalajara, Mexico, 2 escudos, 1858JG, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-380.3. Bold strike, choice luster, faint hairlines in
obverse fields only. NGC #4427773-015. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

166. Culiacan, Mexico, 1 escudo, 1847CE, encapsulated

167. Mexico City, Mexico, 1/2 escudo, 1856/4GF, encap-

Good luster, decent strike except for typical weakness in
centers, minimal marks. NGC #4427775-002. Estimate: $500-$750.

wear or weakness on high points. NGC #4438901-004. Estimate:
$250-$375.

NGC AU 58, finest and only specimen in NGC census. KM379, Fr-98.
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sulated NGC MS 62. KM-378.5. Bold strike and nice luster, slight

168. Culiacan, Mexico, 20 pesos, 1871P, encapsulated NGC
MS 61.

KM-414.2, Fr-122. Good luster and light toning, die-crack
from 1 to 4 o’clock and minor hairlines and high-point wear. NGC
#4234313-013. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

171. Oaxaca, Mexico, 10 pesos, 1871/68E (overdate not on
slab), encapsulated NGC MS 61. KM-413.8, Fr-136. Choice strike

and nice luster but with very faint hairlines in obverse field, traces of
overdate confirmed by diagnostics. NGC #4227425-005. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

169. Mexico City, Mexico, 20 pesos, 1882/1M, encapsulated
NGC MS 63, finest known in NGC census. KM-414.6, Fr-119. Nice

172. Durango, Mexico, 10 pesos, 1881/79P, encapsulated

luster and good strike, faint hairlines only, finest in NGC census for the
overdate and tied with one other for the date. NGC #4234311-017.
Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

NGC MS 61. KM-413.3, Fr-132. Lustrous but lightly hairlined, choice

strike but with light adjustment marks at 9 o’clock on reverse rim.
NGC #3735608-013. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

173. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 peso, 1903M, small date, encap-

170. Culiacan, Mexico, 20 pesos, 1893M, encapsulated

sulated NGC MS 64. KM-410.5. Bold strike with full details but rims

NGC MS 61. KM-414.2. Choice strike with excellent luster and minor

partially crude, good luster, date re-engraved. NGC #2728561-010.
Estimate: $200-$300.

bagmarks only (looks more like MS 63 to us), minor natural flaw to
right of date, scarce issue from a mintage of just 2,062 coins, tied with
two others for finest known in NGC census. NGC #4234313-010.
Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Netherlands (Spanish)

174. Overijssel, Spanish Netherlands, ducat, Philip II, no

date (1590-3), mounted in 18K gold pendant-bezel with
seven small diamonds and a cabochon sapphire. Fr-262. 16.54

grams total. XF with full inner details (facing portraits / Habsburg

arms) and legends (imitative of earlier “excelente” issues of FerdinandIsabel), substantial double-ring mounting, very impressive. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.
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Netherlands (United)

175. Gelderland, United Netherlands, ducat, 1638/7. KM-5.1. 3.46 grams. XF with bold overdate,
smallish flan missing most of the rims. Estimate: $250-$375.

176. Holland, United, Netherlands, ducat, 1776. Delm-775; KM-12.3. 3.49 grams. AU with traces
of luster, parts of rims weak, popular date with US collectors. Estimate: $400-$600.

Peru (colonial)
177. Lima, Peru, bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VI, 1751J, encapsulated NGC AU 58.

CT-18; KM-50. Lustrous and choice, with faint
hairlines in fields but practically no wear, popular first milled gold issue
(“wigged bust”) of South America. NGC #4439622-015. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.

178. Lima, Peru, bust 8 escudos, Charles III (small young bust, “rat nose”), 1761JM, encapsulated NGC AU 55. CT-9; KM68. Nice

strike, light toning and luster in legends, old scratch across bust, scarce and desirable two-year type (earliest for Charles III). NGC
#3727737-001. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.
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179. Lima, Peru, bust 8 escudos, Charles III (large young bust, “rat nose”), 1763JM, encapsulated NGC XF 40. CT-11; KM70. Nice red toning around letters, much remaining luster for the grade (should be AU 50 in our opinion), scarce type. NGC #3158944-014.

Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

180. Lima, Peru, bust 8 escudos, Charles III, 1778MJ, encapsulated
ANACS AU 50 details / chopmarked. CT-34; KM-82.1. Traces of toning and
luster in legends, with commonly seen four-lobe banker’s mark below S to right
of shield that ANACS misinterpreted as a chopmark. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

181. Lima, Peru, bust 2 escudos, Ferdinand VII (small imaginary bust), 1811JP, very rare, encapsulated NGC AU details
/ graffiti, cleaned. CT-193; KM-111. From a mintage of only 374 pieces and therefore among the rarest coins of Peru, fairly well struck (faint
adjustment marks on bust) and well preserved despite a light “180” scratched in front of face (note that all extant specimens have minor issues
like this, with none appearing in the NGC census). Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.
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Peru (Republic)
182. Peru, 50 soles, 1930. KM-219. 33.28 grams. Lustrous AU with bagmarks and

surface hairlines. Two-year issue, of which this is the better date. Estimate: $1,250$2,000.

Portugal
183. Lisbon, Portugal, cruzado calvario, João III, no date (1521-57), encapsulated

NGC MS 61. Fr-29. 3.41 grams Choice full details (particularly the legends), high grade for the era,
with minor rust spots flanking the cross and typical streak of flatness on obverse corresponding to
cross on reverse. NGC #4465077-015. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

Spain
Visigoths

Ferdinand-Isabel

184. Visigoths (Spain), AV tremissis, Sisebut (612-621 AD),

Emerita mint (Merida, Badajoz). Cay-216. 1.50 grams. Bold, broad-

flan AU with slight weakness on high points of central figures but no
wear on fields, nice yellow color. Estimate: $400-$600.

185. Seville, Spain, double excelente, Ferdinand-Isabel,

quatrefoil with daggers in corners at top, mintmark S at
bottom between busts. CT-75. 7.03 grams. Broad-flan XF with full

(Latin) legends, flatness on heads (and corresponding weak areas on
reverse) but no damage or other problems. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Philip III

186. Segovia, Spain, milled 1 escudo, Philip III, 1607C, king’s name as PHILIP, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 65, finest
known in NGC census. CT-60; KM-29. Very sharp and crisp details (a combination of skillful machine-striking and absolute lack of any wear)

with luster on fields, the flan extending beyond the rims, particularly desirable as among the first machine-struck coinage of Spain (two-year
type). NGC #2731234-001. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.
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187. Segovia, Spain, milled 1 escudo, Philip III, 1608C, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 62. CT-60; KM-29. Lustrous and very sharp,

the flan (with weight-adjustment clip in edge, as made) extending beyond the rims, popular two-year type (first machine-struck coinage of
Spain). NGC #2731234-002. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

Philip V

188. Seville, Spain, milled 8 escudos, Philip V, 1704P, “8 S 8 P” variety, encapsulated NGC MS 62. CT-162; KM-260. Bold strike
with slightly grainy surfaces, traces of luster, parts of rims slightly crude (as made), in fact tied for second finest known in NGC census behind
a single MS 64. NGC #2728747-001. Estimate: $6,000-$9,000.

189. Seville, Spain, milled 1 escudo, Philip V, 1701M, unlisted variety with dots flanking denomination only, rare, encapsulated NGC AU 55. CT-unl (type 90); KM-253. Bold strike with light toning over muted-lustrous fields, slightly off-center strike, rare type
and clearly neither of the varieties listed in CT. For some reason this coin does not appear in the NGC census (nor any of that date), and we
suspect it is the only certified specimen on record. NGC #2731234-003. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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190. Seville, Spain, bust 1 escudo, Philip V, 1736AP, rare.
CT-427; KM-343. 3.30 grams. VF with weak bust, dark sediment around

letters, parts of rims crude (as made), one-year assayer (high catalog
value). Estimate: $300-$450.

Ferdinand VI

191. Madrid, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Ferdinand VI, 1747JB, 192. Madrid, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Ferdinand VI, 1757JB.
encapsulated NGC MS 64. CT-242; KM-372. Very bold strike (es-

Low-relief AU with traces of luster, no
problems. Estimate: $200-$300.
CT-255; KM-378. 1.77 grams.

pecially the bust) with clean, lustrous fields, a far cry from the usual
quality seen for this type, in fact second finest known in NGC census.
NGC #2731234-008. Estimate: $200-$300.

193. Madrid, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Ferdinand VI, 1758JB.
CT-256; KM-378. 1.78 grams. AU with bold legends enhanced with dark

sediment around lettering, slightly off-center strike and odd bulge at
back of head (as made), no problems. Estimate: $200-$300.

Charles III

194. Madrid, Spain, bust 4 escudos, Charles III, 1786DV.

CT-311; KM-418.1a. 13.24 grams. AXF with light scratches in field in front

of face (possibly to remove some graffiti), weak rim at top of obverse,
light yellow color with traces of orange toning in legends. Estimate:
$500-$750.

195. Madrid, Spain, bust 2 escudos, Charles III, 1788M,
encapsulated NGC MS 63. CT-459; KM-417.1a. Choice strike and
full luster all over, just a few faint field marks keeping it from higher
MS, still second finest known in NGC census. NGC #2731234-004.
Estimate: $500-$750.
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196. Madrid, Spain, bust 2 escudos, Charles III, 1788M.
CT-459; KM-417.1a. 6.75 grams. VF

with minor planchet flaws here and
there but no big problems. Estimate: $250-$375.

197. Seville, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Charles III (first bust),
1767VC. CT-790; KM-389.2. 1.73 grams. Boldly struck AU with traces of

luster, minor die-clashing at bottom on obverse. Estimate: $200-$300.

198. Seville, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Charles III, 1788C,
encapsulated NGC AU 58.

CT-808; KM-425.2. Choice strike, no
wear, muted luster, special NGC tag that says “US Legal Tender Until
1857”. NGC #3236036-011. Estimate: $200-$300.

Charles IV
199. Madrid, Spain, bust 2 escudos,
Charles IV, 1790MF, encapsulated NGC
MS 62. CT-324; KM-435.1. Highly lustrous and

sharply struck (just a few faint hairlines in
fields), among the finest graded by NGC. NGC
#2731234-005. Estimate: $400-$600.

200. Madrid, Spain, bust 2 escudos,
Charles IV, 1799MF, encapsulated NGC
AU 58. CT-336; KM-435.1. Nicely toned over

muted luster, light wear on highest points only,
still among the finest graded by NGC. NGC
#4215725-003. Estimate: $500-$750.

201. Madrid, Spain, bust 2 escudos,
Charles IV, 1800/790MF.

CT-339; KM-unl

Red-toned XF, no
problems, clear overdate. Estimate: $300$450.
(435.1 for type). 6.74 grams.

202. Madrid, Spain, bust 2 escudos, Charles IV, 1807AI, encapsulated NGC AU 58. CT-351; KM-435.1. Good luster, die-crack on
date, faint hairlines and high-point wear only, in fact tied for finest known in NGC census. NGC #4489844-004. Estimate: $400-$600.
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203. Madrid, Spain, bust 2 escudos, Charles IV, 1807FA. CT-350;
KM-435.1. 6.49 grams. AVF with adjustment marks on date and correspond-

ing spot on reverse, no problems. Estimate: $250-$375.

Ferdinand VII

204. Cádiz, Spain, bust 2 escudos, Ferdinand VII (laureate bust), 1812CI, small mintmark, encapsulated NGC UNC details
/ surface hairlines. CT-180; KM-468. Bold strike with choice luster, faint adjustment marks on shield, hairlines on obverse only. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

205. Seville, Spain, bust 2 escudos, Ferdinand VII, 1816CJ,
encapsulated NGC AU details / rev scratched. CT-258; KM-483.2.
Lustrous and choice, with high-point wear on bust only, one light scratch
across shield. Estimate: $350-$500.

206. Seville, Spain, bust 2 escudos, Ferdinand VII, 1827JB, encapsulated NGC MS 62. CT-271; KM-483.2. Superb strike (very
sharp details) and nice luster, with the faintest of hairlines keeping it from a higher MS grade, still among the finest graded by NGC. NGC
#2731234-007. Estimate: $350-$500.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Switzerland

207. Bern, Switzerland, 2 ducat, 1727, encapsulated NGC MS 61. Fr-165; KM-96. Lightly toned over prooflike luster, minor marks
in fields and slight wear on highest points only. NGC #321305-004. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

West Indies

208. West Indies “joe” (imitation of a Rio, Brazil, 6400 reis, Maria I, 1788-R).
11.78 grams. Interesting late 18th-century issue, noticeably more crudely engraved than the

genuine Rio coins and struck in lower gold content, known to be circulated extensively with
similar specimens later regulated by American or Caribbean goldsmiths up to acceptable
weight, this example from the same dies as PCGS #81719771 (Heritage, January 2017, lot
35619, sold for $2200 hammer), XF with light edge clip and some scratches near reverse rim.
Estimate: $800-$1,200.
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Shipwreck Ingots
Gold
Unidentified early 1500s wreck in the Caribbean
209. Gold “oro corriente” cut piece with

choice full “f ” stamp for Ferdinand V of
Spain, 80.10 grams, from an unidentified
early 1500s wreck in the Caribbean. 1-5/8”
x 1/2” x 1/2”. Rectangular edge-cut of a thick gold

disk of undetermined fineness (probably around
20K), with three sides (all but the outer edge)
crystalline in texture (broken, not sliced), granular bottom but smooth top marked with partial
circular tax stamp and full “f ” in box, believed
to be one of the earliest markings known on “oro
corriente” pieces (used in place of coins in areas
where coins were not yet made or available), with
small spots of black but otherwise fairly clean. From
an unidentified early 1500s wreck in the Caribbean.
Estimate: $8,000-$12,000.

“Tumbaga wreck,” sunk ca. 1528 off
Grand Bahama Island
210. “Tumbaga” gold-wire ingot (thick gauge) bent into

hook shape, 36.68 grams, with tax stamp at pointed end,
unique and important, from the “Tumbaga wreck” (ca.
1528), encrusted as found. Roughly 2” x 3/4”, about 4-1/2” long
and 3/16” in diameter. Fascinating piece that at first looks like a piece

of jewelry or adornment in thick-gauge wire form but shows one
end clearly flattened and stamped with castle inside beaded circle
(tax stamp), hence possibly a native artifact turned into a quantifiable unit of value, the gold quite bright and probably of higher
fineness than what is normally considered “tumbaga,” attractively
coated here and there in grayish coral. From the “Tumbaga wreck”
(ca. 1528). Estimate: $3,500-up.
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Unidentified 1500s wreck off the northern coast of South America

211. Cut gold “tejuelo” piece with crowned-CA tax stamp for Charles I of Spain, 42.08 grams, from a 1500s wreck off the
northern coast of South America. 1” x 1/2” x 1/2”. Rectangular cross-section cut of a flat “finger” bar, very important for showing the entire

tax stamp, whose design of a crowned CA above a two-branch pomegranate had not been seen prior to two other specimens in our Auction
#13 and almost certainly refers to manufacture in Colombia (New Granada), the two perpendicular cuts very neat (not broken), with much
smaller cut in one corner as well, possibly to regulate the piece down to exactly 12 escudos (one and a half onzas, a coin-like size in any case),
with traces of dark encrustation around details. From an unidentified 1500s wreck off the northern coast of South America, with photo-certificate,
and pedigreed to our Auction #14 (lot #297). Estimate: $6,000-$9,000.

Spanish 1715 Fleet, east coast of Florida
212. Nearly spherical natural gold nugget, 26.47 grams, from the
1715 Fleet (rare provenance). Roughly 7/8” x 5/8” x 1/2”. Very smooth
and featureless but significant as the weight of an 8 escudos and probably
traded as such in its time (tax free), with traces of grayish-white encrustation in some areas. From the 1715 Fleet, pedigreed to our Auction #21, with
original lot-tag #278. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.
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Luz, sunk in 1752 off Montevideo, Uruguay

213. Large gold disk, 1434 grams, fineness 0.926, marked “XXXXV” and monogram of V over upside-down V, from the
Luz (1752), ex-Sotheby’s, ex-Ponterio (cover photo). 3-7/8” in diameter and up to 1/2” thick. A very bright and attractive ingot with

boldly inscribed markings, the natural pits and crevices generally filled with encrustation that includes small barnacles and what appear to be
hatched eggs. While at first the monogram on this piece appears to be XX for 20K (a logical fineness for such ingots, although testing shows
this ingot is .926, over 22K), the lack of serifs in the middle points to that marking being a monogram instead, mostly like an owner’s mark,
especially since the same marking appears on many other ingots from this wreck. In fact, the other marking on this bar, XXXXV, is almost
certainly a serial number 45, in series with other ingots showing the same owner’s mark. In his book El Naufragio del Navio Nuestra Señora
de la Luz (1968, reprinted in 1992), researcher Juan Alejandro Apolant gives the entire history behind the Portuguese galleon on its Spanishleased journey all the way through the sinking and subsequent salvage and even auctions of recoveries starting in 1753, and he transcribes the
ship’s manifest to show that ingots like this one were packed in leather-wrapped cartons marked with the same ciphers on the outside as on the
individual ingots, which were referred to as “doblones con la marca de enfrente” (interestingly, the ingots were itemized based on their values
in milled 8 escudos rather than actual weights). Because so many of the ingots recovered and offered in our time bear this marking, we surmise
that they were part of a large consignment that the manifest shows was made by the governor general of the River Plate Provinces, destined
for the King of Spain himself. Curiously, some of the other ingots recovered bear other markings that can be linked to various Jesuit missions,
following the 1750 Treaty of Madrid that set a line of demarcation between Spanish and Portuguese colonial territories in South America
(which eventually resulted in the Guaraní War of 1756, also called the War of the Seven Reductions, which took place between the Guaraní
tribes of seven Jesuit Reductions [native populations governed by European missions] and joint Spanish-Portuguese forces). The boundary
drawn up between the two nations was the Uruguay River, with Portugal possessing the land east of the river (now Brazil). The seven Jesuit
missions east of the Uruguay River, known as the Misiones Orientales, were to be dismantled and relocated on the Spanish western side of
the river. Therefore it is believed some of the ingots on the Luz were possessions of these relocating missions and were being shipped back to
Spain for safeguarding in preparation for the move and conflict. In any case, whether this ingot was the property of the Jesuits or the King, it
is undeniably attractive and intrinsically valuable and full of history. From the Luz (1752), pedigreed to the original Sotheby’s auction of March
1993 (lot 765) and to the Ponterio auction of April 1997 (lot 2147), in which it was pictured on the back cover of the catalog, with Sedwick photocertificate. Estimate: $80,000-$120,000.
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Silver
“Tumbaga wreck,” sunk ca. 1528 off Grand Bahama Island

214. Small, thick, brick-like “tumbaga” silver bar #1128, 2395 grams, marked with assayer/owner B~Vo, serial RCxxx
and fineness 9cccxxx (830/2400 = 34.6% fine), rare as uncleaned, from the “Tumbaga wreck” (ca. 1528). 6-3/4” x 3” x 1”.

This bar was among a handful that were sold at auction in 1993 prior to conservation, with some spots of coral encrustation on the top, the
bottom more or less smooth and showing all the markings, boldly impressed but a little smoothed over, the serial number RCxxx and assayer
B~Vo above the fineness 9cccxxx, which is rather low for such a visibly silver-looking bar and runs counter to the 68.7%-silver assay from A.A
Gordus (deemed to be flawed as done from a surface sample before conservation). The assayer’s “bite” appears on a top corner, as is typical
for this somewhat standard shape among the “tumbaga” bars. Curiously to the right of the fineness is a rubbed-out spot that appears to have
been a previous fineness marking in an earlier style, indication of re-assaying that is known to have occurred on many of these bars. Excellent
pedigree. From the “Tumbaga wreck” (ca. 1528), pedigreed to the Christie’s (London) auction of April 28, 1993, with original lot-tag #272 and with
original Gordus assay report from 1993 (also in the census on page 135 of Tumbaga Saga (2010), by Augi Garcia, and also pedigreed to the Thomas
Gray collection and formerly displayed at the ANA Money Museum’s “Treasures of the Deep” exhibit (2014-15), also pedigreed to our Auction #12,
with original lot-tag #299 and to our Auction #19, with original lot-tag #295. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

“Power Plant wreck,” sunk in the late 1500s off Hutchinson Island, Florida

215. Small silver disk (“plata corriente”), 36.24 grams, with octagonal tax stamp showing Mexican-style cross, very rare,
from the “Power Plant wreck” (late 1500s). 1-3/8” in diameter and 1/8” thick. A very coin-like little disk with large tax stamp in center of

one side that is lightly corroded (some gray toning) but still shows (within a tressure under crown) one arm of a ball-tipped cross (indicative of
Mexico or possibly Santo Domingo), in the quadrants of which should appear (from top left going clockwise) castle, lion, letter G and pecten
shell (scallop), the meaning of which is unknown. This important piece is only the second one we have offered (see Auction #19, lot #298)
from a total find of less than ten. From the “Power Plant wreck” (late 1500s). Estimate: $1,500-up.
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Atocha, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida

216. Large silver bar #626, 89 lb 11.68 oz troy, Class Factor 0.8, with markings of manifest 1038, fineness 2380/2400

and mine/date cartouche ORVRO / 1621, from the Atocha (1622). 15-3/4” x 5-1/4” x 3-1/4”. A particularly large ingot with strong

markings on top (should be at least Class Factor 0.9) including a very deeply impressed diamond-topped-TA monogram (for owner/shipper
Tirajo), very bold IUXXXVIII manifest number, full but corroded fineness IIUCCCLXXX, silvermaster V (de Vreder) in one corner and
full but lightly corroded (but all-important) rectangular cartouche with mine name ORVRO above date 1621 (the presence of which should
merit a Class Factor of 1.0), plus the usual cylindrical assayer’s “bite” at one end, yet with all of the circular tax stamps too weak to discern,
tiny bits of charcoal embedded in sides, overall well above average for these popular “loaves” of silver. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher
photo-certificate #85A-S626 and original gray plastic TSI tag. Estimate: $25,000-up.
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217. Large silver bar #247, 89 lb 0.5 oz troy, Class Factor 0.8, with markings of manifest 335, fineness 2380/2400 and mine/

date cartouche ORVRO / 162(1), from the Atocha (1622). 15” x 4-3/4” x 3-1/2”. Another very large ingot with a wealth of markings
including owners/shippers CSfZRO (Crespo) and monogrammed TRSo (Vargas, somehow), manifest CCCXXXV, fineness IIUCCCLXXX,
silvermaster V (de Vreder) and various partial tax stamps and mine/date cartouche, all lightly toned with minor surface corrosion, plus the
usual cylindrical assayer’s “bite” at one end, impressive in size and amount of markings. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher photo-certificate
#85A-S247. Estimate: $25,000-up.

218. Silver bar #616, 43 lb 4.4 oz troy, Class Factor 0.9, with markings of manifest 145, fineness 2380/2400 and various
owners/shippers, from the Atocha (1622). 13-3/4” x 4” x 2-1/4”. This ingot is remarkable for its smaller size (about the half the larger

“loaves” but not a still-smaller “barreton”) and abundance of visible markings, including at least four different owner/shipper monograms
(including MB for Muñibe, named on manifest), several of which are cancelled but also some engraved over top of old (and clear) circular tax
stamps (thus indicating re-use and/or transfer of ownership), also with very clear manifest CXLIIIII and fineness IIUCCCLX(XX) (mis-stated
on certificate as 2350), and silvermaster V (de Vreder), plus the usual cylindrical assayer’s “bite” at one end, minimal surface corrosion and nice
reddish toning all over. From the Atocha (1622), with Fisher photo-certificate #85A-S616 and original gray plastic TSI tag. Estimate: $15,000-up.
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Slot ter Hooge, sunk in 1724 off Porto Santo, Madeira Islands
219. Neatly formed silver ingot, 1960
grams, about 98.5% fine, with stamps
of the Zeeland chamber of the VOC
(Dutch East India Co.), cast in parallel
to bar width, from the Slot ter Hooge
(1724). 6” x 1-1/2” x 1”. Long and fairly

uniform bar with pit end clipped only in one
corner (the shallow pit filled with encrustation), other end and sides with long seam
from casting, one of the broader sides with
bold, full but compact markings. From the Slot
ter Hooge (1724), with certificate #DSA10/
B2 from the salvager (Sténuit), Pedigreed to the
Thomas Gray collection and formerly displayed
at the ANA Money Museum’s “Treasures of the
Deep” exhibit (2014-15), also pedigreed to our
Auction #10, with original lot-tag #254, and
to our Auction #19, with original lot-tag #301.
Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

Spanish 1733 Fleet, Florida Keys
220. Silver “wedge” ingot (contraband or amalgam), 719

grams, from the 1733 Fleet, ex-McKee Museum. 4” x 3” x
1-3/4”. “Wedge” ingots like this are fairly normal finds from the

Spanish Fleets of 1715 and 1733, and while the predominant theory
for their existence is contraband (arranged in a pie at the bottom of
a barrel, so the story goes), it is significant that most of the wedges
are much lighter than their size would indicate, lending credence to
the opposing theory that they are simply an intermediate stage in the
silver refining process in which the silver is still a lighter amalgam. In
any case this piece is typically unmarked and shows a dark gray tone
all over with spots of orange in crevices. Despite a lack of certification from the McKee Museum itself, we have seen a letter from Art
McKee’s personal files showing that this piece was to Mr. Jack Carr
in 1955. From the 1733 Fleet, pedigreed to the McKee Museum and to
our Auction #16, with original lot-tag #214, and to our Auction #8 (lot
#420). Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Bredenhof, sunk in 1753 off Mozambique, east of Africa
221. Neatly formed silver ingot, 1345

grams, about 98.5% fine, no stamps
visible, from the Bredenhof (1753).
6” x 1-1/2” x 1-1/4”. Originally cast in a neat

rectangular column, this piece has been
crudely carved down by the elements, with
several large areas missing and no markings
yet with certain spots (including the diagonal
cuts at one end) close to pristine, great for a
paperweight or conversation piece of value,
nicely toned all over. From the Bredenhof
(1753), with original (generic) certificate from
the salvagers. Estimate: $750-$1,100.
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Non-wreck

222. Large “plata corriente” cut piece of a silver disk, 144.10
grams, marked with tax stamp of Charles I of Spain. Roughly

2-3/4” x 1-1/2” x 1/2”. This is the largest and heaviest known example

of “plata corriente” (marked, circulating pieces of silver) we have ever
handled, worth in its time approximately five-and-a-third 8 reales
(hence for a larger transaction), somewhat crudely broken from the
side of a large disk with uneven surfaces (lots of metal flow), with circular tax stamp showing (C)AROLV(S) in legend, some dark toning,
the pitted bottom with lots of orange sediment in crevices. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.
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www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Shipwreck Coins
Note: In a departure from our past catalogs, we have moved any gold coins and U.S. coins (and
paper money) that are from shipwrecks to this section for easier reference for our many shipwreck
coin bidders. Except where otherwise noted, all items here are silver.

Unidentified early-1400s wreck off the Isle of Wight, south of England
223. London, England, gold noble, Edward III, fourth coinage (1351-

77), treaty period (1361-69). Sp-1502. 7.59 grams. Broad-flan AU with full inner
details and nearly full legends despite slightly off-center strike, one of the best coins
we have seen from this wreck (virtually full weight, not heavily clipped like most).
Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

“Golden Fleece wreck,” sunk ca. 1550 in the northern Caribbean
224. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna,” Early Series,” assayer P
to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo). Nesmith-26 for type / 26a; CT-type 75; S-M4. 12.17

grams. Bold full legends, inner details all there but weakly struck, dark all over from light

oxidation, HISPANIARVM variety. With Sedwick photo-certificate. Estimate: $350-$500.

Spanish 1554 Fleet off Padre Island, Texas
225. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer A

to right, mintmark M to left (M-A). Nesmith-57b type; CT-109; S-M6. 4.29 grams. Choice

specimen from this wreck, somewhat thin but with all details full including almost all the
legends as struck on a broad flan (albeit off-center), darkly toned. Estimate: $400-$600.

Unidentified ca.-1554 wreck off Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
226. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer
R to left, mintmark M to right (R-M). Nesmith-74; CT-90; S-M7. 11.42 grams. Broad
flan with nearly full legends, light to moderate surface corrosion, light gray toning with
a few darker patches. With Sedwick certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.
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“Rill Cove wreck,” sunk ca. 1618 off Cornwall, England
227. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer F. KM-44.3.

21.90 grams. Bold full shield and oMF, full denomination 8, full but partially

weak cross-and-tressure, minimal corrosion, typically darkly toned. With generic
certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $200-$300.

Atocha, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida
Mexico

228. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not

231. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, (1)620/19D, Grade

visible, Grade-2 or -3 quality (12 points), with hand-signed
certificate from 1975. KM-44.3. 18.01 grams. Most of shield and cross

1. S-M18; KM-unl (37.2 for type). 13.42 grams. Choice full shield and cross-

lions-castles, full oMD and denomination 4, bold 20/19 of date (not
listed on certificate), no corrosion or toning. With Fisher certificate
#129581. Estimate: $600-$900.

(the latter bold) but peripheries featureless, overall solid but moderately
corroded. With original, hand-signed Fisher photo-certificate from 1975
(Cape Coral Bank) #2290. Estimate: $300-$450.

232. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer

D, Grade-3 quality (10 points), with hand-signed certificate
from 1975. KM-37.2. 6.23 grams. Full cross and shield despite moderate

229. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer

corrosion all over and edge-loss. With original, hand-signed Fisher photocertificate from 1975 (Cape Coral Bank) #1534. Estimate: $300-$450.

not visible, Grade 3, with Fisher tag but certificate missing.

KM-44.3. 13.72 grams Nice full shield and cross despite moderate corro-

sion and edge-loss. With original Fisher tag #86A-138357. Estimate:
$250-$375.

230. Lot of three Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8R (2) and 4R
(1), assayer D, Grade 3. 58.92 grams total. Solid coins for the Grade

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

with full (or nearly so) shields and crosses, some moderate to heavy
corrosion. With Fisher certificates #181161, 181167 and 207196. SEE
INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $600-$900.
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Potosí 8R

233. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer not vis- 236. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer not visible (4th-period B), Grade-2 quality (10 points), with handsigned certificate from 1975. KM-5.1. 20.00 grams. Fine details in

ible (5th-period B), Grade-2 quality (10 points), with handsigned certificate from 1976. KM-unl (5.1 for type). 22.81 grams. Bold

good full cross and shield despite light to moderate surface corrosion
all over. With original, hand-signed Fisher photo-certificate from 1975
(Cape Coral Bank) #1141. Estimate: $400-$600.

full shield and cross with contrasting toning on fields, light surface
corrosion, mostly solid and better than most of the early finds. With
original, hand-signed Fisher photo-certificate from 1976 (Cape Coral
Bank) #257. Estimate: $400-$600.

234. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer not
visible (4th-period B), Grade-2 quality but Grade 1 on the
certificate. KM-5.1. 22.10 grams. Solid coin with full shield and cross

237. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer C (rare),

Grade 3, with original tag but replacement certificate. S-P16;
KM-10. 19.24 grams. Good full cross, full but doubled shield with clear

despite moderate surface corrosion, small edge-split, toned. With old
Fisher photo-certificate #1796 from 1984. Estimate: $400-$600.

assayer C to right (not mentioned on tag or certificate), moderate
surface corrosion. With Fisher tag #221594 and HRC replacement
certificate. Estimate: $250-$375.

235. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th
period), Grade 1, with tag but certificate missing. S-P14; KM-

No corrosion but shiny from polishing,
full shield and cross and full P-B with the B clearly punched over a
smaller letter (probably just a smaller B). With Fisher tag #210908.
Estimate: $350-$500.
unl (5.1 for type). 26.83 grams.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

238. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer Q,

Grade-1 or -2 quality (20 points), with hand-signed certificate from 1976. S-P17; KM-10; CT-124. 25.44 grams. Very solid speci-

men with practically no corrosion and deep, rich toning all over, bold
full assayer (variety with tail on left side), nice full shield and cross,
overall choice for an early find. With original, hand-signed Fisher photocertificate from 1976 (Cape Coral Bank) #2896. Estimate: $350-$500.
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239. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1617(M), Grade-1 quality

242. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1)6(1)8T, variety with

but Grade 2 on the certificate. S-P18; KM-10; CT-123. 26.29 grams.

large mintmark and denomination as o-V-III, quadrants of
cross transposed, Grade 2. S-P21; KM-10. 25.03 grams. Broad flan,

Very large, odd-shaped flan with no corrosion (and near full weight),
full shield and cross and most of date, silvery sheen as usual, with
correct information on the tag but certificate shows incorrect weight
and no date. With Fisher certificate #214075. Estimate: $500-$750.

unevenly thick, with choice full shield and clear mintmark (oversized)
and denomination in three parts (scarce), bold 8 of date outside full
but weaker cross, minimal corrosion but silvery and with edge-split.
With Fisher/Sinclair certificate #198317. Estimate: $400-$600.

240. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1618)PAL, rare, Grade
1.

S-P20; KM-10; CT-130. 25.15 grams. Very bold full assayer (best we
have seen) and parts of legend despite some minor corrosion at very
edge only, good full shield and cross-and-tressure (a few flat spots),
nicely toned and very solid. With Fisher photo-certificate #96A-20395.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

243. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1)618(T), Grade 2. S-P21;

KM-10. 24.91 grams. Round flan with full but partially weak shield and

cross, corrosion in peripheries only but date still clear. With Fisher
certificate #117046, and pedigreed to our Auction #4, with original lottag #261. Estimate: $400-$600.

241. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1618(PAL or T), date at 7 244. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1)620T, Grade-1 quality
o’clock, rare, Grade-3 quality but no Grade on the certificate.

date (rare thus), full shield and cross despite
moderate corrosion and minor edge-loss, nicely toned. With Fisher
certificate #105180. Estimate: $350-$500.

but Grade 2 on the certificate. S-P21; KM-10; CT-137. 26.76 grams.

KM-10. 21.73 grams. Bold

Broad and somewhat oblong flan, corrosion-free and nicely toned but
with minor weak spots on full shield and cross, bold 2 of date, full
assayer and denomination. With Fisher certificate #219453. Estimate:
$500-$750.

245. Possible contemporary counterfeit of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob
8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, Grade 1+ (25 points), with handsigned certificate from 1980. S-P21; KM-10. 23.49 grams. Very bold full

shield and cross-and-tressure, perhaps too bold for the light to moderate
corrosion in evidence and with cast-looking surfaces, but all details correct,
described on certificate as “Possible Period Counterfeit.” With original,
hand-signed Fisher photo-certificate #672 from 1980. Estimate: $600-up.
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246. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, Grade

249. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, Grade

Nice full shield and cross-and-tressure,
full mintmark-assayer and denomination, minimal corrosion, nicely
toned. With Fisher certificate #154175. Estimate: $400-$600.

full shield and cross, light surface corrosion. With Fisher tag #144834.
Estimate: $250-$375.

1.

1, with tag but certificate missing. S-P21; KM-10. 23.68 grams. Good

S-P21; KM-10. 24.93 grams.

247. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, quad- 250. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T,
Grade-3 quality (13 points), with hand-signed certificate
from 1976. S-P21; KM-10. 19.93 grams. Bold full shield and assayer

rants of cross transposed, Grade 1, with tag but certificate
missing. S-P21; KM-10. 26.24 grams. Bold full shield and cross (both

and denomination, full but weaker cross, moderately corroded all over.
With original, hand-signed Fisher photo-certificate from 1976 (Cape Coral
Bank) #3318. Estimate: $300-$450.

slightly doubled), full assayer and denomination, lightly toned, minimal surface corrosion. With Fisher tag #214815. Estimate: $300-$450.

248. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T, upper

half of shield transposed, Grade 1, with tag but certificate
missing. S-P21; KM-10. 25.40 grams. Solid but with light surface corro-

sion and silvery sheen, bold full shield and cross and mintmark-assayer,
the flan oddly thick toward parts of edge. With Fisher tag #210664.
Estimate: $300-$450.

251. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not

visible, Grade-1 quality (certificate missing), mounted crossside out in 14K gold pendant-bezel. KM-10. 36.52 grams total.
Good full cross and shield with contrasting toning in crevices, looks
very solid and nearly corrosion-free, mounted (with cross rotated 90
degrees counterclockwise) in a heavy bezel with shackle bail and galleon
ornament. Fisher #217525 (no tag or certificate). Estimate: $500-$750.

252. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not visible,
quadrants of cross transposed, Grade 1. KM-10. 26.61 grams. Very solid

and nearly corrosion-free, also nicely toned, with choice full cross and bold
and full shield and denomination that are off-center enough to show a clear
king’s name and ordinal (PHI)LIPPVS III with backwards P’s, also partial
date 16(??). With Fisher photo-certificate #96A-270228. Estimate: $400-$600.
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253. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not visible, Grade-2
quality (10 points), with hand-signed certificate from 1977. KM-10. 21.29

grams. Choice, bold and full shield and cross despite light surface corrosion, nice dark

toning, rather nice for an early find. With original, hand-signed Fisher photo-certificate
from 1977 (Key West Conservation Laboratory) #498. Estimate: $350-$500.

Potosí 8R Group Lots

254. Lot of five Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, various assayers (where visible), all Grade-1 quality but no Grades

on certificates. KM-10. 122.16 grams total. Good full shields and crosses, mostly good-weight coins with little or no corrosion, one with up-

per half of shield transposed (scarce error) With Fisher certificates #103601, 146272, 198938, 245762 and 260346. SEE INTERNET FOR
PHOTO. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
255. Lot of five Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer T or not visible, all Grade 2. KM-10. 122.96 grams total. Full shields
and crosses, light corrosion only. With Fisher certificates #230726, 230752, 230959, 244648 and 264606. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO.
Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

256. Lot of six Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, various assayers (where visible), Grade 2, all with tags but certificates
missing. KM-10. 141.59 grams total. Mostly Grade-1 quality (the actual Grades known from photocopies of the missing certificates) with little
or no corrosion, one in fact clearly dated 1620, full shields and crosses, quite a nice group overall. With Fisher tags #125490, 141001, 145165,
158826, 188185 and 218690. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

257. Lot of two Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayers not visible, both Grade-3 quality but Grade 2 on certificates. KM-10. 34.40 grams total. Both moderately corroded and underweight but one with choice full cross, With Fisher certificates #263406
and 263522. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $500-$750.

258. Lot of five Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, various assayers (where visible), all Grade 3. KM-10. 95.57 grams total.
Mostly full shields and crosses but with moderate to heavy corrosion. With Fisher certificates #201961, 209842, 215246, 215461 and 215465.
SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

259. Lot of five Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, various assayers (where visible), all Grade 3. KM-10. 106.20 grams total.
Mostly full shields and crosses but with moderate to heavy corrosion. With Fisher certificates #130512, 209600, 209606, 209763 and 215196.
SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Potosí 4R

260. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th
period), borders of x’s, Grade-2 quality (12 points), with
hand-signed certificate from 1977. S-P14; KM-4.3. 10.00 grams.

261. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer Q,

Bold full mintmark-assayer, full but weaker shield and cross, prominent
borders of x’s, light to moderate corrosion, better than most early finds.
With original, hand-signed Fisher photo-certificate from 1977 (Key West
Conservation Laboratory) #587. Estimate: $400-$600.

Grade-1 quality (certificate missing), mounted cross-side
out in 14K gold pendant-bezel. S-P17; KM-9; CT-243. 23.11 grams
total. Choice full cross (shield weaker but also full) with nice toning,

minimal corrosion, clear mintmark-assayer, mounted in heavy bezel
with shackle bail and galleon ornament. Fisher #264903 (no tag or
certificate). Estimate: $600-$900.
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Potosí 4R Group Lots

266. Lot of four Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III,

various assayers (where visible), all Grade 2. KM-9. 49.08 grams
total. Light wear and corrosion but full shields and crosses. With Fisher

certificates #118169, 149108, 198392 and 206381. SEE INTERNET
FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

262. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer not

visible, Grade-2 quality (12 points), with hand-signed certificate from 1977. KM-9. 10.90 grams. Full but very slightly doubled
shield, full but slightly off-center cross, thin from corrosion all over
but still nicer than most early finds. With original, hand-signed Fisher
photo-certificate from 1977 (Key West Conservation Laboratory) #684.
Estimate: $350-$500.

263. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer not

visible, quadrants of cross transposed, Grade-2 quality (12
points), with hand-signed certificate from 1975. KM-9. 11.35

267. Lot of two Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III,

grams. Bold full shield, nearly full cross, some toning, surface cor-

rosion, more solid than most early finds. With original, hand-signed
Fisher photo-certificate from 1975 (Cape Coral Bank) #1164. Estimate:
$350-$500.

assayers not visible, one Grade-2 quality but no Grade on
certificate and the other Grade 3. KM-9. 22.99 grams total. Both
moderately corroded and shiny but with full and clear shields and
crosses, the better coin on a very broad flan. With Fisher certificates
#182104 and 213163. Estimate: $400-$600.

268. Lot of three Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III,
assayers not visible, Grades 3 (two) and 4 (one). KM-9. 25.55
grams total. Moderate to heavy corrosion, most of cross and shield still

visible on each. With Fisher certificates #133799, 138138 and 154743.
SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $500-$750.

Potosí 2R
264. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer not

visible, Grade-1 quality (certificate missing), mounted
cross-side out in sterling silver pendant-bezel with 14K gold
prongs and bail. KM-9. 19.77 grams. Good full cross and shield with
contrasting toning in crevices, looks very solid and nearly corrosionfree, mounted (with cross rotated 90 degrees clockwise) in a heavy
bezel with shackle bail and galleon ornament. Fisher/Miguel #TM802
(no tag or certificate). Estimate: $350-$500.

269. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer Q,

Grade 1. S-P17; KM-8; CT-353. 6.60 grams. Good full shield and cross,

some weak strike but no corrosion, full P-Q. With Fisher certificate
#131913. Estimate: $500-$750.

265. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer not

visible, Grade-3 or -4 quality (4 points), with hand-signed
certificate from 1975. KM-9. 7.33 grams. Thin and dark from heavy

corrosion but with full shield and nearly full cross, typical quality for
an early find. With original, hand-signed Fisher photo-certificate from
1975 (Cape Coral Bank) #1729. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO.
Estimate: $200-$300.
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Consign to our Auction #23
Spring 2018

Cartagena

270. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer M, Grade
1. S-P18; KM-8. 6.54 grams. Solid but odd-shaped flan with choice full

shield and cross, no corrosion, silvery sheen. With Fisher certificate
#217274. Estimate: $500-$750.

274. Cartagena, Colombia, cob 8 reales, 1622, assayer A

to right, mintmark RN to left, no pomegranate under escutcheon, rare, Grade-1 or -2 quality, with tag but certificate
missing. Restrepo-M41.1; S-C2; KM-3.2; CT-251. 17.14 grams. Immense flan

271. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer not vis-

with choice full shield and cross and much legend including full date,
also nicely toned, but significantly underweight from corrosion, still
quite eye-catching for its width alone. With Fisher tag #85A-236095,
and pedigreed to our Auction #15 (lot #379). Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

ible, Grade 1. KM-8. 6.53 grams. Broad flan with nice full shield and

crown and cross, minimal surface corrosion, toned fields. With Fisher
certificate #133390. Estimate: $500-$750.

Spain

272. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer not vis-

275. Seville, Spain, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not vis-

ible, Grade 1. KM-8. 6.63 grams. Broad flan with full crown above full

ible, Grade 1. KM-38.1. 24.67 grams. Thick and solid (minimal surface

but doubled shield, good full cross, no corrosion. With Fisher certificate
#127605. Estimate: $500-$750.

273. Lot of two Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip III, as-

corrosion, minor edge-loss), with nearly full cross (off-center) and
shield (partially flat), somewhat rare as a mainland Spanish cob from
this wreck and particularly rare in Grade-1 quality. With Fisher/Miguel
certificate #231483 (misattributed to Potosí assayer M, but barcoded tag
is correct). Estimate: $500-$750.

sayers not visible, Grade 3. KM-8. 5.89 grams total. Both corroded

and toned, one with good full shield and cross. With Fisher certificates
#134883 and 189945. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$600-$900.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
276. Seville, Spain, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer not
visible, Grade 3.

KM-38.1. 15.28 grams. Corroded and thin (some
edge-loss) but with good full shield, silvery sheen, somewhat rare as a
mainland Spanish cob from this wreck. With old Fisher photo-certificate
#82-287 from 1983. Estimate: $200-$300.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com
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Santa Margarita, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida
277. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer Q, Grade 2.
Very broad flan, nearly corrosion-free and
lightly toned, with good full cross and shield, bold mintmark but assayer weak
(tags says Q but certificate says assayer not visible). With Fisher photo-certificate
#8704. Estimate: $350-$500.
S-P17; KM-10; CT-124. 25.25 grams.

278. Cartagena, Colombia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer 279. Cartagena, Colombia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer

A to right, mintmark RN to left, no pomegranate under es- A to right, mintmark RN to left, no pomegranate under escutcheon (1621-22), rare, Grade 1. Restrepo-M41.1; S-C2; KM-3.2; cutcheon (1621-22), rare, Grade 1. Restrepo-M41.1; S-C2; KM-3.2;
CT-251. 19.29 grams. Very choice full shield with bold mintmark, assayer

and king’s ordinal IIII (also attractively toned) but cross side heavily
pitted, unusual example of how just one side can be protected from
the elements. With Fisher photo-certificate #80M-1034-4. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

Bold full shield with clear mintmark and king’s
ordinal IIII, nearly full cross, all nicely toned but also heavily pitted all
over and therefore Grade-3 quality even though certificate says Grade
1. With Fisher photo-certificate #80M-4859-2. Estimate: $600-$900.
CT-251. 16.81 grams.

São José, sunk in 1622 off Mozambique, east of Africa

280. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (16)18/7D/F, Grade 281. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, (16)18/7D/F, rare.

Very bold full date with clear
overdate, full mintmark and weaker assayer next to off-center shield, full
but lightly corroded cross, nicely toned all over. Estimate: $500-$750.

1, encapsulated NGC shipwreck effect / São José. S-M18; KM-unl

S-M18; KM-unl (44.3 for type). 12.31 grams.

(44.3 for type). Solid and heavy but with much flatness (and low contrast),

good shield and cross, bold full 18 of date with clear overdate and
over-assayer (not noted on label inside slab). Estimate: $350-$500.
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Campen, sunk in 1627 off Isle of Wight, south of England
282. Overijssel, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1617. KM-12.

26.70 grams. Excellent full details (including legends), especially the lion,

all with nice toning and virtually no corrosion, XF overall. With generic
certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $200-$300.

“Lucayan Beach wreck,” sunk ca. 1628 off Grand Bahama Island

283. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV,
assayer D, with original Spink box from 1960s
promotion. S-M18a; KM-45. 26.68 grams, the box 3-1/4” x

2-1/2”. Very choice full flan with no corrosion, superb full

cross, full but slightly doubled shield, nicely toned all over,
edge-split, the box a little worse for wear but intact. With
small Spink certificate. Estimate: $250-$375.

284. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, (16)23/2D, rare. 285. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, (16)24/3/2D, rare.
Full 3/2 of date, full mintmark,
nearly full shield and cross, minimal corrosion, low-contrast toning.
Estimate: $300-$450.
S-M18a; KM-38; CT-691. 12.33 grams.

Crude but certain date, nice
full shield and cross, very solid and uncorroded flan with toning in
crevices. Estimate: $300-$450.
S-M18a; KM-unl (38 for type). 13.30 grams.
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San Estevan y Los Angeles, sunk in 1639 off Portugal
286. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T (early 1630s).

Choice full shield and cross, nicely toned and virtually
corrosion-free, very rare provenance. With certificate. Estimate: $300-$450.
KM-19a. 26.94 grams.

Concepción, sunk in 1641 off Hispaniola
287. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19;

KM-45. 26.21 grams Very solid and uncorroded on a broad flan with full oMP

and shield and cross (also clear denomination), toned on fields, overall one
of the nicest specimens we have ever seen from this wreck. With original tag
#16981. Estimate: $250-$375.

288. Clump of two Mexican silver cobs (one 8R and one 4R) and piece of earthenware in coral, ex-Fismer. 243 grams, roughly
4” x 3” x 1-1/2”. A super display with the 8R fully exposed on shield side (mintmark and assayer not visible but probably oMP), the 4R hiding

behind it (just the edge visible), both coins dark but solid-looking, both to the side of an orange-colored shard that is embedded in rounded
white coral, great for a paperweight or conversation piece. Recovered by Carl Fismer in 1986, with his hand-signed photo-certificate. Estimate:
$500-$750.

289. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T (mid-

290. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 163(?)(T).

KM-19a. 24.39 grams total. Good full shield and cross despite light surface

surface corrosion, nice toning, full 163 of date (early 1630s). Estimate:
$200-$300.

1620s), with custom loop at top for wearing as a pendant.
corrosion, deeply toned all over, partial date 162(?), full mintmarkassayer and denomination, aligned axis, the flat loop at top stamped
with CONCEPCIÓN / 1641. Estimate: $200-$300.
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S-P27; KM-19a.

20.96 grams. Squarish flan with good full cross and shield despite light

Capitana, sunk in 1654 off Chanduy, Ecuador
Shield type

291. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)47, assayer not visible, 294. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1650O (with dots between
very rare, with crowned-L countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine / La Capitana Shipwreck. KM-19a. Broad

flan with good full shield (off-center) and cross, edge-splits, full small
4 of date but final digit messy (could be 8/7), most of countermark
visible, minimal corrosion, nicely toned. Estimate: $600-$900.

digits), with crowned-•F• countermark on shield, encapsulated NGC genuine / La Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-unl (19b
for type). Broad flan, solid but weakly struck and lightly corroded (also

some doubling), still with two full assayers and most of countermark.
Estimate: $350-$500.

295. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (165)0O, with crowned-L

countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine / La Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b; CT-509. Good full shield and cross

292. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)49(O), with crowned-

L countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine / La
Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b; CT-506. Broad flan with very

despite light surface corrosion, nicely toned. Estimate: $300-$450.

large edge-crack, full shield and cross, full countermark, bold 49 of
date, minimal corrosion, nicely toned. Estimate: $300-$450.

296. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1650)O, with crown-

alone countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine /
La Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b; CT-509. Thin and small from

293. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 16(50)O, with crowned-•

edge-loss and corrosion but with bold full countermark on good full
shield, bold assayer, nice toning. Estimate: $250-$375.

countermark (very rare) on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine
/ La Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b; CT-509. Very broad flan
with choice full cross-side details (almost Royal-like), albeit weak on
half the date and countermark, full crown above full but weaker shield,
nicely toned, no corrosion, minor edge-split. Estimate: $400-$600.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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297. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 165(1)O, with two 300. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1650-51)O, with crowned•F• countermark on shield, encapsulated NGC genuine / La
Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b. Thin from corrosive wear but

crowned-C countermarks on cross (rare). S-P35; KM-19b; CT-510.
26.64 grams. Broad, thin flan with choice full shield and cross, minimal

corrosion, nice toning (dark red near edge), most of both countermarks
visible, bold 16 of date, minor doubling. Pedigreed to the Rob McClung
collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

with good full shield and cross (the latter slightly doubled), good toning. Estimate: $250-$375.

301. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 16(50-51)O, with crowned298. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651O, with crowned-L

L countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine / La
Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b. Bold full cross with full countermark and 16 of date, full but corroded shield, toning in crevices.
Estimate: $250-$375.

countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine / La Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b; CT-510. Bold full date and good full
countermark on full cross, shield side heavily corroded, patchy toning.
Estimate: $300-$450.

302. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1650-51)O, with crownedL countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine / La

299. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1650-51)O, with crowned- Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b. Most of countermark visible on
O countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine / La
Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b. Nice full cross and shield despite

full cross, full but weaker shield, minimal corrosion, uneven toning.
Estimate: $250-$375.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

wear from corrosion, full countermark, two full assayers, toned in
crevices. Estimate: $250-$375.
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303. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1650-51)O, with crowned- 306. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)51E, with crowned-L

countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine / La Capitana Shipwreck. S-P36; KM-19b; CT-511. Thin from heavy corrosion

L countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine / La
Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b. Choice full shield and cross,

but with bold full shield, full countermark and cross, bold 1 and most
of 5 of date, toned, edge-splits. Estimate: $250-$375.

full countermark, full P-O and 8-O, thin with edge-split but nicely
toned. Estimate: $250-$375.

304. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1650-51)O, with crowned- 307. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1651-2)E, with crownedL countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine / La
Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b. Heavily corroded but with two

•F• countermark on shield, encapsulated NGC genuine / La
Capitana Shipwreck. S-P36; KM-19b. Attractive specimen with full

assayers and full countermark, edge-splits, uneven toning. Estimate:
$200-$300.

countermark on full and bold shield, good full cross, nice toning,
edge-split. Estimate: $250-$375.

305. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1650-51)O, with

308. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1650-52)(O or E),

somewhat weak shield and cross and countermark, also nearly full (and
bolder) crown, edge-split. Estimate: $200-$300.

corroded all over but with full shield, most of countermark, toned,
edge-split. Estimate: $200-$300.

with crowned-L countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC
genuine / La Capitana Shipwreck. KM-19b. Moderately to heavily

crowned-? countermark on cross, encapsulated NGC genuine
/ La Capitana Shipwreck. S-P35; KM-19b. Broad flan with full but

309. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1650-52)(O or E), with

crowned-•F• countermark on shield, encapsulated NGC
genuine / La Capitana Shipwreck. KM-19b. Bold full countermark,
most of shield and cross despite heavy corrosion and about 30% edgeloss. Estimate: $200-$300.
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310. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, (1650-1)O, with crownedL countermark on cross.

311. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, (1)651E, unidentified

Choice full
countermark on full cross-and-tressure, bold P-O to left of full shield,
nicely toned, no corrosion, edge-split. Pedigreed to the Rob McClung
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
S-P35; KM-17b. 13.66 grams.

countermark on cross. S-P36; KM-17b. 12.79 grams. Broad flan with

light surface corrosion, clear date, full and crisply detailed shield and
cross-and-tressure, small spots of toning. Pedigreed to the Rob McClung
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

1652 Transitionals

312. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E transitional Type 314. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 16(52)E transitional Type
IV/A, ex-Ponterio, ex-Mastalir.

S-P37; KM-A20.4; CT-432. 22.63
grams. Broad flan with full date in legend, full interior details (shield

side off-center), light surface corrosion and edge-crack, nicely toned
all over. Pedigreed to the Roberto Mastalir collection, #IV.1-A.da1(4)1
in his book (page 105), pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of April 2002,
with original lot-tag #1135, and to the original “La Capitana” auction
(Ponterio, April 1999, lot 252). Estimate: $750-$1,100.

IV/A, ex-Mastalir.

S-P37; KM-A20.4; CT-432. 23.48 grams. Solid and
attractively toned with areas of light corrosion and minor doubling,
one pillar especially bold and full, nice but off-center full crown-andshield, apparently the only specimen known with this combination of
die-varieties, according to Mastalir. Pedigreed to the Roberto Mastalir
collection, #IV.1-A.aa(5)1 in his book (page 84), with photo-certificate.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

315. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)52E Transitional Type

313. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E transitional Type IV/A. S-P37; KM-A20.4; CT-432. 24.25 grams. Very bold full pillars-andIV/A, ex-Mastalir.

Solid and
uncorroded but with marks from salvage, bold date in legend and
52 to right of full shield, bold king’s ordinal IIII, one of only two
specimens known of this die variety (with E• and •E above waves),
according to Mastalir. Pedigreed to the Roberto Mastalir collection,
#IV.1-A.ae(2)1 in his book (page 96), with Herman Moro certificate.
Estimate: $750-$1,100.
S-P37; KM-A20.4; CT-432. 25.44 grams.
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waves with 100% full crown above, bold full shield with another 100%
crown above and O-E-52 to right, no corrosion, toned in crevices.
Pedigreed to the Rob McClung collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

Consign to our Auction #23
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316. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)52E Transitional Type
IV/A.

Solid, oblong flan with
choice full shield (slightly off-center) with bold A-P-8 to left, full and
well-centered (but partially weak) pillars-and-waves, patchy toning
but practically no corrosion. Pedigreed to the Rob McClung collection.
Estimate: $400-$600.
S-P37; KM-A20.4; CT-432. 26.76 grams.

317. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E transitional Type
VII/A, ex-Mastalir.

S-P37; KM-A20.7; CT-unl. 23.79 grams. Bold but
doubled full pillars-and-waves and shield, parts of all three dates,
moderate corrosion near edge only, toned on fields. Pedigreed to the
Roberto Mastalir collection, # VII.a-A.aa(2)4 in his book (page 157), with
Herman Moro photo-certificate #abf43, and pedigreed to our Auction #5,
lot #237. Estimate: $350-$500.

318. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)52E Transitional Type
VIII/A, rare. S-P37; KM-A20.8; CT-433. 20.78 grams. Choice full shield

with bold (A)-P-8 to left and O-E (52) to right, off-center pillarsand-waves with one pillar full and bold plus 100% full crown at top,
light corrosion and edge-split, toned in crevices. Pedigreed to the Rob
McClung collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

Pillars-and-waves

319. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E, post-transitional 320. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional

(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top, ex-Mastalir. S-P37a;

(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-434.

Choice bold pillars-and-waves, full and
well-detailed cross, three dates and assayers, patchy toning, corrosion
around edge only. Note that the appendix of Mastalir’s book (in which
this coin is pictured on page 305) calls this the “first coin positively
identified for subtype ba.v with top row 1.PH5 (type S) and date 52
under the cross—new die.” Pedigreed to the Roberto Mastalir collection and to the Rob McClung collection (our Auction #15, lot #514).
Estimate: $200-$300.

22.12 grams. Superb full cross-lions-castles with P-E to sides and 652

KM-21; CT-434. 20.40 grams.

date below, full king’s name and ordinal in legend, full but slightly
doubled pillars (resulting in curious “88” denomination), nicely toned,
light surface corrosion all over. Estimate: $300-$450.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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321. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional

324. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1654E. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-438.

25.54 grams. Full but off-center cross, full but lightly corroded and toned

dates, richly toned all over, very light surface corrosion only. With
photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

25.71 grams. Full waves and one bold full pillar, nearly full cross, two

(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-434.
pillars-and-waves, low contrast but solid overall. With photo-certificate.
Estimate: $200-$300.

325. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1653E, rotated-4 denomi-

nation. S-P37a; KM-18; CT-741. 13.67 grams. Bold full date in legend (rare
thus) below full waves, very clear rotated-•4• denomination, the cross
nearly full but with weak areas, no corrosion, toned on fields. With
photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

322. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional
(Transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top.

S-P37a; KM-21; CT434. 26.57 grams. No corrosion but much flatness (as made), the waves

and 1-PH-6 bold, light patchy toning. Pedigreed to the Rob McClung
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

326. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1653E, rotated-4 denomi-

nation. S-P37a; KM-18; CT-741. 8.94 grams. Thin from corrosion but with
good full cross, bold waves with one full pillar (off-center) and clear
rotated-4 denomination (no dots), lightly toned. With photo-certificate.
Estimate: $200-$300.

323. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH• at top, fourdigit date below cross.

S-P37a; KM-21; CT-437. 26.58 grams. Totally
corrosion-free and nicely toned, with full pillars-and-waves and crosslions-castles (slightly off-center), albeit with weak spots, parts of all
three dates (variety with 1653 below cross). Estimate: $250-$375.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

327. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1654E, •PH• at top, exPonterio. S-P37a; KM-18; CT-742. 13.53 grams. Very bold and choice full

cross-lions-castles and pillars and •PH•, two bold dates, king’s ordinal
IIII in legend, lightly toned all over. Pedigreed to the original “La Capitana” auction (Ponterio, April 1999, lot #296). Estimate: $200-$300.
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Maravillas, sunk in 1656 off Grand Bahama Island
Mexico

328. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1653 (P). S-M19; KM-45;

CT-358. 26.98 grams. Curious shape with full four-digit date, nearly full

329. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1654P. S-M19; KM-45;

but mostly weak shield and cross, full denomination 8, no corrosion,
toned near edge. With generic certificate. Estimate: $250-$375.

CT-360. 24.06 grams. Typical barrel-shaped flan with full but weak shield

and cross, oMP and 8, most of date despite light corrosion just in that
are, lightly toned all over. Estimate: $250-$375.

330. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 165(?)P. S-M19; KM-

Solid and uncorroded, also nicely toned, with bold
full oMP, full shield (off-center) and cross, most of date. Estimate:
$200-$300.
45. 27.10 grams.

Potosí shield type

331. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1649)O, with crowned-T 332. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 164(?), assayer not visible,
countermark on cross. S-P35; KM-19b; CT-506. 25.80 grams. Good full

with crowned-L countermark on cross. KM-19b. 19.87 grams. Dark

shield with assayer to left and denomination 8 to right, nice full cross
and countermark, minimal surface corrosion, toned on fields. With
MAREX tag #91-8R-0359. Estimate: $300-$450.

and corroded but with full countermark and bold 64 of date, king’s
ordinal IIII, most of shield and cross. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1040.
Estimate: $250-$375.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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333. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 16(50)O with dots between

digits, with crude lions-and-castles countermark (extremely
rare) on cross. S-P35; KM-unl (19b for type). 24.21 grams. Full shield and

cross-lions-castles despite small areas of light corrosion, clear assayer to
right, bold partial date (twice, due to doubling), all lightly toned, but best
feature is the borderless, indigenous-style lions-and-castles countermark,
only the second example we have seen and totally unknown prior to our
Auction 20 (lot 373, the discovery piece). With MAREX tag #C2-13/16.
Estimate: $2,000-up.

334. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)50O, with TWO

crowned-L countermarks (rare) on cross. S-P35; KM-19b; CT-509.

25.39 grams. Solid flan (practically no corrosion) with good full shield,

nice full cross-and-tressure, two clear countermarks, light patchy toning, edge-split. Estimate: $400-$600.

335. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1650O, with crown-alone
countermark on shield.

S-P35; KM-19b; CT-509. 18.70 grams. Very
broad flan with full shield and cross (the latter somewhat flat from the
full countermark on the other side), bold date, clear mintmark-assayer
and denomination, toned, but thin and pitted from corrosion. With
MAREX tag #91-8R-0886. Estimate: $300-$450.

336. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1)650(O) (variety with

modern 5 and dots between digits), with crowned-A countermark (very rare) on shield. S-P35; KM-unl (19b for type). 17.89

grams. Very bold full countermark, nearly full shield and cross, bold

date, nicely toned but with much edge-loss from corrosion. Estimate:
$400-$600.
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337. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)50O (dots between 340. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 165(0)O, no countermark
digits), with crowned-L countermark on cross.
(19b for type). 22.89 grams. Good

(rare). S-P35; KM-19b; CT-509. 22.82 grams. Broad flan (albeit thin from

S-P35; KM-unl

full shield and cross, nearly full countermark, clear date, lightly toned, light surface corrosion all over. With
MAREX tag #91-8R-1080. Estimate: $300-$450.

corrosion) with full inner details and much legend, nice toning. Estimate: $300-$450.

341. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651O, with crowned-

338. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1650O, with crowned-L

•PH• countermark (rare) on cross.

S-P35; KM-19b; CT-510. 25.88
grams. Broad flan and solid but with very weak cross and parts of

countermark on cross. S-P35; KM-19b; CT-509. 17.65 grams. Choice
full cross with clear date and countermark but shield side corroded and
all somewhat thin, with edge-crack. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1133.
Estimate: $300-$450.

339. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1650O (modern 5), with

shield, much bold legend and date, deeply impressed countermark
(half visible), uneven toning. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1090. Estimate: $400-$600.

crowned-L countermark on cross.

342. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651O, with crowned-•F•

S-P35; KM-19b; CT-509. 22.08
grams. Full but weak cross, clear 5 of date, full shield with clear P-O

countermark (four dots) on shield. S-P35; KM-19b; CT-510. 19.98

and 8-O, light toning and surface corrosion, minor edge-split. With
MAREX tag #91-8R-0437. Estimate: $300-$450.

grams. Full countermark, crown, shield and cross, plus much legend

including full date, all lightly corroded and with patchy toning. With
MAREX tag #91-8R-0997. Estimate: $300-$450.

343. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1)651O, with crown-alone
countermark on shield.

S-P35; KM-19b; CT-510. 24.04 grams. Solid
specimen with only minor surface pitting (except for part of edge) but
low contrast, full crown and shield and cross, most of countermark.
With MAREX tag #91-8R-0964. Estimate: $300-$450.
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347. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1651)E/O, with crowned-

344. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651O, with crown-alone

L countermark on cross. S-P36; KM-19b; CT-512. 25.89 grams. Broad

countermark on shield. S-P35; KM-19b; CT-510. 25.31 grams. Choice
full countermark on full but doubled shield below full crown, weaker
cross, darkly toned all over with corrosion around most of edge. With
MAREX tag #91-8R-1088. Estimate: $250-$375.

flan with minimal corrosion, good full cross (partially weak) and
countermark, full but slightly doubled shield, full P-E and 8-E with
clear E/O in both places (scarce), toned in crevices, edge-crack. With
MAREX tag #91-8R-0563. Estimate: $300-$450.

345. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651O, with crowned-L

348. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1651)E/O, with crowned-

countermark on cross.

Very
choice full countermark (cross full but weak), full shield with weakness
in center corresponding to countermark on other side, full P-O and
8-O and king’s ordinal IIII, nicely toned and solid, with corrosion only
near edge. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1052. Estimate: $300-$450.

O countermark on cross. S-P36; KM-19b; CT-512. 20.93 grams. Bold

S-P35; KM-19b; CT-510. 24.94 grams.

full shield with clear E/O to left, bold full cross-and-tressure with full
countermark, nicely toned, corroded only around parts of edge. With
MAREX tag #E2-8/14. Estimate: $300-$450.

349. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)51E, with crown-alone

346. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 165(0-1)O, with crowned-

countermark (rare variety) on cross. S-P36; KM-19b; CT-511. 21.85

O countermark on cross. S-P35; KM-19b. 22.43 grams. Odd-shaped

grams. Bold full cross, good full shield despite corrosion toward edge,

flan due to corrosive edge-loss, nice full cross-and-tressure with full
countermark (scarce), good full shield with bold king’s ordinal IIII in
legend, toned in crevices. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1143. Estimate:
$250-$375.

nearly full countermark showing an elegant crown with no letter below,
lightly toned. With MAREX tag #91-8R-0975. Estimate: $500-$750.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
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350. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651E, with crowned-•F•

353. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)51E, modern 5, with

Bold 51 of date, full and clear countermark (usually seen on shield) on flattish full cross, shield also full but
weak with P-E to left and 8-E to right, minimal corrosion, uneven
dark toning. With MAREX tag #91-8R-0347. Estimate: $500-$750.

bold assayers, bold full 51 of date, spots of dark toning but virtually
no corrosion. Estimate: $300-$450.

(four dots) countermark on cross (very rare position). S-P36;
KM-19b; CT-511. 24.66 grams.

crowned-L countermark on cross.

S-P36; KM-19b; CT-511. 25.81
grams. Good full cross and shield (the latter slightly doubled), two

354. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651(O or E), with crown351. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651E, with crowned-•F•
countermark (two dots) on shield.

S-P36; KM-19b; CT-511. 23.29

grams. Full date, messy (doubled) cross, bold full countermark on good

full shield, bold king’s ordinal, minor surface corrosion, no toning, large
edge-crack. With MAREX tag #91-8R-0059. Estimate: $300-$450.

alone countermark on shield. KM-19b. 20.23 grams. Bold full 165

of date, bold countermark, full but corroded shield and cross, minor
edge-loss, some toning in crevices. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1057.
Estimate: $250-$375.

355. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1651(O or E), with

352. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)51E, with crowned- crowned-? countermark on shield. KM-19b. 19.57 grams. Bold full
•PH• countermark (rare) on cross.

S-P36; KM-19b; CT-511. 20.01

grams. Small and thin due to corrosion and edge-loss but with good

full shield, nearly full countermark and cross, lightly toned all over.
With MAREX tag #91-8R-1193. Estimate: $300-$450.

date, full but doubled cross, corroded shield with most of countermark
(just the crown), lightly toned, edge-splits. With MAREX tag #91-8R1003. Estimate: $250-$375.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325
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356. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E, very rare, with
crowned-•F• countermark (two dots) on shield.

S-P36; KM-19b;

Good full countermark, shield and cross, all nicely
toned, with minor edge-split and no corrosion except for parts of edge.
With MAREX tag #91-8R-0214. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
CT-515. 25.48 grams.

357. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)5(1-2)E, with crowned- 358. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1651-2)E, with crownedL countermark on cross.

S-P36; KM-19b. 24.83 grams. Choice full
countermark on nice full cross, shield partially flat (as made) but with
minimal corrosion, low contrast with a few black spots. With MAREX
tag #91-8R-1558. Estimate: $250-$375.

G countermark (rare) on cross. S-P36; KM-19b. 19.95 grams. Clear

countermark outside of bold but corroded cross, full but partially flat
shield with P-E to left, light toning (low contrast). With MAREX tag
#91-8R-0981. Estimate: $250-$375.

359. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 16(51-2)E, with crownedPH countermark (rare) on cross. S-P36; KM-19b. 20.07 grams. Full

cross-and-tressure with top half of countermark (distinctive crown),
full but weaker shield, moderately corroded overall with some dark
spots. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1201. Estimate: $250-$375.
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360. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, (1650-1)O, with crowned- 361. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, (1650-1)O, with crowned•F• (four dots) countermark on shield. S-P35; KM-17b. 10.84 grams.

Bold full countermark on full shield with P-O to left, full but weaker
cross, thin from corrosion but nicely toned. With MAREX tag #914R-0658. Estimate: $300-$450.

L countermark on cross. S-P35; KM-17b. 11.24 grams. Good full coun-

termark, most of shield and cross, bold 4-O to left, lightly corroded,
mostly toned. With MAREX tag #91-4R-0428. Estimate: $300-$450.

Potosí 1652 Transitional

362. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E Transitional Type VII/A,
rare. S-P37; KM-A20.7. 25.65 grams. Choice and nearly Royal-like strike with full
inner details on both sides and almost round in shape (but not much legend
visible), mostly nicely toned and with minimal corrosion around edge. With
MAREX tag #91-8R-0036. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Potosí pillars-and-waves

363. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional

(transitional Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-434.
25.33 grams. Three dates including full 1652 in legend, full pillars-

and-waves with bold 1-PH-6, slightly doubled cross, low contrast,
light localized corrosion. With MAREX tag #91-8R-0506. Estimate:
$250-$375.

364. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH• at top. S-P37a;
KM-21; CT-437. 23.22 grams. Small

thick flan with two bold dates (653
below cross), bold •PH•, toned fields, minimal surface corrosion. With
MAREX tag #91-8R-0371. Estimate: $250-$375.

365. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH• at top. S-P37a;

Thick and overweight flan with good full
cross and pillars, two dates, some toning in crevices but low contrast
overall, virtually no corrosion. With MAREX tag #91-8R-0359. Estimate: $250-$375.
KM-21; CT-437. 27.50 grams.

366. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1654E, •PH• at top. S-P37a;
KM-21; CT-438. 26.09 grams. Very choice full pillars-and-waves and cross-

lions-castles, with some dark toning around details, minimal corrosion
(just around parts of edge), two dates. Estimate: $400-$600.
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367. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1654E, •PH• at top. S-P37a; KM-21;

Full but weak pillars above bold waves, full but doubled
cross, three assayers and mintmarks and parts of all three dates, low contrast but
practically no corrosion. With MAREX tag #91-8R-0383. Estimate: $250-$375.
CT-438. 26.83 grams.

Vergulde Draeck (“Gilt Dragon”), sunk in 1656 off Western Australia
368. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19;

Solid flan but with spots of surface corrosion, bold full
shield and cross and assayer P, nicely toned all over. With Western Australian
Museum certificate #116. Estimate: $300-$450.
KM-45. 24.74 grams.

“Jupiter Wreck” (San Miguel el Arcangel), sunk in 1659
off the east coast of Florida
369. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1659V, “Star of
Lima” type, mintmark LIMA (Series IA), rare.

Choice full cross-andtressure, bold and full but off-center pillars-and-waves
with •V• to left, star / LIMA / 1659 in center and •I•
to right, full king’s name in legend, attractively toned
with the barest hint of surface corrosion. Pedigreed
to our Auction #5 (lot #262) and our Auction #16 (lot
#499), with photo-certificate. Estimate: $800-$1,200.
S-L5; KM-15; CT-989. 3.13 grams.

Unidentified ca.-1671 wreck in Seville Harbor
370. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1670E. S-P37b; KM-25; CT-495. 12.61 grams. Bold full
pillars-and-waves with bold mintmark and denomination and clear date, good but off-center
cross, no corrosion, patchy dark toning, edge-split. Estimate: $200-$300.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Consign to our Auction #23
Spring 2018
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Consolación, sunk in 1681 off Santa Clara Island, Ecuador

371. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1662E. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-451.

374. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1668E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-343.

all over, no toning, bold full waves, parts of all three dates and assayers.
Estimate: $200-$300.

sion, toned all over. Estimate: $200-$300.

26.29 grams. Large flan with full weight despite light surface corrosion

17.24 grams. Good full cross, full but doubled pillars, thin from corro-

375. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1668E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-343.
372. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1664E.

S-P37a; KM-21; CT-

Nice full cross, bold full pillars-and-waves (slightly
off-center), parts of all three dates, king’s ordinal IIII, edge-split,
some toning in crevices, broad flan. With ROBCAR photo-certificate
#M090207, and pedigreed to our Auction #8, with original lot-tag #633.
Estimate: $200-$300.
453. 17.93 grams.

18.69 grams. Choice full cross and pillars-and-waves, two dates, nice ton-

ing, light corrosion only. With ROBCAR photo-certificate #M090212,
and pedigreed to our Auction #8, with original lot-tag #635. Estimate:
$200-$300.

376. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1672E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-347.
18.02 grams. Compact flan with bold full pillars and cross, very bold

373. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1665E. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-454.

date, richly toned, light corrosion and wear. Estimate: $250-$375.

19.49 grams. Choice bold pillars-and-waves with full crown at top, full

but corroded cross, nice toning all over, two dates. With ROBCAR
photo-certificate #M090233, and pedigreed to our Auction #7, with
original lot-tag #348. Estimate: $200-$300.

377. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1672E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-347.
18.50 grams. Nice full inner details despite moderate corrosion (boldly

toned), two dates and assayers and mintmarks. With ROBCAR photocertificate #2015604. Estimate: $200-$300.
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378. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1673E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-348.
19.79 grams. Slightly doubled but choice full cross with well-detailed

castles, full pillars, nicely toned, light corrosion all over. With ROBCAR photo-certificate #M090257, and pedigreed to our Auction #7, with
original lot-tag #350. Estimate: $200-$300.

379. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1674E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-349.
17.43 grams. Rare with three FULL dates, full pillars and cross (both

slightly off-center), moderately corroded but with rich toning all over.
Estimate: $200-$300.

382. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1679C. S-P38; KM-26; CT-357.

19.05 grams. Very choice full pillars-and-waves (well centered and

bold) with bold date and assayer and two mintmarks, full but doubled
cross with second date below, lightly corroded and toned. Estimate:
$200-$300.

383. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1679C. S-P38; KM-26; CT-357.
18.69 grams. Odd-shaped flan with flat areas but also some bold parts,

like the cross and tops of the pillars, also thin and underweight but
nicely toned. Estimate: $200-$300.

380. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1677E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-352.
27.28 grams. Solid flan with light surface corrosion (probably overweight

originally), two clear dates on pillars side, full but partially weak cross
and pillars, patchy toning. Estimate: $200-$300.

381. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1679/8C/E, rare.

384. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-26; CT-361.

23.91 grams. Thin but very broad flan with three dates and mintmarks

(bold), full cross and pillars (the latter slightly doubled), nice toning,
minor edge-splits. Estimate: $250-$375.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
S-P38;

Bold full pillars-and-waves
(somewhat doubled) with bold (1)679 date in legend, full but corroded
cross with date 79/8 below and assayer C/E to right, nicely toned.
Estimate: $250-$375.
KM-unl (26 for type); CT-356. 20.08 grams.
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Joanna, sunk in 1682 off South Africa

385. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1654P, with crowned-600 countermark

of Brazil (600 reis, 1663) on cross, rare. S-M19; KM-45; CT-360. 16.06 grams. Very bold

and deeply impressed countermark on weak cross (lightly corroded), bold full oMP next to
full but weak shield, weak but certain date, no toning except in countermark. With generic
certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $200-$300.

Association, sunk in 1707 off the Isles of Scilly, southwest of England

386. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1685R. S-L7; KM-24; CT-228. 27.07

grams. Choice, corrosion-free specimen with excellent, non-doubled

pillars-and-waves (perfectly centered) and cross-lions-castles, two dates,
three mintmarks and assayers, nicely toned, one of the best shipwreck
silver cobs you could ever hope for! Estimate: $500-$750.

389. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1684V+VR, very rare. KM-

While unassuming at first glance (silvery
and corroded), this is actually a very interesting rarity with two assayers
VR and dates 84 and 1684 on pillars side but also assayer V and third
date 84 on cross side, a seldom-encountered issue that was missing in
Sellschopp and Calbetó (the specimen in Karon notated as “previously
uncataloged”). Estimate: $200-$300.
unl (26 for type). 24.01 grams.

387. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1693V. S-L10; KM-24; CT-236. 20.73

grams. Choice full pillars-and-waves with bold date and part of another

in the legend but cross side worn and thin from corrosion, patchy dark
toning. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

390. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1697VR. S-P40; KM-26; CT-383.
25.48 grams. Bold full pillars with very bold date, nearly full cross with

clear assayer, solid and lightly toned (virtually corrosion-free), minor
edge-crack. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

388. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1684V. S-P39; KM-26; CT-366.
24.25 grams. Full but partially weak pillars and cross, POTOSÍ in

legend, two dates and mintmarks and assayers, silvery with traces of
toning in crevices, light corrosion. Pedigreed to our Auction #10, with
original lot-tag #427. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

391. Clump of five silver coins (one cob 8R, two English shillings and one English
sixpence). 125 grams, roughly 2-1/2” x 1-3/4” x 1-1/2”. Great mix of coins, each about 1/3 to

1/2 exposed but without visible dates, all nicely toned and only lightly corroded, the matrix
below the coins a solid mass or gray and brown crud, great for a paperweight or conversation
piece. Pedigreed to our Auction #20 (lot #471). Estimate: $600-$900.

DeLiefde, sunk in 1711 off the Shetland Isles, north of Scotland
392. Campen, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1668,
ex-Glendining (1969).

KM-61.1. 32.43 grams. Very choice, uncorroded specimen with deep toning and full VF details (both legends
and interiors), surely one of the best silver coins from this wreck and
with neat old pedigree. (Note the Glendining lot description erroneously indicates the mintmark as a “lis” whereas it is actually a “moor’s
head”.) Pedigreed to the Glendining auction of October 1969 (lot #155),
with original catalog. Estimate: $200-$300.

Spanish 1715 Fleet, east coast of Florida
Mexico

393. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1714J, early style.

Clear date and full oMJ, full cross
and (unusually doubled) shield, minimal surface corrosion (despite
the low weight) and attractive toning, a very thick and solid cob. With
Cobb Coin Co. (Fisher) certificate #NC84-295 from 1984, and pedigreed
to our Auction #5, with lot-tag #420. Estimate: $500-$750.
S-M22; KM-47; CT-743. 23.69 grams.

394. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (171)4(J).

S-M22;

Oblong flan with much flatness but the
struck-up parts virtually UNC, including one lion and one castle, full
4 of date, nicely toned and corrosion-free. With Treasure Salvors (Mel
Fisher) photo-certificate #GS433. Estimate: $250-$375.
KM-47; CT-743. 26.29 grams.

395. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 171(4)J, with original

Kip Wagner certificate. S-M22; KM-47; CT-743. 23.12 grams. Bold oMJ

below partial date, some shield, nearly full but somewhat corroded
cross, deeply toned. With Real Eight Co. certificate hand-signed by Kip
Wagner. Estimate: $200-$300.
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396. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (17)15(J).

S-M22;

Clear date, nearly full crown and shield
and cross, some corrosion but nicely toned, small edge-split. With
Treasure Salvors Inc. certificate (small) signed by Mel Fisher. Estimate:
$400-$600.
KM-47; CT-744. 25.08 grams.

397. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer

not visible, with original Kip Wagner certificate. KM-47. 26.29
grams. Oblong flan (one point slightly bent) with no corrosion but

patch of dark encrustation on cross side, nearly full shield and crown
and cross, bold denomination 8 but flat peripheries. Pedigreed to the
Charles Eidel collection, with Real Eight Co. certificate hand-signed by
Kip Wagner. Estimate: $250-$375.

398. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8

reales, Philip V, assayer not visible,
encased in Lucite. KM-47. 131.25 grams,

3” x 2” x 1”. An average coin (most of cross

and shield with toning in crevices, moderate surface corrosion) totally cocooned in
hard, clear plastic embossed near top of
one side with AUTHENTIC PIECE OF
/ EIGHT RECOVERED BY / REAL
EIGHT INC. FROM / THE SPANISH
FLEET / WRECKED OFF THE COAST
/ OF FLORIDA IN 1715, intended for a
paperweight or small display, undoubtedly
the kind of thing that was sold in tourist
shops in the 1960s and 1970s but this is the
first we have seen. Estimate: $125-$200.

399. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales “greenie” (encrusted as found),

Charles II or Philip V, assayer not visible. 27.69 grams. Thick and solid cob

with heavy coating of green encrustation on shield, the cross fully visible under
very dark oxidation. Estimate: $200-$300.

400. Lot of three Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, one with partial date (17?)3. KM-47. 69.11 grams total. Solid coins,

two worn but uncorroded (one toned) and the third with large pit but also visible mintmark and final 3 of date. With Treasure Salvors Inc.
certificates (small) signed by Mel Fisher. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $250-$375.
401. Lot of four Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-47. 79.41 grams total. Some wear and
surface corrosion but all decent specimens with most of cross and shield visible, each with original tags and flip-cards. All from the “Corrigans”
site, with original plastic tags and Queens Jewels LLC photo-certificates #74872, 74965, 76764 and 76791. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO.
Estimate: $250-$375.

402. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Charles II and Philip V, some with assayer J visible, Fisher certificates.

122.29 grams total. Very solid coins with little or no corrosion, good shields and crosses, some interesting shapes. With Treasure Salvors Inc.

certificates (small) signed by Mel Fisher. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $500-$750.
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403. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-47. 115.74 grams total. Some with wear

and/or light surface corrosion but all solid and with at least some cross and shield visible, a couple slightly odd-shaped. SEE INTERNET
FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $250-$375.
404. Large lot of 25 Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-47. 507.16 grams total. Mostly solid
coins (a few thin and heavily corroded) with light wear and corrosion, clear shields and crosses. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.
405. Large lot of 25 Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-47. 501.85 grams total. Mostly solid
coins (a few thin and heavily corroded) with light wear and corrosion, clear shields and crosses. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

406. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, (1)711(J). S-M22; KM-40; CT-1016. 12.26

grams. Bold full 11 of date, most of crown and cross despite much flatness, minimal

corrosion, dark toning in crevices. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

407. Lot of four Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Charles II, assayers not visible, Fisher certificates. KM-39. 49.92 grams total.
Solid and uncorroded coins (albeit somewhat worn) with clear shields and crosses, neat shapes. With Treasure Salvors Inc. certificates (small)
signed by Mel Fisher. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $200-$300.
408. Lot of four Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-40. 49.72 grams total. Solid specimens
with light surface corrosion only, clear shields and crosses. All from the “Corrigans” site, with original plastic tags and Queens Jewels LLC photocertificates #73204, 73206, 73208 and 73209, in addition to USB drives with electronic certificates for each. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO.
Estimate: $250-$375.
409. Lot of four Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-40. 46.99 grams total. Solid specimens with
light surface corrosion only, clear shields and crosses. All from the “Corrigans” site, with Queens Jewels LLC photo-certificates #61023, 61024,
61029 and 73201. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $200-$300.

410. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer J (where visible), Fisher certificates. KM-40. 61.12 grams

total. Generally good shields and crosses, solid coins with minimal corrosion. With Treasure Salvors Inc. certificates (small) signed by Mel Fisher.

SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $250-$375.

411. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer J (where visible), Fisher certificates. KM-40. 58.71 grams

total. Generally good shields and crosses, solid coins with minimal corrosion. With Treasure Salvors Inc. certificates (small) signed by Mel Fisher.

SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $250-$375.

412. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer J (where visible), Fisher certificates. KM-40. 63.14 grams

total. Generally good shields and crosses, solid coins with minimal corrosion. With Treasure Salvors Inc. certificates (small) signed by Mel Fisher.

SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $250-$375.

413. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer J (where visible). KM-40. 60.46 grams total. Generally good
shields and crosses, solid coins with minimal corrosion. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $200-$300.

414. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer J (where visible). KM-40. 57.41 grams total. Generally good
shields and crosses, solid coins, a couple with light corrosion. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $200-$300.

415. Lot of five Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer J (where visible). KM-40. 55.34 grams total. Generally good
shields and crosses, solid coins, a couple with light corrosion. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $200-$300.

416. Large lot of 25 Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-40. 265.38 grams total. Mostly solid

coins (a few thin and heavily corroded) with light wear and corrosion, clear shields and crosses. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$900-$1,350.
417. Large lot of 25 Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-40. 264.60 grams total. Mostly solid
coins (a few thin and heavily corroded) with light wear and corrosion, clear shields and crosses. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$900-$1,350.
418. Large lot of 25 Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-40. 244.10 grams total. Mostly solid
coins (a few thin and heavily corroded) with light wear and corrosion, clear shields and crosses. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$900-$1,350.
419. Large lot of 25 Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-40. 220.19 grams total. Mostly solid
coins (a few thin and heavily corroded) with light wear and corrosion, clear shields and crosses. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$900-$1,350.
420. Large lot of 25 Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-40. 192.32 grams total. Mostly solid
coins (a few thin and heavily corroded) with light wear and corrosion, clear shields and crosses. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$900-$1,350.
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421. Large lot of 25 Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-40. 228.60 grams total. Mostly solid

coins (a few thin and heavily corroded) with light wear and corrosion, clear shields and crosses. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$900-$1,350.
422. Lot of nine Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible (J). KM-35. 49.91 grams total. Generally good shields
and crosses, light surface corrosion, some flat areas. All from the “Corrigans” site, with Queens Jewels LLC photo-certificates #74492, 74915, 75047A,
75189, 75190, 75216A, 75265, 77436 and 77462 (some with original plastic tags). SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $350-$500.
423. Large lot of 20 Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1R, Charles II and Philip V, assayers not visible. 48.74 grams total. Almost all solid
with clear crosses and/or shields despite some surface corrosion. All from the “Corrigans” site, with Queens Jewels LLC photo-certificates #74619,
74899A, 74899B, 74899D, 74957, 74983, 75021A, 75040, 75040A, 75040B, 75040D, 75068, 75069, 75174, 75182, 75183A, 75186A,
75209, 75216B and 77374 (some with original plastic tags). SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $600-$900.

424. Large lot of 23 Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1R, Charles II and Philip V, assayers not visible, ex-Tricentennial Treasure
(2015). 27.83 grams total. Generally thin from corrosion but with recognizable details. From the “Corrigans” site, with Queens Jewels LLC “Tri-

centennial Treasure” (2015) tags and photo-certificates #78162, 78163, 78214L, 78265A, 78265B, 78269B, 78276B, 78278, 78292, 78293A,
78329, 78331A, 78331B, 78341, 78343, 78713A, 78732A, 78732B, 78798, 78809A, 78810, 78836 and 78907. SEE INTERNET FOR
PHOTO. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

425. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real, 1713(J),
very rare.

S-M22; KM-24; CT-1826. 2.01 grams. Full date and
oMJ (particularly rare thus), full but off-center monogram
and cross, no corrosion, nicely toned. Estimate: $300-$450.

Mexico mixed denominations

426. Lot of nine Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8R, 4R (3), 2R and 1/2R (4), Charles II and Philip V, assayers not visible, ex-

Tricentennial Treasure (2015). 42.31 grams total. All heavily corroded (the 8R in fact totally oxidized and broken in two) but recognizable,
desirable for their “anniversary” certificates stating that these coins were found exactly three hundred years after sinking. From the “Corrigans”
site, with Queens Jewels LLC “Tricentennial Treasure” (2015) tags and photo-certificates #78160, 78206A, 78214EE, 78716A, 78819, 78821A,
78821B, 78865A and 78894. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $200-$300.

427. Lot of nine Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8R, 4R, 1R (2) and 1/2R (5), Charles II and Philip V, assayers not visible. 28.82

grams total. All heavily corroded but intact and recognizable, the 4R toned. From the “Douglas Beach” site, with Queens Jewels LLC photo-certificates

and tags #74804, 76105, 76105A, 76109, 76110, 76114, 76119, 76129 and 76130. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $200-$300.

428. Lot of nine Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4R, 1R (2), 1/2R (4) and fragments (2), Charles II and Philip V, assayers not
visible. 21.56 grams total. All heavily corroded but intact and recognizable, some from the “Cabin wreck” site. With Queens Jewels LLC photocertificates and tags as follows: #61037, 61038, 61040, 74396 (certificates and tags); #74684, 76101A, 76421, 78269A, 78793 (tags only). SEE
INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $200-$300.

Lima

429. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1696H.

S-L13; KM-24; CT-240. 25.89
grams. Solid coin with minimal corrosion but some appended “horn silver,”

full pillars-and-waves with two partial dates on that side, nearly full but offcenter cross with bold mintmark and denomination, lightly toned. Estimate:
$500-$750.

Potosí

430. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1702Y. S-P43a; KM-31; CT-862. 21.21 grams.
Good full pillars-and-waves with clear date and assayer but cross side corroded,
silvery (cleaned), solid overall. With Treasure Salvors Inc. certificate (small) signed
by Mel Fisher. Estimate: $150-$225.
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431. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1714Y. S-P43a; KM-31; CT-874.
26.19 grams. Solid flan with light surface corrosion and patchy toning

(low contrast), most of pillars (full tops) with two dates on that side,
off-center cross, edge-crack, very scarce. Estimate: $200-$300.

432. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1700F, rare. S-P42; KM-25;

CT-532. 13.11 grams. Good full cross, one full pillar, minimal corrosion,

polished, two dates and three assayers. With Cobb Coin Co. (Fisher)
certificate #243975. Estimate: $250-$375.

Spain

433. Lot of six Seville, Spain, cob 8 reales, Philip IV and Charles II, assayers not visible. 157.24 grams total. Very solid coins with
minimal surface corrosion but crude details per the period and mints (shields and crosses still clear), one with bottom half of all four digits
of date (1660?, 1666?, 1680?). With Treasure Salvors Inc. certificates (small) signed by Mel Fisher. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate:
$400-$600.

Slot ter Hooge, sunk in 1724 off
Porto Santo, Madeira Islands
434. Brabant, Spanish Netherlands (Antwerp mint), portrait

ducatoon, Philip IV, 1661. KM-72.1. 32.43 grams. Very impressively

large and complete specimen (very bold full legends) with nice toning
and no corrosion at all, surely among the choicest shipwreck specimens
from any wreck. With Sedwick photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

Akerendam, sunk in 1725 off
Norway
435. Original promotional set in leather case

consisting of one Dutch (Utrecht) gold ducat
1724, three Mexican cobs (two 8R and one
4R), two Dutch ducatoons (one portrait and
one “rider”) and six Dutch 2 stuivers (Holland)
1724, with original (1979) book by Bjørn Rønning. 12” x 8-1/2” x 1”, the book HC w/DJ, 92 pp. Typical
set in original condition with contents unaltered, the
gold ducat Mint State with weak knight’s head as usual,
the two silver ducatoons corroded (one uncleaned) and
hardly readable, the cobs fairly solid (one uncleaned)
but nondescript, and the 2 stuivers (some uncleaned)
in decent shape, the accompanying book probably the
scarcest item of the whole set (as most sets now lack
the book) and also in decent condition with just a few
chips on the dustjacket. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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436. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1724, en- 438. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1724, encapcapsulated PCGS MS63. KM-12.2. Bold and sharp details (except

knight’s head), very clean and unblemished surfaces, with hint of luster.
Estimate: $600-$900.

437. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1724, encapsulated PCGS MS63. KM-12.2. Choice details (including knight’s

head), satin fields with minor bagmarks only. Estimate: $600-$900.

sulated NGC MS 63. KM-12.2. Bold details (partial knight’s head),
satin fields with minor bagmarks. Estimate: $600-$900.

439. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1724, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-12.2. Somewhat grainy fields (as made),
knight’s head doubled. Estimate: $600-$900.

Chameau, sunk in 1725 off Nova Scotia, Canada

440. France (Paris mint), gold louis d’or, Louis XV,

1724-A, encapsulated NGC AU details / saltwater
damage / Le Chameau. KM-470.1. Bold and well-struck
details, clearly free of circulation wear but with matte surfaces all over from immersion, popular and seldom-offered
shipwreck gold. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Vliegenthart, sunk in 1735 off Zeeland, Netherlands

441. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729, en- 442. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729, encapcapsulated PCGS MS64.

KM-12.2. Lustrous and choice details
(very clean fields) but with knight’s head typically weak. Estimate:
$800-$1,200.

sulated NGC MS 63 / Vliegenthart. KM-12.2. Highly lustrous all

over and devoid of wear or marks but with knight’s head typically
weak. Estimate: $600-$900.

443. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729, encapsulated NGC MS 63 / Vliegenthart.

KM-12.2. Very choice
specimen with lustrous fields and fully detailed knight’s head, minor
bagmarks only, small red spots here and there. Estimate: $600-$900.
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444. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729, encap- 447. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729, ensulated NGC MS 63. KM-12.2. Lustrous satin fields and nice details

(except knight’s head, which is typically weak). Estimate: $600-$900.

capsulated NGC MS 61. KM-12.2. Lustrous and choice, with full
details (including knight’s head) and no marks. Estimate: $600-$900.

445. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729, encap- 448. Westfriesland, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729,
sulated NGC MS 62. KM-12.2. Broad flan with choice full details,
traces of luster, no marks or wear at all. Estimate: $600-$900.

encapsulated NGC MS 63.

KM-93.2. Prooflike luster and choice
details per the mint, parts of edge crude (as made), tiny red spot in
center. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

446. Utrecht, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729, encap- 449. Westfriesland, United Netherlands, gold ducat, 1729.
sulated PCGS MS62. KM-12.2. Bold strike except for knight’s head
(typically flat), traces of luster and red toning. Estimate: $600-$900.

Choice details, prooflike luster, parts of edge
crude (as made). With original certificate and booklet from the salvagers.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.
KM-93.2. 3.46 grams.

450. Holland, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1734. 451. Overijssel, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1734,
Superb specimen with UNC details and lovely
toning, no corrosion at all. With printed velvet tag and original certificate
and booklet from the salvagers. Estimate: $250-$375.
KM-90.1. 32.47 grams.

encapsulated NGC UNC Details / surface hairlines. KM-90.1.

Incredible example with lustrous Mint State surfaces but lightly cleaned
as necessary, traces of light rainbow toning, one of the most beautiful
shipwreck silver coins you will ever see. Estimate: $400-$600.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325
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Rooswijk, sunk in 1739 southeast of England
452. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, (17)24(D), (Louis I), very rare. S-M23;
KM-42. 11.78 grams. Clear date and mintmark despite moderate surface corrosion, no part of

king’s name or ordinal visible but deduced from the date. (Also see lot #577 in this auction,
a non-salvage specimen without visible date but clear king’s name.) Estimate: $200-up.

453. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1735MF.

KM-103; CT-779. 26.59 grams. AU- details, no corrosion but patchy ton-

ing and graininess. Estimate: $250-$375.

454. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1735MF.
KM-103; CT-779. 25.55 grams. Bold AU details but with light pitting on

shield side, patchy toning. Estimate: $200-$300.

455. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF.

AU details with deep toning and some
surface graininess, weak spot in center of shield. With generic certificate.
Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-103; CT-780. 26.12 grams.

456. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1737MF.
KM-103; CT-781. 26.09 grams. AU

details, deeply toned, with corrosion
near parts of rims. Estimate: $250-$375.

Hollandia, sunk in 1743 off the Isles of Scilly, southwest of England

457. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1739MF,

encapsulated ANACS AU 50 / Hollandia shipwreck. KM-103;
CT-787. Choice specimen with practically no corrosion, traces of luster,

small black spots only. Estimate: $200-$300.

458. Overijssel, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1742.
UNC details, and richly toned, but with moderate corrosion on date side and minor marks all over. With original
certificate from the salvagers and with reprint of article about the salvage
by Rex Cowan in the September 1975 International Journal of Nautical
Archaeology and Underwater Exploration. Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-80. 30.11 grams.
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Princess Louisa, sunk in 1743 off the Cape Verde Islands, west of Africa

459. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1713Y. S-P43a; KM-31; CT-873. 460. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1726Y, (Louis I), rare. S23.98 grams. Two bold dates including rarely seen full 1713 below nearly

full cross, the pillars nearly full as well, but with moderate corrosion
and silvery sheen, spots of dark “horn silver.” Pedigreed to our Auction
#9 with original lot-tag #957. Estimate: $200-$300.

P43b; KM-35; CT-25. 24.29 grams. Choice specimen from this wreck with

bold full pillars and cross (the latter slightly doubled), two clear dates
but no evidence of king’s name or ordinal. With certificate. Estimate:
$350-$500.

461. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1725Y, (Louis I), very rare.
Clear date, one full pillar and nearly full
cross despite heavy edge-loss, nicely toned. Pedigreed to our Auction
#12 (lot #792). Estimate: $200-$300.
S-P43b; KM-A35. 9.13 grams.

Reijgersdaal, sunk in 1747 off South Africa

462. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1739MF.

464. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1742MF.

toning. With promotional “wallet” certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

ing but very light surface corrosion. Estimate: $200-$300.

KM-103; CT-787. 26.75 grams. AU details, practically no corrosion, uneven

463. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V,

1742/1MF. KM-103; CT-792. 26.93 grams. UNC details with nice satin

surfaces (no corrosion), light toning, traces of luster, clear overdate.
Estimate: $300-$450.

KM-103; CT-793. 26.10 grams. UNC details with beautiful gunmetal ton-

465. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1744MF.
KM-103; CT-797. 26.22 grams. Choice

AU details with attractive toning
but area of corrosion above crowned shield. Estimate: $200-$300.
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466. Seville, Spain, milled 8 reales, Philip V, 1733PA.

CT-

Choice AU details, richly toned, practically corrosion-free, very scarce type from any wreck. Pedigreed to
the Reijgersdaal Research Collection and our Auction #14, lot #578.
Estimate: $400-$600.
945; KM-358. 25.91 grams.

467. Madrid, Spain, milled 4 reales, Philip V, 1734JF. CT-1002;
KM-337.1. 12.66 grams. Very choice AU details enhanced by toned fields,

practically no corrosion, very scarce type from any wreck. Estimate:
$250-$375.

Luz, sunk in 1752 off Montevideo, Uruguay
468. Santiago, Chile, gold bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VI, 1751J,

encapsulated NGC MS 63 / La Luz. CT-72; KM-3. Strong luster and nearly
full details (very slight central weakness), faint hairlines in obverse fields, minor
lamination and bagmarks on reverse, overall rather flashy and choice. Estimate:
$3,500-$5,000.

469. Santiago, Chile, gold bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VI, 1751J, encrusted as found. CT-72; KM-3. 27.07 grams. Fully struck-up

UNC (rare without central weakness) but left in its uncleaned state in order to preserve the fascinating barnacle “footprints” and “eggs” (like
snakeskin) and red staining, unique and attractive. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

470. Santiago, Chile, gold bust 8 escudos, Ferdinand VI, 1751J.

Flashy UNC with good luster and no more than
the normal amount of surface hairlines on obverse, slightly weak centers
as usual, parts of rims weak due to off-center strike. With photo-certificate.
Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.
CT-72; KM-3. 27.02 grams.
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471. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1747q. S-P50a; KM-40; CT-357.

474. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1751q. S-P52; KM-40; CT-363.

fields, light to moderate corrosion. Estimate: $200-$300.

pillars, two dates and mintmarks, minimal corrosion, nicely toned
fields. Estimate: $200-$300.

21.24 grams. Bold full pillars-and-waves, full cross, two dates, toned

23.33 grams. Roundish flan with full, bold and well-centered cross, full

475. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1750E. S-P51; KM-39; CT-437.
11.97 grams. Full pillars and cross (the latter off-center), two full de-

472. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1750q. S-P50a; KM-40; CT-360.
25.54 grams. Full cross with bold date and mintmark, full pillars, two

nominations, darkly toned, very light surface corrosion. With Sedwick
certificate from 2004. Estimate: $200-$300.

assayers, nicely toned, no corrosion but some flatness, odd slice in edge
(as made). Pedigreed to the Mark Bir collection (our Auction #8, with
original lot-tag #1495). Estimate: $200-$300.

476. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1750q, rare. S-P50a; KM-39.
11.90 grams. Full but doubled pillars with clear date and assayer (miss-

ing in Sellschopp and Karon), full cross, darkly toned, light surface
corrosion, crude edge (as made). With hand-signed photo-certificate
from the salvager (Collado). Estimate: $200-$300.

473. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1750E/q. S-P51; KM-40. 24.12

grams. Bold full cross with E/q to right and date below, one bold full

pillar with clear assayer E (no over-assayer) and date, light surface
corrosion, mostly toned. With photo-certificate #970048C. Estimate:
$200-$300.

“Clive of India treasure,” sunk in 1755 in the Indian Ocean
477. Brazil (Rio mint), 6400 reis, 1753-R, encapsulated NGC UNC details
/ saltwater damage / Clive of India.

Russo-421; KM-172.2. Typical specimen with
choice details but uneven luster, traces of encrustation, popular as a wreck gold coin
and somewhat scarce now, related to the loss of Lord Clive’s fortune on the Dodington
wreck of 1755. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
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Auguste, sunk in 1761 off Nova Scotia, Canada

478. Lima, Peru, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1754JD. KM- 480. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1755J, small
55.1; CT-310. 25.64 grams. AU

details with very light surface corrosion,
spotty toning. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers.
Estimate: $200-$300.

J. KM-18; CT-288. 25.38 grams. AU details, light surface corrosion, toned
all over. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate:
$250-$375.

479. Lima, Peru, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1756JM, dots 481. France (Metz mint), ecu, Louis XV, 1753-AA. KM-512.2.
over both mintmarks. KM-55.1; CT-unl. 25.82 grams. AU details, light
surface corrosion and spots of toning but also patches of dark brown
encrustation. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $200-$300.

28.24 grams. Choice specimen with UNC details and traces of luster

under light toning, areas of light surface corrosion, exceptional quality for this wreck. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Nicobar, sunk in 1783 off
South Africa

482. Sweden (Avesta mint), copper 4 daler “plate money,”
Fredrik I, 1743. KM-PM74. 2782 grams, 10-3/4” x 9-1/2”. A large and

intact square (except for one rounded corner) of thin copper with one
corner stamp complete (showing date below king’s crowned monogram
FRS) and the other four stamps nearly full, mostly uncorroded, a few
dark patches. Estimate: $500-$750.
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483. Sweden (Avesta mint), copper 4 daler “plate money,”

Adolf Fredrik I, 1756. KM-PM76. 2720 grams, 9-1/2” x 9-3/4”. Large

and intact square with corrosion along two edges only, all five stamps
clear (none complete), the corner stamps with date below king’s
crowned monogram AFRS, mostly light copper in color. Estimate:
$500-$750.

484. Sweden (Avesta mint), copper 2 daler “plate money,”

Karl XII, 1710. KM-PM43. 1,000 grams, 9” x 8-7/8” Heavily corroded,

with big parts of two edges missing and some interior holes but with
one clear and nearly full corner stamp with date below crown and
legend including king’s ordinal XII, a scarce early piece from this
wreck, notably missing in Ponterio’s Nicobar auction of January 1990.
Estimate: $250-$375.

485. Sweden (Avesta mint), copper 2 daler “plate money,”

Fredrik I, 1744. KM-PM71. 1403 grams, 7-1/2” x 7-3/4”. Nice specimen

with minor edge loss but very bold and clear stamps (all but two 100%
complete) showing date below king’s crowned monogram FRS, even
brown color all over, also showing traces of reverse stamps from other
plates on back. Estimate: $350-$500.

486. Sweden (Avesta mint), copper 2 daler “plate money,”

Adolf Fredrik I, 1751. KM-PM72. 1420 grams, 6-3/4” x 8-1/2”. Scarce

two-year issue, this specimen complete (no edge-loss) but with one
side slightly bent, three stamps complete (the other two still clear, despite light surface corrosion) and showing date below king’s crowned
monogram AFRS, somewhat darkly toned. Estimate: $300-$450.
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487. Sweden (Avesta mint), copper 1/2 daler “plate money,”

Fredrik I, 1742. KM-PM65. 355 grams, 4” x 3-1/2”. Seldom-seen small-

size plate with mostly intact edges (light surface corrosion), full and
clear stamps showing date below king’s crowned monogram FRS, light
copper color all over. Estimate: $600-$900.

Cazador, sunk in 1784 off New Orleans, Louisiana
488. Clump of thirteen bust 8R and

three bust 1/2R (probably all Mexico,
Charles III), one of the 8R loose and
partially cleaned. 392 grams total, roughly 3”
x 2” x 1-1/2”. A very solid and heavy clump with

nine 8R in a leaning stack from which two 8R
have fallen to the side, all cocooned in brown
and gray encrustation, with a small stack of
three 1/2R (top one with reverse exposed) on
top, plus a loose (solid) 8R that was taken from
the top of this clump (impression still visible)
and partially cleaned (still dark, but with all
details visible), a great display or paperweight
and actually more interesting with the one coin
removed to show what is inside. With certificates
from the salvager. Estimate: $750-$1,100.

489. Leaning stack of four Spanish colonial bust 8 reales (probably all Mexico, Charles III, 1783FF), uncleaned as found.

103.39 grams total. Four solid coins (edges intact) with in an offset stack with top and bottom greenish on dark surfaces but the rest gray and

tan, not much visible detail but great for display or paperweight. Estimate: $200-$300.
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S.S. New York, sunk in 1846 off Louisiana

490. USA (New Orleans mint), dime (seated) Liberty, 1841-

O, encapsulated NGC SS New York / Shipwreck Effect. KMFull details despite areas of moderate surface corrosion, mostly
bright. NGC #1212989-024. Estimate: $200-$300.
63.2.

491. USA (New Orleans mint), half dollar seated Liberty,
1846-O, encapsulated NGC SS New York Shipwreck Effect.
KM-68. Full

details despite areas of moderate surface corrosion, small
spots of toning. NGC #1215094-001. Estimate: $250-$375.

492. Zacatecas, Mexico, cap-and-rays 8 reales, 1846OM,
encapsulated NGC SS New York Shipwreck Effect.

DP-Zs26;
KM-377.13. Full but soft details all over due to corrosive abrasion, small

dark patches. NGC #1974660-028. Estimate: $350-$500.

S.S. Central America, sunk in 1857 in deep water off North Carolina

493. USA (San Francisco mint), $20 Coronet Liberty, 1857-S, 20A Spiked Shield variety, encapsulated PCGS MS64, from
the S.S. Central America (1857), designated on special gold tag, with CAC sticker. KM-74.1. Fully lustrous and well detailed, with

a few bagmarks in the satin fields but no outright wear or sea damage (in fact indistinguishable from non-wreck), quite lovely and highly
desirable all around. With promotional case with certificate. Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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S.S. Republic, sunk in 1865 off Savannah, Georgia
494. Lot of three USA half dollars seated Liberty
encapsulated by NGC SS Republic Shipwreck Effect
in promotional case, as follows: 1860-O, U.S. issue;
1861-O, Louisiana State issue; and 1861-O, Confederate States issue. KM-68. 10-1/2” x 7” x 2”. Nice condition overall,

the Confederate issue actually lustrous (also an early die state)
and the Louisiana issue (struck after Louisiana seceded from the
Union but before it joined the Confederacy) notably above average, a fairly good match all around although they were slabbed
at different times (the promotional box intended for something
else), still a popular assemblage for showing the progression from
one issue to the next. Housed in hinged wooden promotional case
with DVD. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

496. USA (New Orleans mint), half dollar seated Liberty,
495. USA (New Orleans mint), half dollar seated Liberty, 1861-O, Louisiana State issue, encapsulated NGC SS Repub1858-O, encapsulated NGC SS Republic Shipwreck Effect,
in promotional case. KM-A68. 10-1/2” x 7” x 2”. UNC for details,
still lustrous with slightly speckled surface from sea water immersion.
NGC #1794019-045. Housed in hinged wooden promotional case with
certificate and DVD. Estimate: $400-$600.

lic Shipwreck Effect, die W-07, in promotional case. KM-A68.

10-1/2” x 7” x 2”. Scarce issue struck by the New Orleans Mint after

the State of Louisiana seceded from the United States but prior to the
formation of the Confederate States. Lustrous UNC, somewhat corroded obverse but untouched reverse. NGC #1796667-085. Housed
in hinged wooden promotional case with certificate and DVD. Estimate:
$600-$900.

Schiehallion, sunk in 1879 off the Isle of Wight, south of England

497. Sydney, Australia, gold half sovereign, 1857. KM-3. 3.97
grams. Sandwashed VF with no staining or damage, clear details, scarce

mint. With certificate from the salvager. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

498. Sydney, Australia, gold half sovereign, 1859. KM-3. 3.93

grams. VF with small black spots on reverse (which is boldly struck),

no damage, scarce mint. With certificate from the salvager. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

499. Sydney, Australia, gold half sovereign, 1861. KM-3. 3.92

grams. Deeply red-stained obverse, VF with small dents on REI of

denomination, scarce mint. With certificate from the salvager. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.
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Douro, sunk in 1882 off Cape Finisterre, Spain
500. Lot of two Great Britain gold sovereigns of Victoria (young head), 1860 and

1863 (no die number), encapsulated NGC XF 45 and XF 40 respectively, from the
Douro (1882), designated on labels, housed in promotional box. Sp-3852D; KM-736.1.
7-1/4” x 5” x 1-1/2”. Both coins with light wear and some minor marks but desirable for their

shipwreck original stated on the labels. Housed in hinged wooden box with photo of ship and coins
inside top. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Andrea Doria, sunk in 1956 off Massachusetts

501. USA, $1 silver certificate star note, series 1935E*, certified PCGS Grade B, with Andrea Doria issue of Life magazine,
Sept. 17, 1956. Fr-1613N, KL-1456. Serial *89676452D. Original white paper color, a few stains and light degradation along edges. PCGS
certification #80019434. Housed in large promotional box with certificate, DVD and (not available promotionally) a Sept. 17, 1956 issue of Life
magazine with an Andrea Doria wreck special article. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Mexico Silver Cobs
Charles-Joanna, “Early Series”

502. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer R (Rincón) at bottom between pillars, PLVS
in rhomboid panel, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550). Nesmith-6ad/6d type; CT-72 type; S-M1. 13.50 grams. Shield side with Gothic oMo-oMo,

pillars side with Latin R, right-leaning rhomboid panel, legends with K instead of H. Note that the rhomboid panel only appears in 4R and
8R for this assayer. Beautifully toned and corrosion-free AU- with full legends and inner details, well centered, with trace of doubling on assayer and bottom of left pillar only. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550). Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

503. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer P at bottom between pillars, PLVS in rhomboid

panel, very rare, encapsulated NGC XF 40, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550). Nesmith-6ad; CT-70 type; S-M4. 13.1 grams. Big round flan
with 100% full legends and bold inner details, very rich toning all over, faint surface corrosion in places and one hairline edge-split. NGC
#4333276-030. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550) Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.
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504. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer P at bottom between pillars, PLVSV in rounded

panel, very rare, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550). Nesmith 6bc/6c type (under Assayer R); CT-70 type; S-M4. 12.97 grams. Struck from a modified
assayer-R die, UNC details with traces of luster, light toning, parts of edge corroded. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550). Estimate:
$3,500-$4,750.

505. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early

Series,” assayer P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo),
dotted circles, encapsulated NGC AU 50, ex-“Golden Fleece”
(ca. 1550). Nesmith-26c; CT-74 type; S-M4. 13.4 grams. HISPANIARVM
variety. Deeply toned and corrosion-free, with full details all over. NGC
#4333276-028. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550) Estimate:
$1,250-$2,000.

507. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early

Series,” assayer P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo),
dotted circles, encapsulated NGC XF 45, ex-“Golden Fleece”
(ca. 1550). Nesmith-26 for type; CT-74 type; S-M4. 13.5 grams. HISPAN-

IARVM variety. Broad flan with slightly uneven details (mostly UNC,
in our opinion), full legends, deeply toned, no corrosion. NGC
#4333272-006. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550) Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

506. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early

Series,” assayer P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo),
dotted circles, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550). Nesmith-26 for

HISPANIARVM variety. Smaller
flan with nearly full legends, UNC details with traces of luster, nice
light toning all over, no corrosion. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck (ca.
1550). Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
type; CT-74 type; S-M4. 13.57 grams.

508. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early

Series,” assayer P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo),
dotted circles, encapsulated NGC XF 45, ex-“Golden Fleece”
(ca. 1550). Nesmith-26c type; CT-74 type; S-M4. 13.5 grams. HISPANIE

variety. Broad flan with full legends, mostly AU details but some areas
of light corrosion (net XF), toned all over. NGC #4333276-029. From
the “Golden Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550) Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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509. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early

Series,” assayer P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo),
plain circles, encapsulated NGC XF 45, ex-“Golden Fleece”
(ca. 1550). Nesmith-26a type; CT-74 type; S-M4. 13.5 grams. HISPAN-

511. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early

Series,” assayer P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo),
encapsulated NGC XF 40. Nesmith-26a type; CT-74 type; S-M4. 13.3

IARVM variety. Corrosion-free AU with a few minor marks (net XF),
lightly toned, full details. NGC #4333262-004. From the “Golden
Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550) Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

grams. HISPANIARVM variety. AU/UNC details with very light sur-

510. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early

512. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early

IARVM variety. Very broad flan with full legends, AU details but
very light surface porosity (net XF), deeply toned all over. NGC
#4333272-001. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550) Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

CT-77; S-M4. 13.35 grams.

Series,” assayer P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo),
plain circles, encapsulated NGC XF 45, ex-“Golden Fleece”
(ca. 1550). Nesmith-26/26 type; CT-74 type; S-M4. 13.4 grams. HISPAN-

face porosity (net XF), full details, light toning. NGC #41969999-004.
Estimate: $800-$1,200.

Series,” assayer P to left, mintmark M to right (oPo-oMo,
plain circles), right-leaning banner, very rare variety, ex“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550). Nesmith-21 (no examples known to Nesmith);
HISPANIARVM variety. Bold XF with a
couple flat areas and corrosion near part of edge but full legends and
nice toning. Note P-M is much rarer than M-P. From the “Golden
Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550). Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

513. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer F to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oFo), ex-

tremely rare, ex-Santo Domingo wreck (ca. 1554). Nesmith-16; CT-73; S-M3. 11.98 grams. Broad flan with full legends, bold inner details,
AU for grade but with some light surface corrosion, clear assayer (rarest of the series), toned around details. From an unidentified ca.-1554
wreck off Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.
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514. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer G at bottom between pillars, left-leaning panel,

M/F (previous assayer) to left of shield (oM/Fo-oMo), very rare. Nesmith-Unlisted; CT-69 type; S-M2. 13.26 grams. Very rare overstrike to
create end of shield side legend which is a die match to Assayer F and Assayer P coinage. Superb full legends on large planchet, UNC details
with minimal surface corrosion, clear M/F, very light toning all over. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

515. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer G at bottom between pillars, left-leaning panel,

M/F (previous assayer) to right of shield (oMo-oM/Fo), rare, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550). Nesmith-Unlisted; CT-69 type; S-M2.

13.43 grams. Lustrous UNC with minimal surface corrosion, broad flan with choice full legends, bold M/F. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck

(ca. 1550). Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.
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516. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer G at bottom between pillars. Nesmith-11 for type;
CT-69 type; S-M2. 13.65 grams.

Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

Choice broad flan with full legends, UNC details with luster, traces of surface corrosion (probably salvaged).

517. Mexico City, Mexico, 3 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer Gothic R (Rincón) at bottom between pillars,

three-dots denomination, very rare, encapsulated NGC VF 35. Nesmith-5c; CT-104; S-M1. 9.58 grams. Shield side with Gothic oMo-

oMo, lions with crowns, legend as KAROLVS : ET : IOHANA : DG with crude I and O’s; pillars side with Gothic R, rounded panel with
PLVSVLT inside, 3 dots for denomination, legends per N-5b with crude D, I and M. Struck only from April of 1536 to early 1538 at the
latest (and only under assayer R), the 3 reales was deemed too close in size and value to the 2 reales, but ironically most specimens are broader
in denomination than the 4 reales that replaced them, this piece being case in point (just thinner and lighter), with bold full inner details and
nearly full legends, traces of surface corrosion (probably salvaged). NGC #4438909-002. Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.
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518. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer R (Rincón) at bottom between pillars, PLVSVLT

in oval banner, rare. Nesmith-Unlisted; CT-107; S-M1. 6.47 grams. Exceptionally broad flan with bold full legends and inner details, the shield
slightly doubled, VF with rich toning around details. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

519. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo), very

rare. Nesmith-25 for type/25a; CT-123 type; S-M4. 6.75 grams. HISPANIARVM variety. Broad flan with full details (bold legends), AU with light
toning (low contrast), faint traces of porosity near edge (probably salvaged). Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

520. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo),

very rare. Nesmith-25; CT-123; S-M4. 6.72 grams. HISPANIARVM variety. Very broad flan with choice AU details (full legends), toned, traces of
surface corrosion and encrustation as from unspecified salvage. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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521. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer F/P to right, mintmark M to left (oMo-oF/

Po), extremely rare. Nesmith-15 for type; CT-110 type; S-M3. 6.65 grams. HISPANIARVM variety. Shield side with oMo-oF/Po, pillars side with

left-leaning rhomboid panel, single o’s outside pillars and on corners. A choice example for this very elusive assayer, believed to have struck
coins for only a few months between assayers P and G (presumably in the year 1541, but in any case just before the changeover to “Late Series”
in 1542), with only about 26 coins in four denominations still extant. Broad flan with full and bold legends, AU- with nice toning, hairline
edge-cracks. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

522. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 real, Charles-

Joanna, “Early Series,” assayer P to right,
mintmark M to left (oMo-oPo), lions and
castles transposed, very rare. Nesmith-24 for

HISPANIARVM variety. VF/XF with bold legends and full
inner details, nice light toning, a few old scratches
below pillars, interesting as among the first coins
ever to show what later became a common transposition at the Bogotá and Potosí mints. Estimate:
$900-$1,350.
type/24e; CT-153 type; S-M4. 3.01 grams.

Charles-Joanna, “Late Series”

523. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

524. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Broad flan with full legends, toned
AU with faint traces of surface porosity (probably salvaged). Estimate:
$750-$1,100.

50a type; CT-81; S-M5. 13.65 grams. CH

Series,” assayer G to right, mintmark M to left (M-G). Nesmith50e type; CT-81; S-M5. 13.40 grams.

Series,” assayer G to right, mintmark M to left (M-G). Nesmithvariety. Richly toned AU, broad
flan with full legends and choice inner details, no corrosion but possibly salvaged. NGC #3351341-007. With NGC tag #3351341-007
showing grade of AU 55. Estimate: $600-$900.

525. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer A to right, mintmark M to left (M-A), encapsulated NGC AU 50. Nesmith-58; CT-79; S-M6. 13 grams. Broad

flan with full design, UNC details with light surface corrosion all over
(net AU) as from unspecified salvage (probably “Golden Fleece” of ca.
1550). NGC #4427728-077. Estimate: $500-$750.
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526. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

529. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer A to right, mintmark M to left (M-A), encapsulated NGC AU 58, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550).

Series,” assayer A to right, mintmark M to left (M-A),
encapsulated NGC XF 45, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550).

Nesmith-58 type; CT-79; S-M6. 13.4 grams. Very

broad flan with complete
design, UNC details with traces of luster, spots of minimal surface
corrosion. NGC #4438913-010. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck (ca.
1550). Estimate: $800-$1,200.

Nesmith-58; CT-79; S-M6. 12.85 grams.

527. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

530. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Complete design on a very broad
flan, very well struck, with light toning and faint surface porosity all
over. NGC #4333273-018. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550).
Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Nesmith-58 type; CT-79; S-M6. 13.15 grams.

Series,” assayer A to right, mintmark M to left (M-A), encapsulated NGC MS 61, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550).
Nesmith-58; CT-79; S-M6. 13.3 grams.

Very broad flan with full design,
deep rainbow toning, AU details with traces of surface corrosion (net
XF). NGC #4427728-023. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550).
Estimate: $400-$600.

Series,” assayer A to right, mintmark M to left (M-A),
encapsulated NGC XF 40, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550).
Broad flan with full design,
shield side AU but pillars side with light surface corrosion (net XF),
nicely toned. NGC #4427728-024. From the “Golden Fleece” wreck
(ca. 1550). Estimate: $250-$375.

531. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late
528. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer A to right, mintmark M to left (M-A), encapsulated NGC MS 61, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550). Nesmith-58;

Choice full details on a very broad flan, no
corrosion, attractively toned. NGC #4333273-007. From the “Golden
Fleece” wreck (ca. 1550). Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
CT-79; S-M6. 13.55 grams.

Series,” assayer L/A to right, mintmark M to left (M-L/A),
rare. Nesmith-86; CT-84; S-M9. 13.55 grams. Broad flan with complete
design, UNC with luster but areas of faint surface porosity as salvaged
(probably “Golden Fleece” of ca. 1550), some toning around details,
clear L/A (important as establishing the first period of assayer L BEFORE assayer S). Estimate: $350-$500.

532. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer L to right, mintmark M to left (M-L). Nesmith-

86a; CT-84; S-M9. 13.71 grams. Broad flan with mostly bold legends, XF+

with light toning and some red spots. Estimate: $300-$450.
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533. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer S to left, mintmark M to right (S-M), extremely
rare, ex-1554 Fleet. Nesmith-Unlisted; CT-Unlisted; S-M8. 11.72 grams. Most rare assayer of the “Late Series” coins. Full design on a broad, round

flan enhanced by dark (typically rusty) toning, AU details with surface porosity all over, very bold assayer. From the Spanish 1554 Fleet at Padre
Island, Texas. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

534. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer L to left, mintmark oM to right (L-oM). Nesmith-94a type; CT-87; S-M9. 13.50 grams. Broad-flan VF with some flatness,

light corrosion, brown and black encrustation. Estimate: $250-$375.

535. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late
Series,” assayer O/L to right, mintmark oM to left (oM-O/L).

Nesmith-110b type; CT-88; S-M10. 13.77 grams. Broad-flan VF with central

flatness, uneven toning, clear over-assayer. Estimate: $300-$450.

536. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer G to left, mintmark M to right (G-M). Nesmith-

41a type; CT-112; S-M5. 6.73 grams. Thin but impressively broad, round flan

with 100% full design, AU- with traces of luster. Estimate: $300-$450.

537. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer A to right, mintmark M to left (M-A). Nesmith-

Choice XF+ with rich old toning,
some bold legend (especially the CAROLVS), very attractive and much
harder to find than the 4R for this assayer. Estimate: $500-$750.
57b type; CT-109; S-M6. 6.83 grams.

538. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer A to right, mintmark M to left (M-A), encapsulated NGC AU 50. Nesmith-57b type; CT-109; S-M6. 6.8 grams.
Attractively toned (low contrast), nearly full details, much scarcer than
the 4R for this assayer. NGC #4438910-008. Estimate: $400-$600.
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539. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer L to left, mintmark M to right (L-M), encapsulated NGC MS 61, ex-“Golden Fleece” (ca. 1550). Nesmith-81;
CT-114; S-M9. 6.6 grams. Very darkly toned, with no corrosion but some

crusty “horn silver” in crevices, choice strike with full inner details
and nearly full legends. NGC #4447515-005. From the “Golden Fleece
wreck,” sunk ca. 1550 in the northern Caribbean. Estimate: $350-$500.

541. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 real, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer G to right, mintmark M to left (M-G).

Choice full shield and pillars on
a broad, round, thin flan with weaker legends, deep toning, AU with
light surface corrosion (unspecified salvage). Estimate: $200-$300.
Nesmith-48i; CT-140; S-M5. 3.11 grams.

542. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 real, Charles-Joanna, “Late

Series,” assayer A to right, mintmark oM to left (oM-A),
encapsulated NGC XF 45. Nesmith-64 type; CT-137; S-M6. 3.35 grams.

540. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late
Series,” assayer L/O to left, mintmark oM to right (L/O-oM).

AXF with light toning, mostly
bold details but a couple weak spots, strong over-assayer. Estimate:
$250-$375.
Nesmith-93; CT-115; S-M9. 6.84 grams.

Bold full inner details with traces of luster, some bold legend, lightly
toned all over, very scarce (much harder to get than the 4R of this
assayer). NGC #4438910-006. Estimate: $250-$375.

Shield type

543. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer

544. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer

Choice full cross and shield, full oMO, part of king’s name and ordinal
II in legend, VF+ with attractively toned fields. Pedigreed to the Ponterio
auction of August 1989 (lot #1888). Estimate: $350-$500.

edge but thinner interior resulting in some bold legend (including
king’s ordinal II) and weaker (but full) shield and cross, clear assayer,
VF with toned fields, shallow striking cracks to right of cross that give
the appearance of elephant skin. Estimate: $300-$450.

O below mintmark oM to left. S-M11; KM-43; CT-156. 27.33 grams.

F. S-M12; KM-43; CT-154. 27.17 grams. Somewhat crude flan with thick

545. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer F.
26.90 grams. Interesting shape with blunt point (also uneven thickness),

choice full shield and cross (both slightly doubled), full oMF and bold
denomination 8, VF with toned fields. Estimate: $250-$375.
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546. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (16)37/6P, rare, with

tiny chops as from circulation in Asia. S-M19; KM-unl (45 for type).

26.56 grams. Large, barrel-shaped flan with very bold oMP, choice full

cross, most of shield, peripheral flatness but full 7 of date, four tiny
chopmarks on the reverse in the shape of stars and barbells, Fine+ with
toning around details. Estimate: $250-$375.

549. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (17)29R, ex-“Horn of

Africa” hoard. S-M24; KM-47a; CT-754. 26.26 grams. Bold full oMR next

to full shield and below partial date, nearly full cross, darkly toned Fine
with greenish encrustation (uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found
in the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.

550. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1729R, ex-“Horn of
Africa” hoard. S-M24; KM-47a; CT-754. 27.45 grams. Full date and oMR

547. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1652P. S-M19; KM-45;
CT-356. 25.82 grams. Bold

full oMP and 165 of date, choice full cross,
XF details with light toning and very light surface porosity as from an
unspecified shipwreck. Estimate: $250-$375.

to left of double-struck shield, nearly full cross, darkly toned About Fine
with greenish encrustation (uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found
in the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.

551. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1729R, ex-“Horn of
Africa” hoard. S-M24; KM-47a; CT-754. 26.87 grams. Heavily encrusted

(as found) with greenish and dark-gray oxidation but with most of

548. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (1)729(R), with two date, oMR and shield peeking through and the whole denomination
flower countermarks (Madura Island, 1 real batu, 1814) on
cross side. S-M24; KM-47a; CT-754. 26.79 grams. Clear date and most

•8• visible, Fine or so. From a hoard found in the area of northeast Africa
(“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

of shield and cross despite flatness and wear (AVG), toned in crevices,
one of the countermarks the standard flower for Madura Island but the
other possibly a chopmark, plus some graffiti of the period engraved
below cross. Estimate: $250-$375.
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552. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1729R, ex-“Horn
of Africa” hoard. S-M24; KM-47a; CT-754. 27.41 grams. Clear date, full

oMR, full cross and most of shield, Fine with lots of greenish encrustation over toning (uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found in the area
of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.

555. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1730R. S-M24; KM-

Bold full oMR and nearly full date, Fine+
with much flatness, light toning and traces of greenish encrustation.
Estimate: $250-$375.
47a; CT-755. 25.91 grams.

553. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1729R, ex-“Horn 556. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1730R, ex-”Horn
of Africa” hoard.

Discernible
date and mintmark on worn obverse (VG), reverse totally encrusted
in greenish encrustation (uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found in
the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.
S-M24; KM-47a; CT-754. 27.27 grams.

of Africa” hoard. S-M24; KM-47a; CT-755. 27.32 grams. Bold oMR and
most of date, shield and cross, thick-flan Fine with dark toning and
greenish encrustation (uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found in
the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.

557. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1730G. S-M25; KM-47a;

CT-759. 27.14 grams. Thick flan with one 90-degree corner, full and bold

554. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1730R. S-M24; KM-47a; date and oMG (slightly doubled), most of shield and cross, AVF with
Rhomboid flan with sharp points, very bold full
date and oMR, nice full cross, lightly toned XF, choice, no corrosion but
possibly salvaged (probably Rooswijk, 1739). Estimate: $250-$375.
CT-755. 26.63 grams.

small green spots, light toning. Estimate: $250-$375.

558. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1730G, ex-“Horn
of Africa” hoard.

S-M25; KM-47a; CT-759. 26.92 grams. Full date and
mintmark, nearly full cross, crude About Fine with dark toning and
greenish encrustation (uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found in
the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.
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562. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1731F, ex-“Horn of
559. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1730F, rare, ex- Africa” hoard. S-M26; KM-47a; CT-762. 27.09 grams. Crude VF with
“Horn of Africa” hoard. S-M26; KM-unl (47a for type); CT-757. 23.76
grams. Full oMF and clear date (rare combination), most of shield, nice

full cross, darkly toned Fine+ with greenish encrustation (uncleaned,
as found). From a hoard found in the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of
Africa”). Estimate: $250-$375.

lacuna below full date (possible 1/0), most of shield, off-center cross,
darkly toned with light greenish encrustation (uncleaned, as found).
From a hoard found in the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”).
Estimate: $200-$300.

563. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1731F, ex-“Horn
560. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (17)31/0(F), ex-

“Horn of Africa” hoard. S-M26; KM-47a; CT-761. 27.08 grams. Choice

full date (with clear 1/0) and oMF, nearly full cross and most of shield,
all nicely aligned on an elongated flan, Fine with greenish encrustation
over dark toning (uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found in the area
of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $250-$375.

of Africa” hoard. S-M26; KM-47a; CT-762. 25.22 grams. Bold date, full

oMF, crude About Fine with weak areas, dark toning and greenish
encrustation (uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found in the area of
northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.

564. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1731F, ex-“Horn of
Africa” hoard. S-M26; KM-47a; CT-762. 26.90 grams. Full date and oMF,

561. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (17)31/0(F), ex-

“Horn of Africa” hoard. S-M26; KM-47a; CT-761. 27.30 grams. Thick,

compact flan with bold 31/0 of date, full oMF, nearly full shield and
cross, darkly toned with traces of greenish encrustation (uncleaned,
as found). From a hoard found in the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of
Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.

good but off-center cross, Fine+ with mostly dark toning (uncleaned,
as found). From a hoard found in the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of
Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.

565. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1732F, ex-“Horn of
Africa” hoard. S-M26; KM-47a; CT-764. 27.03 grams. Nice full cross, full

date and oMF, off-center shield, darkly toned with greenish encrustation on fields (uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found in the area of
northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.
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566. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1732F, ex-“Horn of

569. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1732F, ex-“Horn of

Africa” hoard. S-M26; KM-47a; CT-764. 26.90 grams. Bold full date and

oMF, most of cross, Fine with dark toning and greenish encrustation
(uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found in the area of northeast Africa
(“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.

Africa” hoard. S-M26; KM-47a; CT-764. 26.89 grams. Off-center shield

567. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1732F, ex-“Horn of

570. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1733F. S-M26; KM-47a;

with full date and oMF, good full cross, Fine details, dark toning
with greenish encrustation in crevices (uncleaned, as found). From a
hoard found in the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate:
$200-$300.

CT-766. 27.15 grams. Thick, squarish flan with bold full oMF, clear date

Africa” hoard. S-M26; KM-47a; CT-764. 26.91 grams. Choice full cross,

full and bold date and oMF, Fine+ with dark toning all over and greenish encrustation in crevices (uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found
in the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.

(scarce final date of Mexican cobs), most of shield and cross, peripheries
flat, nicely toned Fine+. Estimate: $250-$375.

571. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer F,
568. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1732F, ex-“Horn of

Africa” hoard. S-M26; KM-47a; CT-764. 27.18 grams. Full oMF, most of

date and shield, cross side totally oxidized, Fine details, dark toning,
greenish encrustation (uncleaned, as found). From a hoard found in
the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $200-$300.

with “B” chopmark and “Sumenep” in Malay Arabic script
countermark (Madura Island, Indonesia, 1 real batu, 1814)
on cross side. S-M26; KM-47a. 26.66 grams. Very worn (Fair) with full

oMF (very off-center shield) and some cross but the rest flat, toned
on fields and inside the rectangular countermark and chopmark. It
should be noted for the sake of accuracy that countermarked coins
like this technically should be attributed to the new country (in this
case, Indonesia), although the larger interest today is unquestionably
from collectors of cobs. Estimate: $200-$300.

572. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not

visible, with “Sumenep” in Malay Arabic script and Hijri
date “230” countermarks (Madura Island, Indonesia, 1 real
batu, 1814) plus two chopmarks on cross side, rare. KM-47a.
26.76 grams. Toned Fine with nice, smooth surfaces, nearly full shield

and some cross but no peripheral details, both countermarks and both
chopmarks very deeply impressed and legible, exceptional quality for
this fascinating issue. Estimate: $350-$500.
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573. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not

visible, with “Sumenep” in Malay Arabic script countermark
(Madura Island, Indonesia, 1 real batu, 1814) on cross side.
KM-47a. 25.33 grams. Fine

with gunmetal toning, nearly full cross and
shield, most of the countermark clear. Estimate: $200-$300.

575. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not

visible, with Balinese script graffito “Hu Ra Ng” (orang) =
“human” on shield side. KM-47a. 25.75 grams. Neatly elongated

shape with slight bend at top, full shield and nearly full cross with dark
toning in crevices, Fine overall, the curious graffito at top of shield
etched in by hand probably in the early 1800s (purpose unknown).
Estimate: $200-$300.

574. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not

visible, with tiny chopmark and “Sumenep” in Malay Arabic
script countermark (Madura Island, Indonesia, 1 real batu,
1814) on cross side. KM-47a. 26.29 grams. Interesting shape, toned
Fine+ with lots of peripheral flatness but nearly full crown and cross
nevertheless, very bold countermark and one tiny chop. Estimate:
$200-$300.

576. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Charles II, assayer

not visible, with two small chopmarks on cross side as from
circulation in Asia. KM-39. 12.89 grams. Odd shape, with nearly full
shield and choice full cross, Fine with toning in crevices, the chops on
a flat area close to the edge. Estimate: $200-$300.

577. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Louis I, assayer not visible (D), extremely rare. S-M23; KM-42. 13.60 grams. Somewhat crude
strike with lots of weakness and flatness (Fine for actual wear) but particularly desirable for the bold LVD(OVICVS) visible in the legend, toned
here and there. (Also see lot #452 in this auction, a corroded specimen without king’s name but visible date [17]24].) Estimate: $1,000-up.
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578. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, 1730R. S-M24; KM-40a;

CT-1026. 12.76 grams. Good full cross, full oMR and date, deeply toned

Fine. Estimate: $200-$300.

581. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real, 1662P, very rare.

S-M19; KM-22; CT-1155. 1.40 grams. Full and bold date (incredible to see

579. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer

that on a 1/2R), off-center monogram, nearly full cross, AVF with flat
areas, deep toning around details. Estimate: $500-$750.

A/F. S-M16; KM-unl (32.2 for type). 6.69 grams. Broad flan with excellent
full shield and cross but flat peripheries, bold A/F assayer, attractively
toned VF+. Estimate: $200-$300.

580. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real, 1610(F), rare. S-M17;

KM-21; CT-548. 1.58 grams. Full date and oM, nearly full monogram and

cross, VF with light toning. Estimate: $200-$300.

582. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real Royal, Philip V,
1727D. S-M23a; KM-R24; CT-1813. 1.75 grams. Lightly toned VF with

typically full details and the usual hole at top. Estimate: $500-$750.

Klippe

583. Mexico City, Mexico, klippe 8 reales, 1733MF. S-M28; KM-48; CT-768. 26.82 grams. If you ever want just a single super specimen of

this ephemeral transitional type, this is your coin: a perfect square-cut with choice full inner details and positioned so that the date is fully visible
in one point, UNC (or nearly so) with incipient toning near edge only, traces of die-clashing on reverse (typical). Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
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Lima Silver Cobs
Early pillars type

584. Lima, Peru, 2 reales, Philip II, assayer R (Rincón) to

right, motto PL-VSV-L, legends HISPA / NIARVM. S-L1; KM-

Nearly perfectly round with bold but doubled
inner details, full legends in places but otherwise peripherally flat,
VF+ for actual wear, with toning and sediment in crevices. Estimate:
$350-$500.
8; CT-481. 6.66 grams.

587. Lima, Peru, 2 reales, Philip II, assayer R (Rincón) to
right, motto PL-VSV-TR, legends HISPA / NIARVM.

S-L1;
KM-8; CT-479. 6.16 grams. Smallish flan with full inner details and most

of legends, the pillars side off-center and the shield side with speckled
toning, VF with light surface corrosion. Estimate: $200-$300.

585. Lima, Peru, 2 reales, Philip II, assayer R (Rincón) to

right, motto PL-VSVL-TRA(?), legends HISPA / NIARVM.

XF details but with very light surface
corrosion, the shield side quite bold with contrasting toning but the
pillars side weak and doubled, much legend on both sides. Estimate:
$200-$300.
S-L1; KM-8; CT-482. 6.06 grams.

588. Lima, Peru, 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer R (Rincón) to

left, very rare. S-L1; KM-1; CT-761. 0.40 gram. Salvaged like nearly all
known specimens but with all of the legends and inner details full
(rarely seen thus), overall VF with contrasting toning. Estimate:
$350-$500.

586. Lima, Peru, 2 reales, Philip II, assayer R (Rincón) to
right, motto PL-VSV-TR, legends HISPA / NIARVM.
KM-8; CT-479. 5.49 grams. Broad
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Shield type

589. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer X to right,
very rare. S-L3; KM-unl. 3.36 grams. Crisply detailed full shield and

cross and nearly full crown, some legend, toned AVF, with very weak
assayer to right of shield but an exact die match with lot #712 in
our Auction #20. Estimate: $200-up.

590. Lima, Peru, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de

592. Lima, Peru, cob 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de

316. 12.65 grams. Good full shield and cross-and-tressure, some legend

gram. Bold inner details and some legend, non-toned XF with sediment

la Torre, *-oiiii to left and P-oD to right, rare. S-L4; KM-11; CT(doubled), richly toned VF with minor surface porosity. Estimate:
$500-$750.

591. Lima, Peru, cob 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de la

Torre, P-* flanking castle. S-L4; KM-2; CT-767. 0.82 gram. Choice XF
with full interiors, much legend and crowns, lightly toned, somewhat
scarce as non-salvage. Estimate: $350-$500.

la Torre, P to left, * to right of castle and lion. S-L4, KM-2. 0.82
around design elements. Estimate: $250-$375.

593. Lima, Peru, cob 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer Diego de

la Torre, * to right and P to left of castle. S-L4, KM-2. 0.77 gram.
Bold AXF details despite light surface porosity, nicely toned. Estimate:
$200-$300.
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“Star of Lima” type

594. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1659V, “Star of Lima” type,

mintmark L*M (Series II), rare. S-L5; KM-18.1. 25.72 grams. Choice

full cross-and-tressure, nearly full crowned pillars-and-waves with full
•8•V to left and L*M above full date in middle (the second •8•V to right
only partially visible), technically AU (with some luster) but with very
light surface porosity, far above average for this usually crude, brief and
unauthorized issue. Possibly from the unidentified ca.-1671 wreck in Seville
harbor. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

595. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 16(59V), “Star of Lima” type (Series IA). S-L5; KM-15; CT-989. 2.24
grams. Richly toned Fine with nearly full cross, one full pillar, clear assayer and 16 of date, curved edge-crack.

Estimate: $100-$150.

596. Lot of two Lima, Peru, cob 1/2R, (1659), “Star of Lima”
type, rare.

An unassuming pair
(both corroded, but with just enough details to discern the rare type,
particularly by the style of the monogram and lions and castles), VF
on average, good for education and reference. Estimate: $250-$350.
S-L5; KM-14; CT-1138. 2.00 grams.

597. Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1660V, “Star of Lima” type

(Series III), very rare. S-L5; KM-15; CT-990. 1.59 grams. Broad, thin
flan with choice full cross-and-tressure and full pillars with clear 60
/ I*I / PLVS / VLTRA in between, L to left and V to right, but with
some old scuffing and small part of edge missing, Fine overall (toned).
Estimate: $200-$300.
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Pillars-and-waves

598. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1684V. S-L6; KM-24; CT-227. 27.32
grams. Three full dates (rare thus, and desirable as the scarce first date

of type), choice full cross, full pillars-and-waves, deeply toned and high
grade (XF+). Estimate: $600-$900.

601. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1686R. S-L7; KM-24; CT-229. 27.64

grams. Bold but partially doubled full pillars-and-waves, full but off-

center cross, parts of all three dates and mintmarks and assayers, VF.
Estimate: $300-$450.

599. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1684V, encapsulated NGC
VF 25.

S-L6; KM-24; CT-227. 26.76 grams. Very small, thick flan with
bold full pillars, full but doubled cross, two mintmarks (full) and dates
(scarce first date of type), attractively toned. NGC #2814584-012.
Estimate: $400-$600.

600. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1684V. S-L6; KM-24; CT-227. 27.30
grams. Broad flan with lots of detail but all of it double-struck, two

dates and mintmarks, three assayers, choice full crown, full CAROLVS,
VF with toned fields. Estimate: $250-$375.

602. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1688R. S-L7; KM-24; CT-231. 27.16

grams. Bold full pillars with bold date and denomination (three 8’s),

good full cross with bold 8 of date below, attractively toned VF+ with
flat peripheries. Estimate: $500-$750.

603. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1688R, encapsulated NGC

VF 35. S-L7; KM-24; CT-231. 26.47 grams. Full but partially flat pillars-

and-waves and cross, two dates and denominations (six 8’s total), two
bold mintmarks, nicely toned. Estimate: $500-$750.
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604. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales Royal, 1689V, rosette above denomination, rare. S-L8; KM-R24; CT-220. 26.88 grams. Broad flan, typically

nearly round and holed at top of pillars / right of cross, apparently an
unlisted variety with rosette (as for 1688) below the crown on the pillars
side (Lázaro’s example, #5 in his book, has a dot instead), with all interior
details fully struck up but only about half the legends visible, attractively
toned VF+. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

605. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1689V. S-L8; KM-24; CT-232. 27.39 606. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1690R, rosette above the
grams. Nearly full pillars with bold date and both assayers, good full

cross with partial second date below, deeply toned (low-contrast) VF+.
Estimate: $400-$600.

denomination. S-L9; KM-24; CT-233. 27.52 grams. Bold full pillars and

cross, both well-centered on a smallish flan with flat peripheries, two
dates, three assayers, lightly toned AXF. From about 1688 onwards the
ornament above the denomination on the pillars side alternates from
a simple dot (the norm) to a four-petal rosette (scarce), but usually
that ornament is not visible except on Royals (see lot 604 in this auction). This coin is a rare example with the rosette completely visible.
Estimate: $400-$600.

607. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1692V. S-L10; KM-24; CT-235. 27.23

grams. Good full cross (well centered), nearly full pillars-and-waves

(off-center), two assayers, two-and-a-half dates and mintmarks, VF+
with flat areas, toned fields. Estimate: $400-$600.
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608. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1692V. S-L10; KM-24; CT-235. 26.90 611. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1696H, with oH to right of
grams. Good centers (pillars and cross) but peripheries flat and with

two small edge-splits, two dates and assayers, lustrous VF+. Estimate:
$350-$500.

609. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1694M.

cross, very rare. S-L13; KM-unl (24 for type). 27.05 grams. Choice, broad-

flan specimen with all three dates and mintmarks and assayers (faint but
certain oH to right of cross, a variety of this year only, and only in 8R
and 2R), nice full cross-lions-castles and pillars-and-waves, attractively
toned VF, good centering and no doubling. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

S-L11; KM-24; CT-238.

27.36 grams. Choice full cross-lions-castles, bold and full but off-center

pillars-and-waves with some doubling, two dates and mintmarks and
assayers, darkly toned around details, AXF. Estimate: $400-$600.

612. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1697H, with possible 7/6
below cross (unique). S-L13; KM-24; CT-241. 26.57 grams. Broad flan
with full but weak pillars, off-center and doubled cross, nicely toned
Fine+ with two dates. Estimate: $350-$500.

610. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1696H, with oH to right of

cross, very rare. S-L13; KM-unl (24 for type). 27.39 grams. Seldom-seen

assayer variety that only occurs in 8R and 2R, this specimen with
very full oH to right of most of cross (slightly off-center) with king’s
ordinal II in legend, full and well-centered pillars-and-waves with bold
date and mintmark (traces of two normal assayers H), VF+ with good
toning. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

613. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1698H. S-L13; KM-24; CT-243. 27.30
grams. Oblong AVF with flat areas, good toning, one clear date and

assayer, two mintmarks. Estimate: $250-$375.

614. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1699R, encapsulated NGC VF

25. S-L14; KM-24; CT-245. 26.74 grams. Good full cross, full but partially

flat pillars-and-waves, one bold assayer, two dates, nicely toned fields.
Estimate: $350-$500.
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618. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1737N. S-L21; KM-34a; CT-658. 26.91
615. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1700H. S-L15; KM-24; CT-246. 27.45

grams. Small, thick flan with full but off-center cross, bold tops of pil-

lars, two dates and assayers, non-toned Fine+. Estimate: $350-$500.

grams. Off-center strike with one full pillar and bold cross, two bold

assayers, two dates on pillars side (rare to see the legend date in this
period, and interesting in that it is at 11 o’clock instead of 7 o’clock
as it is up to 1696 [see Appendix in the 4th edition of The Practical
Book of Cobs]), lightly toned VF. Estimate: $300-$450.

616. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1723M, rare. S-L20; KM-34; CT-645.
26.70 grams. Typically crude with flat peripheries but nicely toned, bold

centers with clear date and assayer, Fine overall. Estimate: $400-$600.

619. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1740V.

S-L22; KM-34a; CT-663.

26.55 grams. A bit worn (VG) but also typically crudely struck with

flat peripheries, good centers of pillars and cross, clear date and assayer (possibly 1740/39V/N, which is known), richly toned all over.
Estimate: $200-$300.

617. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1731N.

S-L21; KM-34a; CT-652.

27.40 grams. Thick and crude flan as usual (with flat peripheries) but

nicely toned and with bold centers (full pillars, nearly full but offcenter cross), particularly the date, two assayers and mintmarks, Fine+.
Estimate: $350-$500.

620. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1748V, encapsulated NGC VF
25.

S-L22a; KM-unl (44 for type); CT-298. 27.15 grams. Very small, thick,
chunky flan (in double-thick slab) with necessarily crude strike yet
remarkably with full date on pillars side and full assayer to right of
cross, richly toned all over. Estimate: $175-$250.

621. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1751(R), very rare. S-L23; KM-

Very thick and chunky flan (as expected) with
flat peripheries but clear date (first example we have offered) and bold
denomination, toned VG. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
44; CT-303. 26.84 grams.
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Potosí Silver Cobs
Shield type

622. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (2nd 624. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (3rd
period, “Great Module”).

Choice full
shield and cross-and-tressure and much legend (sub-variety with broad
flan and thick edge that Sellschopp nicknamed “Great Module”), VF+
with patchy toning and light surface corrosion. Estimate: $250-$375.
S-P6; KM-5.1. 25.19 grams.

period).

S-P10; KM-5.1; CT-158. 26.87 grams. Choice full shield and
cross, much bold legend and crown, AXF with a couple areas of slight
weakness, traces of luster. Estimate: $200-$300.

623. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (2nd 625. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (3rd
period). S-P6; KM-5.1. 25.94 grams. Very high grade (UNC details with

period). S-P10; KM-5.1; CT-158. 27.09 grams. Excellent full shield and
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faint traces of luster) but with very light surface porosity, full and crispy
detailed shield and cross-lions-castles and most of legends per the type,
spots of light toning (low contrast), variety with Seville lions instead
of rampant. Estimate: $200-$300.

cross (the former with minor old gouge at top left), weak assayer, distinctive castles, XF with spotty toning. Estimate: $200-$300.
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626. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer A. S-P11; 629. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (4th
Crisply detailed full shield and cross, XF
with dark toning around details but a bit shiny overall. Estimate:
$200-$300.
KM-5.1; CT-157. 27.22 grams.

period). S-P12; KM-5.1. 27.67 grams. Very choice full crowned shield

with bold P-B to left and denomination o-VIII to right, good full (but
slightly off-center) cross-and-tressure, nicely toned VF+ with part of
edge crude (as made). Estimate: $200-$300.

627. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer A. S-P11; 630. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer RL. S-P13;
KM-5.1; CT-157. 27.12 grams. Full but doubled and partially weak shield

and crown and cross, attractively toned AXF, parts of edge crude (as
made). Estimate: $200-$300.

628. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer A. S-P11;

Choice full shield and crown, full crossand-tressure (typically concave flan) with dark oxidation on that side
only, bold assayer, AXF. Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-5.1; CT-157. 27.57 grams.

KM-5.1; CT-159. 27.17 grams. Good full crown and shield with bold P-RL

and denomination o-VIII, full but slightly doubled and off-center
cross, lightly toned XF with minor weak spots but also areas of luster.
Estimate: $250-$375.

631. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer RL. S-P13;
KM-5.1; CT-159. 27.35 grams. Good full cross and shield with minor flat

spots, much legend, AXF with toning in crevices. Estimate: $200$300.

632. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th

period), borders of x’s. S-P14; KM-5.5. 27.20 grams. Bold full shield and
crown and P-B, good full cross-and-tressure, both borders of x’s very clear,
AVF with darkly toned fields for great contrast. Estimate: $250-$375.
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633. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th
period), borders of x’s. S-P14; KM-5.5. 26.88 grams. Very bold full P-B,

good full shield and cross (both lightly doubled), clear borders of x’s,
AVF with darkly toned fields. Estimate: $200-$300.

634. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th
period), borders of x’s. S-P14; KM-5.5. 26.87 grams. Choice specimen
on a very broad flan with full inner details and much legend, AVF with
dark toning on fields (great contrast), unfortunately holed near top of
cross. Estimate: $200-$300.

636. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer Q. S-P17;
Broad and slightly odd-shaped flan with
excellent full shield and cross (both very slightly doubled), bold P-Q,
attractively toned XF. Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-10; CT-124. 27.12 grams.

637. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1617M, date at 7 o’clock,

tiny mintmark, rare. S-P19; KM-10; CT-129. 24.81 grams. Broad flan

with very bold full date, choice full shield and cross-and-tressure, clear
P-M (variety with tiny P, probably a punch for a 2R), lightly corroded
VF with toning in crevices (probably from the Atocha of 1622 but no
tag or certificate). Estimate: $350-$500.

635. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th
period). S-P14. 26.78 grams. Good full shield and cross (the latter very
slightly doubled), VF with light toning. Estimate: $200-$300.

638. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1)6(1)7M, mintmark (and

other P’s) as O. S-P19; KM-10; CT-129. 27.10 grams. Crudely toned Fine+

with good full shield and cross (the latter slightly off-center), but it’s
the peripheral details that are most interesting: full 7 of date, bold
sideways H, “ISOANNIA(RVM),” and mintmark as O placed right
over a dot in the border. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of September
2005, with original lot-tag #774. Estimate: $300-$450.

639. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1617)M, mintmark (and
other P’s) as IO.

S-P19; KM-10; CT-129. 27.15 grams. Full shield and
cross (the latter doubled) with minor flat spots, much legend including
king’s ordinal III, interesting makeshift mintmark, VF with light toning.
Estimate: $200-$300.
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640. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 16(17)M, encapsulated
NGC VF 20. S-P19; KM-10; CT-129. Full cross and shield, XF details but
with light to moderate surface corrosion (net VF), somewhat silvery as
probably from the Atocha (1622). Estimate: $200-$300.

644. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (161)9T, bottom of shield

(Brabant and Burgundy) transposed, rare. S-P21; KM-10; CT-133.
23.20 grams. Broad, thin flan with tangential edge-cut or -break at

bottom of full but lightly struck shield and cross (aligned axis), the
former with interesting and seldom-seen transposition error, bold king’s
ordinal III, non-toned Fine+. Estimate: $250-$375.

641. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1617M. S-P19; KM-10; CT-129.
26.96 grams. Bold bottom half of date, choice full shield and cross,

low-contrast AVF. Estimate: $200-$300.

645. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (161)9T, upper half of
shield transposed. S-P21; KM-10; CT-133. 26.44 grams. Good full shield

with obvious error, full cross with clear 9 of date but area of light surface
corrosion, lightly toned Fine. Estimate: $250-$375.

642. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 16(18)T, variety with PxT

and denomination as o-8, ex-Panama hoard. S-P21; KM-10. 26.67

grams. Very bold full denomination, full PxT, full but doubled shield

and cross (the latter off-center), Fine+ with some orange sediment
around details. From the ca.-1629 “Panama hoard,” and pedigreed to
our Auction #1, with original lot-tag #318. Estimate: $200-$300.

646. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1619T. S-P21; KM-10; CT-133.
27.13 grams. Bold denomination and mintmark, hairline edge-split,

low-contrast Fine with areas of surface corrosion. Estimate: $200$300.

643. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1619T. S-P21; KM-10; CT-133.

27.53 grams. Oblong flan with two sides rounded and ends sliced (more

like a Mexican cob), full shield and cross, full 9 of date, lightly struck
VF with traces of luster, no toning. Estimate: $300-$450.
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Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

647. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (162)2P, variety with P-•P

and new lions, denomination o-VIII struck over sideways
version, quadrants of cross transposed, unique. S-P22; KMLate style for the date with dot instead of x
between mintmark and assayer and “greyhound” lions (see Paoletti
#164), but also with denomination punched over vertical version
(first example we have seen), choice full shield and cross, silvery XF.
Estimate: $250-$375.
19; CT-458. 26.88 grams.

650. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1)627T, quadrants of cross
transposed, rare, ex-Panama hoard. S-P24; KM-19a; CT-467. 25.98
grams. Crude oblong flan with full shield and full but doubled cross,

both loaded with orange sediment, clear bottom half of date and full
P-•T, Fine+. From the ca.-1629 “Panama hoard.” Estimate: $250-$375.

651. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1628P. S-P25; KM-19a; CT-469.

26.82 grams. Bold date and full mintmark-assayer (rare thus), also de-

648. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)ZIII (1623), assayer nomination •oVIII•, good full shield and cross-and-tressure with flat
P(?), rare. S-P22; KM-19. 27.26 grams. Good but double-struck and offcenter shield with small bulge to left that could be an assayer P (rarer
assayer for the date), full cross (lions and castles oddly NOT transposed)
with clear III of date in legend, VF overall. Estimate: $250-$375.

649. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1625(P), quadrants of

cross transposed, very rare. S-P23; KM-19a. 27.01 grams. Compact

flan with choice full shield and cross, nicely toned AVF, significant as
showing a full 5 (doubled) and bottom half of 6Z of date, the existence
of which was doubted by Paoletti (“some experts accept the existence
of 1625 coins, although to this day, there is not clear evidence”), who
pointed out that a dam broke in late 1624, impeding silver processing.
Estimate: $350-$500.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

spot in centers (also curious castle punch missing left-side balcony), XF
with traces of orangish sediment. From the ca.-1629 “Panama hoard.”
Estimate: $400-$600.

652. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)29, assayer not visible,
large• borders. KM-19a. 27.23 grams. Bold date outside bold full cross,
full but weaker shield, lightly toned AVF. Estimate: $200-$300.

653. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1629, assayer not visible,

large• borders. KM-19a. 26.58 grams. Full •P• mintmark above weak

assayer (probably T), full but doubled shield, full cross with flatness
in quadrants, toned Fine. Pedigreed to our Auction #10, with original
lot-tag #692. Estimate: $200-$300.
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654. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1630T, variety with P-•T•

and St. Andrews-cross ornaments above and below denomination 8. S-P26; KM-19a; CT-472. 26.01 grams. Bold assayer, full cross

and shield, clear king’s ordinal IIII, interesting variety that Paoletti
attributes to 1631 (#186) but this specimen shows clear bottoms of
digits 1630, Fine with darkly toned fields and light surface porosity
(probably salvaged). Estimate: $200-$300.

657. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1638TR. S-P27; KM-19a; CTFull four-digit date due to poor centering on cross
side, well-centered but mostly flat shield with top of assayer visible,
thick, round flan, quite worn (VG), with toning in crevices. Estimate:
$250-$375.
481. 26.56 grams.

658. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1638(TR).
CT-481. 25.42 grams. Thick

655. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T, St.

Andrews-cross ornaments around denomination AND
mintmark-assayer (1630-31). S-P26; KM-19a. 26.77 grams. Neat

S-P27; KM-19a;

and squarish flan with full cross and shield
(the latter slightly off-center), clear bottom half of date, lightly toned
Fine. Estimate: $250-$375.

variety with special ornaments on both sides of the shield (Paoletti
#185, attributed to 1630, but given the previous lot we assume it could
be 1631 instead), compact and thick flan with choice full shield and
cross, XF with patchy toning and very light surface porosity. Estimate:
$200-$300.

659. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1)638TR. S-P27; KM-19a; CT481. 27.01 grams. Bold date, thick flan with light surface corrosion, full

cross and shield, lightly toned Fine+. Estimate: $200-$300.

656. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1)631T. S-P26; KM-19a; CT-473.

27.35 grams. Full 31 of date, clear dots above and below assayer and

denomination (unlisted in Paoletti), full but off-center cross, full but
doubled shield, AVF with parts of edge crude (as made). Estimate:
$200-$300.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

660. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (163)9TR.

S-P27; KM-19a;

Full •P-•TR and 100% full 9 of date, full cross
and shield, lightly toned AVF with minor surface corrosion as from
unspecified salvage. Estimate: $250-$375.
CT-482. 25.34 grams.
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661. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)44TR, rare.

S-P29a;
KM-19a; CT-490. 27.29 grams. Choice full shield with full P-•TR to left,

clear 44 of date outside of full cross-and-tressure, non-toned XF+.
Estimate: $250-$375.

665. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1650O, no countermark

(rare). S-P35; KM-19b; CT-509. 27.33 grams. Broad flan with much legend
including clear date, choice full cross-and-tressure, full but doubled
shield with full P-O to left and 8-O to right, nicely toned VF+ with
hole at bottom of cross, rare as non-salvage and especially without
revaluation countermark. Pedigreed to the Worldwide Coins of California
auction of November 2006 (lot #262). Estimate: $400-$600.

662. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1645T/TR, very rare. S-P30.
27.24 grams. Full date and over-assayer (first we have seen), choice full

shield, full cross, VF with a couple dark spots. Estimate: $400-$600.

666. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer A. S-P11;

KM-4.2; CT-346. 13.67 grams. Excellent full cross-and-tressure and shield

(slightly doubled), bold assayer, lightly toned XF with edge-split.
Estimate: $200-$300.

663. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1645T. S-P30; KM-19a; CT-492.
26.71 grams. Broad flan with full shield and cross (doubled) and some

legend (date weak), “Seville” (not “furry”) lions, About Fine with dark
toning in crevices, edge smoothed and rounded. Estimate: $200-$300.

667. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1617(M). S-P19; KM-8; CT-356.
6.67 grams. Full 17 of date outside nearly full cross, nearly full shield

with clear denomination II to right, silvery VF+ with faint traces
of surface porosity (probably from the Atocha of 1622). Estimate:
$200-$300.

668. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1629, assayer not visible.
664. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)45, assayer not visible.
KM-19a. 27.13 grams. Clear 45 of date outside of full and well-centered

Bold date (rare thus) outside of full cross, clear
denomination O-Z to right of nearly full shield, slightly off-center
strike, deeply toned VF. Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-17a. 7.00 grams.

cross with “furry” lions, full but off-center shield with bold denomination •8•, richly toned VF+ with parts of edge crude (as made), couple
edge-splits. Estimate: $250-$375.
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669. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1632T, rare. S-P26; KM-14a; CT-723. 6.31 grams. Bold fourdigit date (particularly rare thus) outside of full cross, full P-T to left of full shield, Fine with some
flat spots. Estimate: $300-$450.

670. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1640TR, very rare. S-P27; KM-14a. 7.32 grams. Thick (overweight) flan with full and well-centered shield and cross, full four-digit date (very rare thus), deeply
toned Fine. Estimate: $300-$450.

671. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer R (Rincón) to left, mintmark P to right, rare. S-P1; KM-A1; CT-763 (under

Broad flan with full inner details and much legend, crudely toned Fine with small hole. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO.
Estimate: $125-$200.
672. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer L to right (first period), mintmark P to left, rare. S-P3. 0.65 gram. Very
broad flan but with pieces of edge missing (salvaged), also with light surface porosity, both crowns full, weak but certain P-L, toned AVF. SEE
INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $125-$200.
673. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/4 real, Philip II, assayer not visible (5th-period B), borders of x’s, rare. S-P14. 0.64 gram. Crude surfaces
from salvage (Fine details) but with full castle and lion (inside shields) and discernible borders of x’s, mostly darkly toned. SEE INTERNET
FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $125-$200.
Lima). 0.72 gram.

674. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/4 real, Philip III, no assayer or mintmark, large
lion, rare. 0.51 gram. Broad flan with bold lion inside border of dots, full but crude

castle inside shield under crown, thin from corrosion (with two holes), lightly toned
Fine. Estimate: $125-$200.

675. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/4 real, Philip III, no assayer or mintmark, small lion, rare. 0.34 gram. Crudely corroded with holes but

with clear castle inside crowned shield and small lion inside border of dots, toned Fine. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $125-$200.
676. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/4 real, Philip III, no assayer or mintmark, small lion, no crown, rare. 0.51 gram. Good full castle
in shield without crown, full small lion inside border of dots, no legend, toned Fine with surface porosity, holed. SEE INTERNET FOR
PHOTO. Estimate: $125-$200.
677. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/4 real, Philip III, no assayer or mintmark, small lion, no crown, rare. 0.43 gram. Thin from corrosion but with full castle inside uncrowned shield, full small lion inside border of dots with nonsense legend beyond: PVLR?. SEE INTERNET
FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $125-$200.

Lot 678

Lot 679
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1652 transitional

678. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal, 1652E Transitional Type I/A, very rare, with crowned-600 countermark of Brazil

(600 reis, 1663) on shield side, ex-Association (1707), Mastalir Plate Coin. S-P37; KM-RA20.1; CT-406. 25.68 grams. A world-traveling

“wonder” coin on so many levels: as a Spanish colonial Royal matching Lázaro #117 on the pillars side (albeit not 100% round and with some
doubling and flatness) showing the very rare Type-I Transitional design; as a countermarked piece for circulation in the Portuguese colony of
Brazil (rarely seen on 1652 Transitionals, let alone a Royal); and as a multi-national passenger on board a famous British warship wreck; with
nearly uncorroded surfaces nonetheless and nice toning on fields, one of the consignor’s favorite coins of all time and sure to be the jewel of
its next owner’s collection! From the Association (1707), with certificate from the salvager, and pedigreed to our Auction #2 (lot #243), also Plate
Coin #I-A.x on page 55 of The Great Transition at the Potosí Mint 1649-1653: The 1652 Transitional 8 Reales (2015), by Mastalir. Estimate:
$4,000-$6,000.

679. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal, 1652E, Transitional Type V/A, very rare. S-P37; KM-RA20.5; CT-404. 26.55 grams. Perfectly
round and evenly struck with full legends (including an impressively bold 1652 date) and inner details (slight weakness in centers), elegantly
toned VF with hole at bottom of shield, die-match with Lázaro #128 but not pictured in Mastalir. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.
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680. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E transitional Type VII/A.
S-P37; KM-A20.7; CT-unl. 26.69 grams. Solid

flan but with very crude details due
to doubling, Fine+ with dark toning, still with parts of three dates and full
king’s ordinal IIII visible. Pedigreed to the Roberto Mastalir collection, #VII.1-A.
aa(6)3 in his book (page 161). Estimate: $350-$500.

Pillars-and-waves

681. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH• at top. S-P37a; 682. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1656E, PH at top, •8•
KM-21; CT-437. 26.97 grams. Choice specimen with three dates including

impressively bold and full 1653 in legend, also bold •PH• and three
assayers and two mintmarks, full pillars-and-waves and cross-lionscastles, VF with toned fields minor mount-marks on edge. Estimate:
$200-$300.

above cross, rare. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-440. 27.13 grams. Broad flan with

full four-digit date in legend in addition to clear 56 between pillars and
656 below cross, three assayers, choice full pillars-and-waves with tiny
PH and full crown above denomination and cross-lions-castles, in fact
rather Royal-like but not a match with any Lázaro dies, attractively
toned VF. Estimate: $600-$900.

683. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1657E, PH at top, •8• above

cross, E and P transposed on cross side, rare. S-P37a; KM-21. 27.46

grams. Full cross-lions-castles and pillars-and-waves with bold 57 and

657 interior dates plus bottoms of 1657 in legend, three mintmarks
and assayers (including E-P flanking cross instead of the normal P-E),
VF with light old scuffs, darkly toned fields. Estimate: $400-$600.

Lot 684
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684. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal, 1658E, pomegranate

(with dots) at top on both sides. S-P37a; KM-R21; CT-420. 26.50 grams.

Attractive detail all over (die-match with Lázaro #158, one of the finest
Royal designs), well centered and well struck (no doubling or flatness),
also attractively toned and no worse than AXF for wear, with the usual
hole at top of pillars / bottom of cross. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

685. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1661E.

S-P37a; KM-21; CT-

Bold full pillars with dark sediment around details
for good contrast, same for the bold full (but slightly doubled) cross,
two-and-a-half dates, VF with parts of edge crude and tangential clip
(old). Estimate: $250-$375.
450. 21.50 grams.

687. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1666E, date as “66” be-

tween pillars. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-455. 26.51 grams. Good full cross, one
full pillar, bold king’s ordinal IIII and 16 of second date in legend,
Fine+ with peripheral flatness and edge-split, very lightly toned. Estimate: $250-$375.

688. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1666E, date as “66”
between pillars.

S-P37a; KM-21; CT-455. 24.78 grams. Three dates,
including full second date 16666 (yes, four 6’s, due to pillars-side
doubling) in legend, full cross-lions-castles, Fine with patchy toning
and edge-split. Pedigreed to our Auction #9, with original lot-tag #1183.
Estimate: $200-$300.

686. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1662E, encapsulated NGC
VF 25. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-451. 27.55 grams. Good full cross and pillars-

and-waves despite very light surface porosity, three dates and mintmarks
and assayers, lightly toned. Estimate: $200-$300.

689. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1672/1E, rare. S-P37b; KM-unl

(26 for type). 25.26 grams. AXF with flat areas but also some luster, mostly

bold pillars with clear (7)2/1 date in between and 16 of second date in
legend, both castles nice (a few scratches), three mintmarks. Pedigreed
to our Auction #7, with original lot-tag #1065. Estimate: $250-$375.

690. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1679V/C. S-P39; KM-26; CT-358.
26.26 grams. Choice non-salvage specimen (very rare thus) with good

full pillars-and-waves and cross (both slightly off-center but former also
slightly doubled), very bold V/C twice on pillars side but full V (no overassayer to right of cross), very lightly toned VF+. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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691. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1681V. S-P39; KM-26; CT-363. 27.94
grams. Full pillars and waves (especially the latter), full but doubled cross,

AVF with two dates, three mintmarks and assayers. Estimate: $200-$300.

692. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal, 1683V. S-P39; KM-R26; CT-319. 27.24 grams. Very broad flan with choice full details (no flatness and practically no doubling), a die-match with Lázaro #210, low-contrast XF+ with small hole to right of cross, small old nicks in edge.
Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Consign to our Auction #23
Spring 2018
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693. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal, 1686VR, ex-Huntington. S-P40; KM-R26; CT-324. 26.77 grams. Nice strike on a broad flan (virtu-

ally devoid of flatness or doubling), die-match with Lázaro #217, richly
toned VF+ with usual hole at top of pillars / bottom of cross, impressive
and well pedigreed. Pedigreed to the A.M. Huntington collection (H.S.A.).
Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

694. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1687VR, encapsulated

695. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1690VR. S-P40; KM-26; CT-376.

double-struck but with decent toning, clear date and assayer and
mintmark. Estimate: $250-$375.

but with much doubling and some surface corrosion (possibly 1715
Fleet), Fine details. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of July 1999 (lot
#617). Estimate: $200-$300.

PCGS VF 35. S-P40; KM-26; CT-372. Crude (chunky) flan and crudely

26.70 grams. Broad flan with three dates, full cross and pillars-and-waves

696. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1694VR. S-P40; KM-26; CT-380.

27.32 grams. Bold full pillars-and-waves with two dates and mintmarks

and assayers on that side, full and bold but doubled cross with third
mintmark and assayer and date (which the doubling makes look a little
like a 93, per the Ponterio attribution, but close inspection reveals a 4),
VF+ with dark sediment around details. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction
of September 2002, with original lot-tag #1102. Estimate: $250-$375.
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697. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1697VR. S-P40; KM-26; CT-383.

26.86 grams. One full and bold pillar with bold date next to it, nearly

full but doubled cross with bold mintmark, otherwise typically chunky
with flat peripheries, nicely toned Fine. Estimate: $200-$300.

700. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1699F, encapsulated NGC
VF 35. S-P42; KM-26; CT-388. 26.4 grams. Full and well-centered pillars
and cross on a thick, chunky flan (double-thick slab), two dates and
mintmarks, three assayers, good toning. Estimate: $200-$300.

701. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1700F. S-P42; KM-26; CT-389.
24.78 grams. Small flan (no evidence of shaving or clipping), with nice

698. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1697CH, rare. S-P41; KM-

full cross, full but doubled pillars, two dates and three assayers, a bit
worn (VG). Estimate: $200-$300.

Interesting shape, with doubled pillars and
off-center cross but bold date and two clear assayers, Fine with much
flatness and traces of surface porosity (possibly salvaged), toned in
crevices. Estimate: $400-$600.
26; CT-384. 27.12 grams.

702. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1701F, posthumous

Charles II. S-P42; KM-26; CT-391. 27.29 grams. Thick and chunky flan

with nearly full but slightly doubled pillars-and-waves, crudely doubled
cross, two dates and assayers, scarce. Estimate: $200-$300.

699. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1698F, cross side struck
from 4R die (4 above cross), unique. S-P42; KM-26; CT-387. 28.24

grams. Nearly full pillars with clear date and mintmark and assayer, full

cross-lions-castles with clear denomination 4 at top (as struck from a 4R
die, first example we have seen) and assayer E to right (also nearly full
CAROLVS), lightly toned AVF with edge-crack. Estimate: $500-up.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

703. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1701Y, posthumous
Charles II, rare, Calbetó Plate Coin. S-P43; KM-26; CT-392. 26.61
grams. Good full pillars with clear date and assayer, nearly full cross with

second date and assayer, part of king’s name and ordinal II, non-toned
Fine with surface corrosion (possibly 1715 Fleet). Plate Coin #1124 in
Compendium VIII Reales (1970), by Calbetó. Estimate: $350-$500.
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704. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1706Y. S-P43a; KM-31; CT-866. 26.57 grams.
Crude and thick, with very doubled cross, but with bold 706 main date and most
of the other two as well, Fine+ with peripheral flatness and traces of porosity,
toning around details. Estimate: $200-$300.

705. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal, 1709Y. S-P43a; KM-R31;
CT-810. 26.59 grams. Broad and round and evenly thick (a far cry from the

chunky regular issues of this period), with full legends and inner details
(die-match with Lázaro #250), minimal doubling and practically no
weak spots, AVF with toned fields, holed at top of pillars / right of cross.
Estimate: $3,500-$4,750.

706. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1713Y. S-P43a; KM-31; CT-873.

27.23 grams. Very chunky and crude, with much peripheral flatness

but good cross, one full pillar (doubled), scarce date, toned Fine with
edge-crack. Estimate: $200-$300.

707. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1714Y.

S-P43a; KM-31; CT-

Very chunky and crude flan but actually fairly high
grade (XF) and with two dates and assayers, full cross, lightly toned.
Estimate: $250-$375.
874. 26.97 grams.
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708. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1717Y. S-P43a; KM-31; CT-877.

27.37 grams. Bold full cross and pillars despite peripheral flatness, minor

doubling, two dates and mintmarks, toned VF. Estimate: $200-$300.

709. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1720Y. S-P43a; KM-31; CT-880.
25.19 grams. Chunky but roundish flan with good full pillars, off-center

cross, clear (scarce) date and assayer, Fine+ with toned fields, light old
scuff. Estimate: $250-$375.

710. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal, 1722Y. S-P43a; KM-R31;

Choice specimen, richly toned and deeply struck
AU- with slight doubling on cross side, much legend, holed to right of
cross / right of pillars, far superior to the Lázaro specimen (#270) struck
from the same dies. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.
CT-810. 27.71 grams.

711. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1727Y, (Louis I). S-P43b; KM-35; CT-26.
27.07 grams. Large chunky flan with crude peripheries but clear date in legend

and below cross, two bold assayers, doubled cross, one full pillar, richly toned
VF. Estimate: $250-$375.
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712. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal, 1729M. S-P44; KM-R31a; CT-827. 26.86 grams. Round and thick as usual, with more legend than
most (three dates), minimal doubling, very deeply struck AXF with rich old toning all over, plugged hole to left of cross / right of pillars,
die-match with Lázaro #276. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

713. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1734E. S-P46; KM-31a; CT-893. 26.96 grams.

Good full cross, bold full pillars-and-waves, parts of all three dates (scarce in this period), two mintmarks and assayers, VF+ with toning on fields. Estimate: $250-$375.

714. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales Royal, 1738M, rare. S-P47; KM-R31a; CT-836. 26.84 grams. Very thick and round and evenly struck,

with choice details in fairly high grade (AU- with hints of luster), typically holed at top of cross / left of pillars, no match with Lázaro dies.
Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

715. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1738M.

S-P47; KM-31a; CT-899. 26.78 grams.

Typically chunky but with full pillars and cross (the latter slightly doubled), two dates
and assayers and mintmarks, Fine+ with some toning. Estimate: $200-$300.
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716. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1740M. S-P47; KM-31a; CT901. 26.19 grams. Choice full pillars and cross with two bold dates and

part of a third (same for the mintmarks and assayers), AXF with light
toning in crevices. Estimate: $250-$375.

717. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1740M. S-P47; KM-31a; CT-901.

26.96 grams. Bold date and waves and one pillar and assayer M, most

of cross with bold second date below, chunky VF with some flat slots,
toning in crevices. Estimate: $200-$300.

720. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1749q. S-P50a; KM-40; CT-359.
26.60 grams. Dark XF with full but doubled pillars with bold date, full

but off-center cross, faint traces of surface porosity as from an unspecified wreck off Europe. Estimate: $200-$300.

721. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1751q. S-P52; KM-40; CT-363.
26.35 grams. Bold full pillars with choice full date and mintmark, very

bold and nearly full cross with full second date and full king’s ordinal
VI (rare to see that), AXF with sediment around details. Estimate:
$200-$300.

718. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1741P, ex-Trastámara. S-P48;

KM-31a; CT-903. 26.96 grams. Very bold full pillars-and-waves and cross,

two bold dates and three mintmarks and assayers, AXF with toned
fields, choice specimen. Pedigreed to the Trastámara collection (Aureo
& Calicó auction of May 2014, with original lot-tag #614). Estimate:
$250-$375.

719. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1744C, ex-Trastámara.

S-P49; KM-31a; CT-907. 26.21 grams. Choice XF with very bold full cross

and pillars-and-waves, two dates, three assayers, light toning on fields.
Pedigreed to the Trastámara collection (Aureo & Calicó auction of May
2014, with original lot-tag #621). Estimate: $250-$375.

722. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1752q. S-P52; KM-40; CT-364.

26.88 grams. Very choice full cross and pillars, bold date and part of

a second, three mintmarks and assayers, XF+ with light sediment on
fields, small edge-crack. Estimate: $250-$375.

723. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1753q. S-P52; KM-40; CT-365.

27.04 grams. Bold but off-center cross with full date above (FERDINA)

NDVS, one full pillar with second date and bold assayer, toned VF+
on a chunky flan. Estimate: $200-$300.
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724. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1753q. S-P52; KM-40; CT-365.
27.08 grams. Very dark and high grade (uncorroded AU) as from un-

specified wreck off Europe, with full pillars and nearly full cross (the
latter with what appears to be a castle/lion overpunch in upper-left
quadrant), two dates and assayers and mintmarks. Estimate: $200$300.

725. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1754C+q, rare. S-P53; KM-40;
CT-371. 26.95 grams. Very choice full pillars and cross with two very bold

dates, three full mintmarks and three clear assayers (C at top right and
to right of cross, q at bottom left), nice toning on fields but somewhat
worn for such a choice strike (AVF). Estimate: $350-$500.

726. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1754C+q, rare. S-P53; KM-40;

Full pillars and cross but low contrast, with one
full date and three full assayers (C at top right and to right of cross, q
at bottom left that looks like big q over smaller q), chunky VF with
surface roughness on opposite sides (characteristic of this period).
Estimate: $200-$300.
CT-371. 26.84 grams.

728. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1764V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; CT-951.
25.11 grams. Three clear dates (very rare in this period), full pillars and

nearly full cross, but rather chunky and crude and with much surface
roughness, Fine+ with toned fields. Estimate: $200-$300.

729. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1768V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; CT-955.
26.85 grams. High grade for the era (XF+) with one very high-relief

pillar that appears stretched due to doubling, three dates (rare in this
period), full assayer Y, toned around details. Estimate: $500-$750.

730. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1769/8V-Y, rare.

731. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1773V-(Y).
727. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1755q, encapsulated NGC
XF 45.

S-P54; KM-40; CT-372. 27.6 grams. Full pillars with bold date,
good full cross with full assayer to right, toned fields, weak peripheries and crude edge (typical of the era), double-thick slab. Estimate:
$200-$300.

S-P57;

Very small flan due to heavy wear (G/
VG) yet with clear date and 100% certain overdate, good full cross,
toned fields. Pedigreed to our Auction #10, with original lot-tag #823.
Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-45; CT-956. 25.24 grams.

S-P59; KM-45;

Roundish (but chunky) flan with bold 77 and
most of 3 of date (scarce final year of cobs), Fine with toned fields.
Estimate: $200-$300.
CT-964. 26.66 grams.
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736. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1742C/P, rare. S-P49; KM732. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1658E. S-P37a; KM-18; CT-750.
13.47 grams. Very broad and roundish flan with full pillars and waves,

nearly full cross with one lion and one castle very well detailed, two
bold dates, three assayers, VF with toned fields, peripheral flatness and
edge-split. Pedigreed to the John Pullin collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Chunky AVF with dark orange sediment on toned
fields, two dates and three assayers (the C/P only clear at bottom left).
(Photo by Mora García-Barneche.) Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of
September 2007 (lot #2276). Estimate: $250-$375.
30a. 13.64 grams.

737. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1745q. S-P50; KM-30a; CT-1131.

11.79 grams. Good full pillars with bold date, full but doubled cross,

733. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1692VR. S-P40; KM-25; CT-

Good full cross and pillars with two bold dates and
mintmarks, minor scratches around upper-left castle, AVF with toned
fields. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of March/April 2006 (lot #1718).
Estimate: $200-$300.
520. 13.56 grams.

darkly toned fields, XF details but lightly corroded as from unspecified
salvage, scarce date (missing in Karon). Pedigreed to our Auction #6,
with original lot-tag #1019. Estimate: $200-$300.

738. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1751q. S-P52; KM-39; CT-439.
13.03 grams. Full pillars and cross with two bold dates, nice coin align-

ment on a pointed flan, AVF with toned fields. Estimate: $200-$300.

734. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1698F. S-P42; KM-25; CT-528.
13.21 grams. Bold date above full waves, most of cross (despite flat-

ness) with second bold date below, clear king’s ordinal II, Fine+ with
very light surface corrosion (possibly from the 1715 Fleet). Estimate:
$175-$250.

739. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1752q. S-P52; KM-39; CT-440.
13.56 grams. Full pillars with bold date and denomination, full cross

with bold assayer, stained AVF with toned fields (but no corrosion),
from an unidentified 1750s wreck off Europe. Pedigreed to our Auction
#5, with original lot-tag #565. Estimate: $200-$300.

735. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1700F. S-P42; KM-25; CT-532.
13.15 grams. Well-centered strike with choice full cross-lions-castles

and full pillars, two dates and three mintmarks and assayers, VF with
lightly toned fields. Estimate: $250-$375.
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740. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1754C+q, rare. S-P53; KM-39;

Crude and chunky but with clear date and both
assayers on pillars side, partial second date and assayer C on cross side,
toned Fine. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of January 2005, with
original lot-tag #1685. Estimate: $250-$375.
CT-444. 13.24 grams.

742. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-24; CT-609.
7.43 grams. Three clear dates (scarce thus), nearly full pillars-and-waves

and cross, two assayers and mintmarks, AVF with flat areas, nicely
toned, oddly overweight. Estimate: $200-$300.

741. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1770/69V-Y, rare. S-P57; KM- 743. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1732YA, rare. S-P45; KM-29a;
unl (44 for type). 13.06 grams. Full

date with very clear overdate between
pillars, bold but oversized cross, Fine with light toning (dark in crevices
of cross). Estimate: $250-$375.

CT-1354. 6.82 grams. Three dates (rare for this period), two assayers and

mintmarks, nearly full but off-center pillars and cross, VF+ with good
toning. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Other Silver Cobs
Panama

744. Panama, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer oB to left, mintmark AP above error denomination “III” to right, extremely
rare, ex-Richard Stuart, KM Plate Coin, Proctor Plate Coin.

S-AP4; KM-4; CT-341. 13.67 grams. Impressively full and well-detailed
crown and shield and cross, albeit slightly doubled, with full assayer and mintmark and denomination (erroneously punched into the die with
three I’s instead of four), bold XF+ with deeply toned fields (great contrast), an important coin for the Panama specialist (unique dies) but
also a well-pedigreed “trophy coin” for all Spanish colonial collectors--if you just want one Panama cob, the best you can get, this should be
it! Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection, also Plate Coin on page 441 of Spain, Portugal and the New World (2002), by Krause-Mishler, and
Plate Coin #4R.3B on page 155 of The Forgotten Mint of Colonial Panama (2005), by Jorge Proctor. Estimate: $10,000-up.

745. Panama, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer oX at 4 o’clock outside tressure around cross, mintmark AP to left, denomi-

nation ii to right of shield, very rare, ex-Atocha (Douglas auction), ex-Richard Stuart, KM Plate Coin, Proctor Plate Coin.
S-AP1; KM-3.1; CT-505. 5.94 grams. Very choice and well-detailed full crown, nice full shield and cross (small flat area in each), lots of bold legend,

bold full mintmark and denomination and assayer, toned XF with practically no corrosion. Proctor notes that this die-set displays upside-down
eagles at upper right in shield and the upper-right lion in cross tilted forward, evidence of difficulties at this fledgling (and ephemeral) mint.
Important pedigrees, one of very few Panama specimens from the Atocha. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection, and to the Douglas auction
(Deerfield, Mass., November 1987, lot #30) of coins and bullion from the Atocha (1622), also Plate Coin on page 441 of Spain, Portugal and the
New World (2002), by Krause-Mishler, and Plate Coin #2R.2X on page 137 of The Forgotten Mint of Colonial Panama (2005), by Jorge Proctor.
Estimate: $5,000-up.
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746. Panama, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer oB to left, mintmark AP above denomination II to right, no Aragon in shield,
very rare, ex-Richard Stuart, ex-Craig (1981), KM Plate Coin, COAC 1988 Plate Coin, Proctor Plate Coin. S-AP4; KM-3.2;

CT-507. 6.67 grams. Choice full shield and cross with crisp XF details despite very light surface porosity (albeit nicely toned), much legend, full

assayer and mintmark and denomination. Proctor points out the lack of a vertical bar for Aragon in the shield (upper right) is yet another
aspect of such a novice mint, but also this coin is from near-unique dies with small lions on reverse (just one other, lesser-quality specimen
known, lot #676 in our Auction #16). Reportedly unearthed in the 1970s by metal detectorist George Chevalier on the “Camino Real” mule
trail in Panama. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection and to the Freeman Craig auction of November 1981 (lot 445), also Plate Coin on page
441 of Spain, Portugal and the New World (2002), by Krause-Mishler, Plate Coin in Figure 7 of The Coinage of El Peru (proceedings of the ANS’s
Coinage of the Americas Conference, October 1988, in a presentation by Barry W. Stallard), and Plate Coin #2R.3B on page 142 of The Forgotten
Mint of Colonial Panama (2005), by Jorge Proctor. Estimate: $5,000-up.

747. Panama, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer oB to right, mintmark AP above denomination II to left, very rare, ex-Richard

Stuart. S-AP4; KM-3.3; CT-506. 6.61 grams. Very bold full shield and cross (crown full but flattish), much legend, full mintmark and denomination
and assayer, bold AXF with contrasting toning on fields. Not pictured in Proctor (as it was hiding in the Stuart collection) but a die-match
with his #2R.1B. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $5,000-up.

748. Contemporary counterfeit of a Panama cob 2 reales, Philip II, AP to left, II to right,

ex-Richard Stuart, Proctor Plate Coin. 4.56 grams. Fascinating specimen believed to be from the

same time and place as the genuine issues but struck or cast in copper with silver plating using a fantasy
design with bold AP mintmark and •topped I’s for denomination, aspects that the counterfeiter could
only adopt if he had seen original Panama cobs (highly unlikely in modern times, as AP cobs were not
“discovered” until the 1970s). In any case this piece is dark in color, with bold full shield side but cross
side weak and worn (net About Fine, significant as showing circulation wear). Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection and Plate Coin on page 159 of The Forgotten Mint of Colonial Panama (2005), by Jorge
Proctor. Estimate: $500-up.
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749. Panama, cob 1 real, Philip II,

assayer oX below denomination I to
right, mintmark AP to left, very rare,
ex-Richard Stuart, Proctor Plate Coin.
Good full
crown and shield and cross and lots of legend,
bold full mintmark and assayer and denomination, slightly porous AXF with contrasting
toning on fields. The better of two known
specimens of these dies, according to Proctor. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection,
and Plate Coin #1R.5X on page 124 of The
Forgotten Mint of Colonial Panama (2005),
by Jorge Proctor. Estimate: $2,500-up.
S-AP1; KM-2; CT-646. 3.12 grams.

750. Panama, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer oB to left, mintmark AP above denomination I to right, no Aragon in shield,

very rare, ex-Rubies, ex-Sellschopp, ex-Richard Stuart, Plate Coin in Numismatist and ANE, KM Plate Coin, Proctor Plate
Coin. S-AP4; KM-2; CT-647. 3.29 grams. Perfectly round flan with choice full cross and shield, minimal legend, full assayer and mintmark and

denomination, nicely toned XF, unique die with large castles on reverse, the lack of Aragon in the shield probably indicative of the temporary
nature of this ephemeral mint. Pedigreed to the J. Rubies collection (Monterrey, Mexico) and the Sellschopp collection (Swiss Bank Corp. auction
of September 1988, lot #455) and the Richard Stuart collection, also Plate Coin in the Gaceta Numismática (ANE) articles of March 1974 (page
32) and June 1989 (page 60) and The Numismatist article of June 1990 (page 918), also Plate Coin on page 440 of Spain, Portugal and the New
World (2002), by Krause-Mishler, and Plate Coin #1R.3B on page 127 of The Forgotten Mint of Colonial Panama (2005), by Jorge Proctor.
Estimate: $2,500-up.

751. Panama, cob 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer P to right and assayer M below monogram, mintmark AP to left, extremely
rare, ex-Richard Stuart, ex-Craig (1981), COAC 1988 Plate Coin, Proctor Plate Coin. S-AP2; KM-1; CT-720. 1.61 grams. Broad flan

with nice full cross, full but doubled monogram and mintmark and assayer M, the assayer P somehow clean, much legend, richly toned XF,
decidedly superior to the next lot and to lot #825 in our Auction #18 (all from the same dies). Reportedly unearthed in the 1970s by metal
detectorist George Chevalier on the “Camino Real” mule trail in Panama. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection and to the Freeman Craig
auction of November 1981 (lot 442), also Plate Coin in Figure 2 of The Coinage of El Peru (proceedings of the ANS’s Coinage of the Americas
Conference, October 1988, in a presentation by Barry W. Stallard), and Plate Coin #HR.1PM on page 115 of The Forgotten Mint of Colonial
Panama (2005), by Jorge Proctor. Estimate: $2,500-up.
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752. Panama, cob 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer P to
right and assayer M below monogram, mintmark
AP to left, extremely rare, ex-Richard Stuart, Proctor Plate Coin. S-AP2; KM-1; CT-720. 1.35 grams. Very broad

flan with good full cross, nearly full crown and monogram,
full mintmark and assayer M (the P very weak) plus much
legend, bold XF with toned fields but very light surface porosity. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection, and Plate Coin
#HR.2PM on page 116 of The Forgotten Mint of Colonial
Panama (2005), by Jorge Proctor. Estimate: $2,000-up.

753. Panama, cob 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer oX to right, mintmark AP to left, extremely rare, ex-Sellschopp, ex-Emilio
Ortiz, ex-Richard Stuart, Plate Coin in Numismatist and ANE, CT Plate Coin, KM Plate Coin, Proctor Plate Coin. S-AP1;

KM-1; CT-721. 1.43 grams. Choice full crown and monogram and cross, XF with lovely toning and very clean surfaces (lacking the usual porosity

found on specimens from wetland burial or shipwreck, as this specimen was “discovered in the ruins of Old Panama,” according to Proctor),
with bold full mintmark and assayer, much legend, holed to right of cross / near top of crown but otherwise much finer than the other known
specimen with these dies (lot #1160 in our Auction #7), and notable as probably the most pedigreed 1/2R cob of all time! The oX assayer on
this piece is significant also in that this particular coin was scrutinized in the late 1980s to figure out whether (1) the X was the same assayer
as on Lima cobs of 1572 (it’s not, of course), or (2) the oX was what was meant by an erroneous transliteration of the Panama mint document
of 1579 stating the mintmark as “un aspa con hoja encima” (an X-shape with leaf above) as opposed to the correct “una/p/ con una/a encima”
(a P with an A above), the extraneous slashes being an attempt (evidently failed) by the original scribe to make the meaning clearer. Pedigreed
to the Sellschopp collection (Swiss Bank Corp., September 1988, lot #453), the Emilio Ortiz collection (Swiss Bank Corp., September 1991, lot #33)
and the Richard Stuart collection, also Plate Coin in the Gaceta Numismática (ANE) articles of March 1974 (page 30) and June 1989 (page 60)
and The Numismatist article of June 1990 (page 914), also Plate Coin on page 230 of Numismática española (2008), by Calicó, and Plate Coin
on page 440 of Spain, Portugal and the New World (2002), by Krause-Mishler, and Plate Coin #HR.1X on page 118 of The Forgotten Mint of
Colonial Panama (2005), by Jorge Proctor. Estimate: $5,000-up.

754. Richard Stuart’s personal copy of The Forgotten Mint of Colonial
Panama (2005), by Jorge Proctor, copy #16 of 150 made. The seminal work

on Panama cobs by one of the mostly highly regarded research numismatists in the
business, this specimen being Richard Stuart’s personal copy, in mint condition, out of
print and very rare and important as the only place to find photos of a majority of the
known specimens of Panama cobs, with full pedigrees and die information for each.
The full subtitle of this book is A Look into the Production of Coins in America during
the 16th Century and Panama’s Spanish Royal House for Minting Coins. Hardbound,
329 pages. Ask anyone--this book has been unavailable and hard to get for at least ten
years! Signed and inscribed by author to noted Central America collector Richard Stuart.
Estimate: $500-up.
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Spain
Ferdinand-Isabel

755. Seville, Spain, 8 reales, Ferdinand-Isabel, assayer Gothic

D on reverse, mintmark S to left, denomination o-VIII to right,
legend ending in ARAG-, encapsulated NGC MS 61. CT-185.

Massive flan with full crown and legends in addition to very choice full
interior details, somewhat lustrous and lacking wear or marks, exceptional
quality for such an early piece and very popular as among the first 8 reales
ever made (the debate being about when these coins were actually struck,
as it was sometime after the reign of Ferdinand and Isabel and possibly
not till after the famous Mexican 8 reales of 1538). Estimate: $5,000-up.
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756. Seville, Spain, 4 reales, Ferdinand-Isabel, mintmark S
to left, assayer P and ermine on reverse, huge flan with legend
ending in ARAGO-, ex-Calbetó. CT-207. 13.65 grams. At first glance

this appears to be an 8 reales, as it is nearly 42mm (in fact the SAME
DIAMETER as the 8R in the previous lot) but quite thin, of course with
crown and all legends 100% full plus choice full inner details, also very
richly toned and AU- grade, a lovely and impressive specimen to be sure.
Pedigreed to the Calbetó collection. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

757. Seville, Spain, 4 reales, Ferdinand-Isabel, no assayer, with legend
ending in ARAGO o S o G. CT-217. 13.36 grams. Broad flan extending beyond the
full legends and crown (smaller dies than the previous lot, which is much bigger),
full inner details with central area of slight weakness, richly toned XF, quite pretty.
Pedigreed to our Auction #16 (lot #697). Estimate: $400-$600.

Charles-Joanna

Philip II

758. Zaragoza, Spain, 1 real, 1520, Gothic legends, five bars
in shield, rare. CT-166. 3.20 grams. Broad, thin flan with full legends
and inner details, richly toned VF with small edge-split, among the
first Spanish coins to show a date in the design. Estimate: $200-$300.

759. Seville, Spain, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer Gothic
D at 4 o’clock outside tressure on reverse. CT-235. 27.09 grams.

Sharp AU with luster, very choice full shield and cross-lions-castles
(with natural flaw on upper-right lion), full crown and nearly full
legends. Estimate: $300-$450.
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760. Seville, Spain, cob 8 reales, (15)90 date to right, assayer

Gothic D below mintmark and denomination to left. CT-241.

27.30 grams. Choice full shield and cross-lions-castles, bold mintmark

but weak date, richly toned XF. With photo-certificate. Estimate:
$200-$300.

761. Seville, Spain, cob 8 reales, (15)91/0 date to right, as-

sayer H below mintmark S and denomination o-VIII to left.
CT-245. 27.26 grams. Good full cross-lions-castles and shield with bold

full S-oVIII-H to left (date weak but certain), richly toned VF with
flat peripheries. Estimate: $500-$750.

762. Granada, Spain, cob 4 reales, 1595 date to left, assayer

763. Segovia, Spain, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer oD to

right, mintmark above denomination o-iiii to left, second
mintmark-denomination flanking cross, rare, CT Plate Coin.
CT-352. 13.66 grams. Very

broad flan that extends beyond the full legends, choice full shield and crown, crisply detailed but double-struck
full cross-and-tressure, richly toned XF+ with edge-crack. Plate Coin
in Numismática española (2008), by Calicó. Estimate: $500-$750.

764. Seville, Spain, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer Gothic

D at 4 o’clock outside tressure on reverse, fleur-de-lis below
crown. CT-391. 13.25 grams. Perfectly round specimen with very choice
full shield, full crown, full but very slightly double cross-and-tressure,
some legend, deeply toned XF. Estimate: $250-$375.

F above denomination o-IIII and mintmark G to right. CT-303.

765. Seville, Spain, cob 4 reales, 1595 date to right, assayer

mintmark, good full cross-and-tressure, deeply rainbow-toned AXF.
Estimate: $250-$375.

13.69 grams. Bold full date, full but somewhat flat shield and cross,

13.30 grams. Very bold full shield, date, and assayer-denomination-

B below mintmark S and denomination o-IIII to left. CT-403.
non-toned AVF. Estimate: $200-$300.

766. Seville, Spain, cob 4 reales, 1595 date to right, assayer
B below mintmark S and denomination o-IIII to left. CT-403.
13.62 grams. Full S-oIIII-B, bold date flanking full but partially flat

shield, full cross, lightly toned VF with dark area on part of edge.
Estimate: $200-$300.
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767. Toledo, Spain, cob 4 reales, 1593 date to right, assayer C below
mintmark oT and above denomination 4 to left, rare.

CT-422. 13.47 grams.

Bold mintmark, full date and assayer and denomination, choice full shield and crossand-tressure (the latter with old scratches), non-toned AXF. Estimate: $200-$300.

Philip III

768. Toledo, Spain, cob 4 reales, 1611/0C, rare (unlisted), rotated reverse legend.
CT-unl (95 for type); KM-unl (33.5 for type). 13.18 grams. Choice

full shield and cross (the latter offcenter), full date at 4 o’clock with oddly offset final digit (unlisted overdate) in the absence
of doubling, nearly full king’s name and ordinal, deeply rainbow-toned VF+. Estimate:
$200-$300.

Philip IV

769. Segovia, Spain, cob 8 reales, 1624R, quadrants of cross

transposed, rare. CT-551; KM-39.5. 26.94 grams. Broad flan with very

bold full cross and 100% full date (the first digit of which is punched
over a backwards 1), full but doubled shield, richly old-toned VF.
Estimate: $600-$900.

770. Segovia, Spain, cob 8 reales, 1625R, rare.

CT-553; KM-

Nice full shield with bold mintmark and assayer to
left, good full cross with bold full date above, richly old-toned VF.
Estimate: $600-$900.
39.5. 27.39 grams.

771. Seville, Spain, cob 8 reales, 1624(D). CT-596; KM-39.6. 26.44

grams. Very full and bold date, full but off-center and slightly doubled

cross and crown and shield, AVF with slight surface porosity, toned
fields. Estimate: $250-$375.

772. Seville, Spain, cob 8 reales, 1631(R), rare. CT-604; KM-39.6.

27.19 grams. Full four-digit date above good full cross, full shield and

crown, thick flan, lightly toned VF. Estimate: $300-$450.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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773. Madrid, Spain, cob 4 reales, 1650A, rare.

CT-676; KM-

Choice full date and cross-and-tressure and shield
(all very bold), AXF with attractive toning, sharply nine-sided flan.
Estimate: $200-$300.
35.4. 13.76 grams.

774. Madrid, Spain, cob 4 reales, 1662A, date at 9 o’clock,

rare. CT-680; KM-35.4. 13.19 grams. Good full cross-and-tressure with

bold 62 of date to left (ninety degrees counterclockwise from normal),
good full shield with full crown above and full assayer A to left, richly
old-toned VF. Estimate: $200-$300.

Philip V
775. Madrid, Spain, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer J, rare.

Very interesting cob with lustrous
UNC details and fields mixed with flat spots (uneven strike), the M•J
mintmark-assayer and +8+ denomination particularly bold but also
with full crown and shield and cross, all very richly old-toned, also
with 180-degree rotated legend on reverse (just the first digit 1 of the
date visible), a seldom-seen cob type from the period of the War of
Spanish Succession. Estimate: $500-$750.
CT-type 132; KM-239. 26.97 grams.
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World Silver Coins
We have made a slight change with this auction: All tokens and certain medals can now be found in World Silver Coins instead of in their
own section; a separate Medals section still exists, however, and should not be missed. The relocated pieces all represent actual circulating denominations, usually in lieu of good, available official coinage in their respective times and places. The medals in question (particularly from
the Republic of Bolivia) are typically made from full-fineness silver in the same size and weight as the official coinage and were preferred over
the debased coins by the elite. Tokens, on the other hand, were the daily exchange instrument for the mass of the population in rural areas of
much of South and Central America plus the Caribbean Islands. Basically the “regular folks” who resided outside the main cities used tokens
much more than base metal coinage and certainly far more than silver coins. The owners of all the prominent estates (usually referred to as
haciendas and fincas) received “free advertising” and egotism by issuing (and paying for) tokens that showed their names. When the pieces left
the local circulation for whatever reason, the estate owner made a paper profit if the tokens were never redeemed with him. Artistically oriented
shop-keepers, club owners, and operators of restaurants or bars or party houses often produced tokens for use in their establishments where
regular folks spent their small earnings. “Money of the Little People” is what one of our consignors in Colombia calls tokens, most of which
are round and otherwise pretty much like the coinage of the era but almost always in base metals or other materials like wood or plastic. If
coin collecting is the accumulation of historical remnants from a past era used for commercial exchange, then tokens and circulating medals
epitomize that function.

The 1829 “Tapados” of Facundo Quiroga
by Mariano Cohen

In September 1825 the government of La Rioja approved the statute creating the “Banco de Rescates y Casa
de Moneda” (bailout bank and mint). It is worth mentioning that many of the shareholders were political
authorities or their relatives.
Soon there would be problems: In January 1826 Bernardino Rivadavia was named first Argentine president
and created “El Banco Nacional” (the national bank) with exclusive right to mint coins in all the national
territory, but negotiations with the province of La Rioja did not go well. In September of the same year, La
Rioja refused to recognize the new government and its institutions.
Rivadavia proceeded to send allied troops to the interior under the command of Gregorio Aráoz de Lamadrid,
hero of the Independence, only to be defeated several times by the Argentine caudillo (military strongman)
of La Rioja, Juan Facundo Quiroga.
Rivadavia’s Unitarian regime was fighting the Federalists—a union of the provinces—each retaining its own
autonomy but striving to achieve a concentration of power and thus ability to fight against the Unitarians and
the centralization of power in Buenos Aires. Most of the Federalists were caudillos, defending the idea that
each province should have its own government and make its own decisions, while the Unitarians maintained
that the power should be concentrated in a single nation-state with its capital in Buenos Aires.
Rivadavia resigned in June 1827 and the presidential regime fell, while the provinces resorted to self-governance, delegating foreign relations
to the Federal governor of Buenos Aires, Manuel Dorrego. In 1828 a peace treaty was signed with Brazil after a prolonged war by the “Banda
Oriental” (the Eastern Bank of the River Uruguay, now known as just Uruguay). Returning from the war, General Lavalle overthrew Dorrego
and assumed the role of Governor. The bloodiest civil wars began with Dorrego’s execution by firing squad without trial.
Soon Lavalle’s minister José María Paz defeated Juan Bautista Bustos in Córdoba, the second largest city of the country, and with its allies, who
occupied nine provinces, formed the Unitary League of the Interior, of which he was named chief, but without including Buenos Aires, where
Lavalle signed a peace accord with Federalist Juan Manuel de Rosas, who became governor for the first time at the end of 1829.
Paz then sent his second-in-command, Aráoz de Lamadrid, to La Rioja to immediately assume control of the government with the express
mission to mint coins. In defeat, Quiroga then ordered an exodus from the city and buried the tools and machines of the mint in addition to
much of his fortune in the now-famous tapados (hoards) in his region Los Llanos, today known as “Los Tapados de Quiroga.”
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These hoards were eventually found and retrieved by an assistant. By Lamadrid’s estimate the hoard consisted of 40,000 pesos; according to
Quiroga it was 93,000 pesos. (For reference, an 8 escudos coin was equivalent to 17 pesos at that time, the peso being an 8 reales.) Along with
the coins were the dies used for coins minted in 1828. Lamadrid would go on to mint coins in 1830 and early 1831.
After several battles, Paz was defeated and taken prisoner. Quiroga defeated Lamadrid definitively in Ciudadela in the province of Tucumán
at the end of 1831 and returned triumphant to La Rioja in March 1832. He was already a national hero and an ally of Rosas and of another
important caudillo, Estanislao López, governor of Santa Fé.
The Federalists had returned to La Rioja in February 1831, taking total control by November of that year, and continued minting 8 reales
pieces for several years more. While all of the same design as the pre-1831 issues, their fineness in silver varied, affecting their appearance and
making them very hard to grade now.
About the author: A recognized numismatic researcher in Argentina, Mariano Cohen was the co-author of Monedas Argentinas de Emergencia 1815-1823 and
has published several articles, especially concerning the coinage of La Rioja and recently about the Quiroga Hoard in particular.

Argentina (River Plate Provinces)
776. Argentina (River Plate Provinces), Potosí mint, 8 soles,

1815FL, encapsulated NGC AU 55. Janson-6.1; KM-15. Mostly bold strike
but with some weakness near rims and in very center (sunface), minor marks,
nice toning, popular type. NGC #2812512-002. Estimate: $500-$750.

777. Argentina (River Plate Provinces), La Rioja mint,

8 reales, 1828P, encapsulated NGC MS 63, finest known
in NGC census. Janson-30; KM-20. With muted luster all over and

practically devoid of wear but with lightly struck centers as usual (full
sunface), a gorgeous specimen that undoubtedly saw no circulation
since the early 1800s. NGC #2730693-001. Possibly from one of the
famous 1829 “tapados” (hoards) of Juan Facundo Quiroga (see Cohen
article above). Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
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778. Argentina (River Plate Provinces), La Rioja mint, 8 reales,

1834P, encapsulated NGC MS 61. Janson-35; KM-20. Choice strike,

nice luster and no wear (just a few small bagmarks), with toning on details
but not the fields, in fact tied for finest known in NGC census. NGC
#2741740-001. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

Argentina (Tucumán)

779. Tucumán, Argentina, “imitation cob” 2 reales, date “752” (struck 1820-24), rare,
encapsulated NGC VF 25. Janson-1; KM-1. Struck in imitation of Potosí cob 2R, this specimen richly

old-toned with light, even wear, nearly full pillars and cross-lions-castles, full date. NGC #2713826-005.
Estimate: $600-$900.

Argentina (Buenos Aires)

780. Buenos Aires, Argentina (National Bank), copper 10 décimos, 1827. Janson-6.3; KM-4. 14.39 grams Large flan (29mm), typically struck in coin alignment, problem-free

AU- with areas of original color and luster. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Argentina (La Rioja)

781. La Rioja, Argentina, 8 reales, 1838R, coin rotation, encapsulated NGC MS 63+. Janson-55.2; KM-8. Brightly lustrous and clearly

devoid of wear but with a few minor marks and surface porosity per the
type (rare grade, only four better among twenty-seven submissions currently in the NGC census), no toning. NGC #4489172-001. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.

Notes about the 1838 coinage of La Rioja by Mariano Cohen:
At the end of 1833, Facundo Quiroga settled in Buenos Aires. In February 1835 he returned from mediation on a peace mission between the
provinces of Tucumán, Salta and Santiago del Estero to which he had been sent by his friend Rosas and was intercepted and killed at Barranca
Yaco in Córdoba.
The authors of the event were the Reynafé brothers, one of whom was governor of Córdoba. They were unconditional allies of López, the governor of Santa Fé and Quiroga›s great internal rival within Federalism. López is also credited with the deed, although that was never verified.
Rosas carried out the process of prosecution that ended with the imprisonment and execution of the Reynafé brothers, for which the later
governor of La Rioja, Tomás Brizuela, decided to pay tribute by minting new coins, the very rare 1836 8 escudos with the bust of Rosas.
Rosas did not accept these coins, as he did not agree with the idea of making himself into a cult, more so by an independent province. La
Rioja then changed gears and created a new currency of 8 reales with the legend “República Argentina Confederada” (Argentine Confederate
Republic) on one side and “Eterno Loor al Restaurador Rosas” (Eternal Praise to the Restorer Rosas) on the other side. They were minted
between 1838 and 1840, after which time a new Unitarian rebellion took place.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Argentina (Republic)
782. Argentina, copper-nickel essai 50

centavos, 1940, encapsulated NGC MS
64. KM-Pn53. Highly lustrous and prooflike
with near-mirror fields and frosty details, lovely amber color all over with blue and magenta
highlights in center on obverse. Tied with one
other for finest known in NGC census. NGC
#4465088-002. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

783. Argentina, nickel pattern 50

centavos, 1940, encapsulated PCGS
SP 64, finest and only specimen
in PCGS census. KM-Pn54. 6.14 grams.

Highly lustrous fields and frosty details
(prooflike) with minimal light marks, no
toning. PCGS #30828779. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

Australia

784. Australia, florin, George V, Victoria and Melbourne centennial (193435), encapsulated NGC MS 64.

KM-33. Lustrous and choice strike with incipient
rainbow toning, light hairlines in obverse fields only, scarce as nearly half of the mintage
was melted. NGC #2713812-008. Estimate: $500-$750.

Austria

785. Salzburg, Austrian States, 1 thaler, Saint Rupert of

Salzburg, 1620, encapsulated NGC MS 61, finest known in
NGC census. KM-61; Dav-3497. Very broad flan (slightly off-center and

with minor natural flaw at bottom of reverse), attractively toned over
muted luster, no noticeable marks and very little high-point wear on
reverse only. NGC #4465040-003. Estimate: $350-$500.

786. Graz, Austria (Holy Roman Empire), 1 thaler, Ferdinand II, 1624.

KM-521; Dav-3106. 28.58 grams. Choice full strike
on broad flan with beautiful toning all over (rainbow colors around
details), AU- overall. What’s neat about this issue is that the Emperor’s
titles are so numerous that the legend ends (after STYRIAE) with just
“ETC.” Estimate: $200-$300.
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Bolivia (colonial)

Busts

Pillars

787. Potosí, Bolivia, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1770JR, dot
after king’s name. KM-50; CT-972. 27.31 grams. Lustrous AU with small

spots of dark toning, mostly bold strike, a choice specimen overall.
Estimate: $350-$500.

790. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1774JR,
encapsulated NGC MS 63.

KM-55; CT-974. Choice strike, highly
lustrous and non-toned as from a hoard found in the 1970s, with just
a few bagmarks and light scuff at bottom of shield keeping it from a
higher grade (tops in the census being MS 66). NGC #3158901-002.
Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

788. Potosí, Bolivia, pillar 4 reales, Charles III, 1769JR,

fancy 9. KM-49; CT-1170. 12.91 grams. Bold and problem-free VF with

deeply toned fields, weak rims, scarce and desirable variety. Estimate:
$250-$375.

791. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1780PR,

encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-55; CT-982. Lustrous and devoid of

wear but with minor marks and hairlines in obverse fields, light toning near obverse rim. NGC #4274525-012. Estimate: $500-$750.

789. Potosí, Bolivia, pillar 4 reales, Charles III, 1770JR. KM49; CT-1172. 12.90 grams. Broad-flan XF with scratches and encrustation,

mostly toned. Estimate: $250-$375.

792. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1784PR. KM-

55; CT-991. 26.86 grams. Attractively toned AU- with weak rims, minor

marks in obverse fields. Estimate: $250-$375.

793. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1820PJ,

encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-84; CT-609. Bold strike, nice muted

luster, no marks or wear at all, in fact tied for finest known in NGC
census for this date and one of only four for the entire type at MS
64 or higher at NGC and PCGS combined. NGC #3724678-004.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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794. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 4 reales, Charles III, 1778JR, NEX
instead of REX in legend, very rare, encapsulated NGC VF
20, ex-Sellschopp. KM-54; CT-1183. 13.32 grams. Toned around details,

slightly off-center obverse, a few minor laminations, overall a decent
specimen for this curious error, with excellent pedigree as well. NGC
#4489240-001. Pedigreed to the Sellschopp collection (SBC auction of
September 1988), with original lot-tag #962. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

795. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 1 real, Ferdinand VII, 1825/3JL,

encapsulated NGC MS 64 with silver WINGS sticker. KM-unl

(87 for type); CT-unl (336 for type). Choice luster (no toning) and completely

devoid of marks and wear, in fact not just finest known in NGC census
but also top five for the entire 1813-25 type. NGC #3607394-002.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Bolivia (Republic)

796. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1827JM, laureate head, encap- 798. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1837LM.
sulated NGC MS 61. KM-97. Choice strike with full details and no

KM-97. 26.93 grams

marks or wear except for very light surface hairlines all over, traces of
toning around details. NGC #4488467-007. Estimate: $250-$375.

AU- with luster and high-point wear, slightly weak bust, marks in
fields, toned in legends, interesting die-clashing visible below Bolívar.
Estimate: $200-$300.

797. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1837LM, encapsulated NGC

799. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles-sized silver proclamation medal,

AU 58. KM-97. Mostly toned over muted luster, with die-polish lines
in fields and very light high-point wear. Estimate: $200-$300.

1852. Fonrobert-9566; Burnett-40B. 27.00 grams. Bold AU- with contrasting toning around details, minimal high-point wear and no marks,
one-year issue with tulip design on edge (as for pillar dollars) and in
fact the only crown in the series of circulating proclamation medals
between 1825 and 1865. Estimate: $200-$300.
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800. Potosí, Bolivia, 2 soles-sized silver proclamation medal,
1838, Socabaya, encapsulated NGC MS 64, finest known
in NGC census. Fonrob-

Brazil (colonial)

Beautiful rainbow
toning over luster, choice
strike (part of reverse rim
weak), coin alignment,
exceptional grade. NGC
#2713826-006. Estimate:
$600-$900.
ert-9517.

801. Potosí, Bolivia, 2 soles-sized silver proclamation medal,
1852, Belzu, encapsulated NGC MS 64, finest known in NGC
census. Fonrobert-9567.
Attractively toned on
lustrous surfaces all
over, choice strike, no
wear or marks. NGC
#2713826-008. Estimate: $400-$600.

805. Brazil, 640 reis, arms double countermark (1809) on

a Bahia, Brazil, 600 reis, José I, 1758-B, encapsulated NGC
VF 30, c/s XF standard. Russo-234; KM-299. 17.65 grams Deeply toned

on fields and in crevices (both on host and in countermark), no marks
or problems, just honest wear, scarce issue. Estimate: $500-$750.

802. Potosí, Bolivia, 1 sol,
1855MJ, encapsulated NGC
MS 63, tied for finest known
in NGC census. KM-119.2. Choice

strike, muted luster, no marks or
wear, typical lower-fineness issue in
0.667 silver (as opposed to the high-fineness proclamation medals).
NGC #2728561-014. Estimate: $250-$375.

806. Brazil (Rio mint), 960 reis, João VI, 1819-R, struck over
a Spanish colonial bust 8R, encapsulated NGC MS 66, tied
for finest known in NGC census. Russo-477; KM-326.1. Exceptional

quality, choice strike, no marks or wear of any kind, lightly toned over
muted luster, with traces of undercoin detail here and there, probably
the finest of the type we have ever offered. NGC #2713842-003.
Estimate: $800-$1,200.

803. Potosí, Bolivia, 1 boliviano, 1864FP, error with A/O

at end of BOLIVIANA, rare. KM-152.1. 24.96 grams. XF with weak
center of arms, light toning around details, muted luster, bold error, a
key rarity with very high catalog value. Estimate: $500-$750.

807. Brazil (Rio mint), 960 reis, João VI, 1820-R, encapsulated NGC MS 63. Russo-478; KM-326.1. Broad flan with choice full

804. Potosí, Bolivia, 1 melgarejo, 1865FP, encapsulated

details (faint traces of undercoin but not enough to determine the
type), deep toning over muted luster. Estimate: $200-$300.

NGC MS AU 55. KM-146. Good luster and no wear but a few marks

and surface hairlines in reverse fields, one-year type struck in lowergrade silver (0.666 fine). NGC #2713842-004. Estimate: $400-$600.
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British Honduras (Belize)

809. British Honduras (Belize), copper 1/4 rial token, 1871,

808. British Honduras (Belize), copper-nickel 5 cents, John Jex, encapsulated NGC VF 30, finest known in NGC
George V, 1919, encapsulated NGC MS 63, finest known in
NGC census. KM-16. No wear or marks except for faint old scratch

on bust, minimal toning and luster. NGC #3842558-011. Estimate:
$300-$450.

census. KM-Tn1. Interesting issue made to look like a US Indian head

cent but with legend that says BELIZE HONDURAS / RECEIVABLE
FOR 1/4 RIAL BY J.J. [John Jex], darkly toned with areas of black
and green encrustation. NGC #2713825-007. Estimate: $250-$375.

Chile (colonial)

810. Santiago, Chile, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1796/5DA, rare,
encapsulated NGC VF 20. KM-51; CT-741. Deeply toned, with parts
of rims weak (as made), clear overdate, missing in most major collections and in fact one of only two in NGC census. NGC #2783122-005.
Estimate: $600-$900.

811. Santiago, Chile, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII transitional

(“admiral” bust), 1809FJ, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM68; CT-624. Luster

and rainbow toning around details, no marks or wear,
a very choice and lovely specimen of this brief and popular type, in fact
second finest known in NGC census. NGC #2713842-005 Estimate:
$3,500-$5,000.
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812. Santiago, Chile, bust 1/2 real, Ferdinand VII, 1813FJ, encapsulated NGC MS 65, finest
known in NGC census. KM-64; CT-1392. Bold details with evidence of die-clashing but no marks or wear at
all, traces of luster and light toning, slightly off-center strike. NGC #4489238-002. Estimate: $300-$450.

Chile (Republic)
813. Santiago, Chile, “volcano” peso, 1817FJ, encapsulated
NGC AU 55. KM-82.2. Bold details with luster in legends, faint surface

hairlines in fields, slightly off-center strike. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

814. Santiago, Chile, 1/4 real, 1833, encapsulated NGC MS 64, finest known in
NGC census, ex-Whittier (designated on label). KM-89. Bold but off-center strike, lustrous

and devoid of any wear, very faint surface hairlines only. NGC #302816-017. Pedigreed to the
Whittier collection. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

China (provincial)

815. China, Hupeh province, copper 10 cash, (1902-05), water dragon, large
fireball, encapsulated NGC MS 62 BN.

KM-Y122.5. 7.45 grams Light rainbow color on
reddish surfaces with muted luster, practically no marks or wear, in fact among the top four
submissions in NGC census. NGC #2729006-011. Estimate: $200-$300.

816. China, Chekiang province, copper 10 cash, (1903-06), circle plate reverse,

bold circle lines, encapsulated NGC MS 62 BN. KM-Y49. 7.72 grams No wear but some

tiny marks, parts of rims weak (as made), mostly dark but some traces of original color and
luster. NGC #2729006-012. Estimate: $200-$300.

Colombia (colonial)

817. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1 real, Charles III, 1776JJ, rare. Restrepo-38.7; CT-1627; KM-46.1.
2.78 grams. F/VG for the type (unevenly struck) with hole at top, some toning (black spot above date),

key rarity in the series but also popular as the date of U.S. Independence. Estimate: $400-$600.

818. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1/2 real, Charles IV, 1792JJ, rare. Restrepo-77.1; KM-57; CT-1327. 1.55
grams. Deeply toned XF with natural edge-flaw at 3 o’clock, otherwise exceptional quality for the issue.

Estimate: $400-$600.

Colombia (United Provinces of New Granada)
819. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1819, “Libertad Americana.” Restrepo-138.1; KM76. 6.25 grams. Virtually UNC, with luster in legends and no wear in evidence, but with slight

surface graininess (due to low fineness of 0.666), nearly full central detail (which is rare) but
with very minor lamination flaws on reverse, overall exceptional quality for this popular oneyear-issue prior to full Colombian independence. Pedigreed to the Ernst Otto Horn collection,
with old tag. Estimate: $200-$300.
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820. Bogotá, Colombia (Cundinamarca), 1/4 real, 1814, rare. Restrepo-130.1; KM-F2. 0.46 gram. VG with clear
date, very weak rims, still a decent example of this rare two-year type in low-grade silver (0.583 fineness) struck prior to
full Colombian independence. Estimate: $200-$300.

Colombia (Republic / Cundinamarca)

821. Bogotá, Colombia (Cundinamarca), 1/4 real, 1821,

822. Bogotá, Colombia (Cundinamarca), 1/2 real, 1821JF,

parts of rims crude (as made), virtually no wear or marks, with even
the centering dot in cap bold, provisional issue struck in low-grade
silver (0.666 fine). Pedigreed to the Dana Roberts collection. Estimate:
$500-$750.

AU with full details including bold Indian head and pomegranate
(particularly rare thus) albeit with small dent below the latter, attractively toned and exceptional overall for the issue (struck in 0.666-fine
silver). Pedigreed to the Freeman Craig auction of May 1987, lot #515.
Estimate: $1,250-$2,250.

with BA mintmark to left, encapsulated ANACS AU 50, exDana Roberts. Restrepo-145.3; KM-79.2. Bold but off-center strike with

Cundinamarca, ex-Craig. Restrepo-149.1; KM-F8. 1.48 grams. Choice

Colombia (Republic of New Granada)
823. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales, 1839RS, encapsulated NGC AU
55. Restrepo-194.1; KM-98. Lightly toned and well struck for the issue, scarce this

nice, unpriced in KM above VF and only about a dozen examples of the entire
seven-year type graded at this level or higher. NGC # 4428300-015. Estimate:
$350-$500.

824. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 peso, 1858, encapsulated NGC MS 63.
Restrepo-198.9; KM-118. Finest

known in NGC census by FOUR GRADES, an
important condition rarity, virtually impossible to duplicate, and thus a trophy
coin for the serious collector of either Colombia or Latin American crowns in
general. One of only two coins of the entire four-year type graded Mint State by
either NGC or PCGS. The other (1855 NGC MS 65) sold in the 2014 Lissner
sale (lot 1471) for over $10,000 with buyer’s fee. As a type, even rarer in Mint
State than the “Confederacion Granadina” peso that followed (KM-126), the
best of which is probably an MS 63 that brought $6400+ in Heritage’s January
2015 auction. Well struck, with no significant planchet or striking flaws, nearly
full strike in center of shield and on condor’s head, all covered in a thin layer
of multicolored iridescent toning exhibiting cartwheel luster when brightly
illuminated. NGC #2806790-021. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.
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827. Popayán, Colombia,
826. Bogotá, Colombia,

1 décimo, 1855, encapsulated NGC MS 61. Restrepo-186.6; KM-115. 2.52 grams

825. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 peso, 1858, encapsulated NGC

Deep iridescent toning all
over, tied with one other (sold
in our Auction #8 for $600
and lacking the beautiful toning this piece has) for finest
known in NGC census. NGC
#2727160-003. Estimate:
$300-$450.

AU 53, ex-McClure (designated on label). Restrepo-198.9; KM-118.

Nicely toned over muted luster, parts of rims weak (as made) but rather
uncommon without any post-strike defects, one of only three coins
graded AU 50 or higher by NGC. NGC #4251392-020. Pedigreed
to the Rev. Dr. James G.K. McClure collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

1/2 real, 1862/48 (anachronistic date), encapsulated ANACS AU 50, exDana Roberts. Restrepo-180.1;

Muted luster without
toning, particularly well-detailed wreath, slightly off-center
strike, bold overdate. As explained in Restrepo, the design
of this coin is for the Republic
of New Granada (which it was
in 1848), but the new date of
1862 places it under the United
States of Colombia. Pedigreed
to the Dana Roberts collection.
Estimate: $400-$600.
KM-133.

Colombia (United States of Colombia)

830. Bogotá, Colombia, 1/2 décimo, 1868, encapsulated
828. Bogotá, Colombia, 1 peso, 1864, encapsulated NGC

AU 50. Restrepo-315.3; KM-139.1. Very scarce this choice, with minimal

marks and light wear on highest points, muted luster, some rainbow
toning near parts of rims, one of only two graded AU 50 or higher
with no Mint State examples recorded. NGC #4219663-006. Estimate: $300-$450.

NGC MS 63.

Restrepo-256.1; KM-150.1. Choice strike with muted
luster (0.666 fineness), no marks or wear, die-cracks below bust, tied
for second finest known in NGC census. NGC #2728555-003. Estimate: $350-$500.

831. Bogotá, Colombia, 5 centavos, 1874, encapsulated
829. Popayán, Colombia, 2 décimos, 1867, fineness 0.835
/ 0.900, encapsulated NGC XF 40.

Restrepo-280.1; KM-149a.2.

Minimal wear for the grade, with areas of very light toning over muted
luster, die-breaks and other natural flaws on reverse, rims a bit weak,
in any case a rare grade for the issue, in fact second finest known in
NGC census. NGC #2728561-015. Estimate: $300-$450.

NGC MS 64. Restrepo-262.3; KM-170. Superb strike, no marks or wear
at all, muted luster (due to low 0.666 fineness) with incipient toning,
in fact tied with one other for finest known in NGC census behind a
single MS 65. NGC #2728555-002. Estimate: $400-$600.
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832. Medellín, Colombia, 5 centavos, 1875, fineness 0.666

833. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 décimo, 1866, stars with open

with luster and incipient toning in legends (die-cracks there, too),
natural bulge in field in front of face, rather nice grade for the issue (in
fact graded AU 55 in Whittier but now raw). Pedigreed to the Whittier
collection. Estimate: $600-$900.

esting variety with “gears” (stars with open centers) at bottom of revere
(not listed for this date in Restrepo), attractively toned AU- with traces
of luster, crude rims (as made). Estimate: $250-$375.

/ 0.835, rare, ex-Whittier. Restrepo-265.1; KM-174a.2. 1.30 grams. AU

centers (unlisted). Restrepo-248.7 var; KM-143.2 for type. 0.74 gram. Inter-

Costa Rica (Central American Republic)

834. Costa Rica, Central American Republic, 8 reales, 1831F,
encapsulated NGC AU 58, very rare. KM-22. Lustrous and only very

lightly hairlined, with typically slightly weak strike in leaves but otherwise nice, desirable one-year type that sells for far more than the usual
Guatemala issues, this one being second finest known in NGC census
behind a single MS 63 (the Lissner specimen, which sold for $32,500 in
2014) and clearly better than a handful of lower-AU specimens that have
sold in the $6000 range in recent years. NGC #2803441-001. Estimate:
$7,000-$10,000.
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Costa Rica (countermarks and counterstamps)
Type I

835. Costa Rica (State), 2 reales, radiate-star-in-circle countermark (Type I, 1841-2), holed with plug removed per the

issue, on a Pasto, Colombia, bust 2 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1822O, unique combination, encapsulated NGC Good details
/ holed. KM-unl. There is a lot going on here: The radiate-star Carrillo countermark is placed next to a hole about the same size, where a plug
was removed officially, but there are also two much smaller holes near the edge, one of which was most likely originally a customary test punch
(the other simply for wearing on a string in its time); but also this countermarked specimen appears to be unique with this host (mentioned
without photos in early references, probably all referring to this single coin), hence this should be an exciting coin for Costa Rican collectors.
Lightly toned, the legends bold but the host date weak (distinctive design). Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

836. Costa Rica (State), 1 real, radiate-star-in-circle countermark (Type I, 1841-2), holed with plug removed per the is-

sue, on a Guatemala bust 1 real, Ferdinand VII, 1821M, very rare, encapsulated NGC VG details / holed. KM-unl. Radiate-star

countermark of Carrillo next to the removal a plug of about the same size and with small (official) test mark between ET and IND, a very rare
issue in this denomination and particularly rare on a Ferdinand VII Guatemala host, with hole for wearing at top, good toning, and much
clear host-coin detail (including date). Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

837. Costa Rica (State), 1/2 real, radiate-star-in-circle countermark (Type I, 1841-2), holed with plug removed per the issue,
on a Mexico bust 1/2 real 1793FM, very rare, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-1. 1.42 grams. Fine countermark on VG/Fair host, the counter-

mark (Carrillo star) on the obverse next to a smaller plug-removal hole with customary test mark in U of CAROLUS, one of very few of this
denomination in existence, missing in many important Costa Rican collections. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $1,500-up.
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Type V

838. Costa Rica, 8 reales, 1846JB “2R” counterstamp (Type V) with “8” countermark on a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales,

1771(V-Y), extremely rare, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl. 26.48 grams This counterstamp (intended for 2 reales but used on larger denomi-

nations with a supplemental denomination countermark, like we see here) is very rare on 8R cobs but apparently unlisted on a Potosí cob this
late (as KM-58 refers only to Philip V host), with counterstamp typically weak but readable (Fine) and the countermark bold (VF), the host
Fine with full but partially weak cross and pillars-and-waves, date and both assayers clear, nicely toned and remarkably NOT holed. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $8,000-$12,000.

839. Costa Rica, 2 reales, 1846JB counterstamp (Type V)

840. Costa Rica, 2 reales, 1846JB counterstamp (Type V) on

KM-55. 6.22 grams. Fully readable counterstamp in Fine grade, host VG

with full mintmark and assayer, nicely toned, edge-split. Pedigreed to
the Arthur Engel collection, with old tag. Estimate: $200-$300.

XF counterstamp (rare thus), fully readable, on a Fine host with two
dates and assayers, richly toned. (Note KM-54 is only for Potosí Philip
V hosts, whereas this is Ferdinand VI). Estimate: $200-$300.

Type VI

Type VII

on a Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip V, assayer N (1728-38).

841. Costa Rica, 1 real, “lion” countermark (Type VI, 1849-

57) on a Costa Rica (Central American Republic) 1 real of
1848JB, encapsulated NGC VF 25, c/s XF standard. KM-72.

Fully detailed countermark and host (rims weak), richly toned, with
interesting error FECUDO instead of FECUNDO in legend. Estimate: $250-$375.

a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1747q. KM-unl. 6.52 grams. Choice

842. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, “lion” double countermark

(Type VII, 1889) on a Bogotá, Colombia, 50 centavos, 1880,
ex-Richard Stuart. KM-134.1. 12.28 grams Host XF+ with luster and
incipient golden toning, countermark UNC/AU and fully detailed but
oddly lacking the usual CR below the lion. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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843. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, “lion” double countermark

(Type VII, 1889) on a Medellín, Colombia, 5 décimos, 1882,
encapsulated NGC AU 53 c/s AU strong, finest known in
NGC census. KM-135.2. Lightly rainbow-toned over muted luster,
minor marks, choice countermark. NGC #2728997-004. Estimate:
$300-$450.

844. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, “lion” double countermark

(Type VII, 1889) on a Bogotá, Colombia, 50 centavos, 1884,
encapsulated NGC AU 58 c/s UNC strong, finest known in
NGC census. KM-134.1. Faint rainbow toning over muted luster,
minimal marks, the countermark 100% unworn and perfect. NGC
#2728997-005. Estimate: $300-$450.

Type VIII
845. Costa Rica, 50 centimos,

1923, Type VIII countermark on
a Costa Rica 25 centavos 1875GW
(rare host), encapsulated NGC XF
45. KM-156. Lightly toned over muted

luster, the grade referring to both the
counterstamp and the host, a rather nice
example of this rare combination, as this
counterstamp is usually seen on later
hosts. NGC #2728561-002. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

Costa Rica (Republic)
846. Costa Rica, 1 real, 1847JB, normal B (rare), “Madonna and child” proclamation issue,

encapsulated NGC XF 45. KM-65. Very clean fields with no marks or wear (center design slightly weak),
so probably undergraded (also slab says 1846 date in error), lightly toned all over. Note that most specimens
of this type show a backwards B in the assayer, and ones that do not (like this one) are considered rare. Second highest grade in NGC census behind a pair of AU 55’s. NGC #2728555-005. Estimate: $400-$600.

847. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, 1875GW. KM-112. 12.86 grams.

Toned XF with typically weak central detail, planchet flaw or old test
cut on rim but still of nice appearance for this “ceiba tree” issue, which
almost always comes in lower grade. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

848. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, 1880GW, encapsulated NGC
AU 50. KM-124. Lustrous and starting to tone nicely, with very mi-

nor marks and hairlines in fields. NGC #2728555-012. Estimate:
$200-$300.
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849. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, 1885GW, encapsulated NGC 853. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, 1890GW, encapsulated NGC
MS 62. KM-124. Lustrous fields with beautiful light rainbow toning,

XF 45, ex-Richard Stuart (as designated on label).

minimal marks, in fact tied with three others for finest known in NGC
census. NGC #2728555-013. Estimate: $500-$750.

Very lightly toned, with much original luster for the grade, minimal
marks. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

850. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, 1886GW. KM-124. 12.66 grams.

854. Costa Rica, 50 centimos, 1903JCV, encapsulated NGC

Lustrous UNC with patches of light rainbow toning, faint surface
hairlines, still a choice and well-struck specimen, the date (shield) side
in fact much nicer than the best (MS 61) in NGC census. Estimate:
$500-$750.

KM-124.

MS 62, ex-Richard Stuart (as designated on label). KM-143. Bold

strike, lustrous and very lightly toned, minimal marks, the fields less
smooth than most. As noted in KM, about two thirds of the mintage for
this date were struck in Philadelphia, and it stands to reason that those
coins, while made from the same dies, would have smoother surfaces
from better-prepared planchets, so we feel the current specimen was
most likely struck in San José. NGC #4435023-004. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $750-$1,100.

851. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, 1887GW, encapsulated NGC
MS 63. KM-124. Brightly lustrous fields with minimal hairlines and
bagmarks, choice strike, in fact tied with one other for finest known
in NGC census. NGC #2728555-015. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

855. Costa Rica, 50 centimos, 1903JCV, encapsulated NGC
MS 62. KM-143. Deep rainbow toning over lustrous surfaces, minimal

marks and hairlines, the fields a bit more satin and mirrorlike than the
previous lot (see note). NGC #2728997-002. Estimate: $300-$450.

852. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, 1890/80GW, encapsulated

NGC AU details / rev scratched. KM-124. Interesting muling of

an 1885 reverse die (note the engraver’s initials CB at bottom) with an
1890 obverse die (also with 9/8 in date, somewhat misleadingly referred
to as “1890/80”), lightly rainbow-toned on lustrous surfaces all over,
one long scratch across denomination as noted. Estimate: $300-$450.

856. Costa Rica, 25 centavos, 1864GW, small denomination,
encapsulated NGC XF 45, ex-Mayer. KM-105. Deeply rainbow-

toned all over, slightly crude strike as usual (some leaves flat, parts of
rims weak and with small void at bottom of obverse), same grade as
one that sold in our Auction #21 (lot #1362) for $940, in fact tied
with two others for second finest in NGC census behind a lone MS
64. NGC #2728555-010. Pedigreed to the Frederick R. Mayer collection.
Estimate: $500-$750.
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861. Costa Rica, piefort copper-nickel essai 1 centavo, 1892,
857. Costa Rica, 25 centavos, 1864GW, small denomina- “ESSAE DE MONNAIE,” rare, encapsulated NGC MS 65,
tion. KM-105. 6.28 grams. Lightly rainbow-toned AXF with flat spots

in centers as usual, no problems for the grade. Estimate: $200-$300.

858. Costa Rica, 10 centavos, 1872GW, encapsulated NGC

VF 25. KM-111. Key rare date, deeply toned and problem-free (just

some light strike in center a usual), in fact same grade as one that
hammered in our Auction #20 for $1100, these two coins technically
tied for second finest in NGC census behind a single XF 45. NGC
#2728555-009. Estimate: $600-$900.

finest known in NGC census. KM-unl (cf Pn6). Lustrous and totally

devoid of marks, the reverse with slight surface granularity (as made)
but still the best on record, the finer of just two in the NGC census.
NGC #2728555-007. Estimate: $400-$600.

862. Costa Rica, piefort copper-nickel pattern 1 centavo
(“1 CENTAVO”), 1892, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 62, exRichard Stuart (designated on label). KM-unl (cf Pn6). Lustrous,

with just a few dark spots on reverse, tied with two others for finest
known in NGC census (one them being the next lot). NGC #4425834012. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

863. Costa Rica, piefort copper-nickel pattern 1 centavo
859. Costa Rica, 5 centavos, 1870GW, encapsulated NGC
AU 58, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label).

KM-110.

Lustrous and bold for the type despite slightly crude surfaces and
partly weak rims (as made), from a low mintage of just 27,000. NGC
#4427891-003. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$200-$300.

(“1 CENTAVO”), 1892, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 62,
ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-unl (cf Pn6). Brightly

lustrous (almost prooflike), tied with two others for finest known in
NGC census (one them being the previous lot). NGC #4425834-014.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

864. Costa Rica, piefort copper pattern 1 centavo (“UN
860. Costa Rica, piefort copper-nickel pattern 1 centavo,
1892, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-unl (cf Pn6). Nice luster

and condition (just a few light marks in reverse field), a low-mintage
pattern on extra-thick flan, in fact one of just three at NGC (all the
same grade). NGC #4323257-010. Estimate: $600-$900.

CENTAVO”), 1892, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 64 BN,
finest and only specimen in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart
(designated on label). KM-unl (cf Pn6). Traces of original color and
luster around details, the only specimen graded by NGC for this exact
variety. NGC #4425834-005. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $300-$450.

865. Costa Rica, copper-nickel essai 1 centavo, 1892, rare, encapsulated
NGC MS 63, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-unl (cf Pn6). Nice

strike and luster with just a couple tiny black spots, tied with two others for finest known in NGC census. NGC #4425833-005. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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866. Costa Rica, piefort aluminum
1 centavo (“UN CENTAVO”), 1892,
rare, encapsulated NGC MS 61, exRichard Stuart (designated on label).

Bright and lustrous but
fraught with marks from manufacture on
soft metal. NGC #4425834-011. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$200-$300.
KM-unl (cf Pn6).

867. Costa Rica, aluminum essai 1
centavo, 1892, rare, encapsulated
NGC MS 63, finest and only specimen in NGC census, ex-Richard
Stuart (designated on label). KM-unl
Brightly lustrous all over, with
manufacturing marks on reverse only
(soft metal), the only specimen graded
by NGC for this exact variety. NGC
#4425833-006. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $300-$450.
(cf Pn6).

868. Costa Rica, aluminum pattern

1 centavo (“1 CENTAVO”), 1892,
rare, encapsulated NGC MS 61, finest
and only specimen in NGC census,
ex-Richard Stuart (designated on
label). KM-unl (cf Pn6). Brightly lustrous but

with small marks on both sides (as made,
aluminum being a soft metal), the only
specimen graded by NGC for this exact
variety. NGC #4425833-014. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$300-$450.

869. Study collection of 28 Costa Rican tokens, 1800s1900s, many rare. Assembled as part of a vast Central and South

American token collection primarily during the 1970s and 1980s,
this group of 28 pieces represents the favorites of that collector from a
group of several hundred different styles and subject matters. Perhaps
the anchor trio are examples almost identical to the Dana Roberts’
trio sold in Heritage in May 2012 under lots 26771 and 2773 for
a combined hammer price of $2550. Those include a beautiful gem
specimen muling of a Hacienda del Patalillo America Central featuring the national arms of Costa Rica with the reverse being an Antigua
Guatemala Bleuler 1/4 real. Refer to Rulau page 232 and Eklund 807
plus Eklund 1036 for early listings of this special issue. The other two
special pieces are from Hacienda del Desengaño of Maria y Aurelia
Monteleagre; both are pre-1878 with one shown in Fonrobert 7365
and Eklund 1032. A popular type is the Habilitado por F Pinto M
stamps over a USA Indian cent circa 1862; this emanates from F. Brene
of San Miguel. A copper uniface piece of Finca La Adelia in Curridabat of Jaime Carranza may well be a specimen striking. Most unusual
with reeded edges are a Cartago pair from Celso Robles Hacienda La
Esperanza (Rulau page 196) and a second from José Maria Oreamuno
Hacienda La Peninsula (Eklund 1038). All the pieces are nicely identified on individual envelopes with some details, and often with one
or more catalogue listings. Quality is generally very nice for the series
with a couple of specimen strikings as noted. Several are believed to
be very rare, particularly in this quality. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Croatia (French Occupation)
870. Zara, Croatia (French Occupation), 4 francs (60 centimes)

siege coinage, 1813, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-1. Lightly

toned over muted luster, with slight weakness on eagle’s breast on obverse
and die-crack across 1.0. on reverse but no marks or wear, in fact tied with
one other for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 63. NGC
#2713829-011. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

Cuba
871. Cuba, “souvenir” peso, 1897, closely spaced date, star below base-

line of 97. KM-M2. 22.45 grams UNC with surface hairlines, light rainbow toning,
popular low-mintage issue (just 4,286 pieces struck). Estimate: $400-$600.

Curaçao (Dutch administration)

872. Curaçao (Dutch administration), 1/4 gulden, script-C countermark (1838) on 1/4 cut
(toothed edges) of a Netherlands 1 gulden of Willem I. KM-27. 2.68 grams. Nicely toned all over,

with 18 of date and full WILLEM visible, the countermark XF and the host Fine. Estimate: $300-$450.

Danish West Indies

873. Danish West Indies, 40 cents, Christian IX, 1905, encapsulated NGC MS 65. KM-80. A superb white gem of one of the

most popular Caribbean coins, with every prooflike detail sharply defined (rare thus) and all fields smooth with a minimum of bagmarks,
a level of quality that is usually considered “specimen,” hence among a mintage of just twenty pieces according to KM. Note that another
“specimen” example (not slabbed) sold in May 2017 for the equivalent of $4400 with buyer’s fee at Rasmussen Copenhagen Auction 871
(lot #105). Tied with two others for finest known in NGC census. NGC #3813786-009. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

Dominica

874. Dominica, 1-1/2 bitts (“moco”), (1798), encapsulated NGC AU 58. Pridmore-22; KM-1. 53 grains
Lustrous, bold and practically devoid of any marks or wear on countermarked side (looks like Mint State to us),
in fact second finest known in NGC census behind a single MS 62. NGC #1528920-002. Estimate: $175-$250.
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Ecuador
875. Quito, Ecuador, 4 reales, 1842MV. KM-24. 13.19 grams. XF with light rainbow
toning over muted luster and a modicum of small marks, rather nice quality for this usually
well-worn issue in low-fineness silver (0.667 fine). Estimate: $300-$450.

876. Quito, Ecuador, 4 reales, 1857GJ, rare, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-37. Muted luster and small spots of colorful toning,
slightly off-center strike (in 0.667 silver) with a few central weak spots but still quite choice and in fact tied with one other for finest known
in NGC census. NGC #2713826-003. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

877. Quito, Ecuador, 2 reales, 1839MV, encapsulated NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC census. KM-18. Bolder than usual
strike (still a couple high points slightly weak) and lovely light toning with luster (strong near rims), clearly an exceptional specimen for this
low-fineness issue (0.667 fine) as it is tops in the NGC by SIX GRADES! NGC #2713812-012. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

878. Quito, Ecuador, 2 reales, 1847GJ, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-33. Choice full strike with light toning over muted luster,

quite lovely for this low-fineness issue (0.667 fine), in fact among the top four graded by NGC based on current census. NGC #2713812-014.
Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

879. Quito, Ecuador, 1/2 real, 1833GJ, denomination “Mo R” (medio real), rare. KM-12.1. 2.13 grams
Net VF with clean fields but weak or worn details, muted luster (0.667 fine), slightly off-center strike, actually quite
nice for this seldom-seen issue, also interesting in that the denomination is very similar to the Mexican mintmark
oM. Estimate: $300-$450.

880. Quito, Ecuador, 1/2 real, 1848GJ. KM-35.2. 1.59 grams. Lustrous Mint State with deep toning around
rims, no marks and just the faintest of hairlines, low fineness (0.667 fine). Estimate: $250-$375.
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El Salvador

881. San Salvador, El Salvador, 2 reales, 1832RL, dotted- 884. San Salvador, El Salvador, 1 real, 1835, “POR LA
circle variety, encapsulated NGC AU 55, finest known in
NGC census. KM-11.2. Broad flan with bold full legends but typi-

cally weak inner details, nice luster on dull-gray surfaces (0.75 fine),
exceptional grade, in fact the better of just two specimens in the current
NGC census by FOUR GRADES. NGC #4465006-007. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

LBERTAD DEL SAL” and waves below pillar, encapsulated
NGC XF 40, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-18.8. Full strike except for

very centers (natural stress fissures), with good luster and very little
in the way of marks or actual wear (0.7 fine), in fact more like AU
55 to us and surely among the finest known but incorrectly ascribed
in NGC census as “POR LIBERTAD DEL SAL,” lacking the word
“LA,” which is present on this coin. NGC #3072743-010. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

882. San Salvador, El Salvador, 1 real, 1835, “POR LA LIBERTAD DEL SAL,” encapsulated NGC XF 40, ex-Richard
Stuart (designated on label). KM-18.9. Off-center strike with some
weakness near rims but otherwise bold and with colorful toning over
muted luster (reduced fineness of 0.7 silver), minimal marks (looks
more like AU 50 to us). NGC #4427735-008. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

885. Lot of four El Salvador tokens in brass or bronze, late

1800s to early 1900s. 27.93 grams total. Generally choice specimens

883. San Salvador, El Salvador, 1 real, 1835, “POR LA LIBERTAD DEL SAL,” encapsulated NGC XF 45, ex-Richard
Stuart (designated on label). KM-18.9. Nearly full details, with

some luster and toning (0.7 fine), but with marks here and there. NGC
#4427735-007. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$400-$600.

consisting of the following: Finca La Paz, Santiago de Maria, around
“1879” on both sides (brass, Rulau Usu-40, p. 217); Juan Mayner,
Santiago de Maria, around denomination “4 Rls” / denomination
“50” above CINCUENTA CENTAVOS (brass, Rulau Usu-45, p.
217); República del Salvador around “ANO 1883” / EMPRESA DE
AGUAS DE COJUTEPEQUE around machinery (bronze, Rulau
Cus-1, p. 207); Meardi y Delpech, Salvador, around 2 de Mayo 1905
/ Mauricios, 1o Julio 1915, around denomination “1/2 RL” (octagonal
brass, Eklund 999.7 var, Rulau p. 215). Estimate: $200-$300.

Essequibo and Demerary (Guyana)
886. Essequibo & Demerary, proof copper 1 stiver, 1813, encapsulated
NGC PF 64 BN. KM-10. Pretty bluish toning over lustrous surfaces but rather dark
all over. NGC #3590074-004. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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887. Essequibo & Demerary, copper 1 stiver, 1813, encapsulated NGC
MS 65 BN, ex-Roehrs (designated on label). KM-10. Prooflike with luster, very

reflective for a copper coin, no marks at all, a top-notch specimen with desirable
pedigree, in fact tied with two others for finest known in NGC census (over dozens
of submissions in lower grade). NGC #3500225-010. Pedigreed to the Ed Roehrs collection. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

France
888. France (Orleans mint), 24 sols, Louis XVI, 1786-R, encapsulated NGC MS
62.

KM-111. Brightly lustrous (no toning), slightly off-center strike with parts of rims weak.
NGC #4489238-004. Estimate: $300-$450.

889. Rouen, France, Foundry of Maromme, bronze essai 12
deniers, 1790, encapsulated NGC MS 63 BN. Maz-182. Lustrous

and colorful, with much original copper color (closer to RB), one
small black spot on reverse, interesting test piece for flan and metal
to be used at the Rouen mint for striking 12 deniers (which never
happened). Note O/U and U/O in ROUEN. NGC #4427805-007.
Estimate: $300-$450.

892. France (Paris mint), 2 francs, Louis XVIII, 1817-A. Gad5.3; KM-710.1. 9.84 grams. Lustrous UNC with attractive rainbow toning

around details, faint hairlines in obverse fields. Estimate: $300-$450.

893. France (Paris mint), bronze essai 1 franc, (1848), encap-

sulated NGC MS 63 BN. Gad-456. Pretty blue and pink toning over

890. France (Metz mint), copper 1 decime, L’An 8-AA

(1799-1800), encapsulated NGC MS 62 RB, finest and
only specimen in NGC census. KM-644.2. 19.71 grams Lots of

nice luster on obverse, light surface hairlines on reverse, from a large
series of essais struck at the beginning of the Second Republic but apparently unlisted in KM. NGC #4348106-013. Estimate: $200-$300.

original red color and luster (rare thus) but somewhat crudely struck
with natural flaws and high-point weakness. NGC #2729006-001.
Estimate: $250-$375.

894. Paris, France, Bank of the People, copper 1/5 decime

token, 1848, encapsulated NGC MS 63 BN. Maz-1399. Obverse

891. France (Paris mint), 1/2 franc, Napoleon as Premier
Consul, AN 12 (1803-04), encapsulated NGC MS 62.

KM648.1. 2.52 grams. Very light toning (rainbow colors on obverse, amber

on reverse) against good luster, minimal marks, parts of rims weak (as
made). NGC #2727155-007. Estimate: $350-$500.

with ASSOCIATION FRATERNELLE DES MENAGES / BANQUE
DU PEUPLE around bonnet on a radiant level above joined hands
and 1848 date; reverse with LIBERTE EGALITE FRATERNITE
around 5me / DE DECIME / L’AN 56 DE LA / REPUBLIQUE
above MONNe DE CONVon / CUIVRE. Mostly dark with traces
of original red color and luster around details. NGC #4427805-003.
Estimate: $200-$300.
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German States

Great Britain

Saxony-Albertine

895. Saxony-Albertine (German States), 2/3 taler, Friedrich 898. Great Britain (London, England), crown, William III
August I, 1703ILH, Dresden mint.

KM-685. 16.40 grams. Wellstruck AU with very light toning and good luster, adjustment marks
on ruler’s face, small natural void in reverse rim. Estimate: $200-$300.

(third bust), 1696, OCTAVO on edge, encapsulated NGC XF
45. Sp-3472; ESC-94; KM-494.1. Bold strike with deep rainbow toning,
parts of rims weak (as made). Estimate: $400-$600.

899. Great Britain (London, England), shilling, George II,

1745, with LIMA below bust, encapsulated NGC AU 55.
Sp-3703; KM-583.2. 5.99 grams. Popular

896. Saxony-Albertine (German States), 1 taler, Friedrich

issue made from silver captured
from the Spanish off the coast of Peru in the early 1740s, richly toned
over lustrous surfaces. NGC #2727170-011. Estimate: $150-$225.

August I, 1813SGH, Dresden mint, encapsulated NGC AU
58. KM-1059.1. Lustrous surfaces with bluish toning (slightly streaky
on obverse), no marks or wear except for high point in hair. NGC
#4489238-007. Estimate: $350-$500.

900. Great Britain (London, England), sixpence, George

II, 1746, with LIMA below bust, encapsulated NGC AU
53. Sp-3710A; ESC-1618; KM-582.3. 3.01 grams. Popular issue made from
silver captured from the Spanish off the coast of Peru in the early
1740s, rainbow toned over luster surfaces with faint hairlines. NGC
#2727170-012. Estimate: $150-$225.

897. Saxony-Albertine (German States), 1 taler, Anton V,
1827S, Dresden mint. KM-1112. 27.92 grams. AU with light rainbow
toning over muted luster, minimal marks. Estimate: $200-$300.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

901. Great Britain, “Northumberland” shilling, George III,
1763, encapsulated NGC AU 58.

Sp-3742; KM-597. Beautifully
toned and lustrous, more like Mint State in our view but perhaps
a trifle worn on highest point of hair, interesting emergency issue
minted in limited quantities for the Earl of Northumberland. NGC
#2713777-006. Estimate: $800-$1,200.
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902. Great Britain, 1 dollar, oval George III countermark 903. Great Britain, 1 dollar, rectangular George III coun(1797-99) on a Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles IV,
1794PR, encapsulated NGC AU 55. Sp-3765A; KM-653. Deeply
toned all over, with traces of luster, just a few minor marks on host,
which is many times scarcer, especially so choice, than either Lima
or Mexico City for this countermark, in fact second highest grade in
NGC census behind a pair of MS 62’s. NGC #4327684-003. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

termark (1797-99) on a Mexico bust 8 reales, Charles IV,
1797FM, encapsulated PCGS XF45. Sp-3766; KM-656. Much

scarcer than the oval variety and bordering on rare at this level (only
five coins XF45 or higher at PCGS for all hosts), with rich rainbow
toning and traces of luster on well-struck host and virtually uncirculated
countermark showing the sharply struck bust of George III. We note
that an NGC AU 53 example of perhaps lesser quality hammered for
$2600 in Heritage’s April 2017 auction. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Guadeloupe

904. Guadeloupe (British occupation), 9 livres, crenelated

square hole in center and crowned-G countermarks (1811) on
a Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales 1792PR, encapsulated NGC F
15, c/s VF standard. Pridmore-2; VG-1041; Gad-30; KM-36. Lightly cleaned

host with incipient toning, full crowned-G countermarks on the obverse
and reverse outside the crenelated square hole, the cutout from which
was used as a smaller value medium of exchange (20 sous, or 1 livre).
NGC #4489239-002. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Guatemala (colonial)

Countermarked “moclón” cobs

905. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, rare Type-C crown coun- 906. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, crown countermark
termark (1662) on cross side of a Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales
of Philip II, assayer Diego de la Torre, P-ii to left, *-oD to
right, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl; CT-type 175. 5.58 grams. Very bold

full countermark showing triangular center and flat base, unlisted in
KM but listed as rare Type C in the Perez Longo reference El Moclón
(2008), the host coin Fine with full interior details (shield a bit weak
due to the countermark on the other side), nicely toned. Pedigreed to
the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $300-$400.

(1662) on a shield side of a Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales of Philip
II, assayer Diego de la Torre, *-ii to left, P-oD to right, exRichard Stuart. KM-B1.1; CT-type 175. 6.14 grams. Most of countermark
(Type B) deeply impressed, host coin Fine with full interior details but
cross a bit weak (and scratched) due to the countermark on the other
side, light orange toning in crevices. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
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907. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, crown countermark

(1662) on cross side of a Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales of Philip
II, assayer Diego de la Torre, *-ii to left, P-oD to right, exRichard Stuart. KM-A1.1; CT-type 175. 6.04 grams. Good full cross with

most of countermark (Type A), full shield, host Fine with toning on
fields. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

911. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, crown countermark

(1662) on cross side of a Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales of Philip
II, assayer Diego de la Torre, P-ii to left, oD-* to right, exRichard Stuart. KM-A1.1; CT-type 175. 5.95 grams. Fine host with good
full cross-and-tressure and nearly full countermark (Type A), full but
weak shield due to countermark on other side, lightly toned in crevices. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

912. Lot of four Guatemala “moclon” 2 reales, with crown

countermarks (1662) on Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales of Philip
II, assayer Diego de la Torre (2) and on Potosí, Bolivia, cob
2 reales of Philip II, assayers L and B, ex-Richard Stuart.
CT-type 175. 23.42 grams total. Worn

908. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, crown countermark

(1662) on shield side of a Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales of Philip
II, assayer Diego de la Torre, *-ii to left, P-oD to right, exRichard Stuart. KM-A1.1; CT-type 175. 6.13 grams. Well-detailed Fine+

hosts (VG) with full or nearly full
countermarks (Types A and B), a good little “type set” consisting of two
of each host mint with crown on each side for both pairs, the Potosí
assayer L (actually L/L) rather clear. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $500-$750.

host with toning in crevices, nearly full and fairly strong countermark
(Type A). Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200$300.

913. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, with crown countermark
(1662) on cross side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip
II, assayer B (1st period), ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl; CT-type

909. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, crown countermark

(1662) on shield side of a Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales of Philip
II, assayer Diego de la Torre, oD to right, ex-Richard Stuart.

KM-B1.1; CT-type 175. 6.46 grams. Broad-flan Fine+ host with full tressure

around weak cross due to countermark on other side, full shield with
bold Type-B countermark, light reddish toning in crevices. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Very broad flan with full cross-and-tressure and full
Type-A countermark, shield side slightly doubled, off-center and weak
due to countermark on other side, lightly toned Fine, early host that
is unlisted in KM with this particular countermark. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
175. 6.14 grams.

914. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, with crown countermark
910. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, crown countermark

(1662) on shield side of a Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales of Philip
II, assayer Diego de la Torre, P-ii to left, *-oD to right, exRichard Stuart. KM-B1.1; CT-type 175. 6.13 grams. Choice full countermark (Type B), host coin Fine with good full interior details, dark
toning in crevices. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$200-$300.

(1662) on shield side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip
II, assayer B (2nd period), ex-Richard Stuart. KM-B1.2; CT-type
175. 6.57 grams. Broad-flan host with much legend, full shield side with

full but slightly weak Type-B countermark, messy cross due to doubling
and countermark on other side, toned Fine+. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
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918. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, crown countermark
915. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, with crown countermark
(1662) on shield side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip
II, assayer B (2nd period), ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl; CT-type

175. 6.00 grams. Very bold full Type-A countermark, early host (unlisted

with this countermark in KM) Fine with full interior details but cross a
bit weak due to countermark on other side, toned in crevices. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

(1662) on shield side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip
IV, assayer T (1630s), ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl; CT-type 175. 6.49
grams. Nice full shield with full Type-A countermark (unlisted with this

host in KM) that is overly impressed at top, bending the flan slightly,
the cross full but off-center, nicely toned. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

916. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, with crown countermark 919. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, crown countermark
(1662) on shield side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip
II, assayer B (5th period), border of x’s on reverse only, exRichard Stuart. KM-unl; CT-type 175. 6.05 grams. Bold and nearly full

Type-A countermark, Fine+ host (unlisted with this countermark in
KM) with good full shield, full but weak cross-and-tressure due to
countermark on other side, nicely toned fields. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

(1662) on a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip IV, assayer O
(1649-51), rare, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl; CT-type 175. 6.47 grams.
Choice and fascinating piece with full Type-B countermark (unlisted
in KM with this host) at top of full shield with bold P-O to left, the
cross also full, all with nicely toned fields and higher grade than usual
(VF), also with contemporaneously applied serrated edge. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

920. Lot of two Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, with crown

countermarks (1662) on cross sides of Potosí, Bolivia, cob
2 reales, Philip III and IV, assayers TR and not visible, exRichard Stuart. KM-unl; CT-type 175. 6.33 and 5.80 grams. One of each

917. Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, with crown countermark

(1662) on cross side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip
II, assayer B (5th period), borders of x’s, ex-Richard Stuart.
Host Fine+ with good full shield and
cross, the latter with full Type-A countermark, nicely toned all over,
this combination of host and countermark unlisted in KM. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-unl; CT-type 175. 6.14 grams.

Pillars

of the common countermarks (both fully visible), Types A and B, the
former on a toned About Fine host with full cross and full but offcenter shield with king’s ordinal III visible in legend, and the latter on
Fine+ host with good full cross and shield with small TR assayer to
left, neither combination listed in KM. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $300-$450.

921. Lot of four Guatemala, “moclon” 2 reales, with crown
countermarks (1662) on Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip
IV, assayers not visible, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl; CT-type 175.
25.67 grams total. Crude Fine hosts with clear shields and crosses (style

of mid- to late 1630s), full or nearly full countermarks (Types A and
B) on cross sides. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO. Estimate: $400-$600.

922. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1754J, Spanish
5, ex-Richard Stuart. CT-287; KM-18. 26.88 grams. AXF with grainy
surfaces (salvaged?), light toning, no big problems. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $400-$600.
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923. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1754J, Span-

ish 5, ex-Richard Stuart. CT-287; KM-18. 27.11 grams. AXF details
but surfaces slightly porous (salvaged?) and with buffed-out area above
crowned globes, lightly toned all over. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

925. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1758J, en-

capsulated NGC XF 45, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on
label). CT-293; KM-18. Light reddish toning over lustrous fields with
high points of design slightly weak (more like AU in our estimation).
NGC #4427823-009. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $600-$900.

924. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1758/7J, rare, 926. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1758J.
ex-Richard Stuart. CT-287; KM-18. 26.92 grams. Bold XF with nicely
contrasting toning, trace of overdate, quite attractive for the grade.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

CT-

Deeply rainbow-toned AU with underlying
luster, old mark between 1 and 7 in date, rather nice overall. Estimate:
$400-$600.
293; KM-18. 26.81 grams.

Lot 927
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930. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1771P, ex-

Richard Stuart. CT-820; KM-27.2. 26.76 grams. Lightly toned XF with

927. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1765P, encap- marks and tooling evidence on pillars side only. Pedigreed to the Richard
sulated NGC AU 50.

CT-814; KM-27.1. Gunmetal-gray toning on
lustrous fields with high points weakly struck (easily mistaken for
wear, which is minimal on this specimen, as we feel AU 58 is more
accurate), strong adjustment marks on both sides, broad flan, overall
a rather nice specimen of this key date and important rarity, in fact
tied for second finest in NGC census behind a single (and presumably
incredible) MS 64. NGC #4485222-003. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

Stuart collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

931. Guatemala, pillar 4 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1758J, encap-

sulated NGC VF 20, ex-Whittier. CT-402; KM-17.1. Good contrast

from brownish sediment and toning, slightly off-center pillars, evenly
worn details, in fact tied with three others for finest known in NGC
census. NGC #4226216-006. Pedigreed to the Whittier collection.
Estimate: $400-$600.

928. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1771P, encapsulated NGC XF 45.

CT-820; KM-27.2. Bold strike on a smallish
flan, nicely toned at rims, clean fields with minimal marks, great
specimen for the final year of the series, in fact tied with one other
for finest known in NGC census. NGC #3883368-001. Estimate:
$800-$1,200.

932. Guatemala, pillar 4 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1759P, ex-

Richard Stuart. CT-404; KM-17.1. 13.03 grams. AVF with no toning
and lots of small marks, crude hole at top, smallish flan with truncated
date. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

929. Guatemala, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1771P, ex-

Richard Stuart. CT-820; KM-27.2. 26.91 grams. Bold XF with evidence
of old cleaning (hairlines) and possible mount mark at top, odd flanbulge at bottom of shield. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $350-$500.

933. Guatemala, pillar 4 reales, Charles III, 1762P. CT-1045;

Fine with nice toning, slightly crude strike with
weakness near rims, old scratch on shield, possibly lightly shaved,
scarce type. Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-26. 12.29 grams.
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Busts

934. Guatemala, pillar 4 reales, Charles III, 1768P. CT-1051;

Bold XF, attractively toned, no problems except
for two small, natural flaws (one in field above crowned globes and
the other between S and P at top of reverse), scarce type. Estimate:
$350-$500.
KM-26. 13.44 grams.

938. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1772P, ex-Richard
Stuart.

CT-822; KM-36.1. 26.69 grams. VF details with nice toning,
slightly porous surfaces (salvaged?), broad flan. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

935. Guatemala, pillar 4 reales, Charles III, 1768P, encapsulated NGC F 15, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label).
CT-1051; KM-26. Somewhat

crude strike with various small bulges and
weak spots but the wear pattern fairly even and problem-free, nice toning (colorful near parts of rims), scarce type, technically second highest
grade in NGC census behind a handful of VF’s. NGC #4427830-008.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

939. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1772P, ex-Richard
Stuart. CT-822; KM-36.1. 26.73 grams. Broad-flan VF+ with full rims,

once polished but now starting to tone. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

936. Guatemala, pillar 4 reales, Charles III, 1769P, encapsulated NGC VF 20, finest known in NGC census, ex-Richard
Stuart (designated on label). CT-1052; KM-26. Nicely toned over

slightly grainy surfaces with even, honest wear, mostly weak rims,
scarce type, in fact the better of just two specimens in NGC census
(the other Fine). NGC #4427830-011. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $300-$450.

940. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1772P, ex-Richard
Stuart.

CT-822; KM-36.1. 26.75 grams. Cleaned VF with lots of tiny
marks, spot of blue toning near obverse rim. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

937. Guatemala, pillar 1 real, Ferdinand VI, 1759P. CT-539; KM-

16. 3.35 grams. Deeply rainbow-toned AU with strong die-polish lines

in fields, quite pretty and problem-free, possibly finest known in the
absence of any specimens in the NGC census. Estimate: $350-$500.
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941. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1773P, ex-Richard 944. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1793M, exStuart. CT-823; KM-36.1. 27.02 grams. Broad-flan VF with tiny marks,
no big problems. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$300-$450.

Richard Stuart.

CT-622; KM-53. 26.90 grams. Brightly cleaned AU,
nice strike, minor rim-bumps. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

945. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1800M, encapsu-

942. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1778P, ex-Richard lated PCGS AU 53. CT-631; KM-53. Good strike with high-point wear
VF with small marks all over,
nicely toned around details. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.

on bust but luster in legends, lightly toned all over. PCGS #25053255.
Pedigreed to the P. Espinola collection (designated on label). Estimate:
$350-$500.

943. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1783P, rare,

946. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1801M, ex-

AXF with deep,
contrasting toning, minor rim-flaw, key date of which only around
fifteen specimens are confirmed. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

light surface hairlines, excellent strike. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Stuart.

CT-826; KM-36.2. 26.86 grams.

ex-Richard Stuart.

CT-831; KM-36.2. 26.88 grams.

Richard Stuart. CT-632; KM-53. 26.97 grams. Non-toned UNC with

947. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1809M, en-

capsulated NGC MS 62, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on
label). CT-457; KM-64. Deep, rich toning over muted luster, minor
marks, in fact tied with one other for second finest in NGC census
behind a single MS 63. NGC #4427827-013. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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948. Guatemala, bust 4 reales, Charles III, 1783P, ex-Richard 950. Guatemala, bust 2 reales, Charles IV, 1800M, encapsuStuart, very rare. CT-1065; KM-35.2. 13.31 grams. Richly toned VF with

natural edge-flaw and one small divot below shield, weak rims (offcenter obverse), overall a rather decent example of a key-date rarity.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

949. Guatemala, bust 4 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1821M, ex-

Richard Stuart. CT-734; KM-68. 13.33 grams. AXF with weak centers,
once cleaned but now lightly toned. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

lated NGC MS 64, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label).

CT-923; KM-51. Attractive toning over nice luster, exceptional quality, in

fact tied with just one other for finest known in NGC census. NGC
#4427851-004. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$500-$750.

951. Guatemala, bust 1/2 real, Charles IV, 1807M, encapsulated NGC MS 64, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label).

Lustrous and choice, with very light toning all over,
second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 65. NGC #4427859010. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $300-$450.
CT-1241; KM-50.

Guatemala (Central American Republic)
952. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 8 reales, 1831M,
rare, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-4. 27.03 grams. Key date of series, excellent

strike (full details, including all leaves) and UNC details but with grainy
surfaces, toned fields. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

953. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real, 1831,

954. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real, 1831,

NGC census behind a single MS 65. NGC #4446207-005. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

KM-1.

encapsulated NGC MS 64, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on
label). KM-1. Brilliant luster, nice strike, in fact tied for second finest in

wide date, encapsulated NGC MS 66, finest and only specimen in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label).

Highly lustrous and choice, every detail crisp and sharp and
totally without wear or marks, finest in census for any of this date but
the only one of this variety at NGC. NGC #4446207-004. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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955. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real,

1833, very rare, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-1. 0.67 gram. Bold details

but pitted surfaces, lightly toned AXF overall, key-date rarity that is
listed without values in KM. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $600-$900.

959. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real,

1845, very rare, encapsulated NGC MS 61, finest known in
NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-1. Bold strike but with cud
between mountains and crescent-shaped clip error in edge (obverse
slightly off-center with parts of rim missing as well), very light toning
and decent luster, in fact the finer of just two in the NGC census (the
other being AU 55) for this key-date rarity with high catalog values.
NGC #446209-009. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

956. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real,

1842/29, encapsulated NGC MS 66, ex-Richard Stuart
(designated on label). KM-1. Highly lustrous and choice strike with
particularly nice rims, in fact tied with one other for finest known in
the NGC census. NGC #4446207-010. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

960. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real,

1846, encapsulated NGC MS 68, finest known in NGC
census, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-1. Highly

lustrous (almost prooflike) with faint granularity around bold details,
top grade for the entire type and finest for this date at NGC by two
grades. NGC #4446207-015. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $300-$450.

957. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real, 1844,

encapsulated NGC MS 67, ex-Richard Stuart (designated
on label). KM-1. Exceptional luster and strike, tied with six others
(including next lot) for finest known in NGC census (with two more
designated PL). NGC #4446207-014. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

961. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real, 1847,

very rare, encapsulated NGC MS 63, finest known in NGC
census. KM-1. Choice luster and strike, with faint hairlines on reverse

and therefore probably net-graded down from MS 66 or so, in any case
top grade at both NGC and PCGS, and the better of just two in the
NGC census by TEN GRADES (the other being the next lot here),
far and away the finest known of this key-date rarity (listed without
values in KM). NGC #4465077-004. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

958. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real, 1844,

encapsulated NGC MS 67. KM-1. Brilliant luster and choice strike

(the obverse slightly off-center), tied with six others (including previous
lot) for finest known in NGC census (with two more designated PL).
NGC #3251382-014. Estimate: $400-$600.

962. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real, 1847,

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

encapsulated NGC VF 35, very rare, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-1. Evenly worn but with hint of original luster,

very crude rims (as made), key-date rarity (listed without values in
KM), one of only two in NGC census (behind the previous lot) and
therefore second finest. NGC #4446207-011. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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Guatemala (countermarked)
Type I (1838)

966. Quetzaltenango, Guatemala, 4 reales, Type I counter-

mark (1838, rare) on cross side of a Mexico City, Mexico, cob
4 reales, 1732F. ex-Richard Stuart, KM Plate Coin. KM-76.5.
11.17 grams. Choice full XF countermark (deep) next to nearly full cross,

963. Quetzaltenango, Guatemala, 8 reales, Type I counter-

shield side with clear date and oMF, overall Fine with nice toning, part
of edge crude where an old mount was removed around a small hole.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection, Plate Coin in Spain, Portugal
and the New World (2002), by Krause-Mishler. Estimate: $200-$300.

mark (1838, rare) on cross side of a Mexico City, Mexico, cob
8 reales, (171)4(J). ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl (cf 77.7). 25.69 grams.

Full XF countermark, the AVF host mostly flat but with one castle
and one lion choice and full and with just enough of the last digit of
the date to be sure (new style), nicely toned all over. Interestingly, KM
lists only the later issues of Philip V for this type (1729-33). Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

967. Quetzaltenango, Guatemala, 4 reales, Type I counter-

mark (1838, rare) on cross side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4
reales, 1732M, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-76.3. 12.78 grams. Good

full VF countermark on crude cross, one full pillar with clear date on
Fine host, toning in crevices. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

964. Quetzaltenango, Guatemala, 8 reales, Type I counter-

mark (1838, rare) on cross side of a Mexico City, Mexico,
cob 8 reales, (1714)(J), ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl (cf 77.7). 26.52

Type II (1839)

grams. Odd-shaped host (bird’s head with short beak?), with full and

deep XF countermark outside of unusually double-struck cross (nearly
full), most of shield with full oM to left (new style of 1714), Fine+
with nice toning. Interestingly, KM lists only the later issues of Philip
V for this type (1729-33). Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

968. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark

(Type II, 1839) on shield side of a Mexico City, Mexico, cob
8 reales, (1)718(J), rare, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl (cf 105.2).

965. Quetzaltenango, Guatemala, 8 reales, three Type-I

countermarks (1838, rare) on both sides of a Potosí, Bolivia,
cob 8 reales, 1768V-(Y), ex-Richard Stuart. Host: S-P57; KM-44;

CT-1161; c/m: KM-77.5. 26.16 grams. Full but lightly punched countermark

over full date on cleaned Fine host, with two more of same countermark
on cross side (nearly full but off-center cross), with plugged hole in one
quadrant of cross, particularly rare with three countermarks. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

26.42 grams. Good full countermark (deep XF), host coin AVG with

much flatness but with bold 8 of date next to crude hole at one end
of elongated flan. Oddly, KM lists only the later issues of Philip V for
this type (1729-33). Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$250-$325.
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969. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark

(Type II, 1839) on shield side of a Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8
reales, (17)29R, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-105.2. 26.39 grams. Choice

full XF countermark (very deep) next to nearly full and well-detailed
shield, bold oMR below clear 29 of date, good full cross on other side
with hole at one end, VF+ details but surfaces slightly grainy. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

972. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark

(Type II, 1839) on cross side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales,
Philip II, assayer B (4th period), ex-Richard Stuart. KM-94.1.
26.12 grams. Very crude but full countermark in one quadrant of full

cross-and-tressure, full P-B to left of full but weaker shield due to
countermark on other side, all a little doubled and with crude hole
near edge (also small edge-split), rare host, all Fine with toning around
details. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

970. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains (Type II,
1839) countermark on cross side of a Mexico klippe 8R
1733MF. KM-107. 26.67 grams. Full and deep XF countermark on
a richly old-toned VF+ host with full inner details and nearly full
legends (especially the date) and crown, drilled hole at top of crown.
Estimate: $500-$750.

973. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark

(Type II, 1839) on cross side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1731M. KM-97.3. 27.20 grams. Full and deep XF countermark,
choice Fine+ host with rich old toning, two dates and assayers, three
mintmarks. Estimate: $200-$300.

971. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark

974. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark

and deep VF countermark (with light sediment) in one quadrant of
cross with cud or solder-mark in center, weak but certain date below,
full but weak pillars, AVG. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

mark (full and deep AU) in center of cross with bold mintmark to left,
full date next to one full pillar with bold full mintmark and assayer
on that side too, deeply toned Fine with hole at very edge. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

(Type II, 1839) on cross side of a Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales,
dated 1739V, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-111.3. 25.77 grams. Bold

(Type II, 1839) on cross side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales,
1741P, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-97.3. 26.06 grams. Choice counter-
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975. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains (Type II, 976. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark
1839) countermark on cross side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8
reales, 1742P. KM-97.3. 26.14 grams. Full and deep XF countermark
in one quadrant of choice full cross, doubled pillars with clear date
and assayer, three mintmarks, toned VF with edge-crack. Estimate:
$250-$375.

(Type II, 1839) on pillars side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8
reales, 1771V-(Y). KM-100. 26.77 grams. Full and strong VF+ coun-

termark at top of left pillar with bold date and V assayer on that side,
nearly full cross, toned Fine+. Estimate: $200-$300.

977. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark

(Type II, 1839) on Liberty side of a contemporary counterfeit Lima, Peru, 8 reales, 1834MM, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-

Fascinating example of a genuine countermark on
a period (circulating) fake made in silver-plated copper (the copper
color peeking out in several areas), cracked in two places due to the
countermark (which is full and deep, AXF), old right-angle assay-mark
on edge, non-toned AVF. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.
111.5. 25.64 grams.

978. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark

(Type II, 1839) on Liberty side of a Lima, Peru, 8 reales,
1835MT, with zigzag test mark of El Salvador (1834-6) on
same side, rare, encapsulated NGC XF 45, finest and only
specimen in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on
label). KM-111.5 for Guatemala. Bold strike and good full countermarks,

lightly toned all over and with some muted luster remaining on
reverse, the countermarks elegant applied to open fields on obverse,
a significant multi-national rarity and highlight of the Stuart collection. NGC #4438993-001. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

979. Guatemala, 4 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on

cross side of a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1762(V-Y), ex-Richard Stuart. KM87.1. 13.04 grams. Crude but very deep AXF countermark in one quadrant of cross, clear date

on other side, toned Fine with scratches, odd point of extra metal on edge. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Guatemala (Republic)
980. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1864R, encapsulated NGC MS 61,
ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-182. Lustrous and
non-toned, with minimal small marks, choice grade, in fact second
finest in NGC census behind a single MS 63. NGC #4446216-004.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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984. Guatemala (struck in London), brass proof 1/2 centavo

de quetzal, 1932, encapsulated NGC PF 63, ex-Whittier. KM-

248. Muted luster and frosty obverse details, miniscule carbon spots on

reverse. NGC #302857-010. Estimate: $500-$750.

981. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1866R, encapsulated NGC MS

63, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-186.1. Lightly

rainbow toned over muted luster, minimal marks, tied with one other
for finest known in NGC census. NGC #4446216-009. Pedigreed to
the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

982. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1873P, short-tail quetzal, encapsulated NGC AU 55, finest and only specimen in NGC census,
ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-197.2. Light and

patchy rainbow toning over muted luster, minor marks and high points
slightly weak, scarce one-year variety. NGC #4438940-004. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

985. Lot of seven Guatemala tokens in brass, copper or

copper-nickel, late 1800s. 25.38 grams total. Generally choice

983. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1889G, seated Liberty, encapsulated

NGC AU 55, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-207.

Very deeply toned over luster, minimal wear and marks, in fact tied
with one other for finest known in the NGC census. NGC #4438940010. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $600-$900.

specimens consisting of the following: Francisco Sánchez e Hijos,
Indian Head cent motif with central hole (Rulau Quz -61); Furrer
Hastedt & Cia., “1854” below three volcanos / denomination “2” (Odis
Clark 143); El Rosario Bola de Oro., Costa Cuca, “1872” below tree
/ Mariano de J. Anguiana, Guatemala, around denomination “1/2”
(Odis Clark 353); Guadalupe La Ceiba, Costa Cusa, around tree and
“1886” / Alberto Flores, Repub. de Guat., around denomination “2
reales”; Jardin de Acultzinco, Costa Cuca, around tree and “1888”
countermarked with DH / Teofilo Palacios, Guatemala, around
denomination “1” countermarked with CO; La Colonia, Escuintla,
around erupting volcano / denomination “3/4”; and a Guatemala 1
centavo 1871 with countermark “2” (centavos) as revalued for use on
an unspecified hacienda (see Rulau p. 252). Estimate: $400-$600.

Haiti

986. Le Cap, Haiti (under France), 1 escalin, anchor countermark (Type I, 1781) on a cut-down

Lima, Peru, cob 1 real, 1696H, rare. KM-unl (cf 8.2). 1.67 grams. Full and deep countermark (VF), a tradition-

ally rare and desirable West Indies issue, this specimen with rare Lima host (versus the usual Potosí) showing full
cross and pillars with date and assayer (second date below cross), toned AVF. KM lists post-1700s hosts only.
Theoretically the official weight for the 1 escalin was 2.355 grams, but most of the surviving examples weigh less
due to further clipping (which explains why these coins were mostly recalled), and the general rule is that any
specimens heavier than the 1/2-escalin weight of 1.178 grams are cut-down 1 escalins. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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987. Haiti (struck in Birmingham, England), 30 sols silver

pattern, Henri Christophe, 1808, rare, encapsulated NGC
MS 62. KM-Pn8. Brilliant and prooflike luster and no toning, with a
few wispy hairlines keeping it from a significantly higher grade, still
a far cry from the usual well-toned and somewhat dull examples that
seldom turn up, and therefore probably one of a dozen “proofs” (but
none certified thus so far) indicated in the minting records. Produced
by M. Boulton in Birmingham by direct order of King Henri to the
standard of an English shilling. NGC #4428302-002. Pedigreed to the
Allan York collection (2016) Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

988. Haiti (struck in Paris), proof 50 centimes, 1882, en-

capsulated NGC Proof details / surface hairlines. KM-47. Lustrous and choice, with beautiful rainbow toning at rims, near-flawless
specimen with strong unidirectional die-polish lines (as made) that we
believe were mistaken for cleaning hairlines. NGC #2728561-003.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Honduras

Provisional “imitation cobs”
Honduras Provisional Imitation Cobs 1823-1825
by Carlos Jara

When writing Volume I of my work Central American Provisional and Provincial Mints: 1822-1825, I focused on gathering all available archival documentation on the subject. What I found allowed for a proper general understanding of those issues, including the “imitation cobs”
dated 1823-1825 that were struck at various mints of Honduras and Nicaragua. Volume II, which will comprise the detailed catalog of those
issues, will be completed soon. In the meantime, the series of imitation cobs has become more popular, aided by the sale of Richard Stuart’s
magnificent collection. When reviewing the many other collections and past auctions, I came to an inevitable conclusion: The Stuart collection was more important and comprehensive than all the other collections put together! Indeed, Richard’s holdings are unprecedented both
in completeness and overall quality, and the present offering represents a unique opportunity for the specialist.
Most of the imitation cobs issued in Central America in the 1823-1825 period bear the “P. M. P. Y.” initials in the upper and lower quadrants
of the obverse, and are thus logically referred to as the “PMPY” group of issues. They encompass coins issued both in Tegucigalpa (Honduras)
and León (Nicaragua), and the “P. M. P. Y.” initials can now be interpreted as follows:
•
•

The “P. M.” initials found in the upper quadrants are carried on from earlier issues and stand for “Provisional” and “Moneda” respectively.
The “P. Y.” initials of the lower quadrants are imitative of the Potosi cob issues of the 1723-1725 period, and are not a mintmark or
assayer, as has been proposed in the past.

The “P. M. P. Y.” initials are found on both Tegucigalpa and León issues and the differentiating trait between them is the device found atop the
pillars: pinetree, trefoil or owl-face. Die-punch study between these issues shows that the coins were issued at two separate, independent mints.
The issues of the “PMPY” group that can now be attributed to Tegucigalpa are identified by the device atop the pillars resembling a trefoil (or a
key). They are more available among all contemporary mints of both Honduras and Nicaragua but remain quite difficult to find in higher grades.
The issues of the mint of Comayagua (Honduras), on the other hand, are easier to attribute because of their “C. Y.” mintmark, and they are
extremely rare and thus much more important as a series. This extreme rarity has contributed to their being relatively undervalued, since
most collectors are hardly aware of their existence. In this age of shared digital technology, this should change quickly now that these coins
are properly identified.
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989. Comayagua, Honduras, provisional “imitation cob” 2 reales, 1823-C(Y), very rare, encapsulated NGC VF details /

holed, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-unl (cf 15.2); Jara p. 100 (similar to figure 46). 4.72 grams. Roundish flan with one full pillar

and clear date with certain C to left, off-center cross with grouping of four dots in each quadrant, nice toning on fields, attractive despite the
noted old perforation near edge. Very rare as a type with only around a dozen confirmed examples, and thus quite desirable despite the noted
impairment. NGC #4486426-004. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

990. Comayagua, Honduras, provisional “imitation cob” 2 reales, 1824-C(Y), very rare, Jara Plate Coin, ex-Richard Stuart.
Bold strike on squarish flan, with nearly full pillars showing clear mintmark C to left of date 24, off-center cross
with rings at ends and nothing in quadrants, holed at one end, VF with toning around details. Plate Coin #48 in Carlos Jara’s Central American
Provisional and Provincial Mints (2007) and pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
KM-unl (cf 15.2). 5.68 grams.

991. Comayagua, Honduras, crown countermark (1824-5) on a Tegucigalpa, Honduras, “imitation cob” 2 reales 1823(T)L, trefoil style, very rare, encapsulated NGC VG 10, c/s XF strong, ex-Richard Stuart, Jara Plate Coin. KM-unl; Jara p. 63.

Attractive pillars side (albeit weakly struck at bottom left), the cross side weak and with adjustment marks, but the countermark quite full and
sharp. The host coin is one of only four or five pieces known of the T.L. (for Tegucigalpa Libre) type, and the only seen example of the subtype
with trefoil-style devices atop the pillars on the obverse. Struck over an irregular planchet, similar to the ones used for the later PMPY series. A
most important coin for the general understanding of the series and an obviously unique opportunity for the specialist. We note that a VF 20
of the 2 reales 1823-TL (though struck on a circular planchet, like earlier issues of the Tegucigalpa mint) hammered for $5,500 in the Stack’s
Bowers & Ponterio auction of August 2017 (lot 21038). NGC #4486428-001. Plate Coin #35 in Carlos Jara’s Central American Provisional
and Provincial Mints (2007), and pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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992. Comayagua, Honduras, crown countermark (1824-5) on an Honduras “imitation cob” 2 reales 1823-PMPY, quad-

rants of cross transposed and backwards lions, very rare, encapsulated NGC XF 45, c/s XF standard, ex-Richard Stuart, Jara
Plate Coin. KM-unl; Jara p. 79. Choice 100% full pillars with bold date and clear P-M-P-Y, full countermark on that side, the cross nearly full

with bold denomination 2 at top and Y to right, lions (facing right) and castles in transposed quadrants. Probably the finest extant example of
this rare combination, a handsome and wonderfully pedigreed specimen that should attract significant interest. NGC #4486428-002. Plate
Coin #39 in Carlos Jara’s Central American Provisional and Provincial Mints (2007), and pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection and to the
Perpall collection. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

993. Comayagua, Honduras, provisional “imitation cob”

1 real, 1824-(CY), very rare, encapsulated NGC AU 58,
ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-unl; Jara p. 101. 3.49
grams. Small, thick flan with bold date and cross (the latter off-center),

essentially Mint State with only a touch of rubbing evidence on the
highest points and attractive surfaces. The finest seen for the second
date of this extremely rare type and denomination, immensely desirable
as such. NGC #4486426-005. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

995. Comayagua, Honduras, provisional “imitation cob”

1/2 real, 1823-(CY), very rare, encapsulated NGC AU 55,
ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-unl; Jara p. 100-101.
1.24 grams. Boldly struck with full monogram and nearly full date,

off-center cross, nice toning over strong mint bloom, with just a touch
of high-point rubbing in evidence. Very rare as a general type and
not to be confused with the much “commoner” similar type issued
at other mints, extremely rare and desirable in this outstanding state
of preservation. NGC #4486426-001. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $900-$1,350.

994. Comayagua, Honduras, provisional “imitation cob” 1 996. Comayagua, Honduras, provisional “imitation cob”
real, 1825-(CY), extremely rare, encapsulated NGC MS 61,
ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-unl; Jara p. 101. 2.30
grams. Small flan with off-center cross, nearly full pillars with natural

roughness near the right side but clearly Mint State with strong luster
and sharply struck details. Very rare denomination and the excessively
rare final date of the issue with only three confirmed examples, of which
this is easily the finest extant. One of the highlights of this wonderful
offering. NGC #4486426-002. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

1/2 real, 1824-(CY), very rare, encapsulated NGC AU 55,
ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-unl; Jara p. 100-101.
1.38 grams. Very bold full monogram and date, nearly full but typically

off-center cross, nicely toned and minimally rubbed on high points,
a great companion for the previous lot (1/2R 1823), equally rare and
desirable. NGC #4486426-003. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $900-$1,350.
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997. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, provisional “imitation cob” 1/2 real, 1824, four-

digit date, very rare, encapsulated NGC AU 55, finest and only specimen in
NGC census for this variety. KM-7.1. 1.31 grams. Lustrous and choice with no wear or
marks (fully Mint State in our opinion), with full monogram (dot instead of S to right)
and date (four digits instead of two), full but off-center cross-lions-castles, desirable provisional issue in a truly remarkable state of preservation. NGC #3842557-001. Estimate:
$800-$1,200.

Central American Republic

998. Tegucigalpa, Honduras (Central American Republic), 1 real (provisional), 1830F,

encapsulated ANACS AU 50, ex-Dana Roberts. KM-19.2. Lustrous and well struck, with just a few

leaves flat due to central bulge, choice grade for this very scarce type. Pedigreed to the Dana Roberts collection.
Estimate: $300-$450.

State of Honduras

1001. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, low-silver 4 reales, 1851G,
999. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, copper/lead 8 reales, 1858FL,

“HOND” variety, encapsulated NGC VF 25 BN, ex-Richard
Stuart (designated on label). KM-21a. Crude as usual, particularly
in the legends, but with full inner details and even chocolate-brown
color all over. NGC #4427796-007. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

wider date variety, encapsulated NGC AU 53, finest known
in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label).
Choice full details for the type (albeit crude), with lustrous
silver surfaces over copper core, minimal actual wear. While relatively
inexpensive in lower grade, these low-silver issues are practically nonexistent this nice (no values above VF in KM). NGC #4427711-007.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $800-$1,200.
KM-20a.

1000. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, low-silver 4 reales, 1850G,

narrow date variety, encapsulated NGC AU 53, ex-Richard
Stuart (designated on label). KM-20. Nice details with lustrous silver
surfaces over copper core, crude area with heavy marks at top and lacuna
in rays (as made), minimal actual wear. While relatively inexpensive
in lower grade, these low-silver issues are practically non-existent this
nice (no values above VF in KM). NGC #4427711-002. Pedigreed to
the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

1002. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, very low-silver 4 reales,

1852G, encapsulated NGC XF 45. KM-20b. Nice full strike (quite

a bit neater than earlier issues) with crude rims as usual, attractively
toned (coppery in color) and lustrous, with practically no wear, much
more like AU in our estimation. NGC #2728561-007. Estimate:
$200-$300.
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1003. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, very low-silver 4 reales,

1853G, encapsulated NGC XF 45, finest and only specimen
in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-

20c. Full details but with minor natural flaws here and there, off-center

obverse, lustrous silver was on reverse (otherwise coppery in color),
practically no wear (hence more like AU in our opinion) but deservingly
tops in NGC census nevertheless. NGC #4427711-014. Pedigreed to
the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

1006. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, low-silver 2 reales, 1845G, encapsulated NGC XF 45. KM-19a. Good full strike with some golden
luster on coppery surfaces, minimal actual wear. NGC #2728561-006.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1007. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, very low-silver 1 real, 1851G,

rare, encapsulated NGC VF 35. KM-18c. Mostly good strike but

1004. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, very low-silver 4 reales,

crude in one peripheral area on both sides, dark chocolate brown
color, better than average grade for this rare and crude type. NGC
#2728561-005. Estimate: $500-$750.

1854G, encapsulated NGC VF 35, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-20c. Fully detailed strike with crude rims as

usual, brassy copper color all over, one of only two gradable examples
in NGC census. NGC #4427711-015. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

1008. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, low-silver 1/2 real, 1832F,
rare, encapsulated NGC VF details / environmental damage.
KM-17. Somewhat soft but complete strike, slightly off-center, with very

light rainbow toning, traces of typical surface roughness misconstrued
as damage in our opinion (also minimal wear). Significantly, NGC
has only graded two of this date and only three of all the dates of this
type, the scarcest denomination of the series. NGC #2728561-004.
Estimate: $300-$450.

1005. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, copper 4 reales, 1857FL,

broad date variety, encapsulated NGC VF 35 BN, ex-Richard
Stuart (designated on label). KM-20d. Crude flan (especially the
edge) with typically crude strike (off-center), light copper color all
over. NGC #4427796-005. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $250-$375.

Republic

1009. Honduras, 10 centavos, 1886. KM-49. 2.43 grams. Choice

AU with light surface hairlines on reverse only, attractive bluish toning
on obverse, rare quality for this type (none in NGC census). Estimate:
$200-$300.
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Italian States
Sicily

1010. Sicily (Palermo mint), Italian States, onzia da 30 Tari, Ferdinand III, 1791GL-CI.
KM-221; Dav-1420. 67.82 grams Popular massive coin (58mm!) with nice toning, XF grade with slightly crude

rims (as made), tape residue at bottom of reverse. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

Venice

1011. Venice, Italian States, 1 ducato, (1777)VS, encapsulated

NGC MS 61, finest and only specimen in NGC census. KM-663;

Deeply toned over luster, no wear but some high points flat,
choice grade. NGC #4438448-010. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
Dav-1561.

Mexico (colonial)
Pillars

1012. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1733MF, small crown. KM-103;
Gilboy M-8-5 (S2). Bold, non-salvage XF+ with attractive toning around
details, no problems, scarce and popular second year of issue, difficult to find without corrosion
or issues. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
CT-776. 26.77 grams.
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1013. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1733MF, small crown. KM-103; CTGilboy M-8-5 (S2). Richly toned AU with small scuff in field above crown, popular
second year of issue, especially scarce as non-salvage. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
776. 26.86 grams.

1014. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V,

1734/3MF. KM-103; CT-777. 26.89 grams. Gilboy M-8-6a (S2). Slightly

off-center AU with choice rainbow toning at rims, minor flan-bulge
outside left pillar, very bold overdate. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $500-$750.

1015. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1734MF,

ex-Rooswijk (1739), encapsulated NGC AU details / environmental damage. KM-103; CT-778. Bold strike, brightly cleaned, with

trace of corrosion above pillars only, choice shipwreck specimen. From
the Rooswijk (1739). Estimate: $400-$600.

1016. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1734MF,

ex-Rooswijk (1739), encapsulated NGC AU details / excessive
surface hairlines. KM-103; CT-778. Brightly cleaned and corrosionfree except for two small pits above crowned globes, the fields still
lustrous, quite choice for shipwreck salvage. From the Rooswijk (1739).
Estimate: $400-$600.

1017. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1735MF,

ex-Rooswijk (1739), encapsulated NGC AU details / environmental damage. KM-103; CT-779. Choice details with some original
luster but light surface corrosion all over, traces of toning near parts
of edge, choice shipwreck specimen. From the Rooswijk (1739). Estimate: $400-$600.
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1018. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1735MF,

ex-Rooswijk (1739), encapsulated NGC AU details / excessive
surface hairlines. KM-103; CT-779. Brightly cleaned but with some

original luster, tiny spots of corrosion only, faint adjustment marks
on globes, very choice for shipwreck. From the Rooswijk (1739).
Estimate: $400-$600.

1021. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF.

Deeply toned AU- with small old marks
in field above crowned globes, hint of luster. Pedigreed to the Potomac
Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.
KM-103; CT-780. 26.78 grams.

1022. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1737MF,
1019. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1735MF.

Bold AU+ with lightly cleaned fields
(muted luster), light rainbow toning around details, very pretty overall. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate:
$350-$500.
KM-103; CT-779. 26.98 grams.

ex-Rooswijk (1739), encapsulated NGC AU details / excessive
surface hairlines. KM-103; CT-781. Brightly cleaned, practically no

corrosion, very choice shipwreck specimen. From the Rooswijk (1739).
Estimate: $400-$600.

1023. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1737MF.
1020. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1736MF,

ex-Rooswijk (1739), encapsulated NGC AU details / environmental damage. KM-103; CT-780. Lustrous from cleaning, some

KM-103; CT-781. 27.00 grams. Brilliant UNC with light surface hairlines

on pillars side, colorful toning at rims, impressively flashy. Pedigreed
to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $350-$500.

light surface corrosion but with some dark toning near edge, choice
for shipwreck. From the Rooswijk (1739). Estimate: $400-$600.

1024. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1738MF,

recut 73 in date. KM-103; CT-783. 26.88 grams. Gilboy M-8-10d (R2).

UNC with muted luster, minor marks and faint surface hairlines on
pillars side, nice toning at rims, the 3/3 in the date very bold and of
value to the die specialist. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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1025. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1738MF.

AU+ with vivid peacock toning all over,
muted luster, no problems, a very eye-catching specimen. Pedigreed
to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $400-$600.
KM-103; CT-783. 26.96 grams.

1026. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1739MF.

Deeply toned AU with traces of muted
luster, faint old surface hairlines. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of
Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $350-$500.
KM-103; CT-787. 26.76 grams.

1027. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V,
174/30MF. KM-103; CT-788. 27.03 grams. Gilboy M-8-12b (R). Bold

AU with minor rim-flaw and central bulge (as made), faint surface
hairlines on pillars side only, bold overdate that is rarely seen without
corrosion (as most were salvaged). Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection
of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $350-$500.

1028. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1740MF, encapsulated PCGS MS63, ex-Pittman (as designated on
label). KM-103; CT-790. Bold strike with original luster, faint adjustment marks across globes, traces of toning in legends, desirable pedigree.
Pedigreed to the John Jay Pittman collection. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

1029. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1740MF. KM103; CT-790. 26.96 grams. Lustrous Mint State (with NGC tag MS 63), slightly

off-center strike, very lightly toned. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of
Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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1030. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1741MF.

1034. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1743MF.

KM-103; CT-791. 26.74 grams.

KM-103; CT-795. 27.01 grams.

1031. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1742MF.

1035. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1743MF.

Bold AU with luster and light colorful
toning, surface hairlines. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $350-$500.

KM-103; CT-793. 26.91 grams. AU+ with light rainbow toning over muted

luster, faint surface hairlines on pillars side. Estimate: $500-$750.

1032. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1742MF.

Bold AU+ with gunmetal toning, rather
attractive. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $350-$500.

Deeply rainbow-toned XF with minor
marks on pillars side. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $250-$375.
KM-103; CT-795. 26.64 grams.

AU with vivid toning (particularly on
pillars side, which also has light surface hairlines and tiny test-cut in
rim at top), some luster. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.

1036. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1744MF.

1033. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V,

1037. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1744MF.

KM-103; CT-793. 26.86 grams.

1743/2MF. KM-103; CT-794. 26.81 grams. Gilboy M-8-15a (S). Bold

AU- with central bulge and slightly crude rims (as made). Pedigreed to
the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars, and pedigreed to the Ponterio
auction of April 2008, with lot-tag #266. Estimate: $350-$500.

KM-103; CT-797. 26.92 grams. Bold and lustrous UNC with light surface

hairlines, incipient toning (mostly at rims). Pedigreed to the Potomac
Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $400-$600.

KM-103; CT-797. 27.01 grams. Lightly

cleaned UNC with muted luster,
no toning, marks on top pillars-side rim. Estimate: $300-$450.
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1038. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1745MF,
recut 45.

Gilboy M-8-17a (R2). Bold
AU with luster, nice rainbow toning, rare die variety with 4/4 and
5/5. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate:
$400-$600.
KM-103; CT-798. 26.91 grams.

1039. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1746MF.

KM-103; CT-800. 26.97 grams. Very bold AU with lustrous fields, rainbow

colors. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate:
$300-$450.

1042. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1748/7MF.

KM-104.1; CT-322. 27.07 grams. Gilboy M-8-21a (R2).
Bold XF+ with surface graininess (especially on shield side), lightly
toned, very prominent overdate. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of
Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $350-$500.

1043. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1748MF. KM-104.1; CT-323. 26.84 grams. Orange-toned AU with very

slight surface graininess. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.

1044. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1040. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1747MF. 1749MF. KM-104.1; CT-324. 26.85 grams. VF+ with light gray toning, no
Bold UNC with muted luster, pretty
rainbow toning at rims. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $400-$600.
KM-103; CT-801. 26.96 grams.

problems, a surprisingly difficult date to find in higher grade. Pedigreed
to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $200-$300.

1045. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1041. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1747MF.

AU- with grainy surfaces,
bold strike, some toning at rims. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of
Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.
KM-104.1; CT-321. 26.89 grams.

1750MF, recut 75. KM-104.1; CT-325. 26.88 grams. Lustrous AU with

parts of rims slightly crude (as made), light surface hairlines on pillars
side, very bold 7/7 and 5/5 (presumably rare as unlisted in Gilboy).
Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $300$450.
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1046. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1751MF.

Deeply toned AU/UNC,
no problems. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars.
Estimate: $350-$500.
KM-104.1; CT-327. 26.99 grams.

1050. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1754/3MF, rare.

KM-104.1; CT-332. 27.21 grams. Gilboy M-8-27a
(R3). Bold and attractively toned AU+ (with NGC tag AU 58),
strong overdate. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars.
Estimate: $500-$750.

1047. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1752MF. KM-104.1; CT-329. 26.96 grams. Lightly cleaned AU with no

toning, sharper than usual strike for the date. Estimate: $350-$500.

1051. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1754MF, crowns alike.

KM-104.1; CT-333. 26.95 grams. AU with
deep gunmetal toning, very light adjustment marks and stress marks,
natural bulge to right of assayer. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of
Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.

1048. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1752MF. KM-104.1; CT-329. 26.95 grams. Nice XF+ with vivid rainbow
toning at rims, very attractive for the grade. Pedigreed to the Potomac
Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.

1052. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1754MF, dissimilar crowns, recut 4.

KM-104.2; CT-335. 26.91
grams. Gilboy M-8-29 (S2). Toned XF+, off-center strike, bold 4/4

(unlisted in Gilboy). Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.

1049. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1753MF. KM-104.1; CT-331. 26.93 grams. AU- with muted luster and

light rainbow toning all over (mostly bluish). Pedigreed to the Potomac
Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.
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1053. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1056. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1754MM, dissimilar crowns. KM-104.2; CT-337. 27.14 grams. Lightly

toned AU- with muted luster, no problems. Pedigreed to the Potomac
Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.

1755MM. KM-104.2; CT-338. 27.12 grams. Lustrous AU+ with very light
toning, faint surface hairlines on pillars side. Pedigreed to the Potomac
Collection of Mexican Pillars, and pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of
September 2005, with original lot-tag #472. Estimate: $400-$600.

1054. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1754MM/MF, dissimilar crowns, very rare. KM-unl (104.2 for type);

CT-336. 26.85 grams. Gilboy M-8-30b (R4). Bold AU with light marks

(with NGC tag AU 53), light toning, notably missing in Freeman
Craig checklist. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

1057. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1756/5MM, rare.

KM-104.2; CT-339. 26.90 grams. Gilboy M-8-32a
(R2). Non-toned AU with surface hairlines and a couple light scratches.
Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $400$600.

1055. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1755/4MM, very rare, encapsulated NGC XF 45.

KM-104.2;
CT-unl. Gilboy M-8-31a (R3). Deeply rainbow toned (bluish on pillars

side, pinkish on shield side), more like AU in our estimation, with bold
overdate, tied with one other for second finest in NGC census behind
a single MS 62. NGC #3735686-011. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1058. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1756MM. KM-104.2; CT-340. 26.84 grams. Nice AU with light surface
hairlines. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.

1059. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1757MM, remodeled imperial crown.

KM-104.2; CT-342. 26.86
grams. Gilboy M-8-33b (R). Lustrous Mint State, starting to tone

at rims, scarce first date of new (more ornate) crown above left pillar. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.
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1060. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,
1757MM.

Deeply toned AU+ with
much luster. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars.
Estimate: $400-$600.
KM-104.2; CT-342. 27.04 grams.

1064. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1760MM. KM-104.2; CT-346. 26.96 grams. Lustrous AU+ with toning at
rims, very light surface hairlines on pillars side. Pedigreed to the Potomac
Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $400-$600.

1061. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1065. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,

starting to tone at rims. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.

pillars-side fields, muted luster. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of
Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.

1758MM. KM-104.2; CT-343. 27.02 grams. Nice AU, lightly cleaned but

1062. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1759MM, recut 9. KM-104.2; CT-344. 27.07 grams. Gilboy M-8-35a

(R). Lightly rainbow-toned AU with underlying luster around details,
weak rims (as made) with natural indentation at 7 o’clock, bold 9/9 in
date. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate:
$350-$500.

1063. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI,

1759MM. KM-104.2; CT-344. 26.97 grams. Bold AU- with light marks

in lustrous fields, toned around details. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $300-$450.

1760MM. KM-105; CT-884. 27.17 grams. Toned AU- with hairlines in

1066. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1761MM, cross between H and I, no dots on shield side,
very rare. KM-105; CT-unl. 27.02 grams. Gilboy-M-8-39e (R4). XF with
minor marks in fields but overall quite decent for the grade, significant
variety and error (four to ten pieces known, according to Gilboy) that
is missing in the Freeman Craig checklist. Estimate: $400-$600.

1067. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1763MF.

KM-105; CT-unl. 27.10 grams. AU+ with nice toning over
luster throughout. Estimate: $400-$600.
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1068. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1071. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1764MF.

KM-105; CT-899. 27.05 grams. Lustrous UNC with faint
marks and surface hairlines under light toning on pillars side, overall
very flashy and choice. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $600-$900.

1765MF. KM-105; CT-901. 26.97 grams. Lustrous AU with faint surface

hairlines and minor marks, deeply rainbow toned near rims, die-crack
across date. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars.
Estimate: $250-$375.

1069. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1072. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1764MF, double-arc crown. KM-105; CT-899. 26.99 grams. Gilboy

M-8-44b (R2). Lightly cleaned AU- with lots of little marks, some
luster, no toning, very scarce crown variety. Pedigreed to the Potomac
Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $350-$500.

1766/5MF, rare. KM-105; CT-903. 26.99 grams. Gilboy M-8-46a (R3).

Bold AU- with light surface hairlines on pillars side only, natural
stress-cracks, traces of overdate. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of
Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $400-$600.

1070. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1073. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1765MF, double-arc crown. KM-105; CT-901. 26.89 grams. Gilboy

M-8-45b (R). Deeply rainbow-toned AU- with muted luster, very
attractive and scarce. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $250-$375.

1766MF. KM-105; CT-904. 26.83 grams. AU with minor marks on pil-

lars side only, nice luster, very light toning. Pedigreed to the Potomac
Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $250-$375.

1074. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1767MF. KM-105; CT-906. 26.78 grams. Richly rainbow-toned XF+ with
muted luster, quite attractive for the grade. Pedigreed to the Potomac
Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $250-$375.
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1075. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1079. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1768/7MF, rare. KM-105; CT-907. 26.85 grams. Gilboy M-8-48a (R3).
AU- with lustrous fields, weak rims, clear overdate. Pedigreed to the
Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $400-$600.

1770FM. KM-105; CT-912. 26.86 grams. AXF with nice light toning,

tiny marks in fields. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $200-$300.

1076. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1768MF.

KM-105; CT-908. 26.95 grams. Bright UNC with light surface hairlines. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars.
Estimate: $300-$450.

1080. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1770MF. KM-105; CT-910. 26.90 grams. Lightly toned XF, no problems.

Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars, and pedigreed to
the Ponterio auction of March-April 2006, with lot-tag #457. Estimate:
$200-$300.

1077. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1769MF. KM-105; CT-909. 27.00 grams. Lightly rainbow-toned AU- with

small cud across pillars. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $250-$375.

1081. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1771/0FM, rare. KM-105; CT-unl. 26.91 grams. Gilboy M-8-52a (R3).
Lightly toned AU- (with NGC tag AU 50) with lustrous fields, minor
marks, clear overdate. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican
Pillars. Estimate: $400-$600.

Consign to our Auction #23
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1078. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III,
1770/69FM, rare.

KM-105; CT-911. 26.88 grams. Gilboy M-8-51b
(R3). Broad-flan AXF with bold overdate, some light toning around
details. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of Mexican Pillars. Estimate:
$400-$600.
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1082. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1084. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 4 reales, Philip V, 1746MF.
1771FM.

KM-105; CT-914. 26.99 grams. Lightly cleaned AU+ with
minor marks in field above crowned globes, lustrous and non-toned.
Estimate: $400-$600.

KM-94; CT-1064. 13.52 grams. Bold XF with light scratches above crown,

nice light toning all over. Estimate: $300-$450.

1085. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 2 reales, Philip V,

1735/4/3MF, very rare (unlisted). KM-unl (84 for type); CT-unl. 6.72

grams. Very bold multiple overdate that is missing in Gilboy (although

1083. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 5/4 and 5/3 are listed), choice XF with scratches above crowned globes.
1771FM. KM-105; CT-914. 26.91 grams. Well-struck AU- with lustrous

Estimate: $200-$300.

surfaces under deep, rich toning. Pedigreed to the Potomac Collection of
Mexican Pillars. Estimate: $250-$375.

1086. Mexico City, Mexico, copper 1 grano, Charles III, 1769, very rare, encapsulated NGC XF 45 BN. KM-PND1; CT-1870.

With lots of original red color but enough small marks and high-point wear to merit the stated grade (probably finest known at NGC, although census shows only a single VF), a very brief and interesting type showing a condor-like bird (some say an eagle) flying over three globes
inside legend SINE ME REGNA FATISCUNT (“without me, kingdoms crumble”), the other side like a typical “pillar dollar” design, with
denomination as oG to left and I to right, first we have offered and definitely the one of the most attractive among the few we have seen on
the market. NGC #3635730-001. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.
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Busts

1087. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III,

1772FM, initials facing rim, encapsulated PCGS XF45. KM-

Attractively toned all over, with minor marks on bust
and adjustment marks at top of shield, rather nice for the grade and a
popular first date of type. PCGS #25053261. Estimate: $200-$300.
106.1; CT-915.

1090. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III,

1786FM, encapsulated PCGS AU 58. KM-106.2a; CT-939. Good
luster, more like Mint State but with too many small surface marks
on obverse, no toning. PCGS #24607390. Estimate: $250-$375.

1091. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III,
1088. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III,
1779FF.

KM-106.2; CT-929. 26.73 grams. AU with light surface hairlines on obverse only, spotty black toning, traces of luster. Estimate:
$250-$375.

1089. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III,
1784FM, encapsulated PCGS AU58.

Muted
luster with light toning, choice grade for the date, with only four
higher-graded examples on record at NGC and PCGS combined.
PCGS #80674979. Estimate: $250-$375.
KM-106.2; CT-936.

1788FM, encapsulated NGC MS 61.

KM-106.2a; CT-942. 26.93
grams. Lightly toned all over, no wear at all but with light surface

hairlines on obverse, tied for second highest grade in NGC census.
NGC #2728998-009. Estimate: $500-$750.

1092. Mexico City, Mexico, 8 reales proclamation medal,
Charles IV, 1789.

KM-Q28; Grove-C9; CT-679. 26.86 grams. Highly
lustrous AU- with lots of surface hairlines, small spot of old filing on
edge. Estimate: $250-$375.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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1093. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV,

1799FM. KM-109; CT-694. 27.01 grams. Lustrous AU+ with light surface hairlines, light toning in legends, parts of rims crude (as made).
Estimate: $200-$300.

1094. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV,

1801FT. KM-109; CT-unl (Type 82). 26.88 grams. XF+ with deep rainbow

toning over muted luster, oddly unlisted without over-assayer in CT.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1095. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV,
1806TH, encapsulated NGC MS 62.

KM-109; CT-705. Choice
strike, good luster and light golden toning, faint traces of hairlines
keeping it from higher MS grade. NGC #4427726-009. Estimate:
$600-$900.

1096. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII,

1814/3JJ, rare (unlisted). KM-unl (117.1 for type); CT-unl. 26.98 grams.
Deeply rainbow-toned AU- with crude rims (as made). Estimate:
$200-$300.

1097. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 2 reales, Charles III,
1782FF.

KM-88.2; CT-1349. 6.74 grams. Nice AU with light surface
hairlines on obverse only, very lightly toned. Estimate: $200-$300.

Mexico (War of Independence)
1098. Chihuahua, Mexico, bust 8 reales, 1815RP, struck over
a Chihuahua 8R of unknown date with control countermarks
(1810-13) countermarked after 1812 with L.C.M. (for La
Comandancia Militar or La Caja Militar), rare. KM-194.2 (host

Strange overstrike with centrally
almost as much undercoin detail visible as the new strike, with clear
L.C.M. countermark and the two original control marks in addition to
parts of the old (original) bust and arms, crude VF overall. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.
111.1 over 123); CT-395. 23.76 grams.
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Mexico (Empire / Iturbide)

1099. Durango, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII,

1815MZ. CT-413; KM-111.2. 25.84 grams. Bold XF with crude strike

toward rims (as usual), with toning around details, in fact much neater
than most of this type. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1102. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 real, Iturbide, 1822JM, encapsulated NGC MS 62.

KM-302. Brightly lustrous and devoid of wear but

with eagle’s breast slightly weak as usual, very
flashy, exceptional grade, in fact tied for second
highest grade in NGC census. NGC #4427716013. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

1100. Zacatecas, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII,

Mexico (Empire / Maximilian)

1818AG, encapsulated NGC MS 64, finest known in NGC
census. CT-691; KM-111.5. Highly lustrous and sharply struck for the
type (prior to 1820), still with some slightly crude spots near rims but
far above the norm, very flashy and attractive for the trophy collector
who wants a “nice” War of Independence coin, or for the specialist
who needs the best of each date and mint. NGC #3735786-011.
Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

1103. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 peso, Maximilian, 1866,

encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-388.1. Nice luster and light rain-

bow toning, minor bagmarks only. NGC #3735784-005. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

1101. Congress of Chilpanzingo (Veracruz) countermark

Mexico (Republic)

(1811-14) on an insurgent cast copy of a Mexico City,
Mexico, bust 4R, Ferdinand VII, 1809HJ, encapsulated NGC
VG 10, c/s F weak. KM-unl. 10.78 grams. Crudely cast coin (with full
date and assayer and some of bust visible) with a little over half of the
unevenly struck countermark in center of obverse, richly toned all
over, rare denomination that is missing in KM. NGC #2728998-006.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1104. Mexico City, Mexico, 1/2 real, 1824JM, “hookneck,”
encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-369. Bold strike with Libertad and
eagle’s breast mostly clear, nicely toned all over, and choice rims. NGC
#4351147-001. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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1105. Durango, Mexico, cap-and-rays 8 reales, 1852CP,

1108. Durango, Mexico, 1 peso, 1870P, encapsulated NGC

strike with even wear, very light golden toning. DP lists this date as
“very rare… normally Very Fine… high grade specimens are few and
far between.” This specimen in fact is tied with one other for second
finest in NGC census behind a single MS 61. NGC #448940-005.
Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

trous and well struck, just a few light marks and hairlines on obverse.
NGC #3834270-019. Estimate: $600-$900.

encapsulated NGC XF 40, very rare. DP-Do32; KM-377.4. Good

MS 62. KM-408.2. Scarce first date of type, this example brightly lus-

1109. Mexico City, Mexico, nickel 5 centavos, 1907, encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-421. Good luster for the metal, with no

wear and only a couple very light bagmarks on obverse, in fact tied with
seven others for finest known in the NGC census. NGC #3392776004. Estimate: $300-$450.

Mexico (state coinage)
1106. Durango, Mexico, cap-and-rays 8 reales, 1861CP,
encapsulated NGC MS 64.

DP-Do41; KM-377.4. Brightly lustrous
and devoid of wear or visible marks, nice strike, second highest grade
in NGC census. NGC #3735781-009. Estimate: $400-$600.

1110. Durango (State), Mexico, copper 1/4 real, 1860, encapsulated NGC MS XF 45 BN, finest known in NGC census.
KM-348. Dark chocolate color all over, bold strike but with parts of rims

weak due to centering, die-crack through eagle’s head, finest in NGC
census by two grades. NGC #2728561-012. Estimate: $200-$300.

1107. Zacatecas, Mexico, cap-and-rays 8 reales, 1885JS,
encapsulated NGC MS 65. DP-Zs70; KM-377.13. 27.11 grams Muted

luster, no marks or wear at all, good strike despite many small diecracks, in fact tied with five others for second finest in NGC census
behind a single MS 66. NGC #2727167-006. Estimate: $400-$600.

1111. Culiacan, Sinaloa (State), Mexico, copper 1/4 real,

1859, encapsulated NGC MS 62 BN. KM-363. Decent strike for

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

the issue but with corrosion and roughness (as made) near rims, traces
of original color, no wear or marks, in fact tied with one other for finest
known in NGC census. NGC #2728561-013. Estimate: $250-$375.
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Mexico (revolutionary)
1112. Durango (Cuencamé), Mexico, 1 peso, “Muera Huerta,”

1914, continuous border, encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-621. Popu-

lar “Muera Huerta” (“Death to Huerta”) coinage issued by Pancho Villa,
smooth surfaces with none of the usual pitting but strong die-cracks, light
rainbow toning over muted luster and light patina, rare in Mint State, this
specimen in fact tied with eight others for second finest in NGC census.
NGC #4438914-014. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

1113. Estado de Mexico, Mexico, brass 25 centavos, no date 1114. Puebla, Mexico, copper 20 centavos, 1915, Tetela del
(1915), Amecameca revolutionary issue, encapsulated NGC
XF 40, finest and only specimen in NGC census. GB-252 for type
(unl in brass); KM-685a. Very crude, hand-struck piece with incuse design

of eagle on obverse and “25” on reverse, somewhat rare in brass, mostly
darkly toned. NGC #4438920-003. Estimate: $250-$375.

Oro y Ocampo revolutionary issue, encapsulated NGC MS
62 BN. GB-402; KM-764. Bold details (somewhat less crude than most)
with hints of rainbow colors, in fact tied with one other for second
finest in NGC census behind a single MS 63. NGC #4438922-013.
Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Mexico (United States of Mexico)

1115. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 peso, “Caballito,” 1913,

1116. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 pesos, 1921, Independence

Typically bright white with
luster and mint bloom, traces of toning at rims, minor bagmarks.
NGC #2646185-030. Pedigreed to the Allan Schein collection. Estimate:
$400-$600.

on attractively lustrous surfaces, nice light toning at rims. NGC
#1811360-014. Estimate: $400-$600.

encapsulated NGC MS 64.

KM-453.

Centennial, encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-462. Minor bagmarks

Netherlands
1117. Overijssel, United Netherlands, rijksdaalder, 1621.
Delm-948; KM-13. 28.39 grams. AU- with no wear but lots of tiny marks,

light rosy toning all over. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1118. Maastricht, Netherlands, uniface 100 stuivers siege coinage, 1794, encapsulated NGC MS 62, finest known in NGC
census. KM-10; Dav-1856. Bold details on still-lustrous flan with light

rainbow toning, scarce issue by Austrian defenders under the Prince of
Hesse while the city was besieged by the French, this specimen tops at
NGC by three grades. NGC #2713829-012. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

Netherlands East Indies

1119. Netherlands East Indies, 19th-century Chinese imita-

tion of a “rider” ducatoon, date “767S” and nonsense legends, with chopmarks and regulation plug, rare. 32.83 grams.

Toned VF with even circulation wear, parts of rims weak (as made),
a fascinating imitation issue with blundered reverse legend in mirror
retrograde, holed (presumably to test silver content) then plugged
and regulated, the accompanying old tag indicating purchase by an
American soldier serving with Chiang Kai-Shek’s anti-communist army
near Shanghai in 1946. We note a similar piece in gold, attributed
to the Banjarmasin area of Southern Borneo circa 1830, was sold by
Glendining in 1960 and again by Heritage in September of 2008 (lot
21900) for $27,000. Rare and fascinating with good provenance. With
original tag stating the coin was “Purchased in Shanghai - May 1946.”
Estimate: $500-$750.
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Nicaragua

Provisional “imitation cobs”
A brief introduction to Nicaragua provisional imitation cobs (1823-1825) by Carlos Jara:
Review of contemporary documentation pertaining to the imitation cobs issued in Nicaragua in the 1823-1825 era suggests that the issues
of León were minted in greater quantities than those of Granada, while those of El Viejo logically should be extremely rare since they were
issued for only a very short period. Both the El Viejo and Granada coins have been correctly attributed for some years: The former (only two
known examples) bear a full “VIEJO” inscription on the obverse while the latter bear “J. G.” initials (for Junta de Granada) on the obverse,
and pomegranates in lieu of castles on the reverse (described thus in contemporary documents). The “PMPY” group with “pinetree” devices
atop the pillars can now be assigned to the León mint, clarifying up the last remaining main question in the catalog of Central American
provisional cobs of the early independence period.

1120. León, Nicaragua, provisional “imitation cob” 4 reales, 1823-PMPY, very rare, encapsulated NGC VF 35, ex-Richard
Stuart (designated on label). KM-16.3 (under Honduras); Jara p. 33 (similar to Figure 8). 13.27 grams. Choice full pillars and waves and cross with

100% details on both sides, an exceptional specimen for the technical designation, with limited wear atop the highest points and sharply defined details and nice toning. An impressive example of this very rare denomination and among the most attractive pieces seen by the cataloger.
NGC #4486419-001. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

1121. León, Nicaragua, provisional “imitation cob” 4 reales, 1823-PMPY, very rare, encapsulated NGC XF details / rev

scratched, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-16.3 (under Honduras); Jara p. 33 (similar to Figure 8). 12.78 grams. Complete details like

the previous lot and in fact slightly higher grade, with substantial luster, but with a light pin-scratch on the reverse as noted. Nevertheless a
superb example of this very rare denomination, now with a legendary pedigree to boot. NGC #4486419-006. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.
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1122. León, Nicaragua, provisional “imitation cob” 4 reales, 1824-PMPY, quadrants of cross transposed and backwards

lions, very rare, encapsulated NGC VF details / holed, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-16.2 (under Honduras); Jara p.

Attractive for the grade, with bold full details set off by contrasting toning (lions facing right and
in wrong quadrants), nicely diamond-shaped flan with round protrusion on one point with old punchmark, old piercing to left of cross /
right of pillars. Very attractive and desirable despite the noted impairments. NGC #4486419-007. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
33 (similar to Figure 8 but later date). 9.27 grams.

1123. León, Nicaragua, provisional “imitation cob” 4 reales, 1824-PMPY, quadrants of cross transposed, very rare, encapsulated NGC AU 55, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-16.2 (under Honduras); Jara p. 33 (similar to Figure 8 but later date). 8.27
grams. Nearly full pillars and cross (the latter typically off-center and with quadrants transposed but lions facing left (hence a different variety

from the previous lot), nearly Mint State with scant high-point rubbing defining the designation, strongly defined features and substantial
luster. An incredible grade for this very rare type and naturally one of the very finest extant examples. Of considerable importance for the collector of this fascinating series and one of the most desirable coins of this outstanding offering. NGC #4486419-002. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

1124. León, Nicaragua, provisional “imita-

tion cob” 2 reales, 1823-P(M)PY, very rare,
encapsulated NGC AU 55, ex-Richard Stuart
(designated on label). KM-unl; Jara pp. 31-32. 6.65
grams. Boldly struck with light toning and significant

underlying luster, only slight high-point rubbing in
evidence, full details on both sides except to right of
pillars (off flan). A handsome representative of this
rare type. NGC #4486419-003. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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1125. León, Nicaragua, liberty cap counter-

mark (1824-5) on a Tegucigalpa, Honduras,
provisional “imitation cob” 2 reales 1823PMPY with quadrants of cross transposed and
backwards lions, very rare, encapsulated NGC
XF 45, c/s AU standard, ex-Richard Stuart. KMunl; Jara pp. 33-34. Bold, full and high-grade countermark

on nearly full (off-center) cross with lions (facing right)
and castles transposed, bold date below, the pillars full
but off-center with clear date and bold M, an attractive
host coin for the grade, a very rare combination and
especially so in these choice grades. NGC #4486428004. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$1,250-$2,000.

1126. León, Nicaragua, liberty cap countermark (1824-5) on a Comayagua, Honduras, provisional “imitation cob” 2

reales (1823-CY) with quadrants of cross transposed and backwards lions, very rare, encapsulated NGC XF 40, c/s AU
standard, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl; Jara pp. 33-34. Boldly struck full countermark on off-center cross side (just one lion, crude but clearly
right-facing, in top-left quadrant), off-center pillars with date off the edge of the small, thick flan, but overall a well-preserved host coin with
nice toning. Extremely rare combination and the finest example seen. NGC #4486428-005. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.

1127. León, Nicaragua, provisional “imitation cob” 1 real, 1128. León, Nicaragua, provisional “imitation cob” 1 real,

1823-(PMPY), very rare, encapsulated NGC AU 55, ex- 1823-PM(P)Y, very rare, encapsulated NGC XF 45, ex-Richard
Richard Stuart (designated on label). KM-8.1 (under Honduras); Stuart (designated on label). KM-8.1 (under Honduras); Jara pp. 31-32.
Choice full pillars and cross (the latter only
slightly off-center), boldly struck with handsome surface quality, attractive toning and strong underlying luster. Among the very finest
examples of this very rare type, not to be confused with the similar
issues struck in Tegucigalpa, and worthy of a premium bid from the
specialist. NGC #4486419-004. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
Jara pp. 31-32. 3.47 grams.

3.19 grams. Handsome bold strike on an oblong flan with nice full pillars

and cross, quite attractive for the assigned grade with light toning and
substantial remaining luster over sharply defined features, worthy of
strong bidding attention. NGC #4486419-008. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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1129. León, Nicaragua, provisional “imitation cob” 1 real,

1823-(P)M(PY), very rare, encapsulated NGC VF details /
holed, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label), KM Plate
Coin. KM-8.1 (under Honduras); Jara pp. 31-32. 2.80 grams. Oblong flan

with old piercing at top of nearly full pillars and cross, both very bold
and nicely set off by deep toning. As the KM Plate Coin for this very
rare type, this is probably the most famous example available! NGC
#4486419-005. Plate Coin in the Standard Catalog of World Coins
(2002), by Krause-Mishler, and pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $500-$750.

1132. Granada, Nicaragua, provisional “imitation cob” 1

real, 1824-DG, very rare, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-6. 3.22 grams.

Deeply toned VF with full pillars showing clear J-(denomination)-G
(for Junta de Granada) at top and D-24-G (for Departamento de
Granada) at bottom, full but slightly off-center cross with bold full J
to left, small punchmark below. Very rare type that has not been offered in a long time (except for the countermarked example noted in
the previous lot). While the present specimen is not slabbed, we note
that the only two at NGC are the same grade. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

1133. Granada, Nicaragua, provisional “imitation cob”

1130. León, Nicaragua, liberty cap countermark (1824) on 1/2 real, 1824, very rare, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-5. 1.19 grams
a provisional “imitation cob” 1 real 1824-(P)M(PY), very
rare, encapsulated NGC XF 40, c/s XF standard, ex-Richard
Stuart. KM-unl; Jara pp. 33-34. Bold and nearly full countermark over an
unflawed host coin with full but off-center cross and clear date (the
pillars side even more off-center, with date off the edge), beautifully
toned, very rare quality overall for this combination. NGC #4486428003. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $600-$900.

Unique design with full pomegranate (granada in Spanish) flanked
by bold J-G (for Junta de Granada) and with clear date of 24 below
(particularly rare thus, as the date is usually off the flan), the reverse
showing a cross with modified castles and pomegranates (instead of
lions) in quadrants, AVF with some toning and light scratches but
no hole and therefore a rather decent example of this very important
type of which only a handful of specimens are known. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

1134. Granada, Nicaragua, provisional “imitation cob” 1/2
real, 1824, with radiant Liberty Cap countermark (1824) of
León, Nicaragua, on cross, very rare, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-5.
1.69 grams. Very nice VF with full cross (with pomegranates instead of

1131. León, Nicaragua, liberty cap countermark (1824) on lions in quadrants) and full but weak countermark, full J-pomegranatea Granada provisional “imitation cob” 1 real 1824-DG, very
rare, encapsulated NGC VF details / holed, c/s XF standard,
ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl; Jara pp. 33-34. Full pillars and cross on

aligned axis with old piercing at top as noted, the full countermark
neatly placed over the upper half of the cross, overall an attractive
example with all features clearly defined and nicely toned. A similar
example, also pierced, hammered for $6,500 in our Auction #5 (lot
#1226). NGC #4486428-006. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

G (for Junta de Granada, pomegranate = granada in Spanish) above
weak date on obverse (the date typically off the flan), no hole or damage. As Jara explains in his 2007 work Central American Provisional
and Provincial Mints, the application of the León countermark on the
Granada cobs “is hardly surprising: although these cities were bitter
political rivals, the practical goal of allowing a coinage of acceptable
quality to circulate always prevailed over purely political matters and
one could expect the Granada coins to circulate in León and vice-versa.”
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.
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1136. León, Nicaragua, copper 1/12 dime token, Mercado

de León (1877), rare, encapsulated NGC AU 58 BN, finest
known in NGC census. No wear (just a few minor marks keeping
it from MS), slight traces of original color and luster around details,
the better of two in the NGC census by two grades. NGC #2713825008. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

1135. Lot of five Sandinista “FSLN” countermarked Nicara- 1137. León, Nicaragua, 1-1/2 centavos copper token,
gua minors of 1935-9, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-19.1; 18.1; 17.1; 12;
11. 25.62 grams total. Denomination

set of Nicaraguan “small change”
with FSLN (“Sandinista National Liberation Front”) countermark on
date side of each coin, all XF or better except for the 1c, which is VF, as
follows: copper-nickel 50 centavos, 1939; copper-nickel 25 centavos,
1939; copper-nickel 10 centavos, 1939; copper-nickel 5 centavos,
1938; bronze 1 centavo, 1935. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Compañía Aguadora de León (1885), encapsulated NGC
MS 62 BN, rare, finest and only specimen in NGC census,
ex-Richard Stuart (designated on label). Leo-9. Choice strike
with colorful fields but not enough to make RB, carbon spot at bottom of obverse and one light hairline scratch on reverse but no wear
at all. NGC #4427811-015. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $300-$450.

Panama

1138. Panama, 20 balboas, 1976, Simón Bolívar, encapsulated NGC PF 69 Ultra Cameo (extra large slab), finest known

in NGC census. KM-31. 129.59 grams. A massive and essentially perfect beauty whose only apparent flaw (keeping it from PF 70) is a tiny

mark at the bottom of the shield, with all fields deeply mirrored and the details frosty and choice, significant as among the seven submissions
currently in the NGC census (all Ultra Cameo) this is the ONLY PF 69. NGC #4422861-001. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1139. Lot of four (unauthorized) Panama proofs of 1993, all ex-Richard Stuart: silver-clad 1/2 balboa; copper-nickel-clad
copper 1/4 balboa; copper-nickel-clad copper 1/10 balboa; copper-nickel 5 centésimos. KM-12a.1; 11.2a; 10; 23.2. 24.13 grams total.

Partial denomination set of brightly lustrous coins in low-grade Proof condition, no marks or wear, somewhat rare as unauthorized by the
Panamanian government to be struck in Proof (each with high catalog value and no mintage figures as a result). Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $500-up.

Paraguay

1140. Paraguay (struck in Buenos Aires), 1 peso, 1889. KM-5.

24.96 grams. Beautiful light rainbow toning over muted luster, UNC

with light marks and hairlines in obverse fields only, popular one-year
type of which many were melted. Estimate: $350-$500.

1141. Paraguay (struck in Buenos Aires), 1 peso, 1889. KM-

Lustrous and lightly rainbow-toned AU+ with surface
hairlines on obverse, popular one-year type of which many were melted.
Estimate: $250-$375.
5. 24.96 grams.

1142. Paraguay (struck in Buenos Aires), 1 peso, 1889,
encapsulated NGC AU 55.

KM-5. 24.85 grams. Very light toning
and luster, minor hairlines and bagmarks all over, popular one-year
type of which many were melted. NGC #2727155-001. Estimate:
$200-$300.
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Peru (colonial)
Pillars

1146. Lima, Peru, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1762JM, dots
over both mintmarks. CT-837; KM-A64.1. 26.51 grams. Gilboy L-8-14B

1143. Lima, Peru, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1754JD,

(S). Bold XF with light marks, faint toning, slightly granular surfaces,
scarce variety. Estimate: $300-$450.

encapsulated NGC UNC details / environmental damage.
CT-310; KM-55.1. Lustrous and totally devoid of any wear or marks but

with a couple areas on pillars side where the luster is opaque due to
oxidation, no toning. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

1147. Lima, Peru, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1763JM, dots

over both mintmarks, rare. CT-839; KM-A64.1. 26.87 grams. Gilboy

L-8-15B (R2). XF with light toning around details, surface hairlines,
rare date according to Gilboy. Estimate: $200-$300.

1144. Lima, Peru, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1755JD,

modern 5 over Spanish 5 for penultimate digit, very rare,
encapsulated NGC MS 61. CT-312; KM-55.1. Gilboy L-8-5a (R4).

Busts

Choice strike with no marks or wear, lustrous all over, with two small
(natural) lacunae at 9 o’clock on shield-side rim, the subtle but certain
date variety (“first 5 in date is late style over early style” in Gilboy)
not mentioned on the NGC label (or in the census) so possibly finest
known for this variety. NGC #3371213-002. Estimate: $1,000$1,500.

1148. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1774MJ, encapsulated PCGS AU 55, finest known in PCGS census. CT-855;
KM-78. Muted luster, minimal wear and marks, in fact finest known in

PCGS population report by four grades, with only one better at NGC
(AU 58). PCGS #80875156. Estimate: $200-$300.

1145. Lima, Peru, pillar 8 reales, Charles III, 1761JM, dots
over both mintmarks. CT-836; KM-A64.1. 26.74 grams. Gilboy L-8-13B

(S2). XF with light toning around details, minor marks and hairlines,
very scarce variety. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1149. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1808JP, encap- 1152. Cuzco, Peru, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1824T,
sulated ANACS AU 55. CT-665; KM-97. Highly lustrous Mint State

(despite the slab grade) with minimal surface hairlines on obverse,
no toning, slightly off-center strike. ANACS #4510456. Estimate:
$200-$300.

encapsulated AU details / surface hairlines.

CT-385; KM-117.2.

Attractive golden toning around details, the fields once cleaned but
long since toned over, weak bust as usual, popular one-year issue.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1150. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1820JP, 1153. Cuzco, Peru, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1824T. CTencapsulated NGC MS 64.

CT-488; KM-117.1. Choice strike and
luster, no marks or wear, trace of incipient toning, second highest
grade in NGC census. NGC #1724461-003. Estimate: $500-$750.

Cleaned, lustrous AU- with hairlines and
spots of light porosity, popular one-year issue. Estimate: $200-$300.
385; KM-117.2. 25.94 grams.

Peru (royalist)

1151. Cuzco, Peru, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1824G, no

dot before REX, encapsulated NGC XF 45, finest known in
NGC census. CT-386; KM-117.2. Lightly rainbow toned, with weak
centers but no marks or wear in fields, parts of rims weak (as made),
popular one-year issue, this specimen the better of just two of this variety in the NGC census. NGC #2728561-008. Estimate: $300-$450.

1154. Lima, Peru, crowned-1824 royalist countermark on a

Lima provisional 8R 1822JP, ex-Almanzar. CT-492; KM-130. 26.63
grams. Fine with crudely plugged hole at top, lightly toned, slightly

off-center strike (host), popular as an example of royalist forces using
republican coinage during Peru’s fight for independence. Accompanied
by an original Almanzar’s tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $200-$300.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com
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Peru (Republic of South Peru)

Peru (Republic)

1155. Cuzco, South Peru, 8 reales, 1837BA, FEDERACION,

raised edge lettering, very rare. KM-170.1. 26.60 grams. Nicely toned

XF, struck slightly off-center, with full lettering on edge, a variety for
which KM says “5 known” despite populations of twelve at NGC and
two at PCGS. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

1158. Arequipa, Peru, 8 reales, 1840MV, ex-Almanzar. KM-

142.7. 26.52 grams. Unevenly struck Fine with deep toning, the arms side

with light scratches and straight void on rim (looks original), rare and
desirable two-year type of the new Republic (post-Santa Cruz). Accompanied by an original Almanzar’s tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $600-$900.

1159. Pasco, Peru, 4 reales, 1857, assayer Z inside O, exAlmanzar. KM-151.10. 11.59 grams. VF+ with light toning and luster,
two small rim-flaws, scarce and popular mint. Accompanied by an

1156. Cuzco, South Peru, 8 reales, 1838MS, encapsulated original Almanzar’s tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $250-$375.
NGC MS 61. KM-170.4. 26.78 grams. Deeply toned over muted luster, minor disturbance to right of mint name. NGC #2727155-004.
Estimate: $800-$1,200.

1160. Lima, Peru, 2 reales, 1856MB, encapsulated NGC
MS 63, finest known in NGC census.

1157. Arequipa, South Peru, 4 reales, 1838MV, ex-Almanzar.

KM-141.3. Bold strike,
with attractive rainbow toning over luster, no noticeable marks or
wear, the better of just two at NGC. NGC #4488467-010. Estimate:
$250-$375.

Weakly struck AVF with traces of luster, deeply
toned. Accompanied by an original Almanzar’s tag (ca. 1980). Estimate:
$150-$225.
KM-172. 12.25 grams.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

1161. Lima, Peru, 1 real, 1842MB, encapsulated NGC MS
64, finest and only specimen in NGC census. KM-145.4. Nice

light toning over lustrous surfaces, well struck and devoid of marks
or wear, among the top few coins known for the entire type. NGC
#4488467-011. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1162. Lima, Peru, 5 pesetas, 1880BF, “B.” below wreath, encapsu-

lated NGC MS 63. KM-201.1. 25.00 grams. Muted luster with very light, even

toning, minimal marks and no wear, desirable one-year type. NGC #2727155011. Estimate: $300-$450.

Poland

1163. Poland (Warsaw mint), copper proof trial poltina (1/2 rouble), Nicholas
I of Russia, 1842, plain edge, rare.

Bitkin-1267. 8.98 grams.

surfaces, traces of luster, no wear. Estimate: $250-$375.

UNC with slightly grainy

Portugal

1164. Portugal, 870 reis (1834), crowned-arms countermark on a

Zacatecas, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1821RG. KM-440.19.

26.52 grams. AVF with deep toning around details, slightly uneven strike per

the period, full countermark, scarce combination. Estimate: $300-$450.

Romania (Wallachia)

1165. Wallachia (Romania), ducat, Mircea the Old (1386-1418, Dracula’s grandfather), struck after
1396. 0.47 gram. Bold, full VF details with contrasting toning, popular as the coinage circulating in the time and

place of the legendary Count Dracula, more accurately known as Vlad III Tzepesh or “Vlad the Impaler,” referring
to his (largely exaggerated) habit of skewering his vanquished enemies and displaying them as a warning to others.
Estimate: $250-$375.

Spain

Philip III

1166. Segovia, Spain, milled 8 reales, Philip III, 1607C. 1167. Segovia, Spain, milled 8 reales, Philip III, 1620, asCT-144; KM-28.1. 25.85 grams. Choice VF+

with toning around details,
nice contrast and typically nice strike, popular early milled “dollar”
(first date of type). Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

sayer cross-topped A.

CT-165; KM-28.3. 27.59 grams. Choice XF+
with attractive toning and faint luster all over, no problems. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.
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Philip IV

1168. Segovia, Spain, milled 8 reales, Philip IV, 1633R. CT- 1171. Seville, Spain, milled 8 reales, Philip V, 1728P.

CT-

573; KM-111. 26.68 grams. AU with muted luster, spotty dark toning on

938; KM-336.3. 26.84 grams.

reverse, small natural void on rim. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

AU+ with nice luster and light toning, no
problems, very attractive. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Charles II

Joseph Napoleon

1172. Madrid, Spain, 20 reales de vellon, Joseph Napoleon,
1169. Segovia, Spain, milled 8 reales, Charles II, 1683, 1813RN. CT-31; KM-551.2. 26.74 grams. Key final date of series, lightly
assayer BR in monogram.

Deeply
toned AXF with even wear on high points, very attractive. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.
CT-410; KM-111. 27.18 grams.

toned VF+ with dark rims, no problems. Estimate: $350-$500.

Ferdinand VII

Philip V

1173. Madrid, Spain, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1813IG.

CT-500; KM-477. 26.98 grams. Lightly toned XF+ with dark rims, surface

hairlines on obverse, scarce type. Estimate: $600-$900.

1170. Madrid, Spain, bust 8 reales, Philip V, 1709J. CT-677;

KM-281. 26.65 grams. Attractively toned VF with slightly weak bust, good

contrast, no problems, scarce one-year issue. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Alfonso XII

1174. Mallorca, Spain (Balearic Islands), 30 sueldos (30

sous), Ferdinand VII, 1821. CT-525; KM-C-L53.1. 25.04 grams. Deeply

toned all over with full incuse stamps, VF overall, one-year emergency
issue struck in Palma, Mallorca, while under quarantine from yellow
fever, hence the legend “SALUS POPULI” (Health to the People).
Estimate: $200-$300.

1177. Madrid, Spain, 2 pesetas, Alfonso XII, 1882MS-M,
with 18-82 inside stars, encapsulated NGC MS 63. CT-51; KM678.2. 9.97 grams. Good luster with elegant rainbow toning, faint surface

hairlines but no marks. NGC #2729504-004. Estimate: $200-$300.

Provisional Government

1178. Madrid, Spain, 5 pesetas, Alfonso XII (struck in the
1175. Madrid, Spain, 5 pesetas, 1870SN-M, with 18-70

reign of Alfonso XIII), 1885MP-M, with 18-87 inside stars,
encapsulated NGC MS 64, finest known in NGC census. CT43; KM-688. Nice luster, bits of toning around letters, strong die-polish

grams. Very light rainbow toning over muted luster (some bright

lines on obverse and minimal marks, scarce and interesting type with
frozen main date but posthumous date in stars carries into the reign of
the next king (who was born in 1886), this specimen the best of just
four in the NGC census. NGC #4488467-001. Estimate: $400-$600.

Amadeo I

Alfonso XIII

inside stars, encapsulated NGC MS 61.

CT-3; KM-655. 25.06

spots in legend), a few minor marks in fields. NGC #2728998-002.
Estimate: $800-$1,200.

1176. Madrid, Spain, 5 pesetas, Amadeo I, 1871SD-M, with 1179. Madrid, Spain, 5 pesetas, Alfonso XIII (infant bust),
24.84 grams. Deep toning (reddish on fields, dark bluish everywhere

1888MP-M, with 18-88 inside stars, encapsulated NGC MS
62. CT-13; KM-689. Lightly toned over good luster, minimal bagmarks

else) over muted luster, faint surface hairlines but minimal marks.
NGC #2728998-005. Estimate: $300-$450.

but some surface hairlines. NGC #4438968-009. Estimate: $350$500.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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18-71 inside stars, encapsulated NGC MS 61.

CT-5; KM-666.
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1180. Madrid, Spain, 5 pesetas, Alfonso XIII (infant bust),
1891PGM with 18-91 inside stars, encapsulated NGC MS
62. CT-17; KM-689. Minimal marks but some surface hairlines, muted
luster under deep rainbow toning that borders on gunmetal on obverse, tied with five others for finest known in NGC census. NGC
#2713777-001. Estimate: $200-$300.

1181. Madrid, Spain, 5 pesetas, Alfonso XIII, 1898SG-V,
with 18-98 inside stars, encapsulated NGC MS 63. CT-27; KMGood luster but lots of minor bagmarks (no hairlines), starting
to tone, second highest grade in NGC census. NGC #4488467-002.
Estimate: $250-$375.
707.

Straits Settlements

1182. Straits Settlements, ten cents, Victoria, 1891, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-11. 2.72 grams.
Good luster, minimal marks (no hairlines), faint traces of rainbow toning on reverse. NGC #2729006-004.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Sumatra

1183. Sumatra, proof copper 25 cents token, Netherlands India Sumatra Tobacco

Company Limited, encapsulated NGC PF 64 BN, finest and only specimen in NGC
census. Scholten-1097A. Nice green and pink toning over muted luster, no marks or wear but rims
slightly weak (as made). NGC #2713825-004. Estimate: $200-$300.

Tobago

1184. Tobago, 1-1/2 bitts, radiate script-T countermark (1798)
on crenated center cut of a Spanish colonial bust 8 reales, rare,
encapsulated NGC VF 35, ex-Rudman (designated on label).
KM-9. Bold

stamp with sharp edges, deep toning, faint trace of center of
shield on reverse, one of the more desirable “cut and countermark” types
of the West Indies. NGC #2790231-004. Pedigreed to the Isaac Rudman
collection. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

Uruguay

1185. Uruguay, copper 5 centésimos, 1854/40, encapsulated NGC MS 63 BN. KM-1.
Somewhat crude as usual (particularly the rims) but with virtually no marks or wear, nice even chocolate color, an issue that is rarely found in Mint State, this one in fact tied with two others for finest
known in NGC census. NGC #4489238-006. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

1186. Uruguay, 1 peso, 1895. KM-17a. 24.97 grams. Lustrous AU+ with minor
marks and hairlines all over, no toning (yet). Estimate: $200-$300.
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Venezuela (Caracas Royalist)

1187. Caracas, Venezuela, copper 1/4 real, 1813, rare, encapsulated NGC XF 45 BN.

Full details, slightly off-center strike on a large flan, light brown in color, desirable as the
first date of Ferdinand VII in this brief series that is rarely found in decent grade, this specimen in
fact tied with one other for second finest in NGC census behind a single AU 53 (interestingly, the
other XF 45 [Dana Roberts specimen] was more off-center than ours and hammered for $2300 in
Heritage #3014 [April 2011, lot #24996], while the AU 53 hammered for a whopping $23,000
in Heritage #3024 [April 2013, lot #25688]!). NGC #4435121-003. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
KM-C2.

1188. Caracas, Venezuela, copper 1/4 real, 1814. KM-C2. 1.98 grams. VF+ with full details
(albeit slightly off-center) on a full flan, dark chocolate brown color, a few very minor pits in surfaces.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Venezuela (United States of Venezuela)

1189. Venezuela, 1/2 bolívar (50 centimos or 2.500 gramos), 1888, rare. KM-Y21. 2.43 grams. AVF with small dig in field in front
of next but otherwise problem-free and a decent example of this key date. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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Ancient Greek

Ancient Coins

Akarnania

1190. Akarnania, Leukos, AR stater, “pegasus,” ca. 380 BC.

8.34 grams. Pegasus flying left / Helmeted head of Athena left. VF; off

center on both sides. Estimate: $250-$375.

Attica

1193. Attica, Athens, AR tetradrachm, “owl,” late mass coin-

age issue ca. 300-262 BC. HGC 4, 1599. 16.98 grams. Helmeted head
of Athena right, with frontal eye / Owl standing right, head facing;
olive sprig and crescent behind; all within incuse square. Fine; unusual
oblong flan from folding. Estimate: $400-$600.

Bruttium

1191. Attica, Athens, AR tetradrachm, “owl,” 454-404 BC.
Kroll 8; HGC 4, 1597. 16.79 grams. Helmeted

head of Athena right, with
frontal eye / Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent
behind; all within incuse square. Rainbow-toned AU with full and
well-centered details, the owl and Athena especially nice. Estimate:
$800-$1,200.

1194. Bruttium, Rhegion, AR tetradrachm, ca. 480-462 BC.
HN Italy 2472; SNG ANS 625-631. 17.24 grams. Bearded charioteer driving

biga of mules to right; in exergue, laurel leaf to right / RECI NON
(retrograde) around hare, running to right. Very fine; well toned with
beaded edge apparent on reverse (hare side). Estimate: $400-$600.

Calabria

1192. Attica, Athens, AR tetradrachm, “owl,” ca. 440-404
BC, encapsulated NGC Ch XF strike 5/5 surface 3/5. Kroll 8;
HGC 4, 1597. 17.20 grams. Helmeted head of Athena right, with frontal

eye / Owl standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent behind;
all within incuse square. Some wear to surface with discoloration on
cheek; deep owl strike. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

1195. Calabria, Tarentum, AR nomos, “boy on dolphin,” ca.

280-235 BC. SNG ANS 1198. 7.71 grams. Naked horseman galloping

right, holding shield on left arm, thrusting spear downward with right
hand and holding two horizontal spears in left hand / Taras holding
kantharos and trident, riding left on dolphin. Very fine with some dark
toning on edges. Estimate: $400-$600.
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Islands off Caria

Sicily

1196. Caria, Rhodes, AR didrachm, 305-275 BC, Antipatros
magistrate, encapsulated ANACS EF 40.

Ashton 186; SNG Keck-

Radiate head of Helios facing slightly
right / Rose with bud to right, magistrate name above; to left grain
ear. Small flan crack at base of rose but overall well struck and toned.
Estimate: $300-$450.
man 503-4; SNG Copenhagen 736.

Celts

1200. Sicily, Siculo-Punic, AR tetradrachm, ca. 300-289 BC,
Quaestors issue. Jenkins SNR 57, 333. 16.98 grams. Head of Herakles

right, wearing lion’s skin headdress / Horse head left; palm behind,
club before, Punic legend ‘MHSBM’ below. XF; well centered with
lovely toning and strike. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Thessaly

1197. Celts of Lower Danube, AR tetradrachm, 3rd century 1201. Thessaly, Larissa, AR drachm, ca. 380-350 BC, enBC or later, imitating Philip III of Macedon, encapsulated
NGC Ch XF strike 5/5 surface 4/5. Lanz 904; Allen-CCCBM I, 185.

16.84 grams. Head of Heracles right, wearing lion skin headdress / crude

figure of Zeus seated left, holding eagle and scepter; two monograms
left and one below throne. Well struck with silvery toning. Estimate:
$400-$600.

capsulated NGC Ch F strike 5/5 surface 3/5. BCD Thessaly II 297

Head of the nymph Larissa facing slightly
left / Mare standing right with LARI-SAIWN beneath and above, foal
standing right in the background. Well centered and appealing portrait;
unusual two-horse reverse. Estimate: $200-$300.
var; HGC 4, 444. 5.94 grams.

Ephesus

1198. Ephesus, AR tetradrachm, “bee,” ca. 390-325 BC,
Hippokritos magistrate.

Bee with straight
wings, seen from above / Forepart of stag right, looking back; behind,
palm tree with fruits. XF; well centered, lots of eye appeal. Estimate:
$1,250-$2,000.
BMC 47. 15.20 grams.

Myrina

1202. Thessaly, Thessalian League, AR double-vicoriatus,

2nd-1st centuries BC, encapsulated NGC CH AU strike 5/5
surface 3/5, Kephalos and Themistokles magistrates. McClean

Head of Zeus right wearing an oak crown / Athena
Itonia walking right, brandishing spear and holding shield, monograms
of Kaphalos left and Themistokles right. The double victoriati belong
to the federal currency introduced after the battle of Kynoskephalai
in 196, when the Thessalians were proclaimed free by Flamininus.
Problem free. Estimate: $250-$375.
4805. 6.36 grams.

Hispania

1199. Myrina, Aeolis, AR tetradrachm, mid-2nd century 1203. Hispania, Emporion, AR imitation drachm, ca. 250BC, stephanephoric type, encapsulated NGC MS strike 4/5
surface 3/5. BMC 14-5; Sacks, ANSMN 30, issue 27. 16.27 grams. Laureate
head of Apollo right / Apollo Grynios standing right, holding branch
and phiale; omphalos and amphora at feet, monogram to left; all within
laurel wreath. Well centered and well detailed with bits of flaking in
the fields on both sides. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

220 B.C. 4.18 grams. Head of Arethusa right with dolphins in field /
Pegasus to right; EMPORION below. Fine overall with soft details on
obverse; reverse with good detail. Estimate: $250-$375.
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Ancient Roman
Roman Republic

1208. Roman Empire, AR denarius, Mark Antony and

Octavian, as Triumvirs and Imperators (43-31 BC), struck
41 BC. Crawford 528/3; Sydenham 1194; RSC 02. 3.18 grams. M ANTON
tary mint (49 BC). Crawford 443/1; Sydenham 1006; RSC 49. 3.86 grams.

IMP III VIR R P C AVG, bare head of Antony right / CAESAR IMP
PONT III VIR R P C, bare head of Octavian right. Fine; well worn
and some scratches on reverse. Estimate: $350-$500.

Roman Empire

1209. Roman Empire, AR denarius, Augustus Caesar, 27

1204. Roman Republic, AR denarius, Julius Caesar, miliElephant advancing right, trampling on horned serpent; CAESAR in
exergue / Emblems of the pontificate: simpulum, aspergillum, securis,
and apex. VF+ with full details, the elephant side perfectly centered but
the other side slightly off-center, lightly toned, very popular. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

BC to 14 AD, Lugdunum mint.

RIC I 207; Lyon 82; RSC 43. 3.64
grams. Laureate head right / Caius and Lucius Caesars standing facing,

holding shields and spears between them; simpulum and lituus above.
XF; some scratches but almost full legends. Estimate: $200-$300.

1205. Roman Empire, AR denarius, Cnaeus Pompey Jr.,

46-45 BC, Corduba mint, Marcus Poblicius, legatus pro
praetore. Crawford 469/1a; CRI 48; Sydenham 1035; RSC 1 (Pompey the Great).
3.73 grams. Helmeted head of Roma right within [bead and reel border]

/ Hispania standing right, shield on her back, holding two spears over
shoulder and presenting palm frond to Pompeian soldier standing left
on prow, armed with sword. VF; slightly off-center but well toned.
Estimate: $500-$750.

1206. Roman Empire, AR denarius, Octavian, as Triumvirs

1210. Roman Empire, AR denarius “tribute penny,” Tiberius,14-37 AD, Lugdunum mint.

RIC I 30; BMCRE 48; BN 33;
RSC 16a. 3.51 grams. TI CAESA[R DIVI] AVG F AVGVSTVS, laureate

head right / PONTIF MAXIM, Livia (as Pax) seated right, holding
olive-branch and long vertical scepter; ornate legs to chair. The tribute
penny was the coin that was shown to Jesus when he made his famous
speech “Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and unto God
the things that are God’s.” The phrase comes from the King James Version of the gospel account: Jesus is asked, “Is it lawful to give tribute
to Caesar, or not?” (Mark 12:14) and he replies, “bring me a penny,
that I may see it” (Mark 12:15). VF. Estimate: $250-$375.

and Imperators (43-31 BC), struck spring-summer 42 BC.

Military
mint traveling with Octavian in Italy. Bare head right / Curule chair
inscribed C[AE]SAR DIC PER (not visible). Fine; worn but well
centered. Estimate: $200-$300.
Crawford 497/2a; CRI 137a; Sydenham 1322; RSC 55. 2.89 grams.

1211. Roman Empire, AR denarius “tribute penny,” Tiberius,14-37 AD, Lugdunum mint.

RIC I 30; BMCRE 48; BN 33;
RSC 16a. 3.23 grams. TI CAESA[R DIVI] AVG F AVGVSTVS, laureate

1207. Roman Empire, AR denarius, Marc Anthony and

Octavian, M. Barbatius Pollio, quaestor pro praetore, 41
BC, Ephesus mint, encapsulated NGC Ch VF, strike 3/5,
surface 4/5. Crawford 517/2; CRI 243; Sydenham 1181; RSC 8. 3.78 grams.

M . ANT . IMP . AVG . III . VIR . R . P . C . M . BARBAT . Q . P,
bare head of Antony right / CAESAR IMP PONT III VIR R P C,
bare head of Octavian right. Full legends and problem-free. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

head right / PONTIF MAXIM, Livia (as Pax) seated right, holding
olive-branch and long vertical scepter; ornate legs to chair. The tribute
penny was the coin that was shown to Jesus when he made his famous
speech “Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and unto God
the things that are God’s.” The phrase comes from the King James Version of the gospel account: Jesus is asked, “Is it lawful to give tribute
to Caesar, or not?” (Mark 12:14) and he replies, “bring me a penny,
that I may see it” (Mark 12:15). VF; some scratches on both obverse
and reverse; well toned. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1212. Roman Empire, AR denarius, “tribute penny,” Tiberius, 14-37 AD. RIC I 30; BMCRE 48; BN 33; RSC 16a. 3.54 grams. TI

CAESA[R DIVI] AVG F AVGVSTVS, laureate head right / PONTIF
MAXIM, Livia (as Pax) seated right, holding olive-branch and long
vertical scepter; ornate legs to chair. The tribute penny was the coin
that was shown to Jesus when he made his famous speech “Render
unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and unto God the things
that are God’s.” The phrase comes from the King James Version of the
gospel account: Jesus is asked, “Is it lawful to give tribute to Caesar, or
not?” (Mark 12:14) and he replies, “bring me a penny, that I may see
it” (Mark 12:15). Fine; worn but full legends. Estimate: $400-$600.

1214. Roman Empire, Egypt, Alexandria, BI tetradrachm,
Nero, 54-68 AD, dated year 12 (65-66 AD). Dattari 204. RPC I
Radiate bust of Nero right, wearing
aegis / Draped bust right of Alexandria, wearing elephant-skin cap;
LIB (date) before. XF; lovely toning. Estimate: $200-$300.
5289. Emmett 109.12. 13.37 grams.

1215. Roman Empire, AE As (29mm), Nero, Rome mint,
struck ca. AD 65.

1213.

RIC I 306. 11.26 grams. NERO CAESAR AVG
GERM IMP, laureate head right / PACE P R VBIQ PARTA IANVM
CLVSIT S-C, temple of Janus with latticed windows to left and closed
Roman Empire, AV aureus, Nero, 54-68 AD, Rome double doors to right. XF; deeply toned. Estimate: $200-$300.

mint. Struck circa 64-65 AD. RIC 52. BMCRE 67. Cohen 118. Calicó
NERO CAESAR AVGVSTVS, laureate head of
Nero right / IVPPITER CVSTOS, Jupiter enthroned left, holding
thunderbolt and scepter. VF with old scratch on reverse. Estimate:
$2,500-$3,250.
412a. 7.07 grams.

Byzantine Empire

1216. Byzantine Empire, AV histamenon nomisma (scyphate), Constantine X, 105967 AD, Constantinople mint, encapsulated NGC MS strike 5/5/ surface 4/5. SB 1847.
4.41 grams. Christ seated facing in throne with upright arms / Constantine standing facing, holding

labarum and globus with cross composed of four dots. Excellent detail and centering. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Argentina

Medals

1217. Buenos Aires, Argentina (under Spain, struck in
Santiago, Chile), silver proclamation medal, Ferdinand VII,
1808, founding of Buenos Aires. Fonrobert-10061; Medina-281; Her-

Obverse with bust of king (reminiscent of
Chile’s “imaginary bust” but facing left), designed by engraver Arrabal,
whose name appears under the bust; reverse with warrior kneeling by
personified city sitting on lion. AU piece with beautiful deep toning
over somewhat lustrous surfaces, the fields lightly hairlined (as usual).
Estimate: $400-$600.
rera-7. 43 mm; 35.1 grams.

1218. Argentina, oval silver military medal, 1839, Battle of Pago Largo, Cunietti Plate Medal, rare. Cunietti-pg. 109. 37 x 30 mm;
15.40 grams. Obverse with laurels around the seal of Argentina and text MARZO 31 DE 1839 / EL GOBIERNO DE LA / CONFEDERA-

CION ARGENTA / AL PATRIOTISMO Y / AL VALOR in center; reverse with laurels around text VALIENTE / DEFENSOR EN LOS /
CAMPOS DEL PAGO / LARGO, DE LA LIBERTAD / DE LA CONFEDERACION / ARGENTINA, Y DE LA / INDEPA AMERICANA
with arms below; loop fastened to top of medal. Lightly gold-toned XF with minor scratches on reverse, rare in any condition. Plate Medal
on page 109 of Historia de las Medallas Argentinas 1747-1880 (2010), by Cunietti. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
The Battle of Pago Largo was an armed confrontation that occurred on March 31, 1839, between the troops of the governor of Entre Ríos,
Brigadier General Pascual Echagüe (who was loyal to the provincial governor of Buenos Aires at the head of the foreign relations of Argentina,
Brigadier General Juan Manuel de Rosas) and those of the governor of Corrientes, Colonel Genaro Berón de Astrada, who died during the
combat. After its victory, the army of Echagüe invaded the Banda Oriental (today Uruguay) but was repelled.
Ironically the cavalry of the province of Entre Ríos was led by Colonel Major Justo José de Urquiza, a lieutenant of Echagüe, who years later,
in 1852, would defeat Rosas in the definitive battle of Caseros, an event that would make him leave his long-standing government and flee
in exile to England until his death. Urquiza became the first president of the Argentine Confederation, with headquarters in Paraná, and is
still venerated today in Entre Ríos as a provincial hero.
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1219. Buenos Aires, Argentina, star silver military medal, ca. 1865-1869,
Paraguay Campaign. Cunietti-pg. 250; Rosa-51. 34 mm; 7.20 grams. Obverse with seal of

Argentina in center surrounded by laurels and legend reading GUARDIA NACIONAL DE BUENOS AYRES; reverse with legend CAMPANA DEL PARAGUAY
1865 A 1869 around text AL VALOR Y A LA CONSTANCIA LA PROVINCIA
GRADZCIDA. A scarce ten-pointed star Triple Alliance medal in exceptional condition, AU with significant rainbow toning throughout over lustrous surfaces. Estimate:
$600-$900.

Bolivia

1220. Potosí, Bolivia, large silver Bolívar medal with mountain of Potosí, 1825.

Fonrobert-9466. 40 mm; 36.24 grams. Obverse
with bust of Bolívar inside legend SIMON BOLIVAR LIBERTADOR
DE COLOMBIA Y DEL PERU; reverse with sun-topped mountain
of Potosí inside legend POTOSI MANIFESTA SU GRATITUD AL
GENIO DE LA LIBERTAD with date 1825 at bottom. Large, coinlike medal, nicely toned holed XF with some scratches. Estimate:
$400-$600.

1221. Potosí, Bolivia, oval silver medal, 1833, visit to the
port of Cobija. Fonrobert-9745. 36.5 mm x 30 mm; 20.77 grams. Detailed

medal honoring a visit to the Port of Cobija, Bolivia, along the Pacific
coast. Cobija was founded in 1825 and became Bolivia’s only access
to the Pacific Ocean until it was lost to Chile during the War of the
Pacific in 1879. AU with lustrous fields, light gold toning that darkens
around the legends. Estimate: $250-$375.

1222. Bolivia, oval silver medal, progress award, early to

mid-1800s. Fonrobert-9447/9435. 36 mm x 30 mm; 15.04 grams. Inter-

esting piece made from two uniface trials stuck together, the obverse
(Fonrobert 9447) showing standing Justice and the reverse (Fonrobert
9435) showing a bird carrying a cage in its beak. XF+, faint hairlines,
orange toning around letters and devices. Estimate: $200-$300.

1223. Potosí, Bolivia, large silver proclamation medal, Belzu, 1850. Fonrobert-9551; Burnett-30A. 66 mm; 101.65 grams. Obverse with M

Y BELZU PRESIDENTE CONSTITUCIONAL DE LA RA BOLIVIANA and head of President Manuel Isidoro Belzu on a pedestal with
the personification of Bolivia holding a wreath over his head and the date below; reverse with EL PUEBLO DESCANZA CON SEGURIDAD
BAJO LA SOMBRA DE LA LIBERTAD, lion and sleeping boy with a coconut palm tree behind, PREMIO in exergue. Rainbow toned XF,
light hairlines in fields, rims slightly crude (typical for the type). Estimate: $500-$750.
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1224. Bolivia, military badge, Order of the Condor of the Andes, 1925. 67 mm x 42

mm; 24.70 grams. Blue enameled Maltese cross with ball-tipped finials, Qantuta (cantua buxifolia)

flowers between the arms; on elaborate suspension in the form of a condor; the face with a circular
central medallion with the mountain of Potosí and a radiant gold sun in a blue sky encircled by a
white enamel ring inscribed LA UNION ES LA FUERZA MCMXXV (“strength through unity
1925”); the reverse with a central red enamel medallion bearing the gilt letters RB (República
Boliviano). Visibly impressive decoration instituted in 1925 and awarded for exceptional merit
to either civilians or military personnel. AU, well-preserved condition with only minor chipping
to blue enamel to note. Estimate: $300-$450.

1225. Lot of two medals (one each in gold and silver) for the First International Convention of Historians and Numismatists held in Potosí, Bolivia, in October 2016. 30.83 and 31.20 grams, respectively, each 35mm. Gold (22K) and silver medals struck in

Argentina (very rare, as only eight made in gold, 80 in silver), the silver twice the thickness of the gold (but around the same weight), showing
the city and mountain of Potosí on obverse and double globes (with monogram MZ for engraver Miguel Zamparella to left) below the name
of the convention on reverse, both in lustrous Mint State (the silver somewhat prooflike). The gold has a struck-through-grease error to right
of center on the obverse, presumably a trait of all the known examples, but the silver is fully struck-up. This is the first time a set of these
medals has been offered at auction. Estimate: $1,500-$3,000.

Brazil

1226. Brazil, enameled gilt medal, Peter I, 1823, Restoration of Bahia. 39 mm x 24 mm; 7.56 grams.

Obverse features sun rays around a blue enameled legend RESTAURACAO DA BAHIA 1823 with crown P I
above sword and enameled laurel in center; blank reverse. Awarded in 1823 to commemorate the capture of Bahia
from the Portuguese during Brazil’s War of Independence that same year. AU, minor chip in enamel to right of
1823, lustrous central design. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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Chile

1228. Chile, 4-reales sized silver proclamation medal, 1828,

Constitution, encapsulated NGC MS 62. Fonrobert-9851. Obverse:

1227. Chile (under Spain), copper test strike for an allied
Indian medal, Ferdinand VII, ca. 1814, unique. Medina-pg. 78

Bust of Ferdinand VII in center
of obverse, legend FERNANDO VII REY DE ESPAÑA Y DE LAS
YNDIAS surrounding, A. VIP carved in right field; reverse blank with
monogram AE engraved in center. Medina states the silver medal “was
undoubtedly minted in Potosí or Lima, around the year 1814, and was
intended to adorn the chest of American Indians, who even in those
days of the revolution remained faithful to the cause of the King.” It
is likely this copper test piece is from the same mint and time period.
XF with dark brown toning and some hints of red around devices,
reverse displays a number of die scratches (now raised on the medal).
Estimate: $700-$1,000.
#23, plate III #5. 40 mm; 27.85 grams.

France

fasces wrapped anchor within linear circle, legend UNION SEGURIDAD FUERZA and stars around; reverse: radiant star over five line
inscription CONSTITUCn POLITICA DE CHILE JURADA EN 18
D SETIEMBRE DE 1828 all within wreath. Flashy, lustrous fields with
some scattered toning. NGC #2728747-004. Estimate: $300-$450.

1229. Chile, silver star cross military medal, 1883, Battle
of Huamachuco. 40 mm; 15.17 grams. Medal awarded to soldiers
or noncommissioned officers who participated in the
Battle of Huamachuco, a decisive battle in which the
Chilean forces defeated Peruvian irregulars and ended
the War of the Pacific. Peru and Bolivia then ceded
large amounts of land to Chile. Obverse depicts gilt
mountains with a laurel underneath and three stars
above, red and blue enamel in fields; reverse depicts
gilt radiant star in center with enameled and gilt legend
HUAMACHUCO JULIO 10 1883. Original ribbon
and pin is attached. AU medal, small area of peeled
gilt on obverse. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

1230. Paris, France, bronze medal, Louis XIV, 1697, capture of Cartagena, by Jean Mauger.

Divo-268. 41 mm; 28.85 grams.

Head of Louis XIV on the right, bordered by LUDOVICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS, signed J. MAVGER. F. Reverse with
HISPANORUM THESAURI DIREPTI around a woman beneath a coconut tree, vase spilling coins to left. In the exergue: CARTHAGO
AMERICANA / VI CAPTA./ M. DC. XCVII. AU+ with smooth, glossy fields, chocolate brown toning, small spots of verdigris. Estimate:
$400-$600.
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Great Britain
The Admiral Vernon Medals of 1739 and 1741
by Daniel Frank Sedwick

If the heart of collecting is visual and intellectual stimulation mixed with historical study, then the “Admiral Vernon” medals crafted in England in the period 1739-1741 are the perfect collectibles. The sheer number of different varieties of these medals makes collecting them both
challenging and feasible. Fascination with these historic pieces has spawned more than a dozen studies over the past 180+ years, culminating
in the book Medallic Portraits of Admiral Vernon (2010), by John Adams and Fernando Chao (the “AC” reference we quote in our lot descriptions). With this well-illustrated book alone, one can spend many enjoyable hours attributing each piece down to exact die details. The biggest
challenge with these medals is condition, as they were heavily used and abused, which makes the present offering comprising the collection of
Richard Stuart an exceptional opportunity.
The conflict began with the capture and torture of the British merchant ship captain Robert Jenkins by the Spanish off Havana, Cuba, in
1731. His alleged punishment for smuggling was the removal of one of his ears, which he physically produced for British Parliament in 1739,
setting off what became known as the “War of Jenkins’ Ear” starting that year, effectively “Great Britain’s first protracted naval war in the
Americas.”1 In a burst of vengeful braggadocio, the experienced British admiral Edward Vernon reportedly said he could take the Spanish port
of Portobelo, Panama, “with six ships only,” the larger goal being to disrupt the flow of Spanish shipping of treasure from the New World. It
is easy in retrospect to see why the Spanish viewed this as simple piracy under the guise of war. While the British lauded Vernon as a hero and
the Spanish vilified him as a pirate, the truth is somewhere in between.
Using Jamaica as a base of operations, Vernon made good on his boast in December of 1739 (with Commodore Charles Brown), but from
there things went south. While news of his victory at Portobelo was reaching England, Vernon’s squadrons were battling storms and the threat
of a French fleet. Vernon’s subsequent attack on Cartagena, Colombia, in March of 1740 was unsuccessful and resulted in his taking a sort of
consolation prize: Fort Chagre in Panama (near Portobelo). More than a year went by, as both sides beefed up forces, the British side (including ships under Rear Admiral Chaloner Ogle) eventually becoming “the largest force yet deployed in the West Indies.”2 A renewed assault on
Cartagena utilizing over 100 ships and 12,600 troops (almost a third of which were colonial Americans, thus representing “the first deployment of Americans abroad”3) began in the spring of 1741 and delivered Vernon’s ships and foot-soldiers into the harbor before yellow fever
and miscommunication between Vernon and Brigadier-General Thomas Wentworth forced a retreat. Most interestingly for us numismatists,
upon breaching the harbor the boastful Vernon had already sent word back to England of his “victory” at Cartagena against his Spanish counterpart, Admiral Blas de Lezo, spawning a new round of medals dated 1741. Vernon’s final attempt was against Cuba that same year, initially
planned for Havana (and, once again, reported back to England as a victory there) but instead visited upon Santiago on the south coast and
successfully repelled by the Spanish and their mosquito-borne partner, yellow fever, as in Cartagena. In sum, Vernon’s only victories were in
relatively quiet and unimportant Panama.
The medals themselves depict all these events in the most favorable light possible for Vernon, to the point of comical misrepresentation. Beyond
the basic organization based on location (Portobelo, Fort Chagre, Cartagena and Havana), these medals are grouped according to legends (on
both sides, often with errors) and figures of Vernon and the other players in the events (often almost cartoon-like in quality), in addition to
icons like cannons and ships and scenery like forts and cities (most depicted without regard to perspective or scale). Minute details like where
Vernon’s finger points and where a church steeple sticks up are integral to pinpointing exact dies. Since so many of these medals are well worn,
it is not always to make attributions right away, but almost always one small, visible detail can make the difference.
Besides a few examples in silver and tin (plus a unique specimen in gold), the primary metal used to make these pieces was copper alloyed with
a variety of other metals, like zinc and tin. Often the generic term used is brass or bronze, but more specific references mention “pinchbeck,”
referring to a proprietary alloy invented by a family of clock and watchmakers in London named Pinchbeck, who advertised their metal as
resembling gold in color and ductility. Presumably the Pinchbecks were the makers and purveyors of the Vernon medals. Relatively few of the
medals are signed by engravers, most of whom are unknown. Overall it is clear these medals were made in haste to satisfy and capitalize on
demand from a brief hysteria.
While every collector seeks a reason or connection to collect a certain thing (like Richard Stuart’s connection with Panama for these medals),
the Admiral Vernon medals can and should be collected simply for their “collectibility” as a well-studied series that has been appreciated by
top numismatists for over 180 years.

1
2
3

Adams-Chao, page 21
Adams-Chao, page 22
Adams-Chao, page 159
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“Admiral Vernon” medals

1231. Great Britain, small copper-alloy medal, Admiral

Vernon, 1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend
ADMIRAL VARNON [sic] TOOK PORTO BELL [sic]. AC-

Choice XF with superb details, no damage, brassy
color with dark toning around design elements, scarcer small size.
Estimate: $200-$300.
PBv3C. 5.92 grams.

1234. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend THE
BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNO [sic].
AC-PBv29Z. 16.42 grams. AU with excellent details, nice brassy color all

over, no problems. Pedigreed to the DNW auction of September 2016,
with original lot-tag #498. Estimate: $300-$450.

1232. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend ADMIRAL
VERNON TOOK PORTO BELLEO, ex-Richard Stuart.
Very brassy XF with hints of luster, very
minor surface pitting, superb details all over (much better than most
Vernon medals). Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$200-$300.
AC-PBv13K. 10.96 grams.

1235. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend THE
BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNO [sic],
ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBv29Z. 17.38 grams. Very darkly toned XF
with minor edge-bruises and odd residue in field to left of portrait,
overall well above average. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1233. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend THE
BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON,
ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBv25U. 15.89 grams. AU with some original

copper color and luster around details, weak rim at 7 o’clock on obverse
but otherwise very well executed all over. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

1236. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend THE
BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON, exRichard Stuart. AC-PBv31CC. 15.12 grams. Dark XF with traces of
lighter color around some details, light old scratches in fields, small
areas of light corrosion, good details in above average condition. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $250-$375.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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1237. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1240. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

Dark XF with traces of original copper color
and luster, some encrustation around details, well-executed design.
Pedigreed to the DNW auction of September 2016, with original lot-tag
#499. Estimate: $200-$300.

somewhat prooflike with dark details against brighter brassy fields, no
flaws to speak of. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$350-$500.

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend THE
BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON.
AC-PBv36II. 14.96 grams.

1238. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend THE
BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON, exRichard Stuart. AC-PBv36II. 16.36 grams. Polished VF with bright
brassy color, minor pitting, well-executed design. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend THE
BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON, exRichard Stuart. AC-PBv42RR. 13.80 grams. Very choice specimen, AU,

1241. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend THE
BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON. ACDark XF+ with traces of luster around details,
light oxidation here and there, choice details. Pedigreed to the DNW
auction of September 2016, with original lot-tag #500. Estimate:
$250-$375.
PBv45VV. 14.03 grams.

1242. Great Britain, small copper-alloy medal, Admiral
1239. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend THE
BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON.
AC-PBv41U. 14.16 grams. Crude

and rather worn (Fine), with large old
scratches in field to right of portrait, darkly toned except for high
points. Estimate: $100-$150.

Vernon, 1739, Porto Bello, three-quarters portrait, legend
THE BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON,
ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBv49XX. 6.62 grams. Rare (just three in AC
census) and choice grade and details, XF+ or better with brassy color
graced with reddish sediment, minor rim-flaws but otherwise superb.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com
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1243. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, full-length portrait facing left with cannon
to left, legend THE BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON, ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvi4D. 12.31 grams.
Dark chocolate brown AU-, no problems, an attractive example to be
sure. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

1244. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, full-length portrait facing left with cannon
to left, legend THE BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON (N’s reversed). AC-PBvi5E. 16.68 grams. Near-UNC
specimen with slightly brassy fields displaying muted luster, all details
choice and almost totally unworn, quite choice overall, “222” inked
below date. Estimate: $350-$500.

1246. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, full-length portrait facing left with cannon to left and anchor to right, legend THE BRITISH
GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON (N’s reversed),
ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvi6G. 14.35 grams. AU with brassy luster
around details but otherwise fairly dark, all details well executed and in
superb condition. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$350-$500.

1247. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, full-length portrait facing right with cannon to right and ship to left, legend THE BRITISH GLORY
REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON, ex-Richard Stuart. AC-unl

(variant of PBvi12O). 14.07 grams. Apparently an unlisted variety (shocking,

considering how well studied this series is) with non-reversed N’s in
Vernon’s name, also a superb specimen in AU grade with nice luster
and light color, small edge-crack (and minor striking problem as a
result) at top of obverse / bottom of reverse. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $500-$750.

1245. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, full-length portrait facing left with cannon to left, legend THE BRITISH GLORY REVIV D BY
ADMIRAL VERNON (N’s reversed). AC-PBvi5E. 13.61 grams.
Same as previous lot but in much more typical condition: AVF with
dark toning except for worn high points, which are light copper in
color. Estimate: $125-$200.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

1248. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, full-length portrait facing right with
cannon to right and ship to left, legend THE BRITISH
GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON (N’s reversed),
ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvi13Q. 16.90 grams. Choice XF with slightly
brassy fields showing muted luster, bold strike and well-executed details. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1249. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, full-length portrait facing right with
cannon to right and ship to left, legend THE BRITISH
GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON (N’s reversed),
ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvi16V. 17.12 grams. Choice XF with muted
luster on fields (otherwise dark), hairline crack below GLORY, minor
oxidation, nice details, scarce. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1252. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, full-length portrait facing right with cannon to right and ship to left, legend THE BRITISH GLORY
REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON, ex-Richard Stuart. ACPBvi21FF. 14.99 grams. UNC

with luster and nice even color, no marks
or wear and superbly executed details, arguably the most attractive
specimen in the Stuart collection. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $350-$500.

1253. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,
1250. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, full-length portrait facing right with cannon to right and ship to left, legend THE BRITISH GLORY
REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON. AC-PBvi18CC. 13.80 grams.
Choice XF with bold details, nice even color with muted luster, no
problems. Estimate: $200-$300.

1739, Porto Bello, full-length portrait facing right with cannon to right and ship to left, legend THE BRITISH GLORY
REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON, ex-Richard Stuart.
AC-PBvi23LL. 11.66 grams. Brassy

XF with choice details, no problems,
well above average and quite a bit nicer than the specimen shown in
AC. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

1254. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,
1251. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, full-length portrait facing right with cannon to right and ship to left, legend THE BRITISH GLORY
REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON, ex-Richard Stuart. ACAU with excellent details but minimal luster,
lightly brassy but with dark area to left of portrait. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
PBvi20GG. 14.82 grams.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarter portraits of Vernon and
Brown, legend ADMIRAL VERNON AND COMMODORE
BROWN, ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvb1A. 15.19 grams. Brassy UNC

with traces of bright luster, superb details. In cataloging this coin we
observed that the photo for AC-PBvb3E is in error, as it is the same
dies as the present specimen of PBvb1A and does not show the legend
enclosed as described. Humorously, the authors bring up a good point
in the listing for 3E (which applies to 1A as well, of course) that the
reverse legend says HE [singular] TOOK PORTO BELLO WITH SIX
SHIPS ONLY while showing both the Admiral and the Commodore,
yet other medals from the same series show the pronoun (erroneously)
as THE (perhaps an attempt to turn HE into THEY?) before omitting the pronoun altogether. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $400-$600.
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1258. Great Britain, small copper-alloy medal, Admiral Ver1255. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,
1739, Porto Bello, three-quarter portraits of Vernon and
Brown, legend ADMIRAL VERNON AND COMMODORE
BROWN. AC-PBvb1B. 13.18 grams. UNC with traces of brassy luster

but also some surface oxidation, the details excellent nonetheless.
Pedigreed to the DNW auction of September 2016, with original lot-tag
#503. Estimate: $300-$450.

non, 1739, Porto Bello, three-quarter portraits of Brown and
Vernon, legend ADMIRAL VERNON AND COMMODORE
BROWN, ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvb8M. 4.09 grams. AU- but with
lightly oxidized surfaces, mostly dark but with brassy color on high
points and open fields, some verdigris. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

1259. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,
1256. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarter portraits of Vernon and
Brown, legend ADMIRAL VERNON AND COMMODORE
BROWN, ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvb1C. 15.30 grams. UNC with

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarter portraits of Brown and
Vernon, legend ADMIRAL VERNON AND COMMODORE
BROWN, ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvb9Q. 13.15 grams. XF with
slight oxidation, mostly dark, no big problems and still well detailed.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

muted luster and nice color all over, scarce variety, this specimen apparently much better than the one in the ANS collection based on
the photo in AC. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$400-$600.

1260. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarter portraits of Brown and
Vernon, legend ADMIRAL VERNON AND COMMODORE
BROWN. AC-PBvb11S. 16.82 grams. Dark chocolate brown color all

1257. Great Britain, silver-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, three-quarter portraits of Brown and
Vernon, legend ADMIRAL VERNON AND COMMODORE
BROWN, ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvb7L. 15.26 grams. UNC or

over (very even), worn to Fine+ grade but without any damage or
distractions. Estimate: $125-$200.

nearly so, the luster quite muted but without distraction of toning
except on small part of rim, dull silver color all over (scarce silver alloy),
excellent details. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$400-$600.
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1264. Great Britain, small copper-alloy medal, Admiral
1261. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, portraits of Vernon (standing) and Lezo
(on one knee), legend THE PRIDE OF SPAIN HUMBLED
BY AD VERNON. AC-PBvl2B. 15.89 grams. Choice XF+ in dark

chocolate brown color all over, no problems, nice details. Pedigreed
to the DNW auction of September 2016, with original lot-tag #505.
Estimate: $200-$300.

Vernon, 1739, Porto Bello, portraits of Vernon (standing)
and Lezo (on both knees), legend THE SPANISH PRIDE
PULL D DOWN BY ADMIRAL VERNON, ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvl5D. 6.19 grams. AVF with uneven patination varying from

lustrous copper to very dark brown, no problems and good details for
the grade, notably the only small-size variety of the Vernon-Lezo series
(albeit common). Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$125-$200.

1265. Great Britain, small copper-alloy medal, Admiral
1262. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, portraits of Vernon (standing) and Lezo
(on one knee), legend THE PRIDE OF SPAIN HUMBLED
BY AD VERNON, ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvl3B. 11.73 grams.
UNC with lustrous fields in brassy color, choice details, two minor
rim-flaws on obverse but otherwise as nice as they come. Pedigreed to
the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $400-$600.

1263. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, portraits of Vernon (standing) and Lezo
(on one knee), legend THE PRIDE OF SPAIN HUMBLED
BY AD VERNON, Plate Piece in AC reference. AC-PBvl3B. 14.07
grams. Choice XF+, dark all over except for one small splash of lustrous

copper near top of reverse (the diagnostic for matching with the photo
in AC), nice details as usual for this type. Pedigreed to the DNW auction of December 2014, with original lot-tag #3213, and illustrated on
page 130 of Medallic Portraits of Admiral Vernon (2010), by Adams and
Chao. Estimate: $250-$375.

Vernon, 1739, Porto Bello, portraits of Vernon (standing)
and Lezo (on both knees), legend THE SPANISH PRIDE
PULL D DOWN BY ADMIRAL VERNON. AC-PBvl5D. 6.48

grams. Same as previous lot but in slightly lower grade (Fine+) and

with curious stippled pattern on obverse field that was presumably
not part of the die (hence not a new variety), darkly toned except for
some dull brass color on the reverse. Pedigreed to the DNW auction of
December 2014, with original lot-tag #3214. Estimate: $125-$200.

1266. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, portraits of Vernon (standing) and Lezo
(on both knees), legend THE SPANISH PRIDE PULL D
DOWN BY ADML VERNON, ex-Richard Stuart. AC-PBvl8G.
12.98 grams. Darkly toned AXF with natural rim-flaw on obverse, faint

stress-cracks to left of Vernon, good details overall. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
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1267. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, portraits of Vernon (standing) and Lezo
(on both knees), legend THE SPANISH PRIDE PULL D
DOWN BY ADMIRAL VERNON. AC-PBvl9J. 12.31 grams. XF
with lustrous fields, darker details, high points slightly weak but no
problems or damage, scarce variety. Pedigreed to the DNW auction of
September 2016 (lot #505). Estimate: $150-$225.

1270. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello / Fort Chagre, facing three-quarters portrait of Vernon with tree to left and city and ship to right
below A VIEW / OF FORT / CHAGRE. AC-FCv3B. 18.35 grams.

AU- with strong stress lines in fields, faint traces of luster, slightly brassy
color on the few slightly worn high points but otherwise a pleasing
light brown color all over, attractive details (“best Chagre reverse”,
according to AC). Estimate: $250-$375.

1268. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, portraits of Vernon (standing) and Lezo
(on both knees), legend THE SPANISH PRIDE PULL D
DOWN BY ADMIRAL VERNON, ex-Richard Stuart. ACXF+ with dark, raised areas in open fields but
otherwise brassy and lustrous, well-executed details. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
PBvl9M. 10.54 grams.

1271. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello / Fort Chagre, facing three-quarters portrait of Vernon with tree to left and city and ship to right
below FORT / CHAGRE. AC-FCv5D. 16.60 grams. Choice XF+ with
great full details, nicely even-colored surfaces, no damage, just some
wear on highest points. Pedigreed to the DNW auction of September
2016, with original lot-tag #507. Estimate: $200-$300.

1269. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello, standing portraits of Ogle, Vernon and
Wentworth above exergue BRAVE VERNON OGLE / &
WENTWORTH. AC-PBvow1A. 12.55 grams. Scarce muling of a later

Cartagena obverse with a Vernon-Lezo reverse, this specimen bold XF
with good details (particularly the portraits) but some surface roughness, even brown color throughout. Estimate: $300-$450.

Please place absentee bids at
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1272. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello / Fort Chagre, facing three-quarters portrait of Vernon with tree to left and city and ship to right
below A VIEW / OF FORT / CHACRE [sic]. AC-FCv6G. 13.57
grams. XF with light copper color on obverse, dark on reverse except

for spot of bright brass on the year, light edge-bruise but otherwise
damage-free and nice overall. Pedigreed to the DNW auction of September
2016, with original lot-tag #508. Estimate: $150-$225.
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1273. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello / Fort Chagre, full standing portrait of
Vernon facing right, ship to left, fort to right above FORT /
CHAGRE. AC-FCv12P. 11.60 grams. Nice VF with good details for the
grade, a few minor scratches but no problems, interestingly lacking
the die-break at N of NOV reported by AC for this die (so perhaps
an early version). Estimate: $200-$300.

1274. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1739, Porto Bello / Fort Chagre, full standing portrait of
Vernon facing left, ship to left, fort to left below FORT /
CHAGRE, ship to right, ex-Richard Stuart. AC-FCv13R. 12.67
grams. Choice XF+ with hints of luster in coppery fields, attractive

details (“best overall execution in the Fort Chagre series”, according to
AC), no damage. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$300-$450.

1276. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1741, Cartagena, portraits of Vernon (standing) and Lezo
(on one knee), legend THE PRIDE OF SPAIN HUMBLED
BY AD VERNON. AC-CAvl1A. 12.72 grams. Brassy VF with some
dark spots, two very small edge-nicks, lots of good detail for the grade,
desirable series (but common dies). Estimate: $150-$225.

1277. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1741, Cartagena, portraits of Vernon (standing) and Lezo
(on one knee), legend THE PRIDE OF SPAIN HUMBLED
BY AD VERNON. AC-CAvl1B. 14.12 grams. Choice XF+ with dull

brassy color all over, great details and no problems (arguably superior
to the specimen in AC, which is missing part of the edge), desirable
series (but common dies). Estimate: $200-$300.

1275. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1278. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

AXF with minor rim-flaws and spots of extra metal in fields, small
patches of encrustation, but good details overall and quite presentable
for this scarce and desirable Havana series, which we place before
Cartagena (contrary to AC) for chronological accuracy only. Estimate:
$300-$450.

AU- with no luster, spots of encrustation, excellent details, unusually
thick flan, desirable series (but common dies). Estimate: $250-$375.

1739, Porto Bello / Havana, full standing portrait of Vernon
with body facing left, buildings to left over HAVANAI [sic]
and cannon, ship to right. AC-HAv1B. 11.69 grams. Darkly toned

1741, Cartagena, full standing portrait of Vernon with forts
and ships to left and right, legend ADMIRAL VERNON THE
PRESERVER OF HIS COUNTRY. AC-CAv2B. 16.64 grams. Dark
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1279. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1282. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

UNC with muted luster around details, no
wear, minor rim-flaws, great details, desirable series (but common
dies). Estimate: $350-$500.

CAv6G. 10.34 grams.

1741, Cartagena, full standing portrait of Vernon facing
left, cannon to left, anchor to right, legend THE BRITISH
GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON (N’s reversed).
AC-CAv3C. 12.66 grams.

1280. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1741, Cartagena, full standing portrait of Vernon facing
left, cannon to left, anchor to right, legend THE BRITISH
GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON (N’s reversed).

1741, Cartagena, full standing portrait of Vernon with town
and ships in background, legend ADMIRAL VERNON
VEIWING [sic] THE TOWN OF CARTHAGANA [sic]. AC-

Nice XF with attractive details and even brown
color throughout. Even though this is “the most common of the
Vernon medals” (according to AC, which reports 48 specimens), it
is still desirable as from the Cartagena series. Estimate: $200-$300.

1283. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

AC-CAv3C. 13.01 grams. Choice

1741, Cartagena, full standing portraits of Ogle and Vernon
facing each other, legend ADMIRAL VERNON AND SR
CHALONER OGLE. AC-CAvo2B. 14.83 grams. Choice XF+ with

1281. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

1284. Great Britain, copper-alloy medal, Admiral Vernon,

AC-CAv3C. 12.96 grams. XF

great details, nice even color throughout, minor rim-flaws and old
scratches between portraits, lots of stress-lines on reverse, desirable
series (but common dies). Pedigreed to the DNW auction of September
2016, with original lot-tag #511. Estimate: $250-$375.

XF+ with faint traces of luster around
details, darkly toned all over, one light old scratch above cannon, nice
details, desirable series (but common dies). Pedigreed to the DNW
auction of September 2016, with original lot-tag #509. Estimate:
$200-$300.

1741, Cartagena, full standing portrait of Vernon facing
left, cannon to left, anchor to right, legend THE BRITISH
GLORY REVIV D BY ADMIRAL VERNON (N’s reversed).
with bold details but old dents above Vernon’s finger, mostly brown but a few dark areas, desirable series (but
common dies). Estimate: $100-$150.

muted luster and dull brassy color on fields, excellent details (“a
well-balanced piece of work”, according to AC), desirable series (but
common dies). Pedigreed to the DNW auction of September 2016, with
original lot-tag #510. Estimate: $250-$375.

1741, Cartagena, full standing portraits of Ogle and Vernon
facing each other, legend ADMIRAL VERNON AND SR
CHALONER OGLE. AC-CAvo3D. 11.28 grams. Choice XF+ with
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Guatemala

1285. Guatemala (Empire), silver proclamation medal,

Agustín Iturbide, 1822, encapsulated NGC MS 63. Grove-34a;
Fonrobert-7207. 3.35 grams. Obverse: bust of Iturbide in center with leg-

end AGUSTIN I. EMPERAD . DE MEXICO. around edge; reverse:
emblem at top with mountains, GUAT. EN LA PROCLAM. DE SU 1r
EMP. around laurels which surround 26 E DEC. / DE 1822. / 2o DE
LA INDEP. in center. One of the finest examples in the NGC census;
only one higher in MS 64 listed. Light gold toning over mostly flashy
surfaces, fairly strong strike with only some weakness in the center
text. NGC #2727155-008. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1286. Guatemala (Empire), silver proclamation medal,

Agustín Iturbide, 1822, encapsulated NGC AU 58, finest
and only specimen in NGC census. Grove-46a; Fonrobert-7292. 3.36
grams. Obverse: bust of Iturbide in center with legend AGUSTIN I.

EMPERAD . DE MEXICO. around edge; reverse: PROCLAMADO
EN QUESALT. A. DE 1822. around mountains emblem with laurels
beneath. Well-struck medal, darker grey and blue toning on obverse
with lighter gold toning on reverse. NGC #2727155-009. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

Mexico

1287. Mexico City, Mexico, silver proclamation medal,

Charles III, 1760, Archbishop of Mexico, encapsulated
NGC AU 58. Grove-K5; Herrera-81; Betts-479. 20.34 grams. Obverse: bust

of Charles III with CAROL * III VET * ET NOVAE HISP * REX
MEX * PROCL legend, F. CASANOVA F. below bust; reverse: arms
of the archbishop with EMAN * ARCHBISHOP * MEX * CONSEN
* LAETIT * SACRIS CELEBRAV * around it and year MSCCLX
below. Only about a dozen known, this piece being more desirable as
an unholed example. Well-struck, detailed coin with rainbow toning.
NGC #4488467-006. Estimate: $600-$900.

1288. Mexico City, Mexico, large silver proclamation
medal, Charles IV, 1789.

Grove-3a. 48mm; 50.82 grams. Obverse
with portrait of Charles IV facing right; reverse with coat of arms
of Mexico City before eagle. Darkly toned UNC with hairlines.
Estimate: $500-$750.

1289. Queretaro, Mexico, large silver proclamation medal,
Charles IV, 1790, rare. Grove-C153; Medina-230. 45mm; 40.10 grams.
Obverse with bust of Charles IV facing right; reverse with armored
soldier carrying flag and emblem. Lightly toned AU with minor
marks, surface hairlines. Estimate: $500-$750.

1290. Campeche, Mexico, silver 1-real sized proclamation
medal, Charles IV, 1790, encapsulated NGC MS 64. Grove-C44.
3.4 grams. Obverse with crowned shield; reverse with radiant star over

text. Deeply-rainbow toned with smooth, flashy fields, old scratch on
obverse. NGC #4216463-010. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1291. Mexico City, Mexico, cast gold proclamation medal,

Ferdinand VII, 1814, Archbishop of Mexico, reestablishment
of the throne. Grove-F22b for type. 29.83 grams. Formalized by the

Episcopate and Archdiocese of Mexico, royalist badge (cast later, after
restoration of the throne). AU with light hairlines, pockmark on reverse
at 9 o’clock, mounted in a gold bezel. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

1292. Mexico, gold medal, (1963), Cortes / Cuauhtemoc.

Grove-P77. 41.85 grams. Large (1.2314 oz. AGW) high relief modern gold

medal with Spanish explorer Cortes on one side and Aztec emperor
Cuauhtemoc on the other. UNC, light wiping across fields. Estimate:
$1,500-$2,250.

Panama

1293. Panama (under Spain), oval silver medal, Ferdinand VII, Constancia de Panama (1815), very rare, ex-Richard Stuart.

4.02 grams. Obverse: Facing bust of Ferdinand VII; reverse: CONSTANCIA / DE / PANAMA within laurel border. Lightly toned choice UNC

(prooflike finish) and of the highest rarity and interest. Awarded to the loyal citizens of that province by Royal Ordinance of February 6, 1815.
This and a gold piece struck from the same pair of dies are the only known examples of this important War of Independence fidelity award,
making them much rarer than the well-known and popular Indian award medals of similar design but with the motto “En Premio de la Fidelidad.” Historical comment by Carlos Jara: One of the early figures of independent Panama is Juan José Cabarcas, who was born in Cartagena
de Indias in 1774 but spent most of his life in the isthmus. In early 1814 he traveled to Spain and was incorporated into the Ordinary Courts
of Cádiz in March of that year, where he rather skillfully represented the interests of Panama, contributing to the acquisition of a provincial
deputation for that province. As a consequence of the loyalty shown by Panama to the Spanish Crown, Cabarcas also requested (on April 3,
1814, as can be noted in the transcriptions of the sessions of the courts for that date) that a symbol of fidelity be added to its coat of arms (this
coat of arms being described as “two anchored ships in the Northern and Southern seas”) and that the members of the council be allowed to
wear a medal with the motto “Constancia de Panama”. Later, by a Royal Ordinance dated February 6, 1815, King Ferdinand VII awarded the
title of “faithful” to the cities of Panama, Portobelo, Alanje, La Villa de los Santos, Santiago and Nata de los Caballeros in recognition “of their
constant fidelity preserved through the upheavals and political movements of the New Granada and their extraordinary services made in defense
of a good cause” and also authorize its citizens to wear an insignia of fidelity. In particular it was specified that the one corresponding to the
members of the Council (Cabildo) of Panama would consist of “a gold insignia (medallion) consisting of a plaque with the bust of Ferdinand
VII with an olive branch and the inscription Constancia de Panama”. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $6,000-$9,000.
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1294. Panama, enameled gold medal with pin back, Panama

Rail Road Company, mid-1800s, rare. 9.73 grams. The Panama

Railroad Company was incorporated in 1849 and completed its first
line in 1855. It experienced its best years in the late 1850s to late 1860s,
becoming one of the most profitable railway lines in the world at the
time. By the 1880s, however, the company’s fortunes had fallen and it
was bought up by the French canal operators. In 1904, the US government bought the railroad and revitalized it. In 1979, the company was
handed over to the government of Panama. The Panama Rail Road
Company then became the Panama Canal Railway Company in the
late 1990s where it still operates today. Rare well-preserved pin back,
low-carat gold medal with only a chip in the enamel next to ROAD
to note. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1296. Lot of two Panama (Spain) high-relief silver and copper medals, 1886, first Spanish expedition to the Isthmus of
Panama, ex-Richard Stuart. 210.21 grams total. Obverse features a

high-relief bust of the Marquis de Campos (who funded the expedition;
reverse shows the expedition’s vessel, the steamer Magallanes, arriving
at the canal with angelic figures representing Europe and America
above. Both UNC with light cabinet rub on high points, hairlines
present on the silver version. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $600-$900.

1295. Lot of two Panama (France) silver and bronze med- 1297. Lot of two Panama silver and brass medals, July 1900,
als, 1880, beginning of construction on the French Panama
Canal, ex-Richard Stuart. Plowman-CM5.2 (silver), CM5.1 (bronze).

37.00 grams total. Pair of medals engraved by famous French medalist

Louis-Oscar Roty and issued to those who had purchased a certain
amount of French Canal Company stock. Obverse depicts a woman
bringing together personifications of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans;
reverse displays text. Both medals are UNC; hairlines on the silver
medal. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Defense of Panama during the Thousand Days’ War, exRichard Stuart. 36.31 grams total. Two medals struck by Colombian

Conservative Party members commemorating the defense of Panama
in July of 1900 during the Thousand Days War. The brass medal is
overstruck on one side with the Panama defense design; the other side
is a Peruvian naval medal, distorted but legible. Both medals are UNC;
minor rim dings on the silver medal. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1299. Panama, silver medal, (1956), Alfredo Lezcano Go-

mez, ex-Richard Stuart. 63 mm x 35 mm; 55.37 grams. Rectangular

1298. Lot of two Panama base-metal medals, mid-1900s,
Ferdinand de Lesseps, ex-Richard Stuart. 404.80 grams total.

Two large, high-relief medals honoring Ferdinand de Lesseps, the
principal developer of the French Panama Canal project. Both UNC
with well-struck details. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $300-$450.

silver medal awarded for meritorious service by members of the National Guard of Panama. The decoration itself is named after Lieutenant
Colonel Alfredo Lezcano Gomez, Chief of the Presidential Guard, who
was shot and killed on May 10, 1951, during the removal of President
Arnulfo Arias from his office. AU+, minor rim ding. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Peru

1300. Ayacucho, Peru, silver medal, 1824 (struck 1825), Restoration of Peru in Ayacucho by Bolívar, encapsulated NGC
MS 64+* DPL. Fonrobert-9178. Obverse with bust of Bolívar above A.DAVALOS G. (engraver) inside legend A SU LIBERTADOR SIMON

BOLIVAR; reverse with arms inside legend EL PERU RESTAURADO EN AYACUCHO ANO DE 1824. Popular medal instituted by law
in 1825 to commemorate the Battle of Ayacucho (1824), which finally ended Spanish rule in Peru. Deep mirror proof-like surfaces with
heavily frosted devices; overall well-centered and detailed strike. A true gem and the finest specimen we have ever seen. NGC #4489239-001.
Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.
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1301. Ayacucho, Peru, oval silver military decoration, 1825, Restoration of Peru

in Ayacucho by Bolívar, rare. Fonrobert-9179. 1-1/4” x 1-1/8”; 9.92 grams. This elegant medal

commemorates Bolívar’s campaign in Peru, starting with the Battle of Pichincha in 1822 and
ending with the Battle of Ayacucho in 1824. It was created by decree under José Maria Galdiano
on February 12, 1825, for the Congress of El Peru. The obverse shows the bust of Bolívar with
legend reading A SU LIBERTADOR SIMON BOLIVAR; on the reverse appears the arms of
Peru with EL PERU RESTAURADO EN AYACUCHO, ANO DE 1824. It was engraved by
M. Villavicencio y Davalos. Two different dies were used to make about 100 medals in gold and
1100 in silver, from which 1000 were given to the public on the day of San Simon. However,
the cataloger has seen more copper and gold examples than silver, this being the second one to
appear at auction. UNC with light gold / brown toning over lustrous, flashy surfaces, minor
hairlines. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

1302. Cuzco, Peru, silver 8R-sized medal, 1825, Bolívar /

liberation of Cuzco, encapsulated NGC MS 63, finest known
in NGC census. Fonrobert-9205. 42 mm; 27.76 grams. The obverse shows

the uniformed bust of Bolívar with the legend around reading SIMON
BOLIVAR LIBr. DE COLOMB. Y DEL PERU; reverse shows a native
sitting in front of Incan ruins, radiant sun to left, legend EL CUZCO
A SU LIBERATOR above, date 1825 between laurels. Choice piece
with contrasting blue and yellow toning, smooth fields and well-struck
details. NGC # 4489240-003. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

1303. Lima, Peru, silver medal, 1826, lifetime presidency of
Bolívar and invocation of Constitution, encapsulated NGC
MS 63. Fonrobert-9018. 34 mm; 17.04 grams. Obverse with arms inside

legend PRECIDENCIA VITALICIA DEL LIBERTADOR SIMON
BOLIVAR; reverse with CONST / TI / TU / CION on pages of book
inside wreath above flower with legend SOLEMNEM.TE JURADA
EN 9. DE DIC.BRE DE 1826. Strongly struck example with light
gold toning throughout. NGC #2727155-005. Estimate: $350-$500.
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Puerto Rico

1304. Puerto Rico (under Spain), copper military control

entry medal, Isabel II, (1834), rare. 37 mm; 22.51 grams. Obverse:
crown above center hole, Y 2 (Isabel II), crossed flags below; reverse:
D above, 3 5, A below. XF, minor marks along rim, somewhat brasscolored toning. Estimate: $500-$750.

1305. Puerto Rico (struck at the Mexico City mint), large

silver medal, 1987, visit of Spanish King Juan Carlos I to
Puerto Rico. 155.8 grams. Number 0013 from a mintage of 2,500
pieces. Brilliant proof, light milk spots on obverse. Housed in large
plastic capsule. Estimate: $200-$300.

Spain

1306. Cartagena, Spain, bronze proclamation medal, Philip II, ND (ca. 1558), unique. 22 mm;

5.87 grams. Obverse with N.C in wreath; reverse with cross above four-line inscription reading N:CARTA

/ GO.RENAS / GENS.SVP / PHI:II. The Latin (original) name for Cartagena is Cartago Nova (New
Carthage), but it is worth noting that there is a Cartagena (de Indias) in Colombia and a Cartago in Costa
Rica, both of which were founded around the time this medal was made. F/VF, rather crude strike, some
verdigris present. Pedigreed to the Ponterio C.O.I.N. ‘86 sale of June 14, 1986, with lot-tag #108. Estimate:
$400-$600.

1307. Zaragoza, Spain, silver proclamation medal, Ferdinand VI, 1746, encapsulated NGC
MS 61, finest and only specimen in NGC census. Herrera-34. Obverse: bust of Ferdinand VI, legend

FERDINAN. VI. D. G. HISPA. REX.; reverse: legend IN / ACCLAM. / ARGENT. ARTIf / CAESAR
AVG. / POR DISPERS / 1746. Most likely net graded due to the hairlines on the obverse, strong double
strike on reverse, darkly toned on obverse with lighter, more rainbow toning on reverse. NGC #4438904004. Estimate: $250-$375.

1308. Seville, Spain, silver proclamation medal, Charles IV, 1789, encap-

sulated NGC AU 58, finest and only specimen in NGC census. Herrera-95.

Obverse: three-quarters facing bust of Charles IV, legend CAROL IV D G HISP
ET IND REX, engraver’s name GORDILLO at base of right shoulder; reverse: king
sitting on throne flanked by two bishops, legend above PROC S P HISPAI 1789,
NO 8 DO at base. Only light rub on high points, deep dark chocolate brown toning
all over. NGC #4438904-011. Estimate: $200-$300.

1309. Modern (late 1800s?) struck-silver
copy of a Spanish (Castile and León)
gold dobla de 10 doblas of Pedro I (“the
Cruel”), dated 1398 in Roman numerals.

Perhaps the greatest numismatic trophy of medieval Spain was
the gold dobla de 10 doblas of Pedro I, struck
in 1360 AD (1398 by the local calendar at
the time) on a thin but immense 2-1/2” flan
from gold confiscated from a wealthy Jewish
gentleman executed for alleged witchcraft and
thievery. The fame of this coin spawned several
different copyings over the centuries, in several
different metals, this one probably done in the
late 1800s at a Spanish art school. XF with
toning around details. Estimate: $200-$300.
See Cayón-1271. 25.77 grams.
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U.S. Coins

Gold

Eagles

1310. USA (Carson City mint), $10 coronet Liberty eagle,

1891-CC. KM-102. 16.49 grams. Fine, light scratches, minor rim ding
at top of obverse. Estimate: $600-$900.

1313. USA (Philadelphia mint), $5 incuse Indian half eagle,
1909. KM-129. 8.33 grams. AU- with luster in incuse areas, light marks
on raised fields. Estimate: $300-$450.

Quarter eagles

1314. USA (New Orleans mint), $2-1/2 coronet Liberty
1311. USA (Philadelphia mint), $10 Indian head eagle,

1915. KM-130. 16.69 grams. Lustrous AU+ with faint hairlines, warm

quarter eagle, 1842-O. KM-42. 4.10 grams. Cleaned VF, some marks
and hairlines. Estimate: $200-$300.

orange toning (especially on the reverse). Estimate: $600-$900.

Half eagles

Silver
1312. USA (San Francisco mint), $5 coronet Liberty half

Dollars

eagle, 1902-S, encapsulated NGC MS 65.

KM-101. A better
grade for the date as the vast majority seen at PCGS and NGC are
MS-64 or below. Smooth, satin surfaces and minimal bagmarks on this
high-grade example. NGC #2721210-001. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.
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1315. USA (New Orleans mint), $1 seated Liberty, 1859-O,
encapsulated PCGS XF 45. KM-86. Even circulation wear, gunmetal

toning with gold hues around design elements. PCGS #84052676.
Estimate: $400-$600.
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1316. USA (San Francisco mint), $1 seated Liberty (trade 1319. USA (Carson City mint), $1 Morgan, 1880-CC,
dollar), 1877-S, encapsulated PCGS XF 40.

Darker
blue toning around peripheries, lighter yellow toning in center. PCGS
#13367845. Estimate: $200-$300.
KM-108.

1317. USA (Carson City mint), $1 Morgan, 1878-CC, VAM-

9. KM-110. 26.74 grams. The CC mintmark tilted to the right and the
presence of die chips in “WE TRUST” plus a die scratch from the “O”
in “ONE” to the laurel denote this as VAM-9. Lustrous Mint State
with light bagmarks (typical for this mint) and light matte quality to
fields and design. Estimate: $200-$300.

encapsulated PCGS MS 64.

KM-110. Lustrous appearance, light
red-brown toning. PCGS #19828411. Estimate: $400-$600.

1320. USA (San Francisco mint), $1 Morgan, 1881-S, encapsulated NGC MS 66. KM-110. Brilliant gem example with lots
of luster. NGC #2727171-001. Estimate: $200-$300.

1321. USA (San Francisco mint), $1 Morgan, 1881-S, encap-

sulated NGC MS 65. KM-110. Flashy reverse and somewhat muted

1318. USA (San Francisco mint), $1 Morgan, 1879-S, en-

obverse due to older crescent-shaped rainbow toning, most likely when
it was stored in a bag. NGC #2727171-009. Estimate: $100-$150.

capsulated NGC MS 64+.

KM-110. Smooth, flashy surfaces with
very minimal bagmarks, some yellow toning. NGC #3967858-001.
Estimate: $100-$150.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

1322. USA (San Francisco mint), $1 Morgan, 1881-S, encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-110. Two very opposite sides on this
coin: the obverse is blast-white, the reverse is fully rainbow toned
with significant luster. NGC #2727171-008. Estimate: $100-$150.
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1323. USA (Philadelphia mint), $1 Morgan, 1883, encap- 1326. USA (Philadelphia mint), $1 Peace, 1923, with 1978
sulated NGC MS 64*. KM-110. Vibrant rainbow toned crescent on

obverse; light hint of gold toning on reverse. NGC #3292405-004.
Estimate: $100-$150.

Camp David Peace Summit countermark, encapsulated NGC
MS 63. KM-150. Counterstamped by numismatist Mel Wacks in commemoration of the Camp David Peace Summit (Sept. 5-17, 1978).
NGC #3735672-011. Estimate: $300-$450.

Smaller denominations

1324. USA (Carson City mint), $1 Morgan, 1884-CC, en-

capsulated NGC MS 64. KM-110. Obverse flecked with blue, red and
yellow toning, reverse with a satiny white look. NGC #2564940-009.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1327. USA (Philadelphia mint), half dollar Capped Bust,
1826, Overton 120a, encapsulated PCGS AU 55. KM-37. Very
light friction across the surfaces with no toning, clear die cracks on
reverse to mark the Overton 120a variety. PCGS #84191515. Estimate: $350-$500.

1325. USA (New Orleans mint), $1 Morgan, 1884-O, en- 1328. USA (Philadelphia mint), half dollar Capped Bust,
capsulated NGC MS 63 DPL. KM-110. Very deep mirror prooflike surfaces contrasting with frosted design elements, minor contact
marks, light rainbow toning on outer edges. NGC #4562478-001.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1827, square 2, Overton 121, encapsulated NGC XF 45. KM37. Deeply

gunmetal toned example with lighter shades over areas of
circulation wear. NGC #4427779-002. Estimate: $200-$300.

1329. USA (Philadelphia mint), proof half dollar Seated
Liberty, 1863, encapsulated PCGS PR 64.

KM-A68. Wellstruck Civil War-era proof with sharp rims and strong details, dark
blue toning in centers that turns to red and orange around the
edges. Mintage of just 460 proofs. PCGS #29422760. Estimate:
$2,500-$3,750.
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1330. USA (Philadelphia mint), proof half dollar Barber,
1898, encapsulated NGC PF 67. KM-116. At PF 67, this Barber

half dollar proof is near the top of those graded at NGC, with only a
handful known in PF 68 (PCGS has yet to grade a PF 68 example).
A gem proof with much luster and strong mirror fields, light rainbow toning all over. Mintage of 735 proofs. NGC #3163986-006.
Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

1331. USA (Philadelphia mint), proof half dollar Walking
Liberty, 1942, encapsulated PCGS PR 66.

KM-142. Brilliant
gem World War II-era proof with a very bright white appearance. This
date was the final year for Walking Liberty half dollar proofs. PCGS
#11886276. Estimate: $400-$600.

1334. USA (Philadelphia mint), quarter dollar Standing
Liberty, 1916, encapsulated NGC VG 10.

1332. USA (Philadelphia mint), proof half dollar Franklin,
1953, encapsulated NGC PR 67. KM-199. Lustrous proof with an

all-around glossy quality, light gold and red shades of toning. NGC
#370883-001. Estimate: $250-$375.

KM-141. The first
year and a key date for the Standing Liberty quarter series. The entire
mintage of just 52,000 coins was struck in the last two weeks of 1916
and almost all entered into circulation. The type is characterized by
the bare breast on Liberty as well as the absence of three stars below
the eagle on the reverse. In 1917, the design was changed by adding
chainmail to Liberty’s chest and three stars below the eagle. This is a
modestly circulated piece with no major marks, a well-centered strike
and an overall untoned silver color. NGC #4489144-001 Estimate:
$3,500-$5,000.

Please place absentee bids at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
1333. USA (Philadelphia mint), proof quarter dollar Seated
Liberty, 1879, encapsulated PCGS PR 64.

KM-A98, Briggs-2-B.

Bold, sharply-struck proof with dark blue toning and some spots
of more reddish-brown colors. Mintage of 1,100 proofs. PCGS
#26630261. Estimate: $800-$1,200.
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Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Copper

1335. USA (struck in Birmingham, England), one cent Washington President, 1791, small eagle, encapsulated NGC MS

62 BN. KM-Tn57; Baker-16. Although the Washington cents are not officially struck US coins, this private issue is commonly categorized as a

post-colonial U.S. issue. As much as President Washington disliked the idea of having his portrait on circulating coinage, his popularity led to
several types of coins and tokens baring his image. This piece is well-struck and detailed with minimal marks, slightly grainy surfaces, brown
toning with some blue hues around “ONE CENT.” NGC #4427760-001. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

1336. USA (Philadelphia mint), one cent Flowing Hair, 1794, head of 1795, S-72, encapsulated NGC F 12 BN. KM-13.

Probably a conservative grade by NGC. This coin was once graded by ANACS (ca. 1990s) as VF 25. The die crack in between the “TY” in
“LIBERTY” on the obverse denotes this as the Sheldon-72 / Breen-65 variety. Well-struck example with sharp rims, small mark below E in
AMERICA on reverse, deep brown toning throughout. NGC #2729501-001 Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1337. USA (Philadelphia mint), large cent Draped Bust, 1802, S-230, encapsulated NGC XF 40 BN. KM-22. This Sheldon-230
/ Breen-8 die variety is noted for a die crack through “LIBERTY” on the obverse, another above the wreath on the reverse and a dimple above
the “N” in “CENT” also on the reverse. Significantly detailed example with modest circulation wear, well-struck obverse with somewhat soft
reverse strike, minimal non-distracting marks, deep brown toning. Only circulated examples of this variety have been seen at NGC. NGC
#2729501-002 Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.
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1338. USA (Philadelphia mint), one cent Indian head, 1871,

encapsulated NGC VF 30 BN. KM-90a. Circulated piece with light

surface buildup, most letters in “LIBERTY” visible, even brown toning.
NGC #4348114-004. Estimate: $300-$450.

1339. USA (San Francisco mint), one cent Indian Head,

1341. USA (Philadelphia mint), half cent Draped Bust,

1806, small 6, no stems, C-1, encapsulated NGC AU 55 BN.

KM-33. Clear Cohen-1 die variety diagnostics with a small 6 separated

from the bust (the top of the 6 on the large 6 variety merges with the
bust) and no stems by the 1/200 fraction on the reverse. Very light
circulated example with smooth fields and well-struck design elements,
dark brown toning with patches of red-orange colors. NGC #2728570003 Estimate: $500-$750.

1909-S, encapsulated NGC XF 40 BN.

KM-90a. In 1909, the
final year of production for the Indian Head cent, mintages were split
between that design and the new Lincoln cent. At the San Francisco
Mint, this meant just 309,000 1909-S Indian Head cents were struck
before the changeover, making it the lowest mintage date in the series.
An example of its immediate successor, the desirable 1909-S VDB Lincoln cent, is the next lot (#1341). This piece exhibits light circulation,
full “LIBERTY” in headband with sharp letters, dark brown toning in
fields with light shades around the high points. NGC #4348114-005.
Estimate: $400-$600.

1342. USA (Philadelphia mint), half cent Liberty head,

1856, C-1, encapsulated NGC MS 64 BN. KM-70; B-2a. Excep-

tionally well-struck with sharp rims and design details, slight weakness
in “LIBERTY” (typical for the date), glossy fields with considerable
color ranging from typical brown to purple, blue and gold hues. NGC
#4292336-001. Estimate: $400-$600.

Miscellaneous

Hard times token
1340. USA (San Francisco mint), one cent Lincoln, 1909-S

VDB, rare, encapsulated XF 40 BN. KM-132. The popular 1909-

S VDB Lincoln cent became a rare and desirable date due to three
small letters: VDB. When the new cent released in 1909, Victor David
Brenner’s initials on the reverse were too visible for some people and
complaints were made. The dies were reworked and the initials were
removed, making the 1909-S VDB the lowest minted type with only
484,000 coins struck. The low mintage and story behind the VDB
sparked demand for the type with collectors. This specimen has nice,
full details (such as the wheat stalks on the reverse), light circulation
marks, and an even brown toning. NGC #2725693-013 Estimate:
$800-$1,200.

1343. USA (New Orleans, Louisiana), no date (1811-15),

PB and eagle counterstamp on a quarter-cut Spanish colonial
8 reales, encapsulated PCGS Genuine / Fine details / holed,
ex-Ford. HT-124. From 1811 to 1815, a shortage of US quarters forced
the Planters Bank of New Orleans, Louisiana, to cut Mexican busttype 8 reales into fourths. These “two-bits” were then counterstamped
and used in circulation in the South. By 1815, issues with improper
weights as well as counterfeit 8 reales receiving counterstamps forced
the Planters Bank to recall the tokens. The bank then submitted the
silver tokens as bullion to the US Mint for striking new US quarters.
It is estimated that around 80 percent of quarters struck in 1815
contain silver from the Planters Bank tokens. A small amount of
tokens escaped the melting, making it a scarce and historical type of
early American token “coinage.” This light gold toned piece has little
host coin details visible but a nearly complete PB obverse stamp with
weakness over the P and several chain links; the reverse stamp of an
eagle with “NOUVELLE ORLEANS” around it is similarly complete
with weakness around “ORLEANS,” and a small hole is noted at the
base of the token. PCGS #29241887. Pedigreed to the John J. Ford Jr.
collection. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.
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U.S. Paper Money
Federal Reserve Notes

1344. USA (Washington, D.C.), $5, series 1914.
KL-299a. Serial

Obsolete Bank Notes

Fr-871A,

G63214664B. Crisp XF+ note with light circulation,
well-centered printing. Estimate: $100-$150.

Legal Tender

1346. Tallahassee, Florida, State of Florida, $100, 10-101861, certified PMG Gem UNC 65 EPQ. Cr-2. Plate H, serial

3363. UNC, foxing (typical for this issue), on the higher end of those
seen by PMG. Signed by John Milton, Governor of Florida from 1861
to 1865. A vocal secessionist, he supported the Confederate cause so
strongly that he claimed “death would be preferable to reunion with
them [the Yankees].” On April 1, 1865, in the closing days of the Civil
War, he committed suicide by gunshot to the head. PMG #1076423002. Estimate: $300-$450.

Silver Certificates

1345. USA (Washington, D.C.), US Treasury, $10, 10-3-

1862. Fr-93c; KL-359. Series 18, serial 96257. Good, edge and central
tears plus some soiling from heavy circulation but overall intact paper.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1347. USA, $1 silver certificate, series 1935E, certified

PCGS Grade A, from the Andrea Doria (1956). Fr-1613N, KL-

Serial W52188794H. Original white paper color, a few stains
and light degradation along edges though understandable given that
it was submerged in seawater for over 25 years. PCGS certification
#80018370. Housed in large promotional box with certificate and DVD.
Estimate: $300-$450.
1456.
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U.S. Paper Money / Confederate States

1348. Richmond, CSA, $100, 2-9-1861.

T-13. Plate A, serial
22024. AU+, some ink erosion spots, original paper quality. Estimate:
$100-$150.

1351. Richmond, CSA, $50, 2-12-1862. T-50. Plate AW, serial
73419, inverted CSA watermark. VF with some pinholes and miscut
edges (typical for Confederate notes). Estimate: $100-$150.

1349. Richmond, CSA, $100 2-9-1861.

T-13. Plate A, serial
22046. AU+, some ink erosion spots, minor stain in top right, good
original paper quality. Estimate: $100-$150.

1352. Richmond, CSA, $50, 6-4-1863, July 1863 overprint.
T-57. Plate AW, serial 4819. Choice UNC with well-centered printing

and sharp corners. Estimate: $100-$150.

1350. Richmond, CSA, $100, 17-2-1864, Havana counterfeit. T-65/491. Plate D, serial 391688. Famous counterfeit produced in
Havana, Cuba, towards the end of the Civil War. Choice UNC, bold
ink. Estimate: $100-$150.

1353. Richmond, CSA, $10, 2-9-1861, famous “Sweet Potato Dinner” note. T-30. Serial 111544. Features a popular vignette

of Revolutionary War General Francis Marion inviting a British officer
to a sweet potato dinner. Cut cancelled AU+ with original paper quality
and good color. Estimate: $100-$150.

1354. Richmond, CSA, $2, 17-2-1864.

T-70. Plate H, serial
96557. Crisp UNC, pinhole. Portrait of Jewish Confederate Cabinet
member Judah P. Benjamin. Estimate: $100-$150.
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U.S. Paper Money / Philippines
1355. Manila, Philippines, Treasury Certificate, 100 pesos,

ND (1944), certified PCGS Very Choice New 64 PPQ. SCWPM-

Series 66, serial F01396330, VICTORY overprint on reverse.
Featuring Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magellan who organized the
Spanish expedition to the Pacific Ocean. Hs death on April 27, 1521,
in the Philippines did not stop the explorers, who went on to complete
the first circumnavigation of the globe in 1523. High grade example
of a desirable type, good centering and color. PCGS #80717797.
Estimate: $800-$1,200.
100c.

U.S. Paper Money / Texas

1356. Houston, Texas, Government of Texas, $10, 1-6-1838, 1358. Austin, Texas, Republic of Texas, $3, 1-6-1841, certiSam Houston secretarial signature. Cr-H17a. Serial 3153. With

Sam Houston’s secretarial signature executed by William G. Cooke,
authorized by the Texas Legislature to do so due to Houston’s old war
wound sustained in the Creek War. Houston was the first President of
Texas (Oct. 22, 1836 - Dec. 10, 1838) and third (Dec. 21, 1841 - Dec.
9, 1844). Fine+, cross-cut cancelled, pinholes. Estimate: $350-$500.

fied PMG VF 35 Net / cut cancelled, ink burn.

Cr-A3. Serial
2434. Scarcer and unusual denomination in the Republic of Texas
series. PMG notes cut cancellations and ink burns usually seen on this
and other Texas issues. PMG #1073995-004. Estimate: $600-$900.

1357. Texas, Republic of Texas, $100, 1-1-1840. Cr-A8. Serial 1359. Austin, Texas, Republic of Texas, $2, 1-7-1841, certi1263. Popular high denomination Texas note with large “Lone Star”
on reverse. F/VF, cross-cut cancelled sealed with three older stamp
hinges. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

fied PMG VF 25 / cut cancelled, tear, minor ink burn. Cr-A2.

Serial 4684. Scarcer denomination in the Republic of Texas series.
PMG notes cut cancellations and ink burns usually seen on this and
other Texas issues as well as a small tear (approx. 1/2” near the top left
corner). PMG #1073995-005. Estimate: $500-$750.

1360. Austin, Texas, Republic of Texas, $1, 1-7-1841, scarce
uncancelled note.

Cr-A1. Serial 3586. Fine, good paper quality,
scarcely found without cancellation cuts or pinholes. Estimate: $500$750.
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World Paper Money
Argentina

British Honduras

1362. Belize, British Honduras, Government of British
1361. Buenos Aires, Argentina, Banco de Buenos Ayres,

1 peso, ND (1827-29), certified PMG AU 55 / previously
mounted. SCWPM-S328. Serial 701598. Famous Bolívar and Wash-

ington note. PMG mentions prior mounting evidence, though such
evidence is very faint and doesn’t detract from the note. By far the
finest seen at PMG with only a Good 6 example accompanying this
piece in the census. PMG #8044094-001. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

Honduras, 1 dollar, 1-1-1973, certified PMG Gem UNC 65
EPQ. SCWPM-28c. Series G/6, serial 936325. Excellent color and paper
quality. PMG #1624392-003. Estimate: $250-$375.

Bolivia
1363. Bolivia, Banco Central, printer’s essay 1,000,000 pesos

bolivianos check, 8-3-1985. 15-5/8” x 11-5/8”. Series L. Mounted

on large poster with annotations. SEE INTERNET FOR PHOTO.
Estimate: $300-$450.

Chile

1364. Santiago, Chile, Banco de Santiago de Bezanilla & Mc Clure, 100 pesos, 2-1-1861, extremely rare. SCWPM-unl; Galetovic-unl.
Serial A, number 1, and thus the first regular Chilean banknote, choice XF, with four small cancellation punches (as made, since this was the
very sample sent from the Banque de France in Paris for examination and approval) and a handsome and most impressive example. Unique
and of the highest historical significance. Estimate: $10,000-up.
Historical background on the note: The Banking Law proclaimed on July 23, 1860 was the first of its kind issued in Chile and was created
by the specially appointed French economist Gustave Courcelle-Seneuil, who had deep faith in market self-regulation as a mechanism for
emission of paper money. The Law represents one of the earliest attempts at a free banking system in the modern world and has been analyzed
as such in economic circles. Briones (“Free-banking revisited: the Chilean experience 1860-1898,” 2002) notes the following (lightly edited):
In Courcelle’s words, emission could not go naturally beyond the real market demand for money. Under competitive supply of money any
excessive emission from any single bank would only cause a loss of its credibility among noteholders. As a result, these would quickly convert their notes and thus cause the bankruptcy of the bank. Since no banker desires a default, this natural mechanism imposes a responsible
behavior when issuing notes. Although financial difficulties would not result from an excessive emission, problems could result from a poor
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management and a bad portfolio of liabilities rendering banks unable to pay their debts at a given moment. Courcelle claimed that, in order
to avoid this potential adverse scenario, banks needed no more than a reasonable amount of capital to respond to their obligations (and) this
provision was explicitly included in the law.
The main features of the 1860s Banking Law can be summarized as follows:
· Convertibility: Notes had to be paid in specie (silver or gold) in sight and on demand (Articles 26 and 27).
· Freedom of entry: Every person apt to begin commercial activities can base a bank of issue (Article 1)
· Capital as issue backing: One of the key distinctions of the Chilean banking system is that the law did not force the banks to hold a metallic
or specie reserve backing against its emission but just a minimal capital. We are thus under a variant of the pure fractional reserve model. The
Chilean law restricted the stock of issued notes to 150% of the paid capital (Article 29). In addition, it established that the paid capital could
only be constituted by specie or short term (less than 6 months) debt of “very well known and solvent people” (Article 6). Notes had to be
double-coupon numbered and signed by the bank director and the governor of the Casa de Moneda (the State). One coupon had to stay at
the Casa de Moneda as a control of the registered emission (Article 14).
· Transparency and accounting information: Banks were obliged to publish detailed monthly balances that had to be transmitted to the Finance
Ministry (Articles 8 and 30). In addition, the President of the Republic was in charge of revising the accounting information when a new bank
opened (Article 5). Banks were also obliged to indicate in a special account of the balance the loans to its managers and directors (Article 10).
Non-compliance with these arrangements entailed important fines (Articles 24 and 25).
Authorized denominations were purposely high: 20, 50, 100 and 500 pesos.
This impressive example was printed in Paris, France and its singular and unique occurrence in the entire Chilean series is obviously an indirect
result of Courcelle’s ties with his motherland. Only two banks were authorized to issue notes under the 1860 law: the early Banco de Chile and
the Banco de Santiago de Bezanilla & Mc Clure (usually known as the Banco de Bezanilla & Mc Clure). The latter was authorized by decree
number eighteen of the Ministry of Economy dated March 18, 1861. Its issue totaled 28,990 pesos, all of which were accounted for (and thus
paid) when the bank was closed prior to 1865 (see p. 151 in Santelices, Ramon: Los Bancos Chilenos [1893]).
Since the subsequent banking law issued in 1865 required a thorough accounting and recalling of the previously issued notes, and since the issued
denominations were high ones, as previously seen, it is no surprise that no issued notes of the 1860-1864 period of either bank are presently
known. Since no other remainders or specimens of either bank are known, the current example is the sole survivor of the entire 1860-1864
Chilean period. It was the very example sent from France to Chile for its approval with the 1860 law requirements (note the small signature
of approval next to the serial number). Its serial number A1 serves to identify it as the first printed note in the Chilean regular banknote series,
and as such, its status as the country’s most historically significant and valuable note cannot be overstated.

1365. Valparaiso, Chile, Banco Nacional, peso, 3-1-1883. 1366. Santiago, Chile, República de Chile, 10 pesos speciSCWPM-S331. Serial H41507. Fine, rust stains at right, small tear in top

margin, good original ink remaining. Estimate: $400-$600.

men, ND (1898-1920). SCWPM-21s. Two POCs. AU, good centering, some ink on reverse. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Colombia

1367. Bogotá, Colombia, Banco Nacional, 10 pesos, 30-

10-1899, certified PMG VF 25. SCWPM-S628; Parra-8856. Series A,

serial 13955, overprint on Banco de Bogotá issue (S293). Scarce issue
with modest circulation wear. Tied with three others for finest known
in the PMG census. PMG #5002207-001. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

1368. Lot of two Rionegro, Colombia, Banco de Oriente,
5 pesos remainders, 14-2-1888, certified PMG AU 58 EPQ,
consecutive serials. SCWPM-S698r; Parra-7402.6. Series I, serial 6432

and 6433. Two notes together in large PMG holder. Both exhibit
rough edges and punch-holes as made. PMG #5002134-001, -002.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1369. Bucaramanga, Colombia, Banco de Santander, 1 peso,
6-1-1900, gutter fold error, certified PMG AU 58.

SCWPMS831c; Parra-7675. Series A, serial 94435. Scarcer note with a gutter fold

error. Faint circulation evidence, rough edges as made, good ink and
paper quality. Finest known in the PMG census. PMG #5002134-001.
Estimate: $200-$300.

1370. Bogotá, Colombia, Banco de Colombia, specimen 100

pesos 10-percent coupon bond, 21-11-1924. Parra-6850.13. Series

N, with ABNCo return stamp. VF, strong folds with complete horizontal center separation, missing four coupons. Estimate: $600-$900.

Costa Rica
1371. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Central, 1000 colones,

20-4-1994, offset printing error, certified PMG Choice UNC
64. SCWPM-259b. Missing series and serial number due to an offset
printing error. High grade note with beautiful ink coloring. PMG
#8042506-001. Estimate: $250-$375.
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1372. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Central, 20 colones, 10-7-

1972, low serial number 9, “BARBA” text error, finest known
in PMG census, encapsulated PMG Choice UNC 64 EPQ.
SCWPM-238a. Series C, serial C0000009. This note has four things going

for it: a very low serial number, the printed signature of 1987 Nobel
Peace Prize recipient Oscar Arias, a text error with BARVA misspelled
as BARBA, and finest-known status for the type (errors withstanding)
in the PMG census. PMG #8042506-003. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

1374. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Internacional, 5 colones,
16-1-1936, certified PMG AU 53 / minor foreign substance.

Series D, serial 398403. Colorful, scarcer Costa Rican
note with minor handling marks, strong embossing still present. PMG
mentions a minor foreign substance which appears to be localized to
a small spot in the left margin on the reverse. PMG #8039431-020.
Estimate: $800-$1,200.
SCWPM-180a.

1375. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Internacional, 2 colones,
20-1-1932, “Mona Lisa” note, certified PCGS VF 25.

SCWPM-167. Series B, serial 127284. This very famous Costa Rican note

printed by Waterlow & Sons features Leonardo da Vinci’s “Mona Lisa”
as the central vignette. The 20-1-1932 date is slightly better for the
series. Some circulation evident but still a well-centered note possessing
sharp edges and corners as well as good ink color. PCGS #80717785.
Estimate: $1,750-$2,500.

1373. Lot of two San José, Costa Rica, Banco Central, 10
colones proofs, ND (1969-70).

SCWPM-230pp, 230p. 10 colones
progressive proof, two POCs, encapsulated PMG Gem UNC 66 EPQ,
PMG #8037010-025; 10 colones proof, two POCs, encapsulated
PMG Superb Gem UNC 68 EPQ, finest and only example in PMG
census, PMG #8037010-026. Both high grade proofs mounted on
cardstock with printer’s marks and annotations (as made), great color
and original paper quality. Estimate: $300-$450.

1376. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Nacional, 10 colones,
16-10-1946, certified PMG AU 55 EPQ.

SCWPM-210b. Series
G, serial 368568, with Sub-Gerente overprint. The obverse vignette
is of Manuel José Carazo, a famous Costa Rican politician; the reverse
vignette features the clipper ship William Le Lacheur, whose namesake
(born 1802, died 1863) was an English sea captain who helped establish
the Costa Rican coffee trade. Strong embossed and nicely centered
note. PMG #8039431-051. Estimate: $600-$900.
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1377. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Nacional, 2 colones, 15-2- 1379. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Nacional, 2 colones,
1939, certified PMG XF 40. SCWPM-196. Series C, serial 970029,

overprint on Costa Rica, Banco Internacional (SCWPM-195a). Very
faint handling marks visible, strong colors and bold overprint. PMG
#8039431-002. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

12-11-1943, encapsulated PMG Choice UNC 64 EPQ.

SCWPM-201a. Series E, serial 1534570, without signature title overprint.

Excellent colors and paper quality, somewhat shifted obverse printing precludes this note from a higher grade. PMG #8039431-005.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1378. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Nacional, 2 colones, 1380. San José, Costa Rica, Banco Nacional, 2 colones, 281-2-1940, certified PMG Choice UNC 64 EPQ. SCWPM-197a.
Series D, serial 1048655, red overprint on Costa Rica, Banco Internacional (SCWPM-184). A Banco Internacional note overprinted in
1940 when the Banco Nacional became the only issuing authority in
Costa Rica. Well-centered, colorful printing. PMG #8039431-006.
Estimate: $500-$750.

2-1945, encapsulated PMG Choice UNC 64 EPQ. SCWPMSeries E, serial 1862881, with sub-gerente and vice-president
overprint. Great color and paper quality. PMG #8039431-022.
Estimate: $150-$225.
201d.

1381. San José, Costa Rica, República de Costa Rica, 2

colones, 2-3-1921, encapsulated PMG Gem UNC 65 EPQ.
SCWPM-152. Serial 1888244, black overprint on reverse of Costa Rica,

República de Costa Rica (SCWPM-146). Tied with two others for
finest known in the PMG census. Well-centered note with very strong
paper wave (due to the ink drying process). PMG #8041914-002.
Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

Dominican Republic
1382. Trujillo City (Santo Domingo), Dominican Republic,

Banco Central, 50 pesos oro, ND (1947), certified PMG AU
55. Rudman-294; SCWPM-64. Serial 081610. Very light handling marks
around edges, overall good color and centering. PMG #1743585-002.
Estimate: $200-$300.
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1383. Trujillo City (Santo Domingo), Dominican Republic,
Banco Central, 20 pesos oro, ND (1952), certified PMG VF 25.

Serial A648292A. This note features a portrait of
Rafael Trujillo, officially the President of the Dominican Republic from
1930 to 1938 and again from 1942 to 1952 though unofficially ruling the
country from 1930 until his assassination in 1961. This piece exhibits some
circulation wear, typical for the series. In fact, only circulated examples are
listed in the PMG census. PMG #1743585-001. Estimate: $300-$450.
Rudman-298; SCWPM-70.

1384. Trujillo City (Santo Domingo), Dominican Republic, Banco Central, 20 pesos oro, ND (1956), “Año del Benefactor
de la Patria” commemorative issue, certified PMG VF 25, rare. Rudman-306; SCWPM-79a. Serial 566272. Rare, one-year commemora-

tive type, unpriced in the Standard Catalog. Like the prior lot, this note features a portrait of Rafael Trujillo, the titular “benefactor of the
homeland.” This note exhibits typical circulation wear for the series; only one other example, graded VF 30, is listed in the PMG census. PMG
#1743585-003. Estimate: $3,000-up.

Ecuador

1385. Quito, Ecuador, Banco Central, bank strap of 100

1386. Quito, Ecuador, Banco Central, 100 sucres, 12-7-

Series AJ, serials 04817501-04817600. Complete, consecutive pack of
100 notes, some with light handling marks on edges but most choice
UNC. Estimate: $200-$300.

serial 33076. Excellent color and paper quality. PCGS #59059817.
Estimate: $400-$600.

consecutive Ecuador 50,000 sucres, 12-7-1999. SCWPM-130d.

1947, certified PCGS Choice New 64. SCWPM-95c. Series KG,

El Salvador

1387. Lot of two El Salvador, Banco Salvadoreno, front proofs, 1920. SCWPM-S212p, S211p. 2 colones, mounted on cardstock; 1
colon, mounted on cardstock. Both colorful proofs with great paper quality and inking, possibly die test proofs as both have a printer’s annotation “DIE” on the reverse. Estimate: $400-$600.
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France

1388. Paris, France, Banque de France, 500 francs, 2-111939.

Series A. 3721, serial 93000076. VF+, some
pinholes (typical for French notes of the time), small rust spot in left
margin, good color to the paper. Estimate: $200-$300.
SCWPM-88c.

Guatemala

1390. Guatemala, Banco Agricola Hipotecario, 100 pesos,
31-8-1915, certified PMG VF 20 / minor rust.

SCWPM-105b.

Serial 59849. Nicely colored note with a number of different vignettes,
typical circulation wear, only a few examples in VF are listed in the
PMG census. PMG notes minor rust (present by some staple-holes on
the left side of the obverse and some small spots found on the lower margin on the reverse). PMG #1722255-010. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1389. Paris, France, Banque de France, 20 francs, 1997,

with Carrefour 3.05 euros overprint. SCWPM-151i. Serial J.060

1482505389. Overprinted with “CONTRE-VALEUR DE 3,05 EUROS” by the French retailer Carrefour for use as a training aid during
the euro switchover; about 1,000 notes are believed to be overprinted.
AU+, excellent paper color. Estimate: $300-$450.

1391. Guatemala, Banco Americano, specimen 500 pesos,
ND (1895-1926). SCWPM-S115s. Series E, four POCs. Choice UNC,
strongly embossed and brightly colored. Estimate: $400-$600.

1392. Guatemala, Banco Americano, specimen 100 pesos,
ND (1895-1926).

SCWPM-S114s. Series D, two POCs. AU, only
faint handling marks to note, good coloring and centering. Estimate:
$200-$300.
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1393. Guatemala, Banco Americano, specimen 5 pesos, ND 1394. Guatemala, Banco Americano, specimen 1 peso, ND
(1895-1926). SCWPM-S112s. Series B, three POCs. AU, faint handling
marks, strong embossing and ink. Estimate: $150-$225.

(1895-1926). SCWPM-S111s. Series A, three POCs. Crisp UNC with
significant embossing. Estimate: $150-$225.

Haiti
1395. Haiti, Republique d’Haiti, 2 gourdes, 22-12-1914,
certified PMG Fine 12.

SCWPM-132a. Series AA, serial 195094.
Moderate circulation wear, common for Haitian notes of the time
period, but overall intact paper quality. PMG #1743585-004. Estimate: $300-$450.

Mexico (Empire / Iturbide)

1396. Mexico, Mexican Empire, 1 peso, 1-1-1823, pen can-

cellation. Frampton-10c; SCWPM-1c. Serial 08557. AU+ note with pen
cancellation “Ynutilizado, Oaxaca 16 de Mayo de 1825” on the reverse,
excellent paper quality, color and centering. Estimate: $200-$300.

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Mexico (Bancos)
Chihuahua

1397. Set of fourteen Chihuahua, Mexico, Banco del Estado de Chihuahua, bromide proofs, 1914. Frampton-M94; M95; M96;
M97; M98; M99; M100 (for type). All seven denominations printed for the bank, separate obverse and reverse proofs: 500 pesos, series A, obverse in

good condition with printer’s handwritten annotation “GERENTE” below crossed-out PRESIDENTE and some small thins (smudged areas
in the bromide printing), reverse in good condition with some small thins; 100 pesos, series A, obverse in okay condition with some thins,
reverse in good condition with some small thins; 50 pesos, series A, obverse in good condition with some small thins, reverse in okay condition
with some small thins and a hole in the top left corner from paper pull; 20 pesos, series A, obverse in good condition with vertical tear (approx. 2-1/2”) along left side and missing bottom left corner, reverse in excellent condition; 10 pesos, no series, obverse in good condition with
printer’s annotation “5727 Sept 14, 1914” across top and some thins in the bromide printing along the top margin and right side, reverse in
excellent condition with printer’s handwritten annotation “5927 Sept 14, 1914” and slight thinning in top margin; 5 pesos, series A, obverse
in excellent condition, reverse in excellent condition with small paper pull on reverse; 1 peso, series A, obverse mounted on cardstock with
printer’s handwritten annotation “59374 Oct 1/14” in left margin and some folds on the cardstock unaffecting the note, reverse in excellent
condition with slight smudge to right of eagle. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.
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Making a Bank Note: A Study of El Banco del Estado de Chihuahua Bromide Proofs
by Connor Falk

The history of El Banco del Estado de Chihuahua (the Bank of the State of Chihuahua) is brief and steeped in the turbulent times of the
Mexican Revolution. It was founded on December 12, 1913, as decreed by General Francisco “Pancho” Villa, military governor of the state
of Chihuahua and commander of the División del Norte, an armed revolutionary faction. The bank’s stated purpose, in addition to issuing
currency, was to “facilitate loans on properties that fully guarantee capital, especially poor farmers who need pecuniary elements to tillage their
lands.” The bank’s capital was 10 million pesos, to be distributed in bank notes backed by gold.
Work began quickly to locate a designer and printer for the bank’s notes, and after several unsuccessful forays, El Banco del Estado de Chihuahua contracted with the American Bank Note Company (ABNCo). Design work began in September 1914 with bank representatives
choosing the vignettes to be used.
The accompanying lot, #1397, represents an interesting look at the bank note design process. The lot is a unique set of fourteen photographic
proofs (also known as bromide proofs) made in 1914 by the ABNCo when designing notes for El Banco del Estado de Chihuahua. These
prototypes consist of both obverses and reverses of all seven denominations issued by the bank, including the rare 1 peso denomination.
A variety of obverse vignettes were used for the notes; the reverse vignettes, with minor variations, feature the seal of Mexico. The obverse
of the 500 pesos features an allegorical design of two women, “Work” and “Knowledge,” with two young boys and El Banco del Estado de
Chihuahua’s monogram in the center. The obverse of the 100 pesos depicts an armored Ceres seated with two men representing agriculture
and industry in front.
The obverse vignettes on the lower denominations depict scenes rather than allegorical
designs. The 50 pesos features a train pulling into a station, the 20 pesos illustrates a
harvesting scene, the 10 pesos shows a rancher driving cattle, and the 5 pesos displays a
miner using a pneumatic drill.
Of interest is the 1 peso obverse, which features a logging scene as the central vignette.
The same scene is found on the Canadian Bank of Ottawa 5 dollars note from 1906
(Charlton 565-20-06). The later issues from 1913 (Charlton 565-22-02 and 565-26-02)
feature a similar scene with the bottom row of logs removed, possibly to avoid cluttering
a smaller vignette space than the 1906 issue. However, for the Chihuahua peso, ABNCo
designers removed six loggers that were standing on the log pile. On the bromide, this
was achieved by pasting the reworked scene directly over the original vignette. Why this
change was made is unknown, though it’s possible the six loggers, who are white, looked
out of place on what was to become a Mexican bank note.

The central vignette of the 1 peso (note the
whiter paper pasted over the original design)

Other examples of “vignette sharing” were commonplace for ABNCo notes. The following issues share vignettes with El Banco del Estado de
Chihuahua notes:
Canada, Union Bank of Canada, 5 dollars, 1903-1912, SCWPM-S1493 and S1495, same obverse vignette (harvest scene)
as the Chihuahua 20 pesos
Haiti, Republique d’Haiti, 1 gourde, 1914, SCWPM-131, same reverse vignette (harvest scene) as on the obverse of the
Chihuahua 20 pesos (an example of an overprinted provisional issue, SCWPM-140a is in this auction as lot 2305)
Venezuela, Banco de Venezuela, 20 bolívares, SCWPM-S286, S291, S301, and S311, 1910-1936, same obverse vignette
(rancher scene) as the Chihuahua 10 pesos
The other interesting aspect about the 1 peso note is its rarity. Although initial plans called for printing one million 1 peso notes, bank officials
put the denomination on hold. Instead, an additional two thousand of the 500 pesos note were printed to cover the one million peso shortfall.
Although ABNCo received word that plates should be prepared for the denomination, none were ever printed. Just three proofs as well as the
bromide in this set are known. What should have been the most common note in the series became the rarest one instead.
The other denominations are more common, and this bromide set provides insight into
their design process. Edits were made on the notes throughout production. The 500 pesos
obverse bromide displays this best. Above the central vignette, a banner with the decree
date reads PAGARA AL PORTADOR EN EFECTIVO SEGÚN DECRETO DEL 12
DE DICIEMBRE DEL MIL NOVECIENTOS TRECE. The second “DEL” should
be “DE”; the ABNCo designers realized this and greyed out the erroneous “L.” On the
printed notes, the sentence reads correctly and the letters are slightly shifted to fill in the
space. (Continued on next page.)
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The greyed out “L” on the 500 pesos

Another design change on the 500 pesos is the change in signatories. Spaces are available for the interventor del gobierno (government controller), the cajero (cashier), and the presidente (president of the bank); however, presidente is crossed out and gerente (manager) is written below.
All printed notes display gerente printed in place of presidente.
A major change between the working copies and the printed notes is the valuation. On September 14, 1914, the valuation of the 10 pesos read ORO MEXICANO. The 5 pesos bromide
displays a similar valuation stating VALOR ORO MEXICANO, but by October 1, 1914, this
was changed to VALOR ORO NACIONAL, as seen on the rest of the bromides as well as the
finished printed notes.
Although the notes were printed and delivered in early 1915, El Banco del Estado de Chihuahua
would not exist much longer. Prendergast notes that “because of the depreciation of Villa’s curChanges were made to both the signato- rency after his defeat at Celaya (April 6-15, 1915), within a year the bank found it could no longer
operate.” By November 23, the bank had closed, having never issued the notes both the ABNCo
ries and the gold backing clause.
and bank officials had worked hard on. Instead, the series found new life first as advertising and
novelty items, and now as numismatic pieces to be bought, sold and researched.
Acknowledgements
A full history of El Banco del Estado de Chihuahua written by Simon Prendergast can be found online at www.papermoneyofchihuahua.com.
His work has been invaluable to my interest and research on this bank note series.
Mexican Paper Money by Cory Frampton, Duane Douglas, Alberto Hidalgo, and Elmer Powell is an invaluable tool for both El Banco del
Estado de Chihuahua specialists as well as Mexican bank notes in general.

Coahuila
1398. Columbia, Texas (Mexico), Commercial and Agricultural Bank of Texas (Coahuila), remainder 1 peso / dollar,
ND (1835). Frampton-M179; Medlar-18; Haxby 5-G2. Unsigned remainder

from a bank chartered to operate in Columbia, Texas, by the Mexican
government on April 30, 1835, just a few months before the start of
the Texas Revolution. Vignettes include the famous pioneer Daniel
Boone holding a rifle to the left and a Native American paddling a
canoe to the upper right. AU+, minor fold in upper right corner.
Estimate: $250-$375.

Durango

1399. Durango, Mexico, Banco de Durango, 100 pesos,
1-3-1914, low serial number.

Frampton-M338a; SCWPM-S277a. Series H, serial 0079. AU, light handling around edges, excellent color.
Estimate: $500-$750.
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Federal District

1400. Mexico City, Mexico, Banco de Londres Mexico y Sud America, specimen 5 pesos, 187X (1870s). Frampton-M242s;
SCWPM-unl. Stamped “CANCELLED.” Rare note printed by English printer De La Rue for the second series from the bank. AU, light staining

on reverse, good paper quality. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

1401. Mexico City, Mexico, Banco de Londres Mexico y Sud America, specimen 2 pesos, 1883. Frampton-M251s; SCWPM-S220s.
Serial 6002. Rare note printed by American printer American Bank Note Company for the fourth series from the bank. AU+, light mounting
glue, red pen annotation “Specimen” in cursive across obverse, good paper quality with vivid colors. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

Hidalgo
1402. Pachuca, Mexico, Banco de Hidalgo, 100 pesos, 214-1914.

Frampton-M373a; SCWPM-S309a. Series C, serial 5836. Both
the 100 and 500 pesos in any grade are very rare from this bank. XF/
AU, light stain in upper right corner, well-centered design. Estimate:
$2,000-$3,000.

Jalisco
1403. Guadalajara, Mexico, Banco de Jalisco, 50 pesos,
5-1-1911, solid 4444 serial number.
S323b. Series

Frampton-M389b; SCWPM-

E, serial 4444. Unlisted date in Standard Catalog. AU+,
light handling in bottom right corner, with solid 4444 serial number.
Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

Nuevo León

1404. Monterey, Mexico, Banco de Nuevo León, specimen

50 pesos, ND (1897-1913), certified PCGS UNC 64. FramptonM437s; SCWPM-S363s. Two POCs. Great ink color and centered printing.

PCGS #80738954. Estimate: $350-$500.
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1405. Monterey, Mexico, Banco de Nuevo León, specimen 1406. Nuevo León, Mexico, Banco Mercantil de Monterrey,
20 pesos, ND (1893-1912), certified PMG UNC 63 EPQ.
Frampton-M436s; SCWPM-S362s. Two POCs. Bold colors, excellent paper

quality hence the EPQ designation. PMG #2505701-009. Estimate:
$300-$450.

specimen 10 pesos, ND (1906-11), certified PMG UNC 64
EPQ. Frampton-M425s2; SCWPM-S353As. Two POCs. Excellent paper
quality and color. PMG #2505581-009. Estimate: $200-$300.

Queretaro
1407. Queretaro, Mexico, Banco de Queretaro, 50 pesos, 154-1914. Frampton-M476b; SCWPM-S393b. Series A, serial 4955. AU, great
paper quality and color. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

Nicaragua

Oman

1408. Nicaragua, Banco Nacional, 20 cordobas, 1951,

1409. Oman, Central Bank, 50 rials, AH 1405 (1985),

certified PMG VF 20. SCWPM-95c. Series of 1951, serial 213505.
Circulated example, fully intact. PMG #8038546-017. Estimate:
$200-$300.

Panama

certified PMG UNC 66 EPQ.

SCWPM-30a. Serial B/1 774495.
High-grade example of a long-standing design used from 1977 to
1992; Jibreen Fort vignette on reverse. PMG #2504479-001. Estimate: $500-$750.

1410. Panama, Banco Central de Emisión de la República,
1 balboa, 1941, popular “Arias” note, finest known in PCGS
census, certified PCGS Choice About New 58 PPQ. SCWPM-22a.

Series 1941, serial 594366. Popular “Arias Issue” or “Seven Day” note
that only circulated for a week from Oct. 2 to Oct. 9, 1941. The notes
are nicknamed for President Arnulfo Arias who supported their issue and
was deposed via a coup in October of 1941 whereupon the notes were
withdrawn and many destroyed. The design features Vasco Nuñez de Balboa, the Spanish-born explorer and conquistador who was among those
who established Darien, Panama. He was also interim governor and the
first European to see the Pacific Ocean in 1513. This note type is highly
sought after; this particular piece has extremely well-balanced margins and
vibrant colors. PCGS #80717795. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.
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1411. Panama, specimen $1,000 35-year 6-1/2-percent

external secured gold bond, 1-6-1926. Unsigned bond speci-

men dated 1926 and due in 1961. Choice original paper quality with
strong embossing and color, light moisture stains around edges, folded
in center. Estimate: $350-$500.

Peru

1412. Peru, Banco de la Emancipación, 4 reales, 1822, rare. 1414. Lima, Peru, Banco de Lima, 4 soles, 1-1-1870, rare.
SCWPM-S142. Rare

and unpriced in any grade in the Standard Catalog
of World Paper Money. XF, light foxing, good ink colors especially with
the “A” on the reverse. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

Serial 309809. Rare note with few surviving examples
in any grade, this example being the best the cataloger has seen appear on the market. VG, small holes, overall intact paper. Estimate:
$600-$900.
SCWPM-S242.

1413. Lima, Peru, Banco Garantizador, 40 centavos, 1-9- 1415. Lima, Peru, Banco de Londres Mexico y Sud America,
1876. SCWPM-S163. Very few examples known; those to appear on the
market all show circulation wear. Fine, some pinholes, lightly soiled
paper. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

specimen 10 soles, 1866. SCWPM-S274s. This and the next five lots

represent a set of very rare Lima-issue Banco de Londres, Mexico y
Sud America specimens. AU+, light handling around edges, small edge
divot on bottom margin, vivid ink coloring. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.
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1416. Lima, Peru, Banco de Londres Mexico y Sud America, 1419. Lima, Peru, Banco de Londres Mexico y Sud America,
specimen 10 soles, 1-1-1873.

SCWPM-S295s. Four POCs, pen
annotation “Specimen 4th March 1873” on reverse. XF+, mounting
remnants on reverse, a few pinholes. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

specimen 2 soles, 1866. SCWPM-S292s. Two POCs, pen annotation
“Specimen 4th March 1873” on reverse. AU, a few pinholes, light stain
across top margin, bold blue ink. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

1417. Lima, Peru, Banco de Londres Mexico y Sud America, 1420. Lima, Peru, Banco de Londres Mexico y Sud America,
specimen 5 soles, 1866. SCWPM-S272s. AU, light mounting remnant
on reverse, some pinholes, nicely designed note with good colors.
Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

specimen 1 sol, 1-1-1866. SCWPM-S291s. Two POCs, pen annota-

tion “Specimen 4 March 1873” on reverse. AU+, light stain on reverse,
great color throughout. Estimate: $3,000-$4,500.

1418. Lima, Peru, Banco de Londres Mexico y Sud America, 1421. Lima, Peru, Banco Nacional del Peru, 5 soles, 187X
specimen 5 soles, 1-1-1873.

SCWPM-S294s. Six POCs, pen annotation “Specimen Received 29 July /75 Last Number 135,000” on
reverse. XF+, pinholes, good ink colors. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

(1871-73), rare.

SCWPM-S313. Serial 06945. Like most Peru bank
notes of the time period, this note displays modest circulation wear.
VG, some pinholes, small rust stains. Estimate: $600-$900.

1422. Lima, Peru, Banco del Peru, 20 soles, 1-12-1877.

SCWPM-S367. Serial 21325. VG, internal splits and small holes, though

still fully visible with bold coloring and vivid design elements. Estimate: $600-$900.
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1423. Lima, Peru, Banco del Peru, 4 soles, 1-12-1873, rare.

SCWPM-S363b. Serial 35639, with black authorization stamp. VG/Fine,

some pinholes, light stains, intact paper with decent color. Estimate:
$500-$750.

1427. Tacna, Peru, Banco de Tacna, remainder 1/2 sol, ND
(1870s) SCWPM-S381r. Serial 057876. VF, small areas of ink stains and
paper pull. Estimate: $200-$300.

1424. Lima, Peru, Banco del Peru, sol front proof, 2-11-

1864. SCWPM-S361p. Four POCs, mounted on cardstock. UNC, small
paper pull, vivid green color. Estimate: $200-$300.

1428. Lima, Peru, Compañía de Obras Públicas y Fomento
del Peru, 20 soles, 4-7-1876. SCWPM-S447a. Series A, serial 12401,

with black oval “EMISION AUTORIZADO” stamp. Rarely seen at
auction. VG, scattered pinholes, small repaired tears in upper right
corner. Estimate: $500-$750.

1425. Tacna, Peru, Banco de Tacna, remainder 10 soles, ND
(1870s).

SCWPM-S385r. Serial 039623. Scarcer denomination from
the Banco de Tacna series. AU+, light foxing. Estimate: $200-$300.

1429. Lima, Peru, Compañía de Obras Públicas y Fomento
del Peru, 10 soles, 4-7-1876. SCWPM-S446a. Series A, serial 46380.

G/VG, missing upper left corner, scattered pinholes. Estimate: $250$375.
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1426. Tacna, Peru, Banco de Tacna, remainder 5 soles, ND
(1870s). SCWPM-S384r. Serial 085154. AU, light foxing, small paper
pull on reverse, good color. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1430. Lima, Peru, Compañía de Obras Públicas y Fomento
del Peru, 1 sol, 4-7-1876. SCWPM-S444a. Series A, serial 150718,

without Emisión Pagadera overprint. Issued by a public works company, scarcer note without overprint. Fine, some pinholes, bold coloring. Estimate: $250-$375.

1431. Trujillo, Peru, Ferrocarriles de Trujillo, 2 soles, ND

(ca. 1880), rare. SCWPM-UNL. Series B, serial 00479. Denominated

as 2 soles, good for a first-class train ride from Salaverry to Chicama,
Peru. UNC, small stains, strong embossing and color. Estimate:
$700-$1,000.

1432. Lima, Peru, Junta del Credito

1433. Lima, Peru, Junta del Credito

1434. Lima, Peru, Junta del Credito

Scarce Peru fiscal document. VF, ink bleedthrough and erosion, cut hole repaired with
period paper, partial counterfoil attached,
overall good paper quality, some foxing.
Estimate: $150-$225.

POC. Scarce Peru fiscal document. VF,
ink bleed-through and erosion, overall
good paper quality, some foxing. Estimate:
$150-$225.

Peru fiscal document. VF, ink bleed-through
and erosion, overall good paper quality, some
foxing. Estimate: $150-$225.

Nacional, 200 pesos government
bond, 17-5-1827. Serial 177, one POC.

Philippines

Nacional, 200 pesos government
bond, 16-11-1836. Serial 18791, one

Nacional, 100 pesos government bond,
6-10-1831. Serial 13655, one POC. Scarce

1435. Manila, Philippines, Central Bank, 500 pesos, ND
(1949), certified PMG AU 53.

SCWPM-124b. Series 66, serial
F00194740, Central Bank overprint on “VICTORY” series note.
Second finest known behind only an AU 55 in the PMG census. The
note features Miguel López de Legazpi (1502-1572), the Spanish navigator and governor who established the first Spanish settlement in the
East Indies, when his expedition crossed the Pacific Ocean from the
Viceroyalty of New Spain to modern day Mexico. He also established
Cebu on the Philippine Islands in 1565. The Victory Series is always
in high demand and the 500 pesos is the highest denomination of the
issue. This piece features extremely strong inking plus sharp corners
and edges. PMG #1093633-016. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.
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Portugal

Puerto Rico

1436. Lisboa, Portugal, 1,000 escudos, 29-9-1942, certified

PMG AU 58 EPQ. SCWPM-156. Serial 224 608BC / FD 02361. Tied
with two others for finest known in the PMG census. Very colorful
design and good centering. Estimate: $300-$450.

Portuguese India

1438. Puerto Rico, National Treasury, 25 pesos promissory
note, 1813. About 8-1/4” x 12-3/4”. A large, uniface fiscal document

printed in black with black-ink stamps and signatures, numbered 55
at top, declaring the promise to pay “Don Francisco Puig y Gibert”
25 pesos in provisional money one year from the date of May 4, 1813,
with interest at an annual rate of 6% (basically a 19th-century promissory note or certificate of deposit), signed by Treasurer Juan Patino
and Accountant José Bacener and “OK’d” (V.o B.o) by [Alejandro]
Ramírez. Rare and important as effectively the first currency of Puerto
Rico (issued while Ferdinand VII was still king of Spain). Estimate:
$500-$750.

1437. Lot of five Portuguese India, Banco Nacional Ultramarino, specimen notes, 2-1-1959. SCWPM-46s, 45s, 44s, 43s, 42s.

1,000 escudos, two POCs, specimen number 55, certified PCGS
Superb Gem UNC 67 OPQ, PCGS #80296506; 600 escudos, two
POCs, specimen number 43, certified PCGS Superb Gem UNC 67
OPQ, PCGS #80296490; 300 escudos, two POCs, specimen number
51, certified PCGS Superb Gem UNC 67 OPQ, PCGS #80296478;
100 escudos, two POCs, specimen number 64, certified PCGS Gem
UNC 65 OPQ, PCGS #80296511; 60 escudos, two POCs, specimen number 52, certified PCGS Superb Gem UNC 67 OPQ, PCGS
#80296513. High grade set with vivid coloring and designs. Estimate:
$2,500-$3,750.

1439. Puerto Rico, Ministerio de Ultramar, 1 peso, 17-81895, with counterfoil, certified PMG Gem UNC 65 EPQ.

SCWPM-7a. Serial 4503219. High grade note with great color and strong

embossing, full counterfoil to left. PMG certification #1185262-029.
Estimate: $500-$750.
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1440. Puerto Rico, Ministerio de Ultramar, 1 peso, 17-8-

1895, with partial counterfoil, certified PMG Gem UNC 66
EPQ. SCWPM-7b. Serial 3625969. High grade note with great color

and strong embossing, partial counterfoil. Tied with one other for
finest known in the PMG census. PMG certification #1033590-024.
Estimate: $400-$600.

Rhodesia and Nyasaland
1441. Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Bank of Rhodesia and

Nyasaland, specimen 1 pound, ND (1960), certified PCGS
AU 58. SCWPM-21s. Punch hole cancelled “SPECIMEN” (partially

incomplete), printer’s annotation “7127696 FOR COLOUR 27/6/60”
across top margin. Very colorful, beautiful design. PCGS #80792243.
Estimate: $600-$900.

São Tome and Principe
1442. Lisboa (Portugal), São Tome and Principe, Banco
Nacional Ultramarino, color trial 500 escudos, 18-4-1956.

SCWPM-39ct. Two POCs, specimen number 23. Color trial note; purple

on multicolor underprint. Crisp, choice UNC, colorful and detailed
design. Estimate: $500-$750.

Venezuela

1443. Caracas, Venezuela, Banco Central, 10 bolívares, 19-

1444. Caracas, Venezuela, Banco Central, 10 bolívares,

date of issue for the series. Some circulation wear, typical for the series,
overall good appearance with strong coloring. PMG #1729831-022.
Estimate: $250-$375.

As with prior lot, some circulation wear, typical for the series, overall
good appearance with strong coloring. PMG #1611934-028. Estimate:
$250-$375.

7-1945, certified PMG VF 25. SCWPM-31a. Serial A684895. First

5-10-1950, certified PMG VF 25. SCWPM-31a. Serial C2894314.
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1445. Caracas, Venezuela, specimen

1446. Caracas, Venezuela, speci-

1447. Caracas, Venezuela, speci-

printed specimen bond with all coupons attached. Folded with an internal central split,
crisp paper quality and color. Estimate: $150$225.

Series 5a. ABNCo printed specimen
bond with all coupons attached. Folded
with an internal split, crisp paper quality
and color. Estimate: $150-$225.

Series 6a. ABNCo printed specimen
bond with all coupons attached. Folded
with an internal central split, crisp paper
quality and color. Estimate: $150-$225.

15,000 bolívares six-percent national
debt coupon bond, 1896. Series 3a. ABNCo

Various Countries

men 5,000 bolívares six-percent
national debt coupon bond, 1896.

men 2,500 bolívares six-percent
national debt coupon bond, 1896.

1448. Study group of 11 world (mostly Latin American) reverse proof

notes, ca.1880s-1990s, uniface. Buenos Aires, Argentina, República Argen-

tina, 10 pesos, 1-1-1895, SCWPM-221p, AU, light stain; Santiago del Estero,
Argentina, Provincia de Santiago del Estero, 1 peso, 17-4-1891, mounted on
cardstock, SCWPM-S2221p, UNC, with glue mounting on back, light stains;
Brasilia, Brazil, Thesouro Nacional, 2 mil reis, ND (1919), one POC, SCWPM14p, choice UNC; Talca, Chile, El Banco de Talca, 20 pesos, ND (1885-88),
SCWPM-S441p, UNC, small spot of glue on upper right corner, “Chile” dealer’s
notation in pencil on reverse; Rengo, Chile, Banco de Caupolicán, 20 pesos, ND
(1884), SCWPM-S139p, AU, fold in top left corner, 1/2” tear in left margin;
San Salvador, El Salvador, El Banco Central de Reserva, 1 colon, ND (1957-58),
mounted on cardstock, SCWPM-93p, AU, fold in top margin; Glasgow, Scotland, Clydesdale and North of Scotland Bank LTD., 1 pound, ND (1950-1960),
mounted on cardstock, SCWPM-191p, XF, some bends, foxing and small tear at
top, “Scotland” dealer’s notation written in pencil on reverse; Montevideo, Uruguay,
El Banco Oriental, 5 pesos, ND (1867), mounted on cardstock, SCWPM-S384p,
UNC, mounting remnants on reverse; Port Vila, Vanuatu, Reserve Bank Blong
Vanuatu, 200 vatu, ND (1995), SCWPM-8p, UNC, no problems; Maracaibo,
Venezuela, Banco de Maracaibo, 50 bolívares, ND (1885), mounted on paper,
SCWPM-S196p, XF/AU, mounting remnants, some wrinkling, “716” in ink in
top margin. Estimate: $500-$750.
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Engravings

Documents

1449. English copperplate engraving by Ogilby titled “Pa-

gus Hispanorum in Florida” (1671) showing a scene of St.
Augustine, hand colored. 15-3/4” x 18-1/2”. This large, colorized

engraving by John Ogilby from his work “America: Being the Latest,
and Most Accurate Description of the New World” presents a rather
dramatized view of Saint Augustine, one of the oldest settlements in
North America. The “mountains” of Florida are seen in the background
(an added embellishment) while the port of St. Augustine is in the foreground. Good condition, minor edge marks, few archival tape repairs
on reverse, dealer pencil annotation on obverse. Estimate: $400-$600.

1450. English copperplate en-

graving entitled “The Battel
Between the Spaniards and the
pyrats or Buccaniers before the
citty of Panama,” published by
Alexandre Olivier Exquemelin,
1699 (London). 6-1/2” x 11”. This

engraving depicts the Battle of Panama
City where, in 1671, privateers led by
Henry Morgan attacked the Spanishheld city. Although the pirates captured
the city, the Spanish troops set fire to it
before retreating. Originally published
in Exquemelin’s History of the Bucaniers
of America printed in Dutch in 1678,
this engraving comes from the 1699
English version. The engraving shows
some fold lines (as issued) with a tiny
separation along the top that has been
archivally repaired, overall excellent
paper quality and color, dealer notation on reverse. Estimate: $350-$500.
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Maps

1451. Large copperplate-engraved Dutch map

of Mexico by Hondius, ca. 1606-30, hand colored. 17-3/4” x 21-1/2”. Detailed map from the reissued

Mercator work Atlas Sive Cosmograpicae published by
Hondius. Displays Mexico’s Pacific coast as well as a
wide swath of interior with numerous town and city
names throughout. Cartouches in the corners display
the engraving name, bar scale, and additional location names. French text displayed on reverse. Very
fine condition with small internal tears around upper
cartouche, central vertical fold reinforced on reverse,
some water stains, great original colors. Estimate:
$400-$600.

1452. Large copperplate-engraved Dutch map of the Caribbean by Blaeu, ca. 1662, hand colored. 17-3/4” x 23”. Detailed and

accurate map for the time from Blaeu’s Insulae Americanae. This large map shows everything from the top of South America to the East Coast
of North America where the Virginia Colony is depicted. Reverse displays chapter heading and text in Latin. Choice condition with great
paper quality and color, sharp edges and corners, reinforced central vertical fold. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
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1453. French copperplate-engraved map of South America

1454. French copperplate-engraved map of Paraguay by

entitled “Amerique Meridionale” by Nicolas Sanson (1657),
re-engraved ca. 1700 by Antoine de Winter, hand colored. 9”

Nicolas Sanson (1657), reprint ca. 1705 from the first Dutch
edition of Sanson’s pocket atlas, hand colored. 9-11/16” x 12-

with no tears or foxing, trace of stain at top margin only and light
original fold, interesting as focusing mostly on rivers and lakes, including some that turned out to be only mythical. Estimate: $250-$375.

and rivers. Very fine condition with some minor handling, dealer’s
pencil annotation on reverse, good coloration. Estimate: $200-$300.

x 14”. Well detailed and attractively colored, also in choice condition

1/4”. Detailed map with a number of Paraguayan towns, mountains

1455. French copperplate-engraved map of Peru by Jacques

Nicolas Bellin (1753), engraved by Robert Benard, hand
colored. 16-3/8” x 9-5/8”. Depiction of Peru, its coastline and some
Amazon interior, originally published in Prevost d’Exiles’ Histoire
Generale des Voyages. Excellent condition with minimal marks, great
paper quality and color (especially in the cartouche), blank reverse
with dealer’s pencil annotation. Estimate: $200-$300.

1456. German copperplate-engraved map of Panama by

Jacques Nicolas Bellin (1754), reprint ca. 1758. 8-3/4” x 131/4”. View of Panama reprinted in the German edition of Prevost

d’Exiles’ Histoire General des Voyages. Very good condition with bold
black ink design, light water stains, minor handling marks. Estimate:
$300-$450.
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1457. Italian copperplate-engraved map of the Bay of Campeche
and the Yucatán peninsula for Marco Coltellini (1763), hand colored. 12” x 9”. Map of the Yucatán peninsula, the Bay of Campeche and the

Bay of Honduras printed in Gazzettiere Americano. Beautifully colored map
with excellent shading throughout countryside, very fine condition with wellpreserved paper. Estimate: $250-$375.

Miscellaneous

1459. Puerto Rican slave-transfer document for a child

slave, dated 12-3-1869. 8-3/8” x 6-7/8”. Original Puerto Rican slave-

1458. Military document signed by Simón Bolívar, dated

Nov. 9, 1817, very rare. 8-3/8” x 6-1/8”. A very rare military docu-

ment personally signed by Simón Bolívar inviting Colonel José Ucros
to the Palacio de Gobierno in Angostura, Venezuela. Bolívar and his
army had captured Angostura in July of 1817. The city was renamed
Ciudad Bolívar (Bolívar City) in 1846 to honor Simón Bolívar. Very
fine condition with some minor tears, most likely contemporary, a
blank page labelled 185 also attached. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

transfer document for a nine-year-old mulatto child named Benito.
High grade paper quality, though some minor worm holes and faint
stain in bottom left corner. Estimate: $300-$450.
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Newspapers

1460. Unique set of newspapers with accounts on the sinking and salvage of the

Spanish 1715 Treasure Fleet, consisting of four issues of The Post Boy (London)
from 1715-16. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

Four very rare, complete issues of The Post Boy, a major London newspaper, from November 19,
December 8 and 19, 1715 and July 3, 1716, each issue a single 14” x 8” sheet (“broadsheet”)
of high-quality rag stock printed on both sides, and in Fine to Very Fine condition. In all probability these papers are the only ones in private hands.
These four historic newspapers provide accounts of the legendary disaster and Spain’s frantic attempts to recover the hundreds of millions of dollars of gold and silver coins and precious jewels
carried by eleven Spanish galleons, accompanied by a French warship that was the only ship to
escape the hurricane on July 30, 1715, as the treasure-laden Fleet attempted to sail from Cuba
to Spain. Hundreds of seamen and passengers drowned in the vicious storm with the survivors
going to St. Augustine or Havana. Although much of the treasure was salvaged over the next few
years—and present-day salvors have uncovered millions of dollars in coins and jewels—more
treasure remains unclaimed in the Atlantic Ocean off the east coast of Florida. Several whole
ships have yet to be found.
The first report of the disaster in the November 19, 1715, issue reads: “Letters from the Havana,
of the 17th of September, advise that the Flotilla, consisting of Ten Ships, met with such a violent
Storm, upon the 31st of July, that they were forced to run ashoar upon the Coasts of Florida,
50 Leagues from Cape S. Augustin, and 20 from Cape Canaveral; and that only one Ship, v.z.
the Flying-Hart, escaped: That upon this News, several Ships were immediately sent from the
Havana to fish up the Gold and Silver; that good Part of it was already recover’d and particularly
that on board the Urza de Lima; and that it was hoped, most of the rest would likewise be got
up. They add, that 4 or 500 Men were drown’d, and among them several Passengers. This News
was brought to Rochelle by the S. Francis, whose Cargo is very rich, consisting of 500000 Pieces
of Eight besides Merchandizes.”
Further details from the December 8 issue are more positive (possibly to buoy public opinion
on the disaster). Some of the reporting stated: “We have receiv’d better News concerning the
Flota of New Spain…that only two Ships of it were cast away; Some others were indeed run
aground upon the Coast of Florida; but all the Gold and Silver, and most of the Merchandizes
were taken out of them.” The King then sent four ships to Florida, “…and shall take on board
those of the Flota, which amount to 12 Millions of Crowns in Gold and Silver only.”
From the December 17, 1715, issue came the following: “Letters from Cadiz, of the 28th past,
say, that all possible Diligence is used in fitting out the Men of War, which are to go and take
on board the Cargoes of the Galleons run aground upon the Coast of Florida. By a Vessel arrived from thence they heard, that the Galleons could not be put a float again; but the Chests
of Gold and Silver had been all taken up, and great part of the Merchandizes; so that only the
Cochineal will be lost.”
Finally, after just over six months of salvage attempts, the July 3, 1716, issue reported the following gleaned from letters from Havanna at the end of March: “…they had recover’d out of
the Capitana, a thousand Chests of Silver, and seven hundred and fifty out of the Admirante
(Almiranta), but no Merchandizes out of those two Ships, whereas all those of the Urca de Lima
had been fish’d up; that some English Barques being come in Sight of Palmaer, five (Spanish)
Barques were fitted out at the Havana to observe them; that nevertheless the English seiz’d
some Part of the Plate above specify’d whereupon a Deputy was order’d from the Havana to the
Governor of Jamaica to complain of that proceeding….”
These newspapers represent highly important accounts of the disaster and the subsequent attempts to salvage the enormous treasure Spain and other European countries were counting on for
their economies. In our time, ironically, these newspapers are vastly rarer than the treasure itself!
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Books and Catalogs

1461. Histoire des Avanturiers / Histoire des Pirates An-

glois, four volumes (1744), by Alexandre-Olivier Oexmelin
(Exquemelin) and Charles Johnson (translated into French),
very rare and important early editions in matching modern
binding with engraved plates. Each volume 6-1/2” x 3-3/4”, 1528
pages total (numbered). The most important text of all time concerning

pirates in the Caribbean is unquestionably Exquemelin’s History of the
Buccaneers of the Americas (various spellings abound for the names of
both the author and the book), first published in 1678 in Amsterdam,
and the present lot is a 1744 French version of same with an added
volume (also translated into French) of A General History of the Robberies
and Murders of the most notorious Pyrates (first published in 1724) by
Captain Charles Johnson, which many believe was a pen name for the
famous author Daniel Dafoe. In any case that volume was famous for
reporting the exploits of the two most famous female pirates, Mary
Read and Anne Bonny. The main book by Exquemelin is the source
for most of what we know about the career of Henry Morgan. Textual
content aside, this set is important for its selection of seven foldout
copperplate-engraved maps and plates (in Volumes 1 and 3), in addition to the frontispiece, all of which are in like-new condition, the rest
of the contents also in good shape with no outright damage, minimal
foxing from age, and the modern bindings tight and clean (just the
first volume a bit worn). Inked at the front of the first three volumes
is “Institute of Science and Historical Society of [St.] Augustin[e]”
and rubber stampings for The St. Augustine Historical Society Library
can be found throughout, also with penciled notation in front of first
volume: “from library of Henry Beaufoy with his bookplate.” A worthy
set for collectors of all kinds. Estimate: $500-up.

1463. Gold and Silver of the Atocha and Santa Margarita,
Christie’s (New York) auction catalog of June 14-15, 1988,

1462. Pieces of Eight, by Kip Wagner, 1st edition (1966), signed by Fisher family and associates. 10-1/2” x 8”, 258 pp (hardsigned by all ten Real Eight Company members and associates. 9-1/2” x 6-1/4”, 221 pp (hardbound, dj). Ten signatures on a 1st

edition is the benchmark for this famous book about the Real Eight
Co. and the finding of the 1715 Fleet, the ten signers pictured on the
back of the dust jacket (fully intact in plastic protector but with library
sticker at bottom), overall VF condition with no damage, all signatures
strong and readable. Estimate: $350-$500.

bound, dj, copied pr). The landmark auction catalog for Atocha artifacts

(plus some 1715 Fleet) in the scarcer hardbound version with dust
jacket, but most importantly with personal inscriptions and signatures
by Mel Fisher, Kim Fisher, Kane Fisher, Taffi Fisher Abt, John Brandon, Mo Molinar and Bill Moore on the front page. XF condition,
no damage, the dust jacket like new, with photocopied Prices Realized
and a 1993 letter from the Mel Fisher Maritime Heritage Society laid
in. Estimate: $350-$500.
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Shipwreck Artifacts
“Hoi An Hoard,” sunk in the late 1400s off Vietnam
1464. Intact blue-on-white porcelain “kendi pot” (rare), from the “Hoi An Hoard”
wreck (late 1400s). 545 grams, 5-1/2” tall and 5-1/2” in diameter. Among the neatest pieces ever

offered from this early wreck, basically a handle-less teapot with 3/4” opening at top and very
narrow (1/8”) spout, theoretically for drinking straight from the spout, with design (in blue) of
two lions on the body, flower petals around the top neck, all perfectly intact (just one tiny chip
in top rim), most of glaze still intact, with a few barnacles still attached and Philippines National
Museum sticker on plain bottom. Estimate: $350-$500.

Spanish Armada wreck sunk in 1588 off Belgium
1465. Large stone cannonball from a Spanish Armada wreck (1588). 10,030 grams, 8” diameter.

Recovered off the coast of Belgium near the Battle of Gravelines, an important engagement between Spanish
and English fleets during the attempted Spanish invasion of England in 1588, this rare, somewhat largerthan-usual (as from a siege cannon “bombard”) artifact shows some sea water effects and encrustations with
a small, old fracture crack from impact. Great for display. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $600-$900.

Atocha, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida

1466. Large (dark) natural emerald, 5.58 carats, from the 1467. Large (light) natural emerald, 5.08 carats, from the
Atocha (1622). Roughly 7/16” x 5/16”. Somewhat crystalline shape

Atocha (1622). Roughly 7/16” x 3/8”. Nugget-like crystal, about half

1468. Lot of seven natural (light) emeralds with two cer-

1469. Encrusted silver bowl, from the Atocha (1622). 579

with even dark-green color throughout, rather opaque and with light
encrustation on surfaces, a great size for mounting in a pendant as is.
With Fisher tag and photo-certificate #4336. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.

green and the other half more whitish, all opaque, not gem-quality
but a great size for mounting in a pendant as is. With Fisher tag and
photo-certificate #4998LT. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

tificates, six totaling 10.15 carats plus one at 1.41 carats,
from the Atocha (1622). About 1/4” to 3/8” per stone. Light green

(with white areas) and opaque but all of “usable” size (i.e., not just
chips or slivers), six of them certified together for unknown reasons.
With Fisher tag and photo-certificates #2071LT and 3978LT. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.
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grams, 2-3/4” tall and 7-1/2” in diameter. Simple bowl with steep side,

only about 20% exposed to show thin metal and some holes, any
possible markings on bottom thickly covered with whitish encrustation, very slightly bent, apparently stable. With Fisher photo-certificate
#A85-2488. Estimate: $500-$750.

Maravillas, sunk in 1656 off Grand Bahama Island
1470. Large lot of 43+ small, natural emeralds, with original Frank Sed-

wick certificates, from the Maravillas (1656). Each up to 1/4”. Mostly small chips

and slivers, many pale green but some just white or even brown, the real value being
the original (albeit generic) certificates that Frank made with a promoter circa 1990.
With 46 original (but generic) certificates from Frank Sedwick. Estimate: $600-$900.

Unidentified 1600s Dutch wreck off St. George’s Bay, Grenada

1471. Large earthenware jar with flat bottom, encrusted top,

from a Dutch wreck off Grenada (1600s). 12” tall, 11” widest diameter
(7-1/2” base). Plain tan-colored container of fairly large size and fully intact

except for two very small holes at shoulder, the 5” opening in top made
without lip and now thickly encrusted with white coral that continues inside, great for display. Recovered by diver Erik Schiff. Estimate: $400-$600.

Unidentified 1600s wreck off the Netherlands

1472. Double-wheel, hand-carved wooden pulley from a wreck off the Netherlands (1600s). 3,087 grams, 19” long x 9-1/2” wide
x 4-3/4” thick. First we have offered! Great nautical artifact from an unknown Dutch shipwreck found by commercial fishermen and preserved

by bottom sediments. Intact with working discs inside and age cracks as from very old wood. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $300-$450.
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Spanish 1715 Fleet, east coast of Florida

1473. Gold-and-pearl “Madonna” brooch, large and ornate, from the 1715 Fleet, plated in Dreamweaver. 59.79 grams, about
3-1/2” x 2-1/4”. A large and very ornate pendant of an articulated type known as a “venera,” featuring a crowned female over an angel face

superimposed over an upward-facing crescent moon (topped with small posts, one of which still bears a pearl), all in a central open oval surrounded by twenty-two sunrays tipped with pearls, fastened to a frame of alternating large and small five-point ornaments with more pearls
on top (on loose posts fastened with Y-backs) and on ends, with small loop at bottom, that whole piece suspended from a moving “crown”
of similar ornaments encrusted with more pearls, the back showing a large horizontal ring for wearing as a brooch or pendant. This piece has
popularly been referred to as the “Madonna” brooch, but more accurately the central figure appears to be Our Lady of Guadalupe (similar to
the medallion from the 1733 Fleet plated on pages 158-9 of Weller’s Galleon Alley book of 2001). The pearls (fifty-two remaining) are all a
bit worn and quite a few are missing, but more egregious is the absence of eleven gemstones (presumably emeralds) from now-empty sockets
that show traces of light encrustation (hence they were lost or removed before salvage), although it is possible the gems were to be added
later when this relic made it to Spain. The gold itself is all intact and visibly high grade. Clearly a museum piece, one of the most important
1715-Fleet artifacts we have ever offered, reportedly recovered by John Berrier and Duke Long in 1989. From the “Rio Mar” site, with Fisher
photo-certificate #1611 and photocopy of a hand-drawing by K. Amundson, and featured in color photo on page 193 of Dreamweaver (1996), by
Bob “Frogfoot” Weller. Estimate: $15,000-up.
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1474. Matched pair of gold-and-pearl earrings from the 1715 Fleet. 7.09
grams total, each about 2-1/4” long. Nearly identical earrings, made with hoop of gold at

top, quatrefoil ornament with pearls on posts below that in middle and the bottom
piece a pearl-strung straight wire with trefoil at top and ring at bottom, each with
eleven pearls total, all very small and worn but none missing, an intact pair that can
still be worn and matches the previous lot (“Madonna” brooch) in style, possibly
from the same ship of the 1715 Fleet but reportedly found farther up the coast. With
Fisher photo-certificate #41562 (showing both earrings) and original yellow-plastic tags
#41562 and 41563. Estimate: $6,000-$9,000.

1475. Gold chain, 91.44 grams, 88 inches long, fine-braid links, from the 1715 Fleet. Tightly woven and very snakelike gold

braiding, impressively long but unfinished at both ends, hence most likely used as a “money chain” to avoid taxes, fully intact but with a few
slight kinks here and there. With Queens Jewels LLC photo-certificate #F040979 and original plastic tag #75912. Estimate: $10,000-$15,000.
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1476. Gold chain, 66.54 grams, 24

inches long, heavy-braid links with
original clasp, from the 1715 Fleet. Thick

links of boxlike braiding somewhat tightly
spaced to make a very ductile chain, completely
intact with ring at one end and Y-shaped piece
at other end (connected with oblong jumper)
for fastening to the ring, eminently wearable
and attractive. With Queens Jewels LLC photocertificate #F040982 (tag #75905). Estimate:
$7,000-$10,000.

1477. Gold chain, 34.73 grams, 67-1/2” inches long, complete loop of very fine simple links, from the 1715 Fleet. Circular
links with flat insides and rounded exteriors in a tiny gauge to make for a thin and dainty chain in a continuous loop without ends, a great
length for wearing doubled. With Queens Jewels LLC photo-certificate and original plastic tag #78268. Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.
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1478. Gold chain, 30.00 grams, 30-3/4 inches long, fine-braid links, from the 1715 Fleet. Small and boxy links in a fairly tight
snakelike braid with unfinished ends (probably a “money chain” for avoiding taxes), fully intact but with a few slight kinks here and there.
With Queens Jewels LLC photo-certificate #F040981 and original plastic tag #75906. Estimate: $4,000-$6,000.

1479. Gold chain, 31.35 grams, 22 inches long, “olive blossom” design, from the 1715 Fleet. A perfectly wearable length of
a common type of small-link chain known as “olive blossom” for the fact that each link bears on each side a six-petal flower of dots around
central dot, each one handmade and slightly different, some worn flat and a couple flowers missing. With Sedwick photo-certificate. Estimate:
$4,000-$6,000.
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1480. Gold chain, 30.24 grams, 16 inches long, heavy “olive 1481. Gold chain, 9.17 grams, 7 inches long, fine “olive
blossom” design, from the 1715 Fleet. Most of the gold chains

found on the 1715 Fleet are of this basic design consisting of “olive
blossom” links (each handmade in a two-sided design of a flower
of dots), but in many different gauges and varieties, this one being
heavier than most and consisting of just four dots per flower), the
ends unfinished (so probably a “money chain” for avoiding taxes), too
short for anything but a choker now. With Sedwick photo-certificate.
Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

blossom” design, from the 1715 Fleet. A short (bracelet-length)

chain of typical “olive blossom” design (six-petal flowers) in smaller
than usual thickness, each one slightly different, with ends unfinished
so probably part of a “money chain” (for avoiding taxes). With Sedwick
photo-certificate. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1482. Gold-and-emerald ring, size 7-1/4, from the 1715 Fleet. 5.05 grams. Very solid and intact ring with rectangular, table-cut
emerald of decent translucence and color in a scallop-base frame, the ring itself with straight sides, high-karat gold. From the “Cabin wreck”
site, found on the beach in 1985, with photo-certificate from salvager Carl Lazzeri. Estimate: $2,500-$3,750.

1483. Small, low-karat gold ring, size 5-1/4, from the 1715 Fleet. 2.51 grams Typi-

cally dainty ring of minimal design with black stains over dull copper-gold surfaces, intact and
unbent (still wearable). With original Florida State Board of Archives & History plastic tag #12457
and copy of Laboratory Artifact Processing Record for same. Estimate: $700-$1,000.
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1484. Ornate silver shaker (pounce box) from the 1715

Fleet. 313 grams, 2-3/4” cube. Unlike gold, very few shipwreck silver

artifacts are solid enough to emerge from conservation as bright and
beautiful and functional as they day they were made, but this is one
of those rare relics, with every finely engraved detail in the (separate)
lid and embossed design on the side intact and unblemished, just a
tiny corner-chip in the lid and verdigris in one corner of the plain
inside of the box, the lid designed with eighteen small holes in a floral
pattern in a concave circle on the top for sprinkling a fine powder
(pounce) over fresh manuscripts to prevent the ink from spreading.
With Queens Jewels LLC photo-certificate #F040818 (tag #77225).
Estimate: $5,000-$7,500.

1485. Large, ornate silver salt cellar with open top from the 1715 Fleet. 74.88 grams, 2” tall and 3-1/2” in diameter. Thin but amazingly well-preserved silver with embossed design all around the exterior showing various animals (deer, rabbit, snake, pheasant, mouse) in
pointed-square panels (probably Asian design), with small spots of brown encrustation inside but otherwise very bright and frosty, too small
for a serving bowl so believed to be for holding salt. From the “Cabin wreck” site, found on the beach in 1985, with photo-certificate from salvager
Carl Lazzeri and Real Eight certificate signed by John Keshishian. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
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Admiral Gardner, sunk in 1809 southeast of England

1486. Clump of cannonball, wooden spike and copper coins from the

Admiral Gardner (1809). 3340 grams, roughly 6” x 4-1/2” x 3-1/2”. Encrusted
clump of at least twenty copper 10-cash coins in two embedded stacks, a six-pound
cannonball and a wooden ship’s spike, the iron cannonball cleaned and treated but
the rest as found, accompanied by a wooden stand for display. With photo-certificate.
Estimate: $500-$750.

Lady Elgin, sunk in 1860 in Lake Michigan

1487. Model 1816 Springfield rifle, converted from flintlock to percussion (rare), from the Lady Elgin (1860). 3940 grams,

about 6-1/2’ long with bayonet. A complete firearm of any period from a shipwreck is a rare item indeed, and this one has the distinction of being

super long and accompanied by its original steel bayonet, great for an impressive display, the whole surface dark and waxy from preservation
but showing some rust and rot underneath the shiny coating, the firing mechanism with arm bent over from the old frizzen to a new percussion
hole in the barrel, obviously not operational but with everything in place, also interesting for the wreck itself, rammed in a storm by a poorly
lit schooner, prompting the requirement of running lights on all vessels as is now the rule. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

S.S. Republic, sunk in 1865 off Savannah, Georgia

1488. Rare “cathedral” (Gothic) pepper sauce bottle, with wooden stand,
from the S.S. Republic (1865). 259 grams, 8-3/4” tall and 2-1/4” in diameter at

base. Elegant bottle in light blue glass molded into the shape of a Gothic cathedral

(popular in Victorian times) used for pepper sauce, fully intact with thick lip at top
and hexagonal sides, the glass itself slightly pearly but thoroughly translucent. With
tag #R-04-02951-BE-005 and wooden display stand showing plaque on one side that
says “SS Republic / 1853-1865 / Cathedral Pepper Sauce Bottle.” Estimate: $400-$600.
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Late-1800s wrecks in the Florida Keys
1489. Two deck prisms or deadlights (one round, one rect-

angular) from late-1800s wrecks in the Florida Keys. Round

prism 3-1/2” diameter and 1-3/4” tall, 636 grams; rectangular prism 8-3/4”
long and 3” tall, 1455 grams. Before electricity, light below a vessel’s deck

was provided by candles, oil and kerosene lamps--all dangerous aboard
a wooden ship. The deck prism was a clever solution: Laid flush into
the deck, the glass prism refracted and dispersed natural light into
the space below from a small deck opening without weakening the
planks or becoming a fire hazard. The round prism in this lot contains
several chips on its flat side with clear “H Lanergan Pat’d Jan 29 1861”
on rounded end; the rectangular prism has chips on all corners, scuff
marks on flat side, and mostly intact smooth surfaces on triangle side.
Use them now as paperweights to impress your friends! One from the
“Iron Mast wreck” (schooner wreck off Islamorada, Florida Keys), ex-Carl
Fismer, the other from the Art McKee Museum. Estimate: $200-$300.

Non-Wreck Artifacts
Natural History

1490. Megalodon (huge shark) tooth, approx. 25 million years old. 6-1/4”” x 4-1/2”, 508 grams. Matte black with much gray enamel

remaining, rather large and intact (rare thus), from a scary-big shark now extinct (thank goodness) and rarely seen this big and intact. Estimate: $200-$300.
1491. Petrified ammonite shell in matrix, approx. 150 million years old. 6” x 5” x 2-1/2”, 1593 grams. Large chunk of unpolished
tan-colored shell in matrix with hand-beveled flat bottom for easy display. Ribs of extinct shell clearly visible. Rare and great for display. Estimate: $250-$375.
1492. Huge natural Colombian emerald specimen in matrix. 460 grams, 4” long, 2-1/2” wide, 2” tall. Fascinating display of Colombian
emeralds in conglomerate with a stone matrix, quartz and pyrite. Found in Colombia near the site of a colonial Spanish emerald mine. Eye
candy in your curio cabinet. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $300-$400.
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Arms / Armor / Militaria
Armor

1493. English Cromwellian breastplate and “lobster tail” helmet,

1600s. Breastplate 5,050 grams and 14” x 18-1/2”; helmet 1,300 grams and 16-1/2”

x 9-1/2”. Breastplate and helmet--just about all you need for a day’s worth of

battle. Breastplate is heavy (siege weight), hand-forged and complete with “bullet
dent” proof mark, simple line engraved decorations, and two studs for attaching
to backplate. Lobster-tail helmet is iron forged with articulated three-plate neck
guard, ear covers suspended on leather hangers, front plate with three-bar face
guard, and rounded helmet shape (the origin of the name “Round Heads” given
to Cromwell’s troops). Both items complete with numerous signs of age and use,
minor-to-medium pitting, and brown toning. With photo-certificate. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

Cannons

1494. Dutch bronze one pounder cannon, late 1600s to early 1700s. 200+ lbs, 49-1/2” long, 2” bore. Large cannon with ornate dol-

phin “sea monster” lift handles, family crest on breech, and circular ring turnings and cascabel. Excavated at Rotterdam, Netherlands, during
construction of a subway system and probably from an original harbor area. Excellent complete condition with heavy green patina. Shipping
to be determined after auction. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $9,000-$13,500.
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Edged weapons

1495. Spanish colonial period officer’s transitional rapier-sword, early 1700s. 580 grams, 34” overall length. A transitional piece—

somewhere between the long blade of the earlier rapier and the shorter, lighter blade of a small sword—comprised of an all-steel hilt, simple,
turned-wood grip, and pierced-through decorations. A Toledo (Spain) armorer’s mark on both sides of blade ensures its provenance. Overall
good condition with age toning all over. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $500-$600.

1496. French model 1833 naval cutlass, dated 1840. 1359 grams, 33” long, 26” long blade. French model 1833 navy cutlass dated 1840
with original leather scabbard (now repaired), both with French naval inspector’s mark (an anchor and RB5 on scabbard and an anchor and
B on blade); excellent condition with most of original Japaning on grip and guard. Estimate: $600-$900.

1497. British naval model 1845 cutlass (unmarked). 1219 grams, 32” long, 27” long blade. Well-preserved British service cutlass featur-

ing a slightly curved blade which is double-edged toward the tip, steel mounts, cast-iron rope-shaped grip, and showing minimal rust. Some
of these workhorse cutlasses were used by the Confederate navy. Pedigreed to the Breckenridge Estate, Baton Rouge, LA. Estimate: $500-$700.

1498. Mexican officer’s dirk, 1825-1850. 418 grams, 19-1/2” long. Unusual, rare short sword with gilt brass mounts, knight’s head

pommel head, turned wood handle, blue-and-gilt blade with faint engraved decorations, and later-made tooled leather scabbard resembling snakeskin. Guard is of particular interest with a depiction of an eagle with a snake in its beak perched on a cactus, above a radiated
cap, all hallmarks of use by a Mexican officer and captured during US war with Mexico from 1846-1848. Fine condition with most of
original gold gilt on mounts and blade with much original blue-and-gilt finish, edge pitting and toning and wear from much sharpening.
With photo-certificate. Estimate: $500-$750.
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1499. British model 1858 Type 1 Enfield bayonet cutlass. 1058 grams, 32” long, 26-1/2” long blade. Leather checkered grip, steel guard,

and overall simply designed cutlass of a type that was used by the Confederate Navy as pictured in Confederate Arms by William A. Albaugh
III and Edward N. Simmons, p. 59, with British mark crossed out, and possibly purchased from the North at the start of the war. Photo from
book included. Estimate: $600-$900.

Firearms
1500. Chinese bronze hand cannon, 1500s-1600s. 254
grams, 4-1/2” long. A forerunner of the handgun, the hand cannon

was widely used in China from the 13th century onward and
later throughout Europe in the 14th century until at least the
1560s, and now is rarely seen outside museums. It was hand-held,
without lock, and fired without a fuse. Cast bronze, with floral
decorations on the sides, in very good condition with greenish
brown patina from age. Purchased circa 1940s from Francis Bannerman’s Sons, a well-known military store in New York City.
With photo-certificate. Estimate: $500-$750.

1501. Dutch brass flintlock grenade/fire dart launcher, ca. 1750. 2250 grams, 37” overall, 20” barrel. Hefty and sturdy blunderbuss

grenade launcher featuring beautifully patinated wood half-stock with checkered design, simple brass buttplate, brass trigger guard engraved
with flower and pineapple, iron lock and hammer with scroll engraving, and slightly pitted brass barrel with age toning as lovely as the wood
stock. Wood flared ramrod retained by a single brass ferrule. Excellent condition and clear, crisp details. Estimate: $3,500-$5,000.
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1502. Early European horseman’s pistol, 1700s. 990 grams, 19-1/4” long. Carved walnut stock with simple brass butt cap and ornate

brass mounts, wooden ramrod, tapered octagonal-to-round barrel, and maker signed. Some repaired wood on stock but in overall good working condition with functioning lock. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1503. Eastern European horseman’s flintlock pistol, 1700s. 906 grams, 19” long. Beautiful silver mounts with chiseled decorations and
ornate silver inlays, Middle Eastern inscription on top, in good condition with a working lock and tight springs. Maker signed lock, smooth
brown patina on lock and barrel, small wood loss at butt cap. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1504. European flintlock tinder
lighter, circa 1750. 245 grams, 7-3/4’

long, 3-1/4” tall. Functional yet decora-

tive, a curlicue-engraved brass and iron
tinder lighter with hidden compartment on left side to store tinder, hole
on top for candle, and two iron leg
supports with brass ball butt, used to
ignite fires or candles. Condition is fine
and since it is mechanically functional,
you can impress your friends by using
it to light candles and smokes. With
photo-certificate. Estimate: $600-$900.
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1505. French flintlock pistol, ca. 1780, with period wood and horn powder flask, brass powder funnel, and brass powder
measurer. 622 grams, 11” overall, 5-1/2” barrel. Brass-barrel pistol, six-sided at breech transitioning to round cannon-style barrel 3” from breech,
with brass ramrod, wood and horn powder flask, brass funnel and powder measurer, repair to wood under lock. Estimate: $500-$750.

1506. European gentleman’s small overcoat flintlock pistol, circa 1780. 309 grams, 7-1/2” long. Easily portable .45 caliber pistol

with well-patinated wooden stock, iron mounts and floral engraving on top, wooden ramrod. Original condition, in working order. With
photo-certificate. Estimate: $400-$600.

1507. French or Belgian naval

boarding pistol, 1770-1790. 1,098

grams, 16” long. Simple design on wal-

nut stock and brass mounts, unmarked
but possibly made in the Liege armory.
Working lock and tight spring, overall
nice patination. With photo-certificate.
Estimate: $800-$1,200.
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1508. Early East European horseman’s flintlock pistol, late 1700s-early 1800s. 1,038 grams, 20-1/4” long. Heavily decorated wal-

nut stock with extensive bejeweled silver repousse overlay mounts, silver butt cap, gold inlay barrel and lock, all complete and functioning. A
beautiful example of this type of pistol. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1509. English screw barrel pocket pistol, circa 1800, en- 1510. Rare excavated Spanish military miquelette musket
graved “Hickin, London.” 304 grams, 6-1/4” long. A sharp, stylish

pistol made from walnut stock and an engraved frame with “Hickin”
on one side and “London” on the other, proof marks on the bottom
of the barrel. William Hickin was a gun maker in Birmingham, England, in the period of 1800-1820. Original finish on stock and barrel,
functioning lock with tight springs. With photo-certificate. Estimate:
$600-$900.

lock, circa 1800. 432 grams, 5-3/4” long. This steel miquelette lock

was excavated from a north Florida colonial habitation site where
miquelettes were used by the Spanish military during the second Spanish period in Florida (1781-1821). Very good condition with complete
lock, hammer frizzen and external main spring, rusted brown patina
all over. A great displayable artifact. With photo-certificate. Estimate:
$200-$300.
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1511. European handheld blunderbuss pistol with back-action percussion, circa 1804. 1,1139 grams, 16” long. Heavy octagon-

to-round flared brass barrel with ring turnings, engraved owner’s initials “PYS” on top of barrel, walnut stock, and engraved brass mounts.
Percussion cap box in stock with cover missing, walnut stock with incised decorations. Popular naval boarding weapon used by horsemen in
South America and the Mexican-American War. Good condition with well patinated wood and brass, several small edge cracks, cap box and
butt missing. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $500-$750.

1512. English brass flintlock cannon firing lock, 1800-1820.
540 grams, 5-3/4” long. Rare iron hammer and frizzen flintlock firing

mechanism in a brass body stamped “London” with “BO” and an
arrow, the mark of the British Ordnance Department. Flintlocks like
this were bolted to the vent area of the large Bloomfield iron service
guns to enable instant firing capability for British cannons. Lock has
been partially cleaned with areas of brown toning, numerous small
scratches and dents with minor pitting to steel, and functional, tight
springs. Purchased from Butterfield’s Auction Arms and Armor sale in
the 1980s. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $400-$600.

1513. Scarce French military

naval officer’s model 1837 pistol, “Royal de Chatellerault.”
727 grams, 12-1/4” long. Well-worn

pistol with walnut stock and brass
mounts, swivel ramrod and steel belt
hook, lanyard ring and anchor mark
in butt, back-action percussion lock,
arsenal mark, and functional lock.
Inscription on the lockplate “Mre
Ru de Chatellerault” indicates it was
manufactured at the French military
arsenal at Chatellerault. With photocertificate. Estimate: $500-$750.
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1514. Double-barrel percussion boot pistol made in Liege, Belgium, circa 1850. 399 grams, 7-1/2” long. Lovely compact brass-barrel

Civil War-era pistol of simple design with light engraving on sides, lever
underneath barrel to unlock it for loading, staggered double-trigger, and
checkered walnut grips. Left lock frozen but right lock functional, agetoned brass and good overall condition. With photo-certificate. Estimate:
$300-$450.

1515. European horseman’s pistol, 1800s. 1,081 grams, 17-1/2” long. Lovely pistol with engraved lock, walnut stock with ornate, engraved

silver mounts and silver-and-gold inlays, ivory tip ramrod, and French touch marks on barrel. Excellent working lock, bright silver against
dark wood, working lock and tight springs. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1516. American Colt Model 1849 pocket .36 caliber revolver, 1861. 780 grams, 11” long. Serial 187781, matching on barrel, frame,

cylinder, trigger guard, and butt. 6-inch octagonal barrel with fixed front sight, functioning loading lever and wedge, etched cylinder, brass
trigger guard and backstrap, functioning trigger and hammer, walnut grips. Good condition overall with some wear and minor pitting, grips
in great condition with minimal marks, “ME” engraved on the butt. Estimate: $800-$1,200.
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1517. Springfield model 1878 “trapdoor” rifle. 2760 grams, 49” long. Serial XXX829, .45-.70 caliber, 29-3/4” barrel, “74” in stock.
Very good condition with minor marks and pitting to barrel, lightly pitted bore, fully functional sling swivels, sights, breech, and lock, some
marks to stock with repair at base. Estimate: $500-$750.

Other weapons

1518. Early German crossbow with original pushing

lever, 1700s. 2,550 grams, 26” wide x 26” long. Military or hunting
crossbow made from wooden stock and brass mounts reminiscent
of military muskets of the period. Wooden loading lever has crude
decorations and initials of owner (MAST?). Still retains original
stand-up rear sight, in working condition but may need small
adjustments, original finish on wood, and brass mounts nicely
toned. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

1519. “Press gang” wood and leather club, ca. 1800. 396 grams, 18” long. Clubs of this type were used to knock out reluctant sailors

and drag them onto ships to complete a crew roster; excellent condition with 3” medium-brown wood ball at end, turned wood handle of
concentric circles, and pliable black leather joint to render a nasty nock on the noggin. Estimate: $300-$450.
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1520. Handmade “cat of nine tails” with copy of House of Representatives 1948 list of seamen, their offenses, and the number

of “lashes with cats.” 335 grams, 46” long. A fearsome nine-tailed rope instrument of torture used in the British and US Navies, our example
in original well-preserved condition. Book accompanying it is extremely interesting for its lists of infractions requiring “lashes with cats,” such
as the ship’s cook receiving twelve lashes for bad cooking or a seaman robbing a church, being lousy or beastly drunk. Estimate: $400-$600.

Any questions? Please email us
at info@sedwickcoins.com
or call (407) 975-3325

Watch and bid LIVE on the Internet at
www.auction.sedwickcoins.com
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Militaria

1521. U.S. Department of Defense gold barter kit for World War II military personnel containing five gold bullion coins

and three gold rings (wedding bands) in a black-rubber block. 304 grams total, 3-5/8” x 4-3/8”. A block of originally sealed black
rubber, now split open along the edge to view the contents, which consist of one British sovereign dated 1927 and two half sovereigns dated
1903 and 1909, a French 20-francs “rooster” dated 1907 and 10 francs dated 1858, plus three gold men’s rings (two plain and one with laurel
pattern on exterior, two at 20K [9.87 grams total] and one at 9K [2.96 grams]), with one more hole where a fourth ring might have been, all
designed for military personnel caught behind enemy lines to use as barter, the outside of the kit showing IF FOUND RETURN TO COMNAVAIRLANT (ONAL 34) NORFOLK, VIRGINIA and with “SERIAL NO. 1287” on paper taped to one side. Estimate: $2,000-$3,000.

Please visit our website at
www.SedwickCoins.com

Consign to our Auction #23
Spring 2018
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Civil War

1522. Rare Confederate naval dirk. 249 grams, 11” overall. Beautifully crafted and well-proportioned Confederate States naval dirk with
crudely made brass scabbard, hand-carved bone handle with incised iron pommel cap and brass cross guard in the shape of an anchor indicating
that it was made during the extremities of war. Excellent spear point blade made from a file. A very attractive artifact from an important time in
US history. With 1999 purchase invoice from Hendershott Museum Consultants, Inc. in Little Rock, Arkansas for $2,500. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.

1523. Civil War blockade runner lead ingot marked “San Andres.” 67,090 grams, 33” long x 6” wide x 3” deep. Huge impressive

rounded-edge lead bar from the lead mine and smelting plant at San Andres de Adra, Spain, and shipped to the Confederacy during the Civil
War (ca. 1862-4), probably off-loaded by a sinking Confederate blockade runner near Cape Fear, NC, and destined for the Fayetteville, NC
arsenal to make musket balls, thus a great loss to the Confederacy. Excellent condition with very large letters spelling out SAN ANDRES and
slight salt-water encrustations. Comes with a rolling platform for easy transport. Shipping to be determined after auction. With photo-certificate.
Estimate: $1,000-$1,500.

1524. Confederate leather holster and leather cap box. 248

grams, 14” x 7” case, 3-1/2” x 3-1/2” box. Civil War era black leather button-

style holster for colt navy-style revolver with single belt loop, typical of
Confederate manufacture, plus a Confederate leather cap box in very
good condition with wool static conductor and lead finial flap closure.
Holster button missing and part of end missing, leather generally intact.
Cap box intact with field repair for back flap. Estimate: $500-$750.

1525. Confederate iron “canister” shot. 2773 grams, 4-1/2” tall and 4” diameter. Among the most

effective anti-personnel ammunition during the Civil War was the “canister” shot, a cylindrical stack
of about 28 small balls or grapeshot with metal plates on either end, which, when shot from a cannon,
would spread out and hit targets over a wide area...or not. These items are rare today, especially more
or less intact like this one coated black to prevent rust. One plate intact the other partially intact.
Recovered from Port Hudson, LA, site of a major Civil War battle. Estimate: $400-$600.
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1526. Confederate iron armor from the USS Merrimack (later CSS Virginia) with label depicting its provenance to an
old Virginia family. 404 grams, 23” x 1-1/2”. Rare artifact from the ironclad USS Merrimack (repurposed by the Confederacy as the CSS

Virginia) with a very old label covered by tape on which is handwritten “Iron from the Merrimack given by MR. C.I. MILLARD to Griffith
Dodson 1934.” Accompanying letter (and photo from Mariner’s Museum in Newport News) from Dodson’s grandson states that a similar
iron armor was given to his grandfather in the 1930s when the city of Norfolk salvaged the iron on the ship to raise revenue for the city during
the Depression. With letter from grandson of former owner regarding a similar piece. Estimate: $350-$500.

1527. Confederate bridle-cutting
pike. 238 grams, 16” long overall, 12” pike
length. A mean-looking weapon with a dual

purpose: double-edged pike sans 8” shaft for
thrusting at enemy and 5” long hooked blade
designed to cut the reins and/or bridle of attacking cavalry causing them to lose control
of their mounts. Excavated in Louisiana
and wax sealed for preservation. Estimate:
$300-$500.

1528. Pair of Confederate spurs. 260 grams for pair, each 6” long and

3” wide. Pair of small, utilitarian Confederate Richmond Arsenal spurs

with original ten-pointed rowels (one operational, one frozen) in lightly
pitted condition and with repair to one spur. Design is typical of style
issued by Richmond Arsenal during the Civil War. Pedigreed to the Bill
Beard collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

Equestrian

1529. Pair of Spanish colonial spurs (“espuelas”), 1800s. 858 grams, 3-1/2” wide, 7-1/2” long. Large, impressive, beautifully cast tra-

ditional Alpaca (German) silver spurs with decorations and silver-plated cut-steel rowels. Very good condition with minor age toning. With
photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Chests and Monetary

1530. Spanish colonial carved money chest,1600s. 9,750 grams, 21-1/2” wide x 12” tall x 12” deep. Impressive mid-sized chest with

elaborately carved exterior decorations including double-headed eagle motifs, cut-steel lock and hasp, and two drawers below; interior contains
carved eagles and small lift lid interior compartment with coin tray beneath. Original lock and hinges but handles and side-lift handles not
original; some age imperfections and small repairs. What a great way to keep and display your pirate treasures! With photo-certificate. Estimate:
$1,000-$1,500.

1531. Spanish colonial leather-covered wooden money box, 1600s-1700s. 3415 grams, 19-1/2” long, 8-1/4” deep, 6-3/4” tall. Significant

as the type of box used to carry cobs on board ships, the wood crude but with leather covering all over and with ornate pierced and engraved
blacksmith-made iron mounts and lock hasp, in original condition as found, with much of the original leather intact and with original hinges
and handles, some minor losses including a missing back right corner plate. Pedigreed to our Auction #19 (lot #1721), with photo-certificate.
Estimate: $400-$600.
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Nautical

1532. British Royal Navy octant with original wood box, ca.
1790-1860. Case and octant, 1966 grams; case 13” x 12” x 3-3/4”, octant 12”
x 10” x 3”. Intact brass and ebony octant with ivory inlays, prominently

marked “McBride and Kerr” in original condition with original wood case
showing some cracking and repairs along with handwritten math notes
on inside (can’t you just picture a sailor scrawling some measurements
to chart his course?). A wonderful nautical memento in good working
condition. Estimate: $400-$600.

1533. Three-drawer brass telescope, mid-1800s. 430 grams, 44” long. Brass and sailcloth covered telescope with rope decoration, en-

graved “Chadburn, 71 Lord St Liverpool, Opticians to HRH the Prince Consort…Improved Double Power, Night and Day”; some cloth loss,
opticals intact and in working condition. Estimate: $600-$800.

1534. Large cloth-backed paper nautical chart dated 1862

with handmade copper case. 36” x 49” (case 41” long). General Chart

of the North Atlantic Ocean by Charles Copley, hydrographer, with pencil
marks from several voyages (one dated 1892) by sailors, possibly whalers,
traveling between England and the eastern seaboard from Nova Scotia to
Florida, on a cloth-and-paper map which fits nicely in a lidded copper
tube. Much wear and tear to the map edges but the rest in good condition
with typical foxing. Estimate: $200-$300.
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1535. Miniature handmade wood cannon and carriage with

1536. Oak wood box (with plaque) made from pieces of the

carved cannon and carriage made from wood from the U.S. frigate
Constitution during her restoration in 1927 with brass plaque stating
“This material was taken from the original hull of the U.S. frigate
Constitution keel laid 1794 rebuilding 1927.” A cool decorative piece
with which to impress your friends. Estimate: $300-$400.

box made from wood and copper from the U.S. frigate Constitution
with round brass plaque on top of high-relief design of the vessel under
full sail and inscription, “Old Ironsides, Launched 1797, 1804 Tripoli,
1812 Guerriere Java, 1815 Cyane Levant, U.S. frigate Constitution”
and rectangular brass plaque on side with the inscription, “This material was taken from the original hull of the U.S. frigate Constitution
keel laid 1794 rebuilding 1927”; triangular copper adornments well
patinated, two compartments inside. A lovely coffee-table piece and a
must for US navy aficionados. Estimate: $300-$400.

wood from the USS Constitution. 643 grams, 10” long. Elegantly

USS Constitution. 566 grams, 7” x 4” x 2”. Fine quality oak wood

Glassware / Tableware

1537. Encrusted brass/copper candlestick holder, Spanish 1538. Bronze Spanish mortar and pestle with castles-andcolonial, 1500s-1600s. 379 grams, 5” tall with 4-1/2” drip tray. Two

solid pieces of a candlestick holder with much encrustation and green
patina. Both are complete and well preserved. Estimate: $200-$300.

lion decoration, 1600s. 1,560 grams, 4-1/4” diameter, 2-3/4” tall,
7-3/8” long pestle. Large, heavy mortar used by a chemist to produce

medicines, with relief-cast shield featuring two castles over a rampant
lion on exterior (presumably the crest of the House of Enriquez, a
Spanish Royal family founded in the 14th century), all brassy in color,
with numerous dents and wear from age use. With photo-certificate.
Estimate: $400-$600.
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1539. Beehive olive jar with metal stand, 1600s-

1540. Large stoneware “bellarmine” jug, probably German, circa

light-brown jar with lovely light green glaze around lip and
spilled onto sides and with several light hash marks for decoration around shoulders. With the wrought-iron stand, a lovely
display piece. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $400-$600.

largest bellarmine jugs we have offered, with handle, lip and surfaces all complete (except for one small chink on the body probably at the time of creation),
speckled-brown glaze and bearded-face medallion on shoulder opposite the
single handle, two small side-by-side shield emblems below face. Impress your
friends at parties when you pour wine from this jewel. Estimate: $600-$900.

1700s. 3,907 grams, 10” tall. Medium-sized, sturdy, well-worn,

1725-1775. 5620 grams, 16” tall, 10” diameter at its widest. This is one of the

1541. Westerwald pottery mug, George II, circa 1740-1760.

461 grams, 6-1/2” tall. Popular Westerwald stoneware tavern pot of blue

cobalt and purple manganese glaze with a central cypher of King George
II, made in Germany for the British trade, excellent condition with glaze
still clear and sharp. Estimate: $300-$450.

1542. Pair of English ale bottles, ca. 1750-1800. 706 and 756
grams, each 8-1/4” tall, 3-3/4” diameter. Solid and fat, very dark, lovely

green glass with light interior staining and one with exterior swirls but
no chips, cracks or stars, shallow and smooth pontil, intact rolled lips.
Estimate: $200-$300.
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1543. Colonial period “case gin” bottle, ca. 1750-1780. 617

1544. Four small handblown glass bottles (1800s). 178 grams

with applied rolled lip and shallow pontil with open pontil scar. Some
understandable wear to edges but crack-free and beautifully symmetric.
Estimate: $200-$300.

bottles with open pontil scars and rolled lips in clear to very lightgreen color. One medicine-type bottle has barnacles and shell inside
indicative of these bottles having been found in water near Punta Rassa,
Florida. One medicine bottle labeled Dr. E.J. Coxe New Orleans. Rare.
Estimate: $200-$300.

grams, 9-1/4” tall, 2-3/4” square sides. Rather glossy dark green bottle

total, 2-4-1/2” tall. Charming group of four small handblown glass

1545. Pair of Dutch colonial period “case gin” bottles by 1546. Set of six colonial-period silver spoons, 1800s.
Vandenbergh and Co., ca. 1850. 577 grams, one 10-1/4” tall, 2-1/2”
square sides, and 751 grams; one 9-1/2” tall, 2-1/4” square sides. Typical large

shouldered bottles with applied top, polished pontil base, translucent
olive-green hand-blown glass with tiny bubbles, embossed on one
corner with Vandenbergh & Co. circling a bell. These bottles were
made square to fit in crates on ships. Estimate: $300-$450.

309
grams, 7” long each. Colonial silver spoons with simple hand-engraving

of Spanish coat of arms (castles, lions and pillars) and elaborate pierced
crowns with crosses above at raised end of each spoon handle. All
spoons in excellent original condition, ready for your next party. With
photo-certificate. Estimate: $200-$300.

1547. Two glass rolling pins, one ca. 1850. 283 grams total, one

13-1/2” long and 7-1/2” circumference, 641 grams; one 14-1/2” long and
8” circumference. Two glass rolling pins; one heavy, black and hand-

carved with William Hall, flowers and leaves, and two sailing ships;
the other lightweight, cobalt blue with gold and green painting of a
side wheeler and sailing ship and embossing in center saying “Present
from a friend.” Perhaps because of their similarity to sailors’ belaying
pins, rolling pins became associated with seafarers and romance. Starting in the 18th century, glassworks in English port towns like Bristol,
London, Sunderland, and Newcastle began producing hollow glass
rolling pins that sailors would give to loved ones, particularly young
women they were hoping to woo for marriage. They were usually
filled with goods like bath salts, vinegar, cocoa, or baking powder.
Estimate: $300-$450.
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Miscellaneous

1548. Pair of carved coconut shells, 1700s, rare.

1549. Lot of six late 18th-century nautical charting instru-

different scenery and purpose but both with humorous carved faces at
one end. One is a solid piggy bank with coin slot on top and carved
medieval scenes of knights, castles, sword fighting on horseback and a
mustachioed gentleman on one end. The other contains pierced primitive carvings of tropical scenery: palm trees, leaves, natives, flowers, a
cross on top, and a fish face on one end. Ex. Glenn and Wilman Tripp
Estate Trust in July 2001 Butterfield Auction. Estimate: $700-$1,000.

and navigate a ship: shagreen (sharkskin)-covered lidded wooden case
containing ten brass, Sheffield steel, and wood navigational instruments
in excellent condition (minus one set screw); small seven-drawer brass
telescope with possible baleen-wrapped outer drawer; ebony parallel
ruler; brass and wood gauge and ruler for chains and rope; leather sail
maker’s palm and rusty needle; and well-patinated wood mini-barrel.
Lessons for use not included. Estimate: $800-$1,200.

214 grams
total, 4-1/2” and 5” in length. Two ornately carved coconuts, each with

ments. 440 grams total. Lot of six items a sailor might need to sail

(NOTE: MORE ARTIFACTS IN INTERNET ONLY AUCTION, STARTING AT LOT 2328)
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Internet Only Auction (all photos online)
World Gold Coins
Guatemala

1556. Seville, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Ferdinand VI, 1750PJ.

1550. Guatemala, gold 4 reales, 1861R, encapsulated NGC
AU 58, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag).

KM-135. Bold
details, muted luster, no wear, tied for second finest in NGC census
behind a single MS 61. NGC #4446211-004. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

Russia

1551. Russia, 5 rubles, 1899.

Problem-free AXF with light sediment
around details. Estimate: $175-$250.
CT-263; KM-374. 1.75 grams.

1557. Madrid, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Ferdinand VI,

1757JB. CT-255; KM-378. 1.72 grams. Slightly grainy VF with adjustment marks on bust. Estimate: $125-$200.

1558. Seville, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Ferdinand VI, 1757JV.
CT-273; KM-374. 1.78 grams. Problem-free XF+, variety with eight-point

KM-62. 4.27 grams.

XF+, .900 gold. Estimate: $125-$200.

Problem-free

Spain

stars on reverse. Estimate: $175-$250.

Charles III

1559. Madrid, Spain, bust 1 escudo, Charles III, 1787DV.

CT-629; KM-416.1a. 3.31 grams. AXF, no problems. Estimate: $175-$250.

Philip V

1552. Seville, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Philip V, 1743PJ. CT584; KM-361.2. 1.76 grams. Problem-free

XF+. Estimate: $175-$250.

1560. Madrid, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Charles III, 1778PJ.

Problem-free XF+ with some sediment
around details. Estimate: $175-$250.
CT-772; KM-415.1. 1.79 grams.

1553. Seville, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Philip V, 1744PJ. CT- 1561. Madrid, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Charles III, 1783JD.
586; KM-361.2. 1.72 grams. VF with contrasting sediment around details,

no problems. Estimate: $150-$225.

CT-774; KM-415.1. 1.75 grams. VF/XF with traces of luster, some sediment

in crevices. Estimate: $175-$250.

1554. Seville, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Philip V, 1744PJ. CT- 1562. Madrid, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Charles III, 1784JD.
586; KM-361.2. 1.73 grams. VF with some central weakness, faint luster.

CT-776; KM-415.1. 1.77 grams.

Ferdinand VI

Charles IV

Estimate: $150-$225.

1555. Madrid, Spain, bust 1/2 escudo, Ferdinand VI (first
bust), 1748JB.

Bold XF+ with nicely
contrasting sediment around details. Estimate: $175-$250.
CT-243; KM-372. 1.76 grams.

Problem-free AXF with traces of luster
and light sediment. Estimate: $175-$250.

1563. Madrid, Spain, bust 1 escudo, Charles IV, 1791MF.

CT-490; KM-434. 3.29 grams. VF/XF with sediment in crevices on reverse.

Estimate: $175-$250.

Shipwreck Coins (silver except where noted)

Unidentified mid-1500s wreck off of Scandinavia

1564. Lot of four Dutch and German large silver coins of the early to mid-1500s, unique provenance. 101.91 grams total. Gener-

ally nicely toned and only lightly corroded, very unusual types for shipwreck, as follows: Brandenburg-Franconia (German States), Schwabach
mint, 1 thaler, Georg von Ansbach and Albrecht von Bayreuth, 1538 (Dav-8967, 26.16 grams.); Batenburg, Netherlands, “lion” daalder (30
stuivers), Willem van Bronkhorst (1563-64) (Dav-8966, 24.32 grams.); Free City of Lubeck (German States), 1 thaler, Ambrosius Meyer, 1559
(Dav-9408, 25.71 grams.); Saxony (German States), Dresden mint, 1 thaler, August, 1567HB (Dav-9795, 25.72 grams.). Estimate: $600-$900.

Santiago, sunk in 1585 off on the Bassas da India atoll between Mozambique and Madagascar (east of Africa)

1565. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer O below mintmark oM to right. S-M11; KM-36; CT-333. 10.21 grams.
Bold full shield and cross (the latter very slightly doubled), somewhat corroded in peripheries. With certificate. Estimate: $125-$200.

1566. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer O below mintmark oM to left. S-M11; KM-36; CT-335. 11.26 grams.
Most of shield and cross despite light surface corrosion and some weak strike, a few dark spots but otherwise shiny. With certificate from the
salvager (Ernst Klaar). Estimate: $100-$150.
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“Rill Cove wreck,” sunk ca. 1618 off Cornwall, England

1567. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayers F-oD, oMF to left and 4-oD to right, rare. S-M14; KM-36. 9.95
grams. Full shield and cross, moderate surface corrosion and dark toning all over. Estimate: $125-$200.

1568. Seville, Spain, cob 4 reales, (1)615, assayer not visible. KM-36.2. 12.01 grams. Bold 615 of date, most of cross and shield despite
light surface corrosion, flat peripheries, lightly toned with dark spot on reverse. Estimate: $125-$200.

San Martín (“Green Cabin wreck”), sunk in 1618 off the east coast of Florida
1569. Lot of six cob 4R, 1R (3) and fragments (2), mints and assayers not visible. 13.18 grams. All thin and nearly featureless but
clearly silver cobs, one with large patch of black encrustation, still worthwhile for their original tags and certificates. With Queens Jewels LLC
tags and photo-certificates #61041, 61042, 61043, 61044, 61045 and 61047. Estimate: $150-$225.

Atocha, sunk in 1622 west of Key West, Florida

1570. Lot of four Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayers R (curved leg), T and not visible, Grade 3, all with tags

but two missing certificates. KM-10. 76.37 grams total. Clear shields and crosses despite moderate corrosion, two solid and good weight (one

bent and the other with dark “horn silver”). With Fisher tags #141761 and 145902 and certificates #135254 and 193915. Estimate: $600-$900.

1571. Lot of four Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales (three) and 4 reales (one), Philip III, various assayers (where visible), Grade

3, three with replacement certificates. 74.71 grams. Clear shields and crosses despite moderate to heavy corrosion. With Fisher tag and
certificate #215669 plus two with Fisher tags 202006 and 202033 and HRC replacement certificates, and one with no tag but HRC certificate
#42765. Estimate: $500-$750.
1572. Lot of four Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayers not visible, Grade 4. KM-10. 64.72 grams total. Moderate to
heavy corrosion but with clear shields and crosses, one with no Grade listed on certificate but Grade-4 quality. With Fisher certificates #135165,
135989, 138530 and 193791. Estimate: $600-$900.

1573. Lot of two Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayers not visible, Grade 4, with old certificates (1976 and 1983).
KM-8. 3.30 grams total. Thin and fragmentary from corrosion but with clear shields and crosses, the real value being the old (pre-”Mother Lode”)

certificates, one of which is hand-signed by Mel Fisher and others (also in original “flips”). With original, hand-signed Fisher photo-certificate
from 1976 (Cape Coral Bank) #1821 and 1983 Fisher photo-certificate #82-727. Estimate: $300-$450.
1574. Lot of six silver-cob fragments (mints undiscernible), all with tags but no certificates. 22.16 grams total. Most with at
least some features visible despite heavy corrosion and edge-loss, desirable for their original tags at least. With Fisher tags #111619, 111714,
112098, 112384, 223835 and 224279. Estimate: $350-$500.

“Lucayan Beach wreck,” sunk ca. 1628 off Grand Bahama Island

1575. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer not visible (D), with original Spink box from 1960s promotion.
S-M18a; KM-45. 23.86 grams, the box 3-1/4” x 2-1/2” x 1/2”. Solid

small Spink certificate. Estimate: $175-$250.

coin with little or no corrosion but nice toning, much flatness (as made). With

1576. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer D. S-M18a; KM-45. 26.32 grams. Solid specimen with light surface corrosion
only, no toning, full but weak shield and cross. Estimate: $125-$200.

1577. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer D/F (ca. 1618). S-M18; KM-unl (37.2 for type). 13.59 grams. Nice full cross

and shield, no corrosion (full weight) but some dark “horn silver,” darkly toned all over, with clear oMD/F (scarce). Estimate: $150-$225.
1578. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip III or IV, assayer D. 11.84 grams. Round flan with full but partially flat shield and
cross, minimal corrosion, toned in crevices. Estimate: $125-$200.
1579. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip III or IV, assayer not visible (D). 12.77 grams. Nearly full cross and shield but
peripheries flat, no corrosion, uneven light toning. Estimate: $125-$200.
1580. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer not visible. KM-38. 13.22 grams. Choice full cross, nearly full shield, flat
peripheries, no corrosion, some dark spots. Estimate: $100-$150.

Concepción, sunk in 1641 off Hispaniola

1581. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19; KM-45. 24.43 grams. Excellent full cross, full shield with bold

mintmark, lightly toned (plus dark streak), broad flan with flat peripheries, localized surface corrosion. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $175-$250.

1582. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales “greenie” (encrusted as found), Philip IV, assayer not visible. KM-45. 27.10 grams.
Barrel-shaped flan, solid and uncorroded but all details masked behind a thick coating of white and green. Estimate: $150-$225.

1583. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales “greenie” (encrusted as found), Philip IV, assayer not visible. KM-38. 14.55 grams.
Round flan, seems solid but surfaces all coated with encrustation ranging from white and green on reverse to black and white on obverse.
Estimate: $125-$200.

1584. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales “greenie” (encrusted as found), Philip IV, assayer not visible. KM-38. 13.32 grams.
Squarish flan with thick white coral on one side, white and green encrustation on other side, no details visible but appears solid. Estimate:
$125-$200.
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1585. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer not visible. KM-38. 13.65 grams. Urn-shaped flan with nearly full shield
and cross, minimal surface corrosion, lightly toned. Estimate: $125-$200.

Capitana, sunk in 1654 off Chanduy, Ecuador
Shield type

1586. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1650O. S-P35; KM-14b; CT-889. 6.06 grams. Broad and essentially uncorroded flan with much flatness
but clear assayer (off-center shield), one full lion and castle on cross side with bold 65 of date, nicely toned. Estimate: $100-$150.

1587. Lot of four Potosí, Bolivia, shield-type cob 1R, Philip II through IV (early 1600s), assayers not visible. 13.38 grams
total. Clear shields and crosses, light corrosion only, useful size for jewelry. Estimate: $150-$225.

1652 transitional

1588. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1652E Transitional Type II, rare. S-P37; KM-B13.2; CT-unl. 2.56 grams. Oval flan, somewhat thin but
minimally corroded, with full pillars-and-waves with date in legend, full shield with bold I-O-E-2 to right, most of king’s name, toned fields.
Estimate: $150-$225.

Pillars-and-waves

1589. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1652E post-transitional (Type VIII/B), 1-PH-6 at top. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-434. 24.01 grams.

Full but corroded pillars-and-waves and cross, parts of all three dates and mintmarks and assayers visible, no toning. Pedigreed to the Rob McClung collection. Estimate: $175-$250.
1590. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1654E, •PH• at top. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-438. 14.11 grams. Bold full pillars-and-waves with two dates,
nice toning around details, but cross side heavily corroded, two edge-splits. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $125-$200.

Mexico

1591. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19; KM-45. 26.71 grams. Good full cross and nearly full shield, flat

peripheries, toning in crevices, no corrosion. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1828. Estimate: $150-$225.
1592. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19; KM-45. 25.60 grams. Bold full oMP to left of full shield, cross also
full but all a bit weak, very light surface corrosion with light toning. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1797. Estimate: $150-$225.
1593. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19; KM-45. 25.53 grams. Solid specimen with only light surface corrosion, full shield and cross, clear oMP and denomination 8. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1802. Estimate: $150-$225.
1594. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19; KM-45. 24.31 grams. Full but weak cross and shield, clear oMP
and partial date, light surface corrosion only. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1818. Estimate: $150-$225.
1595. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19; KM-45. 24.47 grams. Good full cross, nearly full shield with bold
oMP, minimal surface corrosion, barrel-shaped flan. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1827. Estimate: $150-$225.
1596. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19; KM-45. 21.91 grams. Good full cross and shield, clear oMP, light
surface corrosion only. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1874. Estimate: $150-$225.
1597. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19; KM-45. 21.85 grams. Full but off-center cross, good full shield
with clear oMP, light surface corrosion, part of edge bent. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1905. Estimate: $150-$225.
1598. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19; KM-45. 21.68 grams. Good full cross, most of shield and oMP
despite moderate corrosion on that side, some toning. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1109. Estimate: $125-$200.
1599. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer not visible (P). S-M19; KM-45. 22.72 grams. Bold full cross and shield
with toning in crevices, minor corrosion (mostly on edge). With MAREX tag #91-8R-1781. Estimate: $125-$200.
1600. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer not visible (P). S-M19; KM-45. 21.38 grams. Choice full cross but shield
side corroded, solid overall. With MAREX tag #91-8R-1422. Estimate: $125-$200.
1601. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. S-M19; KM-33. 4.90 grams. Good full cross, off-center shield with clear
oMP and partial date, minimal corrosion, some rich toning. With MAREX tag #91-2R-0675. Estimate: $100-$150.

Potosí

1602. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1653E, •PH• at top. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-437. 24.84 grams. Full pillars-and-waves with full crown
above, full but weak and slightly doubled cross, two dates (“653” below cross), lightly corroded and darkly toned. Estimate: $175-$250.

Unidentified ca.-1671 wreck in Seville Harbor

1603. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1663E. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-452. 23.25 grams. Bold full waves with clear date above, good full cross, a
bit thin from corrosive wear but details still clear. Estimate: $175-$250.

1604. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1667E. S-P37a; KM-21. 23.86 grams. Darkly toned and solid (minimal corrosion), with clear date and
one full pillar, decent cross with full lions and clear assayer. Pedigreed to our Auction #12, with original lot-tag #622. Estimate: $175-$250.
1605. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1666E. S-P37a; KM-18; CT-758. 10.22 grams. Full but off-center cross and pillars-and-waves, very dark
all over and with light corrosion. Pedigreed to the Mark Bir collection (our Auction #8, with original lot-tag #624). Estimate: $125-$200.
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1606. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1667E. S-P37a; KM-18. 11.37 grams. Bold waves, off-center cross, two dates, minimal corrosion but

very dark all over. Pedigreed to the Mark Bir collection (our Auction #8, with original lot-tag #625). Estimate: $150-$225.
1607. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1667E. S-P37a; KM-18. 10.87 grams. Bold date between pillars, full but weak and doubled cross, some
surface corrosion, spotty brown toning. Estimate: $100-$150.
1608. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1669E. S-P37b; KM-25; CT-494. 12.35 grams. Nice centers on a solid flan (minimal corrosion), darkly
toned, with parts of all three dates visible. Pedigreed to the Mark Bir collection (our Auction #6, with original lot-tag #398). Estimate: $175-$250.

Unidentified late-1600s Dutch wreck off Tuban, Indonesia

1609. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer P (ca. 1660). S-M19; KM-38. 13.53 grams. Choice full cross and good full
shield, no corrosion, no toning. Estimate: $150-$225.

1610. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer P (ca. 1660). S-M19; KM-38. 13.54 grams. Solid and uncorroded, squarish
flan with blunted points (as made), good full shield, full but weaker cross, no toning. Estimate: $125-$200.

Consolación, sunk in 1681 off Santa Clara Island, Ecuador

1611. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 165(3-4)E, PH at top. S-P37a; KM-21. 16.75 grams. Good full cross and full pillars-and-waves but
thin from corrosion all over, lightly toned. Estimate: $150-$225.

1612. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1659E. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-447. 20.01 grams. Moderately corroded but with full pillars, most of cross,
lightly toned. Estimate: $150-$225.

1613. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1660E. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-448. 19.54 grams. Bold waves, good cross despite moderate corrosion. Estimate: $150-$225.

1614. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1660E. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-448. 21.63 grams. Full cross, one full pillar and bold waves, moderate corrosion all over, one big dark spot on pillars side. Estimate: $150-$225.

1615. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1664E. S-P37a; KM-21; CT-453. 19.87 grams. Good full cross with 664 date below and king’s ordinal
IIII in legend, corroded pillars, nicely toned all over. Estimate: $150-$225.

1616. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1669E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-344. 21.93 grams. Clear date above waves on moderately corroded pillars
side, the cross side almost all gone (heavy corrosion). Estimate: $125-$200.

1617. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1671E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-346. 11.87 grams. Thin and worn from corrosion but with clear date, most
of cross and pillars. Estimate: $125-$200.

1618. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1674E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-349. 13.83 grams. Bold full pillars and cross despite moderate corrosion and
thinning. With ROBCAR photo-certificate #837442. Estimate: $150-$225.

1619. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1675E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-350. 19.88 grams. Full pillars-and-waves, full but off-center cross, flat peripheries and some surface corrosion and wear. Estimate: $175-$250.

1620. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1676E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-351. 25.13 grams. Bold full pillars and good full cross (off-center), big flan,

some moderate corrosion but much better than most from this wreck. Estimate: $175-$250.
1621. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1677E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-352. 19.39 grams. One full pillar, bold date below partial cross, moderate
corrosion, nice toning, large edge-crack. Estimate: $150-$225.
1622. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1678E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-354. 21.42 grams. Good cross, bold full pillars but some moderate corrosion,
spots of toning. Estimate: $150-$225.
1623. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1678E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-354. 18.50 grams. Bold full pillars, lightly struck cross, nicely toned, moderate thinning from corrosion. Estimate: $150-$225.
1624. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1678E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-354. 21.16 grams. More solid than most, with full pillars, full but weak cross,
moderate corrosion, odd edge with small piece nearly cut off (as made). Estimate: $150-$225.
1625. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1679, assayer not visible. KM-26. 19.37 grams. Broad flan with bold date in legend, rest of coin
mostly flat and corroded but lightly toned. Estimate: $150-$225.
1626. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1679C. S-P38; KM-26; CT-357. 18.02 grams. Good full pillars with bold assayer and clear date, bold
cross with second date below, three mintmarks, nicely toned but with moderate corrosive wear as usual. Estimate: $175-$250.
1627. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1679C. S-P38; KM-26; CT-357. 21.19 grams. Full pillars and bold full waves, full but weak cross, thin
and corroded but with toning around details. Estimate: $150-$225.
1628. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1679V/C. S-P39; KM-26; CT-358. 21.78 grams. Solid but worn (moderate surface corrosion), pillars and
cross fairly bold, V/C to right of cross, toned around details. With ROBCAR photo-certificate #RC82174-3. Estimate: $150-$225.
1629. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1679V. S-P39; KM-26; CT-359. 19.06 grams. Bold pillars, off-center cross, two dates, moderate corrosion
but nicely toned. Estimate: $150-$225.
1630. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-26; CT-361. 19.37 grams. Good full pillars-and-waves and cross despite moderate
corrosion and thinning, most of king’s name and ordinal visible, two dates, nice toning, edge-crack. Estimate: $175-$250.
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1631. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-26; CT-361. 14.22 grams. Very thin from moderate to heavy corrosion but with decent

full cross and one full pillar. With ROBCAR photo-certificate #837452. Estimate: $150-$225.
1632. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 166(?)E. 11.00 grams. Good cross and pillars but date unclear due to surface corrosion, no toning.
Estimate: $100-$150.
1633. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1670E. S-P37b; KM-25; CT-495. 7.82 grams. Good full cross, full waves with four-digit date in legend,
thin from corrosion but with light toning, edge-crack. Estimate: $125-$200.
1634. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1674E. S-P37b; KM-25; CT-499. 4.83 grams. Very thin from corrosion but with full pillars and clear
date, dark spots on cross side. Estimate: $75-$110.
1635. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1675E. S-P37b; KM-25; CT-500. 6.66 grams. One bold full pillar, most of cross despite moderate corrosion and thinning, toned around details. Estimate: $100-$150.
1636. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1677E, rotated-4 denomination above cross, rare. S-P37b; KM-25; CT-502. 7.30 grams. Decent
cross with clear denomination rotated 90 degrees clockwise (rare thus), nearly full pillars-and-waves, very thin from corrosion, toned around
details. Pedigreed to our Auction #4 (lot #388). Estimate: $100-$150.
1637. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1677E. S-P37b; KM-25; CT-502. 6.73 grams. Nicely toned but thin from corrosion, nearly full pillars,
off-center cross. Estimate: $100-$150.
1638. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1678E, encrusted as found. S-P37b; KM-25; CT-503. 9.86 grams. Minimal details due to corrosion
and gray encrustation (with some orange) that totally covers the cross side and is pulled back just enough on pillars side to see the date. Estimate: $70-$100.
1639. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-25; CT-507. 9.71 grams. Nice details all over despite thinning from corrosion, with
nice toning, three dates and two assayers. Estimate: $100-$150.
1640. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-25; CT-507. 8.14 grams. Bold full pillars and cross despite thinning from corrosion,
parts of edge crude. Estimate: $100-$150.
1641. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1675E. S-P37b; KM-24; CT-602. 4.56 grams. Nice (nearly full) pillars and cross with contrasting bluish
toning, light corrosion only. With ROCBAR photo-certificate #M007081, and pedigreed to our Auction #4, with original lot-tag #408. Estimate:
$125-$200.
1642. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1676E. S-P37b; KM-24; CT-603. 5.16 grams. Clear date between nearly full pillars, second date below
nearly full cross, thin from corrosion, some dark spots. Estimate: $100-$150.
1643. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-24; CT-609. 3.30 grams. Bold full pillars, nearly full cross, three dates, thin from
corrosion but nicely toned. Estimate: $150-$225.
1644. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1652E, McLean Type V. S-P37; KM-unl; CT-1050. 1.71 grams. Good full cross and pillars (nice full
crown), thin from corrosion but nicely toned. With ROCBAR photo-certificate #M110246 and pedigreed to our Auction #9, with lot-tag #695.
Estimate: $150-$225.
1645. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1658E. S-P37a; KM-13; CT-1058. 2.15 grams. Bold full pillars, good full cross, peripherally flat, light
surface corrosion. Estimate: $100-$150.
1646. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/2 real, 1663E, rare as from a wreck. S-P37a; KM-13; CT-1173a. 0.91 gram. Clear date below partial monogram,
nearly full and well-centered cross, thin from corrosion but nicely toned. With ROCBAR photo-certificate #M100251. Estimate: $100-$150.
1647. Clump of three cob 1R (Lima or Potosí), dates and assayers not visible, as found. 8.02 grams total. Nice little stack but
lacking details on each coin due to corrosion, light toning all over, no encrustation. Estimate: $100-$150.
1648. Clump of three cob 1R (Lima or Potosí), dates and assayers not visible, as found. 6.25 grams total. Solid coins but with
minimal details as uncleaned and dark, some green encrustation with small shell bit in middle. Estimate: $100-$150.

Joanna, sunk in 1682 off South Africa

1649. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip IV or Charles II, assayer G, odd shape. 20.72 grams. Very cool shape--like a rooster

or a bird in flight--with full cross and clear assayer but somewhat corroded and weak, as are most from this wreck. With generic certificate from
the salvagers. Estimate: $175-$250.
1650. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (1)680(L). S-M21; KM-46; CT-280. 18.87 grams. Full 680 date and mintmark oM, some shield
and most of cross despite typical wear and corrosion. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1651. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1681L. S-M21; KM-46; CT-281. 18.06 grams. Full oML and 681 date, some shield and most of
cross but typically very worn and corroded. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1652. Lot of two Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Charles II, assayer L or not visible. KM-46. 42.30 grams total. Typically thin
and corroded specimens with centers visible, nicely toned. Estimate: $125-$200.

1653. Lot of eight cob 8 reales of Mexico City, Mexico (6) and Seville, Spain (2), Charles II, assayers not visible. 120.29

grams total. Thin from corrosion and silvery from cleaning but with generally clear shields and crosses, interesting mix of types. With generic

certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $300-$450.
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1654. Lot of ten Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Charles II, assayers not visible. KM-46. 216.57 grams total. Solid coins with
only light corrosion and thinning (but still somewhat worn and flat), clear shields and crosses on all. With generic certificate from the salvagers.
Estimate: $500-$750.
1655. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV or Charles II, assayer not visible. 13.73 grams. Nearly full shield and cross,
much more solid than most from this wreck (actually full weight), lightly toned. Estimate: $125-$200.

1656. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Charles II, assayer not visible, mounted in sterling silver pendant-bezel. KM-39.

14.79 grams total. Choice full cross and shield with minimal surface corrosion (exceptional quality for this wreck, mounted cross-side out in a

simple, twisted-wire bezel with four randomly-spaced prongs. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $150-$225.

1657. Lot of eight Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip IV and Charles II, assayers P and L (where visible). 90.93 grams

total. Generally thin and worn from corrosion but with clear shields and crosses, one very neat U shape (bent). With generic certificate from the

salvagers. Estimate: $350-$500.

1658. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales, Charles II, assayer L. KM-34. 4.70 grams. Bold L, some shield and nearly full cross, typically
thin from corrosion, lightly toned. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $100-$150.

1659. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1658E, denomination “2” above cross, rare. S-P37a; KM-13; CT-1058. 2.31 grams. Full but off-center

pillars and full but doubled cross, two dates, crude edge from corrosion, clear bottom half of “2” above cross in error (1R die). With generic
certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $100-$150.

Merestein, sunk in 1702 off South Africa

1660. Brabant, Spanish Netherlands (Brussels mint), portrait ducatoon, Philip IV, 1662. KM-72.2. 27.91 grams. Broad flan with

full legends (including date) but weak centers with a few dents, light surface corrosion, nice toning. With Sedwick photo-certificate. Estimate:
$100-$150.

1661. Lot of nine ducatoons of the Spanish Netherlands (seven portraits) and United Netherlands (two “riders”), various
dates and mints (where visible). 203.99 grams total. All somewhat corroded and silvery from cleaning but with clear details including some
mints and dates. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $350-$500.

1662. Lot of three minors of the Spanish Netherlands: two portrait half ducatoons (Philip IV) and one 6 stuivers (Matthias
I). 28.83 grams total. Generally good details despite light to moderate corrosion, silvery from cleaning, one of the half ducatoons with bold full
date 1662. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.

DeLiefde, sunk in 1711 off the Shetland Isles, north of Scotland

1663. Utrecht, United Netherlands, “rider” ducatoon, 1711. KM-83.1. 31.08 grams. Full details despite light surface corrosion (bold
date), with pit in horse’s head and slight bend in flan. Estimate: $150-$225.

Spanish 1715 Fleet, east coast of Florida
Mexico 8R

1664. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1713J. S-M22; KM-47; CT-742. 25.93 grams. Choice specimen with full date and oMJ, nearly full

shield and crown and cross, darkly toned but solid and uncorroded, with patch of “horn silver” on cross side, two “points” on edge blunted
(as made). Estimate: $500-$750.
1665. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, (1)714(J), Fisher certificate. S-M22; KM-47; CT-743. 21.13 grams. Full 14 of date and fairly
solid overall despite surface corrosion, no toning. With Treasure Salvors Inc. certificate (small) signed by Mel Fisher. Estimate: $125-$200.
1666. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, 1714(J), Fisher certificate. S-M22; KM-47; CT-743. 16.62 grams. Full date but all very worn
from corrosion (still solid), no toning. With Treasure Salvors Inc. certificate (small) signed by Mel Fisher. Estimate: $125-$200.
1667. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer J. S-M22; KM-47. 25.57 grams. Very solid and uncorroded (also nicely toned),
with nearly full shield and cross, cool urn shape with flat top and bottom and rounded sides (as made). With generic Cobb Coin Company
(Fisher) certificate. Estimate: $175-$250.
1668. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer J. S-M22; KM-47. 25.73 grams. Solid and practically uncorroded, most of
shield with bold denomination 8, cross a bit weak, toned all over. With Queens Jewels LLC tag #WB029. Estimate: $90-$135.
1669. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible. KM-47. 24.89 grams. Choice full shield and cross, bold denomination •8•, neat “new style” of 1714, good toning (one dark spot) and minimal corrosion. With generic Cobb Coin Company (Fisher)
certificate. Estimate: $175-$250.
1670. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible. KM-47. 24.27 grams. Nearly full shield (uncharacteristically
doubled) and cross, light toning and surface corrosion. With photo-certificate from the salvager (Capt. Bonnie Schubert). Estimate: $125-$200.
1671. Lot of two Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible. KM-47. 42.69 grams total. One solid and one thin
but both with clear crosses and shields, silvery from cleaning. Both from the “Cabin wreck” site, with Cobb Coin Co. tags #25009 and 25213.
Estimate: $125-$200.
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1672. Lot of four Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Charles II or Philip V, assayers not visible, ex-Tricentennial Treasure

(2015). 99.99 grams total. Heavily corroded and thin, with very little detail still visible, but desirable tags and certificates stating that these

coins were found exactly three hundred years after sinking. From the “Corrigans” site, with Queens Jewels LLC “Tricentennial Treasure” (2015)
tags and photo-certificates #78214T, 78714C, 78714D and 78839. Estimate: $150-$225.

Mexico 4R

1673. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, (17)14(J), Fisher certificate. S-M22; KM-40; CT-1019. 10.85 grams. Bold 14 date, most of

cross and shield, solid flan with minimal corrosion. With Treasure Salvors Inc. certificate (small) signed by Mel Fisher. Estimate: $125-$200.
1674. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, 1714J. S-M22; KM-40; CT-1019. 9.85 grams. Off-center shield side with 100% full date and oMJ,
most of cross, toned, light corrosion on surfaces and edge. Estimate: $80-$120.
1675. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible. KM-40. 12.91 grams. Good full shield and cross, minimal corrosion but dark all over as uncleaned (as found). Estimate: $125-$200.
1676. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip V, assayer not visible. KM-40. 12.62 grams. Bold details (most of shield, nearly full
cross) with contrasting toning, no corrosion, small spot of orange encrustation on cross. From the “Cabin Wreck” site, with photo-certificate.
Estimate: $100-$150.

Mexico 1/2R

1677. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real, Philip IV (posthumous), assayer G, rare, Gates certificate. S-M19a; KM-unl (22 for type).

1.56 grams. Good full cross and monogram, clear assayer G, light toned, slightly thin from corrosion. From the “Cabin wreck” site, with old

certificate hand-signed by Rupert Gates. Estimate: $100-$150.

1678. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real, Philip V, assayer J, ex-French’s. S-M22; KM-24. 1.45 grams. Choice full cross, off-center

monogram with full oMJ and partial date, deeply toned all over (minimal corrosion), rare quality for a Fleet 1/2R. Pedigreed to a French’s (Troy,
NY) auction (1960s), with original tag showing handwritten notes. Estimate: $100-$150.
1679. Lot of six Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2R, Charles II and Philip V, assayers not visible. 7.80 grams total. Clear crosses and
monograms despite light to moderate corrosion, some toning, neat little coins that are somewhat scarce as from shipwrecks (and good for
jewelry). All from the “Corrigans” site, with original plastic tags and Queens Jewels LLC photo-certificates #74603, 74930, 75020, 75038, 75045
and 75180. Estimate: $150-$225.

Clumps

1680. Small clump of two small cobs (one 1R and one 1/2R, both probably Mexican), encrusted as found. 3.89 grams. Dark

and crusty, the 1/2R deeply embedded, with green and tan highlights against dark gray matrix, shell bits on cross side of the 1R. From the
“Corrigans” site, with original plastic tag and Queens Jewels LLC photo-certificate #75229. Estimate: $150-$225.

Mexico mixed denominations

1681. Lot of four Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8R, 4R (2) and 2R, Philip V, assayers not visible. 102.00 grams total. Generally solid

coins with light to moderate surface corrosion but one of the 4R with piece broken off. From the “Corrigans” site, with Queens Jewels LLC tags
#61026, 73238, 74458 and 74462 (all but the first with original plastic tags also). Estimate: $150-$225.

Potosí

1682. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1692VR. S-P40; KM-24; CT-623. 5.60 grams. Good full cross and pillars, two dates, three mintmarks,

really a lot of detail despite light corrosion, deeply toned all over with tan encrustation in crevices. Estimate: $100-$150.
1683. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1708Y. S-P43a; KM-29; CT-1330. 6.79 grams. Choice full pillars with very bold date and denomination,
most of cross with bold assayer to right, no corrosion, deeply toned fields (great contrast). With photo-certificate. Estimate: $150-$225.

Chameau, sunk in 1725 off Nova Scotia, Canada

1684. France (Lyon mint), gold louis d’or, Louis XV, 1723-D. KM-468.5. 6.51 grams. UNC details but with small marks and matte
surfaces from immersion, scarce and desirable shipwreck gold coin. Estimate: $1,500-$2,250.

Spanish 1733 Fleet, Florida Keys

1685. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1697H. S-L13; KM-24; CT-241. 23.84 grams. Broad flan with full cross, full but weak pillars, deeply toned
and somewhat corroded all over. With handwritten tag dated 11-3-69 that says “1964 Florida Keys / Fleet of Spanish Galleons / Bob Conway is
one of the Divers / from Bob Bonday” and “Fleet went down in 1731 [sic]” on reverse. Estimate: $150-$225.

Hollandia, sunk in 1743 off the Scilly Isles, southwest of England

1686. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1740MF. Eliz-17; KM-103; CT-790. 25.15 grams. XF details but with moderate surface
corrosion and puffy black oxidation in places. Estimate: $100-$150.

1687. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 4 reales, Philip V, 1738MF. KM-94; CT-1054. 11.76 grams. XF details (all clear) with light surface
corrosion all over, nicely toned. Estimate: $100-$150.
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1688. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 4 reales, Philip V, 1740MF. KM-94; CT-1057. 13.20 grams. AU details but with some scuffing and
very light surface corrosion. Estimate: $100-$150.

Princess Louisa, sunk in 1743 off the Cape Verde Islands, west of Africa

1689. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1727Y, (Louis I). S-P43b; KM-35; CT-26. 14.84 grams. Heavily corroded but with full pillars and cross
(the latter doubled), nicely toned. Estimate: $100-$150.

1690. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1727Y, (Louis I). S-P43b; KM-A35; CT-30b. 12.30 grams. Most of cross and pillars despite moderate
corrosion, with two dates (but neither 100% clear). Estimate: $100-$150.

1691. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1727Y, (Louis I). S-P43b; KM-A35; CT-30b. 10.18 grams. Thin from corrosion but with full cross and
shield, two dates (neither 100% clear), non-toned. Estimate: $100-$150.

Reijgersdaal, sunk in 1747 off South Africa

1692. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1738MF. KM-103; CT-783. 24.86 grams. Bold AU but with part of edge lost to
corrosion, nicely toned all over. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $100-$150.

1693. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1740MF. KM-103; CT-790. 25.11 grams. Shiny XF details with moderate surface
pitting, light toning. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $100-$150.

1694. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1742MF. KM-103; CT-793. 24.12 grams. XF details, light surface corrosion, small
pieces of edge missing, somewhat silvery. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $100-$150.

Luz, sunk in 1752 off Montevideo, Uruguay

1695. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1751E. S-P51; KM-39; CT-438. 11.03 grams. Corroded but with full cross and clear date, toned all over.
With photo-certificate #970045. Estimate: $150-$225.

1696. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1751q/E, rare. S-P52; KM-39. 9.43 grams. Bold cross despite corrosion, clear date and bold over-assayer,
toned. With photo-certificate #970040. Estimate: $175-$250.

Auguste, sunk in 1761 off Nova Scotia, Canada

1697. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1734MF. KM-103; CT-778. 25.82 grams. AU details, minimal surface corrosion

but some slight edge loss, uneven toning in black and copper colors. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $175-$250.
1698. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1742MF. KM-103; CT-793. 25.55 grams. AU details, minimal surface corrosion,
uneven toning (some black, some coppery). With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $175-$250.
1699. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1744MF. KM-103; CT-797. 25.47 grams. AU details with minimal surface corrosion,
traces of dark toning here and there. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $175-$250.
1700. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1746MF. KM-103; CT-800. 25.82 grams. AU details with minimal surface corrosion,
areas of dark toning here and there. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $175-$250.
1701. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1749MF. KM-104.1; CT-324. 26.23 grams. AU details with minimal surface
corrosion, mostly darkly toned. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $175-$250.
1702. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1754MM, dissimilar crowns. KM-104.2; CT-337. 25.30 grams. AU details
with light surface corrosion, traces of toning around details. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $175-$250.
1703. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1757MM. KM-104.2; CT-342. 25.46 grams. AU details but low contrast, light
surface corrosion, small dark spots here and there. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $175-$250.
1704. France (Paris mint), ecu, Louis XV, 1726-A. KM-486.1. 28.03 grams. VF details, solid specimen with light surface corrosion only,
bold date, splashes of toning. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1705. France (Paris mint), ecu, Louis XV, 1729-A. KM-486.1. 28.35 grams. Choice specimen with XF details and practically no corrosion, all details clear, light toning. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $150-$225.
1706. France (Rennes mint), ecu, Louis XV, 1731, mintmark 9. KM-486.26. 27.71 grams. Solid specimen with VF details, low contrast
(light toning), minimal surface corrosion, old X scratches and light adjustment marks. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers.
Estimate: $125-$200.
1707. France (Tours mint), ecu, Louis XV, 1732-E. KM-486.7. 28.05 grams. Deeply toned VF/XF with minimal surface corrosion, low
contrast, scratch on bust. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1708. France (Bayonne mint), ecu, Louis XV, 1734-L. KM-486.12. 27.20 grams. VF details with light surface corrosion, patchy toning.
With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1709. France (Nantes mint), ecu, Louis XV, 1738-T. KM-486.20. 27.67 grams. Deeply toned VF/XF with some surface pitting but otherwise nice. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $150-$225.
1710. France (Montpellier mint), ecu, Louis XV (large bust), 1748-N. KM-512.14. 27.62 grams. Bold XF with minimal surface corrosion, dark toning on reverse, light adjustment marks, choice for this wreck. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate:
$175-$250.
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1711. France (Nantes mint), ecu, Louis XV (large bust), 1750-T. KM-512.20. 27.83 grams. Low-contrast VF/XF with very light sur-

face corrosion, spots of toning, light adjustment marks on obverse. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1712. France (Paris mint), ecu, Louis XV (large bust), 1754/3-A. KM-unl (512.1 for type). 28.48 grams. Toned XF/AU (low contrast) with
minimal surface corrosion, clear overdate that is unlisted in KM. With original (generic) certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.

Dromadaire, sunk in 1762 off the Cape Verde Islands, west of Africa

1713. Lot of eleven French ecus, Louis XV, small bust, 1726, various mints. 289.59 grams total. Light to moderate corrosion, some
with damage (dents and chips), all with most details still visible. Estimate: $600-$900.

1714. Lot of eleven French ecus, Louis XV, small bust, 1726 and 1727, various mints. 287.23 grams total. Light to moderate corrosion, some with damage (dents and bends), all with most details still visible. Estimate: $600-$900.

1715. Lot of nine French ecus, Louis XV, small bust, 1728 and 1729, various mints. 237.65 grams total. Minor damage (edge-

dents) and corrosion, all with decent details, one with overdate 1729/8 and one with date not visible. Estimate: $600-$900.
1716. Lot of ten French ecus, Louis XV, small bust, 1730s dates, various mints. 265.86 grams total. Only minor damage and corrosion, mostly clear details and all with dates visible. Estimate: $600-$900.
1717. Lot of nine French ecus, Louis XV, large bust, dates from 1744 to 1760, various mints. 240.09 grams total. Some bold
details, light corrosion, a few with dents and bends, all with dates visible. Estimate: $600-$900.
1718. Lot of fifteen French ecus of Louis XV (early to late 1700s), all heavily damaged. 372.76 grams total. All with clear details
and generally light corrosion but heavy damage, like cuts and bends and dents and pieces missing. Estimate: $600-$900.

Hartwell, sunk in 1787 off the Cape Verde Islands, west of Africa

1719. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1772FM, initials facing rim. KM-106.1; CT-915. 24.18 grams. VF/XF with

light surface corrosion, full details and bold rims, silvery. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1720. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1775FM. KM-106.2; CT-920. 27.15 grams. Deeply toned AU with minimal surface
corrosion, patchy dark toning. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1721. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1780FF. KM-106.2; CT-930. 24.60 grams. AU details but with light surface corrosion, part of edge crude, silvery but starting to tone. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1722. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1784FM. KM-106.2; CT-936. 25.17 grams. XF/AU details with very light surface
corrosion, bold rims, very light toning. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1723. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1779MJ. KM-78; CT-860. 25.70 grams. Bold XF details with areas of pitting, toning around
details, off-center reverse, polished. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1724. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 2 reales, Charles III, 1782PR. KM-53; CT-1396. 5.61 grams. AVF with light surface corrosion, minor bending. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $60-$90.

Piedmont, sunk in 1795 off Cornwall, England

1725. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1681V. S-P39; KM-26; CT-363. 25.34 grams. Minimal corrosion but lots of flatness, two clear dates on

pillars side, large flan with parts of edge crude (as made), very darkly toned all over. Pedigreed to the Mark Bir collection (our Auction #8, with
original lot-tag #1093). Estimate: $175-$250.
1726. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1680V. S-P39; KM-25; CT-507. 12.50 grams. Two bold dates despite lots of flatness (corrosion minimal,
however), spots of dark toning, large edge-crack (looks a little like Pac-man). Estimate: $150-$225.

Cabalva, sunk in sunk in 1818 off Mauritius in the Indian Ocean

1727. Lot of four Spanish colonial bust 8R of Charles III and IV, various mints and dates (where visible). 91.70 grams total.
Moderate corrosion but clear details. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $200-$300.

1728. Lot of ten Spanish and Spanish colonial bust 8R of Ferdinand VII, various dates and mints (where visible). 194.06
grams total. Some heavy corrosion and thinning but generally good details, interesting mix of mints. With generic certificate from the salvagers.
Estimate: $400-$600.

1729. Lot of eight (two in clump) Spanish and Spanish colonial bust 8R fragments, various dates and mints (where visible),

uncleaned (as found). 153.86 grams total. Two cleaned and the rest uncleaned and dark with green and brown encrustation, but all with at
least a third of the edge missing from corrosion, otherwise generally good details. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $200-$300.

Santo Andre, sunk in 1865 off the Cape Verde Islands, west of Africa

1730. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1804TH. KM-109; CT-701. 26.42 grams. VF/XF details with light toning, minimal
surface corrosion. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $150-$225.

1731. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1808TH. KM-109; CT-709. 24.91 grams. Bold XF with nice toning, minimal
surface corrosion. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $150-$225.
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1732. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII transitional (“armored” bust), 1810HJ. KM-110; CT-543. 23.52 grams.

Bold XF with area of pitting at bottom of reverse, nice toning. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $125-$200.
1733. Lot of eight Madrid, Spain, 20 reales, Isabel II, dated 1849-55. 194.74 grams total. Minimal corrosion (some with none) and
good details, lightly toned but shiny. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $250-$375.
1734. Lot of seven Spanish 10 reales of Isabel II dated 1843-54, mints of Madrid and Seville. 84.20 grams total. Nice details with
minimal corrosion, a few with minor damage, all shiny. With generic certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $175-$250.

1735. Lot of four miscellaneous coins: France (Paris mint), 5 francs, Louis XVIII, 1824-A; France (Lille mint), Louis

Philippe I, 1841-W; Guanajuato, Mexico, cap-and-rays 8 reales, 1850PF; and Madrid, Spain, 10 reales de vellon, Ferdinand
VII, 1821SR. 83.68 grams total. Shiny and lightly corroded and worn but with generally good details, interesting mix of types. With generic
certificate from the salvagers. Estimate: $150-$225.

Various shipwrecks

1736. Lot of three Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (4th and 5th periods) or not visible, wrecks unknown

(probably Atocha [1622] and unidentified ca.-1590 wreck off the Yucatán peninsula of Mexico). KM-5.1. 76.47 grams total. Minimal
corrosion (one with tiny bits of edge missing only), silvery from cleaning, good details, just with original tags and provenance unfortunately
lost. Estimate: $400-$600.

1737. Lot of two crown-sized coins from unidentified wrecks: Toulouse, France, ecu, Louis XIV, 1647; Mexico City, Mexico,

pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1751MF. 51.91 grams. Both with XF details despite light surface corrosion, the ecu nicely toned, possibly
from the Auguste (1761) although the ecu is rather early. Estimate: $100-$150.

1738. Lot of three silver cobs from various wrecks: Mexico 8R 173(?)F (1733 Fleet?); Potosí 2R 1747q (wreck unknown);
and Potosí 1R 1685VR (1715 Fleet?). 22.01 grams total. Moderately corroded but with clear details (all with visible dates). Estimate:
$70-$100.

Mexico Silver Cobs

Charles-Joanna, “Late Series”

1739. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer O to right, mintmark oM to left (oM-O).
Nesmith-110b; CT-88; S-M10. 12.16 grams.

details. Estimate: $125-$200.

VF details with light surface corrosion from ground burial, some flat spots, dark encrustation around

1740. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer O to right, mintmark oM to left (oM-O).
Nesmith-110b; CT-88; S-M10. 12.86 grams. XF

with light surface pitting as from burial, light toning, nice centers. Estimate: $125-$200.

1741. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer O to right, mintmark oM to left (oM-O).
Nesmith-110b; CT-88; S-M10. 12.06 grams.

Estimate: $125-$200.

Bold XF+ details with surface corrosion as from burial, minor edge-loss, light toning, bold shield.

1742. Mexico City, Mexico, 4 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer O to right, mintmark oM to left (oM-O).

Nesmith-110b; CT-88; S-M10. 12.66 grams. XF details with full centers and much legend (shield side off-center), dark toning and light corrosion all

over as from burial. Estimate: $125-$200.

1743. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer L to right, mintmark M to left (M-L). Nesmith85b; CT-116; S-M9. 6.81 grams. VF

with full details (including legends), dark toning in crevices. Estimate: $150-$225.

1744. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer L to left, mintmark oM to right (L-oM), en-

capsulated NGC VF 35. Nesmith-93; CT-115; S-M9. Full details, well centered and attractively toned. Estimate: $125-$200.
1745. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer O to right, mintmark oM to left (oM-O),
encapsulated ANACS VF 35. Nesmith-109; CT-121; S-M10. Deeply toned and actually higher grade (XF or better) but probably net-graded to
VF 35 due to light surface corrosion, small edge-split. Estimate: $150-$225.

1746. Mexico City, Mexico, 2 reales, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer O to right, mintmark oM to left (oM-O). Nesmith-109; CT-121; S-M10. 6.73 grams. Slightly

shiny VF with full inner details, much legend, toning in crevices. Estimate: $150-$225.

1747. Lot of two Mexico City, Mexico, minors (2R and 1R) of Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer O. 9.38 grams total. VF
or better with full inner details and much legend, the 2R lightly shaved (6.09 grams.), some toning. Estimate: $100-$150.

1748. Mexico City, Mexico, 1/2 real, Charles-Joanna, “Late Series,” assayer L to right, o in middle, mintmark M to left of

monogram (M-o-L). Nesmith-83; CT-180; S-M9. 1.58 grams. Broad-flan VF with deep toning, full inner details and nearly full legends, edgesplits. Estimate: $150-$225.

Shield type

1749. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 8 reales, Charles II, assayer not visible. KM-46. 26.98 grams. Rectangular urn-shaped flan with cross
showing odd, crescent-shaped hammer marks (as made), off-center shield with full king’s name visible as a result (rare thus), deeply toned VG
with some old scuffs and scratches. Estimate: $125-$200.
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1750. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer O below denomination IIII to right, mintmark oM to left. S-M11;

KM-36; CT-336. 13.17 grams. UNC details in full shield and cross (very well detailed) but with very light surface oxidation as from burial, traces

of toning and sediment in crevices. Estimate: $150-$225.

1751. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer O below denomination IIII to right, mintmark oM to left. S-M11;
KM-36; CT-336. 12.96 grams. Good

full shield and cross, much legend, XF but with light surface corrosion as from burial, sediment in crevices
here and there. Estimate: $150-$225.

1752. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer O below denomination IIII to right, mintmark oM to left.
S-M11; KM-36; CT-336. 12.37 grams. Broad

spotty toning. Estimate: $100-$150.

flan with good full cross, weaker shield, overall XF details but with surface corrosion as from burial,

1753. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer O below mintmark oM to left. S-M11; KM-36; CT-335. 13.68 grams.
Richly toned VF with bold reverse legend, good full crown and shield and cross, low contrast. Estimate: $150-$225.

1754. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer F below mintmark oM to left, denomination 4 to right. S-M12;
KM-36; CT-329. 13.74 grams. Nicely

toned AVF with full shield, good full cross with large lions (late style, ca. 1600). Estimate: $125-$200.
1755. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip III, assayer D. S-M18; KM-37.2. 13.25 grams. Fine with flat areas, bold mintmark and
partial date, nicely toned, light scratches near part of edge on reverse. Estimate: $100-$150.
1756. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Charles II, assayer not visible, struck with 2R dies, unique. 13.15 grams. Richly
toned Fine with most of shield and cross, the former with clear denomination “2” and both sides with small, 2R-die details, interesting shape.
Estimate: $125-$200.
1757. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, (1)729R, ex-“Horn of Africa” hoard. S-M24; KM-40a; CT-1024. 13.54 grams. Weak date,
nearly full shield and cross, dark and slightly green-encrusted (uncleaned as found). From a hoard found in the area of northeast Africa (“Horn
of Africa”). Estimate: $150-$225.
1758. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, 1(7)30R, ex-“Horn of Africa” hoard. S-M24; KM-40a; CT-1026. 13.05 grams. Full oMR and
30 of date, good cross with natural pit near center (as made), dark and slightly green-encrusted (uncleaned as found). From a hoard found in
the area of northeast Africa (“Horn of Africa”). Estimate: $150-$225.

1759. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer O below mintmark oM to left. S-M11; KM-31; CT-501. 6.85 grams.
Deeply toned XF with choice full shield and cross, very attractive. Estimate: $125-$200.

1760. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer O to right, mintmark oM to left. S-M11; KM-26; CT-643. 3.38 grams.
Broad-flan AXF with nice toning, choice full shield and cross, parts of edge crude (as made). Estimate: $60-$90.

1761. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real, Philip III, assayer F at top left and oD below monogram, rare. S-M14a; KM-20; CT545. 1.50 grams.

$125-$200.

Both assayers bold but monogram and cross only partial due to much flatness, two edge-splits, nicely toned Fine. Estimate:

1762. Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1/2 real, Philip II, assayer O to right, mintmark oM to left. S-M11; KM-20; CT-717. 1.61 grams.
Broad-flan VF with nice full cross and monogram, good toning (but low contrast). Estimate: $60-$90.

1763. Lot of three Mexico City, Mexico, cob minors with chopmarks as from circulation in Asia: 2R Philip IV; 2R (17)31F;

and 1R Philip IV. 16.15 grams total. Good full crosses, nearly full shields, nicely toned F-VF, scarce to see chops on small cobs. Estimate:
$100-$150.

1764. Large lot of 50 Mexico City, Mexico, cob 1R (14) and 1/2R (36) of Philip II through Philip V, assayers not visible.
102.22 grams total. All well toned and with generally good shields and crosses, Fine on average, some with verdigris but no holes, great lot for

jewelry or study. Estimate: $600-$900.

Shield type

Lima Silver Cobs

1765. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de la Torre, *-ii to left, P-oD to right. S-L4; KM-9; CT-487. 6.52 grams.

Superb full cross, full shield with unusual (and rare) 90-degree double-strike, much bold legend and crown, VF with toned fields (good contrast). Estimate: $175-$250.
1766. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer Diego de la Torre, P-ii to left, *-oD to right. S-L4; KM-9; CT-489. 6.58 grams. XF
details with minimal surface oxidation as from burial, choice full inner details (the cross slightly doubled) and much legend, including full
king’s name, light sediment in crevices, small edge-split. Estimate: $150-$225.

1767. Lima, Peru, cob 1/4 real, Philip II, mintmark “I” (P) to left, * to right, no assayer (Diego de la Torre). S-L4; KM-2. 0.80
gram. VF with weak centers but bold legends, nicely toned, holed near edge but scarce as non-salvage, the incomplete P rendered as “I” for

mintmark a desirable variety. Estimate: $100-$150.

Pillars-and-waves

1768. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1685R. S-L7; KM-24; CT-228. 27.52 grams. Low-contrast Fine+ with full tops of pillars, full but off-center
cross with flat spots, some doubling, two assayers, small edge-split. Estimate: $150-$225.
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1769. Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1701H. S-L15; KM-24; CT-247. 24.92 grams. Good full cross with CA- of (posthumous) king’s name in

legend, full pillars-and-waves with two bold mintmarks, Fine with contrasting toning, odd triangular cut at top. Pedigreed to our Auction #12,
with original lot-tag #993. Estimate: $125-$200.
1770. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1685R. S-L7; KM-21; CT-559. 6.94 grams. Bold full cross and pillars, richly toned VF with two clear dates
and mintmarks, bold assayer, edge-split. Estimate: $150-$225.
1771. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1689V. S-L8; KM-21; CT-562. 5.98 grams. VF with some surface oxidation, light toning (low contrast), full
pillars and cross, two dates, three assayers. Estimate: $150-$225.
1772. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1691R. S-L9; KM-21; CT-564. 6.96 grams. Broad-flan VF with peripheral flatness and darkly oxidized full
cross but remarkably with three visible dates. Estimate: $150-$225.
1773. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1695R. S-L12; KM-21; CT-568. 6.52 grams. Choice full pillars and cross with full crown above but flat
lower-left quadrant with old scratches there only (one scratch in same flat place on pillars side), attractively toned VF+. Estimate: $175-$250.
1774. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1695R. S-L12; KM-21; CT-568. 6.85 grams. XF with nearly full pillars, full but crudely double-struck cross,
two dates, three assayers, toned around edge. Estimate: $150-$225.
1775. Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1751/0(R), very rare. S-L23; KM-unl (A43 for type). 6.59 grams. Crude, chunky flan with very bold denomination and clear date and mintmark but most of the rest flat, VG with toned fields, tiny hole at top. Estimate: $100-$150.
1776. Lot of two Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales: 1740/39V and 1742V. S-L22; KM-32a. 12.64 grams total. Fine or better, both with full crosses
and pillars (the latter a bit weak on the 1742), very clear dates, toned fields. Estimate: $100-$150.
1777. Lot of three Lima, Peru, cob 2R (2) and 1R (1) of the 1720s (assayers not visible). 16.07 grams total. Good crosses, some
with crude edges, nicely toned Fine+ overall, dated 1727 (2R), 1723 and 1728 (1R). Estimate: $150-$225.
1778. Lima, Peru, cob 1/2 real, 1714/3. S-L20; KM-30. 1.51 grams. Bold full date and monogram, nearly full cross, toned AVF with light
surface pitting as from unspecified salvage. Estimate: $60-$90.
1779. Lima, Peru, cob 1/2 real, 1725, Louis I. S-L20a; KM-A39; CT-52. 1.88 grams. Bold date, most of monogram and cross, toned Fine
with light surface pitting as from unspecified salvage. Pedigreed to the Mark Bir collection (our Auction #6, with lot-tag #873). Estimate: $60-$90.
1780. Lot of ten Lima, Peru, cob 1/2R, Charles II and Philip V, various dates. 11.89 grams total. Nearly full crosses and monograms,
toned Fine on average, dates as follows: 1685 (2), 1702, 1705, 172(?) (2), 1730, 1732, 1733 and 1736. Estimate: $250-$375.

Shield type

Potosí Silver Cobs

1781. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (4th period). S-P12; KM-5.1. 27.08 grams. Broad-flan AXF with nice full shield
and crown and cross despite minor flat areas, attractively toned, full P-B. Estimate: $175-$250.

1782. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer RL. S-P13; KM-5.1; CT-159. 27.14 grams. Richly toned VF+ with good full crown
and shield and cross, full assayer. Estimate: $175-$250.

1783. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer RL. S-P13; KM-5.1; CT-159. 26.85 grams. AVF with bold P-RL, good full shield
with contrasting toning in crevices, full but weaker cross, Estimate: $175-$250.

1784. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer RL. S-P13; KM-5.1; CT-159. 27.15 grams. Good full cross and shield and crown,
lightly toned VF, full king’s name. Estimate: $175-$250.

1785. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer RL. S-P13; KM-5.1; CT-159. 27.23 grams. VF with good full shield and cross and
crown despite some central flatness, bold assayer, no toning, holed at top (aligned axis). Estimate: $125-$200.

1786. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th period), borders of x’s. S-P14; KM-5.5. 27.28 grams. Deeply toned AVF
with full but double-struck shield and cross, prominent borders of x’s. Estimate: $150-$225.

1787. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th period), borders of x’s. S-P14; KM-5.5. 25.46 grams. AVF with slight

surface oxidation, good full cross and crown and (double-struck) shield, prominent borders of x’s, spots of toning. Estimate: $150-$225.
1788. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer R (curved leg). S-P15; KM-10; CT-126. 27.08 grams. Bold full shield, good full
cross, VF with light toning on fields. Estimate: $175-$250.
1789. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer R (curved leg). S-P15; KM-10; CT-126. 26.76 grams. Broad-flan VF+ with good
full cross, full shield with light surface oxidation on that side only, spots of toning near edge. Estimate: $175-$250.
1790. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip III, assayer R (curved leg). S-P15; KM-10; CT-126. 27.24 grams. Broad, round flan with bold
full cross-and-tressure and shield (the latter slightly doubled), AVF with toned fields. Estimate: $125-$200.

1791. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 161(8)T, P-x-T and denomination o-V-III, quadrants of cross transposed. S-P21; KM-10.
27.07 grams. Good full shield and cross, bold P-x-T, full 6 of date, non-toned VF+. Estimate: $150-$225.

1792. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1)619T, quadrants of cross transposed. S-P21; KM-10; CT-134. 26.47 grams. Choice strike on
oddly rectangular flan, XF+ with traces of luster, excellent full shield and cross and P+T, no toning. Estimate: $175-$250.
1793. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 161(?)T. S-P21; KM-10. 26.30 grams. Bold full shield and cross on a thick, smallish flan, VF with toned
fields and slight surface oxidation (probably from a shipwreck). Estimate: $125-$200.
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1794. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (16)21T, quadrants of cross transposed. S-P21; KM-10. 26.99 grams. Very bold full final digit of
date, good full shield and cross with contrasting toning, Fine with crude old hole and small attempts near that. Estimate: $150-$225.

1795. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, (1622)P, lions and castles transposed in cross and shield. S-P22; KM-19; CT-458. 26.82 grams.
Choice full shield and cross, clear P+P, VF+ with edge-split, somewhat scarce with multiple transpositions. Estimate: $150-$225.
1796. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 16(22)P, quadrants of cross transposed. S-P22; KM-19; CT-458. 26.65 grams. Deeply toned Fine
with faint old scuffs, good full cross, clear P+P. Estimate: $150-$225.

1797. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T or P (early 1620s), lions and castles transposed in shield and cross,

upper half of shield transposed (rare). KM-19. 25.12 grams. Bold full shield, good full cross, AVF with minor flat spots, toning in crevices,
clear P-•P, somewhat rare with triple transposition errors. Estimate: $150-$225.

1798. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 163(0-1)T, St. Andrews-cross ornaments. S-P26; KM-19a. 25.81 grams. Partially toned Fine with

light old scuffs, good full shield, off-center cross with old sticker, clear 163 of date, distinctive ornaments above mintmark and above and
below denomination. Estimate: $150-$225.
1799. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, Philip IV, assayer T (1630s). S-P26; KM-19a. 27.18 grams. Nicely toned VF with full shield and
cross with weak centers due to uneven flan thickness, full P-T and denomination. Estimate: $150-$225.
1800. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer A. S-P11; KM-4.2; CT-346. 13.46 grams. Nicely toned VF with good full shield and
cross, bold P-A. Estimate: $175-$250.
1801. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer B (5th period), borders of x’s. S-P14; KM-4.3. 13.15 grams. Good full shield
and cross with dark toning in crevices, bold P-B, prominent borders of x’s, old scuffs at top of shield. Estimate: $175-$250.
1802. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer B (3rd period). S-P10; KM-3.2; CT-509. 6.76 grams. Lightly struck VF+ with good
full shield and cross, full P-B, spotty rainbow toning. Estimate: $125-$200.
1803. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer B (3rd period). S-P10; KM-3.2; CT-509. 6.66 grams. VF+ with full shield and cross,
traces of luster on fields, full P-B. Estimate: $100-$150.
1804. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip II, assayer R (Ramos). S-P13; KM-3.2; CT-510. 6.91 grams. Toned VF with good full shield
and cross, full P-B, area of dark encrustation on edge. Estimate: $125-$200.
1805. Lot of four Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip II, various assayers (where visible). KM-3.2. 26.39 grams total. VF on average
with good full crosses and shields, some with toning. Estimate: $250-$375.
1806. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer C, rare, ex-“Americas.” S-P16; KM-8. 6.82 grams. Full assayer, good full shield
and cross (the latter off-center), bold VF with deep toning, full king’s ordinal III. This coin and the next lot were the “discovery coins” that
Louis Hudson used to announce the existence of this assayer C in the early 1980s, as documented on three accompanying tags in his handwriting. Pedigreed to the “Americas” collection (Kagin’s auction of August 1983, lot #1112). Estimate: $150-$225.
1807. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip III, assayer Q/C, rare, ex-“Americas.” S-P17; KM-8. 6.8 grams. Choice and well-toned VF
with bold full shield and cross, clear Q/C assayer, king’s ordinal III. This coin and the previous lot were the “discovery coins” for this assayer C
as announced by Louis Hudson in the early 1980s, as documented on three of his tags (a photocopy of which accompanies this lot). Pedigreed
to the “Americas” collection (Kagin’s auction of August 1983, lot #1112). Estimate: $150-$225.
1808. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, (16)ZIII (1623), assayer T/P, very rare. S-P22a. 6.06 grams. Nearly full but off-center shield with
clear assayer T, full cross with weak but certain bottoms of ZIII of date, Fine with toned fields. Estimate: $150-$225.

Pillars-and-waves

1809. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1656E, encapsulated NGC VF 25. S-P37a; KM-21. 26.5 grams. Crude flan, full but off-center waves

with bold date above, good full cross, richly toned all over, a few old marks. Estimate: $175-$250.
1810. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1670E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-345. 27.47 grams. Nice VF with choice full cross, off-center pillars, two dates
and assayers and mintmarks, attractively toned. Estimate: $175-$250.
1811. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1670E. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-345. 27.03 grams. Full but somewhat flat pillars and cross, bold waves, two
dates, three assayers, lightly toned AVF (low contrast). Estimate: $175-$250.
1812. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1673E, encapsulated NGC F 15. S-P37b; KM-26; CT-348. 27.05 grams. Bold date and assayer on
pillars side, full but slightly crude cross, good toning. Estimate: $175-$250.
1813. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1683V. S-P39; KM-26; CT-365. 26.94 grams. VF with flat spots and doubling, edge-crack, two dates,
three assayers, lightly toned. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of July 1999 (lot #616). Estimate: $150-$225.
1814. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1684VR. S-P40; KM-26; CT-367. 27.22 grams. Broad flan with three dates, full but doubled pillars and
cross, bold king’s ordinal II in legend, Fine with toned fields, holed at edge. Estimate: $150-$225.
1815. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1689VR. S-P40; KM-26; CT-374. 25.23 grams. Good full pillars-and-waves and nearly full cross, two
dates, lightly toned VF with plugged hole in flat area near edge, interesting flan shape with point. Estimate: $125-$200.
1816. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1698F. S-P42; KM-26; CT-387. 23.19 grams. Chunky Fine+ with deep toning, full pillars, bold assayer,
surface crack and possible shipwreck oxidation. Pedigreed to the Mark Bir collection (our Auction #8, with original lot-tag #1487). Estimate:
$175-$250.
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1817. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1700F. S-P42; KM-26; CT-389. 26.54 grams. Good full pillars and cross, clear date and assayer, Fine+
with much deep toning, possibly salvaged. Estimate: $175-$250.

1818. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1706Y. S-P43a; KM-31; CT-866. 27.65 grams. Fine with flat peripheries, light toning, good full pillars
with bold date, nearly full cross. Estimate: $175-$250.

1819. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1706Y. S-P43a; KM-31; CT-866. 26.75 grams. Typically chunky and crude, the pillars technically full but

uneven with clear date and mintmark and assayer, lightly toned Fine+. Estimate: $150-$225.
1820. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1706(Y). S-P43a; KM-31; CT-866. 26.83 grams. Deeply toned and very chunky (small-flan) Fine with
clear date, partially oxidized surfaces. Estimate: $125-$200.
1821. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1721Y. S-P43a; KM-31; CT-881. 27.66 grams. Typically chunky, with flat cross side (full assayer) and
rounded pillars side (clear date, double-struck), flat peripheries, Fine with toned fields. Estimate: $175-$250.
1822. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1724Y, encapsulated NGC XF 45 (extra thick slab). S-P43a; KM-31; CT-884. 26.6 grams. Full but
off-center pillars with clear date, nearly full cross with full assayer, patchy toning. Estimate: $175-$250.
1823. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1732M. S-P44; KM-31a; CT-889. 26.81 grams. Good full cross, full but doubled pillars, two dates, three
assayers, VG with toned fields, plugged hole at top of cross. Estimate: $125-$200.

1824. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1734E, cut down to about 16 grams. (possible African standard). S-P46; KM-31a; CT-893.
15.78 grams. Good full pillars and cross considering the edge-cuts (clearly old and circulated after cutting, believed to be somewhere in Africa),

two dates, nicely toned Fine. Estimate: $100-$150.

1825. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1735E. S-P46; KM-31a; CT-895. 27.55 grams. Good full pillars and cross, two bold dates and mintmarks
and assayers, all well centered, nice AVF with toned fields. Estimate: $175-$250.

1826. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1736E. S-P46; KM-31a; CT-896. 26.06 grams. Good full pillars and nearly full cross, one bold assayer,
two clear mintmarks, one bold date and parts of both the others, attractively toned VF. Estimate: $175-$250.

1827. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1737E, encapsulated NGC VF 30 (extra thick slab). S-P46; KM-31a; CT-897. 27 grams. Full pillars
with bold date and assayers, bold (nearly full) but doubled cross, nicely toned. Estimate: $175-$250.

1828. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1740M, encapsulated NGC XF 45 (extra thick slab). S-P47; KM-31a; CT-901. 27.25 grams. Bold

full cross and pillars with choice details, clear date, two mintmarks and assayers. Estimate: $175-$250.
1829. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1743C. S-P49; KM-31a; CT-906. 23.51 grams. Bold cross (off-center) and one full pillar with bold date,
attractively toned VF+ but with part of edge cut away in its time. Estimate: $175-$250.
1830. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1744q. S-P50; KM-31a; CT-908. 23.82 grams. Chunky and crude Fine+ with nearly full pillars and cross,
deeply toned with some verdigris, oblong flan due to old edge-cut. Estimate: $100-$150.
1831. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1749q, encapsulated NGC VF 30 (extra thick slab). S-P50a; KM-40; CT-359. 27.5 grams. Very
thick and chunky flan with good centers, two dates, spotty toning. Estimate: $175-$250.
1832. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1757q, encapsulated NGC XF 45 (extra thick slab). S-P54; KM-40; CT-374. 27.02 grams. Good
full pillars and nearly full cross, nice clean surfaces with no toning, chunky as usual. Estimate: $175-$250.
1833. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1759q, encapsulated NGC VF 30 (extra thick slab). S-P54; KM-40; CT-376. 26.6 grams. Bold full
pillars with clear date and assayer and mintmark, nearly full cross with bold second mintmark and assayer, toned on fields. Estimate: $175-$250.
1834. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1765V-(Y). S-P57; KM-45; CT-952. 26.78 grams. Very chunky with flat areas but clear date on pillars
side and assayer on cross side, deeply toned Fine+ for actual wear, the edge rather crude all around (as made). Pedigreed to the Mark Bir collection (our Auction #8, with original lot-tag #1501). Estimate: $175-$250.
1835. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1765(V-Y). S-P57; KM-45; CT-952. 26.67 grams. Full pillars with bold date and mintmark, full and
well-centered cross but flat peripheries with characteristic surface roughness on opposite sides, lightly toned VF. Estimate: $125-$200.
1836. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1767V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; CT-954. 22.95 grams. Chunky and worn (VG) but with three dates (rare thus),
lots of flatness, lightly toned, small edge-crack, probably shaved on one side (underweight). Estimate: $175-$250.
1837. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1769V-Y. S-P57; KM-45; CT-956. 26.60 grams. Three dates (rare for this period) on a typically chunky
flan but with atypically clear details, the cross particularly bold, AVF with toned fields. Estimate: $175-$250.

1838. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1771(V)-Y, encapsulated NGC XF 40 (extra thick slab). S-P59; KM-45; CT-962. 26.80 grams.
Typically chunky, full pillars and cross with two dates, toned. Estimate: $175-$250.

1839. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1772(V-Y). S-P59; KM-45; CT-963. 26.72 grams. Very chunky and crude, deeply toned VG, with clear
date inside off-center pillars. Estimate: $100-$150.

1840. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1679C. S-P38; KM-25; CT-505. 11.94 grams. Full pillars-and-waves, off-center cross, three clear assayers,

two dates, darkly toned Fine with slightly oxidized surfaces as from unspecified salvage. Estimate: $175-$250.
1841. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1693VR. S-P40; KM-25; CT-521. 13.21 grams. Full pillars and cross but weak peripheries, two dates,
AVF with spots of black encrustation (probably salvaged). Estimate: $150-$225.
1842. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1699F. S-P42; KM-25; CT-529. 13.92 grams. Full pillars-and-waves, full but off-center cross with choice
full crown above, three assayers, AVF with toned fields, light surface porosity as possibly from the 1715 Fleet. Estimate: $150-$225.
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1843. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1701Y. S-P43; KM-25. 12.81 grams. Good full pillars, off-center cross, two dates, toned Fine with crude
edge-crack. Estimate: $175-$250.

1844. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1733E. S-P46; KM-30a; CT-1113. 12.83 grams. Full pillars with bold full date and clear assayer (scarce),
nearly full cross, deeply toned Fine+ with hole at edge. Estimate: $150-$225.

1845. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1756q. S-P54; KM-39; CT-447. 13.26 grams. Chunky AVF with full pillars and cross, traces of orange

sediment. Pedigreed to the Ponterio auction of September 1999 (lot #907). Estimate: $125-$200.
1846. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1761V-Y. S-P57; KM-44; CT-1154. 13.47 grams. Chunky Fine with two bold dates, lightly toned fields,
light verdigris at top of pillars. Estimate: $175-$250.
1847. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1762(V-Y). S-P57; KM-44; CT-1155. 13.19 grams. Chunky Fine, partially toned, with two dates, good
cross. Estimate: $100-$150.
1848. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1766V-Y. S-P57; KM-44; CT-1159. 13.23 grams. Non-toned XF for the era (very chunky), off-center
pillars with very bold denomination, good full cross, parts of two dates, full assayer on each side. Estimate: $100-$150.
1849. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 4 reales, 1767(V-Y). S-P57; KM-44; CT-1160. 13.11 grams. Bold date between pillars, bold but slightly off-center
cross, chunky Fine with good toning. Estimate: $100-$150.
1850. Lot of two Potosí, Bolivia, cob minors: 4R 1771(V-Y) and 2R 1725Y (Louis I). 19.45 grams total. Nicely toned Fine with
clear dates, the 4R holed and the 2R plugged. Estimate: $100-$150.
1851. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1655E, H at top. S-P37a; KM-16; CT-901. 6.34 grams. Broad-flan VF with rich toning all over, full
pillars-and-waves and cross, two dates, three assayers and mintmarks. Estimate: $100-$150.
1852. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1657E. S-P37a; KM-16; CT-905. 5.98 grams. Full pillars (off-center) and cross (double-struck) with three
dates and mintmarks, AVF. Estimate: $100-$150.
1853. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1659E. S-P37a; KM-16; CT-907. 6.67 grams. Full pillars and cross (the latter slightly off-center) on a
broad, thin flan with three dates, two mintmarks and assayers, VF with toning in crevices, hairline edge-split. Estimate: $100-$150.
1854. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1665E. S-P37a; KM-16; CT-913. 8.22 grams. Overweight flan with good full pillars, nearly full cross,
AVF with flat peripheries, toned around details. Estimate: $100-$150.
1855. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1666E, “66” between pillars. S-P37a; KM-16; CT-914. 5.27 grams. Three full dates, including bold
1666 in legend, full pillars-and-waves and cross, lightly toned AVF with small edge-split. Estimate: $150-$225.
1856. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1668/7E, rare. S-P37b; KM-24. 6.90 grams. Silvery AVF with three dates (the 8/7 only between pillars),
full pillars and cross, peripherally flat. Estimate: $150-$225.
1857. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1689VR. S-P40; KM-24; CT-620. 7.44 grams. Broad-flan VF+ with sediment around details, three dates
and mintmarks, two assayers, bold full pillars and nearly full cross. Estimate: $125-$200.
1858. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1700F. S-P42; KM-24; CT-633. 6.08 grams. Bold pillars and cross, VF with sediment on fields, two dates
(one with 00 as a sideways 8). Estimate: $100-$150.
1859. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1703Y. S-P43a; KM-29; CT-1325. 7.43 grams. Bold VF with good full pillars and most of cross, two bold
assayers, part of king’s name, deeply toned fields. Estimate: $100-$150.
1860. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1704Y. S-P43a; KM-29; CT-1326. 6.54 grams. Fine with good full pillars-and-waves, nearly full cross,
darkly toned fields, two dates, bold king’s ordinal V, holed at top of pillars. Estimate: $100-$150.
1861. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1707Y. S-P43a; KM-29; CT-1329. 5.30 grams. Broad, thin flan with edge-crack, good full pillars, full
cross, deeply toned Fine+ with some orange sediment. Estimate: $100-$150.
1862. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1746q. S-P50; KM-29a; CT-1375. 6.69 grams. Chunky round flan with bold full pillars-and-waves, offcenter cross, two dates, three assayers, non-toned VF. Estimate: $100-$150.
1863. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1749q. S-P50a; KM-38; CT-506. 6.82 grams. Bold full pillars-and-waves and cross, two dates, VF with
light toning in crevices of cross only. Estimate: $100-$150.
1864. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1764V-(Y). S-P57; KM-43; CT-1363. 6.58 grams. Choice full cross, one bold full pillar, two dates, nontoned XF+ for the era. Estimate: $80-$120.
1865. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1766/5(V)-Y, rare. S-P57; KM-43. 6.88 grams. Bold full date with clear 6/5, full assayer Y, bold full
cross, XF+ for the era, no toning. Estimate: $150-$225.
1866. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1768(V-Y). S-P57; KM-43; CT-1368. 6.37 grams. Bold date within pillars, nearly full cross, VF with
contrasting sediment on fields. Estimate: $100-$150.

1867. Lot of seven Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, as follows: 1672E, 1703Y, 1706Y, 1707Y, 1716Y, 1763(V-Y) and 1768(VY). 45.82 grams total. Generally full crosses and pillars, all with clear dates (and some assayers), F-VF, mostly toned, great for jewelry. Estimate:

$500-$750.

1868. Lot of eight Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales of the 1700s: 1716Y, 1737M, 1746q, 1750E/q, 1755(q), 1762V-Y, 1767V(Y), and 1771(V-Y). 50.17 grams total. Generally full crosses and pillars, all with clear dates (and some assayers), F-VF, mostly toned, great
for jewelry. Estimate: $500-$750.
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1869. Large lot of 22 Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip IV to Charles III, various dates and assayers. 147.40 grams total.

Generally nice grade (VF) and non-toned (but a few deeply toned, a couple encrusted), all with clear dates and/or assayers, full (or nearly so)
crosses and pillars, great lot for jewelry or as a starter collection since it spans practically the whole range of periods. Estimate: $1,250-$2,000.
1870. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1654E, PH at top, motto PL-VL-TR. S-P37a; KM-13; CT-1054. 3.05 grams. Very choice full pillars
(100% complete) and cross, AVF with attractive toning, two dates, clear error in motto. Estimate: $100-$150.
1871. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1654E, •PH• at top. S-P37a; KM-13; CT-1054. 2.63 grams. Choice VF with orange sediment on fields,
full pillars and cross, three assayers, two mintmarks. Estimate: $75-$110.
1872. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, 1661E. S-P37a; KM-13; CT-1061. 3.45 grams. Three full dates (100% full 1661 in legend), full cross, offcenter pillars, non-toned Fine. Estimate: $60-$90.
1873. Lot of five Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1R, various dates and assayers (Charles II through Philip V). 15.41 grams total. Generally
good crosses and pillars, AVF overall, one deeply toned, one holed, dates as follows: 1684VR, 1693VR, 1709(?)Y, 1737M, 1739M. Estimate:
$125-$200.
1874. Lot of six Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1R: 1668E, 1713Y, 1717Y, 1756q, 1768V-(Y), 1769(V-Y). 19.20 grams total. Fine or better,
mostly toned, generally clear dates, crosses and pillars. Estimate: $125-$200.
1875. Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1/2 real, 1701, ex-Mark Bir. KM-22. 1.18 grams. Full but weak monogram with partial date below, nearly full
cross with bold date in legend, lightly toned Fine with surface oxidation as probably salvaged. Pedigreed to the Mark Bir collection (our Auction
#6, with lot-tag #1157). Estimate: $60-$90.

Dominican Republic

Other Silver Cobs

1876. Large lot of 28 Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) copper 4 maravedís, Charles-Joanna, assayer F or oF. S-SD1;
Typically crusty as from burial in wet environments, some with heavy verdigris, but all with fairly clear details
(a few with edge-splits) and good for study, notable as the first coinage of the Caribbean and effectively the only “small change” made in any
quantity in the mid-1500s in the colonies. Estimate: $300-$450.
CT-type 134. 91.95 grams total.

Spain

Ferdinand-Isabel

1877. Toledo, Spain, 1 real, Ferdinand-Isabel, five dots in cruciform to left, mintmark T to right, encapsulated NGC VF
details / bent, ex-Pittman (as designated on tag). CT-411. Deeply toned and typically well detailed, just a few old marks and a slight
central bend, desirable pedigree. Pedigreed to the John Jay Pittman collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

Philip II

1878. Seville, Spain, cob 8 reales, Philip II, assayer Gothic D at 4 o’clock outside tressure on reverse. CT-235. 27.32 grams. Good
full shield and cross, AVF with uneven thickness and spotty toning. Estimate: $175-$250.

1879. Seville, Spain, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer Gothic D at 4 and 8 o’clock outside tressure on reverse. CT-235. 13.72 grams.

Lustrous UNC with slight central weakness, full details including the crown and nearly all the legends, starting to tone. Estimate: $175-$250.

1880. Seville, Spain, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer Gothic D at 4 o’clock outside tressure on reverse. CT-391. 13.51 grams.
Choice XF with exceptionally well-detailed strike and lovely toning all over. Estimate: $150-$225.

1881. Seville, Spain, cob 4 reales, 1596 date to right, assayer not visible (B below mintmark S and denomination o-IIII
to left). CT-404. 13.52 grams. Small, thick flan, somewhat worn (About Fine) but with full date and shield and cross, richly toned all over.
Estimate: $175-$250.

1882. Toledo, Spain, cob 4 reales, Philip II, assayer M above mintmark T to left. CT-410. 13.56 grams. Broad-flan Fine with deep
toning, full interior details and much legend, old gouge on assayer-mintmark. Estimate: $150-$225.

1883. Seville, Spain, cob 1 real, 1588/7 date to right (unlisted), assayer Gothic D below mintmark S and denomination

I to left. CT-unl (412 for type). 3.01 grams. Good full shield and cross, full date (unlisted overdate), toned XF with slightly oxidized surfaces.
Estimate: $125-$200.

1884. Valladolid, Spain, cob 1 real, Philip II, assayer oA above denomination I to right, mintmark to left. CT-688. 3.32 grams.
Choice strike on broad, thin flan with well-detailed full shield and cross, unevenly toned XF. Estimate: $125-$200.

1885. Valladolid, Spain, cob 1 real, (15)90 date above mintmark to left, assayer oF above denomination I to right, CT
Plate Coin. CT-689. 3.36 grams. Choice details all over, nicely toned VF, the date and mintmark and assayer and denomination all full and
clear. Plate Coin in Numismática española (2008), by Calicó. Estimate: $150-$225.

Philip III

1886. Seville, Spain, cob 4 reales, 1615(?)V. CT-281; KM-36.3. 13.56 grams. Richly toned AU+ with full inner details and much legend
including date (last digit crude, could be overdate), edge-split. Estimate: $150-$225.
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1887. Granada, Spain, cob 1 real, 1611M. CT-437; KM-52.1. 3.37 grams. Full cross and shield, bold full date and mintmark and assayer,
toned AVF with edge-crack. Estimate: $125-$200.

Philip IV

1888. Toledo, Spain, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. CT-type 164; KM-132.6. 13.37 grams. Full but off-center shield with full king’s
ordinal IIII as a result, full but doubled cross, lightly toned VF+. Estimate: $150-$225.

1889. Lot of two Toledo, Spain, cob 4 reales, Philip IV, assayer P. CT-type 164; KM-132.6. 26.26 grams total. Both VF, one with bold o
above the assayer, good shields, partial dates. Estimate: $100-$150.

1890. Seville, Spain, cob 1 real, 1627, assayer not visible, rare. CT-type 240; KM-130.3. 3.41 grams. Bold date and mintmark and king’s
ordinal IIII, uneven Fine with toned fields. Estimate: $100-$150.

Various mints

1891. Lot of six Spanish and Spanish colonial small silver cobs (one 2R, one 1R and four 1/2R), various periods (Philip
II to Ferdinand VI). 15.46 grams total. Interesting mix of types in F-VF grade with decent details, including: Potosí 2R Philip II; Mexico

1R Charles-Joanna “Late Series”; Potosí 1/2R Philip II; Lima 1/2R 1716; Potosí 1/2R 176(0) Ferdinand VI; and Toledo 1/2R without any
mintmark or assayer (unlisted). Estimate: $250-$375.

1892. Lot of three cob 1/2R of colonial mints: Mexico, Philip II, assayer O; Lima, 1701; and Potosí 1694. 3.25 grams total.
Toned AVF on average, with generally good crosses and monograms. Estimate: $100-$150.

Anguilla

World Silver Coins

1893. Anguilla, 1 “Liberty” dollar, July 11, 1967, struck on a Mexico City, Mexico, 5 pesos, 1952, Hidalgo, encapsulated

NGC MS 64, finest known in NGC census. KM-X1. Frosty host with muted luster, minimal light marks, very sharp countermark, in fact
finest known at NGC for both the host coin as well as the whole type. NGC #4427872-005. Estimate: $150-$225.

Argentina (Córdoba)

1894. Córdoba, Argentina, 1/4 real, 1839PP. KM-2.2. 0.64 grams. Bold Fine with toning around details. Estimate: $100-$150.

Argentina (La Rioja)

1895. La Rioja, Argentina, 4 reales, 1849RB. KM-20. 13.28 grams. Fine+ with deep but uneven toning, most of rims crude. Estimate:
$100-$150.

1896. La Rioja, Argentina, 2 reales, 1860B. KM-26.6. 6.16 grams. AU+ with deep, rich, coppery toning. Estimate: $300-$450.

Argentina (Buenos Aires)

1897. Buenos Aires, Argentina, copper 2 reales, 1840. KM-8. 6.88 grams. Low-contrast VF with typically weak strike, strong rims.
Estimate: $80-$120.

1898. Buenos Aires, Argentina, copper 2 reales, 1844. KM-8. 6.83 grams. AU with lustrous fields, low contrast. Estimate: $100-$150.
1899. Buenos Aires, Argentina, copper 2 reales, 1860. KM-11. 7.75 grams. XF with reddish fields. Estimate: $80-$120.
1900. Buenos Aires, Argentina, copper 2 reales, 1860. KM-11. 7.41 grams. Bold VF, off-center strike, partially darkly toned. Estimate:
$60-$90.

1901. Buenos Aires, Argentina, copper 2 reales, 1861. KM-11. 7.61 grams. AU with areas of very weak strike, low contrast. Estimate:
$80-$120.

1902. Buenos Aires, Argentina, copper theater token, 1840s. 11.26 grams. COLISEO DE BUENOS AIRES around lyre / EN-

TRADA DE COMEDIA; low-contrast AVF, struck on blank intended for 1840 2 reales, with dent on obverse that is probably a cancellation.
Estimate: $300-$450.

Argentina (Republic)

1903. Argentina, 10 centavos, 1882, 2 in normal position, encapsulated NGC MS 64+. KM-26. 2.49 grams. Lustrous and very

lightly toned, with no wear and minimal marks, choice grade, bettered by just three MS 65’s in the NGC census. NGC #2727170-002.
Estimate: $100-$150.
1904. Buenos Aires, Argentina, brass pattern argentino, 1934. KM-unl (cf Pn42). 3.99 grams. Lustrous UNC with golden brassy color,
faint surface hairlines and minor carbon spots on date side, raised edge lettering, listed in KM only as copper. Estimate: $350-$500.

1905. Buenos Aires, Argentina, aluminum 1 centavo token, Pharmacy Franco-Inglesa, containing 1c postage stamp from
1908-9. 1.03 grams. Lustrous fields between wording on aluminum side, the other side clear plastic containing a 1c Republic of Argentina
postage stamp with portrait of San Martín (1908-9), great condition. Estimate: $100-$150.
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Bolivia (colonial)

1906. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1773JR. CT-973; KM-55. 26.86 grams. Broad-flan XF+ with scratches in obverse fields,
slightly off-center strike, first year of type. Estimate: $125-$200.

1907. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1776PR. CT-977: KM-55. 26.93 grams. XF with traces of toning and luster, desirable
date for US collectors. Estimate: $150-$225.

1908. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1783PR. CT-990; KM-55. 26.47 grams. XF with parts of edge crude, deeply toned fields
(good contrast). Estimate: $80-$120.

1909. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1794PR. CT-715; KM-73. 26.83 grams. Bold XF with minor marks only. Estimate:
$100-$150.

1910. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1817PJ, encapsulated NGC AU 55. CT-606; KM-84. Muted luster, minor
marks, weak spot at top of shield. NGC #3636001-005. Estimate: $150-$225.

1911. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1822PJ. CT-611; KM-84. 27.02 grams. Lustrous UNC with light surface hairlines
on obverse, a few areas of minor surface oxidation. Estimate: $150-$225.

1912. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1822PJ, ex-Almanzar. CT-611; KM-84. 26.63 grams. Bold XF with toning, light
old pitting. Accompanied by an original Almanzar’s tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $100-$150.

1913. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1824PJ. CT-614; KM-84. 26.88 grams. Lustrous AU- with light surface hairlines on
obverse, very faint toning. Estimate: $125-$200.

1914. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 4 reales, Charles IV (large bust), 1792PR. CT-865; KM-72. 13.19 grams. Richly toned AVF, slightly offcenter strike, large bust unique to Potosí 1791-2. Estimate: $150-$225.

1915. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 2 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1825JL, final date of colonial issues, encapsulated NGC MS 64. CT-

Bold and frosty with brightly lustrous fields, virtually no marks, second highest grade in NGC census. NGC #4489238-001.
Estimate: $150-$225.
1916. Potosí, Bolivia, bust 1 real, Charles III, 1773JR. CT-1596; KM-52. 3.38 grams. AU- with light surface hairlines, toning around
details, first date of type. Estimate: $100-$150.
1917. Potosí, Bolivia, 1/4 real, Charles IV, 1800, encapsulated NGC VF 25. CT-1416; KM-82. Very light toning on nice smooth
surfaces with even high-point wear, more like XF in our opinion. NGC #3905578-003. Estimate: $125-$200.
1002; KM-87.

Bolivia (Republic)

1918. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1828JM, encapsulated NGC AU 55. KM-97. Bold strike, lustrous but with hairlines all over, toned
around details, cud on edge. NGC #3641406-019. Estimate: $100-$150.

1919. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1834LM, encapsulated NGC UNC Details / surface hairlines. KM-97. 26.96 grams. Very lightly

toned over muted luster, traces of hairlines on both sides. NGC #2727160-001. Estimate: $125-$200.
1920. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1861FL, encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-138.6. 20.17 grams. Very deep, coppery rainbow toning over
muted luster, adjustment marks on bust, minor marks but no wear at all. NGC #2728998-003. Estimate: $125-$200.
1921. Potosí, Bolivia, 8 soles, 1862FP, encapsulated NGC UNC details / surface hairlines. KM-138.6. 19.66 grams. Lustrous and
starting to tone, parts of surfaces slightly rough but really no noticeable hairlines. NGC #2728998-004. Estimate: $150-$225.
1922. Potosí, Bolivia, 4 soles, 1830JL, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-96a.1. Lightly rainbow toned, with no wear and minimal
marks, slight central weakness on reverse, tied with five others for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 64. NGC #3737013-004.
Estimate: $125-$200.
1923. La Paz, Bolivia, 4 soles, 1854F. KM-125. 13.46 grams. XF with traces of luster, no toning except for dark spots on reverse. Estimate:
$100-$150.
1924. Potosí, Bolivia, 2 soles, 1830JL, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-95a. Bold strike, nice luster, no wear and minimal marks,
incipient toning. NGC #639408-004. Estimate: $100-$150.

1925. Potosí, Bolivia, 2 soles-sized silver medal (coin alignment), 1838, Socabaya, palm under S. Fonrobert-9517. 6.76 grams.

Obverse with native woman holding palm branch and cornucopia inside legend NOS DAS LA GLORIA, Y LA PAZ, 1838; reverse with fort
between mountains under sun above AL VENCEDOR DE YANA / COCHA SOCOBAYA Y / PASIFICADOR EN / PAUCARPATA inside
legend NOSOTROS EL CORAZON at top and DEPARTAMENTO DE POTOSÍ at bottom. XF/AU with toning at rims, luster but also
minor laminations on reverse. Estimate: $200-$300.
1926. Bolivia, 2 soles-sized proclamation medal, 1856, President Cordova. Fonrobert-9612. 6.70 grams. Obverse with woman holding
a sash and sitting on a condor on a cloud with legend BOLIVIA AL PRESIDENTE CONSTITUCIONAL JORJE CORDOVA; reverse with
radiant cap over Constitution (book) above crossed sword and cannon above helmet and cannonballs, draped flagpoles behind, all above an
arc of nine stars, inside legend AL ANIVERSARIO DE LA TRASMISION LEGAL 1856. Toned XF+, struck in good silver while the official
mint coinage was debased. Estimate: $70-$100.
1927. Potosí, Bolivia, 1 sol, 1830JL, encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-94a. Choice luster, no marks but very slight rub on highest
points, tied with two others for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 65. NGC #4427872-004. Estimate: $100-$150.
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1928. Potosí, Bolivia, 1/2 sol, 1829JM, encapsulated NGC AU 53. KM-93.2. Deeply rainbow toned and with bold details whose
high points show light wear, fields nice. NGC #4208596-007. Estimate: $100-$150.

1929. Potosí, Bolivia, 1 melgarejo, 1865FP, encapsulated NGC XF details / harshly cleaned. KM-146. Light luster, some toning

in legends, with a bit of wear and marks and hairlines but nowhere near as bad as the label makes it sound. NGC #4488467-005. Estimate:
$150-$225.
1930. Potosí, Bolivia, 1 melgarejo, 1865FP. KM-146. 19.18 grams. Nice XF with light surface hairlines, toning all over but especially in
legends, minor natural flaw near center of reverse. Estimate: $125-$200.
1931. Bolivia, bronze essai 2 centavos, 1883EG, encapsulated PCGS SP64RB. KM-E4. Much original luster and color, just a few
minor carbon spots, in fact tied with six others for finest known in PCGS population report (with NGC showing four more at MS 64 and
three at MS 65). PCGS #27676658. Estimate: $150-$225.

Brazil (colonial)

1932. Brazil (Rio mint), 960 reis, João VI, 1820-R, struck over a Lima, Peru, 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 181(?)JP, encapsulated

NGC UNC details / surface hairlines. Russo-478; KM-326.1. Somewhat matte but with light luster, no toning, traces of undercoin details.
NGC #4488467-004. Estimate: $200-$300.

Brazil (Empire)

1933. Brazil, 2000 reis, Pedro II, 1852, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-462. Patchy rainbow toning with underlying luster all over,
no marks but light rub on very highest points. NGC #3348375-005. Estimate: $125-$200.

1934. Lot of four Brazil 2000 reis, Pedro II, all encapsulated NGC UNC details / surface hairlines, dates as follows: 1851,

1852, 1855 and 1856. KM-462 and 466. The 1851 is lightly toned but the others are all bright with luster and hairlines. NGC #4434981-190,
-201, -217, -244. Estimate: $100-$150.

1935. Lot of seven Brazil 2000 reis, Pedro II, all encapsulated NGC AU 58, dates as follows: 1851, 1852, 1853, 1855, 1856,

1857 and 1863. KM-462 and 466. An attractive date-run, all but the 1856 with nice light toning, all more or less lustrous. NGC #4434981186, -203, -210, -225, -233, -251, -254. Estimate: $200-$300.

1936. Lot of seven Brazil 1000 reis, Pedro II, all encapsulated UNC details / surface hairlines, dates as follows: 1856, 1857,

1858, 186/50, 1860, 1861 and 1862. KM-465. All lustrous and starting to re-tone nicely. NGC #4434981-030, -046, -059, -104, -094,
-135, -153. Estimate: $150-$225.

British Honduras (Belize)

1937. Lot of three British Honduras copper-nickel 5 cents, George VI, in NGC slabs, as follows: 1939 MS 63; 1944 AU

58; and 1945 MS 62. KM-22. Lightly toned over muted luster, the 1944 particularly colorful. NGC #3842558-013, -015, -016. Estimate:
$300-$450.

1938. Lot of two British Honduras bronze 1c, George VI, in NGC slabs: 1939 MS 64 RB and 1944 MS 62 BN. KM-21. Nice
luster and mostly original copper color on both. NGC #3842558-001, -004. Estimate: $150-$225.

1939. Lot of four British Honduras bronze 1c, Elizabeth II, in NGC slabs, as follows: 1956 MS 65 RB; 1958 MS 64 BN;

1959 MS 64 BN; and 1961 MS 65 RB (the last two finest known in NGC census). KM-30. Much original color and luster, especially

on the two RB’s, the 1956 tied with two others for finest known, the 1958 second finest behind a single MS 65, and the 1959 and 1961 each
finest by two grades in NGC census. NGC #3842558-005, -007, -008, -006. Estimate: $300-$450.

British North Borneo

1940. British North Borneo, proof copper 20 cents token, Labuk Tobacco Company, late 1800s, encapsulated NGC PF

64 RB. SS-20, Pridmore-41. Beautiful original color and luster, 100% wear-free but with a couple light bagmarks on obverse only, second highest
grade in NGC census. NGC #2713825-005. Estimate: $150-$225.

1941. British North Borneo, proof copper 10 cents token, Sandakan Tobacco Company Limited, late 1800s, encapsulated
NGC PF 63 BN. SS-52, Pridmore-67. Much original color and luster on reverse (obverse brown), no wear and minimal marks, second finest in
NGC census behind a single MS 64. NGC #2713825-003. Estimate: $150-$225.

Chile (colonial)

1942. Santiago, Chile, bust 4 reales, Charles IV, 1806FJ. CT-905; KM-60. 13.21 grams. AVF with spotty toning in legends, no problems
for the grade. Estimate: $150-$225.

1943. Santiago, Chile, bust 4 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1813JR. CT-807; KM-67. 13.22 grams. VF with rainbow-toned fields, great contrast.
Estimate: $150-$225.

1944. Santiago, Chile, bust 2 reales, Ferdinand VII transitional (“admiral” bust), 1811FJ. CT-1017; KM-74. 6.78 grams. Richly
toned VF+ with curious “A” and “W” engraved in obverse fields, parts of rims crude (as made). Estimate: $100-$150.
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1945. Santiago, Chile, 1/4 real, Charles IV, 1793, encapsulated NGC XF 40, finest and only specimen in NGC census.
CT-1427 (under Rioja); KM-56. Very

lightly toned and with slight luster, better than the slab grade would indicate but finest nonetheless, a scarce
and enigmatic issue without mintmark and variously ascribed to other mints in some references. NGC #3905578-005. Estimate: $125-$200.
1946. Santiago, Chile, 1/4 real, Charles IV, 1793. CT-1427 (under Rioja); KM-56. 0.77 gram. Toned AVF, nice rims, scarce and curious issue
without mintmark. Estimate: $100-$150.

Chile (Republic)

1947. Santiago, Chile, 1/2 real, 1844IJ, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-377.8. Bold strike, nice muted luster, light rub on highest
points. NGC #4489240-004. Estimate: $150-$225.

1948. Santiago, Chile, 1/2 décimo, 1857, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-121. 1.24 grams. Nice luster and light toning, no wear,

minimal bagmarks, tied with one other for finest known in NGC census. NGC #2727170-004. Estimate: $125-$200.
1949. Copiapo, Chile, uniface 50 centavos, (1859), flat star, wide shield. KM-1.4. 11.61 grams. XF+ with light luster, small marks
all over. Estimate: $150-$225.

China

1950. China, Kiangnan province, 1 mace 4.4 candareens (20 cents), (1899), encapsulated NGC AU 53. KM-Y143a.2. 5.23 grams.
Very light toning and muted luster less wear and fewer marks than the grade would indicate. NGC #2729006-008. Estimate: $150-$225.

1951. China (Republic), 1 dollar, (1927), “memento yuan,” 6-point stars, encapsulated NGC MS 61. KM-Y318a. 27.01 grams.
Frosty and lustrous but with small, light marks all over. NGC #2729006-006. Estimate: $100-$150.
1952. China, 1 dollar (yuan), year 23 (1934), “Junk Dollar.” KM-Y345. 26.58 grams. UNC with spotty rich toning, minimal marks.
Estimate: $70-$100.

Colombia (colonial)

1953. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1 real, Charles III, 1784JJ, rare. Restrepo-38.13; CT-1630; KM-46.1. 3.33 grams. Deeply toned AVF with
hole at top. Estimate: $125-$200.

1954. Bogotá, Colombia, bust 1 real, Charles IV, 1802JJ. Restrepo-78.34; CT-1193; KM-58. 3.44 grams. Broad-flan Fine with weak streak
across centers, parts of rims crude (as made), deep toning. Estimate: $100-$150.

Colombia (Republic of New Granada)

1955. Bogotá, Colombia, 8 reales, 1839RS. Restrepo-194.1; KM-98. 22.54 grams. Typically lightly struck XF+ with muted luster, first year
of issue. Estimate: $150-$225.

1956. Bogotá, Colombia, 10 reales, 1847. Restrepo-196.1; KM-107. 25.07 grams. AU details but brightly polished. Estimate: $100-$150.
1957. Bogotá, Colombia, 2 reales, 1844RS. Restrepo-187.11; KM-97.1. 5.88 grams. AU with typically weak obverse but better reverse, some
luster, natural surfaces and choice toning. Estimate: $100-$150.

1958. Lot of three Bogotá, Colombia, minors, ex-Dana Roberts: 2R 1843RS; 1R 1833RS, 1835RS. KM-97.1 (2R); KM-87.1 (1R).
11.31 grams total All colorfully toned XF, some light hairlines noted but above average in quality, some luster remaining. Pedigreed to the Dana

Roberts collection (the 1833RS 1 real is also pedigreed to the Dave Bullowa collection). Estimate: $250-$375.

Colombia (Granadine Confederation / United States of Colombia)

1959. Study collection of eight Colombian 1 décimos including mints of Bogotá, Medellín and Popayán and dates from
1859 to 1873/4. 19.59 grams total Bogotá (Confederacion Granadina), 1859, KM-125, Restrepo-224.1; Bogotá, 1864, 0.900 fineness, KM-

145.1, Restrepo-266.2; Bogotá, 1866, 0.835 fineness, KM-145.1a, Restrepo-268.1; Popayán, 1863, 0.900 fineness, KM-145.2, Restrepo-267.1,
ex-Dana Roberts; Popayán, 1864, 0.900 fineness, KM-145.2, Restrepo-267.2; Popayán, 1866, 0.835 fineness, KM-145.2a, Restrepo-269.1,
scarce one year type; Bogotá, 1872, 0.835 fineness, KM-151.1, Restrepo-270.5; Medellín, 1874/3, with AB (Barré), KM-151.2, Restrepo-271.1.
F/VF, most deeply rainbow toned, no problems, both 1863 and 1866 Popayán issues quite scarce. Estimate: $400-$600.

Colombia (United States of Colombia)

1960. Bogotá, Colombia, 50 centavos, 1880, encapsulated NGC MS 64, finest known in NGC census. Restrepo-308.8; KM-177.1.

Nice luster, minimal marks and no wear, the single best of twelve submissions in the NGC census. NGC #2776963-010. Estimate: $150-$225.

1961. Lot of two Colombian 2 décimos: Bogotá 1866 and Medellín 1871. Restrepo-279.1 and 282.2; KM-149a.1 and 155.2. 9.88 grams
total. AXF and AVF with light toning and luster per the grades, no problems, nice pair of different types. Estimate: $200-$300.

1962. Medellín, Colombia, 2 décimos, 1874, encapsulated NGC MS 62, finest and only specimen in NGC census. Re-

Muted luster but clean fields, slightly weak high points but minimal actual wear, one-year type. NGC #2728997-006.
Estimate: $150-$225.
strepo-285.1; KM-160.

1963. Lot of nine Colombian 20 centavos Medellín 1876 (several different varieties). Restrepo-288; KM-178.1 and 178.2. 44.44 grams

total Mostly VF with toning varying from light gold to deep rainbow toning, some minor issues including light scratches, hairlines, and rim

nicks. Estimate: $100-$150.
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1964. Medellín, Colombia, 20 centavos, 1877, encapsulated NGC XF 45. Restrepo-288.6; KM-178.1. Light wear and marks, splashes

of vivid rainbow toning, second finest known in NGC census behind a single AU 58. NGC #2728997-007. Estimate: $125-$200.
1965. Bogotá, Colombia, 20 centavos, 1884, encapsulated NGC AU 50. Restrepo-290.1; KM-176.3. Deeply rainbow toned all over,
light wear on high points only, scarce quality for this one-year type. NGC #2728997-008. Estimate: $200-$300.

1966. Lot of two Medellín, Colombia, minors: 20 centavos 1884 and 10 centavos 1885, both 0.835 fine. Restrepo-289.2 and
275.1; KM-178.3 and 175.2. 7.39 grams total. VF+

with attractive toning, no problems. Estimate: $100-$150.

1967. Popayán, Colombia, 1 décimo, 1864/48. Restrepo-267.2; KM-145.2. 2.35 grams. Bold XF with nice toning, some detail from previous
die that had denomination as “1 REAL” and visible date where stars now appear. Estimate: $70-$100.

1968. Medellín, Colombia, 10 centavos, 1885, 0.500 fineness. Restrepo-276.1; KM-175.2a. 2.75 grams. Deeply rainbow-toned VF with
light old marks on obverse and a couple digs on reverse, still scarce quality for this debased subtype. Estimate: $100-$150.

1969. Study collection of eight Colombian 1/2 décimos including mints of Bogotá, Medellín and Popayán and dates from

1867 to 1876 or 1878. 9.40 grams total Bogotá, 1867, 0.666 fineness, KM-144a, Restrepo-255; Medellín, 1871, 0.835 fineness, KM-

150.20, Restrepo-259.2, ex-Dana Roberts; Medellín, 1872, 0.835 fineness, KM-150.2a, Restrepo-259.3; Medellín, 1873, with AB (Barré),
KM-150.4, Restrepo-260.1; Popayán, 1874/71, 0.666 fineness, KM-150.3, Restrepo-258.7; Popayán, 1875/0, 0.666 fineness, KM-150.3,
Restrepo-258; Popayán, 1875, 0.666 fineness, KM-150.3, Restrepo-258.9d; Popayán, 187(6 or 8), 0.666 fineness, KM-150.3, Restrepo-258
(for type). Though crude as typical for the type, most are between F/VF (the 1872 being an exception in XF), some exhibit minor issues such
as light scratches and hairlines, the 1873 has a solder mark on the rim, interesting collection with many different dates and varieties present.
Estimate: $300-$450.
1970. Medellín, Colombia, 1/4 décimo, 1874, encapsulated ANACS EF 40, ex-Dana Roberts. Restrepo-247.1; KM-143.3. Light toning, muted luster, really AU in our opinion (no wear or marks), one-year type. Pedigreed to the Dana Roberts collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
1971. Popayán, Colombia, 1/4 décimo, 1875, 8 doubled at top, encapsulated NGC MS 64. Restrepo-248.27; KM-143.2a. Crude
details (especially the rims), as made, very bright with luster and devoid of wear or marks, second highest grade in NGC census. NGC
#4219663-008. Estimate: $150-$225.

Colombia (modern Republic)

1972. Bogotá, Colombia (struck in Brussels), 10 centavos, 1897, encapsulated NGC MS 65, finest known in NGC census.

Restrepo-373.1; KM-188. Choice strike with bright luster, no wear and practically no marks of any kind, quite choice and worthy of its finest-known

status. NGC #3813616-001. Estimate: $125-$200.

1973. Bogotá, Colombia (struck in Brussels), 10 centavos, 1897, encapsulated NGC MS 64. Restrepo-373.1; KM-188. 2.49 grams.
Nice strike and good luster, slight rub or weakness on very highest point of condor only and no marks at all, tied with one other for second
finest in NGC census behind a single MS 65 (the previous lot). NGC #2727160-004. Estimate: $100-$150.

Costa Rica (countermarks and counterstamps)
Types IV and V

1974. Costa Rica, 2 reales, 1846JB counterstamp (Type V) on a Lima, Peru, cob 2 reales, 1737(N). KM-55. 5.88 grams. Nearly
full countermark that is bold on the denomination side but weaker on the other (VF/F), broad-flan host (G) with clear date below cross,
toned in crevices. Estimate: $150-$225.
1975. Costa Rica, 2 reales, 1846JB counterstamp (Type V) on a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1742P. KM-54. 6.05 grams. Complete countermark in AVF grade on VG host with deep, rich toning all over, bold assayer and mintmark and bottom half of date visible on
host. Estimate: $125-$200.

1976. Costa Rica, 2 reales, 1846JB counterstamp (Type V) on a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, 1745(q). KM-54. 4.85 grams.
Choice full XF countermark, VG host with bold date, toned, tiny hole at edge. Estimate: $150-$225.

1977. Costa Rica, 2 reales, 1846JB counterstamp (Type V) on a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 2 reales, Philip V. KM-54. 5.21 grams.
Nearly full but slightly crude countermark (Fine) on host with more detail than usual (About Fine) but lacking a visible date or assayer, nicely
toned. Estimate: $125-$200.

1978. Costa Rica, 1 real, 1846JB counterstamp (Type IV) on a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 1 real, Philip V or Ferdinand VI. KM-47.
3.82 grams. Choice full countermark (XF), toned VG host with no diagnostic details visible besides style. Estimate: $150-$225.

1979. Costa Rica, 1 real, 1846JB counterstamp (Type IV) on a Guatemala cob 1 real, 1737(J), ex-Richard Stuart. KM-47.

2.98 grams. Nearly full countermark (VF), host G with bold date (except for last digit), squarish flan with crude crack and hole in one point.

Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

1980. Lot of two Costa Rica 1R with 1846JB counterstamps (Type IV) on worn Lima, Peru, cob 1R, Philip V. KM-47. 4.95
grams total. Nearly complete Fine countermarks on AVG hosts, one with possible 1736 date visible, nice toning. Estimate: $200-$300.
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Type VI

1981. Costa Rica, 1/2 real, “lion” countermark (Type VI, 1849-57) on a Costa Rica (Central American Republic) 1/2 real

of 1843M. KM-67. 1.41 grams. AU countermark (fairly deep, with luster) on AVF host (parts of rims weak, no toning). Estimate: $100-$150.
1982. Costa Rica, 1/2 real, “lion” countermark (Type VI, 1849-57) on a Costa Rica (Central American Republic) 1/2 real
1847JB, encapsulated NGC XF, c/s UNC strong. KM-68. Richly toned all over, the countermark very deeply impressed (cupped flan).
NGC #2728997-003. Estimate: $150-$225.

Type VII

1983. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, “lion” double countermark (Type VII, 1889) on a Bogotá, Colombia, 50 centavos of 1884.
KM-134.1. 12.54 grams. AU

countermarks on XF+ host with splashes of dark toning. Estimate: $150-$225.

Type VII

1984. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, “lion” double countermark (Type VII, 1889) on Bogotá, Colombia, 50 centavos, 1874, exRichard Stuart. KM-133.2. 12.41 grams. AU countermarks on AXF host with weak centers but very nicely rainbow-toned legends. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

Costa Rica (Republic)

1985. Costa Rica, 1 real, 1847JB, normal B (rare), “Madonna and child” proclamation issue. KM-65. 2.84 grams. Deeply toned
AVF with weak centers as usual. Estimate: $150-$225.

1986. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, 1875GW. KM-112. 12.57 grams. AVF with deep rainbow toning, old dig in field to left of “50,” last date
of popular Ceiba tree type. Estimate: $125-$200.

1987. Costa Rica, 50 centavos, 1880GW. KM-124. 12.69 grams. AXF with traces of luster, light surface hairlines, splashes of light toning.
Estimate: $125-$200.

1988. Costa Rica, 1/4 peso, 1850JB. KM-103. 6.20 grams. Bold XF with minor rim-nick, nice for the type. Estimate: $100-$150.
1989. Costa Rica, 25 centavos, 1892, HEATON-BIRMm, encapsulated NGC MS 63, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on

tag). KM-130. Frosty surfaces with muted luster, traces of incipient rainbow toning, no wear but a couple small marks. NGC #4425834-003.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

1990. Costa Rica, 10 centavos, 1865GW, encapsulated NGC VF 30. KM-111. Lightly rainbow toned all over, with weak rim on
obverse (as made). Estimate: $100-$150.

1991. Lot of four Costa Rica 10 centavos 1865GW, Ceiba tree type, four different die varieties. KM-111. 9.79 grams total. First
year of the ceiba type for this denomination, all four in VF, all rainbow toned (two darkly toned, the other two lighter), various obverse/reverse
die combinations for the Costa Rican specialist. Estimate: $125-$200.
1992. Lot of three Costa Rica 10 centimos: 1936, 1946 and 1947. KM-174 and 180. 6.04 grams total. All lightly lacquered to preserve
the soft brass surfaces, the 1936 (with planchet flaw on obverse) and 1947 are AU while the 1946 is UNC. Estimate: $100-$150.
1993. Costa Rica, 5 centavos, 1865GW, encapsulated AU details / surface hairlines. KM-110. Choice luster and no wear (a few
light marks), high points in centers typically soft. NGC #4438966-015. Estimate: $100-$150.

1994. Costa Rica, 5 centavos, 1892, HEATON-BIRMm, encapsulated NGC MS 62, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag).

KM-128. Nice light toning over muted luster, minimal marks. NGC #4425834-001. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $50-$75.

1995. Lot of five Costa Rica 5 centavos (1917 and 1919) and 5 centimos (1920, 1936 and 1940). KM-147 and 151. 5.02 grams total.
Mostly AU-UNC (the 1917 being VF), lightly lacquered to preserve the soft brass surfaces, the 1917 listed as rare in KM. Estimate: $200-$300.

1996. Costa Rica, 50 colones, 1974, Conservation / Sea Turtle, encapsulated NGC MS 67, ex-Richard Stuart (designated
on tag).

KM-200. Satin surfaces with muted luster, no wear or marks, low mintage of 7,599 pieces. NGC #4425886-011. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $50-$75.
1997. Lot of two Costa Rica brass hacienda tokens, pre-1878 and 1904. 6.75 grams total. Both choice condition, as follows: Hacienda del Desengaño around blank center / Maria y Aurelia Monteleagre around blank center, copper color, pre-1878 (Eklund 1032, Rulau
SJS 80-81); Hacienda Santa Rosa, Costa Rica, around date 1904 / reverse with Vale 5c Barrios. Estimate: $70-$100.

Cuba

1998. Cuba (struck in Mexico), proof 1 peso, 1967-1970, Ernesto Che Guevara, encapsulated NGC PF 64 Ultra Cameo,
finest known in NGC census. KM-M31a. 29.67 grams. Frosty details, the bust in high relief with very sharp nose and lip points, incipient
toning, the best of five in the NGC census. NGC #2727170-001. Estimate: $300-$450.

1999. Matanzas, Cuba, copper 1 real token, 1864, Ingenio Ecuador / M. y J.F. de la Vega. Eklund-1166; Fuld-253 (mule); Pesant-83.

2.49 grams. Struck on a US Indian head cent, with palm tree in center of obverse and VALE POR UN REAL in center of reverse, bold VF.

Estimate: $50-$75.
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Danish West Indies

2000. Danish West Indies, 20 cents, Frederik VII, 1859, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-67. Minimal wear and faint marks, light

and spotty rainbow toning, muted luster, tied with two others for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 66. NGC #3897175-007.
Estimate: $125-$200.
2001. Danish West Indies, 20 cents, Christian IX, 1905, encapsulated NGC AU details / surface hairlines. KM-79. Attractive
rainbow toning (very light) over muted luster, light wear and hairlines as noted. Estimate: $125-$200.

2002. Lot of two Danish West Indies minors: 5 cents Frederik VII 1859 and copper 1 cent Christian IX 1868. KM-65 and 68.
6.45 grams total. Nice AU, the 1c with traces of original color and luster. Estimate: $60-$90.

2003. Lot of two St. Thomas, Danish West Indies, copper-nickel merchant tokens, ca. 1880 and 1890. 3.58 grams total. Decent
circulated condition, as follows: Russell Bros 2c MEX TOKEN octagonal with ship over date 1890 on reverse (Eklund 2026, Higgie 446);
Delvalle & Co. 1c MEXIC (same design both sides), ca. 1880 (Rulau Vrg-14, Higgie 411). Estimate: $200-$300.

Dominica

2004. Dominica, 1-1/2 bitts (moco), center cut of a Spanish colonial bust 8R stamped with script-D in sunburst (1798).
KM-1. 2.97 grams. Bold

XF with full countermark details and nice toning, reverse of host coin slick. Estimate: $150-$225.

Dominican Republic

2005. Lot of eight Dominican Republic, bronze 1/4R, 1844 and 1848. KM-1, 4. 27.14 grams total. Five examples of the 1844 issue,
three of the 1848 issue (two with crosslet 4, one without). F-VF, dull brass color with toning around details, one 1844 has a slight bend.
Estimate: $100-$150.
2006. Dominican Republic, brass 10 centavos token, 1913, Carl Quentin & Co., La Romana. 5.50 grams total. Gem UNC with
brilliant luster, a few bagmarks only. Estimate: $150-$225.

Ecuador

2007. Quito, Ecuador, 1/2 real, 1848GJ. KM-35. 1.64 grams. AXF with faint gray toning, no problems. Estimate: $100-$150.
2008. Lot of two Ecuador hacienda tokens of the late 1800s or early 1900s. 11.15 grams. Hacienda Violeta (coppery brass, 50c)

and Haciendas de Lautaro Aspiazú (aluminum, “un día de trabajo” = one day of work), both in decent XF condition (the latter with minor
rim-nicks, fairly scarce. Estimate: $150-$225.

El Salvador

2009. El Salvador, 1 peso, 1908CAM, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-115.1. 25.04 grams. Satin surfaces with luster, light marks and
hairlines, no toning. NGC #2727155-012. Estimate: $150-$225.

Finland

2010. Finland (Helsinki mint), copper 5 pennia, Nicolas II, 1899. KM-15. 6.40 grams. AU- with minor marks and light rainbow
toning on dark background. Estimate: $70-$100.

Great Britain

2011. London, England (Soho mint), copper “cartwheel” penny,” George III, 1797. KM-618. 28.38 grams. AU- with traces of
original color and luster around details, very minor marks but minimal wear. Estimate: $100-$150.

2012. Great Britain, copper 1/2 penny, Victoria, 1853, encapsulated NGC MS 64 BN. KM-726. 9.33 grams. Nice luster with

beautiful rainbow toning, minimal marks. NGC #2729006-003. Estimate: $100-$150.

Guatemala (colonial)
Pillars

2013. Guatemala, pillar 4 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1757J, ex-Richard Stuart. CT-401; KM-17.1. 13.24 grams. Bold VF with minor marks
all over, weak rims (as made), no toning. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
2014. Guatemala, pillar 4 reales, Charles III, 1761P. CT-1044; KM-26. 13.04 grams. Bold VF but with lots of marks and damage as
formerly mounted, with dark toning around rim on shield side (probably covered by the mount), the rest polished. Estimate: $100-$150.

2015. Guatemala, pillar 4 reales, Charles III, 1769P, encapsulated NGC VF details / mount removed, ex-Richard Stuart

(designated on tag). CT-1052; KM-26. Richly rainbow toned over muted luster, more like XF to our eyes and no surface evidence of mounting
(must be on edge). NGC #4427830-010. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

2016. Guatemala, pillar 4 reales, Charles III, 1771P, ex-Richard Stuart. CT-1054; KM-26. 12.93 grams. AVF with traces of luster, no
toning, shield side slightly off-center. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
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Busts

2017. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1773P, ex-Richard Stuart. CT-823; KM-36.1. 26.26 grams. Broad-flan Fine/AVF with rich

toning all over, two old scratches on reverse. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
2018. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1801M, ex-Richard Stuart. CT-632; KM-53. 26.96 grams. AU details with excessive hairlines
from bright cleaning. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
2019. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1808M, ex-Richard Stuart. CT-456; KM-64. 26.84 grams. AU
details with light surface hairlines from cleaning, starting to tone. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
2020. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII (bust of Charles IV), 1808M. CT-456; KM-64. 26.69 grams. Deeply rainbow-toned
VF with minor marks, slightly crude rims. Estimate: $150-$225.

2021. Guatemala, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1813M, encapsulated NGC AU 50, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag).
CT-461; KM-69. Nice

rainbow toning over muted luster, light wear on high points, weak rims (as made). NGC #4427828-003. Pedigreed to the
Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

2022. Guatemala, bust 4 reales, Charles III, 1777P, encapsulated NGC XF details / surface hairlines, ex-Richard Stuart
(designated on tag). CT-1059; KM-35.2. Bold details and richly toned all over with light old lines at top. NGC #4427830-015. Pedigreed to
the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

2023. Guatemala, bust 4 reales, Charles IV, 1807M, ex-Richard Stuart. CT-798; KM-52. 13.28 grams. Off-center VF with hairlines
on obverse. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2024. Guatemala, bust 4 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1813M, ex-Richard Stuart. CT-726; KM-68. 13.43 grams. XF with luster and light
hairlines, lots of tiny marks. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

2025. Guatemala, bust 4 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1821M, ex-Richard Stuart. CT-734; KM-68. 13.26 grams. Broad-flan AXF with weak
bust, lustrous fields with light hairlines, nicely toned. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2026. Guatemala, bust 1 real, Ferdinand VII, 1820M, encapsulated NGC MS 64, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag).
CT-1123; KM-66. Choice

brilliant luster with incipient toning, minor natural flaw at IND in legend, tied with four others for finest known in
NGC census. NGC #4427858-014. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

Guatemala (Central American Republic)

2027. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1 real, 1824M. KM-3. 3.18 grams. Deeply toned AU- with some leaves flat, die-crack
at mintmark, muted luster. Estimate: $100-$150.

2028. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real, 1837, encapsulated NGC MS 67, ex-Richard Stuart (designated
on tag). KM-1. Brilliant luster, no wear or marks at all, die-crack from top of middle mountain to rim, second highest grade in NGC census

behind a pair of MS 68’s. NGC #4446207-007. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
2029. Lot of two Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4R of 1837. KM-1. 1.52 grams total. Both UNC with muted luster, both
exhibiting same die-crack as previous lot. Estimate: $150-$225.

2030. Guatemala, Central American Republic, 1/4 real, 1846, coin alignment, encapsulated NGC MS 63, ex-Richard

Stuart (designated on tag). KM-1. Splashes of red toning on lustrous but somewhat rough surfaces (as made), the 4 of the denomination
nearly missing due to debris in die. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

Guatemala (countermarked)
Type II (1839)

2031. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on a Lima, Peru, cob 8 reales, 1701H. KMBold AVF countermark in one quadrant of full cross on VG host, with full 701 date on other side, holed at end of cross,
nicely toned all over. Estimate: $175-$250.
111.3. 23.70 grams.

2032. Guatemala, 8 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on a Potosí, Bolivia, cob 8 reales, 1771(V)-Y.
KM-100. 26.34 grams. Crude VF

countermark deeply impressed in one quadrant of cross (about 60% visible) with bold mintmark to left, bold
date and Y assayer on other side, About Fine with dark toning in crevices, plugged hole at edge. NGC #4446207-010. Estimate: $150-$225.

2033. Guatemala, 4 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on a Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Charles
II, assayer L, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl. 12.98 grams. Choice countermark (XF, deeply impressed) in flat area of interestingly elongated VG
host with most of cross, clear assayer L, holed in point Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

2034. Guatemala, 4 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on a Mexico City, Mexico, cob 4 reales, Philip

V, assayer J, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-unl. 12.43 grams. Full and deep AVF countermark in quadrant of nearly full cross, bold full oMJ, AVG
host with toning in crevices. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

2035. Guatemala, 4 reales, sun-over-mountains countermark (Type II, 1839) on a Guatemala cob 4 reales, (17)53J, ex-

Richard Stuart. KM-87.1. 13.15 grams. Very light (Fine) countermark on shield with bold assayer J to left inside of king’s ordinal VI, bold 53
of date on other side of Fine+ host. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$200.
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Guatemala (Republic / Carrera)

2036. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1862R, encapsulated NGC AU 55, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag). KM-182. Very light toning
over muted luster, a few marks and lines but still rather nice for this type, in fact second finest known in NGC census behind a single AU 58.
NGC #4446216-002. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2037. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1864R, dot after date, encapsulated NGC XF 45, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag). KM-182.

Splashy toning over good luster, minor marks only (looks more like AU) but still second finest known for this variety in NGC census behind
a single MS 62. NGC #4446216-006. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
2038. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1865R, large R, encapsulated NGC AU 55, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag). KM-182. Deeply
rainbow toned with only minor marks and light wear, tied with one other for finest known in the NGC census. NGC #4446216-007. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
2039. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1865R, large R, encapsulated NGC AU 50, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag). KM-182. Muted
luster, light wear on high points, toning in places, second highest grade in NGC census. NGC #4446216-008. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
2040. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1867R, encapsulated NGC AU 55, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag). KM-186.1. Nice luster,
minor marks and only a trifling amount of wear. NGC #4446216-010. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2041. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1868R, encapsulated NGC AU 55, finest and only specimen in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart
(designated on tag). KM-186.1. Minimal wear, minor marks and hairlines, very light toning over muted luster. NGC #4446216-012. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

2042. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1868R, encapsulated NGC XF details / surface hairlines, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag).
Colorful toning over luster, minor marks and wear but identical in quality with the previous four AU lots (despite what the slab
says). NGC #4446216-011. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
KM-186.1.

2043. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1869R, “L. 0.900” variety, encapsulated NGC AU 55, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag).
KM-190.1. Muted

luster, minimal toning, very minor marks, tied with one other for finest known in the NGC census for either variety (with
and without fineness). NGC #4446216-013. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
2044. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1871R, encapsulated NGC AU 58, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag). KM-190.1. Good luster
and choice strike, slightly grainy surfaces but no marks or wear, tied with two others for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 62.
NGC #4446216-015. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

Guatemala (Republic / counterstamped)

2045. Guatemala, 1 peso, “1/2 real” counterstamp of 1894 on a Lima, Peru (struck in Santiago), 1 sol of 1873LD, Arabic

1, rare combination. KM-224. 24.86 grams. Full but grainy VF counterstamp on XF host with nice toning, listed in KM with much higher
values than common host dates. Estimate: $125-$200.

2046. Guatemala, 1 peso, “1/2 real” counterstamp of 1894 on a Santiago, Chile, 1 peso, 1877. KM-216. 24.94 grams. Full but
very grainy AU counterstamp on lustrous AU+ host, no toning. Estimate: $150-$225.

2047. Guatemala, 1 peso, “1/2 real” counterstamp of 1894 on a Lima, Peru, 1 sol, 1882BF. KM-224. 24.87 grams. Nice AU
counterstamp on lightly toned AU host with muted luster, edge-crack at PERUANA. Estimate: $150-$225.

2048. Guatemala, 1 peso, “1/2 real” counterstamp of 1894 on a Lima, Peru, 1 sol, 1884RD, encapsulated NGC MS 62, c/s
UNC Standard. KM-224. 24.95 grams. Good luster, attractive toning in reverse legend, minor marks only. NGC #2727160-008. Estimate:
$125-$200.

2049. Guatemala, 1 peso, “1/2 real” counterstamp of 1894 on a Lima, Peru, 1 sol, 1885TD, encapsulated NGC MS 61,

c/s UNC Standard. KM-224. 24.97 grams. Light toning, muted luster, minor marks only. NGC #2727160-009. Estimate: $125-$200.
2050. Guatemala, 1 peso, “1/2 real” counterstamp of 1894 on a Lima, Peru, 1 sol, 1893TF, ex-Almanzar. KM-224. 24.96 grams.

Full but slightly grainy AU counterstamp, host AU- with minor marks, light luster, minimal toning. Accompanied by an original Almanzar’s
tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $70-$100.

Guatemala (Republic)

2051. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1894, encapsulated PCGS MS 64. KM-210. Light rainbow toning over muted luster on obverse, the reverse
brightly lustrous and non-toned. PCGS #12489872. Estimate: $150-$225.

2052. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1894, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-210. Brightly lustrous, slightly grainy surfaces with minor marks only.
NGC #4465001-035. Estimate: $100-$150.

2053. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1895, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-210. Very brightly lustrous, smooth fields with minimal bagmarks.
NGC #4465001-042. Estimate: $100-$150.

2054. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1896, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-210. Brightly lustrous with slightly grainy surfaces, minor bagmarks
only. NGC #4465001-048. Estimate: $100-$150.
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2055. Guatemala, 1 peso, 1896/5, encapsulated NGC AU 58, ex-Richard Stuart (designated on tag). KM-210. Good luster, a

modicum of marks precluding MS status. NGC #4438940-015. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
2056. Guatemala, 2 reales, 1873P, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-149. 6.35 grams. Vivid reddish toning over muted luster, minor
flaws in rim (as made). NGC #2727167-012. Estimate: $100-$150.
2057. Guatemala, 2 reales, 1898, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-167. 6.18 grams. Light rainbow toning (mostly bluish) over good
luster, minimal marks. NGC #2727160-013. Estimate: $100-$150.
2058. Guatemala, 1 real, 1872P, encapsulated NGC AU 55. KM-148.1. 3.13 grams. Gorgeous peacock toning over luster, faint wear on
high points and hairlines, second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 63. NGC #2727160-014. Estimate: $100-$150.

2059. Guatemala, 1 real, 1889, encapsulated NGC MS 63, finest and only specimen in NGC census. KM-153a.2. 3.03 grams.
Beautiful blue and purple toning, muted luster. NGC #2727167-014. Estimate: $100-$150.

2060. Guatemala, 1/2 quetzal, 1925, encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-241.1. 16.62 grams. Very light splashes of rainbow colors over
muted luster, the open fields with faint hairlines. NGC #2727160-010. Estimate: $125-$200.

Haiti

2061. Haiti, 100 centimes, AN 26 (1829), Boyer, encapsulated NGC AU details / surface hairlines. KM-A23. Good luster, light

surface hairlines on obverse only, multiple die-cracks and rim-flaws per the type. NGC #2814762-015. Estimate: $100-$150.
2062. Haiti, 1 gourde, 1887 encapsulated NGC AU 55. KM-46. Good luster, minimal wear but lots of minor bagmarks. NGC
#3907088-007. Estimate: $100-$150.
2063. Haiti, bronze pattern 2 centimes, 1889, encapsulated PCGS SP63RB. KM-Pn86. Mostly red with muted luster but a few
dark areas. PCGS #27676659. Estimate: $100-$150.

Honduras

2064. Lot of two Tegucigalpa, Honduras, low-silver 4 reales (provisional): 1853/46G and 1854/1G. KM-20c. 12.76 grams total.
Very dark and typically crude but with all details clear, VF or better for actual wear. Estimate: $100-$150.

2065. Tegucigalpa, Honduras, low-silver 4 reales (provisional), 1855, “HOND” variety, encapsulated NGC VF 30, finest

and only specimen in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-20c. Better than average strike but still a bit crude (uneven rims, off-center

reverse, etc.), nice light-brown color all over. NGC #4427796-004. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
2066. Honduras, 50 centavos, 1885, coin rotation, encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-51. Typically soft strike with die-cracks but
with good luster and traces of toning, tied with two others for finest known in NGC census behind a single MS 62. NGC #4465872-006.
Estimate: $100-$150.
2067. Lot of five Honduras 10 centavos: 1884, 1885, 1886-P, 1893 and 1895-P. 11.17 grams total. The 1886 and 1895 are believed
to be provisional issues (hence the P added to the dies). The 1884, 1885, 1893, and 1895-P grade VF whereas the 1886-P is Good. All with
a dull silver color though some shades of rainbow toning on the 1884. Estimate: $100-$150.
2068. Lot of four Honduras 10 centavos 1895, standard type. KM-49. 8.93 grams total. VG-Fine range, rather dark toning but varying
degrees of rainbow toning in the fields (especially around the obverse legends). Estimate: $60-$90.

2069. Honduras, bronze 1 centavo, 1907, large “UN,” curved clip error, encapsulated NGC MS 64 RB. KM-59. 3.45 grams.

Choice red color and muted luster, typically weak strike with denomination modified from “10 CENTS”, the noted clip at 10 o’clock obscured
by slab prong. NGC #2727160-006. Estimate: $100-$150.

India (British)

2070. Bombay Presidency, India (British), copper proof 1/2 pice, 1791, encapsulated NGC PF 64 BN. KM-192. 6.40 grams.

Choice smooth fields with traces of luster around details, second highest grade in NGC census behind a pair of MS 65’s. NGC #2727170003. Estimate: $150-$225.

Ireland

2071. Lot of two Curragh, Ireland, uniface tokens (brass sixpence and aluminum shilling), 1940, for WWII internment

camp in “neutral Ireland.” 8.90 grams total Tokens like these were issued to both Axis and Allied prisoners of war interned at the Curragh
internment camp in neutral Ireland during World War II. Both F/VF, small scratches. Estimate: $40-$60.

Italian States

2072. Papal States (Italian States), grosso, Clement XIII, 1762, ano IV, encapsulated NGC MS 63, finest known in NGC

census. KM-1002. Choice toning and luster, with strong die-polish lines in fields but no marks or wear, in fact the better of just two in the
NGC census. NGC #4488467-012. Estimate: $150-$225.

Italy

2073. Rome, Italy, 2 lira, Victor Emmanuel III, 1906-R. KM-33. 9.99 grams. AU+ with muted luster and light rainbow toning all over,
low contrast. Estimate: $100-$150.
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Jamaica

2074. Lot of two Kingston, Jamaica, copper tokens (penny and half penny), William Smith, 1829 and ca. 1830. Rulau-Jam37,

Jam38; Eklund-1968, 1969; Pridmore-132, 133. 14.26 grams total William Smith was a notable Jamaica merchant who issued these tokens around 1829

and 1830 for use in Kingston. Both XF with light contact marks, small old scratch over JAMAICA on the half penny, overall dark brown
toning. Estimate: $70-$100.

Mexico (colonial)
Pillars

2075. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Philip V, 1741MF. KM-103; CT-791. 26.96 grams. Once-polished XF with beautiful rainbow
toning all over. Estimate: $150-$225.

2076. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 8 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1749MF. KM-104.1; CT-324. 26.65 grams. Richly toned VF+ with small
punchmark and scratches in field above crown. Estimate: $150-$225.

2077. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 2 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1749M. KM-86.1; CT-489. 5.88 grams. Sharp AU details but pitted in places
as from unspecified burial or salvage, some dark spots. Estimate: $100-$150.

2078. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 2 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1751M. KM-86.1; CT-491. 6.67 grams. XF with attractive rainbow toning at
rims, minor marks, natural bulge below QUE. Estimate: $80-$120.

2079. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 2 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1756M. KM-86.1; CT-496. 6.21 grams. AU details with pretty peacock toning
but very light surface corrosion. Estimate: $100-$150.

2080. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 2 reales, Charles III, 1761M. KM-87; CT-1325. 6.29 grams. AU details with steel-gray toning, some
pits and corrosion near rim as from unspecified burial or salvage. Estimate: $100-$150.

2081. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 2 reales, Charles III, 1763M, encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-87; CT-1328. 6.76 grams. Near
prooflike fields with nice luster and light amber toning all over, no wear but a tiny bit of weakness on high points, fully MS in our opinion.
NGC #2727155-003. Estimate: $150-$225.
2082. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 1/2 real, Philip V, 1735/4MF, rare. KM-65; CT-1857. 1.59 grams. Gilboy-05-8a (R2), Yonaka M0535a (R3). Choice grade (bold AU with slightly grainy surfaces), no toning or luster, cud on shield and die-cracks on 35/4 of date and at rim
to left of date, the overdate clear and the date itself somewhat scarce. Estimate: $125-$200.

2083. Mexico City, Mexico, pillar 1/2 real, Ferdinand VI, 1750M, mounted in 14K gold pendant-bezel. KM-67.1; CT-663. 2.95
grams total. Deeply toned Fine (good contrast) in simple-wire bezel. With photo-certificate from jeweler. Estimate: $60-$90.

Busts

2084. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1808TH, encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-109; CT-709. Lustrous and only

lightly hairlined, with light but uneven toning, slight fracture above date. NGC #4348827-020. Estimate: $125-$200.
2085. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1816JJ. KM-111; CT-559. 26.95 grams. Hairlined AU- with weak strike at
rims, good luster all over. Estimate: $150-$225.

2086. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 4 reales, Charles III, 1786FM, with chopmarks as from circulation in Asia. KM-97.2a; CT-

Non-toned and grainy Fine with a smattering of very bold and readable chops (toned inside) on both sides, holed at top.
Estimate: $80-$120.
2087. Mexico City, Mexico, bust 1 real, Ferdinand VII, 1821JJ. KM-83; CT-1181. 3.36 grams. Deeply rainbow-toned UNC with muted
luster, clear glue residue at top of reverse. Estimate: $100-$150.
1149. 13.37 grams.

Mexico (Republic)

2088. Guanajuato, Mexico, cap-and-rays 8 reales, 1854PF, encapsulated NGC AU 58. DP-Go38; KM-377.8. Deep red-to-blue toning on obverse, bright white reverse, light hairlines and minimal wear. NGC #3743663-045. Estimate: $125-$200.

2089. Mexico City, Mexico, cap-and-rays 8 reales, 1876BH, encapsulated NGC MS 63. DP-Mo61; KM-377.10. Deep rainbow toning all over, muted luster, minimal marks. NGC #3626655-010. Estimate: $150-$225.

2090. Zacatecas, Mexico, cap-and-rays 8 reales, 1884JS. DP-Zs69; KM-377.13. 27.12 grams. Lustrous AU, bold strike with multiple diecracks on obverse, lightly whizzed fields. Estimate: $100-$150.

2091. Mexico City, Mexico, cap-and-rays 8 reales, 1887MH, encapsulated NGC MS 61. DP-Mo72; KM-377.10. Pretty peacock

toning over lustrous obverse with bagmarks, the reverse bright with luster (somewhat hairlined) and toned only at rim. NGC #3743662-104.
Estimate: $100-$150.
2092. Guanajuato, Mexico, cap-and-rays 2 reales, 1838PJ. KM-374.8. 6.82 grams. AU+ with dark rainbow toning over muted luster,
pretty and problem-free. Estimate: $100-$150.

2093. San Felipe, Mexico, silver railroad token, 1892, encapsulated NGC MS 64, finest and only specimen in NGC cen-

sus. Grove-276a var. 6.27 grams. Lustrous and very lightly toned, with steam locomotive above F.C.O. DE G. on obverse and RECUERDO /
ENTRADA / SAN FELIPE / 1892 on reverse. NGC #2727168-015. Estimate: $100-$150.
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Mexico (State Coinage)

2094. Hermosillo (Sonora State), Mexico, copper 1/4 real 1835/3LS, encapsulated NGC VF 35 BN, finest and only speci-

men in NGC census. KM-364. Very dark, with parts of edge crude (as made) but no damage. NGC #4431158-005. Estimate: $125-$200.
2095. Durango (State), Mexico, copper 1/4 real, 1858. radiant cap, encapsulated NGC XF 40 BN, finest known in NGC
census. KM-347. Bold strike, with some original color remaining, in fact the better of just two in NGC census. NGC #4431158-002. Estimate: $125-$200.

2096. Zacatecas (State), Mexico, brass 1/4 real, 1862, encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-366. Dark but well struck and damage-free,
second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 63. NGC #4431158-001. Estimate: $125-$200.

Mexico (revolutionary)

2097. Jalisco, Mexico, copper 5 centavos, 1915, encapsulated NGC MS 63 BN. KM-677. Rainbow toning over dark luster, grainy
and crude strike as usual, tied for finest known in NGC census. NGC #4348163-011. Estimate: $125-$200.

Mexico (United States of Mexico)

2098. Mexico City, Mexico, 1 peso, “Caballito,” 1911, long ray. KM-453. 27.10 grams. AU with very light hairlines, faint toning,
much luster. Estimate: $100-$150.

2099. Lot of four Mexican brass, aluminum and plastic tokens of the early 1900s. 11.91 grams Nuevo Laredo, vulcanite 2 pasadas,

XF, small scratch; Nuevo Laredo, vulcanite real / 12-1/2 cents, Fine, edge damage, scratches; Guatimoc, Chiapas, brass token, 1911 (Rulau
Chp-45), VG, weak rims, brown toning; Bahia Tortugas, Baja, aluminum specimen token (31 mm), Kondo Masaharu (famous Japanese
fisherman), UNC, light scratches on uniface reverse. Estimate: $100-$150.

Netherlands

2100. Holland, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1576. Dav-8838. 27.07 grams. Lightly toned VF with nearly full legends including
bold date. With certificate. Estimate: $150-$225.

2101. Zwolle, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1646, encapsulated NGC AU 55. KM-46; Dav-4885. Broad flan with bold full
legends and date, typically weak centers, white with luster. NGC #4465007-004. Estimate: $150-$225.

2102. West Friesland, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1647, encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-14.2; Dav-4870. Somewhat crude

strike with odd natural notch in edge, but lustrous (white) and with clear date, tied with one other for finest known in NGC census behind
a single MS 62. NGC #4465007-003. Estimate: $150-$225.

2103. Campen, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1648, knight facing left, encapsulated NGC AU 55. KM-42.2; Dav-4879.
Nice luster and bold legends, centers weak as usual, no toning. NGC #4465007-007. Estimate: $150-$225.

2104. Zwolle, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1649, encapsulated NGC AU 55. KM-46; Dav-4885. Light luster, some natural
pitting (slightly crude strike) but clear date, no toning. NGC #4465007-001. Estimate: $150-$225.
2105. West Friesland, United Netherlands, “lion” daalder, 1671. KM-14.3. 26.87 grams. Lightly toned AU with scrape above lion,
muted luster, bold legends. Estimate: $150-$225.
2106. Zeeland, United Netherlands, silver ducat, 1767. KM-52.4. 27.83 grams. Richly rainbow-toned XF with muted luster, small
rim-nick. Estimate: $125-$200.

2107. Lot of two Netherlands minors: Brabant (Antwerp mint), 4 patards (4 stuivers), 1552; and Westfriesland, “ship”
shilling (6 stuivers), 1678. 9.16 grams Two examples of the type of Dutch silver coinage that circulated in the New York colony. The 4
patards is Fine, generally smooth surfaces around rims though some legend showing through, gold toning around lettering. The “ship” shilling
is XF, lightly cleaned, pleasant red and gold toning around edges. With certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.

Nicaragua

2108. Nicaragua (Heaton mint), 10 centavos, 1880-H (1821 reverse), encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-3. The 1821 on the reverse

marks the year of Nicaragua’s independence. Only three examples listed on the NGC, this one is the second finest. Lustrous, minor contact
marks, faint purple toning. NGC #4465003-013. Estimate: $100-$150.

2109. Nicaragua (Heaton mint), 10 centavos, 1887-H, encapsulated NGC MS 66, finest known in NGC census. KM-6.

2.49 grams Well-struck, detailed coin, beautifully rainbow toned with satin surfaces. Finest known in NGC census by two full grades. NGC

#2727167-010. Estimate: $100-$150.

2110. Nicaragua (Heaton mint), 5 centavos, 1880-H (1821 reverse), encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-2. Muted luster, faint red
/ purple toning. Tied with one other for finest known in the NGC census. NGC #4465003-014. Estimate: $100-$150.

2111. Nicaragua, copper-nickel 5 centavos, 1920, encapsulated NGC MS 63, finest known in NGC census, ex-Richard
Stuart. KM-12. Somewhat lustrous surfaces, faint scratch on obverse, tan toning with red-brown streaks. Tied with one other for finest known
in the NGC census. NGC #4465051-010. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
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2112. Nicaragua, copper-nickel 5 centavos, 1927, encapsulated NGC MS 62, finest and only specimen in NGC census,

ex-Richard Stuart. KM-12. Muted luster, light red toning with some streaks. NGC #4465051-006. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $100-$150.

2113. Nicaragua, copper-nickel 5 centavos, 1928, encapsulated NGC MS 63, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-12. Lustrous, faint contact

marks, light gold toned throughout. Tied with one other for finest known in the NGC census. NGC #4465051-008. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2114. Nicaragua, copper-nickel 5 centavos, 1935, encapsulated NGC MS 66, finest known in NGC census, ex-Richard

Stuart. KM-12. Lustrous, non-toned. NGC #4465051-011. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
2115. Nicaragua, copper-nickel 5 centavos, 1938, encapsulated NGC MS 66, finest known in NGC census, ex-Richard
Stuart. KM-12. Very lustrous, no toning. Finest known by two full grades. NGC #4465051-009. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $100-$150.

2116. Nicaragua (Heaton mint), bronze 1 centavo, 1916-H, encapsulated NGC MS 64 BN, finest and only specimen in

NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-11. Considerable dark purple / blue toning, some red color around rims, no luster. NGC #4465052010. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $125-$200.

2117. Nicaragua, bronze 1 centavo, 1917, encapsulated NGC MS 65 BN, finest known in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart.
KM-11. Nice

cartwheel luster, light rainbow toning. Finest known by 2 full grades. NGC #4465052-015. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
2118. Nicaragua, bronze 1 centavo, 1924, encapsulated NGC MS 65 RB, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-11. Fairly lustrous, light rainbow toning. Tied with two others (one in Red, one in Red-Brown) for finest known in the NGC census. NGC #4465052-012. Pedigreed to
the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2119. Nicaragua, bronze 1 centavo, 1927, encapsulated NGC AU 53 BN, finest and only specimen in NGC census, exRichard Stuart. KM-11. Even circulation wear, no contact marks, brown toning with wood-grain streaks. NGC #4465051-001. Pedigreed to
the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2120. Nicaragua, bronze 1 centavo, 1934, encapsulated NGC AU 58 BN, finest and only specimen in NGC census, exRichard Stuart. KM-11. Faint circulation on high points, chocolate brown toning with some black streaks on obverse. NGC #4465052-008.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2121. Nicaragua, bronze 1 centavo, 1935, encapsulated NGC MS 64 RB, finest known in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart.
KM-11. Very

lustrous, faint rainbow toning. NGC #4465052-014. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2122. Nicaragua, bronze 1 centavo, 1936, encapsulated NGC MS 65 RB, finest known in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart.

KM-11. Bright luster, streaks of purple and brown toning. NGC #4465052-011. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2123. Nicaragua, bronze 1 centavo, 1938, encapsulated NGC MS 64 RB, finest known in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart.
KM-11. Satin-like

surfaces, some luster, no toning. NGC #4465052-013. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
2124. Nicaragua, copper 1 centavo, 1937, encapsulated NGC MS 66 BN, finest known in NGC census. KM-11. High grade
example with deep rainbow toning over luster. NGC #3897174-005. Estimate: $100-$150.
2125. Nicaragua, copper 1 centavo, 1940, encapsulated NGC MS 66 BN, finest known in NGC census. KM-12. Somewhat
lustrous, vibrant rainbow toning with some darker streaks on reverse. Tied with one other for finest known in NGC census. NGC #3897174006. Estimate: $100-$150.

2126. Nicaragua (Heaton mint), bronze 1/2 centavo, 1916-H, encapsulated NGC MS 62 BN, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-10.

Dark brown toning throughout, no major marks, without luster. Tied with one other in Red-Brown for finest known in the NGC census.
NGC #4465052-002. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2127. Nicaragua (Philadelphia mint), bronze 1/2 centavo, 1917, encapsulated NGC MS 66 RB, finest known in NGC

census, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-10. Bright, very lustrous piece with red toning, easy to see why it’s the finest known by two full grades in
the NGC census. NGC #4465052-007. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2128. Nicaragua (Philadelphia mint), bronze 1/2 centavo, 1922, encapsulated NGC AU 58 BN, finest and only specimen
in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-10. Faint circulation on high points, light contact marks, dark brown toning with some purple
hues. NGC #4465052-001. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2129. Nicaragua (Philadelphia mint), bronze 1/2 centavo, 1924, encapsulated NGC MS 65 RB, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-10.

Somewhat lustrous, bright red surfaces with some purple hues, no marks. Tied with one other in Red for finest known in the NGC census.
NGC #4465052-006. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2130. Nicaragua (Philadelphia mint), bronze 1/2 centavo, 1934, encapsulated NGC MS 65 BN, finest and only specimen

in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-10. Small contact marks on obverse, lustrous, some red coloring with considerable purple tones.
NGC #4465052-005. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2131. Nicaragua (Philadelphia mint), bronze 1/2 centavo, 1936, encapsulated NGC MS 65 RB, finest known in NGC
census, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-10. Mark-free, some luster, red color with streaks of darker red and purple. NGC #4465052-003. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
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2132. Nicaragua (Philadelphia mint), bronze 1/2 centavo, 1937, encapsulated NGC MS 65 BN, finest known in NGC

census, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-10. Subdued luster, deep brown toning (more like purple in some areas) with patches of red, no marks.

Tied with one other (in Red-Brown) for finest known. NGC #4465052-004. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2133. Lot of three Nicaragua coins of 1887H in NGC slabs: 20c MS 61; 10c UNC details / surface hairlines; 5c MS 64;

ex-Richard Stuart. KM-7; 6; 5. Group of UNC graded coins, all lustrous with little to no toning, faint hairlines on the 10 centavos (as noted
by NGC). The 1887H 5 centavos is tied with one other for second finest known. NGC #4446207-012, -013, -014. Pedigreed to the Richard
Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

2134. Lot of five Nicaragua silver minors in NGC slabs: 25c 1936 AU 58; 10c 1927 MS 62, 1928 MS 65, 1935 MS 63,

1936 MS 65; all ex-Richard Stuart. KM-14; 13 (4). All lustrous coins with little to no toning, very light circulation on the 1936 25 centavos
while the rest are various Mint State grades. NGC #4465054-013, 4465054-010, 4465054-009, 4465054-011 and 4465054-012. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

2135. Lot of three Nicaragua minors in NGC slabs: copper-nickel 5c 1937 MS 62; bronze 1c 1937 MS 62 BN and 1943
MS 65; all ex-Richard Stuart. KM-12; 11; 20. All toned, light contact marks on the 1937 5 and 1 centavos while the 1943 1 centavo has no
marks. NGC #4465051-007, 4465052-009 and 4465051-005. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $125-$200.
2136. Nicaragua, brass 25 centavos, 1943, encapsulated NGC MS 65, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-23. One-year type coin, tied with
five others for finest known in the NGC census, this example being considerably rainbow toned with some luster. NGC #4465051-002.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
2137. Nicaragua, brass 10 centavos, 1943, encapsulated NGC MS 65, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-22. One-year type coin, subdued
luster with some purple and blue toning (especially on the reverse side mountains). NGC #4465051-003. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2138. Nicaragua, brass 5 centavos, 1943, encapsulated NGC MS 67, finest known in NGC census, ex-Richard Stuart. KM12. Extremely

lustrous, small carbon spots on reverse but otherwise choice surfaces. Finest known by two full grades. NGC #4465051-004.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

Panama

2139. Lot of two Panama coins of 1940: copper-nickel 2-1/2 centésimos; bronze 1-1/4 centésimos; ex-Richard Stuart.
Both UNC, light contact marks, the 1-1/4 centésimos with red-brown toning and some verdigris on the obverse.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.
KM-16; 15. 6.40 grams total

2140. Lot of eight Panama proofs of 1977: copper-nickel clad copper 5 balboas; copper-nickel clad copper balboa; copper-

nickel clad copper 50 centésimos; copper-nickel clad copper 25 centésimos; copper-nickel clad copper 10 centésimos;
copper-nickel clad copper 5 centésimos; copper-plated zinc 1 centésimo; ex-Richard Stuart. KM-40.1; 39.1; 38.1; 37.1; 36.1; 35.1; 34.1;
33.1. 81.42 grams total All brilliant proofs featuring historical Panama figures, slightly impaired with light contact marks and hairlines. Mintage

of 125 coins for the 5 balboas and 625 coins for the balboa. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.
2141. Panama, bronze 1 centésimo, 1986, Urraca, ex-Richard Stuart. KM-22. 3.11 grams. Submitted to NGC for grading; watch
for results online before the auction. Richard Stuart noted that this piece was “from the first ten coins sent to Panama for verification and
approval.” Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2142. Panama, copper-nickel 5 centavos token, Zubieta & Pasos, Culebra, ca. 1870s. Rulau CZ-20; PT-701.05; Eklund-1030. 20 mm;
3.05 grams Obverse: “ZUBIETA & PASOS” divided by stars from “CULEBRA,” with cross made of tulips in center; reverse: “VALE” above and

“CENTAVOS” below with 5 in front of radiant sunburst. Choice UNC with significant luster, a few light hairlines, gold toning throughout.
Estimate: $50-$75.

2143. Study group of three Colon, Panama, merchant tokens, Lum Chang Long & Co., nickel 5 cents, 1850s-1885, Wing
Chong Yuen & Co., copper-nickel 5 cents, 1880s, E.B. Healey, Eagle Bar, aluminum 5 cents, 1920s-1930s. PT-415.05, 691.05,
300.05. 5.95 grams total. The

two Chinese merchant tokens grade VF and have some light hairlines but are otherwise quite scarce in any grade.
The Eagle Bar token issued by E.B. Healey is rare in any condition as most on the market appear worn and this one is a step above the rest in
VF with a minor rim bruise to note, some streaky toning (possibly from the alloy). Estimate: $300-$450.
2144. Lot of ten Panama base-metal penny tokens, 1900s, Masonic pennies, ex-Richard Stuart. 106.03 grams total Study group
of Panama Masonic tokens denominated as pennies, most types seen in Plowman, in VF to UNC grades, some with minor issues such as
cleaning and hairlines, interesting collection comprised of various lodges and types scarcely seen on the market. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart
collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

Paraguay

2145. Lot of two Paraguay copper minors (2 and 1 centésimos) of 1870, ex-Heaton Mint. KM-3, 2. 15.40 grams total Pair of two
high-grade coins, most likely specimens given their origin from the Heaton Mint archives (sold in 1979 to Spink) and that a number have
turned up on the market in NGC slabs with specimen grades. These pieces are especially well-struck with sharp rims and smooth, semi-lustrous
surfaces, scattered small carbon spots and some fingerprints noted, overall red color with streaks of brown and purple. Pedigreed to the Heaton
Mint archives. Estimate: $60-$90.
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Peru (colonial)
Pillars

2146. Lima, Peru, pillar 2 reales, Ferdinand VI, 1752J. KM-53; CT-473. 6.58 grams. AU details but with light surface corrosion (and a

couple dark spots) on pillars side as from unspecified salvage or burial, the shield side nearly pristine and with some luster. Estimate: $100-$150.

Busts

2147. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles III, 1781MI. KM-78; CT-862. 26.83 grams. AU with light surface hairlines, small dark areas on
reverse, lustrous. Estimate: $125-$200.

2148. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1795IJ. KM-97; CT-650. 26.57 grams. UNC with bright luster under light spotty toning,
light hairlines. Estimate: $100-$150.

2149. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1795IJ. KM-97; CT-650. 26.31 grams. AU- with light surface hairlines, faint toning, traces
of luster. Estimate: $100-$150.

2150. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1797IJ. KM-97; CT-652. 26.82 grams. Lustrous AU- with light hairlines, parts of edge corroded. Estimate: $100-$150.

2151. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1797IJ. KM-97; CT-652. 27.00 grams. Deeply rainbow-toned AU+ with muted luster, nice
but low in contrast. Estimate: $100-$150.

2152. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Charles IV, 1800IJ. KM-97; CT-655. 27.11 grams. Brightly polished AU with rainbow toning over luster
on reverse. Estimate: $100-$150.

2153. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII transitional (“imaginary” bust), 1809JP, king’s name as FERDND. KM-106.1;

CT-473. 26.52 grams. Non-toned

AXF with small natural lacuna below shield, parts of rims weak (as made). Estimate: $125-$200.
2154. Lima, Peru, bust 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1819JP. KM-117.1; CT-487. 26.72 grams. AU- with luster, light surface hairlines, small
spots of toning at rims. Estimate: $100-$150.
2155. Lot of two Lima, Peru, bust 2 reales: Charles III, 1779MJ; Charles IV, 1808JP. 12.50 grams total. AVF on average with
patchy toning, some marks. Estimate: $100-$150.

2156. Lima, Peru, bust 1/2 real, Ferdinand VII transitional (“imaginary” bust), 1808JP, very rare. KM-103.1; CT-1300. 1.49 grams.
VG with hole at top, crude rims as made, reportedly only six known. Estimate: $100-$150.

2157. Lima, Peru, 1/4 real, 1808, encapsulated NGC MS 63. CT-1392; KM-102.2. 0.82 gram. Nice luster and toning, part of edge crude
due to off-center strike but second highest grade in NGC census behind a pair of MS 64’s. NGC #2727155-010. Estimate: $150-$225.

Peru (Republic)

2158. Lima, Peru, 8 reales (provisional), 1822JP, ex-Almanzar. KM-136. 26.52 grams. Deeply toned AVF with plugged hole at top,

scarce and popular issue from the fledgling Peruvian Republic (“Peru Libre”) before full Independence. Accompanied by an original Almanzar’s
tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $125-$200.
2159. Lima, Peru, copper 1/4 peso (provisional), 1823. KM-138. 14.33 grams. XF for type with crude strike near rims as usual, even
brown color all over. Estimate: $80-$120.
2160. Lima, Peru, 8 reales, 1826JM, small Liberty. KM-142.1. 27.19 grams. AU- with weak centers, surface hairlines all over, good luster.
Estimate: $100-$150.
2161. Lima, Peru, 8 reales, 1830JM, ex-Almanzar. KM-142.3. 27.19 grams. Lustrous AU with weak centers as usual. Accompanied by an
original Almanzar’s tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $100-$150.
2162. Lima, Peru, 8 reales, 1833MM. KM-142.3. 26.70 grams. Nicer than usual strike, AU- with muted luster. Estimate: $100-$150.
2163. Lima, Peru (State of North Peru), 8 reales, 1837TM, ex-Almanzar. KM-155. 26.39 grams. Deeply rainbow-toned XF with
traces of muted luster. Accompanied by an original Almanzar’s tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $100-$150.
2164. Cuzco, Peru, 4 reales, 1836B, ex-Almanzar. KM-151.1. 13.67 grams. XF with traces of luster, slightly weak centers as usual, toning
around letters. Accompanied by an original Almanzar’s tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $100-$150.
2165. Arequipa, Peru (Republic of South Peru), 4 reales, 1838MV, ex-Almanzar. KM-172. 13.24 grams. Yellow-toned Fine with
plugged hole at edge, popular design (one-year type). Accompanied by an original Almanzar’s tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $100-$150.
2166. Lot of three Peru 4 reales (Cuzco 1836B and Arequipa 1838MV [2]), ex-Almanzar. KM-151.1 and 172. 40.61 grams total The
Cuzco 1836B grades Fine, some hairlines, spotty yellow toning while the two Arequipa 1838MV pieces are VG, one with small pockmark and
rim nicks, light green toning with some dark patches. Accompanied by an original Almanzar’s tags (ca. 1980). Estimate: $100-$150.
2167. Pasco, Peru, 4 reales, 1844M, ex-Almanzar. KM-151.6. 13.36 grams. Deeply toned Fine with weak centers as usual, dark around
letters. Accompanied by an original Almanzar’s tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $50-$75.
2168. Cuzco, Peru, 2 reales, 1837BA. KM-169.1. 6.40 grams. Lightly toned AVF with typically weak centers. Estimate: $100-$150.
2169. Lima, Peru (State of North Peru), 1 real, 1838/7MB, very rare. KM-158. 3.38 grams. Toned AVF with weak strike at date and
die-clash on other side, toned around details (note Dana Roberts’ VF sold for $425). Estimate: $150-$225.
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2170. Lima, Peru, 1/2 real, 1861YB. KM-181. 1.14 grams. Lustrous Mint State with deep blue toning, evidence of die-clashing on both
sides. Estimate: $100-$150.

2171. Lima, Peru, 1/4 real, 1855. KM-143.1. 0.76 gram. Lustrous UNC, part of llama-side rim weak due to off-center strike. Estimate:
$100-$150.

2172. Lima, Peru, 5 pesetas, 1880BF, B without dot. KM-201.1. 24.94 grams. AU with light surface hairlines on obverse covered with
light gray toning, die-crack from mouth to rim. Estimate: $100-$150.

2173. Lima, Peru, 1 sol, 1870YJ, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-196.3. Frosty and lustrous with minor bagmarks, several die-cracks,

tied with nine others for second finest in NGC census behind a single MS 64. NGC #3155391-004. Estimate: $100-$150.
2174. Lima, Peru, 1 sol, 1891/8TF/BF, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-196.24. Brilliant luster, minor bagmarks only. NGC #4465001014. Estimate: $100-$150.
2175. Lima, Peru, 1 sol, 1893TF, Arabic date, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-196.26. Brilliant luster with a fair amount of bagmarks.
NGC #4465001-025. Estimate: $100-$150.
2176. Lima, Peru, 1/2 sol, 1915FG JR, encapsulated NGC MS 66. KM-203. Choice luster and very light toning, only faint traces of
a few bagmarks, in fact tied with twelve others for finest known in NGC census. NGC #4348827-031. Estimate: $100-$150.
2177. Lima, Peru, 1/2 sol, 1935, no assayers’ marks on stems, rare. KM-216. 12.49 grams. UNC with light surface hairlines, muted
luster, no toning, listed in KM without values (reportedly unique). Estimate: $80-$120.
2178. Lima, Peru, 1/5 sol, 1874YJ/YB, encapsulated NGC MS 66. KM-191. 5.00 grams. Beautiful luster and light toning, no marks
or wear, tied with one other for finest known in NGC census. NGC #2727167-008. Estimate: $150-$225.
2179. Lot of two Peruvian copper and copper-nickel tokens of ca. 1850-60 and 1892. 13.23 grams total. Callao, Colville & Co.,
copper 1 real, Librería Americana, (Rulau Cal-13), VF, dark brown toning; Lima, Jesus de Valle, copper-nickel 1 sol, 1892, (Rulau Lim-21,
Eklund 1109), Fine, light scratches. Estimate: $60-$90.

2180. Lot of four silver minors of Peru (three) and Colombia (1): Peru, 1/2 peso-sized medal, 1828, congressional approval

of Constitution; Popayán, Colombia, 1 real, 1830RU; Cuzco, Peru, 1/2 real, 1833B; and Lima, Peru, 1/2 real, 1858MB.
F-VF, some issues such as scratch and “13” countermark on Constitution medal,
varying degrees of toning from light to dark (on the 1833B). Estimate: $100-$150.
Fonrobert-9028; KM-87.2; KM-144.3; KM-144.7. 13.48 grams total

Philippines

2181. Philippines (under Spain), 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, crowned “F.7.o” countermark (1832-4) on a Lima, Peru, 8 reales
of 1833MM, ex-Almanzar. CT-536; KM-83. 28.42 grams. Full XF countermark, AXF host with rich toning all over. Accompanied by an original
Almanzar’s tag (ca. 1980). Estimate: $100-$150.

2182. Philippines (under Spain), 8 reales, Ferdinand VII, crowned “F.7.o” countermark (1832-4) on a Lima, Peru, 8 reales
of 1833MM. CT-536; KM-83. 26.80 grams. VF countermark, toned AXF host with traces of luster, light graffiti in obverse fields. Estimate:
$100-$150.

2183. Philippines (under Spain), 8 reales, Isabel II, crowned “Y.II.” countermark (1834-7) on a Zacatecas, Mexico, capand-rays 8 reales, 1834OM.

CT-451; KM-unl (cf 129). 26.90 grams. Bold XF countermark, AXF host with crude rims, nice toning, scarce
combination (the only host of this type listed in KM being Guanajuato). Estimate: $150-$225.

Puerto Rico

2184. Mayagüez, Puerto Rico, copper-nickel 5 centavos token, Adjuntas Ferreteria El Cañon (1895). Rulau May-2 (page 173);
GH-406. 18 mm; 2.56 grams

$100-$150.

Choice UNC with significant luster, small planchet flaw on both sides, light gold toning throughout. Estimate:

Réunion (French)

2185. Réunion, copper-nickel essai 2 francs, 1948, encapsulated NGC MS 67, finest known in NGC census. KM-E4. 10.12
grams. Muted luster and beautiful circumferential rainbow toning. NGC #2727170-005. Estimate: $100-$150.

Spain

Philip III

2186. Zaragoza, Spain, 1 real, Philip III, 1611. CT-524. 3.25 grams. Two-year type with faces in the cross, VF with deeply toned fields.
Estimate: $100-$150.

Charles II

2187. Segovia, Spain, milled 4 reales “double pistareen,” Charles II, 1684BR. CT-544; KM-200. 13.48 grams. AXF with light yellow
toning, small hole at top. Estimate: $100-$150.

2188. Segovia, Spain, milled 1 real, Charles II, 1686BR, “Maria” type. CT-751; KM-204.1. 2.67 grams. Scarce two-year type with high
catalog value, richly toned XF with old marks in fields, slightly off-center strike. Estimate: $125-$200.
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Isabel II

2189. Jubia, Spain, copper 4 maravedís, Isabel II, 1847, encapsulated NGC MS 63 RB. CT-517; KM-530.2. Much original color
and luster, slight wear or weak strike on hair, no marks. NGC #2713777-005. Estimate: $150-$225.

Alfonso XII

2190. Madrid, Spain, 2 pesetas, Alfonso XII, 1884MS-M, with 18-84 in stars. CT-53; KM-678.2. 9.97 grams. Brightly lustrous UNC
with light surface hairlines on obverse only, no toning. Estimate: $100-$150.

Turkey (Ottoman Empire)

2191. Turkey (Ottoman Empire), billon 1 piastre, AH1171//83 (1770), Mustafa III, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-321.2.
19.09 grams. Very light toning and muted luster, obverse off-center with incomplete rim as a result, second highest grade in NGC census behind

a pair of MS 63’s. NGC #2727170-008. Estimate: $150-$225.

U.S. Virgin Islands

2192. St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands, uniface copper coal token, 1920, The West Indies Company. Rulau Vrg-90 (page 189). 4.9
grams Scarce uniface token, VF, patchy dark toning, some verdigris present. Estimate: $50-$75.

Uruguay

2193. Uruguay (struck in Paris), 50 centésimos, 1877-A, encapsulated NGC AU 58. KM-16. 12.42 grams. Minor marks and hairlines
and slight wear on highest points, good luster under light toning. NGC #2728998-007. Estimate: $150-$225.

Venezuela

2194. Caracas, Venezuela (Republican issue), 2 reales, 1818BS (struck in 1830), rosettes flanking cross, encapsulated NGC
VF 25. KM-C36. Grainy texture but full details, toned all over (low contrast). NGC #3813044-001. Estimate: $100-$150.
2195. Caracas, Venezuela, 2 reales, Ferdinand VII, 1821BS, castles at top left and bottom right, F-7 flanking cross. KM-C6.2;
Stohr-11-C6 (var. c). 4.83 grams. Toned VF with crude hole at top, crude edge (as made) and two dents above TR, scarce date. Estimate: $150-$225.

Ancient Greek

Ancient Coins

Kings of Macedon

2196. Kingdom of Macedon, AR drachm, Alexander III (the Great), ca. 336-323 BC, Kolophon mint, 310-301 BC. Struck
under Antigonos I Monophthalmos, circa 310-301 BC. Price 1825. 4.07 grams. Head of Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress /
Zeus seated left, holding eagle in right hand, scepter in left. Bold VF, nicely toned. Estimate: $125-$200.

2197. Kings of Macedon, AR drachm, Alexander III (“the Great”), 336-323 BC, Kolophon mint, struck 323-319 BC. Price
1759. 4.15 grams. Head

of Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress / Zeus seated left, holding eagle in right hand, scepter in left. Fine with
some pitting on obverse; scarce control mark. Estimate: $100-$150.

Egypt

2198. Ancient Egypt, AE tetrobol, Ptolemy III Eurgetes, 246-221 BC. Sear 7815; Svoronos 974. 48.49 grams; 36 mm. Head of ZeusAmmon, right, wearing a tainia / Eagle standing left, on thunderbolt, head looking right, E between legs, with PTOLEMAIOU BASILEWS
legend. Fine. Estimate: $100-$150.

Ancient Roman
Roman Republic

2199. Roman Republic, AR denarius, Cn. Baelius Tamphilus, 194-190 BC. Crawford 133/2b; Sydenham 334. 3.58 grams. Helmeted

head of Roma in winged helmet right, X (mark of value) behind / Dioscuri on horseback right, TAMP (in monogram) above, ROMA in linear
frame in exergue. VF; a nice example. Estimate: $100-$150.
2200. Roman Republic, AR denarius, L. Saufeius, 152 BC, Rome mint. Crawford 204/1; Sydenham 384; Saufeia 1. 3.63 grams. Helmeted
head of Roma in winged helmet right, X (mark of value) behind / Victory driving galloping biga right, holding reins and whip, LSAVF below
and ROMA in linear frame in exergue. VF+; deeply toned and attractive. Estimate: $100-$150.
2201. Roman, Republic, AR denarius, A. Spurilius, 139 BC. Cal-1286; FFC-1131. 3.86 grams. Helmeted head of Roma in winged helmet
right, X (mark of value) behind / Luna in fast biga right, A.SPVRI below. VF; slightly off center obverse and nicely toned. Estimate: $100-$150.
2202. Roman, Republic, AR denarius, P. Aelius Paetus, 138 BC, Rome mint. Crawford 233/1; RSC Aelia 3. 3.69 grams. Helmeted head
of Roma in winged helmet right, X (mark of value) behind / The Dioscuri riding right, P.PAETVS below, ROMA in exergue. VF+; light
discoloration on obverse and small indentations in rim on reverse. Estimate: $100-$150.
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2203. Roman, Republic, AR denarius, M. Baebius Q.f. Tampilus, 137 BC, Rome mint. Crawford 236/1e; Sydenham 489; Baebia 12. 3.85

grams. Helmeted head of Roma in winged helmet left, TAMPIL behind, below chin, denomination mark / Apollo, driving galloping quadriga

right, ROMA below, M BAEBI Q F in exergue. VF+; attractive toning and detail. Estimate: $125-$200.

2204. Roman Republic, AR denarius, M. Tullius, 119 BC. Babelon (Tullia) 1. Crawford 280/1. Sydenham 531. 3.89 grams. Helmeted head of

Roma in winged helmet right, ROMA left / Victory driving quadriga galloping right and holding long palm branch, above wreath, below X
and M.TVLLI in exergue. VF+; small scratch on neck of Roma but otherwise problem-free. Estimate: $150-$225.

2205. Roman Republic, Ar denarius, Q Curtius & M Junius Silanus, 116-115 BC. Curtia 2, Crawford 285/2, Sydenham 535. 3.85 grams.

Helmeted head of Roma winged helmet right, X behind, Q CVRT before / Jupiter in galloping quadriga right, lituus above, M SIA below,
ROMA in exergue. VF; rusty discolorations on either side. Estimate: $125-$200.
2206. Roman Republic, AR denarius, Cn. Cornelius Blasio, 112/111 BC. Cornelia 19, Crawford 296/1. 3.84 grams. Mars, helmeted
right, CN. BLASIO CN.F. before, palm behind / Juno, Jupiter being crowned by Minerva, ROMA in exergue. VF; worn but details visible.
Estimate: $150-$225.

2207. Roman Republic, AR denarius, M. Aemilius Scaurus and Pub. Plautius Hypsaeus, 58 BC, Rome mint. Crawford 422/1b;
Sydenham 913; Aemilia 8. 3.94 grams. Nabatean

king Aretas kneeling to right, holding reins and olive branch before camel standing right / Jupiter
driving quadriga left, holding reins and hurling thunderbolt, scorpion below horses. VF; slight oblong shape and good toning. Estimate:
$150-$225.

Roman Empire

2208. Roman Empire, AR denarius, Domitian, 81-96 AD, encapsulated NGC XF strike 5/5 surface 3/5. Rome mint.
Struck 90-91 AD. RIC II 691; RSC 260. 3.55 grams. Laureate head right / Minerva standing left, holding thunderbolt and spear, shield set on
ground to right. Estimate: $150-$225.

Argentina

Medals

2209. Buenos Aires, Argentina, large copper medal, 1942, inauguration of Simón Bolívar monument. 61 mm, 104.99 grams.

Obverse: bust of Simón Bolívar with SIMON BOLIVAR below; reverse: text HOMENAJE / DE LA NACION ARGENTINA / AL LIBERATOR / INAUGURACION de su MONUMENTO / BUENOS AIRES / 28 de OCTUBRE de 1942. Bold AU with light brown color
all over except for faint traces of original color around details, minor rim-bruise on reverse only. Estimate: $70-$100.

Chile

2210. Chile, large bronze medal, International Exposition, 1875, by Dubois. 68 mm; 152.34 grams. Obverse: head of Minerva
facing right, encompassed by wreath; reverse: detailed wreath around PRIMER PREMIO / ESPOSICION INTERNACIONAL DE CHILE
EN 1875. AU with glossy fields, light marks, chocolate brown toning. Estimate: $100-$150.

Colombia

2211. Bogotá, Colombia, silver medal, 1892, 400th anniversary of the discovery of the Americas. Restrepo-unl. 34.5mm; 20.56 grams.
Obverse with arms and legend CONGRESO DE COLOMBIA / BOGOTA reverse with sailing ship inside legend DESCUBRIMIENTO DE
AMERICA / 4o CENTENARIO / 1492 * 1892. XF, scattered dark toning spots, presumably rare as unlisted in Restrepo. Estimate: $60-$90.

France

2212. France (struck in Paris), copper medal, Louis XIV, 1697, Cartagena (Colombia). Fonrobert-8182; Betts-83. 40 mm; 29.11 grams.
Head of Louis XIV on the right, bordered by LUDOVICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS, signed J. MAVGER. F. Reverse with
HISPANORUM THESAURI DIREPTI around a woman beneath a coconut tree, vase spilling coins to left. In the exergue: CARTHAGO
AMERICANA / VI CAPTA./ M. DC. XCVII. Brown toned AU, glossy fields with scattered contact marks. Estimate: $150-$225.

2213. France (struck in Paris), copper medal, Louis XIV, 1697, Cartagena (Colombia). Fonrobert-8182; Betts-83. 40 mm; 30.29 grams.
Head of Louis XIV on the right, bordered by LUDOVICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS, signed J. MAVGER. F. Reverse with
HISPANORUM THESAURI DIREPTI around a woman beneath a coconut tree, vase spilling coins to left. In the exergue: CARTHAGO
AMERICANA / VI CAPTA./ M. DC. XCVII. XF+, dark rainbow toning with brighter areas. Estimate: $100-$150.

Great Britain

2214. Lot of two Great Britain copper-alloy medals, Admiral Vernon, 1739, Porto Bello and Fort Chagre. AC-PBv30AA, FCc6H.
29.89 grams total. Porto Bello issue appears crude F/VF, missing obverse legend, chips in edge, dark brown toning with lighter patches; Fort

Chagre issue is VF, chips in edge, even brown toning. Estimate: $100-$150.
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Guatemala

2215. Guatemala, 2R-sized silver medal, 1812, Spanish Constitution. Grove -F67a. 26 mm; 6.50 grams. Obverse showing the Constitution (book) inside legend * POR LA CONSTITUCION POLITICA DE LAS ESPANAS; reverse with city arms inside legend * LA CIUD
DE GUATEM 24 DE SEPT DE 1812. Issued to celebrate the political constitution of Spain, published in Cádiz in 1812. VF, struck slightly
off-center, minor rim damage, with “1S” countermark on reverse. Estimate: $100-$150.

Panama

2216. Panama, GOP and Theodore Roosevelt base-metal watch fob plus “Coins of Panama” postcard, early 1900s, exRichard Stuart. 3-1/2” x 5-1/2” (postcard), 5-7/8” x 1-1/4” (medal); 39.71 grams total. The fully complete watch fob features, from top to bottom
on both sides, an elephant with a GOP banner, the American flag with “TRADE FOLLOWS THE FLAG,” “PROTECTION PROSPERITY AND PANAMA,” ocean waves with “ATLANTIC PACIFIC,” and a rather crude depiction of Theodore Roosevelt, all with slight wear.
The lightly circulated postcard features embossed designs of circulating Panama coins, a short message to a Edna Lovett in Texarkana, Texas,
and a Panama 1 centésimo stamp with a Panama Canal Zone cancellation. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $100-$150.

2217. Lot of three Panama silver, brass, and copper medals, 1912, Hamilton Foley panorama of the Panama Canal, ex-

Richard Stuart. 33.65 grams total. All three medals are VF/XF and share the same design: obverse with the Culebra Cut of the Panama Canal
with text THE LAND DIVIDED THE WORLD UNITED / CULEBRA CUT above and COPYRIGHT 1912 HAMILTON FOLEY;
reverse with a bird’s eye view of the Panama Canal and text PANORAMA OF THE PANAMA CANAL above and same copyright below.
Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $125-$200.
2218. Lot of six Panama medals, 1910-13, assorted Panama themes, ex-Richard Stuart. 71.49 grams total. Variety of medals, both
in metal and in topic, between VF and AU, of note is a sterling silver medal for McClintic Marshall Construction Company (the builder of
the canal’s locks and gates) as well as an enameled pinback badge for the American Institute of Mining Engineers dated Nov. 1910. Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.

2219. Lot of four Panama medals, 1900-1928, Carlos Alban and 25th anniversary of the Panama Republic, ex-Richard
Stuart. 49.08 grams total. Two badge-like medals (one round, possibly a test strike or uncut piece) dedicated to Carlos Alban, a Colombian

Conservative Party leader who died during the Thousand Days’ War, both VF. Also two holed, round medals dedicated to the 25th anniversary
of the Panama Republic in 1928, both XF/AU, the brass one with light surface corrosion. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate:
$125-$200.
2220. Lot of seven Panama medals, 1913-31, sports awards, ex-Richard Stuart. 111.57 grams total. Various sports medals ranging
from shooting contests to duck pin bowling, between VF and UNC (surface corrosion on the Cristobal, Canal Zone slow fire medal). Pedigreed
to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $150-$225.
2221. Lot of four Panama medals, 1901-38, assorted Panama themes, ex-Richard Stuart. 63.58 grams. Lot of four medals consisting of: Panama-Pacific Expo (of US origin, but important to Panama), bronze so-called dollar, 1901, UNC, edge damage and scratches;
Panama Canal, bronze oval medal with excavated material, 1915, VF+; National University of Panama, silver proof-like medal, 1935, AU,
light contact marks; Central American and Caribbean Games, bronze round medal, 1938, XF/AU. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection.
Estimate: $125-$200.
2222. Lot of four Panama medals, 1922-38, sports, ex-Richard Stuart. 71.69 grams total. Lot of four sports medals consisting of:
Canal Zone, bronze rectangular decoration, 1922, H.B. Hudson “10 points,” AU with minor edge nicks, ribbon with some separated threads;
Central American and Caribbean Games, stainless steel round medal, 1938, VF; Central American and Caribbean Games, round star and
laurel decoration, 1938, AU, missing top ribbon attachment; Central American and Caribbean Games, round decoration, 1938, UNC, pin
detached but included. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $125-$200.
2223. Lot of eight Panama service medals, early- to mid-1900s, ex-Richard Stuart. 96.87 grams total. Group of Panama medals,
grades from Fine to AU, of importance is a Panama Canal service medal in VF, without inscription or header and one central loop (instead
of the usual two loops at 11 and 1 o’clock). The Panama Canal service medals were struck using scrap metal from the original French canal
project and awarded to civilians who worked at least two years on the Panama Canal. Victor David Brenner, the designer of the Lincoln cent,
also design the Panama Canal service medal. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $250-$375.
2224. Lot of seven Panama base-metal medals, mid-1900s, sports, ex-Richard Stuart. 1,104.96 grams total. Lot of seven sports medals:
three from the 1938 Central American and Caribbean games, one from the same games in held in 1970, and three from the Bolivarian Games
in 1973. All between VF and UNC, some with minor marks and rim dings. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $200-$300.

2225. Lot of three Panama bronze medals, 1967-84, Panama transportation and utilities, ex-Richard Stuart. 382.93 grams

total. Three high-relief medals consisting of: Interamerican Highway, 1967, AU+, contact marks and rim dings; Panama Canal Treaties, 1978,

UNC, verdigris, hairlines; Hydroelectricity, 1984, UNC, light contact marks. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $125-$200.
2226. Lot of seven Panama base-metal medals, 1967-92, Masonic, ex-Richard Stuart. 95.92 grams total. XF-UNC, number of
different lodges, metals, and dates represented. Pedigreed to the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $125-$200.
2227. Lot of two Panama base-metal medals, 1976-94, diplomatic, ex-Richard Stuart. 161.53 grams total. Medals commemorating the sesquicentennial of the Congress of Panama as well as 50 years of Greece-Panama friendship. Both UNC, no problems. Pedigreed to
the Richard Stuart collection. Estimate: $125-$200.
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Peru

2228. Ayacucho, Peru, silver medal, 1824 (struck 1825), Restoration of Peru in Ayacucho by Bolívar. Fonrobert-9178. 30 mm;

15.81 grams. Obverse with bust of Bolívar above A DAVALOS G (engraver) inside legend A SU LIBERTADOR SIMON BOLIVAR; reverse

with arms inside legend EL PERU RESTAURADO EN AYACUCHO ANO DE 1824. Popular medal instituted by law in 1825 to commemorate the Battle of Ayacucho (1824), which finally ended Spanish rule in Peru. Light gold and blue toned VF with tooling on edge as
removed from mount. Estimate: $200-$300.

Silver

U.S. Coins

Dollars

2229. USA (Philadelphia mint), $1 Morgan, 1878, strong 7/8 tail feathers, VAM-38, encapsulated PCGS MS 62. KM-110. The

7/8 tail feathers is identified by the extra tail feathers below the eagle on the reverse. For VAM-38 (not designated on the slab), five extra tail
feathers are visible. Other diagnostics include strong shifting in LIBERTY and strong doubling through E PLURIBUS UNUM. Nice MS-62
piece with light bagmarks, pleasing gold toning with some areas of darker purple and blue colors. PCGS #80654088. Estimate: $150-$225.
2230. USA (San Francisco mint), $1 Morgan, 1878-S, encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-110. First year of issue for the series. Choice
piece with smooth matte fields, considerable luster and light bagmarks (typical for many Morgan dollars). NGC #2727166-001. Estimate:
$80-$120.
2231. USA (San Francisco mint), $1 Morgan, 1879-S, encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-110. Very lustrous coin with light bagmarks,
beautiful rainbow toning running from dark blue and purple around the edges to red and gold in the centers, two defined areas of minimal
toning from something resting on the coin. NGC #4562479-003. Estimate: $80-$120.
2232. USA (San Francisco mint), $1 Morgan, 1881-S, encapsulated NGC MS 65. KM-110. Choice blast white coin with significant
luster, minimal bagmarks. NGC #2727171-007. Estimate: $80-$120.
2233. USA (San Francisco mint), $1 Morgan, 1881-S, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-110. Beautiful rainbow toned and flashy
example, light bagmarks. NGC #3770601-031. Estimate: $70-$100.
2234. USA (New Orleans mint), $1 Morgan, 1883-O, VAM-21A, encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-110. Nice piece with strong
luster, clear diagnostics for VAM-21A (die clash marks around Liberty’s neck and eagle’s wings), hint of gold toning on Liberty’s cheek. NGC
#2727171-013. Estimate: $80-$120.
2235. USA (New Orleans mint), $1 Morgan, 1885-O, encapsulated NGC MS 64. KM-110. Bright white and lustrous, few contact
marks. NGC #2727171-015. Estimate: $80-$120.
2236. USA (San Francisco mint), $1 Morgan, 1890-S, encapsulated NGC MS 62. KM-110. Lightly bagmarked, perhaps a bit
conservatively graded, overall reddish tone with muted luster. NGC #2727166-005. Estimate: $80-$120.

Smaller denominations

2237. USA (Philadelphia mint), proof half dollar Franklin, 1956, type two, encapsulated PCGS PR 68 CAM. KM-199. Brilliant proof with clear cameo contrast, light milky surface. PCGS #5011117. Estimate: $125-$200.

2238. USA (San Francisco mint), quarter dollar commemorative, San Diego / California Pacific International Exposition,
1935-S, encapsulated PCGS MS 65. KM-171. Choice, lustrous coin with bright, white surfaces, small struck-through fiber error to right
of Minerva’s head. PCGS #11205487. Estimate: $100-$150.

2239. USA (Philadelphia mint), proof quarter dollar Washington, 1939, encapsulated NGC PF 64. KM-164. Brilliant proof

with considerable reflectivity, interesting line of raised dots from eagle’s neck to top of right wing. NGC #3749201-011. Estimate: $100-$150.

2240. Lot of six USA (Philadelphia mint) small coins: four Seated Liberty dimes (1838, 1843, 1849 and 1852), one Capped

Bust half dime (1833) and one Seated Liberty half dime (1847). KM-63.1, 63.2 (3), 47, 62.2. 12.83 grams total. Dimes: 1838, Good, light

blue toning; 1843, XF, mottled dark blue toning; 1849, VF, scattered blue toning; 1852, XF, light gold toning on obverse, blue toning on
reverse with large red spot. 1833 half dime, Good, dark brown staining; 1847 half dime, F/VF, holed, cleaned. Estimate: $100-$150.
2241. USA (Philadelphia mint), dime Seated Liberty, 1888, encapsulated NGC MS 63. KM-A92. Subdued lustrous piece with
light gold toning, some areas of darker blue coloring. NGC #4348114-002. Estimate: $150-$225.

Copper

2242. USA (San Francisco mint), copper cent Lincoln, 1909-S, encapsulated VF 25 BN. KM-132. Desirable first year, branch
mint Lincoln cent, modest circulation wear, wood grain toning (from improper alloy mix, common with Lincoln cents of the time period).
NGC #2725693-014. Estimate: $100-$150.

Miscellaneous

2243. Hawaii, 25 cents, 1883. KM-5. 6.16 grams. Cleaned VF, scattered surface contact marks, rose gold toning. Estimate: $40-$60.
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2244. Lot of three silver and copper US slot machine tokens, ca. 1920s, LIBERTAD, Standing Liberty quarter designs.

15.51 grams. All three tokens have blank reverses and are quarter-sized. Most likely Cuban in origin, intended for use in slot machines. The

copper Standing Liberty and silver eagle pieces appear VG, while the silver Standing Liberty token appears to be VF. Estimate: $40-$60.
2245. California (USA), California State Agricultural Society, silver medal, (ca. 1890’s). 35 mm; 34.56 grams. Bust upon pedestal
with bear below, surrounded by various agricultural items; wild horses, trees and mountains in background. AWARDED BY THE CALIFORNIA STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY TO around wreath with “Nicholas Gilman” engraved in center. F/VF, holed. Estimate: $70-$100.
2246. USA (Philadelphia mint), silver 225th Anniversary of the U.S. Mint medal, 2017. 31.10 grams. The first portrait of Liberty
as an African American woman, a design chosen as a modern emblem that, as the US Mint says, “embodies the ideals of freedom and equality first set forth in our Declaration of Independence.” The same design also appears on the 2017 $100 gold American Liberty coin. Both
the silver medal and gold coin commemorate the 225th anniversary of the founding on the US Mint. Choice UNC. In original government
packaging with certificate. Estimate: $60-$90.

Fractional Currency

U.S. Paper Money

2247. Lot of eight USA (Washington, D.C.), fractional notes, 1862-63. FR-1316, FR-1317, FR-1242, FR-1243, FR-1244, FR-1230, FR-1232
(2). 50

cents, 3-3-1863, 2nd series, “18-63” surcharge notation, Fine, stains, internal split; 50 cents, 3-3-1863, 2nd series, “18-63” and “A”
surcharge notations, AU, pinhole; 10 cents, 17-7-1862, 1st series, straight edge with ABCo monogram, Fine, pinholes; 10 cents, 17-7-1862,
1st series, straight edge without ABCo monogram, Fine; 10 cents, 3-3-1863, 2nd series, AU, pinholes; 5 cents, 17-7-1862, 1st series, straight
edge with ABCo monogram, VG, edge splits; 5 cents, 3-3-1863, 2nd series, AU, light stains; 5 cents, 3-3-1863, 2nd series, VG, edge splits,
internal tears. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.
2248. Lot of two USA (Washington, D.C.), fractional specimen notes, 3-3-1863, uniface. 50 cents, March 3, 1863, 2nd issue,
on “CSA” watermarked paper, AU, pinhole, nice large margins; 25 cents, March 3, 1863, 3rd issue, on “CSA” watermarked paper, AU, light
stains. Estimate: $100-$150.
2249. Lot of eight USA (Washington, D.C.), fractional notes, 3-3-1863, third series. FR-1236, FR-1238 (3), FR-1226 (4). 5 cents, red
reverse, XF, previously mounted; 5 cents, green reverse, AU; 5 cents, green reverse, AU, stains; 5 cents, green reverse, AU, light stain; 3 cents,
light background, Fine; 3 cents, light background, VF+; 3 cents, light background, Fine; 3 cents, light background, AU+. Personal inspection
recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.

2250. Lot of eight USA (Washington, D.C.), fractional notes, 1863-64. FR-1379, FR-1380, FR-1271, FR-1258 (2), FR-1261 (2), FR-1265.

50 cents, 30-6-1864, 4th series, VG, pinholes; 50 cents, 30-6-1864, 5th series, VF; 15 cents, 3-3-1863, 4th series, smaller red seal with fibers,
VF+; 10 cents, 3-3-1863, 4th series, unwatermarked paper, VF, pinholes; 10 cents, 3-3-1863, 4th series, unwatermarked paper, VG, pinholes,
edge splits; 10 cents, 3-3-1863, 4th series, small red seal with fibers variety, VF; 10 cents, 3-3-1863, 4th series, small red seal with fibers variety,
Fine, pinholes; 10 cents, 3-3-1863, 4th series, thick key, Good, edge splits, internal tears. Personal inspection recommended, no returns on
this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.

Gold Certificates

2251. USA (Washington, D.C.), $10, 1928. FR-2400, KL-1963. Series 1928, serial A70188297A. Fine, good paper quality and color.
Estimate: $70-$100.

Obsolete Bank Notes
Alabama

2252. Lot of fourteen Montgomery, State of Alabama issued notes, 1-1-1863. Cr-1 (2); Cr-4 (6); Cr-5; Cr-6 (2); Cr-9 (2); Cr-11. $1, 1st

series, plate K, serial 13086, VG, pinholes; $1, 1st series, plate K, serial 122219, Fine, small holes; 50 cents, 2nd series, plate B, serial 53830,
AU, ink burn hole; 50 cents, 2nd series, plate L, serial 24192, Fine, pinholes, pencil annotation on reverse; 50 cents, 2nd series, plate C, serial
56039, XF, pinholes; 50 cents, 2nd series, plate C, serial 58447, AU, pinholes; 50 cents, 2nd series, plate F, serial 58608, AU, pinholes; 50
cents, 2nd series, plate B, serial 77158, XF, pinholes; 25 cents, plate J, serial 24788, gutter fold error, Fine, pinholes, light stains; 25 cents, 2nd
series, plate J, serial 21743, VF, pinholes; 25 cents, 2nd series, plate F, serial 67981, VF, pinholes; 10 cents, 1st series, plate G, serial 23146,
Good, missing upper left corner, internal and edge splits; 10 cents, 1st series, plate F, serial 53820, VF+; 5 cents, 1st series, plate S, serial 23644,
XF, ink burn through. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.

Georgia

2253. Lot of four Georgia notes, 1858-64. H-G84; Cr-25; H-G6a (2). Augusta, Bank of Augusta, $10, 11-7-1858, serial 601, cut cancelled,

VG, edge splits, pinholes, number of stamps and endorsements; Milledgeville, State of Georgia, $10, 6-4-1864, serial 4300, Good, some pieces
missing, internal splits; Augusta, Augusta Insurance & Banking Co., $1, 1-11-1861, serial 4103, VG, pinholes; Augusta, Augusta Insurance
& Banking Co., $1, 5-11-1861, serial 4883, Fine, pinholes. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.
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Kentucky

2254. Russellville, Kentucky, Southern Bank of Kentucky, 5 dollars front proof, ND (1850s-1860s), no overprint. HaxbyKY285-G336a. 4

POCs. ABNCo proof with sharp edges and corners, stain on center left. Estimate: $100-$150.

Louisiana

2255. Lot of seven Louisiana notes, 1840s-1863. H-G48a; H-G36a; H-G24a; H-G12a; Cr-10 (2); Cr-14. New Orleans, Canal Bank, $50, plate

C-C, UNC; New Orleans, Canal Bank, $20, plate C-C, UNC; New Orleans, Canal Bank, $10, plate A-A, UNC, paper toning; New Orleans,
Canal Bank, $5, plate D-D, UNC, paper toning; Baton Rouge, State of Louisiana, $5, plate C, serial 1619, VF, pencil annotation on reverse;
Baton Rouge, State of Louisiana, $5, plate F, serial 2272, AU, mounting remnants on reverse; Shreveport, State of Louisiana, $5, plate F, serial
4662, Fine, mounting remnants on reverse. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.

Michigan

2256. Lot of four Michigan notes, 1841-54. H-G54; L-ADR-2-3; H-G42b; H-G40b. Monroe, Bank of River Raisin, $5, 1-10-1841, serial

2719, G/VG, edge splits, pinholes; Adrian, Adrian Insurance Company, $2, 14-6-1853, serial 5784, Fine+, pinholes; Washtenaw, Bank of
Washtenaw, $2, 1-5-1854, serial 2113, VG, small pieces missing, stains; Washtenaw, Bank of Washtenaw, $1, 1-5-1854, serial 2101, VG, small
pieces missing, stains. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $60-$90.

New York

2257. Lot of seven New York notes, 1862-64. H-C6c; H-C4f; unl (5). Hudson, Farmers Bank of Hudson, $5 contemporary counterfeit,

7-7-1864, serial 1148, Fine, pinholes; Albion, Bank of Albion, $2 contemporary counterfeit, 1-4-1862, serial (7?)04, Fine, contemporary tear
repair in upper right corner, glue residue; Ogdensburgh, Village of Ogdensburgh, 10 cents, 24-10-1862, serial 3178, VG, pinholes; Troy, City
of Troy, 10 cents, 1-10-1862, serial 2339, Fine; Troy, City of Troy, 10 cents, 1-10-1862, serial 2364, Fine, corners clipped, pinholes; Albany,
City of Albany, 5 cents, 24-11-1862, serial 556, Good+, internal holes, rust stains; New York City, Chatham Bank, 3 cents, 20-11-1862, Fine,
light stains. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $60-$90.

North Carolina

2258. Large lot of 21 North Carolina notes, 1855-63. H-35-G10; H-15-G2a; H-35-G8; Cr-123 (10); Cr-24; Cr-32b; Cr-88 (2); Cr-88A; Cr-148 (3).

Murphy, Miners & Planters Bank, $10, 1-6-1860, serial 255, Fine, pinholes, endorsements on reverse; Clarendon, Bank of Clarendon, $5, ND
(1855), VG, foxing, paper pull, missing upper left corner; Murphy, Miners & Planters Bank, 1-5-1860, serial 1892, Fine, pinholes; Raleigh,
State of North Carolina, $5, 1-1-1863, plate E, serial 3581, AU+; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $5, 1-1-1863, plate C, serial 3581, AU+;
Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $5, 1-1-1863, plate C, serial 3582, AU+; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $5, 1-1-1863, plate E, serial
3582, AU+; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $5, 1-1-1863, plate C, serial 3583, AU, small edge divot; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $5,
1-1-1863, plate E, serial 3583, XF/AU, edge handling; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $5, 1-1-1863, plate B, serial 3584, XF+; Raleigh,
State of North Carolina, $5, 1-1-1863, plate D, serial 3585, AU, edge handling; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $5, 1-1-1863, plate E, serial
3587, AU, small edge tear; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $5, 1-1-1863, plate E, serial 3587, AU, small edge tear; Raleigh, State of North
Carolina, $5, 1-1-1863, plate B, serial 3590, UNC; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $1, 1-10-1861, serial (X)6(X), VG, missing upper left
corner, pinholes; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $1, 12-10-1861, serial 1795, Fine, pinholes; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $1, 1-91862, serial 3237, Fine, missing lower left corner, pinholes; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $1, 1-9-1862, serial 2344, Fine, pinholes, tape
repairs; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, $1, 1-9-1862, serial illegible, Fine, pinholes; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, 5 cents, 1-1-1863,
serial 82, VF, pinholes; Raleigh, State of North Carolina, 5 cents, 1-1-1863, no serial, VF, small cut on signature; Raleigh, State of North
Carolina, 5 cents, 1-1-1863, serial 2212, Good, missing upper left corner, internal holes. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on
this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.

Virginia

2259. Lot of two Richmond, Virginia, Virginia Treasury notes, 15-10-1862. Cr-6; Cr-7. $100, 15-10-1862, serial 1047, UNC, small
mounting remnant on reverse; $50, 15-10-1862, serial 2179, AU, light handling in lower right corner. Personal inspection recommended; no
returns on this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.
2260. Lot of seven Richmond, Virginia Treasury notes, 1862. Cr-13 (2); Cr-16 (3); Cr-17 (2). $5, 13-3-1862, serial 8718, Fine; $5,
13-3-1862, serial 24463, VF, strong paper wave; $1, 15-5-1862, serial 9792, Fine, pinholes; $1, 15-5-1862, serial 28645, XF, pinholes; $1,
15-5-1862, serial 62206, Fine, pinholes; $1, 21-7-1862, serial 113948, Fine, pinholes; $1, 21-7-1862, serial 182176, VG+, missing bottom
right corner. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $60-$90.

Various States

2261. Lot of ten obsolete notes, 1830s-1864. W-1124-05; unl; H-G1120a; unl; H-G2a; H-PA-120-G2a; H-45-G114e; H-45-G92e; H-45-G90e; W-0943-

02. Franklin, Ohio, Franklin Silk Company, remainder $10, 18XX (1830s), VF+; Columbia, South Carolina, Commercial Bank of Columbia,

$5, 4-9-1854, serial 638, VG, internal and edge splits, tape repairs; Piqua, Ohio, State Bank of Ohio, $3, 4-11-1862, serial 892, Fine+, light
stain; Terre Haute, Indiana, Commercial Exchange Bank, $1, 3-8-1858, serial 633, VG, edge splits, pinholes; Bloomfield, New Jersey, Bank
of Bloomfield, $1, 1-1-1863, serial 2489, G/VG, pinholes; Easton, Pennsylvania, Farmers and Mechanics Bank, $1, 4-7-1864, serial 14040,
punch hole and cut cancelled, VG, foxing, edge splits; South Carolina, 50 cents, 1-2-1863, VG, pinholes, minor tear; South Carolina, 15
cents, 1-2-1863, VG, pinholes; South Carolina, 10 cents, June 1862, VG, edge splits / tears; Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, Summit County Bank,
remainder 10 cents, 1862, XF. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $150-$225.
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2262. Lot of three obsolete notes, 1836-60. H-FL85-G6; H-TN100-G54c; H-TN25-G4b. Tallahassee, Florida, Union Bank of Florida, $5,

30-1-1836, plate A, serial 3032, Fine, a few pinholes, some soiling; Memphis, Farmers’ and Merchants’ Bank of Memphis, $5, 1-3-1854, serial 1657, red overprint variety, AU with minor edge nicks and holes in the top left and right (probably from mounting), also a contemporary
erasure on the redemption location line; Cleveland, Ocoee Bank, $1, 1-11-1860, series C, serial 3582, VG with edge splits and pinholes.
Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.
2263. Lot of three Southern obsolete notes, 1860-63. Cr-119; H-40-G34b; unl. Raleigh, North Carolina, State of North Carolina, $20,
1-1-1863, serial 1433, AU+; Charleston, South Carolina, State Bank, South Carolina, $10, 6-1-1860, serial 15, low serial number note, VF;
Camden, North Carolina, County of Camden, $2, 15-1-1862, serial 2706, Fine/VF, some holes and edge splits. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.

Scrip and Miscellaneous
Various States

2264. Lot of fourteen obsolete and scrip notes, 1810s-1862. Indiana Iron Works, Pennsylvania, remainder $5, 1-1-1858, VF, edge

splits and stains; Worthington, Ohio, Ezra Griswold, remainder $2, 18XX (1810s), AU+, crude edges; Frederick-Town, Maryland, FrederickTown Branch Bank, $2, 11-6-1837, serial 51, cut cancelled, VF, light stains; Baltimore, Maryland, Exchange Office, $1, 10-11-1841, serial
427, Fine, tape repairs, pinholes; Knox Corners, New York, James C. Knox, remainder 50 cents, 1-12-1862, AU, light stains; Indiana Iron
Works, Pennsylvania, remainder 50 cents, 1-1-1858, VF, edge splits and stains; James C. Knox, remainder 25 cents, 1-12-1862, XF, light stains;
Indiana Iron Works, Pennsylvania, remainder 25 cents, 1-1-1858, VF, edge splits and stains; Worthington, Ohio, Ezra Griswold, remainder
12-1/2 cents, 18XX (1810s), choice UNC; Seneca, New York, East Seneca Co., 10 cents, 1-1-1863, serial 156, VG+, rust stains; Knowlton,
New Jersey, Foster, Knowlton & Foster, 10 cents, 2-1-1863, serial 101, VG+, edge splits; Indiana Iron Works, Pennsylvania, remainder 10
cents, 1-1-1858, VF, edge splits and stains; Knowlton, New Jersey, Foster, Knowlton & Foster, 5 cents, 2-1-1863, serial 144, VG+, edge splits;
Indiana Iron Works, Pennsylvania, remainder 5 cents, 1-1-1858, VF, edge splits and stains. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on
this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.
2265. Lot of two scrip notes, 1862. Hillsville, Virginia, Hillsville Savings Bank, 1 dollar and 50 cents, 21-5-1862, serial 1411, VG, splits
and stains, tape repair on reverse; Fayetteville, Tennessee, R.A. McDonald, 50 cents, 5-11-1862, “50 CENTS” variety, Fine, corner missing,
stains, and tape on reverse. Estimate: $100-$150.

U.S. Paper Money / Confederate States

2266. Lot of two Richmond, CSA, $100 notes, 1862. T-39; T-41. 14-6-1862, plate Ac, serial 6736, with interest-paid stamp, VF, pin-

holes; 29-9-1862, plate W, serial 23376, CSA script watermark, with Augusta 1864 and 1865 interest-paid stamps, XF. Estimate: $100-$150.
2267. Lot of two Richmond, CSA, $50 notes, 1861. T-8; T-14. 25-7-1861, plate B, serial 24297, VF+ with original paper, no holes or
tears; 2-9-1861, plate A, serial 523, VF with ink erosion, pinholes, contemporary ink annotation on reverse. Estimate: $100-$150.
2268. Lot of two Richmond, CSA, $50, 17-2-1864, plate Ax, 3rd series, with red tints. T-66 (2). serial 71331, AU, pinholes; serial
71363, AU+, pinholes. Both were probably cut at the same time, given the almost matching edges. Estimate: $100-$150.
2269. Lot of two Richmond, CSA, $20 notes, 1861-63. T-9; T-58. 25-7-1861, plate C, serial 8086, VF, edge splits, pinholes, pencil
annotation on reverse; 6-4-1863, plate D, 3rd series, serial 53945, with “SEPT’R, 1863” stamp, VF, pinholes. Estimate: $100-$150.
2270. Lot of two Richmond, CSA, $10, 2-9-1861. T-29. Plate F, serial 16347, Fine, some holes, edge splits and minor stains; Plate Z,
serial 39810, Fine, small internal tear in center, pinholes. Estimate: $100-$150.
2271. Lot of three Richmond, CSA, $10 notes, 1862-63. T-52 (2); T-59. 2-12-1862, plate C, 3rd series, serial 82549, printed by Evans
and Cogwell, VF+, pinholes; 2-12-1862, plate D, serial 30033, printed by B. Duncan, VF, ink erosion spot, pinholes; 6-4-1863, plate H, 2nd
series, serial 60760, with “August, 1863” stamp, AU, pinholes. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $150-$225.
2272. Lot of two Richmond, CSA, $5 notes, 1861-62. T-37; T-53. 2-9-1861, plate 1, 2nd series, serial 40824, Fine+ with pinholes,
paper pull and pencil annotation; 2-12-1862, plate B, 2nd series, serial 97023, UNC, pinholes. Estimate: $100-$150.
2273. Lot of three Richmond, CSA, $1 notes, 1862-64. T-45; T-62; T-71. 2-6-1862, plate 7, 2nd series, serial 21434, VG/Fine, small
holes; 6-4-1863, plate B, 1st series, serial 18635, AU+, pinholes; 17-2-1864, plate B, serial 14864, UNC, pinholes. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $150-$225.
2274. Lot of fifteen Richmond, CSA notes, 1861-63. T-40, 58, 18, 20, 60 (3), 36 (2), 43, 44 (2), 62 (2), 63. $100, 15-10-1862, plate Ae, serial 61442, VF, pinholes, endorsement on reverse; $20, 6-4-1863, 1st series, plate D-D, serial 13194, April, 1863 overprint, Fine, pinholes,
light staining; $20, 2-9-1861, plate A-A, serial 28353, VF, pinholes, pencil writing on reverse; $20, 2-9-1861, 1st series, serial 119072, F/VF
pinholes; $5, 6-4-1863, plate G-G, serial 13107, Sept. 1863 overprint, hole cancelled, VF, pinholes; $5, 6-4-1862, plate H-H, serial 81532,
Feb. 1864 overprint, cut cancelled, VF, pinholes; $5, 6-4-1862, plate D-D, serial 123033, Feb. 1864 overprint, XF, pinholes; $5, 2-9-1861,
2nd series, plate 12A, serial 277594, cut cancelled, F/VF, pinholes; $5, 2-9-1861, 2nd series, plate 12A, serial 36675, F/VF, pinholes; $2,
2-6-1862, 2nd series, plate 9, serial 28198, VG, missing upper left corner, pinholes; $1, 2-6-1862, 3rd series, plate 8, serial 53340, VG, edge
splits, pinholes; $1, 2-6-1862, 2nd series, plate 7, serial 41(55?), Good, internal and edge splits, tape repairs; $1, 6-4-1863, plate D-D, serial
7321, VF, pinholes, pencil writing on reverse; $1, 6-4-1863, 2nd series, plate B-B, serial 1109(?)7, VF, ink burn through, pinholes; 50 cents,
6-4-1863, 1st series, plate G, serial 122099, VF, pinholes. Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $200-$300.
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2275. Lot of fifteen Richmond, CSA notes, seventh issue, 17-2-1864. T-64, 65 (3), 66 (2), 67 (3), 68 (3), 69, 70 (2). $500, plate B-B, serial

22485, F/VF, pinholes; $100, plate A-A, serial 17665, XF, pinholes; $100, series I, plate B-B, serial 91002, Fine, pinholes; $100, series II,
plate C-C, serial 36634, Fine, pinholes, edge splits; $50, plate ZA, serial 41848, Fine, edge splits, pinholes; $50, 2nd series, plate ZA, serial
43609, VF, pinholes; $20, X series, plate C, serial 18577, AU+; $20, VII series, plate A, serial 93535, VF; $20, series 4, plate D, serial 25653,
VF, pinholes; $10, series 9, plate G-G, serial 14321, Fine, light stains, pinholes; $10, series 7, plate F-F, serial 78586, XF, pinholes; $10, series
4, plate H, serial 36965, VF, pinholes; $5, plate E, serial 25140, VF, pinholes, light stains; $2, plate H-H, serial 983(??), Fine, previously
mounted, glue residue, paper pull holes, tape repair; $2, plate C-C, serial 20655, VG, pinholes. Personal inspection recommended; no returns
on this lot. Estimate: $400-$600.
2276. Lot of four CSA and Southern States notes, 1863-64. T-65; T-67; Cr-12; H-30-G144. Richmond, CSA, $100, 17-2-1864, plate D,
serial 57054, VF, edge splits; Richmond, CSA, $20, 17-2-1864, plate D, series IX, serial 40132, VF, pinholes; Milledgeville, Georgia, State of
Georgia, $1, 1-1-1863, Fine, rust stains, pinholes; Augusta, Georgia, Bank of Augusta, 25 cents, 1-1-1863, Fine+, missing upper left corner.
Personal inspection recommended; no returns on this lot. Estimate: $100-$150.
2277. Lot of three Richmond, CSA, coupon bonds, 1862-63. Cr-122; Cr-125; Cr-29. $1,000 seven-percent interest coupon bond, 2-31863, serial 883, portrait of Confederate General T.J. “Stonewall” Jackson, seven coupons remaining, light wrinkling and some small holes,
embossed Confederate Treasury seal still visible; $1,000 eight-percent interest coupon bond, 2-3-1863, serial 33644, portrait of Confederate
President Jefferson Davis, seven coupons remaining, light wrinkling and some small holes; $100 eight-percent interest coupon bond, 5-5-1862,
serial 3217, portrait of Confederate Secretary of State and Senator R.M.T. Hunter, eight coupons remaining, light wrinkling and some small
holes, embossed Confederate Treasury seal still visible. Estimate: $200-$300.

U.S. Paper Money / Philippines

2278. Philippines, Allied counterfeit of Japanese Government issue, 5 pesos, ND (1942), certified PMG Choice UNC 63

EPQ. SCWPM-107x; SB-2225aq. Block PD. High grade counterfeit produced by General MacArthur to ruin the Philippine pesos issued by the
Japanese puppet government. PMG #1621007-009. Estimate: $150-$225.

2279. Philippines, Allied counterfeit of Japanese Government issue, 50 centavos, ND (1942), certified PMG Choice UNC

64 EPQ. SCWPM-105x; SB-2223q. Block PF. High grade counterfeit produced by General MacArthur to ruin the Philippine pesos issued by the
Japanese puppet government. PMG #1538674-002. Estimate: $100-$225.

Argentina

World Paper Money

2280. Buenos Aires, Argentina, Banco Nacional, specimen 50 centavos fuertes, 1-8-1873. SCWPM-S647. Series A, red “SPECI-

MEN” stamp. Interesting design featuring horses and ranchers on the obverse, Argentina state seals on reverse. AU, mounting remnants on
reverse. Estimate: $150-$225.
2281. Buenos Aires, Argentina, República Argentina, 5 pesos front proofs, 1-1-1895. SCWPM-220 (for type). Series 01. Uniface
front proofs with pink and green underprint (as issued). High quality proof mounted on cardstock and perforated cancelled, no problems.
Estimate: $125-$200.
2282. Buenos Aires, Argentina, República Argentina, 5 pesos front proofs, 1-1-1895. SCWPM-220 (for type). Series 01. Uniface
front proof with pink and blue underprint (not as issued). High quality proof mounted on cardstock and perforated cancelled, no problems.
Estimate: $125-$200.
2283. Buenos Aires, Argentina, República Argentina, 50 centavos proof, ND (1-1-1891). SCWPM-212A (for type). Proof 1891 50
centavos with a complete reverse design and the obverse underprint including “CINCUENTA” (not found this way on issued examples) and
ink stamp. AU, some handling. Estimate: $125-$200.

2284. Gualeguaychú, Argentina, Banco Oxandaburu y Garbino, uncut pair 10 pesos bolivianos remainders, 2-1-1869.
SCWPM-S1784r. Serial 12545 and 12546. Interesting design sharing the same horse vignette as the Banco Nacional 50 centavos lot prior. AU+,

light handling. Estimate: $40-$60.

2285. Gualeguaychú, Argentina, Banco Oxandaburu y Garbino, 4 reales bolivianos front proof, 2-1-1869. SCWPM-S1781b.
Uniface front proof with a dog named “Caesar” as the central vignette with penciled printer’s annotations of “Bolivia” on obverse plus “Argentina
July 1868 Plate Proof ” on reverse. Mounted on cardstock with overall good paper quality, no problems. Estimate: $70-$100.

China

2286. Lot of four Canton, China, Canton Municipal Bank, 1-5-1933, notes. SCWPM-S2280, S-M-K24-52b (2); SCWPM-S2279, S-M-K2451b; SCWPM-S2278, S-M-K24-50b. 10 dollars, serial C436718; 10 dollars, serial C480427; 5 dollars, serial E039233; 1 dollar, serial E535222. All

notes grade F-VF except for the one dollar which is a solid VF. Estimate: $70-$100.

2287. Manchuria, China, Provincial Bank of the Three Eastern Provinces, 10 dollars, 1-1-1924. SCWPM-S2953b; S-M-T214-175.
165 mm x 84 mm. Serial XS966235. Somewhat crisp, brightly colored VF+ note with minor tape residue on reverse. Estimate: $100-$150.
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2288. Peking, China, Federal Reserve Bank of China, one dollar, 1938, series A, “vulgar wiseman” issue. SCWPM-J54a, SM-C286-10. Serial

R0490999. Very popular issue known as the “obscene gesture” or “vulgar wiseman” note showing Confucius displaying an
obscene gesture with his hands towards the Japanese Army occupiers. Pressed VF with center edge splits repaired with tape and vivid ink (some
are known with light or faded coloring). Estimate: $100-$150.
2289. Szechuan-Shensi, China, Soviet Workers and Farmers Bank, 3 ch’uan, 1933. SCWPM-S3219. Printed on grey cloth, red
oval validation stamp. Communist-issued regional note printed on grey cloth for three ch’uan (string of cash coins). XF/AU, excellent cloth
integrity, bold ink, some staining. Estimate: $100-$150.
2290. Szechuan-Shensi, China, Soviet Workers and Farmers Bank, 2 ch’uan, 1933. SCWPM-S3218. Printed on grey cloth, red oval
validation stamp. Communist-issued regional note printed on grey cloth for three ch’uan (string of cash coins). XF, excellent cloth integrity.
Estimate: $100-$150.
2291. Szechuan-Shensi, China, Soviet Workers and Farmers Bank, 1 ch’uan, 1933. SCWPM-S3217. Printed on grey cloth, red oval
validation stamp. Communist-issued regional note printed on grey cloth for one ch’uan (string of cash coins). VF+, excellent cloth integrity,
somewhat faded ink. Estimate: $100-$150.

Costa Rica

2292. San José, Costa Rica, Banco de Costa Rica, remainder 20 pesos, 1-4-1899, certified PMG Choice UNC 64 EPQ.
SCWPM-S165r. Serial

26815. This note and following four lots represent a nice group of colorful and well-designed Costa Rican remainders.
This particular example features a sailing ship from the time period. PMG #8039431-040. Estimate: $100-$150.

2293. San José, Costa Rica, Banco de Costa Rica, remainder 10 colones, 1-4-1899, certified PMG Choice UNC 64 EPQ.
SCWPM-S164r. Serial 42443. An ABNCo depiction of Niagara Falls is the central vignette on this Costa Rican note. High grade remainder with

excellent coloring. PMG #8039431-039. Estimate: $100-$150.

2294. San José, Costa Rica, Banco de Costa Rica, remainder 10 colones, ND (1901-08), certified PMG Choice UNC
64 / stains. SCWPM-S174r. Series C, serial 23591. Very colorful remainder with a train vignette. PMG notes stains along the edges. PMG
#8039431-038. Estimate: $100-$150.

2295. San José, Costa Rica, Banco de Costa Rica, remainder 5 pesos, 1-4-1899, certified PMG Gem UNC 65 EPQ. SCWPMS163r1. Serial

80577. Nice lime green underprint, excellent centering and good margins. PMG #8039431-036. Estimate: $100-$150.

2296. San José, Costa Rica, Banco de Costa Rica, remainder 5 colones, ND (1901-08), certified PMG Gem UNC 66 EPQ.

SCWPM-S173r. Series C, serial 47425. Beautiful red and green coloring, woman reclining on farmland as the central vignette. PMG #8039431-

037. Estimate: $100-$150.

Cuba

2297. Havana, Cuba, El Banco Español de la Isla de Cuba, uncut sheet of six 10 centavos, 15-2-1897. SCWPM-52. Series K,
serials 0707166-0707170. UNC. Estimate: $80-$120.

2298. Cuba, Banco Nacional de Cuba, 100 pesos, 1958, certified PMG Gem UNC 64 EPQ, ex-Ortiz. SCWPM-82c. Serial

C109571A. High grade, high denomination pre-revolution banknote. PMG #2501393-019. Pedigreed to the Emilio Ortiz collection. Estimate:
$100-$150.
2299. Cuba, Banco Nacional de Cuba, 50 pesos, 1958, certified PMG Gem UNC 65 EPQ. SCWPM-81b. Serial B011197A. High
grade, high denomination pre-revolution banknote. Excellent colors and centering. PMG #1535416-008. Estimate: $50-$75.

2300. Cuba, Banco Nacional de Cuba, 10 pesos, 1960, certified PMG Gem UNC 66 EPQ, Che Guevara printed signature.
SCWPM-88c. Serial

Y869137A. High grade, post-revolutionary Cuban note featuring the signature of Che Guevara as president of the bank.
Legend has it that Guevara received the job due to a misunderstanding with Fidel Castro. At a meeting, Castro asked for an “economista” and
Guevara raised his hand. However, he thought Castro said “comunista.” PMG #1535416-004. Estimate: $50-$75.

Dominican Republic

2301. Dominican Republic, 40 pesos on 2 pesos nominales = 80 centavos fuertes, 19-5-1853, serial 6671, with National

Congress revaluation overprint. SCWPM-7. 4 POCs. VG, edge tears, two mechanical holes (also cancellations?) above larger cancellations,
overall decent paper quality and good color remaining. Estimate: $150-$225.

Falkland Islands

2302. Lot of two Falkland Islands, Government of the Falkland Islands, 1 pound, 1974-77. SCWPM-8b; 8c. 20-2-1974, serial
E102195, UNC, good centering; 1-12-1977, serial F10710, AU+. Estimate: $100-$150.

Guatemala

2303. Quetzaltenango, Guatemala, Banco de Occidente en Quetzaltenango, 1 peso, 1-8-1914. SCWPM-S173c. Serial 1420208.
Colorful AU with light handling in corners. Estimate: $70-$100.
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Haiti

2304. Haiti, République d’Haiti, 5 piastres, 1875, certified PMG VG 10 / splits. SCWPM-72. Serial 35780. Printed in 1875, when

the Haitian gourde was briefly renamed in favor of the piastre. Well-circulated example with splits (as noted by PMG), iconic Haitian coat of
arms in center. PMG #1743585-006. Estimate: $100-$150.
2305. Haiti, République d’Haiti, 1 gourde, 12-4-1919, certified PMG XF 40. SCWPM-140a. Series M, serial 183702, red overprint
on Haiti SCWPM-131. Reverse vignette shared with the obverse of the El Banco del Estado de Chihuahua 20 pesos (see lot 1397). Typical
crude edges, bold red overprint as well as original note. PMG #1743585-005. Estimate: $100-$150.

Japan

2306. Lot of two Tokyo, Japan, Bank of Japan, 1 yen convertible silver notes, ND (1889). SCWPM-26. Serial 303512, block 131,

VF, pressed, small stain with degradation; serial 702178, block 511, VF, pressed. Earlier type with Japanese serial and block numbers, large 1
yen coin design on both obverse and reverse along with floral watermark. Estimate: $100-$150.

Maldives

2307. Malé, Maldives, 1 rupee, 4-6-1960. SCWPM-2a. Serial C838993. Choice UNC with a colorful design representing the island
nation. Estimate: $70-$100.

Mexico

Chihuahua

2308. Chihuahua, Mexico, Banco Minero, specimen 10 pesos, ND (1903-06), certified PMG AU 55 / previously mounted,

pinholes. Frampton-M133s; SCWPM-S164As3. 3 POCs. Colorful and intricate design, light handling around edges. PMG #1701920-004. Estimate: $150-$225.

Sonora

2309. Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico, Banco de Sonora, specimen 5 pesos, ND (1897-1911), certified PMG AU 58 EPQ.

Frampton-M507s1; SCWPM-S419s. Series N, white back variety. 2 POCs. Features a vignette of Hortensia Corral Velez, the daughter of main stock-

holder Ramon Corral who later became the vice president of Mexico. Well-centered and boldly inked note. PMG #2505978-003. Estimate:
$150-$225.

Mexico (Banco de Mexico)

2310. Mexico, Banco de Mexico, 5 pesos, 9-8-1933. Frampton-M4615f; SCWPM-21f. Series G, serial A2194868. Popular “gypsy” large-size
note. UNC with great colors and significant paper wave and embossing. Estimate: $150-$225.

Netherlands

2311. Netherlands, Nederlandsche Bank, 10 gulden, 10-4-1942, certified PMG UNC 64 EPQ. SCWPM-56b. Serial 4BT005164.
High grade World War II era note with sharp edges and corners, beautiful coloring. PMG #1525574-013. Estimate: $100-$150.

Paraguay

2312. Lot of two Asunción, Paraguay, Banco de la República: 100 pesos M.N. = 10 pesos oro and 5 pesos M.N. = 50 centa-

vos oro, 26-12-1907, series A, matching 0008808 serial numbers. SCWPM-159, 156. Two different denominated notes with matching
serial numbers. The 100 pesos is AU with some light handling while the 5 pesos is UNC. Estimate: $70-$100.

2313. Lot of two Asunción, Paraguay, Banco de la República, 10 pesos fuertes, 25-10-1923. SCWPM-164a. Serial A5408838,
UNC. A5425921, VF+. Both colorful Paraguayan notes. Estimate: $70-$100.

2314. Lot of two Asunción, Paraguay, Banco de la República, 5 pesos fuertes, 25-10-1923. SCWPM-163a. Serial A7543698, VF,
light stain; serial A7695441, VF. With different signature combinations. Estimate: $70-$100.

Peru

2315. Lot of two Peru, Banco Central, 50 soles oro, ND (1935) overprinted on Peru, Banco de Reserve, 5 Libras. SCWPM-58,

-62. 12-4-1922, series B1, serial 411939, VF, edge splits and foxing; 11-8-1926, series B2, serial 168512, Fine, edge splits (some repaired with

tape) and pinholes. Both provisional issues from 1935, revalued at ten times their initial face value. Estimate: $300-$450.
2316. Lima, Peru, Banco Garantizador, 1,000 soles bond, 2-8-1875. Series 1, serial 267. Well preserved bond initially issued to a
José Vicente del Campo, with a number of interest payment and transfers noted on the reverse. Estimate: $100-$150.
2317. Lima, Peru, Billete Provisional, 5 reales de inca, 1-9-1881. SCWPM-12. Serial 8186. VF, pinholes, notably bold overprint.
Estimate: $100-$150.
2318. Lima, Peru, Compañía de Obras Públicas y Fomento del Peru, 5 soles, 4-7-1876. SCWPM-S445. Series A, serial 51708.
Popular train vignette on obverse. VF, pinholes. Estimate: $150-$225.
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2319. Lima, Peru, República del Peru, 2 soles, 30-6-1879, with 1881 Arequipa provisional stamp. SCWPM-2. Serial C95839.
Fine, pinholes, decent ink color remaining, stamped twice (first time halfway off the note). Estimate: $125-$200.
2320. Chincha Alta, Peru, Wing Hing y Cia, 80 cents, 20-11-1915, serial 02434. SCWPM-unl. Interesting Peruvian note issued by
Chinese merchant Wing Hing. VF. Estimate: $100-$150.

Puerto Rico

2321. Lot of two Puerto Rican plantation scrip, ca. 1890s. Vazquez-47; 18. No denomination, Arecibo, Puerto Rico, Escogida Café,
Marques and Co., S. en C., red stamped “903,” XF; 2 almudes, Jacques Pietri, Despacho no. 2, purple oval stamped “SANTIAGO PIETRI
ADJUNTAS PUERTO RICO,” Fine, paper pull on reverse, stains, typically found circulated. Estimate: $150-$225.

Venezuela

2322. Caracas, Venezuela, Banco Central, specimen 50 bolívares, ND (1940-60), certified PCGS Gem New 65 PPQ. SCWPM33s. 2

POCs. Strong embossing and paper wave on this Venezuelan specimen. PCGS #80518014. Estimate: $125-$200.
2323. Caracas, Venezuela, Banco Central, 10 bolívares, 22-4-1954, certified PMG VF 25. SCWPM-31c. Serial K2322323. A date
and series that comes circulated more often than not. Interesting 2 and 3 serial number. PMG #1539922-027. Estimate: $80-$120.
2324. Caracas, Venezuela, Banco Central, 10 bolívares, 11-3-1960, certified PMG Choice UNC 64. SCWPM-31d. Serial C3591620.
Strongly embossed. PMG #1528304-018. Estimate: $150-$225.
2325. Caracas, Venezuela, specimen non-denominated bolívares national debt bond, 1896. Series 10a. ABNCo printed specimen bond with blank space for value. Folded, with crisp paper quality and color. Estimate: $125-$200.

Various countries

2326. Lot of two Latin American company scrip, ca. 1910s. Laredo, Peru, Negociación Azucarera (sugarcane), 20 centavos, 1-11918, series A, serial 033794, AU, holes; Buenos Aires, Argentina, Piccardo y Ca (tobacco), no denomination, ND (ca. 1910’s), series 857,
AU. Estimate: $100-$150.

Photos

Documents

2327. Original sepia photo of the HMS Victory and HMS Duke of Wellington at dock (late 1800s). 9-3/8” x 13”. Classic sepia

photo of the HMS Victory (built in 1765) and HMS Duke of Wellington (built in 1852) moored in Portsmouth Harbor (as the Victory still is
today, as a continuing museum). Photo in fine condition with only a minor fold along right side to note, mounted on cardstock with some
small tears and pieces missing (though photo is unaffected). Estimate: $100-$150.

Shipwreck Artifacts

Spanish 1715 Fleet, east coast of Florida

2328. Lot of fifteen lead musketballs from the 1715 Fleet. 489 grams total, 5/8” in diameter. Common, simple balls of uniform sizes
with dark gray surfaces, useful for resale or display. Estimate: $100-$150.

Spanish 1733 Fleet, Florida Keys

2329. Lot of two iron cannonballs (one small and encrusted, the other broken off a barshot) from the 1733 Fleet. 2703

grams, 3-1/4” in diameter; 1166 grams, 2-3/4” in diameter. Stable and solid but only partially conserved, the smaller one with light, flaky exterior

and the larger one (rusty in color) with round pit in side where bar used to be. Pedigreed to our Auction #19 (lot #1687). Estimate: $150-$225.

Hindostan, sunk in 1803 off Margate, England

2330. Rectangular blue-green glass trade ingot from the Hindostan (1803). 1169 grams, 6-3/8” x 3-1/2” x 1”. Although glass has
been traded since ancient times, this shipwreck example is one of only two we have handled. Deeply colored with traces of light encrustation
and one small edge ding which does not affect value or rarity. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.

Royal Charter, sunk in 1859 off Anglesey, Wales

2331. Small gilt picture frame from the Royal Charter (1859). 4” x 3”; 14.45 grams. Corroded oval frame with gilding mostly intact

and bright but underlying metal completely gone, some damage including bends and small holes. The steamer Royal Charter, built in 1855,
sank near Anglesey, Wales, during a storm on Oct. 2, 1859 while finishing a voyage from Melbourne, Australia, to Liverpool, England. Many
passengers were gold miners traveling with their cargo of gold coins and Australian gold nuggets. Of the nearly 470 passengers and crew, only
39 survived. Estimate: $100-$150.
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Modern Greece (Confederate blockade runner), sunk in 1862 off North
Carolina
2332. Assemblage of Confederate shipboard artifacts from the Modern Greece (1862) in a Riker box. 344 grams. with case,

6-1/4” x 5-1/4” case size. These artifacts were typical items to find aboard ship: 4 x .577 caliber bullets with original buck’s wood base plugs,

suspender buckle, brass sewing thimble, copper spike, decorative brass bolt, and 1861 Victoria half penny, all nested in a glass-topped box for
display. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $100-$150.

S.S. Republic, sunk in 1865 off Savannah, Georgia

2333. Green-glass ale bottle from the S.S. Republic (1865). 392 grams, 8” tall and 2-3/4” in diameter. Well-formed, rich green ale bottle

(without pontil) completely intact and ready for display. Some light brown glazing on outside as from time spent in the ground. With tag
#R-04-00294-BE. Estimate: $150-$225.

Commodore, sunk in 1866 off Long Island, New York

2334. Mahogany stool made with wood from the Commodore wreck (1866), with Christmas day gift note from 1906. 2131

grams; 18” x 8-5/8” x 9”. Sturdy bench in good condition with minimal wear and marks. Note on bottom reads “This stool made from a piece

of Mahogany that came from the wreck of the Steamer Commodore that came ashore at Peconic on night of December 28th, 1866. Made
and presented to Ellis Francis Billard by his Grandfather, G.J. Terry. December 25th 1906.” Estimate: $150-$225.

RMS Rhone, sunk in 1867 off Salt Island, Tortola, British Virgin Islands

2335. Lot of three glass bottles (one champagne and two Webb’s Soda torpedoes) from the RMS Rhone (1867). Champagne
bottle: 621 grams, 11-1/4” tall and 2-1/2” in diameter; Webb soda bottle: 367 grams, 9-1/4”long; Webb soda bottle: 651 grams, 9-1/4” long. Three bottles

from the RMS Rhone, a British mail steamer which sank in an 1867 hurricane off the coast of Tortola in the British Virgin Islands. Champagne
bottle is a lovely green color with swirls of glass, an incredibly deep pontil at 4”, and small chunk missing from the lip. The two soda glasses are
completely intact and torpedo-shaped, one with just sediment inside but the other with small pool of seawater and sediment and labeled on
outside WEBB’S DOUBLE SODA & OTHER WATERS TO HER MAJESTY ISLINGTON LONDON. Just as interesting as the bottles
is the wreck itself, as it was featured in the 1977 movie The Deep based on a novel by Peter Benchley of Jaws fame and starring Nick Nolte and
Jacqueline Bisset. With certificates. Estimate: $200-$300.

Natural History

Non-Wreck Artifacts

2336. Fossilized fish in stable matrix, approx. 50 million years old. 4-12” x 2-3/4”, 137 grams. Fossilized fish in rectangular matrix,
light brown color with almost complete detail minus bottom of tail fin. Interesting display piece. Estimate: $100-$150.
2337. Petrified oyster, approx. 150 million years old. 3-12” x 3”, 240 grams. Gorgeous specimen of dark gray oyster in perfect condition
despite millions of years of burial. First time we’ve offered one, and this one is a beautiful collectible item. Estimate: $100-$150.

Arms / Armor / Militaria

2338. Spanish sailor’s dirk, 1700s. 162 grams, 11-1/2” long, 6-1/2” single-edged blade. A handy tool for sailors, with ornately carved horn

handle showing brass inlays, brass hand guard, Bowie-style blade, in overall very good condition with some wear to handle and age toning on
blade. With photo-certificate. Estimate: $150-$200.
2339. French World War I grenade with fuse. 3” diameter, 743 grams. Round pitted iron World War I era French-made 1914 grenade
and ring screw brass housing with metal igniter that held up better in wet conditions and was an improvement over early grenades. Estimate:
$100-$150.

Miscellaneous

2340. Lot of two Spanish colonial silver items: ornate thimble with engraved “pelican in her piety” design, and ball-tipped

pin with S on head, ca. 1600s. Thimble: 5/8”, 7.24 grams; pin: 1-3/4”, 3.03 grams. The open-tip thimble, made for women with long fingernails, is beautifully ornate and intact with decorative engraved panels and “pelican in her piety” design, AGUSTIN with cross along the bottom
(for Saint Augustine). Also included is a bulbous-headed cloak pin with S decoration, original dark smooth surface. Estimate: $150-$225.

2341. Early steel/brass balance scale for gold coins with brass pans and five weights, in original case, 1700s. 251 grams, 7-3/4”

x 3-1/2” x 1-3/8”. Steel scale with two brass pans, five brass weights (each marked with dots from two to six), housed in its original oak box with

hinged lid, inside of which is a paper chart of gold coins and their weights; a portion of original scale pan cords extant. With photo-certificate.
Estimate: $150-$225.
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